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ABSTRACT 

This bibliography was compiled by selecting 580 references from die Bibliographic 
Information Dau Base of die Department of Energy's (DOE) National Uranium Resource 
Evaluation (NURE) Program. This dau base and five others have been created by the 
Ecological Sciences Information Center to provide technical computer-retrievable dau on 
various aspects of the nation's uranium resources. All fields of uranium geology are within the 
defined scope of the project, as are aerial surveying procedures, uranium reserves and 
resources, and universally applied uranium research. References used by DOE-NURE 
contractors in completing their aerial reconnaissance survey reports have been included at 
the request of the Grand Junction Office, DOE. The following indexes are provided to aid the 
user in locating reference of interest: author, keyword, geographic location, quadrangle 
name, geoformational index, and Uxonomic name. 



PREFACE 

The National Uranium Resource Evaluation (NURE) Program of the Department of Energy 
(DOE) consisu of two key dements: (I) the search for and evaluation cf uraniumdeposits in the United 
States and (2) the development of improved assessment, exploration, and production meihods. The 
Ecological Sciences Information Center (ESIC). Information Center Complex, Information Division. 
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, provides information support to the NURE project and is part of a 
large-scale computer-oriented system called the Grand Junction Office Information System. The 
purpose of the system is to facilitate the storage, compilation, synthesis, and extraction of NURE data. 
ESIC has the responsibility of building six data bases for NURE; each contains unique information, but 
all have a cross-referencinf capability which allows for thorough data extraction. A brief description of 
the six files is presented below: 

1. Bibliographic Information File—Includes documents on the geology of uranium deposits and aerial 
reconnaissance methods; reference-- from the bibliographic file have been compiled in this 
bibliography. 

2. Quadrangle File -Describes geographic, aerial reconnaissance, and planning data of the 621 
quadrangles being surveyed in the United States. 

3. Contractor Report File—Gives t-sc radiometric data obtained from the aerial reconnaissance 
missions and summarizes the techniques utilized by the NURE contractors. 

4. Uranium Mines File—Denotes the geographic location and mine property number ol over 5000 
uranium mines in the United States. 

5. Ceounits File -Summarizes lithology of all fcnia'son* encountered in quadrangles surveyed by 
NURE contractors 

6. Numeric /7/r—Catalogs references to existing Js.ri» of geographically indexed information 
pertaining to geology, spectrography, and other M'.iE-related interests. 

This bibliography represents the first of a series o' lublications to be compiled by ESIC for the 
NURE program. It consists of 580 abstracted reference*. atingfrom 1905 to 1977. Major emphasis has 
been placed on uranium geology, encompassing dev nation, origin of ore deposits, ore controls, 
lithology, petrology, and prospecting. Other subi. < areas included are aerial reconnaissance 
techniques; uranium reserves and resources of the t'- Jd States, Brazil, and Australia; and laboratory 
research or universally applied studies involving the ..eochemistry and chemical analyses of uranium. 
Although most of the literature is related to urani'irv; onedocuments pertaining to the general geology 
of important regions have beer, included. 

Whenever possible, geographic information o.i :hc areas studied is presented. The statr, wunty, 
section, township, range, and 15- or 7'/2-minutequa4ranglc are generally designated. The study areas are 
then categorized into one-degree by two-degree National Topographic Map Series (NT MS) 
quadrangles and assigned a four-digit number {designated by the Bendix Field Engineering 
Corporation). This combination enables the user to obtein all data on a particular geographic location. 
Geologic formations, mines, claims, rivers, and regional rtructures located near a specific research site 
arc named if they are applicable to the resea'sh. 
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References cited in the Grand Junction Office contractor reports on aerial radiometric 
reconnaissance surveys have also been abstracted and included when possible. The literature is sorted by 
subject category as lifted in the Contcntsand isananged alphabetically by author. Indexes are provided 
for the purpose of simplifying sea rch techniques and reducing the time for obtaining material on a select 
subject. The following indexes begin on page 193: author, keyword, geographic location, quadrangle 
name, gcoformatiooal index, and taxonomk name. 

Because of certain computer-printing limitations, various methods are utilized to indicate 
subscripts and superscripts: 

1. HK.E+3) or IOXE-3) stands for 10' or 10 ' respectively 
2. UKB designates UJO, 
3. U 235 means 2 , 5 U 
4. X2 indicates X 2 

AD the published literature references are coatainedm trie NX R£P.l>uogmpluc Data BKSC and are 
available for searching upon submission of specific requests. Tire services of ES1C are free to all DOE-
funded researchers. AH inquiries for information services should be addressed to: 

Satumal Uranium Resource Evaluation Program 
Ecological Sciences Information Center 

Oak Ridge National laboratory 
P.O. Box X, Building J02H 

Oak Ridge. TN J7KMI 

Phone: (615) 4X3-X6II, Ext. 3-6524 or 3-6173 
ETS H5(h6524 or XSO-6173 
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SAMPLE REFERENCE 

A - Subject Category F - Publication Description 
B - Record Number (of reference) G - Publication Date 
C - Author H - Abstract 
D - Corporate Author I - Abstractor's Initials 
E - Title J - Comments 

(A) MAPPING, SURVEYING, AND LOCATION OF DEPOSITS 
(B) (149) 

(Q (D) Oben, J. C , USGS, Lakcwood, Co. 

(E) (F) (G) Uranium Deposits in the Cochetopm District, Colorado, in Relation to the Otitoceae 
Erosion Surface. USGS Open File Report 76-222, 13 pp. (1976) 

(H) The principal uranium deposit in the Cochetopa district, at the Los Ochos mine, is in 
Junction Creek Sandstone, Morrison Formation, and Precambrian rocks. The deposit is 
localized just beneath the restored position of the old land surface that was buried by 
Oligocene volcanic rocks and has since been eroded away near the mine. Contours drawn 
on this ancient surface show the position of the paleov alley of the ancestral Cochetopa 
Creek, which flowed northward through the district slightly east of its present position. 
The Los Ochos uranium deposit is in the Los Ochos fault zone near the point where it is 
crossed by the pre-volcanism Cochetopa paleovalley. This localization suggests the 
possibility that the fault zone provided the conditions favorable for deposition of uranium 
from ground waters moving through overlying volcanic rocks and down the ancient 

(I) paleovalley on the pre-Oligoctne unconformity. (Auth) 

(J) This report is based on a ulk given at the USCS 'Jranium and Thorium Research and 
Resource Conference held December 8-10, 1975, at Golden, Colorado. 
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GEOLOGY AND MINERALOGY 

< l > 

Kendall. E.W.; University of California. 
Graduate Division. Department of 
Geology, Berkeley. CA 

Ticrt Orcbodics of Ike Section 27 Mine, 
Ambrosia Lake Uranium District, New 
Mexico. GJO-936-2.75 pp. (1972) 

The trend ore consists of flattened, elongate, 
ellipsoidal masses of West water Canyon sandstone, 
whose pore space has been filled with ore phases. 
Field relations and isotope studies have restricted 
the age of ore formation to some time between 
host-sediment deposition (late Jurassic) and 
mid-Cretaccjus. Moving from south to north 
across the ore trend there is a general increase in 
size and grade of successive ore pods, along with a 
rise in stratigraphic position. The orebodies 
represent a slowly migrating reaction zone in which 
phases are destroyed by oxidation and dissolution 
at the southern (up dip) edge and are reprecipitated 
at the north side edge of the ore trend. The ore 
consists principally of pyrite. calcite. and a 
submkroscopk mixture of humk material and the 
uranium silicate, coffinite. Vanadium and selenium 
phases and an amorphous molybdenum sulfide, 
jordisite. arc also associated with the orebodies. 
Pyrite-bearing sands surround the ore. and iron 
oxides are absent lor hundreds of feet from ore. 
Calcite of a definite trend-ore age is present at the 
north side of the ore trend and appears to have 
been destroyed in the central and southern 
portions. Except for quartz being etched in ore and 
overgrown outside, the degree of alteration of host 
rock silicates shows no marked relationship to ore. 
(AuthHPAG) 

<2> 

Humphreys. M.. and G.M. Friedman; 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 
Department of Geology, Troy. NY 

Radioactive Trace Elements in Upper 

Devonian Clastic Rocks, North-Central 
Petmsytvana. AT-3982. 12 pp. (1972) 

Local concentrations of uranium occur in 
north-central Pennsylvania. The dominant 
lithofacies encountered in this region may be 
interpreted as representing meandering stream 
channels and associated overbank deposits. The 
uranium concentrates at the base of gray, 
crossbedded channels or sheet sands. Coalified 
wood fragments and local concentrations of 
malachite occur in close association with the 
uranium deposits. Sampling on a regional basis 
confinns observations that the uranium deposits 
occur at preferred stratigraphic levels, whereas the 
rock above and below these levels is relatively 
barren of uranium (Auth) 

<3> 

Jensen. ML.; Yale University. Laboratory 
of Economic Geology, New Haven. CT 

Sulfur Isotopes and die Origin of 
Sandstone-Type Uranium Deposits. 
Economic Geology. S3. 598-616. (1958) 

An isotopic study of sulfide minerals associated 
with sandstone-type uranium deposits of the 
Colorado Plateau and Wyoming indicates S 32 S 
34 ratios of these 57 sample* varying between 21.93 
to 23.32. The majority, however, exhibit ratios thai 
are highly enriched in the lighter isotope cornered 
to the ratio of primordial sulfur that is assumed to 
be similar in ratio to meteor it ic troilites. which vary 
in ratio from 22.18 to 22.24. The samples are 
predominantly pyrite and marcasiic. but 
chalcopyritc. covellite. and bornilc are included, 
even though the sulfide mineral species appears to 
have no relationship to the specific ratio obtained. 
There is. furthermore, no indication of a difference 
between ratios obtained from sulfides collected 
within uranium ore /ones in comparison to ratios 
of sulfides occurring in cither adjacent or distant 
barren uranium ground. The formations (Triassk 
to Eocene) from which the samples were collected 
have no obvious correlation with the ratios, nor 
docs the presence or absence of lignitic. woody, or 
other carbonaceous matter show any correlation 
witli the ratios. The relatively broad spread of these 
high ratio values, especially of those samples 
collected from one deposit, is very suggestive of 
hydrogen sulfide derived from anerobk bacteria. It 
is suggested that sulfate waters in Mcso/oic 
sediments of the Colorado Plateau area were 
reduced !>v anerobk bacteria to hydrogen sulfide 
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when these waters encountered carbonaceous-rich 
zones that provided an environment and energy-
source for the bacteria. The hydrogen sulfide may 
have remained where formed or may have migrated 
tc locales barren of carbonaceous matter, but most 
likely did both. At a later date, about 60 to 75 
million years ago. ore solutions moving through 
these more porous and permeable channels 
encountered the very effective reducing agent of 
hydrogen sulfide which brougiit about the 
concentration of uranium through precipitation of 
the soluble uranyl ions to relatively insoluble 1'02. 
At the same time iron sulfate was precipitated as 
relatively insoluble sulfides. (Auth) 

<4> 

Stuckey. J.L.: North Carolina Department 
oi Conservation and Development. 
Raleigh. NC 

North Carolina: Its Geology and Mineral 
Resources. North Carolina State 
University Print Shop. Raleigh. North 
Carolina. 550 pp. (1965. May) 

The six chapters of the comprehensive report on 
the geology, geography and mineral resources of 
North Carolina takes an in-depth look at North 
Carolina's natural setting, physiography, geologic, 
topographic and physical history, as well as the 
increasing importance of its mineral resources. Yhe 
history of the development of geology in North 
Carolina is also studied, emphasizing the work ot" 
numerous contributors in the field. (MBW) 

<5> 

Chenoweth. W L. (Comp). EH. Baltz. Jr. 
(Comp.). S.W. (Comp.) West, and C.T. 
(Comp.) Smith: AEC. Resource Potential 
Division. Grand Junction, CO 

Road Log from Cortez, Colorado to 
Gallop, New Mexico, Road Log from 
Gallup, New Mexico to Albuquerque, New 
Mexico, Road Log from Albuquerque, 
New Mexico to the Ojo del Espiritu Santo 
Grant, New Mexico, Strattgraphk 
Relationships and Nomenclature Chart, 
Stratiffiphk Sections, Comments on 
Points of Interest. Report 082172. 30 pp. 
(1972, August) 

Three roarf logs, s'ratigraphic sections, general 

geology, points of interest, history of the area, and 
other comments were compiled for the United 
States Uranium Tour Guidebo. K. The tour 
followed the 24th International Geological 
Congress held September 11-23. 1972. (PAG) 

<6> 

Craig. L.C.. C.N. Holmes. R.A. Cadigan. 
VI . Freeman. T.E. Mullens, and G.W. 
Weir. USGS. Washington. DC 

Stratigraphy of the Morrison and Related 
Formations, Colorado Plateaa Region, a 
Preliminary Report USGS Bulletin 
1009-E. (pp. 125-168): TEI-180. 64 pp. 
(1955) 

Three subdivisions of the Jurassic rocks of the 
Colorado Plateau region are: the Glen Canyon 
group, mainly eolian and fluvial sedimentary rocks: 
the San Rafael group, marine and marginal marine 
sedimentary rocks: and the Morrison formation, 
fluvial and lacustrine sedimentary rocks. In central 
and eastern Colorado the Morrison formation has 
not been differentiated into members. In eastern 
Utah, northeastern Arizona, northwestern New 
Mexico, and in part of western Colorado, the 
Morrison may be divided into a lower part and an 
upper part; each part has two members which are 
differentiated on a lithologic basis. Most of the 
carnotite deposits of the Morrison formation are in 
the Salt Wash member. They are found entirely 
within the sandstone and mudstone facies of the 
Salt Wash member. Lithofacies studies have 
delimited an area relatively favorable for the 
occurrence of or? within the area of this facies 
Most of the camotite deposits occur in areas where 
sandstones of the Salt Wash are relatively 
well-sorted and probably have a relatively high 
permeability. The resultants of dip directions of 
cross-laminae in the sandstones of the Salt Wash 
and the (rends of ore "rolls" show similar radial 
patterns and may indicate that the shape* of 
carnotite deposits were influenced by primary 
sedimentary structures; however, the ore deposits 
show little detailed control by sedimentary 
structures, for in many places the ore cuts across 
the bedding and lamination. Three distinct possible 
sources for the uranium of the carnotite deposits 
may be postulated: I) the rocks of the source area 
of the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 
formation. 2) a post-Salt Wash hydrothermal 
source in the Colorado Plateau region, and 3) 
disseminations in post-Salt Wash sedim:ntary 
rocks. (AuthXPAG) 
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The t i t le of LSGS-TEI-180 published in 
I9SI is 'Preliminary Report on the 
Stratigraphy of the Morrison and Related 
Formations of the Colorado Plateau 
Region". 

<7> 

Klepper. M R . , and D C . Wvant; L S G S . 
Washington. DC 

Notes on the Geology of Uranium. LSGS 
Bulletin 1046-1-. (pp. 87-148). (1957) 

The report attempts to synthesize the great volume 
of information on the geology of individual 
deposits and types of deposits, geochemistry, 
distribution, and features that may be important in 
searching for and appraising uranium deposits. The 
report deals with processes that concentrate 
uranium: describes types of uranium deposits: and 
discusses the clustering of uranium deposits within 
provinces, and provides some -lues for prospecting 
. id appraisal. (AuthflPAG) 

<8> 

Gangloff. A.: Commission d"Encrgic 
Atomiquc. Direction des Productions. 
Eonlcnay-aux-Roscs. France 

Notes Sommaires sur la Geologic des 
Principaux Districts Uraniferes Etudies 
par la CEA. In Proceedings of a Panel on 
t i r a n i u m E x p l o r a t i o n G e o l o g y , held in 
Vienna. Austria. April 13-17. 1970. 
International Atomic Energy Ag.'ncy 
Publications. Vienna. Austria, (pp. 
77-105). 3X6 pp. : IAEA-PI.-391 16. <pp 
77-105). 3X6 pp. (1970. October) 

Major characteristics of uranium deposits of the 
vein type and deposits located in sedimentary rocks 
and the theories as to the genesis of the deposits arc 
presented. When prospecting lor uranium in a 
sedimentary medium, attention should be paid to 
the fact that workable deposits may be found in 
unusual geological contexts. Such is the case with 
the Bakouma deposit in the Central African 
Republic. There the ore bodies arc formed from a 
line argilo-silico-phosphatc Palcoccnc material 
filling the fossil karsts in prntcro/oic dolomites, 
the uranium is present in the tctravalcnt state in ,i 
carbonated lluorapatitc network comprising as 
much as 50*, of the scdimcni. The origin of this 
mincrali/ation is still something of a puzzle. 

(AuthxPAG) 

<9> 

Sorenscn . M.; I 'niversitv ol Copenhagen. 
Institute of Petrology. Copenhagen. 
Denmark 

Low-Grade Uranium Deposits in Agparoc 
Nepheline Syenites, South Greenland In 
Proceedings of a Panel on I ranium 
Exploration Geology, held m Vienna. 
Aust r ia . April I 3 - | 7 . 1970 In ternat ional 
Atomic Energy Agency Publications. 
Vienna. Aus t r ia , (pp. 1*1-159). 3X6 pp . . 
I A E A - P I . - 3 9 1 22. (pp 151-159). 3X6 pp 
11970. October) 

The latest major intrusion in the Prccamhriun 
(iardar alkaline igneous province in south 
Greenland is the llimaussaq massif which is nudc 
up mainly of agpuilic ncphclinc svcnitcs. I he latest 
members ot the intrusion, luiavrmc ncphclinc 
syenite*, are locally enriched in I .u.W Ih Ihrcc 
main types ol deposits .ire distinguished ll) 
siccnstrupinc and mon.vitc rruh«li>phaniie in 
analcimc-natrolitc rich linc-sr.nncil lui-nnic-
without cudialyte: 200-600 ppm I . 20H-20nn" ppm 
Ih: |2) stccnsrupipc. monazile rhahuophamlc and 
thorite in medium- to fine-grained luiavrilcs and 
their contacl-mclavomalicalK altered Imc-irraincd 
luj-v rites and lavas of thu- root ot ihc intrusion. 
100-3000 ppm I and 50-1300- ppm Ih: and l3> Lite 
hydrolhcrmai \eins associated with the liiiav rites 
which are enriched in I . I h. Re. Be. \ h . I i etc . 
but arc of limited extent. Mineralized Iractures also 
occur and around llimaussaq and other (iardar 
intrusions, hut arc not ol am economic interest 
(Atith) 

-10 

St ipanic ic . P.N.: Comision N a o o n a l de 
Incrgia Atomici. Buenos Aires. Argentina 

Conceptos Geostructurales Generates 
Sobre la Distribucion de los Yacimientos 
Uraniferos con Control SedimenUno en tat 
Argentina y Posible Aplicacion de los 
Mismos en el Resto de Sudamerica In 
Proceedings of a I'iincl on I lanium 
Fxploration Geology, held in Vienna. 
Austr ia . April 13-17. 1970. In terna t ional 
Atomic Energy Agency Publications. 
Vienna. Austr ia , (pn 205-216). 3X6 pp . 
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IAEA-PL-391 24. (pp . 205-216), 386 pp. 
(1970. October) 

From the experience gained within Argentine 
territory, it would seem that many of the principal 
uranium deposits of the stratiform type contained 
in sedimentary rocks arc very closely linked with 
the presence, in their vicinity, of large pcncpUined 
areas in which fertile rocks outcrop. The genesis of 
these deposits must in principle have entailed 'apart 
from fulfillment of the conditions necessary for the 
host rock to permit uranium concentration, 
precipitation, and so on) leaching of the uranium, 
starting in the source areas; these are?s are in fact 
the peneplains referred to above, after exposure to 
degradation, weathering, and so on. for lengthy 
periods. Since some of the geological events playing 
a pan in the above-mentioned geomorphologkal 
configurations are common to the whole of South 
America which is also true in certain instances of 
the composition of the terrain - it is felt that the 
Argentine experience oculd be extrapolated beyond 
the geographical bounds of the country and be 
applied in prospect ion for uranium-bearing 
deposits in other parts of the continent. In this 
connection, and after selection of sedimentary 
formations with characteristics such as :o make 
them favorable hosts, it is suggested that a regional 
analysis be made to ascertain the presence of 
neighboring peneplains that have been clearly 
defined at any particular stage of their geological 
history. On the basis of the existing data on 
uranium deposits ••; *.r?entine territory, the most 
important formations could be those arising late in 
the Pre-Cambrian, Middle Devonian, Middle 
Permian, end of the Triaaic and beginning of the 
Tertiary periods. However, one should not 
disregard other diastropric stages, such as those 
which either locally or regionally may have been 
highly active, thereby permitting development of 
extensive peneplain areas. (Auth) 

< l l > 

Cabelman, J.W.; A EC, Washington, DC 

Melallotectonic Con t ro l of Uranium 
Distribution. In Proceedings of a Panel on 
U r a n i u m E x p l o r a t i o n G e o l o g y , held in 
Vienna, Austria, April 13-17. 1970. 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Publications, Vienna, Austria, (pp. 
187-204), 386 pp. ; IAEA-PL-391 /15 , (pp. 
187-204), 386 pp. (1970, October) 

Zoning of particular metal deposits around 

alteration centres distinguishes mineral districts of 
certain ranges of mineralization temperature. 
Grouping of similar districts into adjacent linear 
regional zones arranged in tcmpcrature-paragcnctic 
sequence establishes regional zoning and » 
mineralization temperature-intensity gradient 
oriented across the /ones. The mineral zones arc 
correlative and coextensive with zones of 
deformation intercity for both compressional 
(oro^entc) and torsional (taphrogenic) phases of 
tectonic activity in circumcontinental mobile belts. 
Mineral izat ion intensity gradients match 
deformation intensity gradients. Therefore, each 
phase of the tectonic cycle is considered capable of 
generating a concurrent or somewhat later 
.nineralization cycle. The fricttonal heat of shallow 
orogeny is believed capable of concerting all 
available ground fluids into hydrothermal fluids 
that can leach, mobilize, and redistribute elements 
according to their temperature stability, thus 
producing regional zones. Taphrogcny. which 
occurs dominantry in hinterlands from which 
low-temperature elements have been flushed, 
involves deep faults that may tap the mantle and 
introduce new elements, including those of low 
temperature stability. Uranium is most Mablilized 
in lowest temperature environments and thus seeks 
a regional zonal position at the extreme foreland 
end of mineralization gradients of either type. The 
consistency of this relation, in mobile belts 
throughout the Americas, justifies its extension to 
mobile belts of any age throughout the work) to 
allow prediction of most uraniferous regions. 
Metallotectonics of the Iberian penosula. 
interpreted for the first time, indicate that uranium 
has migrated to the lowest tempera ture 
environments possible in the central Mescta where 
it exists in Tertiary deposits. Without metallogenic 
data, the optimum regional positions for uranium 
in the rest of the work) are predicted from tectonic 
analysis of mobile belts. Regions most favorable by 
this method include the world's most significant 
uranium districts. (Auth) 

<I2> 

Harshman, E.N.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Uranium Ore Rolls in the United States. 
In Proceedings of a Panel on Uranium 
Exploration Geology, held in Vienna, 
Aus t r ia , April 13-17, 1970. In te rna t iona l 
Atomic Energy Agency Publicarons, 
Vienna. Aus t r ia , (pp . 2 l? -232) . 386 pp . : 
IAEA-PL-391 /4 , (pp . 2 1 9 ^ 3 2 ) . 386 pp . 
(1970, October) 
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About 4 C ( of the uranium ore reserves in the 
I mted States, minable at $8 per pound of 
contained 1.308. are in roll-type deposits in the 
State of Wyoming. The host rocks arc arkosic 
sandstones, deposited in intcrmonune basins under 
fluvial conditions, and derived from the granitic 
cores of mountain ranges that flank the basins. The 
host rocks arc Eocene and possibly Paleoccne in 
age and are. or were, overlain by a sequence of 
continental tuffaccous siltstones. sandstones and 
conglomerates 400-700 m thick. Most of the ore is 
unoxidized and lies below the water table. It 
contains pyrite. uraninitc. coffinitc. marcasite, 
hematite, fcrrosdite and native selenium. The 
orcbodies range in size from a few hundred 
thousand tons of material containing 0.10 - 5<i 
VJOt. As mined, the ore average* about 0.25% 
U3G4. The orcbodies arc genetically related to and 
tic at the margins of large tongues of altered 
sandstone. The character of the alteration and the 
distribution of several elements within and near the 
altered sardstone suggest that the ore-bearing fluid 
was grou'id water, neutral to slightly alkaline and 
oxidizing with respect to the elements being 
transponcri. Roll-type deposits in littoral and 
fluvial sandstones have recently been discovered in 
the Gulf Coastal Plain area of Texas. These 
deposits appear to be similar to the Wyoming 
deposits in form, distribution of elements, and 
genesis. tAutr.j 

< I 3 > 

Robertson. D.S.; David S. Robertson and 
Associates Limited. Toronto. Ontario. 
Canada 

Uranium. Its Geological Occurrence as a 
Guide to Exploration. In Proceedings of a 
Panel on Uranium Explorat ion Geology, 
held in Vienna. Austria. April 13-17. 1970. 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Publications. Vienna. Austria, (pp. 
267-284). 386 pp. ; I A E A - P L - 3 9 1 3 . (pp. 
267-284). 386 pp. (1970. October) 

Uranium is a lithophile element and as such it is 
concentrated by processes active in the crust. 
About 90% of the world's reserves occur in basal 
Huronian conglomerates and post Paleozoic 
sandstones. It is suggested that significant 
expansion of reserves under current economic 
conditions requires the finding of further reserves 
of these types. The ore deposits in the basal 
Huronian are of detrital origin. They are restricted 
in time to a period after the development of 

extensive acid Tust but before the evolution of an 
oxidizing atmosphere. Bee? use of this they arr of 
extremely restricted occurrence. The post Paleozoic 
sandstone ore deposits, called Western States type, 
arc formed by leaching of uranium from granite 
surfaces, volcanic sediments or arkoses. the 
movement of uranium in groundwater and its 
precipitation by organic material. It appears that 
the processes necessary, which continue to the 
present time, take place only in arid to semi-arid 
climates. Because of this, the areas of the earth in 
which such deposits can be found arc limited. 
(Auth) 

< I 4 > 

Way. J.H.. and G.M. Friedman: 
Rcnssebei Polytechnic Institute. 
Department of Geology. Troy. NY 

Radioactive Trace Elemerts in Middle 
and Upper Devonian Clastic Rocks, 
Catski l l Mounta in Area , New York. AT 
(3U-l>-3982. 23 pp. (1972. March 21) 

Uranium concentrates in spotty lenses of 
intcrbedded braided and alluvial stream deposits of 
Upper Devonian age. Occurrences are of low-
uranium content (less :han 400 ppm). but above the 
background of I to 5 ppm. The concentrations 
occur in roadcuts along Route 17 in gray and green 
channel sandstones and in some gray-colored zones 
beneath sandstones at the top of red mudstonc 
lenses. Where the uraniur. cer-v-entratcy plant 
debris, pyrite nodules and malachite tend to be 
conmon. While these uranium concentrations are 
uneconomic, they are of interest because ot their 
similarity to Upper Devonian occurrences of 
uranium in northeastern Pennsylvania. Similar 
spotty uranium concentrations may occur in Upper 
Devonian rocks throughout the Catski l l 
Mountains. (Auth) 

<I5> 

Shawc. D .R. . and H.C. Granger; U S G S . 
Denver. CO 

Uranium Ore Rolls - An Analysis. 
Economic Geology. 60(2). 240-250. (1965) 

Sharply discordant, curved uranium ore layers in 
sedimentary rocks arc commonly called rolls and 
can be cither a subsidiary or dominant form of a 
deposit. Although environmental differences 
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among rolls have not previously been described, at 
least two types can he distinguished. Rolls of the 
Colorado Plateau type are surrounded by a wide 
halo of reduced altered rock. They probably 
formed in favorable strata before or during 
maximum burial prior to major structural 
deformation and are not genetically related to 
uplift and denudation. Rolls of a type found in the 
Tertiary basins of Wyoming are bounded on one 
side by relatively oxidized altered rock and on the 
other by relatively reduced rock. They probably 
formed ne t the surface following major 
deformation, uplift, and denudation. It seems 
probable that the ore-bearing solutions that formed 
the Colorado Plateau type of roll flowed parallel to 
the roil axis, whereas it is possible that solutions 
flowed through the roll front in the type of roll 
common in the Tertiary basins. This conclusion is 
borne out by studies of similar rolls in the USSR. 
A proper understanding of the various spatial 
relations between roll-type deposit, and altered 
rock can be a useful guide to exploration fo. 
uranium deposits i.t sedimentary rocks. (Auth) 

<I6> 

Swineford. A.. J.C. Frye. and A.B. 
Leonard: IHIIKVJ Geological Survey, 
Urbana. IL: University of Kansas. 
Lawrence. KS: Kansas Geological Survey. 
Topeka. KS 

Petrography of the Late Tertiary Volcanic 
Ash Fall* in the Central Great Plains. 
Journal of Sedimentary Petrology. 25(4). 
243-261. (1955) 

Lenticular deposits of volcanic ash in the Miocene 
and Pliocene strata of western Kansas and western 
Nebraska are described petrographically. These 
include 14 ash falls of known stratigraphic position. 
All the ash studied is classed as viiric tuff and most 
of the falls are rhyolitic in composition. A regular 
or progressive change through time in the character 
of the ash does not occur. Ash falls are particularly 
common in the lower half of the Ash Hollow 
member of the Ogallala formation where it is 
estimated t*»t volcanic material constitutes more 
than three percent of the volume of the sediments. 
(Auth) 

< I7> 

Vickers. R.C.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology and Monazite Content of the 
Goodrich Quartzae, Painter Area, 
Marqncnc County. Mkfc«kn USGS 
Bulletin 1030-F. (pp. 171-185;. (19S6) 

The Palmer area, which is on the south limb of the 
Marquette synciinorium. consists of a downfaultcd 
block of Precambrian sedimentary rocks about 4 
miles long and three-quarters of a mile wide. The 
block b composed mainly of middle Huronian 
Ajtbik quaruitc and Negaunee iron-formation and 
upper Huronian Goodrich quartzitc. Monazite 
occurs in the Goodrich quartzite as rounded 
dctrital grains concentrated mainly in the matrix of 
quartz pebble conglomerate which is interbedded 
with coarse-grained quartzite. Correlation of 
gamma-ray logs of drill holes which penetrate an 
apparent thickness of 1.100 feet of Goodrich 
quartzite and enter the underlying Negaunee 
iron-formation shows that most of the monazite 
occurs more than 300 feet above the base of the 
Goodrich quartzitc. Drill-core specimens contain as 
much as 54 pounds of monazitc per ton of rock. 
Outcrops of Goodrich quartzitc. which are 
practically restricted to the lower 200 feet of the 
formation, contain an average of 2.9 pounds of 
monazite per ton. Samples from locally derived 
erratics contain as much as 110 pounds of monazite 
per ton. Laboratory work indicates that more than 
85 percent of the monazite is recoverable by gravity 
methods after grinding and sizing. (Auth) 

<I8> 

Wilmarth. V.R.. USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of the Giro Uranium-Vanadium 
Copper Deposit, Park County, Colorado. 
USGS Bulletin 1087-A. (pp. 1-21). (1959) 

The Garo deposit, in the west-central part of Park 
County. Colorado, was mined for uranium, 
vanadium, and copper in 1951 and 1952. The ore 
minerals that constitute the deposit are in three 
complexly faulted sandstone beds of the Maroon 
formation of Pennsyrvanian and Permian age. on 
the northeast flank of the northwest-trending Garo 
anticline. Most of the ore that has been mined 
came from the youngest sandstone bed (bed I), but 
some ore has been produced from the oldest 
sandstone bed (bed 3). Channel samples from the 
ore bodies in bed I contain as much as 0.48 percent 
uranium and 1.37 percent V205. whereas samples 
from sandstone bed 3 contains as much as 0.«62 
percent uranium and 0.49 percent V205. Copper 
has been produced from sandstone bed I. Within 
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the ore bodies the ore minerab-tyuyamunitc. 
meutyuyamunite. volborthite. carnotiie. covclliie. 
chafcoche. azurite. and malachite-occur in fissure 
veins and as disseminated grains between the 
dctrital grains in the sandstone. The dominant 
ganguc minerals are cakitc. hematite, and 
chalcedony. The original minerals-chalcocite. 
covcllitc. pyritc. and possibly uraninite and 
•nontroschc-havc been oxidized and only small 
remnants of the primary sulfide minerals were 
observed in the ore. Oxidation of the primary 
uranium and vanadium minerals resulted in the 
formation of tyuyamunite. mctatyuyamunite. 
volborthitc. and carnotite and small quantities of 
uranopbane and cakiovolbortbitc. The intersection 
of faults which cut the rocks of the Maroon 
formation should be used as a guide in prospecting 
for uranium in the vicinity of Garo. (AuthMMBW) 

<I9> 

Houston. R.S.; L'niveristy of Wyoming. 
Department of Geology, Laramie. WY 

Aspects of the Geologic History of 
Wyoming Related to the Formation of 
Uranism Deposits. Contributions to 
Geology. 8(2). 67-79. (1969) 

Geologic history suggests that we may see in 
Wyoming uranium deposits and end product of a 
long and comptex sequence of events; in effect, a 
modification of Gruner's multiple-migration 
accretion hypothesis. This concept is very similar to 
that of others who ziso suggest a redistribution 
process for formation of roll-type deposits 
facilitated by bacteria that create a strongly 
oxidizing and low pH environment on the altered 
or up-dip side of deposits. Various possibilities 
probably exist for the source, transportation 
medianHn. and method of deposition of uranium 
in the formations of early Eocene age in Wyoming. 
It is believed that the deposits are an end product 
of processes thai may well have culminated in 
roll-type deposits laic in the geologic history of 
Wyoming. This hypothesis suggests that other, 
perhaps lower grade occurrences of uranium, may 
be found down-dip or at some distance beyond the 
convex side of the rolls. (AuthXPAG) 

<20> 

Webb. M.D.; Kerr-McGce Corporation. 
Oklahoma City. OK 

Suatigraphic Control of Sandstone 
Uranium Deposits in Wyoming. 
Contributions to Geology. 8(2). 121-129. 
(1969) 

A conceptual model is presented which proposes 
that the Wyoming uranium deposits in Tertiary 
sandstones arc post dcpositional accretions largely 
related to facie* changes developed in major 
paleo-drainagcs. These facics changes represent the 
optimum location of carbonaceous accui lulation in 
coarse permeable sandstones along the paleostream 
margins. Sediments were largely derived Irom 
granitic and mctamorphic terrains adjacent to the 
basins of deposition. The uranium was derived 
from the source terrain and after mobilization was 
deposited and redistributed by connate, phreaik 
and vadosc waters. Uranium concentration was 
initiated during the period of compaction by direct 
absorption in humk components and by a system 
of microorganisms living on the carbonaceous 
substrate. Later Tertiary uplift introduced extensive 
oxidation into the system creating major 
modification and reaccrction of uranium in the 
same geochcmically favorable carbonaceous 
environment. These late oxidation phases are 
postulated to have been responsible for most of the 
economically exploitable deposits. In the uplift and 
oxidation cycles the physiological activities of at 
least two genera of microorganisms played a 
significant role in both the mobilization and in the 
accretion of uranium. (Auth) 

<2I> 

Trimble. D.E.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of the Michaud and Pocatello 
Quadrangle*. Bannock and Power 
Counties, Idaho. (SOS Bulletin 1400. 88 
pp. (1976) 

The Michaud and Pocatcllo quadrangles comprise 
an area in southeastern Idaho cxt;nding eastward 
from the American Falls Reservoir, in the Snake 
River Plain, and including the Pocatello Range and 
the northern pari of the Bannock Range, in the 
Basin and Range physiographic province. The 
mountainous parts arc underlain principally by 
thick marine sedimentary rocks of Prccambrian 
and Cambrian age hut also contain a fairly 
complete section of Paleozoic rocks. Mcsozo..-
rocks arc absent in the area. Tertiary rocks crop 
out extensively in (he foothills and are limited to 
volcanic tuffs. Quaternary deposits cover more 
than half the area and include basalt, pediment 
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gravel, loess, and lacustrine and fluvial deposits. 
(AuthNMBW) 

< 2 2 > 

Vine. J.D.: USGS. Washington. D C 

Geology «ad Uraaanai Deposits m 
Carbccaceous Rocks of the F a l l Creek 
A r e a . Boaacvi l lc C o a a t y . Idaho. USGS 
Bulletin 1055-1. (pp. 2SS-294). 315 pp. 
( ! • » ) 

Uranium occurs in carbonaceous rocks of the Bear 
River formation, of Early Cretaceous age. in the 
Fall Creek area. Bonneville County. Idaho. The 
principal deposit is at the Fall Creek coal prospect 
in sec. 4. T. I S.. R. 42 E.. where impure coal 
contains an average of about 0.02 percent uranium. 
Geologic mapping and sampling have 
demonstrated that the zone of uranium-bearing 
rocks is widespread in the area and is repeated in 
outcrop several times, owing to folding and faulting 
of the enclosing strata, although exposures suitable 
for sampling and analysis are few. Analytic dau 
suggests a possible geochemkal relation between 
uranium, germanium, and molybdenum. Four 
general hypotheses are advanced for the origin of 
uranium in carbonaceous rocks, but comparison of 
the deposits with other occurrences of 
uranium-bearing carbonaceous rocks suggests that 
an epigenetic hypothesis of deposition by 
downward percolating meteoric water seems best 
able to explain (he occurrence of uranium in the 
Fall Creek area. Core drilling was inconclusive in 
demonstrating the areal extent of the radioactive 
units. Most of the holes did hot reach the 
uranium-bearing strata, because the area is one of 
structural complexity, with faulting, thinning of 
incompetent strata, and increasingly steep dips at 
depth. About 61/2 million tons of coaly shale, 
carbonaceous shale, and carbonaceous limestone 
with an average grade of about 0.02 percent 
uranium is believed to be in the area. This estimate 
is based on the average thickness and grade of 
uranium-bearing strata exposed in the Fall Creek 
coal prospect, by drill-hole dau. and by the 
inferred extent of the»e strata over an area of 
slightly more than 400 acres. (Auth) 

< 2 3 > 

Mapcl. W.J. . and W.J. Hail . Jr.; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Tertiary Geology of the Goose Creek 
District. Cassia Coaaty. Idaho. Box 
Elder C o a a t y . U t a h , aad Elko Coaa ty . 
Nevada USGS Bulletin 1055-H (pp. 
2I7-2S4). 315 pp. (1959) 

The Goose Creek district is an area of about 260 
square miles in the northern and central parts of an 
intermontanc basin in southern Idaho and adjacent 
parts of Utah and Nevada. Tertiary rocks exposed 
in the district include the Payette formation, of 
Miocene or Pliocene age. and the overlying Salt 
Lake formation, of Pliocene age. Both formations 
contain thin beds of carbonaceous shale and lignite. 
The Tertiary sedimentary rocks rest unconformabH 
on a large body of Tertiary rhyolitc exposed in the 
mountains bordering the district on the southeast, 
and on a thick undifferentiated sequence of 
Carboniferous and older rocks, limestone, 
quartzhc. and shale, exposal in the mountains to 
the west and northeast. The Payette and Salt lake 
formations arc tilted in a general easterly direction, 
with an average dip of about 3 degrees. Norma! 
faults with displacements ranging from a few feet to 
as much as 900 feet cut the Tertiary sequence at 
various places. Lignite has been mined for local use 
from both the Payette and Salt Lake formation, 
but most of the lignite has a large content of ash 
and is of little commercial value. Concentrations of 
as much ?« 0.1 percent uranium occur locally in 
lignite and carbonaceous shale in the lower pan of 
the Salt Lake formation. Most of the uranium-rich 
beds are on the flanks and in the trough of a 
shallow syndine in TI6S. R2IE. Idaho. Other 
mineral resources include building stone and 
bentonite. (AuthKMBW) 

<24> 

Shawe. DR.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Geologic History of the Slick Rock 
Distr ict and V ic in i ty . San Miguel aad 
Dolores Comities, Colorado. USGS 
Professional Paper 576-E. 19 pp. (1976 

Paleozoic and Mesozoic sedimentation and 
tectoiiiv. in the region around Slick Rock. 
Colorado produced a favorable environment for 
sandstone-type uranium-vanadium deposits. The 
Paradox basin that formed in late Paleozoic time in 
part controlled deposition of strata in Late Jurassic 
time that are the hosts of the ore deposits. Upper 
Cretaceous marine shale served as a source rock for 
the deposits when compaction expelled uranium-
and vanadium-bearing pore waters in Late 
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Cretaceous and carry Tertiary time. (Audi) 

< 2 i > 

Hedges. L.S.: South Dakota Geological 
Survey. VermiBion. SD; University of 
South Dakota. Science Center. Vermillion. 
SD 

GcoJogjr aad Water Resources of 
Cmpfccll Couaty. South D a £ c i * , Part I : 
Geology. South Dakota Geological Survey 
Bulletin 20. 39 pp. (1972) 

Prc-Pleistocene rocks range in age from 
Precair.bnan through Late Cretaceous. AD of the 
rocks from Prrcambhan through much of the 
Cretaceous are found in the subsurface and their 
presence and description are inferred mainly by 
extrapolation of subsurface data from surrounding 
counties. Limestones and dolomites of Paleozoic 
age which arc about 1500 feet thick, overlie the 
Precambrian rocks. Sediments of Cretaceous age. 
about 2500 feet thick, overlie the Paleozoic rocks 
and consist chiefly of sandstone and shale with 
some limestone and marl. Cretaceous rocks present 
in the Mibsurfacc are. oldest to youngest: Inyan 
Kara Group. Skull Creek Formation. Dakota 
Formation. Graneros Shale. Greenhorn Limestone. 
Cariile Shale. Niobrara Marl and most of the 
Pierre Shale. The Virgin Creek. Mobridgc. and Elk 
Butte Members of Pierre Shale and the Fox Hills 
Formation of Cretaceous age arc exposed along the 
Missouri River trench and the uplands in the 
northwest part of the county. Surficial deposits of 
glacial drift, as much as 475 feet thick, mantle the 
bedrock formations except along the walb of the 
Missouri River trench. Several deep bedrock 
channels contain sediments that consist of outwash 
and a complex outwash-alluvium deposit of 
prc-late Wisconsin age. glacial till, and the Pollock 
Formation. The Pollock Formation is a new name 
proposed for proglacial fate Wisconsin lacustrine 
deposits in the Mound City Channel and the 
Ancient Grand Channel. Loess-covered drift in the 
western one-third of the county, formerly 
correlated with the lowan and Tazewell 
undifferentiated drift, has been tentatively 
correlated with the late Wisconsin stage. Extensive 
areas of collapsed outwash and the presence of 
ice-walled lake plains, ice-walled gravel plains, and 
collapsed lake plains indicate the former presence 
of superficial drift and subsequent deposition as 
stagnation drift. (AuthxPAG) 

< 2 6 > 

Schmidt. R .G. . W . T . Pecora. B. Bryant , 
and W.G. Ernst: L'SC.S. Washington. D C 

Geology of the Lloyd Qaadiaagk* 
Bcarpaw Moamaiat, Bfcuac Coaaty, 
Montana USGS Bulletin 108 I E . (pp. 
159-iW). ( i96l) 

About 25 percent of : v quadrangle is underlain by 
sedimentary rocks of Middle Jurassic to Recent 
age. 15 percent by intrusive and extrusive igneous 
rocks of middle Eocene age. and 60 percent by 
surfkial deposits of late Pliocene. Pleistocene, and 
Recent ages. The sedimentary rocks are subdivided 
into 19 formations, which have a total straiigraphic 
thickness in the Bcarpaw Mountains region of 
about 8.000 feet. However, in the Lloyd quadrangle 
the exposed sedimentary section is about 5.000 feet 
thick. The igneous rocks of the Lloyd quadrangle 
range in composition from subsilioc-alkahc to 
silick-alkalic and represent the shook initc-syenrte 
and monzonitc families. The intrusive varieties 
occur as stocks, plugs, dikes, and sills. The 
extrusive varieties are part of a volcanic pile that 
consists predominantly of incerlaycred flows of 
mafic and felsic lava and beds of mafic and febk 
pyroclastic rocks. Ana lei me trachyte flows and 
breccias are intertayered with the mafic and felsic 
flows in the youngest part of the volcanic pile. As 
mapped, the flow rock units include some irregular 
pluglike bodies of intrusive rock that arc 
indistinguishable from and merge with the flows. 
The estimated maximum siraticraphic thickness of 
the layered volcanic sequence is about 15.000 feet. 
Within the area mafic lava flows exceed lekk lava 
flows in a real distribution by a ratio of about 3 to 
2. However, porphyriiic latitc. the intrusive 
equivalent of the Iclsic flow rock*, is more 
abundant than the sbonkinitic rocks, the intrusive 
equivalent of the mafic flow rocks. The principal 
structural feature of the area is the Bcarpaw 
Mountains structural arch, an eastward-trending 
belt of uplifted and deformed sedimentary rocks 
that has been extensively intruded by a great 
variety of igneous rocks. The arch is bounded by a 
northern and southern volcanic field, each of which 
covers an area of about 300 square miles. Faulted 
rocks in and adjacent to the volcanic fields 
demonstrate that deformation occurred before, 
during, and after volcanism. h cannot be 
determined in this quadrangle if disruption of 
initial layering in the volcanic field is more likely 
the result of successive collapse and tilling along 
high-angle normal faults or of landsliding toward 
the plains. (Auth)fPA(i) 
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<27> 

Ordwav. R.J.: State Teacher's College. 
NewPaitz.NY 

Geology of feBatlrdo 

Northeastern Tennessee. Bulletin of the 
Geological Society of America. 70. 
619-636.(1959) 

rhe Buffalo Mountain-Cherokee Mountain area in 
northeastern Tennessee includes about 45 square 
miles and is located along the southeast bonier of 
the Appalachian Valley and Ridge fcomorptuc 
province. The mountainous part of the area is 
underlain almost entirely by die Buffalo Mountain 
thrust sheet, which has been separated by two 
minor thrust fauns into three imbricate thrust 
blocks. Cambrian and Piecambrian rocks in the 
Buffalo mountain thrust sheet consist of the 
Unicoi. Hampton, and Erwin formations 
(Chilhowec group) and the Shady dolomite. 
Younger. Cambrian-Ordovican rocks beneath the 
thrust sheet include the Honaker limestone. 
Nouchucky shale. Knox dolomite, and Athens 
shale. During or following the thrusting, all the 
rocks in the area were folded into a syndinoriutn 
trending northeast-southwest. Some folding 
apparently preceded the thrusting. Several "shear 
faults** mapped by Keith in this area do not appear 
to exist. An interesting feature of the structure is 
the number of slices that have been found between 
older rocks, and slices of older rocks between 
younger. Ckavnge and a low-rank metamorphism 
are present. Deformation probably occurred in late 
Paleozoic time during the Appalachian orogeny. 
(Auth) 

<2*> 

Rose. A.W.; Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources. Division of Mines and 
Minerals. Juneau. AK 

Geology of Part of the Amphitheatre 
Mountain!, Mt Hayes Quadrangle, 
Alaska. Alaska Department of Natural 
Resources, Geology Report No. 19, 14 pp. 
(1966, February) 

Reconnaissance geologic mapping in the 
Amphitheatre Mountains north of the Denali 
Highway shows that basalt and andesite flows, 
silicic tuffs and tuffaceous sediments, and andesite 
agglomerate of the Triassic Amphitheatre 

formation are intruded by gabbro. granite, and 
peridotite. Some of the gabbro appears to occur as 
a thick layered sill or lopolith; other gabbro and 
diabase occur as sins in die tuffs and luftaccous 
sediments. In general the sediments and silk dip 
gently northward. A layer of mafic gabbro about 
150 feet thick contains about 22 percent iron in 
magnetite and iknenke. A magnetic concentrate 
contained 47 percent iron and I I.I Percent TK>2. 
Stream sediment sampling detected several copper 
anomalies which deserve folio A Hip. (Auth) 

<29> 

Stafford P.T.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Stiaugiapfcj of the Wichita Group m Part 
of the Brazos River Valley, North Texas. 
USGS Bulletin I08I-G. (pp. 26I-2S0). 
(I960) 

Rocks comprising the Wichita group (Permian) 
crop out in Texas in a north-southward-trending 
area extending from the Red River on the 
Oklahoma-Texas border to the Llano uplift in 
central Texas. The outcrop of the Texas Wichita 
group discussed m this report lies in the southern 
part of the Brazos River drainage basin, extending 
from central Callahan and Eastland Counties 
northward to central Throckmorton and 
southwestern Archer Counties. Most rocks in the 
mapped area belong to the Wichita group, which 
includes about the lower half of the rocks of the 
Leonard series (Permian) and all of the rocks of the 
Wolfcamp series (Permian). The group consists of 
seven units, which are. in ascending order, the 
Pueblo. Moran. Putnam. Admiral. Belle Plains, 
and Clyde formations, and the Lueders limestone. 
Each formation is divided into as many as six 
members. The lithology of the Wichita group 
gradually changes from central to north Texas. In 
the Colorado River valley area in central Texas, a 
marine shale and limestone facies predominates. 
Northward, the marine beds decrease in number 
and red beds become predominant. In north Texas, 
near the Red River, most of the section is 
comprised of a marginal marine red-bed facies of 
shale and sandstone. (AuthXMBW) 

<30> 

Santos, E.S.; USGS, Washington. DC 

Stratigraphy of the Morrison Formation 
and Structure of the Ambrosia Lake 
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Dotrict, New Mexico. USGS Bulletin 
1272-E.30pp. (1970) 

In the Ambrosia Lake district. MclCinley and 
Vzlencia Comities, northwestern New Mexico, the 
Morrison Forma Don of Late Jurassic age b divided 
into three formal members; the Recapture Member 
at the base is overlain successively by the 
Westwater Canyon and Brushy Basin Members. 
The Recapture Member. 125-245 feet thick, is 
composed of clayey sandstone, sandstone, 
daystonc. and siltstonc. The Westwater Canyon 
Member. 30-270 feet thick, is mainly a crossbedded 
fluvial arkosic sandstone intcrslratificd with 
mudstone. A unit at the top of the member is 
locally referred to as the Poison Canyon sandstone, 
an informal name of economic usage. The Brush-
Basin Member. 60-200 feet thick, consists of 
pale-grayish-green mudstone with scattered lenses 
of sandstone rarely more than 25 feet thick. The 
Ambrosia Lake district occupies the most folded 
and faulted pan of the homoclmal south flank of 
the San Juan Basin. Major structural dementi in 
the region arc believed to be rebted to the uplift of 
the Zuni Mountains, thich is inferred to have 
taken place between early Eocene and late Pliocene 
time. This period of deformation was characterized 
by horizontal compressive forces and the 
development of folds and strike-slip faults. Uplift 
of the Colorado Plateau during middle and late 
Tertiary, and possibly Quaternary, time was 
probably accompanied by east-west-dirccted 
tension which produced north- and 
northwest-trending normal faults and joints. (Auih) 

< 3 I > 

Oslcnwald. F.W.. and B.C. Dean; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Relation of Uranium Deposits to Tectonic 
Pattern of the Central CordiUeran 
Foreland. USGS Bulletin 1087-1. (pp. 
337-390). (1961) 

Within the 15 tectonic units of the Cordilleras 
foreland, uranium deposits can be related to the 
following large-scale structural environments: crests 
of large-scale anticlines: troughs of major basins: 
flanks of large-scale uplifts where smaller structures 
are arranged in echelon: flanks of large-scale uplifts 
where subordinate structures are parallel to the 
major structure: conjunctions of major structures 
where trends intersect or merge with loss of identity 
of one or all (rends and without an associated 
pattern of smaller scale structures; conjunctions of 

major structures where '•ends intersect or merge 
with loss of identity of one or all trends and where 
subordinate structures are parallel to or in echelon 
with the trend of one or all major structures. Many 
uranium deposits can be more closely related b> 
second-order discr iminat ion to smal l - to 
intermediate-scale structures. Repetitions of the 
patterns to which known deposits arc related may 
provide clues to areas containing presentls 
unknown deposits. (AuthjfMBW) 

< 3 2 > 

Lewis. R .Q. and D.E. Tr imble : U S G S . 
Washington. DC 

Geology and U n a m * Deposits of 
Momnaeat Valley, San Jaan County. 
Utah. USGS Bulletin 1087-D. (pp. 
105-131). (1959) 

Exposed consolidated sedimentary rocks in the 
Monument Valley area. Utah, range from Permian 
lo Jurassic in age aid attain an aggregate thickness 
of more than 3.000 feet As all the 
uranium-vanadium deposits in the area arc 
restricted to the Shinarump member of the Chink 
formation of late Triassk age. this study was 
principally concerned with that unit. The contact 
between the Shinarump member of the Chinle 
formation and the underlying Mocnkopi formation 
is marked by a number ol <L-cp scour channels cut 
into the Moenkopi --ind filled with sandstone and 
conglomerate of the- Shinarump. A l l the 
uranium-vanadium ore deposits are restricted to 
the lower channel sediments of the Shinarump. All 
channels are considered worthwhile areas for 
prospecting. The ore deposits arc small tabular to 
lenticular bodies that range from a few inches to 10 
feet in thickness and arc commonly less than 20 feet 
in width. The ore minerals replace the cementing 
material in the sandstone and coat fractures, joints, 
and bedding planes. The common uranium ore 
mineral is tyuyamunitc. Uranophane. autunitc. and 
uramnnc are also present in importan; quantities. 
The common vanadium mineral is corvusitc: 
navajoitc and hewettite arc found in lesser 
amounts. The deposits are zoned both laterally and 
vertically, with the higher grade vanadium ore 
generally below and downdip from the uranium. In 
general the deposits arc oxidi/ed or partly oxidi/ed. 
Most of the ore is the yellow hydrous uranium 
vanadate: however, quantities of black unoxidi/ed 
ore. containing uraninite and vanadium minerals 
with an intermediate valence are found in the 
deeper parts of some deposits. Good guides to ore 
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within channel sediments arc high radioactivity, 
uranium, vanadium, and copper minerals, and 
fluorescent silica, commonly hyalite. (Auth) 

<33> 

Ross. C.P.: USGS. Washington, DC 

Geology of the Southern Part of the 
LcBhi Range, Idaho. USCS Bulletin 
I0SI-F. (pp. 189-266). (1961) 

The report covers the southern part of the Lemhi 
Range and adjacent areas m Butte and Clark 
Counties in central Idaho. The Paleozoic rocks 
vary markedly in thickness within the mapped area 
and most of them are thinner than their equivalents 
farther north and west. The Bnuer limestone and 
associated beds are very thick and include beds of 
post-Mississippian age. The Swaugcr quartzite was 
flexed! before the Paleozoic rocks were laid down. 
The latter have been arched and. locally, complexly 
folded, probably in several pulses of deformation. 
In addition, the Brazr. limestone b crcnulated in 
unsystematic fashion. The whole assemblage has 
been broken by steep thrusts, apparently belonging 
to a single zone that has been so folded as to 
produce a zigzag pattern. The steep thrusts are 
locally overridden by more gently inclined tnrusts. 
Relatively recently the Lemhi Range appears to 
have been uplifted with concomitant downflexing 
of the valleys on cither side. Prospecting for lead, 
zinc, copper, and other metals began in the area 
about 1880. Many of the deposits arc replacements 
in carbonate-bearing rocks and all are in zones of 
focture. including thrust faults. (AuthXMBW) 

<34> 

Wihnarth. V.R.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Yellow Canary Uranium Deposits, 
Daggett Cotmqr, Utah. USGS Circular 
312, 8 pp. (1953) 

The Yellow Canary uranium deposit is on the west 
side of Red Creek Canyon in the lorthem part of 
the Uinta Mountains, Daggett County, Utah. Two 
claims have been developed by means of an adit, 
three opencuts, ana several hundred feet of 
bulldozer trenches. No uranium ore has been 
produced from this deposit. The deposit is in the 
pre-Cambrian Red Creek quartzite. This formation 
is composed of intercalated beds of quartzite, 
horntriendite. garnet schist, suurolite schist, and 

quartz-mica schist *nd is intruded by dioritic dikes. 
A thick unit of highly fractured white quartzitc 
near die top of the formation contains tyuyamunite 
as coatings on fracture surfaces. The tyuyamunitc is 
associated with camothc. volbortnitc. iron oxides, 
azurite. malachite, brochantrte. and hyalite. The 
uranium and vanadium minerals arc pnbably 
alteration products of primary minerals. The 
uranium content of IS samples from this property 
ranged from 0.000 to 0.57 percent. (Auth) 

<35> 

Vine. J.D.. and G.W. Moorr. USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Uraaiuat-Beariag Coal and Carbonaceous 
Rocks in the Fall Creek Area, Bonneville 
County, Idaho. USGS Circular 212. 10 pp. 
(1952) 

Uraaiferous coal, carbonaceous shale, and 
carbonaceous limestone occur in the Bear River 
formation of Early Cretaceous age at 'he Fall 
Creek prospect, in the Fall Creek area. Bonneville 
County. Idaho. The uranium compounds are 
believed to have been derived from mildly-
radioactive silicic volcanic rocks of Tertiary age 
that rest unconformably on *' older rocks and 
once overlay the Bear River formation and its coal. 
Metearic water, percolating downward through the 
siiick. volcanic rocks and into the older rocks along 
joints and faults, is believed to have brought the 
uranium compounds into contact with the coal and 
carbonaceous rocks in which the uranium was 
absorbed. (Auth) 

<36> 

Adler. H H.; AEC. Washington. DC 

The Conceptual Uranium Ore Roll and in 
Significance • Umnium Exploration. 
Economic Geology. 59(1). 46-53. (1964. 
January) 

The results of independent geologic studies referred 
to are integrated to produce a logical and 
consistent concept explaining the formation of 
uranium ore rolls. Idealized patterns of ore 
accumulation at reduction-oxidation boundaries 
provide a basis for evaluating the geologic potential 
for uranium discovery in new areas. Alteration 
features in sandstone, attributed to differences in 
the redox potential of ground water, are believed to 
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be an important guide to ore distribution. (Auth) 

<37> 

Hosteller. P.B.. and R.M. Ciirels; I'SGS. 
Denver, CO; Harvard University. 
Laboratoty of Mining Geology, 
Cambridge, MA 

Traasportatioa and Precipitation of 

Tcaapcratures, with Special Reference to 

Economic Geology. 57(2). 137-167. (1962. 
March) 

Uranium and vanadium in sandstone-type deposits 
of the western United States apparently have been 
transported to their present environment from 
external sources by low-temperature aqueous 
solutions. In the paper an attempt is made to 
interpret the characteristics of aqueous solutions 
capable of transporting significant quantities of 
uranium and vanadium through continental 
sedimentary rocks, and the changes in these 
characteristics that might result in precipitation of 
uraninite and other ore minerals in concentrations 
of ore grade. On the basis of present knowledge, 
the transportation environment is shown to be that 
of weakly alkaline, moderately reducing ground 
water, with an average or larger than average 
concentration of dissolved carbonate species. 
Precipitation is induced by reduction, probably by 
carbonaceous material or hydrogen sulfide, or 
both. Uranium is transported mainly in the form of 
the highly stable uranyl dicarbonate and 
iricarbonate complexes. Precipitation results from 
reduction of hexavalent aqueous uranium species 
to form uraninite. reduction of tctravalent 
vanadium to form montroseite. and fixation of 
uranyl ions by combination with potassium ions 
and quinquivalent vanadium to form the mineral 
car notice. (Auth) 

<38> 

Bain. G.W.; Amherst College. Amher«t. 
MA 

Uraohan Deposit* in Southwestern 
Colorado Plateau. RMO-982 (Rev.) . 59 
pp. (1952) 

Almost all the uranium in the Shinarump is in a 
jasperoid conglomerate in the lowest pan of the 

channels. It is asiertcd that the uranium was 
originally conuined in the jasperoid pebbles. The 
deposits can be geographically zoned on the basis 
of their mineralogic character into an eastern 
vanadium-excessive zone, a central 
vanadium-sufficient zone, and a western and 
southern vanadium-deficient zone. Many mines, 
prospects, and occurrences are described, including 
the GraysiU mine near Placerville. Colorado, the 
Monument No. I. Monument No. 2. Skyline, and 
Whirlwind mines in the Monument Valley district, 
and the Yellow Jacket and Hot Shot mines in the 
Circle Cliffs area. The Graysili mine is a vanadium 
deposit in the Entrada formation of Jurassic age. 
and the other mines are uranium or 
vanadium-uranium deposits in channel sediments 
of the Shmarump (AuthXMBW) 

<39> 

Baker. A.A.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geologic Structure of Southeastern Utah. 
American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists Bulletin. 19(10). 1472-1507. 
(1935) 

Southeastern Utah, lying within the Colorado 
Plateau, is characterized by several types of 
structural features, including huge asymmetrical 
up warps, domes associated with laccolithic 
intrusions, the southern edge of the Uinta Basin 
structural depression, a north-trending zone of 
normal faults at the west edge of the Plateau, and a 
group of numerous folds, faults, and faulted folds 
that are found in a limited area near Moab. 
holding has occurred in the region several times 
since the cvid of the Mississippian. but the principal 
deformation that is reflected in the structure of the 
surface rocks took place at the end of the 
Cretaceous or early in the Tertiary and. therefore, 
was related to the (.aramidc orogeny. The large 
domical uplifts have a northerly trend and are 
strongly asymmetric, with the steep limb toward 
the east: they were formed at the end of the 
Cretaceous, possibly as a reflection in the surface 
rocks of more or less vertical uplifting along 
deep-seated reverse faults. The group of numerous 
smaller folds, faults, and faulted anticlines in the 
part of the region near Moab also is believed to 
have been formed near the end of the Cretaceous: 
the defor.rw.ion is obviously related to the presence 
of the pLstic salt-bearing beds of the 
PennsyWanian Paradox formation beneath the 
surface rocks, because the structural features of this 
type near Moab are ty.-.ically developed only within 
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tbe area underlain by the Paradox formation and 
because the sail-bearing beds have been intruded 
into the overlying rocks at the crests of some of the 
folds. Events in the Tertiary structural history of 
the region include the intktisbn of igneous rocks in 
four isolated mountain groups, the downwarping of 
the Uinta Basin, and the development of the zone 
of normal faults at the west edge of the Plateau; it 
b not possible to determine the order cf these 
events, or to determine whether they represent 
different modes of expression of one period of 
crustal disturbance. (Auth) 

<40> 

Baker. A.A.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of the Monument Valley • 
Navajo Moaatain Ropoa, San Joan 
Coaaty, Utah. USGS Bulletin 865. 106 
PP (l«36) 

The geology of an area in southeastern Utah is 
described. Exposed sedimentary formations range 
in age from Pennsylvanian to Quaternary, they 
have an aggregate average thickness of about 8.000 
feet, and most are of continental origin. Small 
volcanic necks and dikes of Tertiary age crop out a! 
three localities. The pincipal geologic structure is a 
gentle westerly dip off of the Monument up warp, 
but this is interrupted by several small transverse 
folds and the large dome of Navajo Mountain. The 
report includes a geologic map of the area at a scale 
of 1:96.000. Small copper deposits (and. more 
recently uranium deposits) have been found in this 
area in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic 
age. (Auth) 

<4I> 

Baker. A.A.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology .of tbe Green River Desert -
Cataract Canyon Region, Emery, Wayne, 
and Garfield Covatiea, Utah. L'SGS 
Bulletin 931. 122 pp. (1946) 

Exposed formations in this region range in age 
from Pennsylvanian to Late Cretaceous and have 
an aggregate thickness of about 6.500 feet. The 
rocks consist of interbedded marine and 
continental sedimentary formations which are 
described The most conspicuous structural future 
in the area is the steeply dipping monocline at^ng 
the east side of the San Rafael Swell. The southern 

part of the area includes pan of the gently dipping 
northern end of the Monument upwarp. The rocks 
arc broken by numerous small normal faults, of 
which most have small displacements. The report 
includes a geologic map and a structural geologic 
map of the region at a scale of 1:62.500. Uranium 
and vanadium deposits in the area include those at 
Temple Mountain in the Shinarump conglomerate 
of Triassic age and those southwest of Green River, 
which are in the Salt Wash member of the 
Morrison formation of Jurassic age. (Auth) 

<42> 

Baker. A.A.. C.H. Dane, and J.B. Reeside: 
USGS. Washington. DC 

Revised Correlations of Jarassk 
Formations of Parts of Utah, Arizona, 
New Mexico, and Colorado. American 
Association of Petroleum Geologists 
Bulletin. 31(9). 1664-1668. (1947) 

The authors have modified the correlations 
proposed in their paper of 1936. The most 
important change concerns the Wingatc and 
Entrada sandstones. The Wingatc sandstone at its 
type locality at Fort Wingate. New Mexico, is now 
correlated with the Entrada. It is proposed that the 
name Wingate be retained for the sandstone 
forming the lower part of the Glen Canyon group, 
with the understanding that the original type 
locality oi the Wingate be abandoned. (Ajth) 

<43> 

Dane. C.H.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of tbe Salt Valley Anticline and 
Adjacent Area, Grand County, Utah. 
USGS Bulletin 863. 184 pp. (1935) 

Exposed sedimentary formations in this area range 
in age from Pennsylvanian to Late Cretaceous: 
crystalline Precambrian rocks are exposed on the 
Uncompahgre Plateau in the northeastern pari of 
the area. The Salt Valley anticline, a salt structure, 
is a prominent fold broken by many faults: its crest 
is in part dropped into a structural trough. For the 
most part the rocks are tilted at low angles and 
warped into broad folds. The rocks in the eastern 
part of the area are displaced by many normal 
faults. The report includ- . a geologic map and a 
structure contour map o: the area at a st'.le of 
1:62,500. Vanadium-un ium deposits at Polar 
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Mesa and in an area southeast of Thompson. Utah, 
are in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 
formation of Jurassic age. Carnotite and other 
vanadium and uranium minerals replace 
carbonaceous material and impregnate 
light-colored lenticular sandstone beds. (Auth) 

<.44> 

Sharp . W.N.. and A.B. Gibbons ; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Geology and Uranium Deposits of the 
Sonthern Put of the Powder River 
Basin, Wyoming. USGS Bulletin 1147-D. 
60 pp. (1964) 

The Powder River Basin, in northeastern 
Wyoming, is a physiographic unit composed of 
sedimentary rocks, ranging in age from Cambrian 
to Oligoccnc which overlies the crystalline 
basement, and totals 13.000 feel in thickness. The 
Fort Union Formation of Paleoccne age and the 
Wasatch Formation of Eocene age crop out over 
most of the central part of the basin. The Fort 
Union Formation is represented by about 3.000 feet 
oi continental deposits and is divided into a lower 
unit composed dominantly of fine-grained 
sandstone and an upper unit characterized by 
white-weathering clayey siltstone. The Wasatch 
Formation, which unconformably overlies the Fort 
Union, consists of approximately 1.000 feet of clay 
and s i l ts tone con ta in ing thick lenses of 
coarse-grained, arkosic sandstone. The Wasatch is 
separable areally into two facies - a partly 
peripheral, generally drab, fine-grained facies. and 
a central generally coarse-grained facies. The 
coarse-grained facies is subdivided according to 
two predominant colors of sandstone - drab and 
red. The red coloring, due to hematite, is restricted 
to a relatively narrow /one along the axis of the 
basin. The Powder River Basin was relatively stable 
during and after Eocene time, but structures 
indicative of minor instability arc found. The 
uranium deposits in the basin occur in the lensing 
sandstone units of the Wasatch Formation within 
the area of predominantly red sandstone. The 
uranium minerals consist mainly of uraninite and 
lyuyamunite, which occur both in concretionary 
masses and as disseminations in uncemented 
sandstone. The a real distribution of red sandstone 
and of the uranium deposits within the basin, in 
addition to the similarity of the deposits, strongly 
suggests a regional common control for the 
development of both features. The results of the 
study support contentions that the red sandstone 

rone in the Wasatch and the uranium deposits arc 
related in time and in origin. The process ot 
concen t ra t ing the u ran ium, vanadium and 
manganese began with moderate folding along the 
axis of the basin. The uranium is thought to have 
been derived from the clastic material which was 
deposited in the basin and formed the sandstone 
lenses. (AuthMMBW) 

<45> 

Sharp. W.N.. E.J. McKay. FA 
McKeown. and A.M. White: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Geology and Uranium Deposits of the 
Pumpkin Buttes Area of the Powder 
River Basin, Wyoming. USGS Bulletin 
II07-H. (pp. 541-638). (1964) 

The Pumpkin Buttes area is on the cast flank of the 
synclinal structural trough of the Powder River 
Basin of northeastern Wyoming. The Wasatch 
formation, of fluviatile origin, is about 1.500 feet 
thick and is composed of sandstone lenses 
randomly dispersed through a sequence of drab 
yellowish-gray to tan c lays tone . s i l i s tone . 
carbonaceous shale, and thin coal scams. The 
sandstone lenses, which contain all the known 
occurrences of uranium in the area, are from 500 
feet to several miles wide. I to 8 miles long, and 10 
to 100 feet thick. Uranium deposits are closely 
related to the hematitc-red coloring in the 
sandstone lenses. Tyuyamunitc. metatyuyamunitc. 
carnotitc. uranophanc. and trace amounts of 
hewcttite and pascoitc arc disseminated in 
yellowish-brown or grayish-yellow sandstone where 
it is in contac' with red sandstone. Calcitc is 
generally abundart at the contact. Where the 
contact is very irregular and forms irregular 
podlike extensions of red into drab sandstone, 
concentrations of secondary uranium minerals may 
occur in (he drab sandstone. I ramnitc. pyritc. and 
paramontroseite associated with coalificd wood 
occur as cement in pods in red sandstone near 
i rregular contac ts with d rab sands tone 
Uranophanc is chiefly in (he cores and is periphrrai 
to manganese oxide concretions. All uranium 
minerals arc contemporaneous with calcitc. The 
concentrations of uranium, vanadium, iron, 
manganese minerals, and calcite seem to have 
formed by the redistribution and concentration of 
original components of the sandstone lenses. This is 
suggested by a) (he apparent redis(nbu(ion of limy 
material within sandstone lenses, b) the epigenctic 
drab-to-red color change associated with uranium 
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deposits in sandstone lenses, c) the general 
unaltered condition of clay beds and the low 
uranium content of coal and carbonaceous shale 
between sandstone Icr-es. and d) the lack of faults 
and widespread sandstone units that would serve as 
channels for interformational or intraformational 
circulation of mineralizing waters. Oxidized 
uranium 2nd \anadium minerals and manganese 
oxides formed in a general alkaline oxidizing 
environment. Unoxidized minerals, 
paramontroseite and uraninite with associated 
pyrite. formed in small local zones of a low redox 
potential, predominantly around coalified wood. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<46> 

Davidson. D.F.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Distribution of Coarse- and Fine-Grained 
Rocks in the Wasatch Formation and 
Their Relationship to Uranium Deposits, 
Powder River Basin, Wyoming. 
TEM-676. 12 pp. (1953) 

The Wasatch formation of Eocene age in the 
Powder River Basin apparently grades from 
predominantly coarse-grained rocks at the southern 
end to fine-grained rocks at the northern end of the 
basin. In the central part of the basin where the two 
rock types are mixed the uranium deposits occur. 
The significance of this relationship is not known, 
and further studies are recommended. (Auth) 

<47> 

Dix. G.P., Jr.: AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Reconnaissance of the Uranium Deposits 
of the Lockhart Canyon - Indian Creek 
Area, San Juan County, Utah. RME-4038. 
20 pp. (1953) 

Copper-uranium deposits occur in the Bogu.< 
Tongue member of the Cutler formation of 
Permian age in the Lockhart Canyon - Indian 
Creek area. Exposed consolidated sedimentary 
rocks in the area range in age from Permian to 
Jurassic, and the beds are essentially horizontal. 
The Bogus Tongue member, about 670 feet thick, is 
predominantly red and consists of siltstone. 
sandstone, and cross-bedded arkose. The mineral 
deposits are associated with discontinuous lenses of 
white arkose which, presumably, were once red. 
Small amounts of copper and uranium minerals 

occur as concretions and along beading planes and 
arkosc-mudstonc contacts, but the better deposits 
are those in which the uranium and copper 
minerals are disseminated in the arkosc lenses. The 
recognized uranium minerals are uranophanc. 
zcunerite. and trogerite. Copper sulfides are present 
in ;,ie concretions, and secondary copper minerals 
are present in the other types of deposits. (Auth) 

<48> 

Fischer. R.P.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Sedimentary Deposits of Copper, 
Vanadium - Uranium and Silver in 
Southwestern United States. Economic 
Geology. 32(7). 906-951. (1937) 

Widely distributed deposits of copper (Red Beds 
type), vanadium-uranium and silver, occurring in 
sandstones and shales of Permian (Entrada 
Sandstone). Triassk (Shinarump Conglomerate), 
and Jurassic (Morrison Formation) age. exhibit 
many common features and are thought to have 
had a similar origin. Mineralization, although 
mostly discontinuous, is recurrent at certain 
stratigraphic horizons. Commonly the ore bodies 
arc distinctly lenticular and in some cases it can be 
demonstrated that mineralization was restricied to 
a particular lens. Chalcocife pseudomorphs after 
plant fossils show undeformed cell structure, 
suggesting mineralization previous to deep burial. 
Geologic structures, such as faults and folds appear 
to be post-mineralization and show no genetic 
relationship to ore deposition. This evidence 
opposes current ideas of mineralization by 
circulating meteoric waters or ascending thermal 
solutions, and it is believed that the concentration 
of the metals occurred at the time of deposition of 
the enclosing sediments. It is suggested that these 
metals may have been concentrated from dilute 
solutions by organisms. (Auth) 

<49> 

Dodd. PH. ; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Happy Jack Mine, White Canyon, Utah. 
RMO-66C. 23 pp. (1950) 

The uranium deposit at the Happy Jack mine is in 
a lenticular, coarse-grained sandstone bed near the 
middle of the Moenkopi formation of Triassk age. 
(Subsequent investigations have shown that the 
host bed is at the base of the Shinarump 
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conglomerate of Triassic age.) The porous, 
permeable sandstone bed thickens to about 20 feet 
at the portal of the mine, presumable due 10 the 
tilling of a palcostrcam cha.tncl. This channel 
appears to be the major control of the deposit. 
Pitchblende and base metal sulfides occur in the 
unoxidized portion of the deposit, and secondary' 
copper and uranium minerals occur near the 
outcrop, i he uranium content is depleted near the 
outcrop due to surikial leaching. Because of the 
mineral assemblage, the deposit is believed to be of 
hydrothcrmal origin. Exposed consolidated 
sedimentary rocks in the area range in age from 
Permian to Jurassic, and dip I degree - 3 degrees 
W.(Auth) 

<50> 

Duscha tko . R.W.; Columbia Universi ty, 
New York. NY 

Fracture Studies in the Lucero Uplift, 
New Mexico, Final Report. RME-3027. 49 
pp. (1953) 

The l.uccro uplift is a transitional tectonic clement 
situated along the boundary of the Colorado 
Plateau and the Rio Grande graben belt of central 
New Mexico. The eastern margin of the structure 
has been complexly faulted during two (or more) 
periods of Tertiary deformation. Evidence is 
presented in support of the hypothesis that both 
stages of tectonic development involved primarily 
vertical movement along sharp monoclinal flexures 
possibly emanating from dispiaccmcni along deep 
seated fracture /ones. The composite fracture 
pattern developed over the uplift indicates that the 
faults and joints arc essentially parallel and were 
produced by a common cause. The dominant 
fracture pattern is regional and indicates primary 
east-west lateral elongation with secondary 
north-south stretching of the sediments due to 
bending of the rock between the primary fractures. 
(Auth) 

<5I> 

Ellsworth. P C . and K G . Hatfield: A EC". 
Grand Junction. CO 

Geology and Ore Deposits of Mesa 6. 
Lukachukai District, Arizona. RMO-K02. 
12 pp. (1951) 

Vanadium-uranium deposits on Mesa 6 arc in a 

fine- to mcdium-gramcd sandstone unit in the Salt 
Wash member of the Morrison formation oi 
Jurassic age. Ih-r mincral'/ed sandstone lies about 
60 feet above the base of the formation and is 
underlain by a blue-green mudstonc. C'amotite and 
vanoxite occur m mudstonc seams and impregnate 
the sandstone, light tan sandstone, the most 
favorable host reck in the l.ukachukai Moui.ums. 
is relatively scarce on Mesa 6. The area of best 
mineralization lies on a structural flat about a 
thousand feet southwest of the axis of the 
l.ukachukai syncline. (Auth) 

<52> 

El lswor th . P C . and A. Mirsky; AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

PreunVjiary Report on Relation of 
S t r u c t u r e to Uranium Mineralization in 
the Tod i l to Limestone. Grants Dis t r ic t . 
New Mexico. RME-W20. 15 pp. (1952) 

Investigation of the structure of the Todilto 
limestone of Jurassic age in the Gram-, dislricl 
indicates a genetic relationship b*twccn the folds in 
the Todilto limcs!:v.-i«. •»•»«• ;~:;its resulting from the 
/uni I'plift. Drill-hole data show that the larger 
ore bodies m the Todiito limestone arc on 
anticlines. The ore bodies arc elongate in a manner 
that suggests control by a conjugate joint system, 
they appear to trend in general conformity with the 
folds (Auth) 

<53> 

Bain. G.W.: Amherst College. Amherst . 
MA 

Geology of the Fissionable Materials 
Economic Geology. 45(4). 273-323. (1950. 
June) 

Deposi ts of ur.mium and thor ium have 
characteristics of mineralogy and geologic 
occurrence with geographic distribution pattern 
that facilitates estimating the resources in each 
type. Positions for known geographic occurrences 
arc shown on maps and the geologic control over 
the distribution for each type is reviewed in the 
text. Occurrences arc classified under primarv or 
hypogene ivpcs. sedimentary or bedded deposits, 
and oxidi/cd bodies At present the primary 
deposits arc the principal source of supply and 
cuircntly only mcsothcrmal lodes seem to have 
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productive value. Primary uranium deposits are 
either in massifs or close to the margin of Shields. 
The center of Shields has no Inown or indicated 
concentrations. Marine beds, which accumulated 
very slowly at high pH (hydrocarbon and 
phosphorite bcar.ng strata which interrupt the 
organic food cycle) have above average uranium. 
Some of these marinr deposits and many lake beds 
and soil layers of steppe climate have the contained 
uranium rcconcentrated slightly when 
concre t ion- fo r r ing processes affect them. 
Concentrations of oxidized uranium mineral occur 
in the pcdalfer type soil areas where acidity declines 
at depth: it appears in the pedoca! type soil areas at 
the surface or at the watertablc in the special 
instance where acidity is sustained by oxidation of 
sulphide masses. Sources of uranium can be in 
either primary hypogenc minerals or is sedimentary 
deposits. (AuthKPAG) 

<54> 

Everhar t . D.L.; AEC. Division ot Raw 
Mater ia l s . Geologic Branch. Washington. 
DC 

Origin of Uranium Deposits: A Progress 
Retort. Mining Engineering. 6(9). 904-907. 
(1954. September) 

The uranium deposits of the world exhibit a broad 
variety of charactei and geologic environment. 
Uranium has a high solubility over a wide range in 
pH. temperature, and pressu r". but there are a 
number of very effective precipitants. including 
carbonaceous matter and high base-exchange clays. 
The origin of the uranium deposits in many 
geologic environments is reasonably clear. The 
greatest doubts as tc origin concern the 
diss .mutated deposits in sedimentary rocks, 
partic Marly those deposits on the Colorado 
Plateau. The field relations of most of these 
deposits suggest that primary structures in the 
sediments were instrumental in localizing the 
deposits. In a few areas, however. Held relations 
strongly suggest that the deposits may be 
genetically related to faults, fractures, or salt dome 
structjres. (Auth) 

<55> 

Finch, W.I.; USGS. Washington, DC 

Geology of the Shinanimp No. I Uranium 
Mine, Seven Mile Canyon Area, Grand 

County, Utah. USGS Circular 336. 14 pp. 
(1954) 

The Shinanimp No. I uranium deposit is about 12 
miles north of Moab. Utah, on the west flank of 
the Moab anticline and about TOO feet west of the 
Moab fault. The rocks dip about 8 degrees NW; the 
formations art cf sedimentary' origin and range in 
age from Permian to Jurassic. Uraniferous material 
occurs mainly in three zones in the lower 25 feet of 
the Chinle formation of Triassic age. The 
Shininimp No. I deposit is in the lowermost zone, 
which is made up of from 5 tc 10 feet of siltstone 
with some interbeds of mudstone. sandstone, and 
conglomerate. The ore deposit is not in a channel 
fill but in flat-bedded sedimentary rocks that were 
deposited on an irregular surface. The deposit 
consists of discontinuous lenticular layers of 
mineralized rock, irregular in outline, that, in 
general, follow the bedding. The ore minerals occur 
in the more poorly sorted parts of the siltstone and 
in stringers of coarse sand in the siltstone. The 
rocks near the deposits are bleached from red to 
gray and green. Uraninite. the (.riiicipal uranium 
mineral, is associated mainly with chalcopyrite and 
pyrite. The uraninite occurs as small grains 
disseminated in the siltstone and replacing wood. 
Rich concentrations of uranium occur in seams as 
much as half an inch thick along bedding planes. 
The uraninitc is later than or simultaneous with 
most sulfides except chalcocite. which is. in part, 
later than uraninitc. The Shinarump No. I deposit 
is thought to be of hydrothcrmal origin and to have 
been formed in Late Cretaceous or Early Tertiary 
time. Guides to ore in the area arc the presence of 
bleached siltstone. carbonaceous material, and 
copper sulfides. (Auth) 

<56> 

Fischer. R.P.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Deposits of Vanadium-Bearing 
Sands tone . In Vanderwil t . J .W ., Mineral 
Resources of Colorado. Colorado Mineral 
Resources Board, (pp. 451-456). (1947) 

Deposits of vanadium-bearing sandstone occur in 
western Colorado and adjacent parts of Utah. 
Arizona, and New Mexico. The principal 
ore-bearing rocks are the Shinarump conglomerate 
of Triassic age, and the Entrada sandstone and 
Morrison formation, both of Jurassic age. The ore 
is sandstone impregnated with vanadium minerals, 
although some plant fossils arc richly mineralized. 
The vanadium deposits form irregularly tabular 
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layers whose long axes nearly parallel the bedding, 
but the deposits do not follow the beds in detail. 
They are irregularly distributed and have a wide 
range in size. The limits of the vanadium-bearing 
sandstone arc usually fairly well defined. Wherever 
the ore layer, or an edge of it crosses the bedding in 
a smooth curve, the structure is called a "roll". 
Fossil logs and the rolls in any one area usually 
have a common orientation. The host beds range 
from horizontal to steeply dipping, but most of the 
deposits arc in gently dipping beds. Faulting is 
locally common. •"it the deposits apparently are 
not genetically influenced by faulting nor by 
Tertiary intrusive igneous rocks. Origin and 
controls of the ore deposits have not been definitely 
established, but the deposits probably were formed 
by precipitation from ground-waters before 
regional deformation and possibly shortly after 
deposition of the ore-bearing beds. The source of 
the vanadium is not known but is thought to be 
grc-M volumes of adjacent beds which were slightly 
vanadiferous. (Auth)(MBW) 

<57> 

Fischer. R P ; I SGS. Denver. CO 

Origin of the Colorado Plateau Vanadium 
Deposits. Washington Academy of Science 
Journal. 39(3). 109. (1949) 

I he vanadium deposits of the Colorado Plateau 
occur in sandstone beds of .VesozoiC age. Most of 
them are restricted to a few s'raiigraphic horizons, 
along winch they have a wide but spotty a real 
distribution. I he ore minerals mainly impregnate 
sandstone, partly or completely filling (he pore 
spaces of the rock. The ore bodies arc irregularly 
<hapcd in plan and in section they form tabular or 
lenticular layers that lie nearly parallel to the 
bedding. These layers do not follow the beds in 
detail, however, and for this reason the ore in its 
present form cannot be syngenctic but rather had 
to have been precipitated from solutions after the 
sands had accumulated. It is diflicul! to ratiooali/c 
the localization and character of the deposits as 
originating Iron hydroihcrmal or ground-water 
solutions that might have been introduced into the 
ore-bearing beds along through-going. vertical 
structures resulting from regional deformation or 
igneous activity. The habits of the ore and the 
location of the dcr >sits show a close relationship to 
sedimentary structures and conditions that would 
certainly influence at one time or another the flow 
of solutions along or through the ore-bearing beds. 
It is suggested that the vanadium ore was 

precipitated from ground waters moving along the 
beds during a period ol active circulation shortly 
after the sands accumulated. Precipitation probably 
wa> caused by relatively siighl changes in 
composition of the waters, resulting from reactions 
in a i environment of decaying organic matter, 
reac ons at a water table, or the mixing of two 
solutions. (AuthKMBW) 

<58> 

Fischer . R P . . and I . .S . Hilpcrt : I S G S . 
Washington. DC 

Geology of the Uravan Mineral Belt. 
CSGS Bulletin 988-A. (pp. 1-13). (1952) 

The name I ravan mineral belt is applied to a 
narrow, elongate area in southwestern Colorado in 
which camofite deposits in the Morrison formation 
have a closer spacing, larger size, and higher grade 
than those in adjoining areas. I he belt extends 
from Gateway through I'ravan to Slick Rock. The 
deposits within the belt tend to be clustered in 
patches ol favorable ground 1.000 feet or more in 
width and usually a mile or more in length. These 
patches of favorable ground, and the deposits 
within them, generally arc elongate normal to the 
trend of the mineral bell. Similarly the fossil logs 
and the ore rolls within the deposits have a 
dominant orientation normal to the belt. The 
miner?' belt probably was localized by geologic 
conditions extant during the time the ore-bearing 
Momson formation was deposited. These geologic-
relations allow the projection of the hell under deep 
cover between points of exposure and offer the 
chance of discovering moderately large reserves of 
carnotitc ore in the unexplored parts of the belt. 
(AuthMMBW) 

<59> 

Fischer. R P . W.I. Stokes, and I F 
Smith: ISGS, Washingion. DC 

Geology of the Rifle Creek Vanadium 
Area. Garfield County, Colorado (SGS 
Strategic Minerals Investigations 
Preliminary Report. 5 pp. (1944) 

The vanadium deposits at the Rifle and Garfield 
mines, northeast of Rifle, Garfield County. 
Colorado, arc in the Fntrada sandstone of I'ppcr 
Jurassic age. The rocks in the area dip southward 
at moderately low angles, but this dip is locally 
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disrupted by small folds and faults. Exposed 
formations include the Triassic Red Beds, the 
Entrada sandstone and Morrison formation of 
Jurassic age. and the Dakota sandstone and 
Mancos shale of Cretaceous age. The ore is light 
colored, cross bedded, fine-grained sandstone 
impregnated with vanadium minerals, the most 
important of which is a fine-grained micaceous 
minera l o f uncer ta in c o m p o s i t i o n . Foss i l 
carbonaceous material has not been observed. The 
deposits occur in thret. layers which range in 
thickness from a feather-edge to as much as 30 feet 
and average about S feet. The ore layers arc 
generally nearly conformable to format ion 
contacts: they normally cross inclined bedding. A t 
the Rifle mine, the lower on layer forms an 
elongate deposit that has been mined for nearly 
5.000 feet. An altered zone at the top of the Red 
Beds is locally vanadifcrous; the thicker parts of the 
altered zone are spatially rented to vanadium 
deposits in the overlying Entrada sandstone. (Auth) 

<60> 

Gregory. H E ; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology o f the Navajo C o u n t r y - A 
Reconnaissance of Parts of Arizona, New 
Mexico, and Utah. USGS Professional 
Paper 93. 161 pp. (1917) 

The geology of the Navajo country, an area in 
northeastern Arizona and adjacent part." of Utah. 
Colorado, and New Mexico, is described. Exposed 
consolidated sedimentary rocks in the region are 
mostly of Triassic. Jurassic, and Cretaceous age. 
but rocks of Precambrian. Pennsylvanian. and 
Eocene age also are present. Relatively large areas 
m the Carrizo Mountains and in the Hopi Buttes 
area arc underlain by igneous rocks Smaller bo es 
of igneous rocls are widely distributed. 'I e 
sedimentary rocks in the region are horizontal or 
tilted at low angles except where they have been 
sharply folded by monoclines. Two major 
structural basins (now called San Juan Basin and 
Black Mesa Basin) and three major uplifts (now 
called Zuni uplift. Defiance uplift, and Monument 
uplift) are present in the region. The report includes 
a geologic map of the Navajo country at a scale of 
1:500.000. In Monument Valley a 
uranium-vanadium mineral. probably ca motile, 
was found among the pebbles of the Shinarump 
conglomerate and in association with petrifkd 
wood of the Chinle formation, bcth of Triassic age. 
(Auth) 

< 6 I > 

Gregory. H E . : USGS. Washington. DC 

The Kaiparowits Region, A Geographic 
and Geologic Reconnaissance of Parts of 
Utah and Arizona. USGS Professional 
Paper 164. 161 pp. (1931) 

The sedimentary rocks of the Kaiparowits region 
arc chiefly of Triassic. Jurassic, and CretaceouN 
age. but Eocene rocks cap the highest plateaus, and 
Permian sandstones and limestones arc present in 
the upwarps. Extrusive igneous rocks of Tertian, 
age blanket an area in the northwest part of the 
region. The Waterpocket monocline and the East 
Kaibab monocline are the major flexures of the 
region. The Circle Cliffs upwarp. the Kaibab 
upwarp. and the Kaiparowits down warp cover 
large areas and are modified by smaller folds. The 
Paunsugunt fault in the northwest part of the 
region has a displacement of 1.500 feet. The report 
includes a geologic map of the region at a scale of 
1:250.000. (Auth) 

< 6 2 > 

Gricr. A.W (Ed.); Not given 

Geology of Portions of the High Plateaus 
and Adjacent Canyon Lands, Central and 
South-Centra l U tah . Proceedings o f the 
I n t e r m o u n t a i n Assoc ia t i on of Pe t ro leum 
Geologists. Fifth Annual Conference. 
Guidebook, held in Salt Lake Ci ty . Utah. 
130 pp. (IV34) 

The publication, a field conference guidebook, 
includes papers on the geomorphology. structural 
history, strat igraphic correlations, and the 
strat igraphy of the Carboniferous. Permian. 
Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous and Tertiary-
rocks. Each of the formations is described. The 
stratigraphy and structure of the Capitol Reef area, 
the Kaiparowits region, and the Paunsugunt 
Plateau region are described. The guidebook also 
contains papers on the oil and gas fields of the 
region and the uranium deposits at Temple 
Mountain. A number of geologic and structural 
maps and sections at various scales are included. 
(Auth) 

<63> 

G r u n e r , J . W . ; Un i ve r s i t y of M i n n e s o t a . 
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Minneapolis. .MN 

Annual Report for July 1. 1950 to June 
30, 19S1, Put II, Origin of the Uranium 
Deposits in the Shinarusnp Formation - A 
Piemninary Study. RMO-837. 27 pp. 
(1951) 

Features common, to many or all of the uranium 
deposits in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic 
agc arc reviewed. Most of the deposits arc 
associated with fossil carbonaceous material and 
arc near the base of channels cut into the 
underlying rocks, in most places the Mocnkopi 
formation, and arc filled with irregular lenses and 
beds of conglomerate, sandstone, and clay. 
Commonly there is a thin bleached zone directly 
under the contact The unoxidi/ed parts of the 
deposits arc independent of present day large-scale 
topography. The uranium may be associated with 
vanadium or copper or neither, but pyritc is almost 
always present in the unoxidi/ed ore. Hypotheses 
of the origin of the uranium deposits discussed arc 
the hydrothermal hypothesis, concentration from 
surface waters, and concentration from circulating 
meteoric waters. The hypothesis that flowing cold 
waters deposited the uranium is favored. Organic 
matter is thought to be the precipitating agent. The 
deposits have remained essentially unchanged by 
subsequent geologic processes. (Aulh) 

<64> 

( i runcr . J .W. . A. Roscn/wcig . and O.K. 
Smith: University of Minnesota, 
Minneapolis. MN 

The Mineralogy of the "Mi Vida" 
Uranium Ore Deposit of the Utex 
Exploration Company in the Indian Wash 
Area, Utah. In Annual Report for April I. 
1953 to March 3 1 . 1954. ( p p . 15-27); 
RME-3094. (pp. 15-27). (1954) 

The Mi Vida vanadium-uranium ore deposit is in 
calcareous sandstone and mudstone lenses in the 
Chinlc formation of Triassic age. The area is on the 
southwest flank of the Lisbon Valley anticline, and 
the rocks strike 15 degrees - 30 degrees NW and dip 
about 10 degrees SW. The ore body is covered with 
impervious shale and siltstone. The mineralogy of 
the host rock and ore minerals is described, and the 
origin of the deposit is discussed. I ranmitc is the 
major uranium mineral, but tyuyamunite and 
metatyuyamunitc also arc recogni/ed. Montroscitc. 
doloresite. and other unidentified vanadium 

minerals arc present. The ore minerals are 
associated with abundant carbonaceous materials. 
(Auth) 

<65> 

Gruner. J.W.. C.C. Towlc. and I.. 
Gardiner: University of Minnesota. 
Minneapolis. MN: AEC Denver. CO 

Uranium Mineralization in Todiho 
Limestone Near Grants, McKmley 
County, New Mexico. Economic Geology. 
46(7). 802: Geological Society of America 
Bulletin. 62(12). 1445. (1951) 

Uranium ores have been found in Todilto limestone 
near Grants. New Mexico, about 75 miles west of 
Albuquerque. The rocks arc a part of the southern 
rim of the San Juan Basin and dip gently 
northward. The Todilto is practically conformably 
underlain by Entrada sandstone. The Summcrvillc 
formation overlies it. The limestone in the area 
under discussion varies from 3 to 20 feet in 
th ickness , i s u a l l y . the upper part shows 
considerable recrystallisatinn. It is in this portion 
that most of the mineralization is found. Here, the 
minerals carnotitc. tyuyamunitc. uranophanc. and 
some amorphous. ill-defined uranium-vanadium 
compounds partly replace the calcitc. Huoritc has 
been found in two places replacing calcite. 
Pitchblende in minute blebs has been identified. 
The lower, thinly bedded limestone contains 
uranium only along joints and fractures. Very 
minor amounts of uranium minerals have been 
discovered in the basal few feet of the overlying 
Summervillc. It may be stated tentatively that the 
uranium content is probably of syngenctic origin. 
Diagencsis caused rccrystalli/ation of the upper 
Todillo and some concentrations of the ore. 
Circulating ground water caused much later 
solution and rcprccipitation in the ores. (Auth) 

<66> 

Gruti. E.W.. J r : AFC. Casper. WV 

Geologic Notes on Some Wyoming 
Uranium Districts. Mines Maga/mc. 45(3). 
106-108.(1955) 

Uranium it! Wyoming occurs in veins in 
Prccambrian rocks, in sedimentary rocks of 
Paleozoic and Mcso/oic age. and in sedimentary 
rocks of Tertiary age. The deposits in scdimcntarv 
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rocks of Tertiary age are most important. In the 
Owl Creek Mountains, in the Pedro Mountains, 
and in the Laramie Mountains, uramnite occurs in 
hydrothcrmal veins in Precambrian rocks. 
Carnotitc deposits occur in sandstones of the Inyan 
Kara group of Eariy Cretaceous age on the 
northwest flank of the Black Hills. Uranium 
deposits in the Powder River Basin occur in the 
Wasatch formation of Eocene age in two broad 
areas. In the Pumpkin Buttes area, there arc two 
types of deposits: disseminated and concretionary. 
Both occur in coarse-grained arkosk sandstone but 
are not usually found together. The deposits in 
Converse County are mostly of the disseminated 
type. The uranium deposits near Lance Creek, on 
the southeast margin of the Powder River Basin are 
mostly in arkosic sandstone in the White River 
formation of OSigoccnc age. In the Gas Hills area, 
the majority of the deposits occur in gently dipping 
coarse-grained arkosic sandstone of the Wind River 
formation of Eocene age. A number of uranium 
minerals arc disseminated in the host rock. In the 
Owl Creek Mountains, mcta-autunitc is 
disseminated along scams or bedding in tuffaccous 
sediments of the Wind River formation. In the 
Crooks Gap area in the Green Mountains, 
uranophane and other uranium minerals are 
disseminated in very coarse-grained sandstone and 
conglomerate in the lower pan of the Wasatch 
formation of Eocene age. Near Baggs. Wyoming, 
and Maybell. Colorado, uranium minerals are 
irregularly disseminated in sandstone of the Browns 
Park formation of Miocene age. (Auth) 

<67> 

Love. J.D.; USGS. Washington. DC 

McComb Area, Wyoming. In Geologic 
Investigations of Radioactive Deposits . 
Semiannual Progress Report, December I. 
1953 to May 31. :954. (pp. 175-181): 
TEI-440.(pp. 175-178). (1954) 

The McComb area is in the northern part of the 
Wind River Basin near the Owl Creek Mountains 
in Fremont County. Wyoming. Most of the 
uranium deposits in the area are in the Tepee Trail 
formation of Late Eocene age. Autunite, 
schroeckingerite, and other uranium minerals o 
in bentonitic claystone. bentonitic sandstone, 
arkosic sandstone, and boulder conglomerate. 
Radioactivity is also present locally in adjacent 
Precambrian granite. (Auth) 

<68> 

Love. J.D.: ISGS. Washington. DC 

Preliminary Report oa Uranium in the 
Gas Hills Area, Fremont aad Natrona 
Counties, Wyoming. I S G S Circular 352. 
II pp. (1954) 

Uranium deposits occur in the Thermopolis shale 
of Cretaceous age. in the Wind River formation of 
Early Eocene age. and in middle Eocene rocks in 
thr G « Hills area of central Wyoming. The 
Cretaceous and older rocks are folded: the Tertiary 
rocks are essentially horizontal. The Wind River 
formation was deposited on an irregular erosion 
surface developed on the Cretaceous and older 
rocks. The uranium deposit in the Thcrmapolis 
shale is near the contact with the Wind River 
formation. The uranium was probably deposited in 
the shale from ground water solutions ponded by 
the erosion surface. The deposit is not of ore grade. 
In most of the uranium ore deposits in the Wind 
River formation the uranium minerals 
meta-autunite. uranospinite. and an unidentified 
uranium mineral arc disseminated in medium- to 
coarse-grained or conglomeratic sandstone, but 
some small low-grade deposits have been found in 
carbonaceous shale. Some of the deposits arc in 
clayey sandstone, and some arc associated wi:h 
ferruginous concretions or beds. .Samples selected 
from the deposits have contained as much as 10 
percent uranium. The uranium occcurrencc in t!" 
middle Eocene rocks is near the base of the 
sequence in a ferruginous coarse-grained 
conglomeratic sandstone. It does not contain 
ore-grade material. The author suggests that the 
uranium was leached from younger tuffaccous 
Tertiary rocks by ground water and transported 
downward and laterally to favorable environments 
of deposition. (Auth) 

<69> 

Lindgren. W.: Not given 

Vanadium and Uranium Ores in 
Sandstone. In Mineral Deposits. 4th 
Edition. McGraw-Hill Book Company. 
Inc.. New York. (pp. 409-415). (1933) 

Vanadium with some uranium and a trace of 
radium is common in gently inclined, white, 
cross-bedded sardstones of the McLTmo formation 
(Morrison formation) and La Plata sandstone 
(Entrada sandstone), both of Jurassic age. in 
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western Colorado and eastern Utah. The three 
most important minerals are camotite. vanoxitc. 
and roscodite The carnotite ores are always 
associated with fossil wood. It is suggested that the 
uranium and vanadium were concentrated by 
possibly tepid meteoric waters which derived the 
metals from terrigenous sediments resulting from 
the disintegration of Precambrian igneous rocks 
and pegmatites. (Auth) 

< 7 0 > 

Love. J.D.: USCS. Washington. DC 

U i u i n in the Mayoworth Areas, 
Johaaoa County, Wyoming - A 
Prel iminary Report . USGS C i r c u l a r 358. 
7 pp. (1954) 

The uranium mineral tyuyamunitc occurs in a hard 
gray oolitic marine limestone at the base of the 
Sundance format ion of Jurassic age in the 
Mayowonh area. Wyoming. This limestcne bed is 
about 20 feet thick in the area, but it thins and 
disappears to the north and south. The remainder 
of the Sundance formation is composed of marine 
sandstone and shale. The Sundance in this area is 
underlain by the Chugwater formation of Triassk 
age and is overlain by the Morrison formation of 
Jurassic age. The area is on the cast flan* of the 
Bighorn Mountains, and (he rocks dip 10 degrees -
15 degrees N£. Mctatyuyamunitc coats fractures in 
the limestone and replaces the oolites. Selected 
samples contain a* much as 0.71 percent uranium. 
R a d i o a c t i v i t y is a lso present a long some 
ferruginous brown clayey partings in the limestone. 
Dinosaur bones in the Morrison formation were 
radioactive wherever tested, but no significant 
amount o f radioactivity was noted in (he 
surrounding rocks. The uranium was apparently 
deposited in the limestone from ground water 
solutions. It is suggested that (he uranium was 
derived f r om the White River format ion o f 
CMigocene age; the White River formation truncate* 
the older rocks about 2500 feet structurally higher 
than the uranium deposits. (Auth) 

< 7 I > 

Lowell. J.D.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Applications o f Cross Strat i f icat ion 
Studies to Problems of Uranium 
Exploration RME-44. (1953) 

I tan ium ore bodies in the lower part of the 
Morrison formation of Jurassic age in ihc Chuska 
Mountains area in northeastern Ar izona are 
cleongated in the dicrrcction of ancicni stream 
channels. Interactions of ancient stream systems 
appear to be favorable loci for the deposition of 
uranium ore. These stream direct ions and 
intersections can be reconstructed and projected by 
mapping and analysis of cross-strat i f icat ion. 
Mineral-bearing solutions appear to have followed 
networks o f palcochanne! scour-Gils, moving 
through them along (he path o l greatest 
pcrmcabili(y. Where the velocity of the moving 
solutions wis reduced by especially permeable 
rocks, uranium ore was deposited, provided that a 
suitable gcochcmical environment existed. (Auth) 

<72> 

Lowell. J.D.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Applications o f Cross Strat i f icat ion 
Studies to Problems of Uranium 
Explora t ion , Chuska Mounta ins , Ar i zona . 
Economic Geology. 50(2). 177-185: 
RME-44. 17 pp. (1955) 

Uranium ore bodies in the lower part of the 
Morrison formation of Jurassic age in (he Chuska 
Mountains area in northeastern Arizona arc 
elongated in the direction of ancient stream 
channels. Intersections of ancient stream systems 
appear to be favorable loci for the deposition of 
uranium ore These stream directions and 
intersections can be reconstructed and projected t v 
mapping and analysis of cross-s;ra(i f ica(ion. 
Mineral-bearing solutions appear to have followed 
networks of palcochanncl scour-f i l ls, moving 
through (hem along (he path of greatest 
pcrmcabitiu. Where the velocity of the moving 
solutions was reduced by especialh permeable 
rocks, uranium ore was deposited, provided that a 
suitable gcochemical environment existed. (Auth) 

Ti t le o f RME-44 repori is "Appl ica t ions of 
Cross Strat i f icat ion Studies to Problems o f 
Uranium Exploration". 

<73> 

M c K c e . E D . . C . G . Evcnsen. and W D . 
G r u n d y : Un ive rs i t y o f A r i z o n a . Tucson. 
AZ 

Studies in Sedimentology of the 
Shinarump Conglomerate of Northeastern 
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Arizona. RME-3089. 48 pp. (I9S3) 

Studies of sedimentary features of the Shinarump 
conglomerate in nort astern Arizona include 
analyses of composition, texture, and 
cross-stratification, examination of small-scale 
primary structures and of features of the basal 
contact, ai.d the accumulation of data on 
stratigraphic relations and the controls of 
mineralization. Much of the dctrital sediment 
included in the Shiiiarump conglomerate was 
transported by streams from 'he south and 
southwest. The formation developed as a regressive 
sandstone, forming a blanket deposit across a 
surface of small hilb. valleys, and stream channels. 
The types of deposition were rigidly controlled by 
water level. Field relations indicate that lateral and 
downward moving solutions, following the paths 
taken by ground water today, introduced the 
mineral matter. Channels cut into the underlying 
Moenkopi formation appear to have determined 
major directions of movement of the solutions: 
local sedimentary traps of several types within these 
channels have been responsible for ore 
accumulation. Carbonaceous matter and some 
varieties of clay deposits are associated with 
mineralization in many sedimentary traps. (Auth) 

<74> 

McKelvey. V.E.. D.L. Everhait. and R.M. 
Carrels: USGS. Washington. DC: AEC. 
Washington. DC 

Summary of Hypotheses of Genesis of 
Uranium Deposits . In USGS Professional 
Paper 300. (pp. 41-53). 739 pp.: In 
Proceedings of the International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thorium, held in Geneva. 
Switzerland. August 8-20. I95S. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 551-561). 825 pp. 
(I°56) 

The origin and distribution of ;• anium in several 
geologic environments are discussed. The uranium 
deposits in sandstones on the Colorado Plateau are 
probably epigenetic. Certain studies have shown 
that the uranium probably came from a 
deep-seated source, but it is possible that the 
uranium was derived from volcanic ash or other 
dispersed sources within the sedimentary pile and 
transported to the site of deposition by circulating 
waters or petroleum. Whatever the source, the path 
the ore solutions followed in the sandstones was 

determined mainly by sedimentary structures. The 
precipitation of uranium likely is brought about by-
reduction, perhaps related co decaying organic 
matter. (Auth) 

<75> 

McK night. E.T.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of Area Between C.rcen and 
Colorado Rivers, Grand and San Juan 
Counties, Utah. USGS Bulletin 908. 147 
PP (1940) 

Exposed sedimentary formations in this area range 
in age from Pennsylvania^ to Upper Cretaceous. 
Most of the Permian. Triassic. and Jurassic 
formations are of continental origin: the 
Pennsyivanian and Upper Cretaceous formations 
are mostly marine- The dominant structure of the 
area is a gentle regional dip to the north. 
Superposed on the regional dip are several folds, 
some of which may be due to the intrusion of salt. 
The report includes a geologic map and structural 
geologic map oi the area, both at the scale of 
1:62.500. (Auth) 

<76> 

Masters. J.A.: AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Uranium Deposits on Southwest Rim of 
Lukachukai Mountains, Northeast 
Arizona. RMO-9II. 10 pp. (1951) 

Vanadium-uranium deposits on the southwest rim 
of the Lukachukai Mountains arc in the Salt Wash 
member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age. 
The Salt Wash member is composed of red and 
gray. fine-grained quartzose sandstones 
interbedded with red and gray shales and siltstones. 
Carnotite and vanoxite are associated with 
carbonaceous material, and impregnate 
cross-bedded channel sandstone 45 and 100 feet 
above the base of the Salt Wash sandstone. The 
host rock is light to dark gray, whereas rocks in 
other units are commonly red. However, not all 
gray sandstone is mineralized. The deposits are on 
the opposite side of the Lukachukai Mountains 
from the mineralized belt on northeast rim and 
extend from Dry Bone to Camp Mesa. (Auth) 

<77> 
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Masters. J.A.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Geology of the Uranium Deposits of the 
Lukachukai Mountains Area, Northeast 
Arizona. RME-27. 23 pp. (I9S3) 

A concentration of vanadium-uranium ore bodies 
occurs in line- to very fine-grained sandstone of the 
Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of 
Jurassic age in a north-south belt across the 
Lukachukai Mountains. The belt extends from 
Mesa I to Mesa S on the north side, and from Two 
Prong Mesa to Step Mesa on the south side of the 
mountains. The ore belt conforms to a lenticuiar 
sandstone and mudstonc facics and is bounded on 
the west by a massive sandstone facies and on the 
cast by a mudstonc-minor sandstone facies. 
Changes in permeability influenced the movement 
of mineral-bearing solutions by causing their 
d ivers ion . damming . and concen t ra t ion . 
Permeability trends follow palcostream channels, 
and ore bodies lie in and are elongated parallel 10 
these channels. The presence of carbonaceous 
mater ia l and . possibly, muds tonc caused 
precipitation of uranium from solution. Ore most 
commonly occurs in gray and limonitic-brown 
sandstone: and. in the vicinity of ore. the associated 
mudstonc is usually gray. The ore solutions 
presumably bleached the rocks from red to gray or 
brown. Carnotitc and vanoxite impregnate 
sandstone and 'trash piles', and replace fossil logs. 
Some ore bodies are rol's. The association with 
bleached sandstone and mudstonc is common to 
both. (AuthMMBW) 

<78> 

Miller. L.J.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Ore Textures of Uraninhe and Associated 
Minerals from the Colorado Plateau 
Uranium Deposits. Geological Society of 
America Bulletin. 64(12). 1453-1454. 
(1953) 

Uraninitc in the ore deposits of the Colorado 
Plateau is present a* a replacement mineral. If 
replaces the clay cement of the quart/ grains, the 
quart/ overgrowths, asphaltitc. organic matter, and 
in some cases sulfide minerals. The exsolution 
lextce of chalcopyrite and bornitc indicates 
deposition at a high temperature. A comparison of 
the large amount of alteration at the Marysvalc 
uranium deposit and the low amount of alteration 
of the Plateau deposits suggests a low-temperature 
deposition for the Plateau deposits. (Auth) 

<79> 

Stokes . W.L. : University of Utah . Sal t 
Lake City. LT 

Stratigraphy of the Southeastern Utah 
Uranium Region. In S t o k e s . W.L. ( E d . ) . 
Uranium Deposits and General Geology of 
Southeastern Utah: Guidebook to the 
Geology of Utah. No. 9. Utah Geological 
Society. Salt Lake City. (pp. 16-47). 115 
pp. (1954) 

Exposed sedimentary formations in southeastern 
Utah range in age from Mississippian to Tertiary: 
every system is represented. Older sedimentary 
rocks may be present but are not exposed. Each of 
the exposed formations is described. Uranium ore 
has been produced from 21 formations on the 
Colorado Plateau; seven contain uranium deposits 
that have more than 1.000 tons. The bulk of the 
production in southeastern Utah has come from the 
Shinarump and Chink formations of Triassic age. 
and from the Morrison formation of Jurassic age. 
These three formations arc discussed in more detail 
than others. (Auth) 

<80> 

Gruner . J .W.; University of M i n n e s o t a . 
Minneapolis. MN 

The Uranium Mineralogy of the Colorado 
Plateau and Adjacent Regions. In Stokes. 
W.I.. (Ed.). Uranium Deposits and 
General Geology of Southeas te rn Utah: 
Guidebook to the Geology of Utah. No. 9. 
Utah Geological Society. Salt Lake City, 
(pp. 70-77). 115 pp. (1954) 

Uranium aiid vanadium minerals occurring in 
rocks of the Co'orado Plateau and adjacent regions 
arc presented in two comprehensive tables. Each 
mineral is described by chemical composition: 
color: lustre: specific gravity: system and habit: 
cleavage: associations: geologic occurrence: and the 
author's remarks. (PAG) 

<KI> 

Shoemaker. E M : USGS. Washington. 
DC 

Structural Features of Southeastern Utah 
and Adjacent Parts of Colorado, New 
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Mexico, and Arizona. In Stokes . W.L. 
(Ed.). Uranium Deposits and General 
Geology of Southeastern Utah: Guidebook 
to the Geology of Utah. No. 9. Utah 
Geological Society, Salt Lake City. (pp. 
48-69). IIS pp. (1954) 

The major uplifts of southeastern Utah are the San 
Rafael Swell. Circle Cliffs uplift, the Uncompahgre 
uplift, and the Monument Uplift; the major basin* 
are the Kaiparowits Basin, the Henry Mountains 
Basin, and the Uinta Basin. Each of the uplifts and 
basins is an asymmetric fold, bounded on one side 
by a major monocline. Five series of salt structures, 
some of which have collapsed crests, occur mainly 
in a northwest-trending belt in an area in Colorado 
and Utah. The laccolithic mountain groups in 
Utah, the Henry. La Sal. and Abajo Mountains, 
consist of stocks of igneous rocks from which 
radiate tongue-shaped masses. Sills, dikes, small 
laccoliths, and diai •ernes are distributed irregularly 
in parts of southeastern Utah. The tectonic history 
of the region is reviewed. The regional pattern was 
established prior to Cambrian time, ^'ight folding 
in Permian time probably initiated the rise of the 
salt intrusions, and they continued until late in 
Juras5k time. In the Late Cretaceous, the area was 
inundated by the sea and covered with about 5,000 
feet of sediments. Probably in latest Cretaceous 
time, most of the larger structures assumed 
essentially their presen? form, and the laccolithic 
mountain groups were intruded. In Late Tertiary 
time the entire area was uplifted. (Auth) 

<82> 

Proctor. P.D.: Utah Geological and 
Mineralogkal Survey. Salt Lake City. UT 

Geology of the Silver Reef (Harrisburg) 
Mining District, Washington County, 
Utah. Utah Geological and Mineralogical 
Survey Bulletin 44. 169 pp. (I9S3) 

The Silver Reef mining area if southwestern Utah 
contains the only known occurrence in the United 
States of commercial bodies of silver ore in 
sandstone with minor copper-uranium-vanadium 
minerals. The ore bodies are restricted to the Silver 
Reef sandstone member of the Chinle formation of 
Triassic age, and they occur on the limbs and nose 
of the northeast-trending and plunging Virgin 
anticline and a subsidiary anticline and syncline. 
The deposiu are associated with carbonaceous 
materials in lenses of light-colored quartzose 
sandstone and may be localized in channels in the 

Silver Reef sandstone. The author concludes that 
the mctais in the Silver Reef deposits were derived 
from volcanic tuffs by ground or surface waters 
and precipitated in proximity to carbonaceous 
material in the Silver Reef sandstone. The silver 
was further concentrated by secondary enrichmtnt. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<33> 

Rapaport. I . J.P. Hadfield. and R.H. 
Olson; AtC. Grand Junction. CO 

Jurassic Rocks of the Zmi UpMft, New 
Mexico. RMO-642.45 pp. (1932) 

The Zuni uplift is an asymmetrical, elliptical dome 
in the southeastern comer of the San Juan basin. It 
is approximately 65 miles long by 40 miles wide, 
elongated in a northwesterly direction. In the 
central part of the uplift. Prccambrian crystalline 
and metamorphic rocks are exposed. About a 
thousand feet of Paleozoic, and more than three 
thousand feet of Mcsozok. sedimentary rocks 
overlie the Precambrian basement. Tertiary and 
Quaternary lava flows cover limited areas. Jurassic 
sedimentary rocks of this region, in ascending 
order, are divided into the Glen Canyon group, the 
San Rafael group, and the Morrison formations. 
The Wingate formation is the only member of the 
Glen Canyon group. The San Rafael group consists 
of. in ascending order, the Carmel. the Entrada. the 
ToJilto. the Summerville. and the Bluff formations. 
The Morrison formation is divided into the 
Recapture Creek, the Westwater Canyon, and the 
Brushy Basin members. Rock types include shale, 
siltstone. sandstone, and limestone. All Jurassic 
formations, except possibly the Carmel, are of 
continental origin. The regional stress responsible 
for the Zuni dome appears to have been essentially 
one of vertical uplift, probably in Early or Middle 
Tertiary time. Structural relief is more than 6.600 
feet. The joints and faults seem to be tensional. 
normal to the direction of most bending and 
normal to the bedding. (Auth) 

<84> 

Reinhardt, E.V.; AEC. Grand Junction. 
CO 

Uranium-Copper Deposits Near Copper 
Canyon, Navajo Indian Reservation, 
Arizona. RMO-902. 13 pp. (1952) 



Copper-uranium deposits in the Copper Canyon 
area of the Monument Valley district in Utah and 
Arizona, occcur in the Shinarump conglomerate of 
Triassic age near the base of channels cut into the 
iirderlying Moenkopi formation of Triassic age. 
The deposits, which are relatively small, are all less 
than 20 feet above the base of the channels, and the 
best concentrations are in the lower five feet. The 
ore contains a much as 0.68 percent U308. 
Ca rno t i t e . the principal u ran ium minera l , 
impregnates sands tone and replaces fossil 
carbonaceous material. The copper minerals occur 
umilarty but also are found higher in the section. 
There is no constant ratio between the copper and 
uranium content of the deposits. Exposed 
consolidated sedimentary rocks range in age from 
Permian to Jurassic, and dip I degree - 2 degrees 
NW. (Auth) 

<85> 

Robeck. R.C.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Uranium Deposits of Temple Mountain. 
In Guidebook of the Fifth Annual Field 
Conference of the International 
Association of Petroleum Geologists. 
Geology of Portions of the High Plateaus 
and Adjacent Canyon Lands. Central and 
South-Central Utah. Salt Lake City. (pp. 
110-111). (1954) 

The uranium deposits at Temple Mountain. Utah, 
arc in the so-called Mossback sandstone unit of the 
Chink formation of Triassic age. The area is on the 
southeast flank of the San Rafael Swell. The 
uranium is associated with wood fragments and 
petroleum residue (asphalt) in the lower part of a 
100-foot thick cliff-forming sandstone bed. (Auth) 

folded and faulted. Uranium ocv.-i* in sandstones, 
clays and conglomerates of the lowei 160 feet of the 
Troublesome formation of Te.tiary age. and 
throughout an area extending 10 miles cast-west 
and four miles north-south. The individual deposits 
vary from one to four (en in thickness and from 10 
to 20 feet in length; they are about half as wide as 
they are long. C a r n o t i t e . a u t u n i i e . and 
sctirocckingerite are found with brown and green 
vanadium minerals and carbonaceous detritus. 
Although these deposits are small and of km grade, 
•t is probable that they will yield some uranium ore. 
Further geologic study and exploration arc needed 
to completely evaluate them. (Auth) 

<87> 

Sharp. W.S.. E.J. McKay, and FA. 
McKcown: USGS. Washington. DC 

Powder River Basin, Wyoming. TE1-490. 
(pp . 117-119): In Geologic Invest igat ions 
of Radioactive Deposits. Semiannual 
Progress Report. June I to November 30. 
1954. (pp. 117-119). (1954) 

The uranium deposits in the Pumpkin Butte* area 
of the Powder River Basin arc associated with a 
/one of interbedded. dominamly red sandstone 
ienscs and clavMone strata near the middle of the 
^a>auii formation oi !.«.£,. -ee The red color 
boundary locally transects prin~:> •<-di,,.cmar> 
features, lron-man^ancse-uranium concrclion> .trc 
scattered erratically in the red sandstone at moM 
places, although in some places they arc associated 
with primary sedimentary features. Disseminated 
uranium ore with some iron and manganese and 
concentrations Ot carbonate is associated with a 
sharp color change from primarily buff and gray to 
red sandstone. (Auth) 

<86> 

Sch lo t tman . J . D . 
Denver. CO 

and I .E. Smith: AEC. 

Premnimry Report on Uranium 
Mineralization in the Troublesome 
Formation, Middle Park, Grand County, 
Colorado. RME-1042. 14 pp. (1954) 

Uranium has been found in the Troublesome 
formation in Middle Pi , . Colorado. The Park is a 
basin between the Front and Park Ranges in which 
pre-Cambrian. Permo-Pennsylvanian. Jurassic. 
Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks have been uplifted. 

<HR> 

Sharp. W.N.. FA. McKeown. F.J 
McKay, and A.M. White: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Geology and Uranium Deposits of the 
Pumpkin Buttes Arm, Powder River 
Basin, Wyoming. In USGS Profess ional 
Paper 300. (pp . 371-374). 739 p p . . In 
Proceedings of the Intcrru'ional 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Geneva. 
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Swi t ze r l and . August 8-20. I95S. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 403-406). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

The Pumpkin Butte* are located in the Powder 
River Basin, an asymmetrical syncline which trends 
north-northwest. The Wasatch formation of 
Eocene age crops out over most of the basin. Older 
rocks are exposed along the perimeter of the basin, 
and remnants of the White River formation of 
Ohgocene age cap the Pumpk-n Buttcs. The 
regional dip in the Pumpkin Buues area ranges 
from 30 to 100 feet per mile to the northwest. The 
uranium deposits in the Pumpkin Buttes area arc 
spatially related to a zone of predominantly red 
sandsto.ie within the normally buff or gray 
Wasatch formation. The contacts between red and 
buff or gray parts transect all sedimentary 
structures and lithology within a sandstone unit. 
Tyuyamunite and camotite are disseminated in buff 
or gray sandstone near and at the contact with red 
sandstone. Calcite is abundant at the contact. 
Uranophane occurs chiefly in the cores of. and 
peripheral to. manganese-iron oxide concretions: 
these deposits arc small but high grade. It is 
suggested that the deposits of oxidized uranium 
minerals were derived from initial deposits which 
were formed under reducing and mildly alkaline 
conditions. The source of the uranium may be 
some of the components of the sandstone. (Auth) 

<89> 

Shawe, DR.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Significance of Roll Ore Bodies in Genesis 
of Uranium-Vanadium Deposits on the 
Colorado Plateau. In USGS Profess ; onal 
Paper 300. (pp . 239-241). 739 pp . ; In 
Proceedings of !he International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Geneva. 
Swi tze r land . August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 335-337). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

Roll ore bodies are generally layered deposits that 
crosscut sandstone bedding in sharply curving 
forms. They are found principally in sandstone 
lenses and layers, usually in the upper part of the 
Salt Wash sandstone member of the Morrison 
formation of Jurassic age: they are less common 
than tabular deposits both in this member and in 
other >re-bearing units of the Colorado Plateau. 
Roll ore deptsits are found principally near the 

base cf thick sandstone units where numerous thin 
well-defned mudstone layers arc incrbedded with 
thin sandstone layers. In places, rolls, which 
commonly terminate against an upper and lower 
mudstonc layer, arc split into two d-stinct rolls by 
the development along their axes of a third thin 
mudstone layer. The long ores of rolls may be 
continuous for many hundreds of feet in the plane 
of thin sandstone layers. In many places rolls have 
continuity with tabular ore bodies which arc 
essentially parallel to bedding planes. It is possible 
that roll ore bodies were formed by precipitation of 
minerals at an interface between solutions of 
different composition and density, and that flow of 
the ore-bearing or active solution as it passed 
through connate waters in the sediments was 
influenced strongly by local scdimentaiy features. 
Many similarities between roll ore bodies and the 
more common tabular ore bodies in sedimentary 
rocks on the Colorado Plateau suggest a common 
origin for the two types. Thus, analysis and 
interpretation of details of roll ore bodies may 
clarify genesis of the uranium-vanadium ore 
deposits on the Colorado Plateau. (Auth) 

<90> 

Smith. J .F . . Jr . . E.N. Hinrichs. and R.G. 
Luedke: USGS. Washington. DC 

Progress Report on Geological Studies in 
the Capitol Reef Area, Wayne County , 
Utah. TEI-203. 29 pp. (1952) 

Small uranium deposits occur predominantly in a 
thin clay bed at the base of the Shinarump 
conglomerate of Triassic age in the Capitol Reef 
area. Zippeite and metatorbernite are the uranium 
minerals present and are associated with copper 
minerals, carbonaceous material, a thick bleached 
zone at the top of the underlying Moenkopi 
formation, and channels or scours in the top of the 
Moenkopi. Consolidated sedimentary rocks in the 
Capitol Reef area range in age from Permian to 
Jurassic and have an aggregate thickness of over 
3,000 feet. The stratigraphy is described in 
considerable detail. The area is on the northeast 
and east flank of a topographic and structural 
dome. (Auth) 

<9I> 

Mirsky, A.: AEC. Grand Junction, CO 

Preliminary Report on Uranium 
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Mineralization in the Dakota Sandstone, 
Znni Uplift, New Mexico. RME-47. 21 pp. 
(1953) 

Uranium deposits occur in sandstone and 
carbonaceous shale of the Dakota sandstone of 
Cretaceous age along the north and northeast flank 
of the Zuni uplift. The Dakota sandstone regionally 
truncates older rocks. The sandstone units are buff 
to gray, fine- to medium-grained, cross-bedded, 
planc-beddcd. or massive, and are interbedded with 
blue or gray mudstonc and carbonaceous shale. 
Most beds are lenticular, and the formation is 
about SO feet thick. The uranium mineral, 
mctatyuyamunite. is closely associated with 
carbonaceous material and iron oxides. The 
deposits arc in or marginal to paleostrcam 
channels. Joints may partially control the location 
of the deposits. Except for one deposit in 
carbonaceous shale, all arc in sandstone. (Auth) 

<92> 

Mitcham. T.W.. and C.G. Evensen: AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

Uranium Ore Guides, Monument Valley 
District, Arizona. Economic Geology. 
50(2). 170-176.(1955) 

The contact between the Shinarump conglomerate 
and the Moenkopi formation, both of Triassic age, 
:.-. a marked erosional unconformity. Basal 
.->hinarump sediments fill ancient stream channels 
incised into the underlying Moenkopi. Uranium ore 
deposits are commonly found in these stream 
channels. Paleostrcam channels are the prime guide 
to ore in the Shinarump. Twenty-seven othe.s of 
varying degrees of usefulness are summarized. 
(Auth) 

<93> 

Moore. G.W.. and M. Levish: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Uranium-Bearing Sandstone in the White 
River Badlands, Pennington County, 
South Dakota. USGS Circular 35V. 7 pp. 
(1955) 

Uranocircile is locally disseminated in the lower 
two feet of a channel sandstone in the Chadron 
fromation of Oligocene age in the White River 
Badlands. The sandstone is yellowish-gray and 

coarse-grained: it is directly unlerlain by an 
impermeable bed of ben ton i t i c c lays ione . 
Metatyuyamunite was found at one place in a bed 
of freshwater limestone in the Chadron formation. 
At several localities, camotitc forms very thin 
coatings on the outer surfaces of chalcedony veins 
in the overlying Brule formation, also of Oligocene 
age. The uranium was probably leached form the 
overlying volcanic ash beds by descending meteoric 
waters and carried by these waters to an 
environment favorable for deposition. (Auth) 

<94> 

Muilenburg. G.A.. and W D . Keller: 
Missouri Geological Survey and Water 
Resources. Jefferson City. MO 

Carnotite and Radioactive Shale in 
Missouri. American Minera logis t . 35(3-4). 
323-324.(1950) 

Carnotite and possibly other radioactive minerals 
have been found in a quarry in the Spergen 
limestone of Mississippian age about five miles 
north of Ste. Genevieve. Sle. Genevieve County. 
Missouri. The camotite forms a thin film along a 
joint in the limestone. A thin parting of highly 
radioactive black shale overlies the occurrence: the 
camotite is thought to have been derived from this 
shale parting. (Auth) 

<95> 

Mullens, T.E.. and V.I.. Freeman; USGS. 
Denver. CO 

Lithofacies Study of the Salt Wash 
Sandstone Member of the Morrison 
Formation. Geological Society of America 
Bulletin. 63(12). 1340. (1952) 

The Salt Wash sandstone, the lower member of the 
Upper Jurassic Morrison formation in a large part 
of the Colorado Plateau, is the product of an 
aggrading fluvial system and consists of lenticular 
beds of light-colored cross-laminated sandstone 
and conglomerat ic sands tone irregularly 
intcrbedded with mudstonc. claystonc. and 
horizontally laminated sandstone. The fluvial 
deposits are divided into stream and flood-plain 
deposits: the stream deposits include all sediments 
interpreted as deposited from moving water, the 
flood-plain deposits include all deposits interpreted 
as deposited from slack water. Arcal variations in 
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the Salt Wash lithofacics are shown by isopach and 
isolith maps. Interpretations of the areal variations 
in Salt Wash lithofacies indicate piedmont-type 
deposition by a distributary drainage system from 
one principal source area. The distributary-
drainage radiated outward from south-central L'tah 
and spread sediments to the north and cast in a 
fan-shaped pattern. The tea l thickness of the 
deposits and relative proportion of stream deposits 
decrease rather uniformly away from the apex of 
the fan. In the Four-Corners area, wwhere the Salt 
Wash member intcrfingcrs with the Bluff sandstone 
member of the Morn.on. the development of the 
fan shape was interrupted as the distributary 
streams encroached on the s? id dunes of the Bluff 
sandstone member. (Auth) 

<%> 

Phoenix. DA.: ISGS. Washington. DC 

Relation of Camotite Deposits of 
Permeable Rocks in the Morrison 
Formation, Mesa Coun ty , Colorado . In 
ISGS Professional Paper 300. (pp. 
213-219). 739 pp.. In Proceedings of the 
In ternat ional Conference on the Peaceful 
l." so of Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Geneva. 
Switzer land. August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 321-325). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

The uppermost, almost continuous layer of 
sandstone in the Salt Wash member of the 
Morrison formation of Jurassic age contains most 
of the carnotitc deposits in southwestern Colorado 
and southeastern Utah. This layer is composed of 
broadly lenticular strata of sandstone separated by 
fine-grained laminated sediments collectively called 
mudstonc. The prevailing trend of sedimentary 
structures is unique to each stratum. This suggests 
that each stratum was deposited within the channel 
margins of a shallow aggrading stream while that 
stream was essentially fixed in position. Carnotite 
deposits are localized in a mudstone and lenticular 
sandstone facies. The permeability of sediments in 
the uppermost layer is influenced by both lithologic 
character at the time of deposition and the effects 
of diagenesis. but in general the sediments expected 
to be most permeable originally are still the most 
permeable. Laminated mudstone and siltstone are 
the least permeable and bedded sandstone is the 
most permeable, except locally where the original 
porosity has been reduced by interstitial clay. 
quartz overgrowths, and calcite and iron oxide 

cement. The sedimentary rocks are less permeable 
normal to bedding than parallel to bedding. In the 
plane of bedding, they arc slightly more permeable 
parallel to the trend of linear aggregates of sand 
gra ins than normal to these aggregates . 
Light-colored unoxidized sandstone is also 
somewhat more permeable than dark unoxidized 
sandstone and is also somewhat more permeable 
than dark-colored oxidized sandstone of similar 
appearance. Coefficients of transmissiviiy (the 
product of the to la I thickness and average 
coefficient of permeability per unit thickness) 
determined on samples from drill holes in an area 
of 4 I 2 square miles, which induces the area of 
Calamity claim group and the Outlaw Mesa area in 
Mesa County. Colorado, show that camotite 
deposits are localized where the rocks in the 
uppermost layer are most transmissivc: they are 
uncommon where rocks in the uppermost layer are 
least transmissivc. (Auth) 

<97> 

Chester. J.W.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Geology and Mineralization of Hunts 
Mesa, Monument Valley, Arizona. 
RMO-80l.9pp (1951) 

Copper-uranium ore deposits on Hunts Mesa occur 
in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age in 
channels cut into the underlying Mocnkopi 
formation. Secondary copper and uranium 
minerals are found in each of the two exposed 
channels. Even though the Shinarump 
conglomerate forms the cap of the mesa, the 
outcrops of the channels arc poorly exposed. 
(Auth) 

<98> 

Stugard. F\. Jr.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Two Uranium Deposits in Sandstone, 
Washington and Kane Counties, Utah 
Geological Society of America Bullet in. 
63(12). 1373.(1952) 

Carnotite and vanadium, copper, and silver 
minerals occur as small lenticular deposits in 
sandstone of the Chinle formation of Triassic age 
at Silver Reef. Washington County. Utah. A 
nearby mass of traclyte porphyry is thought to be 
the source of the metal-bearing hydrothermal 
solutions that formed the deposits. At the Bulloch 
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properties in Kane County, disseminated autunite 
constitutes a blanket deposit in Jurassic sandstone 
just below the unconformity between the Jurassic 
and Cretaceous Systems. The source of the 
uranium is not known. (Auth) 

<99> 

Towk.. C.C. and I. Rapaport: AEC, 
Denver. CO 

Uranium Deposits of the Grants District, 
New Mexico. Mining Engineering. 4(11). 
1037-1040: Economic Geology. 47(1). 128. 
(1952) 

Uranium mineralization along the north flank of 
the Zuni Uplift in northwest New Mexico was 
discovered in 1950. Irregular, blanket-type uranium 
deposits are in terrestrial Juras>ic sediments. The 
principal orc-hon/on is the upper rccrysu!!i/cd 
portion of the Todilto limestone. This limestone 
erodes as benches one-half to three miles wide, 
enabling relatively cheap exploration and oprn-pu 
mining. Ore deposits have also been discovered in 
the sand lenses of the Morrison formation. 500 to 
800 feet stratigraphically above the Todilto. The 
Morrison erodes into steep cliffs, necessitating 
more expensive exploration and mining methods. 
The uranium minerals in ihc Todilto arc camotitc. 
tyuyamunite. and uranophane: finely disseminated 
pitchblende is found where the deposits arc 
removed from the effects of superficial oxidation. 
Gangue minerals are pyrite. hematite, caicitc. and 
traces of baritc and fluoriic. The sandstone ores in 
the Morrison contain carnotite and 
vchrocckingerite. associated with limonitc and 
organic material. The ore deposits are believed to 
have achieved their present form by the lateral 
percolation of slightly heated Tertiary waters. 
Uranium, however, may have originally been 
contributed during the Jurassic. (Auth) 

<I00> 

Troyer . M.I . . . E.J. McKay. P.P.. Sois icr . 
and S .R . W a l l a c e ; US O S . W a s h i n g t o n . 
DC 

Summary of Investigations of Uranium 
Deposits in the Pumpkin Buttes Area, 
Johnson and Campbell Counties, 
Wyoming USGS Circular J38. 17 pp 
(1954 

I ranium occurrences in the Pumpkin Kutto area 
are predominantly in sandstones ol the Wasatch 
formation ol E«>cene age. The Pumpkin Buttcs area 
lies in the topographic and structural Powder River 
Basin. The Wasatch lormation is here about 1500 
feet thick, and is underlain by the Fort I nion 
formation ol Paleoccne age and ovcrbin by the 
White River formation ol (Migoccrtc age. Fxccpl 
for the thin capping <>f White Riser rocks on the 
high buttes. the rocks exposed in the area are ol the 
Wasatch formation. The uranium occurrences arc 
in gray- to huff-colored sandstones that arc closch 
associated with a red sandstone /one 450 to 400 
feet above the base of the Wasatch lorrtution. The 
sandstone in this /one is typically massive and 
cross-bedded- medium- to coarse -gra ined , 
fcldspathic. and friable to moderately well 
cemented: a few beds are tuffaccous. The uranium 
occurrences arc of two principal types 
concretionary and disseminated. I he concretionary 
deposits arc small irregular masses in which the 
principal uranium mineral is uranophane. These 
also contain vanadium minerals and a large 
amount of iron and manganese oxides. I he 
uranium content is locally as high as 15 percent 
Ihc deposits arc as rrui ^ as 10 leet in maximum 
dimension, but arc usually smaller, and may occur 
in clusters. The disseminated deposits occujr as 
irregular /ones in which mclatvuyamumic 
irregularly impregnates ihc sandstone, little or no 
iron and manganese oxides arc visible In general, 
the sandstone in the concretionary deposits is 
cleaner than that in the disseminated deposits | »,i 
geologic maps ol the area arc included in the 
report. (>nc shows the locations ol uranium 
occurrences and radioa:tivit\ anomalies: the other 
shows the distribution ol favorable sandstones in 
the east central part ol the area. (\uth) 

< I 0 I > 

I scran/. CM. ; I'SGS. Washington. IX 

Guadalupita, New Mexico In ( icolog.c 
Invcst igat ions of Radioact ive Dcpos . i s . 
Semiannual Progress Report. December ;. 
1953 to Ma\ 31. <pp 72-73). IF l-t40 <pn 
72-73) (1954) 

The copper-uranium deposits in the (iuadalupita 
area arc in the steeply dipping Sangre dc (risto 
formation of Pennsylvaman and Permian age in a 
sandstone member near the middle of the 
format ion. The deposi ts are localized h\ 
sedimentary structures in stream-laid sandstone 
beds that overlie the members that contain most of 
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tin larger copper deposits. Particularly favorable 
for uranium deposits are those parts characterized 
by local cut-and-fill structures, carbonized plant 
remains, chalcopyrite, gray or black clay galls, 
visible copper or vanadium minerals, and 
distinctive pink sandstone. Most of the uranium in 
sandstone is in a black ferric oxide, but 
mctatyuyamunite is locally abundant. (Auth) 

F'rlier progress was reported in TTI-390. 
Geologic investigations of Radioactive 
Deposits, Semiannual Progress Report. 
June I to November 30. 1933. (pp. 81-90). 

<102> 

Vickers, R.C.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Belle Fourche Area, Northern Black Hills, 
South Dakota. In Geologic Investigations 
of Radioactive Deposits, Semiannual 
Progress Report, June I to November 30. 
1954. (pp. 209-210); TEM90, (pp. 
209-210). (1954) 

The uranium deposits in the Belle Fourche area are 
near the horizontal change in color from pink or 
red sandstone to gray or buff sandstone within the 
lower unit of the Fall River formation of 
Cretaceous age*. In detail the pink to buff contact 
cuts across the minor structures but in general 
parallels the regional strike of the beds. The 
deposits also seem to be related to local structural 
features such as flattening or reversal of the dip. 
(Auth) 

<I03> 

Vine. J .D. . and G.E. Prichard; USGS. 
Washington, DC 

Uranium in the Poison Basin Area, 
Carbon County, Wyoming. USGS 
Circular 344, 8 pp. (1954) 

Uranium deposits occur in sandstone in the Browns 
Park formation of Miocene age in the Poison 
Buttes area west of Baggs, Wyoming. The Browns 
Park formation overlies the slightly tilted Wasatch 
and Green River formations of Eocene age. The 
unit in which the deposits lie is a soft, light-colored, 
cross-bedded quartzose fine- to medium-grained 
sandstone that contains minor amounts ol 
tuffaceojs material. The uranium minerals, mostly 
uranop'iane and schrocckingerite, are associated 
with brown, green, gray, or yellow sandstone. The 

uranium minerals coat fractures and arc 
disseminated in the sandstone. They were probably 
deposited at their present site by ground water 
solutions of unknown origin. The Browns Park 
formation in this area contains an unusually large 
amount of selenium. (Auth) 

<I04> 

Walker. G.W.; California Division of 
Mines and Geology. San Francisco. CA 

Rosamond Uranium Prospect, Kern 
County, California. California Division of 
Mines and Geology Special keport 37. X 
pp. (1953) 

Small quantities of autunite and another 
radioactive mineral occur ir» tuffaccous sedimentary-
rocks of the Rosamond formation of Miocene age 
at the Rosamond prospect, about 10 miles south of 
Mojave. Kern Couniy. California. The autunitc 
occurs principally as coatings on fracture and joint 
surfaces and, to a lesser extent, as disseminations in 
the tuffaccous rocks adjacent to faults. A waxy, 
reddish-brown to black radioactive material is 
found in small quantities on slickensided fault 
surfaces associated with iron oxides and chlorite. 
(Auth) 

<105> 

Weeks, A.D.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Red and Gray Clay Underlying 
Ore-Bearing Sandstone of the Morrison 
Formation in Western Colorado. 
TEM-251, 19 pp. (1951) 

As a result of a preliminary study of the clays that 
underlie the ore-bearing sandstone of the Morrison 
formation of Jurassic age. the chief clay mineral 
has been tentative.y identified as hydrous mica. 
Chemical analyses show that the red clay contains 
more total iron than the gray clay, and that more 
of the iron h the gray clay is in the ferrous state. 
Spectrographic analyses of minor constituents 
show no significant difference between the red and 
gray clay except in iron content. Quartz and 
carbonate have a wide range in quantity that is not 
related to the color of the clay. Insufficient 
evidence is available to indicate whether the gray 
color was prod'. :d by alteration of the red clay. 
(Au(h) 
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<I06> 

Weeks. A.D.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Mineralogic Study cf Some Jurassic and 
Cretaceous Oaystoacs and Sihstoncs 
from Western Colorado and Eastern Utah. 
TEI-285. 22 pp. (1953) 

The day minerals and water-soluble minerals 
identified in 50 samples of siltstone and claystone 
from Jurassic and Cretaceous formations suggest 
some distinctive characteristics for these formations 
and some differences in source area or environment 
of deposition. Hydromica predominates in the 
samples of Summerville. Salt Wash member of the 
Morrison, and Burro Canyon formations, whereas 
montmorillonitc derived from volcanic ash is found 
in the Brushy Basin member of the Morrison 
formation. Kaolinitc in the Dakota sandstone is 
probably related to the regional unconformity at 
the base of the Dakota. Size analyses show that 
most of the samples are siltstoncs. (Auth) 

<I07> 

Weeks. A .D. . M.E. Thompson , and R.B. 
Thompson; L'SGS, Washington. DC 

Mineral Associations and Types of 
Uranium Cres on the Colorado Plateaus. 
Geological Society of America Bullet in. 
64(12). 1489-1490.(1953) 

Uranium ores from the Colorado Plateau arc 
classified in two main types: (I) uranium with 
vanadium, (2) uranium with copper and or other 
metals. Each type is subdivided into highly 
oxidi/cd and relatively unoxidized ore. The 
vanadium-uranium ratio of the vanadiferous ores 
ranges from about 30:1 at Placerville and Rifle. 
Colorado, to about 1:1 at Temple Mountain, San 
Ruiael district, Utah. The chief uranium minerals 
of the highly oxidized ore are the uranyl vanadates: 
carriotite. tyuyamunite. and mctaiyuyamunite. The 
unoxidi/ed vanadiferous ores are black and contain 
a new black uranium mineral, pitchblende, 
montroseite. and at least two other low-valence 
vanadium oxides. They are associated with 
base-metal sulfides. The oxidized nonvanadiferous 
ore is characterized by yellow, orange, m green 
uranium minerals and blue or green copper 
minerals. The unoxidized nonvanadiferous ore is 
also black and contains pitchblende, and new 
uranium mineral mentioned above, and base-metal 
sulfides. (Auth) 

<I08> 

Cornwa l l . H.R. ; Universi ty of Nevada. 
Mackay School of Mines. Reno. NV 

Geology and Mineral Deposits of 
Southern Nye County, Nevada. Nevada 
Bureau of Mines and Geology Bulletin 77, 
49 pp. (1972) 

Southern Nye County, along the southwestern 
boundary of Nevada, is underlain by a wide variety 
of rocks that range in age from Precambrian to 
Quaternary. Older Prccambrian rocks, consist of 
gneissic granite and quartz monzonite and 
quartzbiotiie schist. Younger Precambrian rocks, 
are composed of quartzite. siltstonc. micaceous 
shale or schist, and lesser amounts of marble, 
dolomite, and limestone. Paleozoic rocks have a 
distribution similar to that of the younger 
Precambrian rocks and range in age from Early 
Cambrian to Penns\lvanian. Limestone and 
dolomite predominate in most of the Paleozoic 
section, but sandstone, siltstone. shale, and argillitc 
are abundant in the Lower and Middle Cambrian 
and Mississippian units. Mcsozoic intrusions of 
granodiorite and uartz monzonitc crop out in two 
areas near the i. _lh end of Yucca Flat. Mcsozoic 
or Tertiary megabrcccias composed of limestone 
and dolomite of Cambrian Age occur in several 
areas in the southern and western parts of the 
county. Tertiary volcanic and associated tuffaceous 
clastic rocks cover a large part of the central and 
northern portions of southern Nye County. A 
conglomeratic unit commonly lies at the base of 
this section and unconformably overlies older 
rocks. Pyroclastic tuffs and welded tuffs (ash flows) 
ranging in composi t ion from dacit ic to 
quartz-latitic and rhyolitic are most abundant. The 
intermontanc basins in the county are covered by 
Tertiary ?nd Quaternary alluvial fans and playa 
lake depos'ls. Quaternary basalt flows and cinder 
cones, sonn. very young, arc present in several 
lowland arras scL'tered around (he county. Several 
patterns of structural deformation arc recognized in 
the county. The Prccambrian and Paleozoic rocks 
have been moderately to intensely deformed by-
folding, thrust and related tear faulting, and 
strike-slip faulting, mainly in Cretaceous time. The 
development of the 9 or 10 calderas or grabens with 
associated domes, elevated blocks, and normal 
faults resulted from volcano-tectonic activity in the 
Miocene and Pliocene. Basin-range faults ranging 
in age from Miocene to Holoccnc arc present 
throughout most of the county. Twenty-three 
mining districts are scattered throughout the 
county. (AuthKMBW) 
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<I09> 

Stewart. J.H.. and G.A. Williams: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Stratigraphic Relations of the Triassic 
SMnarump Conglomerate and a 
Prominent Sandstone Unit of the Chinle 
Formation in Southeastern Utah. 
Geological Society of America Bulletin. 
65(12). 1387. (1954) 

Recent Held work in southern Utah indicates that 
the Shinarump conglomerate is not so extensive as 
was forme") thought, and that rocks called 
Shinarum^ conglomerate in east-central and 
central Utah are actually a separate unit. Field 
relations indicate that the Shinarump conglomerate 
extends from the type section in northwestern 
Arizona to a northwest-trending line passing about 
10 miles north of White Canyon, in southeastern 
Utah, where it pinches out. The Shinarump 
conglomerate is generally less than 100 feet thick 
and consists of light-colored coarse- to very 
coarse-grained cross-stratified conglomeratic 
sandstone. A prominent sandstone in the Chinle 
formation lying 200 feet above the top of the 
Shinarump conglomerate in White Canyon 
correlates with the unit called Shinarump in central 
and east-central Utah. The prominent sandstone 
averages about 50 feet in thickness and is composed 
of light-colored fine- to medium grained 
cross-stratified conglomeratic sandstone. 
Northward from White Canyon this sandstone 
overlaps the underlying part of the Chinle. The 
known distribution of this sandstone indicates that 
it was deposited as a mass about 60 miles wide and 
150 miles long extending northwestward from 
southwestern Colorado to central Urah. The 
Shinarump conglomerate and the prominent 
sandstone are both interpreted to bt stream 
deposits formed by northwest-flowing streams. 
(Auth) 

<M0> 

Stokes. W.L.; University of Utah. Salt 
Lake City, UT 

Morrison Formation and Related 
Deposits in and Adjacent to the Colorado 

Plateau. Geological Society of America 
Bulletin, 55(8). 951-992. (1944) 

The Morrison formation in and adjacent to the 
Colorado Plateau it discussed. The Salt Wash. 

Brushy Basin. Recapture Creek, and Westwatcr 
Canyon members are considered equivalent to the 
type Morrison and are almost certainly of Jurassic 
age. The San Rafael group of Jurassic age and beds 
tentatively classed as Lower Cretaceous are also 
considered. Lithology. distribution. and 
paleogeography of all units are discussed, and 
changes in nomenclature and correlation are 
recommended. (Auth) 

< l l l > 

Stokes. W.L.: University of Utah. Salt 
Lake City. UT 

Geology of the Utah-Coiorado Salt Dome 
Region with Emphasis on Gyptam 
Valley, Colorado. Utah Geological Society 
Guidebook 3. So pp (1948) 

The geology and origin of salt anticlines and 
related structures in the Paradox Salt Basin in 
Utah and Colorado, are discussed. Sedimentary 
rocks ranging ir. age from Pennsylvanian to Recent 
are exposed in the area, and Precambrian rocks arc 
exposed to the northwest in the lincompahgre 
Plateau. The evaporite deposits of the Paradox 
formation of Pennsyrvanian age are overlain by 
nearly 6.000 feet of younger rocks. The major 
structural trend, northwest-southeast, was 
established prior to the deposition of the 
Pennsylvania evaporites. Intrusion and solution of 
the salt has produced long, narrow, collapsed 
anticlines. Salt flowage has been continuous or 
sporadic since Permian time. (Auth) 

<II2> 

Stokes. W.L.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Carnothe Deposits in the Carrizo 
Mountains Area, timmjo Indian 
Reservation, Apache County, Arizona, 
and San Juan County, New Mexico. 
USGS Circular III. 5 pp. (1951) 

Carnotite deposits occur in the Salt Wash member 
of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age in the 
area surrounding the Carri/.o Mountains in 
northeastern Arizona and northwestern New 
Mexico. Tertiary intrusive igneous rocks form the 
core of the mountain mass, and Mesozoic 
sedimentary rocks surround the mountains. The 
Salt Wash member in th's area is a light-colored 
fine-grained cross-bedded lenticular sandstone 
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interbedded with shale and is from 60 to 200 feet 
thick. Camotite may occur at any siratigraphic 
level within it. The or ; bodies are irregular tabular 
masses up to IS feet thick and a few hundred feet 
wide, and are nearly parallel to the major bedding 
of the sandstone. The ore bodies arc generally 
clustered in ill-defined areas a tew thousand feet 
across. The origin of the deposits is not clearly 
understood, but they are thought to have been 
formed from ground water solutions shortly after 
the sands accumulated. (Auth) 

< U 3 > 

Stokes . W.L. : Universi ty of Utah. Salt 
Lake City. UT 

Sedimentary Patterns and Uranium 
Mineralization in the Morrison Formation 
of the Colorado Plateau. Geological 

Society of America Bulletin. 64(12). I SI 6. 
(1953) 

In spite of concentrated study, the problem of the 
genesis of the uranium deposits of the Salt Wash 
sandstone member of the Morrison formation 
remains unsettled. It is generally believed that the 
Salt Wash is a fluvial deposit made up of coarser 
fractions deposited in the channels and finer 
fractions deposited on the flood plains. The ore 
deposits occur in the sandstone lenses usually in 
association with fossil vegetation. Most ore bodies 
contain elongate masses of higher-grade material 
which are called "rolls': fossil logs, when present, 
lie parallel with the associated rolls. The current 
directions which prevailed during the deposition of 
the sandstones can be determined through mapping 
of cross-lamination and other primary features. 
Detailed study of the ore bodies made in certain 
districts show that the rolls lie mostly parallel with 
the direction of flow of the depositing streams as 
revealed by cross-lamination. This is thought to 
mean that the subsurface solutions which brought 
together the various constituents of the ore traveled 
through the sand lenses in essentially the same 
patterns and directions as the original surface 
streams. Other problems such as the ultimate 
source of the constituents of the ore and the time of 
mineralization may also be solved bv aid of 
sedimentary studies. (Auth) 

<II4> 

Stokes . W . L ; University of Utah. Salt 
Uke City. UT 

Relation of Sedimentary Trends. T^tonk 
Features, and Ore Deposits in the 
Blanding District, San Joan County, Utah 
RME-3093 (Pan I). 40 pp. (1954) 

Field studies of the Salt Wash member of the 
Morrison formation in the Blanding district 
indicate a relation between tectonic features, river 
courses, the accumulations of fossil vegetation, and 
the formation of ere bodies. It is thought that the 
Monument up warp exerted some influence on 
stream directions in Salt Wash time, .md that 
carbonaceous material, which localized the 
uranium deposits, was preferentially deposited at 
the bends of streams. (Auth) 

< | I 5 > 

S t o k e s . W . I . : University of Utah . Salt 
Lake City. UT 

Some Stratigraphic, Sedimentary, and 
Structural Relations of Uranium 
Deposits in the Salt Wash Sandstone, 
Final Report - April I. I9S2 to June 30. 
1954. RME-3102. 50 pp. (1954) 

Investigation:, of the Salt Wash member of the 
Morrison 'inflation of Jurassic age in Arizona and 
Utah in.udcd the following general problems: 
nature and origin of primary structures and their 
use in tracing zones that arc favorable or 
unfavorable to mineralization: relation of 
sedimentary properties of Salt Wash sandstones to 
primary structures and ore formation: occurrence 
and meaning of the repetition of rock types in ihc 
Salt Wash: relation of fossil plants or other organic 
material to sedimentary patterns and ore: and 
relation of sedimentary patterns to mineralized 
areas and (o ancient s t ruc tura l features . 
Environments favorable for the deposition of 
uranium minerals probably were created by buried 
organic matter. Growth and burial of plants in Salt 
Wash time was not uniform but was concentrated 
along old river bends which arc now shown by 
curving patterns of sediments. The areas of 
pronounced bends and greater than average 
amounts of organic matter arc thought to occur in 
places where normal directions of flow were 
changed or where deflections of current took place 
due to tectonic features. Such areas can he located 
and followed by '-.bscrvation and analysis of 
primary s t ructures and other sed imentary 
properties. (Auth) 
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<1I6> 

Stokes. W.L.. and W. Sadlkk; University 
of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 

Sedimentary Properties of Salt Wash 
Sandstones as Related to Prisanry 
Structures, Part II, Technical Report for 
Apr! 1.1952 to March 31,19S3. 
RME-3067, 26 pp. (I9S3) 

Field and laboratory studies of primary 
sedimentary structures of the Salt Wash member of 
the Morrison formation of Jurassic age in the 
Carrizo Mountains of Arizona indicate that 
uranium deposits are more likely to be found 
bttwtui the flood plain and the more central parts 
of the channel sands because this environment was 
most favorable to plant growth and burial which in 
turn was favorable to ore deposition. This zone can 
be identified with the aid of primary structures and 
by sedimentary analysis. (Auth) 

<I17> 

Strobell. J.D., Jr.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Stratigraphic Relations in the Carrizo 
Mountains Area, Northeastern Arizona 
and Northwestern New Mexico. 
Geological Society of America Bulletin. 
65(12). 1310-1311.(1954) 

Formations exposed in the Carrizo Mountains area 
range in age from Permian to Eocene. The Dc 
Chdiy sandstone mmember of the Cutler formation 
(Permian) is underlain by Cutler red beds and 
unconformabiy overlain by Shinarump 
conglomerate (Late Triassic); the Moenkopi 
formation (Early and Middle Triassic) is absent. 
The Chinle formation (Lais Triassic) is restricted to 
Gregory's lower three divisions; red siltstone is the 
lower member of a twofold Wingate sandstone. 
The Kayenta formation (Jurassic) and Navajo 
sandstone (Jurassic) thin southward and disappear 
within the Carrizo Mountains area. The San Rafael 
Group (Middle and Late Jurassic) comprises five 
formations: Carmel formation. Entrada sandstone. 
Todilto limestone, Svmmcrville formation, and 
Bluff sandstone. Carmel is present only in the 
western half of the area, an Todilto only along the 
eastern edge. Where Carmel pinches out, Entrada 
rests unconformabiy without detected angularity 
upon Wingate. The Morrison formation (Late 
Jurassic) comprises four members - Salt Wash, 
Recapture, Westwater Canyon, and Brushy Basin. 

Possible equivalents of the Burro Canyon 
formation (Early Cretaceous) are not differentiated 
from the Morrison. Dakota sandstone (Late 
Cretaccoi<s) unconformaWy overlies the Morrison 
and is conformably succeeded by marine Mancos 
shale. Nondcposition of Moenkopi. convergence of 
Kayenta. Navajo. Carmel. and Todilto. and 
thinning and lithologic change in other formations 
suggest intermittent uplift during Mesozoic time. 
These rocks were folded, truncated, and 
subsequently covered by Chuska sandstone 
(Eocene). (AuthMMBW) 

<I18> 

Peirce. H.W.. SB. Keith, and J .C Wilt; 
University of Arizona. Tucson. AZ; 
Arizona Bureau of Mines. Tucson. AZ 

Coal, Oil, Natural Gas, Helium, and 
Uranium in Arizona. Arizona Bureau of 
Mines Bulletin 182. 289 pp. (1970) 

Data were assembled to assist in developing a 
fundamental understanding and geological 
perspective to the occurrence of coal, petroleum, 
natural gas, helium, and uranium in Arizona. 
Formations, geochemistry, and location! data are 
included. A unified bibliography involving each of 
these commodities is presented at the end of the 
report. Numerous tables and illustrations which 
concisely summarize significant data are included 
within each section, in the appendix and as 
accessory plates. (PAG) 

<II9> 

Dahl. A.R., and J.L. Hagmaier; Exxon 
Company. Casper, WY; Exxon Company. 
Denver. CO 

Genesis and Cbaracteristics of the 
Southern Powder River Basin Uranium 
Deposits, Wyoming, USA. 
IAEA-SM-183/5, (pp. 201-218). (1974) 

Uranium deposits in the southern Powder River 
Basin of Wyoming are excellent examples of large 
roll-type ore bodies. The host rocks are Paleocene 
sandstones deposited as point bars by a meandering 
stream. The source of uranium is tuffaceous and 
arkosic debris indigenous to the sedimentary 
sequence containing the host rocks. The largest 
deposits of highest grade occur near the distal 
margins of permeable, slightly dipping sandstones 
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where they grade laterally into organic-rich 
siltstoncs. claystoncs and lignites deposited in 
backswamp or flood basin environments. The 
deposits arc epigenetic in origin, formed by 
precipitation of uranium from groundwater 
solutions that moved through the host rocks from a 
recharge area southwest of the dcp-^its towards a 
discharge area northeast of the deposits. The 
deposits arc large because the host rocks arc 
extensive and the groundwater system remained 
relatively stable. Pyritc formed early in and around 
the host units through a biogenic process utilizing 
sulphate-reducing bacteria. This was important in 
establishing a permissive geochemkal environment 
for later ore genesis. Oxidation of pyritc by 
incursing groundwater caused sulphite to form. 
Sulphite disproportionation into S04(2 minus) and 
HSfminus) developed the final reducing mechanism 
for uranium precipitation in the ore rolls. Deposit 
characteristics and associated alteration products 
are compatible with the chemical theory of Granger 
and Warren. (Auth) 

<I20> 

Rack ley. R.I.: Consulting Geologist. 
Casper. WY 

Environment of Wyoming Tertiary 
Uranium Deposit:. Amciican Association 
of Petroleum Geologists Bulletin. 56(4). 
755-774. (1972. April) 

Four major uranium districts in Tertiary rocks of 
central Wyoming arc in fluvial sandstones derived 
from the granitic roc'-, of the ancestral Sweetwater 
arch and deposited in adjacent intcrmcntanc 
basins. Sediment transported southward into the 
Great Divide basin was deposited on an apron of 
alluvial fans. Sedimentation in the Gas Hills area of 
the Wind River basin was on an alluvial fan in 
which ridges of older rock disrupted the normal 
development of the fan. Sediment in » -si Shirley-
basin was deposited on an alluvial fan. but in cast 
Shirley basin and in (he Powder River basin 
sedimentation was channel and flood-basin 
deposits of a meandering stream. The sandstones 
are subarkosic to arkfeic. medium grained to 
conglomeratic, angular and poorly sorted. 
Sandstones intcrtonguc with green or carbonaceous 
shales. Sedimentation was in a warm, humid 
climate with abundant vegetation. Decay of the 
organic material created reducing conditions in the 
sediment which caused partial carbonization of 
some of 'he plant debris, formation of pyrite. and 
precipitation of uranium minerals. Following 

burial, uplift-induced changes in the hydrodynamic 
system caused an invasion of the reduced sediment 
by oxygenated water far below the static water 
table. This caused destruction of carbonaceous 
material, oxidation of pyritc. and accumulation of 
uranium and other susceptible metals in a wave or 
front just ahead of the invading oxidizing 
environment. Oxygenated waters, aided by 
THIOBACILLLS FERROOXIDANS. oxidized 
pyritc to produce sulfuric acid and ferric sulfate, a 
strong oxidizer, which leached uranium and other 
susceptible elements. In the reducing part of the 
cell, anaerobic Nacteria. including the sulfate 
reducer DESULFOVIBRIO. consumed the organic 
material in the sediments and the sulfates from the 
oxidizing area, to produce hydro-en. hydrogen 
sulfide, and a mildly alkaline, strongly reducing 
environment which precipitated pyrite. uranium, 
and other metals on the front. Migration of the cell 
was controlled by the permeability of the sandstone 
and by availability of carbon and pyritc. 
(AuthKPAG) 

<I2I> 

Santos. E.S.: LSGS. Washington. IK' 

Lithology and Uranium Potential of 
Jurassic Formations in the San 
Ysidro-Cuba and Majors Ranch Areas, 
Northwestern New Mexico. L'SGS 
Bulletin 1329. 22 pp. (1975) 

The aggregate thickness of sedimentary rocks of 
Jurassic age near the eastern and southeastern 
margin of the San Juan Basin in Sandoval County. 
New Mexico, is about 1.150 feet (350 meters). The 
Entrada Sandstone at the base is overlain 
successively by the Todilto. Summervillc. and 
Morrison Formations. The Entrada Sandstone. 
97-227 feet (30-69 m) thick, consists of a lower, silty 
member composed of red and brown siltstonc and 
fine-grained sandstone, and an upper, sandy 
member composed of brown and white sandstone. 
The T.dilto Formation. 5-125 feet (1.5-38 m) thick, 
consists of a lower, limestone unit about 5 fee' (1.5 
m) thick, and an upper, massive white gypsum unit. 
The Summers ilk Formation. 0-50 feet (0-15 m) 
thick, consists of variegated, interstratified 
mudstonc. claystone. siltstone. and sandstone. The 
Morrison Formation. 750-870 feet (229-265 m) 
thick, is divided into three members: the Recapture 
Member at the base. 200-350 feet (61-107 m) thick. 
is overlain successively by the Wcstwater Canyon 
Member. 0-240 feci (0-73 m) thick, and the Brushy 
Basin Member. 200-350 feet (61-107 m) thick. The 
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Recapture Member consists mainly of red and 
white color-banded fine-grained sandstone. The 
Westwater Canyon and Brushy Basin Members 
consist mainly of red and green mudstone 
intcrstrat i f ied with g ray i sh -o range a rkos ic 
sandstone. The upper unit of the Brushy Basin 
Member is called the Jackpile sandstone, a name of 
economic usage. It is 0-165 feci (0-30 m) thick and 
consists of white and grayish-orange fine-, 
medium-, and coarse-grained arkosic sandstone. A 
comparison of ore-bearing sandstone units in the 
Ambrosia Lake and La guru mining districts with 
equivalent sandstone units in the area studied 
reveals many similarities, in color, texture, mineral 
composition, and minor-element distribution. 
Differences are minor and most of the sandstone in 
the Morrison Formation above the Recapture 
Member in the area studied is considered to be a 
potential host for uranium ore deposits. (Auth) 

<I22> 

Stewart. J .H. . G.A. Williams. H I Albee. 
O B . Raup . and R.A. Cad igan : L S G S . 
Washington. DC 

Stratigraphy of Triassic and Associated 
Formations in Part of the Colorado 
Plateau Region I SGS Bulletin 1046-Q. 
(pp. 487-576). (1959) 

Straiigraphic studies of the Triassic and associated 
formations were made in southeastern Utah and 
adjoining parts of Colorado and Arizona. Five 
principal lines of investigation were followed: 
regional stratigraphy, sedimentary petrology, 
pebble studies, sedimentary-structure studies, and 
lithofacies studies. The formations studied are the 
Cutler formation. Coconino sandstone, and Kaibab 
limestone of Permian age; and the Moenkopi 
formation. Chinle formation, and Wingatc 
sandstone of Triassic age: and the Kaycnta 
formation and the Navajo sandstone of Jurassic 
age. Most of the uranium deposits in the Triassic 
rocks are in the Shinarump. Monitor Butte, and 
Moss Back members of the Chinle formation, and 
in the base of undifferentiated Chinle. The deposits 
are generally near the base of the Chinle. regardless 
of which unit of the formation lies in that position. 
The deposits lie .n broad northwestward-trending 
belts near the north limit of the respective units. 
Many determinations have been made of the types 
of clay minerals in the sandstones in the Triassic 
and associated formations. Evidence supports the 
hypothesis that much of the hydromica in the 
Chinle is the result of alteration of montmonllonite 

in the presence of soluble potassium salts. 
Thin-section studies of ore-bearing sandstone and 
barren sandstone ii the Shinarump and Moss Back 
members of the Chinle formation suggest that 
uranium ore occurs predominantly in sandstone 
that contains 20 percent or more kaolin, and that 
strata containing 15 to 35 percent kaolin should be 
considered more favorable for the occurrence of 
uranium than strata containing less than 15 percent 
kaolin. (AuthKPAG) 

<I23> 

Adler. H.H.: AEC. Division of Raw 
Materials. Washington. DC 

Interpretation of Color Relations in 
Sandstone as a Guide to Uranium 
Exploration and Ore Genesis. In 
Proceedings of a Panel on Uranium 
Exploration Geology, held in Vienna. 
Aus t r ia . April 13-17. 1970. In te rna t iona l 
Atomic Energy Agency Publications. 
Vienna. Aus t r i a , (pp . 331-344). 386 pp . : 
IAEA-PL-391 13. (pp. 331-334). 386 pp. 
(1970. October) 

Most of the uranium mined in the L'nitcd States of 
America occurs in red or drab fluvial sandstone 
and is associated with a pyritifcrous carbonaceous 
facies formed during and shortly after sandstone 
deposition. Many of the ore dep. sits, particularly 
the roll-type deposits, have formed by accretion ol 
uranium along or near oxidized borders of the 
reduzatc facies. The ore accumulated by recyclic 
oxidation-reduction and solution-deposition of 
uranium and other elements. The uranium deposits 
are closely related to bemal itc-rcd and 
limonite-drab coloring in the sandstone. The 
pigmentation, which is post-diagenelk and most 
likely related to geologically recent groundwater 
circulation in the sediments, results from the release 
of iron during oxidation of pyrite by oxygenated 
groundwater below the water-taMc. I.imonitc is 
formed initially hut may subsequently dehydrate to 
hematite. Dehydration may he episodic since 
drab-red boundaries are usjallv sharp. The 
transformation is accelerated under warm climatic 
conditions and possibly conforms to periods during 
which groundwater temperatures were slightly 
elevated. Iron may also be taken up by 
montmorillonite or removed by circulating 
groundwaters resulting in a pale green or bleached 
color in the oxidved sandstone. The color of the 
sandstone can be used to determine the extent of 
the tongue of oxidative alteration and to define 
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areas favorable for exploration. (Auth) 

<I24> 

Rogers. J.J.W.; Rice University. 
Department of Geology. Houston. TX 

Gcocheaical Significance of the Source 
Rocks of Sofne Graj — ti.es from 
Western Oregon and Washington. Texas 
Journal of Science. 18. 5-20 (1966) 

Petrographic and radiometric studies of the 
cugeosyndinal graywjckes of western Oregon and 
Washington indicate an almost complete absence of 
granitic, continenal debris. The absence of a 
cratonk source is apparently typical of many other 
gcosy.-Ktinal deposits, as demonstrated by their 
high Na K. ratio and their low content of 
potassium feldspar. The source rocks (basalts, 
quartz diorites. and some keratophyres) for the 
Oregon and Washington grsywackes are identical 
to the rocks now exposed in the eastern portion of 
the orogcnically active Greater Antilles island arc. 
where the igneous rocks have been derived with 
little or no differentiation from the upper mantle. 
The scarcity of continental granitic material in the 
votumctrically important graywackes of many areas 
renders mass balances between sediments and 
igneous source rocks inaccurate if the average 
composition of the igneous rocks is calculated by 
assuming a Urge proportion of granite. (Auth) 

<I25> 

Roshol i . J .N . . R E Z a r t m a n . and I T 
Nkcmo; USGS. Denver. CO 

Lead Isotope Systematic* and Uranium 
Depletion in the Granite Mountains, 
Wyoming. Geological Society of America 
Bulletin. 84. 989-1002. (1973. March) 

Isotopic composition and concentration of lead in 
whole rock and microcline and concentration of 
uranium and thorium in whole-rock samples of 
granite from the Granite Mountains. Wyoming, 
have been determined. The lead isotopic 
composition in the whole rocks was found to be 
highly radiogenic with a range in Pb 206 Pb 204 of 
19.58 to 42.27; the corresponding range in 
microclines is 15 39 to 22.44. A Pb 206 Pb 204 
versus Pb 207 Pb 204 plot of the whole-rock data 
yields an apparent isc:hron age of 2.790 plus or 
minus 80 million years as the time of crystallization 

of the granite. Chemically determined values of I" 
238 Pb 204 in the whole rocks lie between 3.3 and 
18.4 and are too low to account for the amount of 
radiogenic lead observed. A material balance of 
lead, thorium, and uranium components indicates 
that an average of approximately 75 percent of the 
amount of uranium required to produce the 
radiogenic lead was removed from the rocks, 
whereas, on the average, there was no apparent loss 
of thorium. Loss of uranium from the granite is 
demonstrated to extend at least to a depth of 165 
feet in a drill core. The average uranium loss from 
the samples araly/ed represents about 20 g 
uranium pvr 1.000 kg of rock that apparently was 
removed during the Cenorok and that probaWv 
constitutes the major source of uranium now in ore 
deposits in central Wyoming basins. The lead 
isotopic composition of the microclines indicates 
that lead was mobili/cd within the granite and was 
isolated in the feJd«wr during a thermal event 
about 1.640 plus or minus 120 million years ago. 
However, there is no evidence that the whole rocks 
themselves became open systems at that time. 
Whole-rock and mkroclinc isochrens intersect at 
Pb 206 Pb 204 and Pb 207 Pb 204 of 13.77 and 
14.86. respectively, indicating a characteristic I 
138 Pb 204 of 8.96 in the source region of ihc 
granite magma. (Auth) 

<I26> 

King. R . I . . B.F. Leonard. L.B. Moore , 
and C.T. Pierson; I'SGS. Washington. IX" 

Uranium in the Metal-Mining Districts of 
Colorado. LSGS Circular 215. 10 pp. 
(1953) 

Many varieties of abnormally radioactive rocks and 
ores hasc been found in Colorado, but only a small 
proportion of these contain uranium in sufficient 
quantities to be of possible commercial interest. 
The most favorable ground in Colorado for 
uranium ore deposits, exclusive of the Colorado 
Plateaus, is the central mineral belt. Here 
potentially important uranium deposits also occur 
in metalliferous veins in prc-Cambrian igneous and 
metamorphic rocks, usually in association with 
Tertiary intmsive rocks. The deposits Rlr^ rjcur in 
Paleo/oic. Meso/oic. and Tertiary rocks that 
surround the prc-Cambrian core of the Rocky 
Mountains. Cranium deposits of eight types occur 
in Colorado: (I) disseminations in sedimentary 
rocks. (2) veins. (3) replacement deposits. (4) 
volcanic breccia pipes. (5) disseminations in 
igneous and metarrorphic rocks. (6) pegmatites. (7) 

http://ti.es
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radioactive inclusions in rhyoiite. and (8) 
hot-spring deposits in the Colorado Plateaus: vein 
deposits are the most important in the 
metal-mining districts. Pitchblende is the most 
common uranium mineral in the vein deposits, (n 
Colorado pitchblende has been found in six kinds 
of veins: (I) pyritk gold. (2) kad-zinc-silvcr. (3) 
Duorite. (4) tciluride. (S) pyrite-siderhe. and (6) 
polymineralic-hydrocarbon veins. Detailed studies 
have shown that several geologic guides arc useful 
in prospecting for new deposits. The include (I) 
stratigraphk position. (2) mineral associations. (3) 
sedimentary structure. (4) rock alteration, and (S) 
regional zoning. In addition the following relations 
may be useful: (I) uranium deposits are commonly 
associated with post-Cretaceous vofcanism; (2) 
uranium is commonly found in metal-mining 
districts that have produced gold, silver, lead, and 
copper. (3) accumulations of radon and helium are 
theoretically related to deposits of uranium: '4) 
many uranium deposits are associated with 
bostonite dikes: (5) uranium deposits seem to 
occupy a definite place in some types of hypogenc 
zonal patterns: and (6) the purple variety of fluorite 
and the smoky variety of quartz are believed to be 
related to radioactivity. (AuthMMBW) 

<I27> 

Ormond. A.: AEC. Division of Raw 
Materials. Denver Area Office. Casper. 
WY 

Preliminary Report on the Geology of 
Uranium Deposits to the Browns Park 
Formation in Moffat County, Colorado, 
and Carbon County, Wyoming. 
TlD-26356. 30 pp.: TM-D-1-18. 30 pp. 
(1957. June) 

Uranium was first discovered in the Browns Park 
Formation in 1951 in the Miller Hill area of 
south-central Wyoming. Since that time 
economically important deposits in this formation 
have been discovered and developed in the Poison 
Basin of south-central Wyoming and in the 
Maybell area of northwest Colorado. The Browns 
Park is the youngest formation (Miocene) in the 
region and overlies older rocks with angular 
unconformity. The formation consists of a basal 
congi .icrate, fluviatilc, lacustrine, anrl eolian 
sandstone and locally a few thin beds of-clay, tuff, 
and algal limestone. The sandstones are 
predominantly fine- to medium-grained and consist 
of quartz grains, scattered black chert grains, and 
interstitial clay. The uranium deposits are of the 

sandstone-impregnation type and are not confined 
to specific stratigraphic horizons. The important 
ore minerals are autunite and uranophanc in 
oxidized sandstones, and uraninite and coffinite in 
unoxidized sandstone. I'ramum is often associated 
with limonite and calcium carbonate in 
concretionary forms. Woody material, thought to 
play an important part in the deposition of 
uranium in many sandstone-type deposits, is not 
present in the deposits of the Browns Park 
Formation. However, organic carbon in the form 
of petroleum and petroleum residues has been 
observed in association with uranium in both the 
Poison Basin and the Maybell areas. (Auth) 

<I28> 

Branson. C.C.. A.L. Burwell. and G.W. 
Chase: Oklahoma Geological Survey. 
Norman, OK 

Uranium in Oklahoma, 1955 Oklahoma 
Geological Survey Mineral Report 27. 22 
pp. (1955) 

As of this date no radioactive deposit of proven 
commercial value has been found in the state. 
Nearly all worthwhile deposits have been found in 
areas of less than 20 inches of rainfall, but it is by-
no means proven that the ores arc '.eached from all 
rocks in regions of greater rainfall. Uranium is held 
by carbon as shown by the fact that most 
commercial deposits arc in coal or carbonaceous 
rocks. Uranium salts in solution occur in brines, 
none as yet shown to be profitable to process for 
extraction. Other ores have been found in volcanic 
bodies anJ pegmatites. These arc to be sought 
along faults, dikes, sills, and in rocks affected by 
volcanism. The report discusses and summarizes 
the occurrence of uranium in sandstone lenses of 
southwestern Oklahoma, carbonized plant remains 
in northcentral Oklahoma, and copper deposits not 
associated with plant remains. Asphaltk deposits, 
asphaltic pellets, bleached areas in red rocks, 
phosphatic black shales, brines, and miscellaneous 
occurrences are also covered. (AuthMMbW) 

<I29> 

Pettijohn, F.J.; Johns Hopkins University. 
Baltimore. MD: USGS. Washington. DC 

Chemical Composition of Sandstones -
Excluding Carbonate and Volcanic 
Sands. In Fleischer. M. ( E d ) . Data of 
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Geochemistry . United States Government 
Printing Office. Washington. DC. 21 pp.: 
USGS Professional Paper 440-S. 21 pp . 
<»%3) 

Sandstones range from virtually pure silica to 
complex chemical compositions: some, the 
graywackes. for example, are not greatly different 
from many igneous rocks in bulk composition. 
Forty-eight representative analyses of the principal 
classes of sandstone (orthoquart/ites. 
subgraywackes. graywackc. and arkosc) are 
tabulated. From about 150 published analyses an 
average of the major elements in each class and an 
arithmetic mean for sandstone as a whole have 
been calculated. The data on minor and trace 
elements have been summarized. An approximate 
average has been estimated for these elements. 
Sample inadequacies do not justify calculated 
averages or standard deviations. Data are given to 
show relation of chemical composition of 
sandstones to their grain si/c and mineral 
composition. In general, silica diminishes with 
decreasing grain si/c, whereas alumina. K20. and 
water increase. The variation of other constituents 
is less dependent on si/c. The detrital components 
of sands range from nearly pure quart/ to mixtures 
of quart/, feldspar, and rock particles; hence 
sandstones show simple to complex chemical 
compositions. The composition is a function not 
only of the dctrital components but also of the 
cement. The common cements, quart/ and calcite. 
lead to enrichment in silica or in lime and carbon 
dioxide. The composition is also a function of 
source rock, completeness of wcathc i ing . 
diagenesis. and other postpositional changes. 
These factors arc discussed, but supporting data are 
not generally available. The distribution of the 
chemical elements in the minerals of sandstones is 
discussed in general terms: detailed analysis is not 
possible from presently available data. (Auth) 

<I30> 

Finch. W.I.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of Uranium Deposits in Trunk 
Rocks of the Colorado Plateau Region. 
USGS Bulletin 1074-D. (pp. 125-164). 
(1959) 

Important uranium deposits are widely distributed 
in the Triassic rocks of the Colorado Plateau 
region. These deposits, which have been the second 
most important domestic source of uranium in the 
United States, have also yielded vanadium, copper. 

and radium during various periods of mining in the 
past 50 years. Most of the deposits in Triassic rocks 
arc in the Shinanimp and Moss Back members of 
the Chinle formation, but some important deposits 
arc also in other members in the lower part of the 
Chinle. particularly in beds witnin SO feet of the 
Middle Triassc unconformity. In northeastern 
Arizona, eastern Utah, and western Colorado three 
mineral belts have been outlined, each bounded by 
a pinchout. These belts, which contain about 20 
penent of the areas underlain by the Chinle 
formation, arc the Monument Valley belt, the cast 
White Canyon belt, and the Moab belt. The chief 
unoxidi/cd uranium minerals, uraninitc and 
coffinitc. and the oxidi/ed uranium minerals, 
camotitc and tyuyamunite. impregnate the rocks, 
forming disseminated ores. Fossil wood replaced by 
these minerals and the associated iron and copper 
minerals constitute the high-grade ore. ,*fost of the 
ore averages between 0.20 and 0.30 percent U308 
and some ores average either between I and 2 
percent V205 or between I and 2 percent Cu. The 
ore bodies arc irregularly distributed and form 
uneven tabular and concretionary masses that lie 
essentially parallel to the bedding of channels and 
lenses filled with coarse clastic material. They range 
in content from a few tons to more than a hundred 
thousand tons. It is believed that in early Tertiary 
time ground water leached uranium and other ore 
metals from overlying mudstonc beds or from the 
ore-bearing rocks themselves and redeposited the 
mccils in favorable sedimentary and tectonic 
structures. (Auth) 

<I3I> 

Pierce. A.P.. Ci.B. Gott. and J.W. Mylton; 
L'SGS. Washington. 1X7 

Uranium and Helium in the Panhandle 
Gas Field, Texas, and Adjacent Areas. 
I 'SGS Professional Paper 454-G. 57 pp . 
(1964) 

The Panhandle gas field (Upper Pcnnsylvanian to 
Lower Permian) originally contained the largest 
commercial helium reserve in the |!nitcd Slates. It 
also contains anomalous concentrations of radon. 
The reservoir rocks contain irom 2 to 4 ppm of 
uranium. The uranium content of the crude oil 
peripheral to the gas field ranges from less than I 
to 300 ppb. fhc uranium content of the brine is 
from less than 0.1 to about 10 ppb. The highest 
concentration of uranium is in the cap rocks which 
have been estimated to contain between 10 to 20 
ppm through a thickness of about 250 feet. The 
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uranium in these rocks is concentrated in asphaltitc 
which contains about I percent uranium. X-ray 
analyses of asphaltite nodules show the presence of 
u r a n i m t c . c h l o a m h i t e - s m a l t i l c . and pyri tc . 
Although uraninite has been identified in some of 
the nodules, in others the uranium-bearing 
compound, which may be a mctallo-organic 
complex, is not known. The asphaltite occurs as 
botryoidal nodules and is nearly always associated 
with anhydrite and eelcstite that occur as cements 
in siltstonc and as fillings in fractures and solution 
cavities in dolomite. The asphaltitc is probabb a 
petroleum derivative: the uranium and other miials 
within it were derived from the rocks in which the 
asphaltite now occurs, and were concentrate!', in 
petroleum compounds. Subsequent radiition 
damage changed the physical and chemical 
characteristics of the original organic material. The 
distribution of uranifcrous asphaltite indica.r- that 
it is the source of the abnormally high radon 
concentration in the gases from a number of wells. 
The highest concentrations of helium in the 
Panhandle Field occur along the western boundary 
at points where faulting has brought the 
gas-reservoir rocks into con tac t with the 
uranifcrous asphallic rocks that normally overlie 
the gas reservoir. These rocks arc unusually 
radioactive over a large area southwest of the Field, 
and may have been the source of a significant pert 
of the helium that has accumulated n the gas 
reservoir. (AuthMMBW) 

<I32> 

Soister. P.E.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of the Puddle Springs 
Quadrangle, Fremont Coun ty , Wyoming. 
USGS Bulletin 1242-C. 36 pp. (1967) 

The Puddle Springs quadrangle is near the 
south-central edge of the Wind River Basin in 
central Wyoming. It includes most of the western 
part of (he Gas Hills uranium district and the 
original uranium ore reserves totaled at least I 
million tons. Only the ore-bearing Wind River 
Formation, which underlies about half the 
quadrangle, was studied in detail. The Puddlr 
Springs Arkose Member is more than 500 feet thick 
and consists of massive coarse conglomeratic 
arkos ic sands tone and beds of granite 
granule-to-boulder conglomerate. fine-grained 
sandstone, siltstone, claystone. and carbonaceous 
shale. This member has all the known uranium 
deposits in the quadrangle. The arkose is generally 
oxidized and yellow to gray at the surface but is 

unoxidi/ed and greenish to bluish gray near and 
below the water table. Two granite 
cobble-and-boulder conglomerate beds were 
mapped in the Puddle Springs quadrangle: they arc 
about 10-30 icct thick and 100 feet apart 
stratigraphically The lower of the two. the Dry 
Coyote Conglomerate Bed. contains many uranium 
deposits: most uranium deposits in the quadrangle 
lie from ISO feet below to SO feet above this bed. 
The overlying Musk rat Conglomerate Bed has no 
known uranium deposits. Original uranium ore 
reserves of the quadrangle probably totaled at least 
I million short tons with an avc/agc uranium 
content of 0.2S percent. Mining has been 
continuous since I9SS. Uranium minerals occur in 
arkosic sandstone, conglomerate, siltstonc. and 
carbonaceous shale. The ore deposits generally are 
blanket-like bodies in arkosic sandstone or in 
siltstonc. The largest ore deposits of the district arc 
at or near the ground-water table and are only 
partly oxidi/ed. More than 40 authigenk minerals 
compose or are associated with the deposits: they 
include minerals of arsenic, selenium, and 
molybdenum, as well as minerals of uranium. 
Coffinitc and uraninitc are the main ore minerals in 
the uncx id i / ed depos i t s : meta -au tun i ic . 
phosphuranyiitc. an unnamed yellow uranium 
phosphate, and uranophanc arc the main ore 
minerals in the oxidi/ed deposits. Radiochemical 
analyses indicate a Pleistocene age for at least some 
of the uranium deposits. The available evidence 
favors the theory that arkosic sediments of the 
Puddle Springs arc (he main source of the uranium 
and that migration and deposition is still in 
progress. (AuthXMBW) 

<I33> 

Glover. I..; USGS. Washington. DC 

Stratigraphy and Uranium Content of the 
Chattanooga Shale in Northeastern 
Alabama, Northwestern Georgia, and 
Eastern Tennessee. USGS Bulletin 1087-E. 
(pp. 133-168). (1959) 

In northeastern Alabama, northwestern Georgia, 
and eastern Tennessee, the Chattanooga shale of 
Late Devonian age ranges in thickness from 0 to 
more than 40 feet. Most of the shale is of the 
Gassaway member, though the Dowelltowr 
member is present in part of eastern Tennessee. 
Beds of Dowelltown age were found in a small area 
in Alabama and Georgia, but the member is not 
recognized there. The Chattanooga shale and the 
overlying Maury formation, which is chiefly of 
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Mississippian age. are progressively overlapped in 
the vicinity ol Birmingham. Alabama. Along the 
eastern margin ol the late Chattanooga sea. which 
coincided roughly with the region studied, stable 
shell conditions prevailed, but the degree ot 
stability was somewhat less than that to the west in 
the Eastern Highland Rim area. This difference is 
indicated in the cast by the somewhat more silt> 
and sandy sections, intralormational 
conglomerates, greater ran^e in thickness ol the 
shale, and in a lew places by preservation ol basal 
conglomera te . Phospha te nodules and minor 
amounts ot chert were deposited in the east. 
Occasional influxes ot greater than usual amounts 
ol inorganic material produced the gray beds 
c o m m o n in the C h a t t a n o o g a . I ess s t a b l e 
conditions ol deposition and wide distribution t:t 
phosphalic black sh.rlc account lor the general!) 
low uranium co-item (less than 0.005 percent) ol 
the Chattanooga shale in the region studied. 
l \ u t h ) ( M B \ \ ) 
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Wilmarth. V.R.. and D.H. Johnson: 
( SOS. Washington. IK" 

Uranophanc at Si lver Cliff Mine, Lusk . 
Wyoming. I S( .S Bulletin 1009-A. (pp 
1 12). 11454) 

I he uranium deposit at the Silver Clill mine near 
I usk, Wyoming, consists primarily ol uranophane 
which occurs as t rac tu rc fillings and small 
replacement pockets in laii'lcd and Iractured 
calcareous sands tone ol C a m b r i a n age I he 
countrv rock in (he vicinity ol the mine is schist ol 
prc-Cambnan age intruded by pegmatite dikes and 
is unconlormahly overlain bv almost hon/ontal 
saiv'stonc ol Cambrian age. I he mine is on the 
southern end ol the 1 usk Dome, a local structure 
probably related to tiie Artvillc uplift In the 
immediate vicinity ol the mine, the dorrc is cut bv 
the Silver C 'lift laull. a north-trending high-angle 
reverse lault about 1.200 leel in length with a 
s t ra t ig raphic throw ol 70 lect. I r a n o p h a n e . 
mctatorbcrnite. pitchblende, calcite. native silver, 
native copper , chaicoci tc . a / u r i t e . malachi te , 
chrvsocolla. and cuprite have been deposited in 
I racturcd sands tone . I he fault was probably 
mineralized throughout its length, but because ol 
erosion, the mineralised /one is discontir 'uws. I he 
principal ore body is about H00 feet long I he 
uranium content ol material sampled in the mine 
ranges from 0.001 to 0.23 percent uranium, whereas 
dump simple- range Irom 0.076 to 3.39 percent 

uranium lAulhHMBW ) 

< I 3 5 • 

V i n e . I I ) . a n d ( i . E . P r i c h a r d . I S ( i S . 
Washington. DC 

Geology and Uranium Occurrences in the 
Miller Hill Area. Carbon County, 
Wyoming I 'SOS Bulletin .'074-K (pp 
201-239) (1959) 

I ranium inxurs in the North Park tormation ol 
I'liocene ag-. n the Miller Hill area, about 25 miles 
south ol Rawlins. Carbon County. Wyoming It 
consists principallv ol water-worked line-grained 
pyroclastic debris and detrital mineral grains and 
includes several Iresh-water limestone beds. Beds ol 
breccia ted silicilied limestone 3 to 10 lect thick 
contain the principal concentrations ol uranium 
I esscr concentrations arc lound in calcareous 
sandstone and cjuart/i'c I ranophanc. Ihe principal 
uranium mineral, has been deposited in vugs as 
f r a c t u r e a n d s u r f a c e c o a l i n g s , a n d as a 
disseminated consumer.! of the rock Ihe uranium 
deposits in the Miller Hill area are thought to be a 
s c c o n d a r v c o n c e n t r a t i o n d e p o s i t e d t-rom 
ground-water solutions that leached disseminated 
uranium Irom thick porous beds ol tullaceous 
sandstone in the \ o r t h I'ark formation. It is 
suggested that the mechanism lor deposition was 
the reaction ol silica- and uranium-rich giotind 
water upon contact with limestone Ihe higher 
grade concentrations may represent lurther recent 
siirlicial enrichment ol uranium due to evaporation 
nl capillarv mois tu re : however . u r a n i l e r o u s 
l imestone that is cont inuously exposed to 
weathering lor a relatively long period ol time is 
eventually leached As much at 0.5 percent uranium 
is contained in grab samples, but onlv about 1.000 
tons ol rock is known ti- contain as much as 0.03 
percent uranium \ isual spcctrographic analvses ol 
31 samples ol rnincrali/cd limestone are tabulated 
lAuthMMBW) 

• 136 

Swanson. V.E.: I SGS. Washington. IX ' 

Oil Yield and Uranium Content of Black 
S h a l e s I S O S P r o f e s s i o n a l P a p e r 3 5 6 - A . 
44 pp (I960) 

,)il yield and uranium determinations lor more 
than 500 samples of oil shales are recorded in the 
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report. A broad geographical area of the 
continental I'nitcd States has been studied, 
amounting to 13 states, uhich range from Montana 
to Colorado, and from New York to Alabama. 
Slightly more than half of the samples arc from the 
Chattanooga shale (Late Devonian), and its 
correlative eastern and midcontincni shale units. A 
positive relationship between oil yield and uranium 
content exists for some, but not all of the shales. 
Some of the samples obtained from the 
Chattanooga shale and the Antrim shale have a 
particular!/ high correlation: however, in other 
shale samples such as the Phosphoric formation, 
the uranium is more closely related to the 
phosphate content of the -ock. Whereas the oil 
from these shales is inherent to ami derived directly 
from the organic matter, mi.st of the uranium is 
attached to or precipitated in the presence of 
organic matter just before or during the time of 
deposition of the organic-rich sediment. It is 
suggested that two types of organic matter should 
be distinguished, the sapropelic type derived 
principally from algae pollen and spores, resins, 
and the fatty tissues of animals, and the humic type 
which is derived principally from cellulose and 
lignin or the woody parts of plants. Only where the 
proportion of sapropelic to humic type of organic 
matter remains the same in an otherwise 
homogeneous black shale will the oil yield and 
uranium content have a high positive correlation. 
(AuthMMBV,) 

<I37> 

Witkind. I.J.: ISGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium Deposits at Base of the 
Shinammp Conglomerate, Monument 
Valley, Arizona. I S G S Bulletin 1030-C. 
(pp. 90-130). (1956) 

Exposed sedimentary rocks on the Navajo Indian 
Reservation in Apache and Navajo Counties, 
northeastern Arizona, range from the Halgaito 
tongue of the Cutler formation (Permian) to the 
Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation 
(Jurassic). The dominant structural element of the 
area is the Monument upwa^p. a large 
asymmetrical anticline whose northern end is near 
the junction of the Green and Colorado Rivers in 
Utah and whose southern end disappears near 
Kayenta. Arizona. Asymmetrical anticlines with 
steeply dipping east flanks and gently dipping west 
flanks are superimposed on the upwarp. These 
subsidiary structures trend northward. The 
uranium-ore bodies are localized in conglomeratic 

sandstone of the I'pper Triassic Shinarump 
conglomerate that Tills stream channels scoured i.i 
the underlying Lower and Middle lria-.se 
Moenkopi formation. These channels range from 
narrow and shallow. 15 feet wide and 10 feet deep, 
to broad and deep. 2.300 feet wide and 70 feet 
deep. Two types of channels can be distinguished -
a short type, less than 2 miles long, and a long type, 
traceable t >r distances greater than 2 miles. Plant 
matter in the form of trees, branches, and twigs was 
deposited with Shinarump sediments in the 
channels. It is probable that when the Shinarump 
conglomerate was invaded by mineralizing 
solutions the uranium ore was deposited primarily 
in localities formerly occupied by the plant 
material. Also, i! is thought that the short channels 
are more likely to have ore accumulations than 
long channels. (Auth) 

<I38> 

Ander son . D . C : ( t a n Cons t ruc t ion and 
Mining Company. Riverton. WY 

Uranium Deposits of the G i i Hills. 
Con t r ibu t ions to Ccology. X(2). 93-103 
(1969) 

Sedimentary rocks c.poscd in the Gas Hills 
Iramum District in-.'ude sandstones, limestones, 
dolomites, shales, and tuffaceous sandstone, 
mudstones. and shales. They range in age from 
Cambrian to Miocene and have a composite 
thickness of over 14.000 feet. Volcanism occurred 
during late Eocene time, as evidenced by relic vents 
found at the southern end of the Rattlesnake Hills, 
and by local volcanic debris found in the middle 
and upper Eocene rocks. The source beds for the 
uran urn deposits are arkos ic sands tones 
;r>"-'-,tratified with lensing mudstoncs and shales. 
Two distinct types of sandstone arc present in the 
Wind River Format ion . The youngest is 
yellowish-orange to yellowish-gray arkose. derived 
primarily from Precambrian gneissoid and 
granitoid rocks: it contains little clay, abundant 
calcium carbonates, and limonite cement, and is 
host for all uranium deposits of the district. The 
second type of sandstone is pale yellowish-gray to 
pale olive, derived from areas of schists of 
Precambrian age: it contains abundant clay matrix. 
There are four types of uranium deposits found in 
the district, the most important being the 
solution-front deposits. They were formed along 
the margins of highly altered, tabular sand beds 
that are enclosed by overlying and underlying 
fine-grained siltstone. claystone. and carbonaceous 

http://lria-.se
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mudstone beds. Solution fronts can be folio*ed for 
long distances and individual ore bodies are found 
along lhem that may reach thousands of feet in 
length. The solution fronts are ideally cresccntic or 
~ C shaped when viewed in cross section, with thin 
mineralisation forming the tips of the crescents. 
The uranium minerals occur as earthy brown to 
Mack coatings on and interstitial fillings between 
the quart/ sand grains. The primary uranium ore 
minerals are coffimtc and uraninite. The three 
other types of deposits include transitional bedded, 
oxidized, and residual remnant deposits. There 
have been several quite-large transitional bedded 
deposits mined, but the oxidi/ed and residual 
remnant deposits arc usually small and difficult to 
mine. Ground waters trapped by the southward 
tilting of the Tertiary rocks during late Miocene 
time became stagnated. These waters dissolved 
uranium and other elements from the enclosing 
rocks, and after erosion had exposed the highest 
beds of the Wind River Format ion , the 
mineral-rich solutions gained egress, from the 
enclosing sand aquifers, toward the north and the 
solution-front ore deposits began to form. 
(AwhxPAG) 

<I39> 

Mclin. R.F.. Consulting Geologist. 
Denver. CO 

Uranium Depos i t s in Shir ley Basin, 
Wyoming. Contributions to Geology. K(2). 
143-149.(1969) 

( ramum deposits in Shirley Basin occur in arkosic 
sandslonr beds ol the Eocene Wind River 
Formation. The Wind River ranges from a 
wedge-out to about 500 feet thick and consists of 
light gray fine-grained to conglomeratic sands 
mostly less than 100 feet thick nterlaycrcd with 
green clay-silt beds, in the mines area the beds dip 
about one degree north-northeast. I ranium 
deposits consist of disseminations and 
impregnations of uraninitc. ci '.ate. pyritc. and 
marcasile in arkosic sands. Much of the uranium is 
in cresccntic rolls, but important amounts arc in 
tabular bodies near the rolls. The larger ore bodies 
in the mines area are distributed along the 
down-dip and lateral periphery of tongues of 
altered ground. Obvious alteration effects include a 
color change from pale gray to light tan or 
yellowish-gray, and removal of pyritc. calcite. and 
carbonaceous material. The deposits apparently 
were formed by migrating reactive ground water 
solutions that collected uranium from the ground it 

a l t e r ed , moved uranium downs t r eam, and 
concentrated it in emplacements at interfaces 
between altered ground and unaltered ground. 
(Auth) 

<I40> 

G a b c l m a n . J .W. ; AfcC. Division of Ra« 
Materials. Washington. DC 

The Flat Top U t u m Miac. Gnats . 
New Mexico. RMF-4112. XI pp.: TID 
I C-51. HI pp (1970. October) 

The exhausted Flat Top uranium mine in the 
Todilto Limestone. Grants. New Mexico, was 
mapped at a scale of 1:240 in 1957 as a prototype 
replacement ore body cf about 50.000 tons in the 
top of a shallow, elongate dome. The Todilto 
Limestone, about 16 feet in average thickness, is 
the only limestone in the stack of Tnassic and 
Jurassic continental sandstones and mudstoncs. 
This limestone an<i the Jurassic Morrison 
sandstones about 500 feet above arc the only 
formations in the district with significant uranium 
on-. I he Flat Top ore body was one ol a cluster 
composing the Poison Canyon si odrslrict. which 
occupies one of several N45F cross synclincs about 
3 miles wide plunging down the northeast flank of 
the /uni uplift. Excluding the /uni arch as an 
order of fold, the lolds of the Poison Canyon group 
arc considered first-order harmonic folds. The Flat 
Top north-oriented elongate domr is a large 
member of a coniugatc rectilinear system ol 
second-order harmonic folds hundreds of feet long. 
Five faults with displacements of hundreds of feci 
cut the limestone mining areas in the Grams 
district, lodilto uranium ore bodies arc unoxidi/cd 
replacements of limestone. partly oxidi/cd 
replacements, or oxidized secondary Iractur: 
siockworks whose uranium has migrated from 
primary replacements. Fach small ore hndv and the 
large composite deposit were enclosed hv wide 
alteration envelopes in which limestone had been 
bleached, organic carbon removed, and bedding 
and jointing gradually destroyed by 
rccrystalh/ation in outwardly decreasing intensity 
All (he small ore bodies were concentrations of 
individual uramnitc or col finite lenses or pod-., 
each no more than a few inches long. Ihc 
dominant primary uranium mineral was 
pitchblende: coffinnc was minor The patterns ol 
structure and mineral distribution determined lor 
this mine arc indicated by examination of other 
Todilto mines to he generally applicable to 
uranium mineralization in the limestone of ihc 
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Grants district (AuthMMBW) 

<14l> 

Masursky. H.. and G.N. Pipiringos; 
ISGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium-Bearing Coal in the Red Desert 
Area, Sweetwater County. Wyoming. 
USGS Bulletin 1055-G. (pp. 189-215). 315 
pp.(1959) 

Uranium-bearing coal occurs in the Red Desert 
area of Sweetwater Count). Wyoming, in a zone 15 
miles wide winch extends in a northwesterly 
direction for 30 miles north of Wamsutter. 
Wyoming. The thickest coal is found along the 
transition zone between the fluviatile sandstone of 
the Wasatch formation and the lacustrine shale of 
the Green River formation, both of Eocene age. 
The greatest concentrations of uranium in the coal 
occur locally where the beds arc overlain by 
conglomerate of possible Miocene age. The close 
relationship between uranium in the coal and the 
permeability of the adjacent beds indicates that the 
uranium is of epigenetic origin. The l.uman No. I 
coal bed. the principal objective of a drilling 
program in 1952. contains about 12 million short 
tons of subbituminous coal that averages 3.9 feet in 
thickness, under not more than 75 feet of 
overburden. The uranium content of the l.uman 
No. I bed avsrac;- about 0.006 percent, the ash 
content averages about 20 percent, and the 
uranium content of the ash averages about 0.030 
percent. The average heating value of the coal in 
the "as received" condition is 7,600 Btu. ln< 
average uranium content of other coal in the rest of 
the area is about 0.003 percent, although locally, as 
at Creston Ridge in the southeastern part of the 
area, impure coal contains as much as 0.051 
percent uranium. The study indicates that the coal 
in the Red Desert rca is of interest primarily as a 
fuel resource and contains only small 
concentrations of uranium. Thin carbonaceous 
settle interbedded with coarse-grained sandstone to 
tht north and east of the principal area inderlain 
by coal, however, may contain high-grade deposits 
of uranium. (AuthflMBW) 

<I42> 

Moore, G.W. RE. Melin. and R.C. 
Kepferle, USGS, Washington, DC 

Uranium-Bearing Lignite in Southwestern 

North Dakota ISGS Bulletin 1055-E. 
(pp. "47-166). 315 pp. (1959) 

Beds of uranium-bearing lignite were mapped and 
sampled in the Bullion Butte. Sentinel Butte. HI 
Butte, and Chalky Buttcs areas in southwestern 
North Dakota: they occur at several stratigraphic 
positions in the Sentinel Butte member of the Foil 
Union formation of Palcocene age. A total of 26"i 
samples from 85 localities were collected for 
uranium analysis. Lignite containing as much as 
0.045 percent uranium. 10.0 percent z'... and 0.45 
percent uranium in the ash was found, the average 
uranium content of the lignite is about 0.013 
percent. About 27 million tons of lign.'ic in beds 
about 2 feet thick underlie the four areas. Surface 
samples of the lignite average more than 30 percent 
ash. The pnncipa1 factor that seems to influence the 
concentration of uranium in the lignite beds is the 
stratigraphic position of the beds in relation to the 
base of the overlying While River group of 
Oligoccne age. All uranium-bearing beds closcl) 
underlie the base of the While River group. I he 
relative concentration ol uranium is modified by 
other factors. howe\er. as beds enclosed in 
permeable rocks arc more uranifcrnus than beds in 
impermeable rocks, and thin beds have a greater 
uRTiium content than thick beds. In addition, a 
thick lignite bed commonly has a greater 
concentration in the top pirt of the bed. These and 
other factors suggest that the uranium is of 
secondary origin and thai it was leached from 
volcanic ash in overlying rocks of Oligocenc and 
Miocene age. Probably the uranium is held in the 
lignite as part of a mctallo-organic <-ompound. 
(Auth) 

<I43> 

Granger . H.C. . and R.B. Raup . l !SGS. 
Washington. DC 

Geology of Uranium Deposits in the 
Dripping Spring Quartzite, Gila County, 
Ar izona IJSGS Professional Paper 595. 
108 pp. (1969) 

Uranium deposits in the Dripping Spring Quart/ite 
of younger Precambrian age occur largely as 
disseminated veins in a carbon- ,.nd potassium-rich 
siltstone facies near diabase intrusive bodies, also 
of Precambrian age. The Dripping Spring is a 
formation in the Apache Group, which is a 
sequence of clastic sedimentary rocks, dolomitic 
limestone, and basalt flows. Uranium deposits in 
the Dripping Spring are found only in the upper 
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member, which is composed largely of siltstone and 
very- fine-grained sandstone. The Apache Group, 
and particularly the upper member of the Dripping 
Spring, is extensively intruded by sill-like sheets of 
diabase interconnected by dikes. Effects of regional 
mctamorphism on these rocks are negligible, but 
the upper member of the Dripping Spring is locally 
metamorphosed adjacent to large diabase bodies. 
Mctamorphism was accomplished without much 
change in the chemical composition of the 
potassium-rich siitstone except for the addition of 
sodium which is believed to be related to the alkalic 
aplite stage of diabase differentiation. In the area 
that contains most of the uranium deposits, rocks 
are affected by several northward-trending 
monoclinal folds of prediabasc age. Most of the 
uranium deposits occur in the gray unit of the 
upper member of the Dripping Spring, cither above 
or below a thin quart/itc stratum called the barren 
quar tz i tc . The vein minerals arc largely 
disseminated in the wallrock adjacent to a poorly 
defined central joint or fracture /one. Locally, 
uraninite forms small lenticular fissure fillings, but 
these are sparse. Isotope ages, determined for the 
uraninite. indicate an age of about 1.050 million 
years <Auth*MBW) 

<I44> 

Hawley. C.C.. and F.B. Moore ; I SOS. 
Washington. DC 

Geology and Ore Deposits of the 
Lawson-Dumont-Fr.ll River District, Clear 

Creek County, Colorado. I 'SGS Bulletin 
1231.92 pp. (I%7) 

The Lawson-Dumont-Fall River district, a mining 
district with an area of I S-squa re-miles in the Front 
Range mineral belt, is in Clear Creek County. 
Colorado. The district is underlain by Precambrian 
rocks, which are cut by small bodies of early 
Tertiary igneous rocks. The Prccambrian rocks 
consist of a generally conformable succession of 
metamorphic gneiss intruded by igneous rocks. 
some of which are metamorphosed. The gneiss 
consist; chiefly of fine- to m<*dium-grained bioiitc 
gneiss and two types of quan/o-feldspathic gneiss -
microcline-quartz-plagioclasc-bietitc gneiss and 
granite gneiss and pegmatite. The rocks of Tertiary 
age are porphyritic and occur as dikes, stocks, and 
partly concordant bodies. They belong to three 
petrographic groups: hornblende gtanodioritc: 
quart/ mon/onitt; and bostonitc. Unconsolidated 
Quaternary deposits, mainly moraines. ou'v,.\sh. 
solifluction debris, and alluvium, mantle .he 

bedrock surface in the stream valleys on some 
gently rolling uplands and north-facing lorestcd 
slopes. All •'Hit (he alluvium are related to 
Pleistocene glaciation. Ihc Precambrian gneiss is 
bent into three large open folds which dominate the 
s t ruc ture of the a rea , / h o c tolds i r en j 
north-northeast and. from west to east, arc the 
Lawson svncline. the Dumont anticline, and the 
Bald Mountain synclinc. All the rocks arc |ointcd 
The faults of the district were formed in 
Precambrian and in I.aramidc time. The largest 
faults, which are trac-ablc for miles in and near the 
district, strike northwest and northeast. The smaller 
faults , s t r ik ing ez t . cas t -nor theas t , and 
west-northwest, confiin most of the major veins of 
the district. Ihc ore deposits arc in fissure veins 
which lormed by a combination ol openspace 
filling and replacement. The ore deposits arc 
dominant!) gold- and silver bearing base-metal 
sulfide deposits. Cranium ores have also been 
produced from one mine. Ihc productive veins can 
be classed according :o mineralogy into three main 
types - pyritc. composite, and galena-sphalerite 
Veins of the three types arc distributed in a zonal 
pattern. Ihc wallrock of all the veins is altered. In 
general, the veins arc surrounded in an envelope ol 
sericiti/cd and silicitied rock, which grades outward 
through argilli/ed rocks into Ircsh rock. Some «"cs 
were formed or enriched by supcrgenc processes. 
J he ores were deposited late in the period ol 
I.aramidc igneous and structural activity, probably 
by carbon dioxide- and sulfur-rich solutions 
carrying metals in complex ions. (AulhMMBW) 

<I45> 

Shawc. D.R. . ( i .C . Simmons, and N.I.. 
Archbold; ISGS. Washington. IK' 

Stratigraphy of Slick Rock District and 
Vicinity, San Miguel and Dolores 
Count ies , C o l o r a d o . USGS Professional 
Paper 576-A. 108 pp. (I9f*> 

The Slick Rock district covers about 750 square 
miles in western San Miguel and Dolores Counties, 
in southwestern Colorado. Deposition of Paleozoic 
sedimentary rocks in the district and vicinity was 
principally controlled by development of the 
Paradox Basin, and of Meso/oic rocks by 
development of a deposition il basin farther west. 
Sedimentary rocks rest on a Prccambrian basement 
consisting of a variety of rocks, including granite 
and amphibolite. The maximum total thickness of 
sedimentary rocks underlying the district is 13.000 
feet, and prior to extensive erosion in the late 
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Tertiary and the Quaternary it may have been as 
much as about 18.000 feet. The lower 5.000 feet or 
more of the sequence of sedimentary rocks consists 
of arenaceous strata of early Paleozoic age overlain 
by dominant ly marine carbonate rocks and 
evaporitc beds interbedded with lesser amounts of 
elastic sediments, of late Paleozoic age. Overlying 
these rocks is about 4.500 feet of terrestrial clastic 
sediments, dominantly sandstone with lesser 
amounts of shale, mudstonc. siltstone. and 
conglomerate, of late Paleozoic and Mesozoic age. 
Above these rocks is as much as 2,300 feet of 
marine shale of bte Mesozoic age. Perhaps about 
5,000 feet of clastic sedimentary rocks, dominantiy 
sandstone and in part shale, of late Mesozoic and 
early Cenozoic age. overlay the older rocks of the 
district prior to late Cenozoic erosion. Igneous 
rocks of Tertiary age crop out in only one small 
area in the district, but they intruded extensively in 
the Mancos Shale east of the district, and. as 
shown by deep oil test wells, appear to be intruded 
widely in the Paradox Member of the Hermosa 
Formation in the southern and southeast part of 
the district. Surflcial deposits of Quaternary age 
include glacial till, terrace gravels, alluvial fans, 
landslide debris, loess, other soil, alluvium, 
colluvium. and talus. (AuthXMBW) 

<I4*> 

Rose. A.W.; Alaska Department of 
Ns'.u.al Resources, Division of Mines and 
Minerals. Juneau. AK 

Geological and Geochemical 
Investigations in the Eureka Creek and 
Rainy Creek Areas, Mt. Hayes 
Quadrangle, Alaska. Alaska Department 
of Natural Resources. Geology Report No. 
20. 37 pp. (1966. May) 

The Eureka Creek and Rainy Creek areas are on 
the south slope of the Central Alaska Range just 
south of the Denali fault, a major strike-slip fault. 
The major rock types in both areas include schist, 
phyllite, slate, and gneiss of uncertain age; andesitic 
to dacitic volcanics and sediments of Mississippian 
or Pennsylvanian age; Rainy Creek basalt and 
associated sediments of P.iississippian or 
P e n n s y l v a n i a n age; Permian Mankomen 
formation; and Triassic Amphitheatre basaii, 
argilliie, and limestone. These bedded rocks were 
intruded by several granitic to dioritic plutons and 
later by dunite, peridotite, and gabbro. Tertiary 
Gakona formation and glacial deposits cover the 
older rocks in pans of the area. Recurrent 

north-south regional compression in late Mesozoic 
and Tertiary time resulted in east-west reverse and 
thrust faults, and northeast tear faults. These 
structures are modified by north-south and 
northwest faults, and cut by steep east-west faults 
along which the Alaska Range was uplifted during 
Tertiary time. A magnetite-bearing skarn deposit 
was found on the east side of the Maclaren Glacier 
and appears to warrant a magnetometer survey. 
Numerous copper and copper-nickel shows a re
present in 'he area, as well as minor amounts of 
abestos. Fifteen groups of stream sediment 
anomalies are recognized. The most significant 
seem to be copper-lead anomalies from streams 
draining dunite near Rainy Creek and copper-lead 
anomalies between Broxson Gulch and Landslide 
Creek in a poorty-exposed area bordered by 
strongly pyritized volcanics. Numerous 
zinc-molybdenum anomalies are spatially 
associated with pyritk black slate and argillitc. 
Samples of the slate do not contain anomalous zinc 
content, and further work is needed to explain the 
anomalies. (Auth) 

<I47> 

Witkii.d. IJ.; USGS. Washington. DC 

The Uranium-Vanadium Ore Deposit at 
the Monument No. I-Mitten No. 2 Mine, 
Monument Valley, Navajo County, 
Arizona. USGS Bulletin 1107-C. (pp. 
219-242). (1961) 

The Monument No. I-Mi:ten No. 2 
uranium-vanadium mine is in a remote sector of 
the Navajo Indian Reservation. Navajo County. 
Arizona. Near the mine, the strata range in age 
from Permian (De Chelly sandstone member of the 
Cutler formation) to Late Iriassic (Shinarump 
member of the Chinle formation). Erosion has 
removed most of the Shinarump from the 
Monument No. I area, and only several small 
remnants remain. Two of these, each about 2,000 
feet long, are part of a once continuous channel fill; 
they aline to form a broad curve trending 
northwestward. The channel ranges in width from 
50 to 280 f«*et, and has been scoured about 50 feet 
into the underlying strata. Three major lithologic 
units make up the basal channel fill: trash-pocket 
conglomerate, silica-cemented sandstone, and 
calcite-cemented sandstone. Ore minerals 
impregnated parts of both the trash-pocket 
conglomerate and the silica-cemented sandstone 
and formed an ore body that was collinear with the 
channel and that extended for about 650 feet. The 
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ore body, which has been mined out. ranged in 
width from 10 to 95 feet and in thickness from I to 
18 feet. Lenses of the calcite-cemcnted sandstone 
were enclosed in the ore body. The core of the ore 
body consisted of low-valent relatively unoxidized 
minerals. Adjacent to and overlying the core were 
two incomplete concentric sheaths of oxidized 
minerals, the more intensely oxidized minerals 
being farthest from the core. The ore body was 
probably oxidized in place. The uraniferous 
material was in approximate equilibrium. The ratio 
of vanadium to uranium for the mine was about 
2.5:1. The ore adjacent to calcite-cemented 
sandstone lenses, possibly the carbonate, was 
instrumental in precipitating the ore minerals from 
the ore-bearing solution. (AuthXMBW) 

<I4S> 

Baker. A.A.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology and Oil Possibilities of the Moab 
District, Grand and San Juan Counties, 
Utah. USCS Bulletin 841. 95 pp. (1933) 

Exposed sedimentary formations in the Moab 
district range in age from lower Pennsvlvanian to 
Upper Cretaceous. Rock types include cvaporites. 
limestone, shale, mudstone. sandstone, arkose. and 
conglomerate. One small igneous plug is present. 
The beds have been folded into low anticlines and 
shallow synclincs during several periods of 
deformation. Some of this deformation is due to 
thr intrusion of sal! plugs. The beds are cut by 
numerous small normal faults. The report includes 
a geologic map and a geologic structure map of the 
area at a scale of 1.62.500. Disseminated deposits 
of uranium and vanadium minerals in (he area are 
irregularly distributed in the Salt Wash sandstone 
member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age. 
(Auth) 

<I49> 

Baker. A.A.. C.H. Dane, and J.B. Recside; 
USGS. Washington. DC 

Correlation of Jurassic Formations of 
Paris of Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, and 
Colorado. USGS Professional Paper 183. 
66 pp. (1936) 

Jurassic formations on the Colorado plateau and 
adjacent areas arc described, redefined, and 
correlated. The rock units are subdivided into (he 

Glen Canyon group (Wingatc sandstone. Kaycnta 
formation. Navajo sandstone), the San Rafael 
group (Carmcl formation. Entrada sandstone. 
Curtis formation. Summcrvillc formation), and the 
Morrison formation. Ten series of columnar 
sections are presented and discussed, the 
distribution and thickness of the formations are 
shown, and the conditions of deposition are 
interpreted. (Auth) 

<I50> 

Cur ran. T.F.V.; Not given 

Carno t i t e in Paradox Valley, Colorado. 
Engineering Mining Journal. 92(27). 
1287-1288.(1911) 

Carnotite ore bodies in Paradox Valley crop out at 
about the same stratigraphic level, have a blanket 
form, and are as much as four feet thick. The ore as 
mined contains from 6 to 15 percent uranium 
oxide. The economic geography of the area is 
discussed, and some of the mines and claims are 
briefly described. (Attn) 

< I5 I> 

Shawc. DR.: USGS. Denver. CO 

Reconnaissance Geology and Mineral 
Potential of Thomas, Keg, and Desert 
Calderas, Central Juab County, Utah 
USGS Professional Paper 800-B. (pp. 
67-77). (1972) 

Three recently rccogni/cd calderas in the Thomas 
Range. Keg Mountains, and Desert Mountain, 
central Juab County. Utah, offer exploration 
possibilities for undiscovered ore deposits. Three 
major episode:, of volcanic activity in the region 
were I) early Tertiary eruption of 
intermediate-composition lavas and agglomerates; 
2) middle Tertiary eruption of silicic ash-flow tuffs 
resulting in collapse of the three calderas: and 3) 
la(e Tertiary-Quaternary eruption of basalt and 
alkali rhyolite. After caldera collapse, magmas 
invaded parts of the ring-fracture /ones or 
rcsurgcntly domed (he calderas. Mineralization that 
formed ore deposits peripheral to the Thomas 
caldcra probably was nearly concurrent with 
eruption of (he late alkali rhyolitc. The ore deposits 
have yielded important amounts of manganese, 
fluorspar, uranium, and beryllium. Prospecting for 
deposits of these commodities is warranted where 
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par's of the Thomas caldera rim. as well as of the 
Keg and Desert caldera rans, are covered by 
postmineralization surficial deposits. Deep 
exploration foi base and precious metals may be 
justified beneath the manganese and fluorsrar 
deposits. (Auth) 

<I52> 

De Vcrgic. P C . and W.A. Carlson; AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

Investigation of the "C" Group Area, San 
Joan County, Utah. RME-40II. 13 pp. 
(1953) 

Uranium deposits on the " C group of claims, 
about 20 miles southwest of Moab on the west side 
of the Colorado River, are in the Shinarump 
conglomerate of Triassic age in sandstone lenses 
near the base of a large pateostream channel cut 
about 50 feet into the underlying Mocnkopi 
formation of Tnassic age. Carbonaceous material is 
abundant in the ott zone, and uraniniie and 
base-metal sulfides impregnate the sandstone and 
replace carbonaceous material. The host rock is a 
coarse- to fine-grained sandstone cemented by 
calcite. (What was called Shinarump conglomerate 
in this zrea is now correlated with a sandstone 
member of the Chinle formation of Triassic age.) 
(Auth) 

<I53> 

Dix. OP.. Jr.: AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

The Uranium Deposits o r Big Indian 
Wash. San Juan County, Utah RME-4022 
(Rev). 15 pp. (1954) 

Uranium deposits in the Big Indian Wash area have 
been found in the Cutler formation of Permian age 
and in the Chinle formation of Triassic age. The 
area lies on the southwest flank of the Lisbon 
Valley anticline, and the rocks in the mineralized 
area dip about 15 degrees SW. Formations exposed 
in the area range in age from Pennsylvanian to 
Cretaceous. The upper part of the Cutler formation 
consists of mudstone, siltstone, and lenses of 
coarse-grained arkosic sandstone. The uranium 
minerals, carnotite and becquerelite. are 
disseminated in the lenses of arkosic sandstone. 
Uranium deposits in the Chinle formation are in a 
gray, medium-grained micaceous sandstone near 
the base of the formation. The uranium minerals. 

uraninite. carnotite. and tyuyamunite. are 
associated with ca-booaccous material, pyrite. 
montroscite. and roscoelite. The largest mine in the 
area, the Mi Vida mine, is in the Chink formation. 
The deposits at the Big Buck mine and the Purple 
Paint and Small Fry claims are in the Cutler 
formation. (Auth) 

<I54> 

Droullard. R.F.. and E.E. Jones: AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

Investigations of Uraainm Deposits Near 
Sanostec, New Mexico. RMO-909. 7 pp. 
(1951) 

Uranium-vanadium deposits occur in the 
Recapture member of the Morrison formation of 
Jurassic age in the Sanostec area. San Juan 
County, New Mexico. Vanadium minerals and 
camofite-type minerals are disseminated in fine- to 
medium-grained sandstone in the upper portion of 
the Recapture member. The deposits, generally less 
than 20 feet in outcrop length, are contained within 
slightly radioactive altered zones. (Auth) 

<I55> 

Evernart. D.L.: AEC. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance Examinations of Copper 
- Uranium Deposits West of the 
Colorado River RMO-659. 19 pp. (1950) 

Several small copper-uranium deposits have been 
found in southwestern Utah along the contact of 
the Shinarump and Mo-.nkopi formations of 
Triassic age. The deposits are highly localized and 
apparently erratic in their distribution. The 
mineralogy is similar and consists of secondary 
copper, uranium, and copper-uranium minerals 
which impregnate sandstone and cott parting 
planes of shale. The deposits described are in the 
Capitol Reef, Circle Cliffs. Silver Reef and other 
areas. The deposits at Silver Reef are not at the 
Shinarump-Moenkopi contact, but higher in the 
section, in the Sitv-T Reef sandstone member of the 
Chinle formation of Triassic age. Exploration of 
the region has only begun, and the known deposits 
are not developed. (Auth) 

<I56> 
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Davis. D.L.. and D.I.. Hetland; AEC. Salt 
Lake City. LT 

Urat.iani in Clastic Rocks of the Basin 
and Range Provinces- In t'SGS 
Professional Paper 300. (pp. 351-359). 739 
pp. ; In Proceedings of the In te rna t iona l 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses cf 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Gcpcxa. 
Swi tze r land . August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 387-391). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

Uranium occurs in Tertiary lake sediments and 
water-laid tuffs at widely separated areas in the 
Basin and Range province of Nevada and 
California. Miocene lake sediments near Tonopah. 
Nevada, are composed chiefly of uniform finely 
stratified pyrocUstic rocks and diatomaccous earth 
in tcrbedded with d i scon t inuous lenses of 
collophinitc and uranifcrous opal. Uranium 
minerals have not been identified, but anomalous 
radioactivity can be detected over an area about I 
mile wide and 8 miles long. Trenching and drilling 
have exposed marginal-grade material to a depth of 
40 feet in I locality. Near Oiaucha. California, 
gently dipping lakebeds of the Coso formation of 
Pliocene age contain autunitc on fracture surfaces 
in iron-st-.itcd /ones. The locality is characterized 
by extensive faulting and volcanism. Only select 
samples from this area contained ore-grade 
material. .Stratified rocks in the Virgin Valley of 
northwestern Nevada consist of early Pliocene 
water-laid vitreous tuff and diatomaccous earth 
which contain discontinuous layers of opal. Small 
amounts of carnotite occur as fracture coatings of 
fine i«ycrs in the opal lenses, and a yellow 
fluorescent mineral, possibly schroeckingcritc. is 
disseminated in the volcanic tuff. A uranifcrous 
deposit in water-laid luff in Lander County. 
Nevada, occurs in a topographic basin near the 
head of Dacic Creek that is surrounded by hills of 
rhyolitc. andcsite. and basalt Appreciable 
radioactivity appears to be confined to minor 
fractures in the tuffs, although no uranium 
minerals have been observed. Near Hawthorne. 
Nevada, carnotite occupies a scries of closely 
spaced vertical fractures in tuffaccous sandstone of 
the Esmeralda formation. The area is capped by 
basaltic flows, and a «mall rhyolitc plug is in fault 
contact with the uranium-bearing sandstone. 
Camotite-typc minerals have been found in a thin 
bed of soft water-laid :uf( in the Panaca formation 
of Pliocene age in Lincoln C»iiniy. Nevada. Minor 
amounts of carbonaceous material arc present, and 
there is no apparent alteration or Miicification of 

ihc minerali/ed stratum. The uranium minerals in 
all the deposits generally arc not in radioactive 
equi l ibr ium, and the uran ium content as 
determined by radiometric analyses is usually lower 
than by chemical analyses. This would suggest 
recent formation of the uranium minerals. 
Structural control is not readily apparent in any of 
the deposits, but small fractures and fault*, max 
have Iccali/ed mineral concentrations. (Auth) 

<I57> 

Finch. W.I.; ISGS. Wash:ngton. 1X7 

Uranium in Terres tr ia l Sed imentary 
Rocks in the United States Exclasivc of 
the Colorado Plateau In USGS 
Professional Paper 300. (pp. 321-327). 739 
pp. ; In Proceedings of the In te rna t iona l 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Geneva. 
Switzer land. August K-.'O. 1955 United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 600-604). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

Large uranium deposits occur in sandstones of 
Cretaceous age in the Black Hills region of Sou'b 
Dakota and Wyoming and in tuffaccous sandstone 
of Tertiary age in Wyoming. Texas, and Ne\ada. 
Small deposits occur in terrestrial sediment an 
rocks in Pennsylvania. Oklahoma. New Mexico, 
and other places exclusive of the Colorado Plateau. 
Carnotitc deposits in sandstone of Cretaceous age 
in the Black Hills are clustered in poorly defined 
areas in the northern and southern parts of the 
region. The deposits contain more vanadium than 
uranium and consist of irregular tabular or 
lenticular layers that, in general, follow the bedding 
and have distinct boundaries. The main ore 
minerals are carnotite and corvusite. The most 
favorable areas for large deposits arc where 
sandstone lenses that contain abundant mudstonc 
and tli n-bedded sandstone coincide with structural 
terraces. Economic uranium deposits were 
discovered in tuffaccous sandstones of Tertiary age 
in trie Wyoming basin* in 1951 and in the Texas 
coastal plain and Nevada basins in 1954. iargc 
areas of similar rock types in the United Stales 
remain untested. In gcnci.il. these uranium deposits 
have different habits, mineralogy, and apparent 
geologic controls than those in Mcso/oic 
sandstones of the Colorado Plateau and Black Hills 
regions. Ihc Tertiary deposits occur most 
commonly as poorly defined bodies of dis.«cminatcd 
uranium arsenate, silicate, and phosphate minerals 

http://gcnci.il
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in poorly bedded tuffaceous sandstone or sandy 
tuffaceous rocks. Relation of the deposits to 
sedimentary structures is obscure. Vanadium and 
copper minerals are generally absent, except in 
Nevada where abundant carnotite has been 
repotted. Uraninite occurs in several deposits in 
Wyoming. Carbonaceous material is either absent 
or apparently unrelated to the uranium minerals. 
The known deposits are nearly or completely 
oxidized and some appear to be related to the 
Recent topography and ground-water systems. 
Small deposits in upper Paleozoic rocks of 
Pennsylvania. Oklahoma. New Mexico, and other 
places are similar to those on the Colorado 
Plateau. The host rocks are most commonly lenses 
of light-colored sandstone, and the ore deposits are 
dosdy related to the sedimentary structures. 
Uranium minerals replace carbonaceous material 
and are commonly associated with vanadium and 
copper minerals and altered mudstone. Other small 
deposits of uranium arc found in terrestrial rocks 
of many ages in many places throughout the United 
States. (Auth) 

<I5»> 

Fischer. R.P.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Uranium-Bearing Sandstone Deposits of 
the Colorado Plateau. Economic Geology. 
45(1). 1-11.(1950) 

The uranium-bearing sandstone deposits of the 
Colorado Plateau are commonly referred to as 
carnotne deposits. They have been the principal 
domestic source of uranium, radium, and 
vanadium. The deposits are largely restricted to a 
few stratigraphic zones, along which they have a 
wide but spotty a»eal distribution. The ore minerals 
mainly impregnate sandstone, though in places 
fossil plants are richly mineralized. Most of the ore 
bodies are small, but have a wide range in size, and 
within individual deposits the ore has a 
considerable range in thickness and grade. The 
deposits are irregularly tabular or lenticular, with 
their long axes nearly parallel to the bedding, but 
the ore does not follow the beds in detail The ore 
is thought to have been precipitated from 
ground-water solutions after the enclosing sands 
had accumulated and before regional deformation. 
Sedimentary structures that seem to have 
controlled the movement of these solutions and the 
features that probably localized the ore deposits are 
described, and their application as guides to ore 
finding is explained. (Auth) 

<I59> 

Gott. G.B.. R.S. Jones. E.V. Post, and 
W A Braddock: USGS. Washington. DC 

Black Hills. South Dakota. In Geologic 
Investigations of Radioactive Deposits. 
Semiannual Progress Report. December I. 
1953 to May 31. 1954. (pp. 64-72): 
TEI-440. (pp. 64-72). (1954) 

Several relationships between the 
vanadium-uranium deposits in the Edgemont 
district and the characteristics of the host rocks 
have been noted which may have value as aids to 
predicting ore. The most favorable host rock 
appears to be the thickest sandstone in the lower 
part of the Lakota formation of Cretaceous age. 
The deposits generally occur where the sandstone 
contains numerous mudstone "splits" Many of the 
czmotite deposits occur on structural terraces. A 
characteristic purplish-pink iron oxide stain 
impregnates the sandstones adjacent to many of the 
deposits; this color appears to be one of the more 
useful guides to ore. Silica and carbonate cement 
are associated with the deposits in some places, but 
also are present in areas where ore is not known to 
exist. (Auth) 

<I60> 

Gregory. HE.: USGS. Washington. DC 

The San Juan Country, A Geographic 
and Geologic RccoimawaiKr of 
Southeastern Utah. USGS Professional 
Paper 188. 123 pp. (1938) 

Exposed sedimentary formations in this region 
range in age from Pennsylvania!! to Upper 
Cretaceous. The formations are described, and a 
number of measured sections are presented. 
Relatively large masses of intrusive igneous rocks 
are present in the Abajo Mountains. The major 
structural features in the area are the Sage Plain 
downwarp, the Monument upwarp. and the 
intervening Comb Ridge monocline. Smaller folds 
locally modify the major structure*. The includes a 
reconnaissance geologic map of the region at a 
scale of about 1:500,000. (Auth) 

<I6I> 

Griggs. R.L.; USGS. Washington. DC 
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Datil Moaa'aia Area, New Mexico. In 
Geologic Investigations of Radioactive 
Deposit*. Semiannual Progress Report. 
June I to November 30. 1954. (pp. 
129-130); TEI-490. (pp. 129-130;. (1954) 

Cranium deposits occur in the Mesaverde 
fbi-nation of Cretaceous age and in the Baca 
fontation of Tertiary age in this area. The uranium 
is '.-onccniratcd at the contact of porous sandstones 
».th underlying impermeable shale beds and shale 
stringers. At one locality the uranium is in the 
wedge edge of a lenticular sandstone in the Baca 
formation. Yellow uranium minerals arc visible in 
some prospects but the uranium in an unidentified 
form b associated mainly with ferruginous and 
carbonaceous material in sandstone. (Attn) 

<I62> 

Gruncr . J .W. : University of Minnesota . 
Minneapolis. MN 

Annual Report for July 1, 1952 to March 
31, 1953. R ME 3044. 58 pp. (1953) 

The report is divided into six independent parts. In 
Pan I. preliminary results of field work in the 
White Canyon and San Rafael Swell areas arc 
reported. The "Hop-Over" at Temple Mountain is 
described, and the structure is interpreted as 
collapse due to an unknown cause. In Part II. four 
categories of uranium-bearing carbonaceous 
materials are discussed. They arc: (I), lignitic plant 
material. (2). asphaltite. (3). gilsonitc. and (4). 
liquid hydrocarbons. liraniferous asphahite is 
common in the Temple Mountain mines, where it 
occurs interstitial to sand grains and as globules. 
Part III deals with the synthesis of certain uranium 
minerals. In Part IV the changes in color from red 
to green of the silts and shales associated with 
uranium deposits and uraniferous horizons are 
discussed. The color change is due to the 
destruction of the red coloring matter, hematite, 
either by reduction of the iron or by chemical 
reaction of the hematite with hydromicas. Part V is 
a discussion of the quantity of disseminated 
uranium present in the sedimentary rocks of the 
Colorado Plateau, and how it could have been 
concentrated into economic ore buUirs. Pan VI is a 
discussion of the syngenetic and hydrothermal 
hypotheses for the origin of the uranium deposits 
of the Colorado Plateau. It is believed that the ore 
minerals probably were precipitated from acidic 
sulfate groundwater solutions. The uranium may 
have been derived from a magmatic source or from 

a vcdim-TUary source. A number of observed facts 
that may be periment to the problem are presented. 
The hypothesis is favored that the uranium was 
derived from the sediments. (Auth) 

<I63> 

Gruner. J.W.. L. Gardiner, and D.K 
Smith: University of Minnesota. 
Minneapolis. MN 

Miaeral Associations ia the Uraaiaai 
Depos i t s o f the Colorado Plateaa aad 
Adjaccat Rcgioas - fafcraa Report. 
RME-3092.48pp. (1954) 

The mineral associations in uranium deposits on 
the Colorado Plateau are reported. The mineral 
associations and paragenctic sequence of the ore 
minerals arc similar in most of the deposits, 
notwithstanding the preponderance of 
vanadium-bearing minerals in some deposits and 
sulfides in others. "Black ores", containing 
uraninitc and coffinitc. arc unoxidi/cd and not 
necessarily of hydrothermal origin. (Auth) 

<I64> 

l-avcny. R.A.. and F..B. Gross; AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

Parageoetic Studies of Uranium Deposits 
of the Colorado Plateau In I SGS 
Professional Paper 300. (pp. 195-201). 739 
pp . : In Proceedings of the In t e rna t iona l 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Geneva . 
S v n t / c r l i n d . August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 533-539). R25 pp. 
(1956) 

A compilation of the paragenctic sequences of 
several uranium ore deposits of the Colorado 
Plateau presents evidence for the deposition of the 
ore under reducing conditions by migrating 
solutions at a time considerably later than the 
deposition of the host rock. Host rocks for the 
uranium all contain organic material, and most 
contain calcite or limestone, and seams or lenses of 
mudstonc. siltstone. or clay. The organic material 
and the calcite were the two main precipitants of 
the black uranium ore minerals, and the lenses and 
seams of clay-rich rocks arc guides in <omc regions. 
In p laces , basc-mctal sulfides have been 
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precipitant*. The uranium minerals occur as 
cements or replacements during the intermediate 
stage of the cementing sequence. This rules out 
syngcnctic deposition in place and probably places 
the time of deposition in the l.aie Cretaceous or 
early Tertiary. The fluvial clastic rocks deposited in 
Meso/oic time in an oxidizing environment arc the 
major uranium-producing formations. Reducing 
conditions prevailed, owing to decomposition of 
organic material and limited water circulation: 
marine submergence in par*- of the Cretaceous 
prolonged this condition. The major uranium 
deposits lie in a /one 10-40 miles from laccoliths 
intruded into rocks of the Plateau in early to 
middle Tertiary time. (Auth) 

<I65> 

I.uedkc. R.G.; I.SOS. Washington. DC 

Tectonic Map of the Colorado Plateau. 
lEM-Wl (1953) 

The structure of the Colorado Plateau is 
characterized by broad uplifts and basins, 
monoclinal folds, and salt anticlines. These 
structures arc locally modified by large and small 
faults and by intrusive igneous rocks. Extensive 
areas of extrusive igneous rocks occur near the 
margins of the Colorado Plateau. Each of these 
features is discussed. The map shows structural 
contours and fault lines and indicates the areas of 
salt structures and intrusive and extrusive igneous 
rocks. (Auth) 

<I66> 

McKay. E.J.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of the Atkinson Creek 
Quadrangle, Colorado. USGS Map GQ 57 
(With text). 0955) 

The Atkinson Creek quadrangle is one of eighteen 
7-1 2 minute quadrangles in the 
carnotitc-producing area of southwestern Colorado 
that are being mapped as part of a study of the 
carnotite deposits. The regional geology and the 
stratigraphy, structure, and mineral deposits of the 
area are described. Rocks exposed in the eighteen 
quadrangles mapped consist of crystalline 
Precambrian rocks and sedimentary rocks that 
range from Late Paleozoic to Quaternary. 
Crystalline rocks crop out only in the northeastern 
part of the area along the flanks of the 

L'ncompahgrc Plateau: the rest of the area is 
underlain by sedimentary rocks. Over most of the 
region the sedimentary beds are flat lying, but in 
places they are disrupted by high-angle faults or are 
folded into northwest-trending monoclines, shallow 
synclines. and strongly developed anticlines. The 
uranium-vanadium deposits are mostly restricted to 
the upper layer of sandstone lenses in the Salt 
Wash member of the Morrison formation of 
Jurassic age. The ore consists mainly of sandstone 
impregnated with uranium- and vanadium-bearing 
minerals, but rich concentrations arc also 
associated with thin mudstone partings, beds of 
mudstonc pebbles, and carbonized fossil plant 
material. The ore bodies range from small irregular 
masses that contain a fe>v tons of ore to large 
tabular masses containing many thousands of tons: 
most ore bodies arc relatively small and contain 
only a few hundred tons. Margins of ore bodies 
may be vaguely or sharply defined. Layers of ore lie 
essentially parallel to the bedding: most of the 
deposits occur in the thicker parts of the sandstone 
leases, and commonly near the base of the lenses. 
The trend of the long direction of the deposits and 
the trend of the rolls in the sandstones are roughly 
parallel to the trend of the fossil logs in the 
sandstone and to the average of resultant dip of the 
cross-bedding in the sandstone. (Auth) 

<I67> 

Hess. F.L.; USGS. Washington. DC 

A Hypothesis for the Origin of the 
Carnothes of Colorado and Utah. 
Economic Geology. 9(7). 675-6B8. (1914) 

The composition and areal occurrence of carnotitc 
arc described, and previous hypotheses for the 
origin of the camotue deposits are reviewed. The 
camotite deposits on the ColoradT Plateau occur in 
nearly white, cross-bedded. mr Jium-graincd 
sandstone and are closely associated with fossil 
carbonaceous rnaicrial. The carnotite impregnates 
the sandstone in aureoles around carbonaceous 
material and replaces plant debris and that part of 
fossil logs which evidently was most decayed at the 
time of burial. The hypothesis that the metals were 
weathered from veins and carried in solution to a 
shallow sea where they were absorbed or 
precipitated by decaying organic matter is 
proposed. Upon the lifting, draining, and aerating 
of the rocks the minerals were oxidized to form 
carnotite and other minerals. During and after 
oxidation, the camotite moved outward slightly to 
form aureoles around the carbonaceous matter. 
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(Auth) 

<I6K> 

Hess. F.L.: USGS. Washington. DC 

U r a a i a a , Vaaadiua, R a d i u s , Gold, 
SuVcr. aad Motyfcdca— Sadiaariaiy 
Deposits. In Ore Deposits of the Western 
States. American Institute of Mining and 
Metal Engineers. New York. (pp. 430-481). 
797 pp. (1933) 

Uranium and vanadium deposits arc widely 
distributed on the Colorado Plateau in rocks of 
Triassic and Jurassic age. The vanadium may occur 
without visible vegetal fossils, but the uranium is 
nowhere found without carbonaceous material, 
either fossilifcrous or petroliferous. The uramkrous 
asphahile deposits at Temple Mountain. Huh. are 
in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age. 
Large deposits of vanadium ore occur in very 
fine-grained sandstone of the La Plata (Entrada) 
sandstone of Jurassic age near Placervillc. 
Colorado. The vanadium mineral, roscoelitc. 
impregnates the sandstone to form broad thinly-
lenticular ore bodies. The edges arc enclosed in a 
halo of sandstone in which is disseminated a 
chromium mineral, mariposite. The carnotitc 
deposits in the Morrison formation of Jurassic age 
are in cross-bedded sandstones in the lower part of 
the formation. Many deposits are confined to 
replaced logs and halos around them. It is 
suggested that the metals were removed from dilute 
solutions directly or indirectly by decaying 
carbonaceous matter at the time of deposition of 
the sediments. (Auth) 

<IW> 

Isachsen. Y.W.. and CO. Evensen; AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

Geology of Uranium Deposits of the 
Sbinarump and Chinle Formations on the 
Colorado Plateau. In Proceedings of the 
International Conference on the Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thorium, held in Geneva. 
Switzerland. August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 350-367). 825 pp.; 
In USGS Professional Paper 300. (pp. 
263-280). 739 pp. (1956) 

The Shinarump conglomerate is a continental 

deposit consisting dominantly of light-gray 
sandstone with lenses of grit and conglomerate, and 
lesser intcrbedded mudstone. Basal Shinarump fills 
former stream channels cut in underlying beds. 
Carbonaceous plant material is a common 
constituent of this filling. Commercial ore is 
restricted to channel fill. Ore preferentially occurs 
low on the flanks of these channels or at their base. 
Ore bodies in the Shinarump conglomerate tend to 
be elongated parallel to channel trends and 
commonly are localized along a 
sandstonc-mudstonc interface. The Chinlc 
formation is predominantly a fluvial sequence of 
red to brown siltstones and mudstones intcrbedded 
with sandstones and conglomerate. Carbonaceous 
plant remains arc widely distributed in the 
formation, and asphalt ite occurs locally. Ore bodies 
in the Chinle are not restricted to channels nor to 
any one stratigraphic unit in the formatioa: 
however, most major deposits occur in sandstones 
or coarser elastics within the lower half of the 
formation. In some of the larger ore deposits in the 
Chinle formation at Big Indian Wash major ore 
controls appear to be structural rather than 
sedimentary. Copper, copper-uranium and 
vanadium-uranium deposits have been found in 
both these formations. Oxidi/ed and unoxidi/cd 
ore minerals commonly occur together, resulting in 
rather extensive mincralogic suites. The dominant 
economic mineral in most deposits is uranimtc. Ore 
minerals occur mainly as disseminations in 
sandstones. M!:->«>HCV and conglomerates and as 
grains '^placing carbonaceous plant material and 
caknc cement. Localization of ore in channel-fill 
and other permeable clastic units suggests that 
transmissiviiy is a domincnt physical ore control. 
Gcochcmically. the ,>lacc of ore deposition appears 
to he largely determined by the distribution of such 
substances as carbonaceous matter, calcitc. certain 
clays, and possibly pyritc capable of causing 
precipitation of the uranyl ion through changes in 
Eh and pH. as well as by adsorption and 
base-exchange phenomena. Where uranium occurs 
in an • asphaltitc-uraninitc complex, as at lemple 
Mountain, the hydrocarbons are regarded as 
having migrated into the ore /one later than the 
uraninitc. Bleaching of or other discoloration of 
red beds, both below and above certain uranium 
deposits in the Shinarump and Chinle formations, 
suggests alteration associated '.vith ore deposition 
Isotopic age determinations indicate that uranium 
is cpigcnctic; the source of the uranium is not 
known. (Auth) 

<I70> 
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Jones. O.J.; University of U u h . Salt Lake 
Chy, UT 

Sediacaury Features mad Miaermlization 
of the Salt Wash Saadstoae at Cove 
Men, Carrizo Mooataias, Apache 
County, Arizoaa. RME-3093 (Part 2). 40 
PP- U954) 

Uranium deposits at Cove Mesa are in sandstone 
beds in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 
formation of Jurassic age. Mineralized areas flank 
the curving trends of areas which have a high 
sandstone-shale ratio. The Salt Wash pateostream 
channels changed direction from northwesterly to 
northeasterly in the Cove Mesa area. Areas 
marginal to Salt Wash channels, particularly where 
the channels changed direction, are apparently 
more favorable for the occurrence of uranium 
deposits. Cyclic repetition of rock types was 
observed in the Salt Wash member. The sequence is 
a massive, friable sandstone, capped by a thinner, 
strongly cross-bedded sandstone, and is normally 
repeated three times. The uranium deposits arc 
largely confined to the massive, friable type of 
sandstone. (Auth) 

<I7I> 

Rapaport, I.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Interim Report on the Ore Deposits of the 
Grants District, New Mexico . RMO-I03I. 
19 pp. (1952) 

Uranium deposits in the Grants district occur in the 
Todilto limestone and in the Morrison formation, 
both of Jurassic age. The deposits are on the 
northeast flank of the Zuni uplift and on the 
Lucero uplift. Unexposed deposits may exist in the 
intervening McCariy syndine. Exposed rocks range 
from Precambrian to Tertiary in age. The deposits 
in the Todilto limestone are in the upper, coarse, 
emulated, rccrystallized part of the formation. 
Pitchblende is associated with calcite. pyrite, barite. 
and fluorite. Uranium vanadates, uranium silicates, 
and hematite are found in the oxidized parts of the 
deposits. Some of the deposits are associated with 
minor semi-cylindrical bulges or anticlines that 
have no intervening syndines. The deposits seem to 
follow a zone between the silty limestone fades to 
the south and the gypsiferous limestone fades to 
the north. Joints and faults also may have had an 
influence on the movement and emplacement of 
ore. The uranium minerals in the Morrison 
deposits are mainly carnotite with some 

schroeckingcritc and are associated with 
carbonaceous material and limonit'.-. Camocitc 
impregnates sandstone, coats fractures, and 
replaces fossil logs. PaleoMrram channels, 
diastems. intricate bcics changes, and the presence 
of organic material seem to localize the ore. The 
uranium, iron, sulfur, barium, and fluorine 
probably were transported in solution in 
hydrothermal waters to the place of deposition 
The ore-bearing solutions moved essentially 
laterally and undoubtedly were mixed with ground 
water. (Auth) 

<I72> 

Rosenzweig. A.. J.W. Gn-ner. and L. 
Gardiner; AEC. Grand Junction. CO. 
University of Minnesota. Minneapolis. 
MN 

Widespread Occarreace aad Character of 
Uraaiaite ia the Triassic aad Jurassic 
Sedinatati of the Cototado Plateau. 
Economic Geology. 49(4). 351-361 (1954) 

Numerous uranium deposits in the sedimentary 
rocks of the Colorado Plateau contain uraninite. 
Althoujfi this mineral is not restricted to any one 
formation, the majority of its occurrences arc in the 
Chinle and Shinarump formations of Triassic age. 
There are two principal modes of occurrence of 
uraninite. one with sulfides of copper, the other in 
asphaltic bodies. In both types, the association with 
fossil plants is the rule. Uraninite generally replaces 
cell walls of the plants, and the copper sulfides are 
more apt to fill the eclb. Under these conditions the 
hardness and reflectivity of the uraninhc may differ 
considerably from that of hydrothermal vein 
uraninite. The para genesis of the minerals is 
complex and somewhat obscure, but a formation of 
the uraninite contemporaneous with, or shortly 
followed by, copper sulfides is suggested. (Auth) 

<I73> 

Miller, L.J.; AEC, Grand Junction, CO 

Uranium Ore Controls of the Happy Jack 
Deposit, While Canyon, San Joan 
County, Utah. Economic Geology, 50(2), 
156-169; RME-33. 34 pp. (1955) 

The copper-uranium deposit at the Happy Jack 
mine is in a paleostream channel which contains 
sediments of the Shinsiump conglomerate of 
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Triassic age. The host rock is a coarse-grained to 
conglomeratic quaruose sandstone which contains 
abundant carbonaceous material. This unit is 
present only in the channels; it is overlain by an 
inira-channel mudstonc unit of the Shinarump and 
is underlain mainly by dens-- mudstones of the 
Mocnkopi formation of Triassic age. The ore is 
associated with organic material, sedimentary 
structures, and deep areas within the channel. 
Lithologic controls include bedding planes, 
pctrotogk traps, scours within the Shinarump. and 
basal Shinarump mudstonc. Uraninitc and copper 
sulfides impregnate the sandstone and replace 
carbonaceous material and secondary overgrowths 
on quartz grains. The ore minerals arc nearly 
contemporaneous. Secondary uranium and copper 
minerals are minor. The normally red sediments in 
the vicinity of the ore deposit have been bleached 
to green, but there is no other evidence of 
alteration within the deposit. Channels within the 
Shinarump formation of Triassic age arc thought 
to be the principal uranium ore control in White 
Canyon, southeastern Utah. Intrachanncl controls 
include carbonaceous matter, lithoiogic changes, 
and bedding planes. (Autii) 

The report, entitled "Uranium Ore 
Controls of the Happy Jack Deposit. 
White Canyon. San Juan County. Utah". 
was published in 1953 a.s an A EC report 
(RME-33) 

<174> 

Miller. L.J.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Uranium Ore Controls in the Happy Jack 
Mine and Vicinity, White Canyon, Utah. 
Economic Geology. 47(7). 774; Geological 
Society of America Bulletin. 63(12). 1280. 
(1952) 

The copper-uranium deposit at the Happy Jack 
mine is in a palcostream channel which contains 
sediments of the Shinarump conglomerate of 
Triassic age. The host rock is a coarse-grained to 
conglomeratic quartzosc sandstone which contains 
abundant carbonaceous material. This unit is 
present only in the channels; it is overlain by an 
intra-channel mudstone unit of the Shinarump and 
is underlain mainly by dense mudstonts of the 
Mocnkopi formation of Triassic age. Th: ore is 
associated with organic material, sedimentary 
structures, and deep areas within the channel. 
Lithologic controls include bedding planes, 
petrologic traps, scours within the Shinarump, and 
basal Shinarump mudstone. Uraninitc and copper 

sulfides impregnate the sandstone and replace 
carbonaceous material and secondary overgrowths 
on quart/ grains. Toe ore minerals are nearly 
contemporaneous. Secondary uranium and copper 
minerals arc minor. The normally red sediments in 
the vicinity of the ore deposit have been bleached 
to green, but there is no other evidence of 
alteration within the deposit. Channels within the 
Shinarump formation of Triassic age arc thought 
to be the principal uranium ore control in White 
Canyon, southeastern Utah. Intrachanncl controls 
include carbonaceous matter, lithologic changes, 
and bedding planes. (Auth) 

<I75> 

Niningcr. R.D.; AEC. Washington. DC 

Minerals for A t o n i c Energy. D. Van 
Nostrand Company. Inc.. New York. 367 
pp. (1954) 

The book is a guide to exploration for uranium, 
thorium, and beryllium minerals. Part One 
describes the minerals and mineral deposits that are 
the sources and potential sources of these metals. 
Representative uranium deposits on the Colorado 
Plateau and in other areas are reviewed. Part Iwo 
is a survey of the various areas of the world with 
respect to their favorablcncss for new deposits of 
these minerals with particular attention to the 
United States. Part Three covers prospecting 
equipment and techniques, the use of the Gcigcr 
and scintillation counters, evaluation of deposits, 
and details of prices, markets, and governmental 
controls. Appendices include mineral identification 
tables. cla*sifica'ions nf o:c deposits, testing and 
analysis procedures, and other pertinent 
information. (Auih) 

<I76> 

Page. I.R.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Interim Report Oi' Geologic Investigation, 
Lost Creek Schroeckingerite Deposits , 
Sweetwater County, Wyoming. 
TEM-I83A. 3 pp. (1950) 

Schroeckingerite occurs principally as rounded 
aggregates as much as one inch in diameter in 
green, brown, or purple clay, and also as tiny flakes 
disseminated in sand or sandy clay. The clays are 
lower Eocene or younger in age and arc 
interbedded with arkosic sands and grits. These 
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beds arc overlain by Pleistocene and Recent sands 
and gravels which conceal the ore-bearing material. 
The ore beds are relatively continuous along the 
strike: but. because schroeckingerite is an 
efflorescent mineral, the deposit probably does not 
extend to any great depth. The schroeckingerite 
deposits appear to be associated with the Cyclone 
Rim fault which is believed to have been the 
channefway for the uranium-bearing solutions. 
Suggestions for prospecting arc included. (Auth) 

<I77> 

Weir. D.B.: ISGS. Washington. DC 

Geologic Guides to Prospecting for 
Carnotite Deposits on Colorado Plateau. 
I SGS Bulletin 98K-B. (pp. 15-27). (1952) 

The report describes the geologic features that can 
be used to appraise the favorablcness of ground in 
guiding diamond-drill exploration for carnotite 
dcpoMts in the L'pper Jurassic Morrison formation 
on the Colorado Platciu. It is based on a statistical 
study on the geologic logs. The most useful features 
consist of the thickness and color of the ore-bearing 
sandstone, the altered mudstone associated with the 
orc-bcanng v.nristonc. the altered mudstone 
associated with the ore-bearing sandstone, and the 
abundance of carbonaceous material in the 
sandstone Although each feature can be used alone 
to appraise the favorablcncss of the ground, an 
appraisal based on all of them together is more 
useful. A method of expressing this in numerical 
values is suggested. The results obtained appear to 
be at least twice as favorable as the drilling results 
obtained with little or no geologic guidance. 
(AuthMMBW) 

< |78> 

Wherry. E.T.: I'SGS. Washington. DC 

Carnotite Near Mauch Chunk, 
Pennsylvania . USGS Bulletin 580-H. (pp . 
147-151). (1915) 

Carnotite occurs in scattered lenses in a 40-foot 
layer of coarse-grained conglomerate near tit: base 
of the Pottsville formation of Pennsylvanian age 
about a mile north of Mauch Chunk. Pennsylvania. 
The outcrop extends for about 2.000 feet along a 
road cut. The uranium and vanadium are thought 
to have been original constituents of the host 
formation. They were later transported by and 

precipitated from ground-water. (Auth) 

An earlier article by Wherry on this 
occurrence is in the American Journal of 
Science. 4th Series. 33( 198). 574-580. 

<I79> 

P c o l e . F .G. . and G.A. Wil l iams: t ' S G S . 
Washington. DC 

Direction of Sediment Transport in the 
Triassic and Associated Formations of the 
Colorado Plateau. In USGS Prof - s i o n a l 
Paper 300. (pp . 227-231). 739 p p . : In 
Proceedings of the International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Geneva. 
Switzer land. August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 326-330). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

Clast ic sediments in cer ta in depos i t iona l 
environments develop characteristic features, called 
sedimentary, primary, cr original structures, that 
reflect the direction in which the transporting 
medium was moving. These structures include 
channels, cross-strata, current Imcation. and ripple 
marks: cross-strata are the most useful. From 
primary structures the direction of transport can be 
determined, and. as many ore bodies are localized 
in channel-filling sandstones and tend to be 
elongate parallel to the channels, these structures 
are useful guides in the exploration for uranium 
and vanadium ore deposits. In addition to original 
structures, fossil-log orientations can be used to 
supplement the data. Sedimentary-structure studies 
on the Colorado Plateau have been made on rocks 
that range in age from Permian through Jurassic. 
Studies made in the Moenkopi formation. 
Shinarump conglomerate, and Chinle formation, 
all of Triassic age. indicate a northwestward 
direction of sediment transport. The Wingate 
sandstone of Triassic age and Navajo sandstone of 
Jurassic age show a southeastward direction. The 
Kayenta formation of Jurassic age and the Entrada 
sandstone of Jurassic age have a southwesiward 
direction and the Salt Wash. Recapture. Westwater 
Canyon, and Brushy Basin members of the 
Morrison formation of Jurassic age. in general, 
show a northeastward direction of sediment 
transport. (Auth) 

The conference paper is entitled "Direction 
of Transportation of the Sediment 
Cons t i tu t ing the Triassic and Associated 
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Formations, ol the Colorado Plateau" 

<l«0> 

Stokes . W.I. . ; I m \ c r s i t \ ol I tah . Salt 
l.ake City. 1 1 

Primary Sedimentary Trend Indicators as 
Applied to Ore Finding in the Carrizo 
Mountains. Arizona and New Mexico. 
* ME-3043 J Part i). 4* pp. (1953) 

f-icid studies ;n three areas in the Carn /o 
Mountains ree;»n indicate that uranium deposits in 
the Salt Wash member ot the Morrison formation 
are more common in areas »hcre there arc 
ueil-marVcd >hilt> :n lluxial trends within the Njll 
Wash. I hew chances in stream directions may have 
been due (<> pulei^ln.viurc or In I he confluence ol 
paieostrcams I he IIK .-cased laiorability ol Mich 
areas IN ihouehl to be due to an increase in the 
amount ot plant debris deposited or burird in place 
along the stream bends. lAuth) 
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HAPPING, SURVEYING, AND 
LOCATION OF DEPOSITS 

<181> 

Ru2icka, V.; Canada Geological Survey, 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

New Sonccs of Uranium. Canadian 
Mining Journal, 96. 4!~44. (1975. April) 

Uranium deposits of eptgenettc origin such as coiis 
and metasomatic deposits, and deposits of 
syngenetk origin such as 
sedimentary-metamorphi.', effusive-sedimentary, 
and shale deposits outside Canada are briefly 
reviewed. Certain uranium bearing formations have 
been previously found in other parts of the world, 
but not in Canada. However, there is new evidence 
that these uranium deposits do exist in Canadian 
territory. (AuthXPAG) 

<I82> 

Roehler, H.W.; USGS. Denver, CO 

Miami Resources in the Washakie Basin, 
Wyoming and Sand Wash Basin, 
Colorado. In Wyoming Geological 
Association Guidebook, Twenty-Fifth 
Field Conference, 1973. (pp. 47-56). (1973) 

The combined Washakie and Sand Wash Basins 
form a roughly circular area about 75 miles in 
diameter that encompasses the remote southeast 
part of the greater Green River Basin in jouthwest 
Wyoming and northwest Colorado. This desert 
landscape conceals a wealth of mineral resources 
including oil and gas, oil shale, bituminous 
sandstone, coal, uranium, uramferous phosphate, 
placer gold, and zeolites. The paper summarizes the 
hii'.ary of discovery and the geologic and 
geographic occurrence of the mineral resources, 
and in part evaluates the deposits. (PAG) 

<I83> 

Chcnowcth, W.L.. and R.C. Malan; AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

The Uranium Deposits of Northeastern 
Arizona. In Guidebook of Monurwmt 
Valley and Vicinity. Arizona and Utah. 
New Mexico Geological Soc'ety. 
Twenty-Fourth Annual Conference held 
October 4-6. 1973, 23 pp. (1973. June) 

Three percent of the U.S. production of uranium 
has come from deposits in northeastern Arizona 
and adjacent areas in Utah and New Mexico. The 
Chinie. Morrison. Bidahochi. Kaycnta. Moenkopi. 
Navajo, and Toreva formations are located in this 
area. Tables of geochcmkal data, maps and charts 
of deposits are included. (PAG) 

<I84> 

Chenoweth, W.L.; ERDA. Grand 
Junction, CO 

Uranium Deposits of the Canyonlands 
Area. In Four Corners Geological Society 
Guidebook, 8th Field Conference, 
Canyonlands, Utah. 1975. (pp. 2S3-260). 
(1975) 

The Canyonlands area of southeastern Utah 
contains major deposits of uranium in the Chinie 
Formation and significant deposits in the Morrison 
and Cutler Formations. The Lisbon Valley, White 
Canyon, Moab, Inter-River, Richardson Basin, 
Cane Creek-Indian Creek, Montezuma Canyon, La 
Sal, Cottonwood Wash, and L'ry Valley diffricts 
are also included in the Canyonlands area. The 
historical geology, tocational data, and geochemical 
analyses for these formations and districts are 
presented. (PAG) 

<I85> 

Chenoweth, W.L.; AEC, Grand Junction, 
CO 

Uranium Occurrence* of the 
Nacimiento-Jemez Region, Sandoval and 
Rio Arriba Counties, New Mexico. In 
New Mexico Geological Society 
Guidebook, 25th Field Conference, Ghost 
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Ranch (Central-Northern N.M.). 1974. 
(pp. 309-313). 11974) 

Uranium in the Nacimicnto Jemez region of 
north-central New Mexico occurs in rocks of 
Pennsylvanian. Permian. Triassic, Jurassic. 
Cretaceous, and Tertiary age. Deposits consist of 
uranium minerals disseminated in sandstone, 
siltstonc. carbonaceous shale, coal, and limestone 
and in association with carbonized plant debris in 
sandstone and in "red bed** copper deposits. 
Uranium minerals Till interstices of a silicificd 
rhyolite breccia at a single occurrence. Known 
deposits are small and subeconomic. Slightly morr 
than 600 tons of ore have been produced to date. 
(Auth) 

<I86> 

Langcn. R.E. . and A.L. Kidweli: Exxon 
Company. Denver. CO 

Geology and Geochemistry of the 
Highland Uranium Deposit, Converse 
County, Wyoming. The Mountain 
Geologist. 11. 85-93. (1974. April) 

The Highland ore deposit, discovered in 1968. is 
located in the southern part of the Powder River 
basin. Wyoming. Uranium mineralization consists 
of sooty, black uraninite and coffinite coating sand 
grains and is concentrated along the margin of 
Tertiary sandstone channels. Uranium was 
transported by oxidizing solutions moving along 
the buried channels and spreading out into the less 
permeable cbannel-edge sands to form typical rolls 
and tabular deposits. Unaltered sandstones arc 
light gray to gray-buff. Where the sandstones have 
been oxidized, the colors are various shades of red. 
yellow and yellowish brown. An Oligoccne source 
for the uranium is proposed: however, teaching of 
the arkosic host sediments ma> have provided an 
additional source. lAuth) 

<I87> 

Adams. S.S.. H.S. Curtis, and P.I.. Hafcn; 
The Anaconda Company, Uranium 
Division, Grants. NM 

Alteration of Detrital Magnetite-Ilmenite 
in Continental Sandstones of the 
Morrison Formation, New Mexico. 

IAEA-SM-183 36. (pp. 219-253). (1974) 

Minor amounts of magnetite and ilmenite are now 
present locally in the fluvial sandstones of the 
Morrison Formation. Where these minerals are 
absent or strongly altered, particularly within and 
adjacent to uranium deposits, the sands contain 
authigenic leucoxene. anatase. and perhaps o»ner 
titanium oxide minerals. Studies of thin sections 
and heavy mineral concentrates from drill-hole 
cuttings and core have identified stages in the 
alteration of ilmcnitc and magnetite. These 
alterations are interpreted to have occurred in 
oxygen-deficient ground waters through the 
selective dissolution of iron from the magnetite and 
ilmcnitc. This dissolution may have been promoted 
by dissolved organic species. The sites of altered 
titanifcrous magnetite and ilmenite are now 
occupied by clots of titanium oxides. The intensity 
of a series of periods of alteration, resulting from 
variations in the oxidation potential within the 
ground waters, can be recognized in some 
instances. It is suggested that the chemical 
condi t ions which produced the a l te ra t ion 
assemblages described here are essentially those 
under which the uranium deposits firmed. Most 
important, the interpretation of these alteration 
assemblages in thin sections and drill cuttings is a 
useful exploration guide for those deposits in which 
there is an antipathy between dctrital ilmenite and 
magnetite and uranium mineralization. (Auth) 

< i88> 

Dennison, J.M.; University of North 
Carolina. Department of Geology. Chapel 
Hill. NC 

Uranium Potential of Mississippian 
Mauch Chunk-Pennington Groups in 
Virginias and Maryland. Proceedings of 
the West Virginia Academy of Science. 44, 
160-161. f 197?) 

The Mauch Chunk Group is mostly clastic with 
conspicuous reddish shales and siltstonc* and 
reddish, greenish, and gray sandstones occurring in 
the interval between the Greenbrier Limestone and 
Pottsville Group in Maryland and West Virginia. 
Equivalent strata between the Newman Limestone 
and Pottsville Group are called Pennington 
Formation or Group in Virginia, Kentucky, and 
Tennessee. From Lee County, Virginia, to 
Randolph County, West Virginia, the Mauch 
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Chunk Pennington Group is divided into the 
Bluefield Formation (800-1250 feet). Hinton 
Formation (800-1350 feet). Princeton 
Conglomerate (20-50 feet), and Bluestone 
Formation (400-800 feet). The sandstones are 
probably subgraywackc and are too low in feldspar 
content for optimum protorc. Carbonized organic 
debris occurs in some sandstones, and thin coals 
are developed from Wise County. Virginia, to 
Randolph County. West Virginia. Mauch Chunk 
scuimcntation patterns show fining-upward cycles 
characteristic of alluvial deposition. In West 
Virginia a typical cycle consists from base upwaai 
of channel sandstone, reddish shale and siltstone. 
commonly a nodular limestone, occasional 
underday. and even locally coal. Marine limestone 
intertongues occur especially in the lower Mauch 
Chunk and should provide good correlation 
surfaces. The Mauch Chunk strata are among the 
most promising rocks for uranium exploration in 
Maryland and West Virginia. The Pennington 
Group of Virginia also should be seriously 
examined, but in Kentucky and Tennessee the 
Pennington passes westward into marine shale, 
limestone, and dolomite beds which are unlikely to 
contain uranium ore. (AuthXPAG) 

<I89> 

Waters. A.C.; Johns Hopkins University. 
Department of Geology. Baltimore. MD 

Some Uranium Deposits Associated With 
Volcanic Rocks, Western United States. 
RME-2049. 20 pp. (1955. November) 

Nineteen uranium-bearing localities in the western 
United States are summarized. These deposits were 
chosen because they were suspected of having some 
genetic connection, either directly or indirectly, 
with Tertiary volcanism. One objective was to 
compare the uranium mineralization with other 
kinds of h> pot hernial mineral deposits commonly 
found in volcanic areas (i.e.. quicksilver, antimony, 
arsenic, silver). The uranium-bearing deposits 
associated with volcanic rocks were analyzed and 
classified into genetic types, and outlined for 
probable conditions under which they were 
deposited. Their salient geologic features were also 
briefly described. (AuthXMBW) 

<I90> 

Gabclman. J.W.; AEC. Division of 
Production and Materials Management. 
Washington. DC 

Radon Emanoinetry of Starks Salt Dome, 
Calcasieu Parish, Louisiana. RME-4II4 . 
75 pp. (1972. March) 

Surks dome was surveyed in 1970 to detect 
subsurface radon emanations. The salt plug cap. 
about 3.700 feet in diameter and 1.200 feet deep, is 
penetrated by hundreds of drill holes through 
which sulfur and salt have been produced. Oil is 
derived from small Miocene sand lenses over and 
alongside the plug at depths of 1.000 to 4.000 feet. 
Alpha counts were made on soil gas pumped from 
the bottom of freshly drilled Moot holes. Gamma 
counts were obtained from hole bottoms and the 
surface. Northeast and northwest traverses across 
the dome illustrate weak anomalies around the 
periphery and locally in the interior. The difference 
in alpha and gamma profiles suggest radon derived 
from radium at depth rather .han from soil. The 
peripheral anomaly may be controlled by marginal 
ring faults and the interior anomalies by radial 
faults; such structures offer convenient and efficient 
migration channels. No anomalies are directly 
associated with drill holes, which thus do not serve 
as channels, perhaps because of casing. The salt 
plug brine and cap sulfur are not radioactive. 
Uranium and more abundant thorium identified in 
petroleum are the probable radon sources. 
Thorium and uranium are most plentiful in the 
crude petrolrum fraction, less in brine separated 
from oil. and least in the solid mineral residue that 
nevertheless contains the most daughter products. 
Petroleum is well known to scavenge uranium but 
has less effect on thorium because of the la tier's 
lower surficial mobility. Variations in emanation 
exceeding the range of anomality were noted in 
base-station measurements. governed by 
temperature, pressure, and water content of the 
soil. A program to measure and evaluate these 
variations is in progress to establish corrections for 
future surveys. (Auth) 

<I9I> 

McGregor. D.J.; South Dakota Geological 
Survey. Vermillion. SD 

Mineral and Water Resources of South 
Dakota. South Dakota Geological Survey 
Bulletin No. 16. 313 pp. (1975) 
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The revised edition of the report incorporates new 
developments in mineral and water resources, their 
distribution and mode of occurrence, uses in 
industry, and the factors affecting their 
exploration. The future outlook on new discoveries 
and enlargement of knowledge of water supplies, 
including environmental problems is discussed. The 
future development, production, reserves, 
resources, sandstc.ie deposits, lignite deposits, and 
minor occurrences of uranium in South Dakota are 
briefly presented. A comprehensive list of 
references and maps is included. (PAG) 

The first edition of this report was 
published in 1964. 

<I92> 

Shawe. D R . . N.L. Archbold. and < C 
Simmons; USGS. Denver. CO, USGS. 
Bdo Horizonte. Brazil 

Geology and Uranium-Vanadium 
Deposits of the Slick Rock District. San 
Miguel and Dolores Counties , Colorado. 
Economic Geology. 54. 395-415: In 
Proceedings of the International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 2, Survey of Raw 
Material Resources, held in Geneva. 
Switzerland. September 1-13. 1958. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 515-522). (1959) 

Sedimentary rocks known in the Slick Rock district 
in southwestern Colorado range in age from 
Devonian to Cretaceous, and aggregate about 
13.000 feet in maximum thickness. Important 
uranium-vanadium production has come from 
deposits in the Salt Wash member of (he Morrison 
formation of Late Jurassic age. Most of the known 
ore deposits are in the north part of the Slick Rock 
district in a belt called the Dolores ore zone. The 
zone lies along the Dolores fault zone but is wider 
than the fault zone. All known deposits are 
associated with abundant carbonaceous plant 
material. Uranium-vanadium deposits in the 
district are chiefly tabular to lenticular and are 
roughly parallel to the sedimentary bedding. Some 
ore bodies, howver. are narrow, elongate, and 
curve ilnrply across bedding; these bodies have 
been calLJ "rolls'* by the n.iners. Mineral zoning is 
evident in some roll bodies. Uranium-vanadium 
deposits in the district occur only in sandstone that 
is considered to be epigenetically altered, and the 
most extensive epigenetic changes have occurred 

dose to ore bodies. (AuthMMBW) 

<I93> 

Curtiss, R.E.; University of South Dakota. 
Vermillion, SD; South Dakota Geological 
Survey. Vermillion. SD 

A Preliminary Report on the Uranium in 
South Dakota. Report No. 79. 102 pp. 
(1955. June) 

The report gives bask fundamentals and general 
information for prospectors and reviews known 
uranium deposits and suggests areas favorable for 
prospecting. The carbonaceous siltstone and lignite 
deposits of the Cave Hills area, sandstone-type 
deposits in the Slim Buttes area, and the Edgemon: 
mining district are known deposits. Areas of South 
Dakota such as the Black Hills and Missouri River 
area are areas favorable for prospecting. (PAG) 

<I94> 

Miller. T.P.. USGS. Anchorage. AK 

Hardrock Uranium Potential in Alaska. 
USGS Open File Report 76-246. 7 pp. 
(1975) 

The report of uranium deposits in hardrock 
(non-sedimentary rocks) in Alaska includes a 
summary of the Bokan Mountain area, (he major 
hardrock mining area and fourteen other localities 
where uranium and thorium have been reported, 
generally near the margins of intrusive rocks. Maps 
showing the distribution of Meiazoic plutonic 
rocks in western Alaska, and locations of hardrock 
occurrences of uranium and thorium minerals are 
included. (PAG) 

<I95> 

Vickers. R.C.; USGS. Washington. DC 

An Occurrence of Autunite, Lawrence 
County, South Dakota. USGS Circular 
286. 5 pp. (1953) 

An occurrence of autunite was found in the 
northern part of the Black Hills. South Dakota, 
during a reconnaissance for radioactive deposits. 
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The autunite occurs as fracture coatings and 
disseminations in si.istone of the Dcadwood 
formation of Cambrian age and is concentrated 
mainly in the lower 2 feet of the siitstone at the 
contact with an intrusive rhyolite porphyry; the 
radioactive zone b exposed in two old workings, 
which are 90 feet apart. An 18-inch vertical channel 
sample of the autunite-bearing sihstoiie contained 
0048 percent uranium. The gangue minerals are 
fluorite and iimonhe. The uranium is believed to 
have been introduced into the siitstone by solutions 
of magmatic origin that migrated along the lower 
contact of the siitstone after or during emplacement 
of the porphyry. (Auih) 

<196> 

Weissenborn. A.E.. and W.S. Moen; 
Washington Department of Natural 
Resources. Division of Geology and Earth 
Resources. Otympia. WA 

Uranium in Washington. In Livingston. 
V.E.. Jr. . (Comp.) . Energy Resources of 
Washington. Information Circular No. SO. 
(pp. 83-97). 158 pp. (1974) 

The largest known reserves of uranium in 
Washington are on the Spokane Indian 
Reservation. Uranium ore is present in the Mount 
Spokane area of Spokane County and the Lost 
Creek area of Pend Oreille County, but total 
reserves for these areas are probably less than 
100.000 pounds. Almost all the uranium minerals 
are in the metamorphosed sedimentary rock 
associated with small, steep faults which cut the 
Precambrian Togo formation near its contact with 
the quartz monzonite of the Cretaceous Loon Lake 
batholith. Uranium minerals are found in the 
interbedded tuffaceous sandstone, arkose and 
carbonaceous shale of the Gerome Andesite of 
Oligocene age. Minerals containing uranium in 
Washington are uraninite, an oxide (and 
pitchblende, a variety of uraninite); coffinite and 
uranophane. silicates; and autunite, meta-autunite. 
phosphuranylitc, and torbemite, all of which are 
phosphates. (PAG) 

<197> 

Livingston. V.E.. Jr.. (Comp.); 
Washington Department of Natural 
Resources. Division of Geology and Earch 

Resources. Otymou. WA 

Energy Resources of Washington. 
Washington Department of Natural 
Resources Information Circular No. SO. 
158 pp. (1974) 

The report provides information on Washington's 
known and potential energy sources. The five 
energy- sources covered are-geothermal. coal, oil 
and gas. uranium, and hydroelectric. An article on 
the implications of terrestrial heat flow on the 
location of gcothcrmal reservoirs, and articles on 
each specific energy source were compiled for the 
inventory. (PAG) 

< 9 8 > 

Het.M. S.D.. Jr., and H.S. Johnson, Jr.; 
South Carolina Development Board. 
Division of Geology. Columbia. SC; Duke 
University. Geology Department. Durharr. 
NC 

Radioactive Mineral Resources of Sontfc 
Carolina. MR-4. 3 pp. (1969) 

South Carolina's principal uranium resource are 
associated with phosphate deposits of the Cooper 
Marl and Hawthorn Formation in the lower 
Coastal Plain. Available analyses indicate an 
average equivalent uranium content of 0.043 
percent in the phosphate rock. Phosphate resources 
are on the orJer of tens to hundreds of millions of 
tons of concentrate but the deposits currently 
appeal to be economically marginal. Recovery of 
the uranium will probably always be feasible only 
as a by-product of phosphate production. The only 
other known uranium in South Carolina is present 
in trace amounts in a few pegmatites and at 
scattered localities in gneissic and granitic rocks of 
the Piedmont. Thorium occurs in relative 
abundance in small to moderately large .nonazite 
placers in the Piedmont and Coastal Plain. (Auth) 

<I99> 

Staatz, M.H.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Thorium in the United Staffs . USGS 
Open File Report No. 76-192. 7 pp. (1976) 

Thorium is roughly five times as abundant as 
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uranium in the earth's crust. It occurs in seven 
types of economic or subcconomic deposits. Beach 
placers occur along the Atlantic coast from 
Virginia to Florida. Stream placers containing 
monazitc are common in central Idaho and in the 
Piedmont area of North and South Carolina. 
Unconsolidated sedimentary rocks containing 
monazite occur in the McNary Sand in western 
Tennessee. Consolidated sedimentary rocks include 
the large Elliot Lake Precambrian deposits in 
Canada which extends into northern Michigan. 
The Conway Granite in New Hampshire and the 
Darby pluton in Alaska are low grade deposits 
found in igneous rocks. The largest deposit of 
thorium in carbonatitcs is in the Powdcrhcrn 
district in Colorado. Vein deposits conuin the 
largest high grade amounts of thorium. The fifteen 
known veins arc in Montana. Idaho. Wyoming, 
Colorado. California. Wisconsin. New Mexico. 
Arizona. Utah, and Alaska. (PAG) 

<200> 

Love. J.D ; USGS. Washington. DC 

Preliminary Report on Uranium Deposits 
in the Miller Hill Area, Carbon County, 
Wyoming. USGS Circular 278. 10 pp. 
(1953) 

A sequence of radioactive rocks of Miocene age. 
the Browns Park formation, in the Miller Hill area 
of southern Wyoming is more than 1.000 feet thick. 
The formation crops out in an area of about 600 
square miles, and consists of a basal conglomerate, 
tuffs, tuffaceous limy sandstones, and thin 
persistent radioactive algal limestones. Uranium is 
concentrated in both algal limestones and in 
tuffaceous limy sandstones. The uranium may have 
been deposited at least in part with the sediments, 
rather than at a later date. The highest uranium 
values were found in a widespread algal limestone 
bed. which contains as much as 0. IS percent 
uranium. Values of 0.01 percent uranium or more 
were obtained from 8 samples taken from about 
200 feet of siratigraphic section in the Browns Park 
formation. An airborne radiometric survey was 
made of the west half of the area. Ground check of 
all anomalies reported at that time showed that 
they were in localities where the background 
radiation was much higher than average. 
Additional localities with high background 
radiation were found on the ground to the east of 
the area surveyed with airborne equipment. (Auth) 

<20l> 

White. M.G.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
Aloag the Upper Porcupine and Lower 
Coieea Riven, Northeastern Alaska. 
USGS Circular I8S. 13 pp. (1952) 

The highest equivalent-uranium content found in 
the sedimentary rocks on the upper Porcupine 
River, northeastern Alaska, is 0.005 percent. 
Rhyolitk dikes associated with a granitic intrusive 
a few miles north of the Porcupine, along the 
international boundary, contain about 0.006 
percent equivalent uranium, which is attributed to 
small amounts of disseminated radioactive 
accessory minerals. The granite also is slightly 
radioactive. (Auth) 

<202> 

Finch. W.I.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium in Eastern New Mexico. USGS 
Open File Report, 19 pp. (1972) 

Known uranium occurrences in eastern New 
Mexico are all small; total production of uranium 
ore is less than 50 tons and reserves are a few 
hundred tons. The most numerous and largest 
deposits are near the base of the middle fluviatile 
sandstone member of the Chink Formation of Late 
Triassk age. Uranium deposits of ore grade occur 
in the Morrison, Chink, Yates, and Sangre de 
Cristo Formations; uranifero'is rock of sub-ore 
grade occurs in the Santa Rosa, Redonda. and 
Gatuna Formations, and in Pleistocene ash. (Auth) 

<203> 

Chenoweth. W.L., and R.C. Malan; AEC. 
Uranium Workshop, Grand Junction, CO 

Significant Geologic Types of Uranium 
Deposits , United States and Canada. 
AEC Paper No. 5. 54 pp. (1969. October) 

The geologic and geographic setting of the 
significant uranium deposits in the United Stales is 
described and classified in two categories according 
to mode of occurrence: (I) stratiform deposits, 
mainly in continental fluvial sediments, comprising 
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over 96*7 of (he total U.S. production plus ore 
reserves; (2) vein deposits, which indude contact, 
pipe and vein deposits comprising less than 4<7 of 
the I S . total. The age. origin. lithology and other 
geologic features of the host rocks which exemplify 
the ore habits are discussed. The mineralogy and 
distribution of the ore deposits are briefly 
mentioned in comparing the major districts. Some 
comments arc pointed toward favorable geologic 
environments and favorable in contrast to 
unfavorable iithologic criteria, but the genesis of 
the ore is not discussed. A brief description of the 
significant Canadian deposits is also given. (Auth) 

<204> 

Chenoweth. W.L.: AEC. Production 
Evaluation Division. Grand Junction. CO 

The Boyd Uranium Deposit in the 
Fruitland Formation, San Juan County, 
New Mexico. R ME-107. 13 pp. (1958. 
September) 

Uranium occurs in a sandstone lens in the lower 
part of the Upper Cretaceous Fruitland formation 
at the Boyd claims. 14 miles northwest of 
Farmington. New Mexico. No uranium minerals 
are visible, but microscopic uranium minerals from 
a zone at the base of the sandstone lens were 
identified. Ground-water leaching has removed 
much of the original deposit: only that in the lower 
portion of (he host rock remains. (Auth) 

<205> 

Not given: Alaska Department of Natural 
Resources. Division of Geological Survey. 
College. AK 

General Alaskan Mineral Informat ion . 
Alaska Depar tment of Natural Resources 
Information Circular No. 5. 8 pp. (1971. 
July 8) 

The brief description of the mineral resources of 
Alaska includes information on the first production 
of uranium in I9S7. which was a periodically mined 
high-grade ore deposit discovered on Bokan 
Mountain in the Ketchikan district. Promising 
uranium properties lie in the near vicir.ity and other 
prospects such as Brooks Mountain and Seward 
Peninsula where the minera /eunerte is found are 

located in other parts of Alaska (PAG) 

<206> 

Curry. D.L.: AEC. Production Evaluation 
Division. Grand Junction. CO 

Geologic Studies and Reconnaissance for 
Uranium in Southeastern Montana. 
TM-D-l-12,32 pp. (1959. June) 

The region discussed in the report occupies an area 
of about 20.000 square miles in the southeastern 
part of Montana. Lignite- and coal-bearing strata 
of late Cretaceous and Paleocenc age immediately 
underlie more than two-thirds of the region, and 
rocks of Precambrian to Recent age crop out 
elsewhere in the region. Small deposits of uranium 
have been found in carbonaceous rocks in the 
Tongue River member of the Fort Union formation 
of Paleocene age on the east flank of a small 
syncline in the Ollie-Carlyle district of Fallon and 
Wibaux Counties. Small ore-grade occurrences 
have also been found in carbonaceous rocks in the 
Hell Creek formation of late Cretaceous age on the 
west flank of a larger syncline in the Long Pine 
Hills of Carter County. The uranium in the region 
was probably derived from leaching of the 
once-extensive uraniferous White River and 
Arikaree formations of Oligocene and Miocene 
age. Transportation of the uraniferous solutions 
may have been by lateral ground-water migration 
through partially confined or artesian aquifers. 
Nearly all known uranium occurrences are in strata 
possessing at least minor amounts of carbonaceous 
material, which has a strong affinity for uranium. 
Deposition of uranium may have been favorably 
influenced by reduct ions in the rate of 
ground-water flow due to decrease in dip. The most 
promising part of the region for the discovery of 
uranium ore appears to be the eastern one-third. 
where most known occurrences exist, and the Big 
Horn Mountains in the extreme west. 
Commercial-grade uranium deposits have been 
discovered in the Madison l imestone of 
Mississippian age of Big Pryor Mountain, a few 
miles west of the Big Hom Mountains. (Auth) 

<207> 

Not given: USGS. Washington. DC 

Selected Papers on Uranium Deposits in 
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the United States. USGS Circular 220. 33 
PP- (1952) 

The distribution, mineralogy, and occurrences of 
uranium are reviewed. The six papers summarize 
knowledge of primary deposits; pitchblende, 
fluorite. sandstone, shale, limestone, and lignite, 
and secondary deposits: oxides, phosphates, 
silicates, vanadates, arsenates, sulfates, and 
carbonates. (PAG) 

<208> 

Kaiser. E.P.. and L.R. Page; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Distribution of Uranium Deposits in the 
United States. In USGS Circular 220. (pp. 
1-7). 35 pp. (1952) 

Uranium deposits in the United States may be 
grouped as deposits with structural control, and 
deposits with stratigraphic control. The deposits 
with structural control include veins, breccias, and 
pipes: disseminated deposits associated with 
fractures: pyromctasomatic deposits; and 
pegmatites. The deposits with stratigraphic control 
include phosphates, carbonaceous shales, and 
lignites; limestone and dolomite: deposits of the 
caraotitc type; and surficial or caliche deposits. 
Most of the known uranium deposits are in the 
western United States. Arizona. Utah and 
Colorado contain the largest number of deposits. 
The deposits with structural control, except the 
uraniferous pegmatites, are commonly in or related 
to igneous rocks of post-Cretaceous age, and many 
of them arc associated with Tertiary volcanic rocks. 
Notably few deposits are genetically related to 
pre-Cambrian rocks and to Jurassic intrusives. The 
pegmatite deposits of the western United States are 
believed to be pre-Cambrian: those of the eastern 
United States are post-Devonian. Carbonaceous 
shales, phosphates, and lignites are restricted, for 
the most part, to terranes of Paleozoic and Tertiary 
age. Most of the carnotite-type deposits are in 
sedimentary rocks of Mesozoic age. and the most 
productive deposits are in rocks of Jurassic age. 
Study of the distribution of known deposits 
indicates that the principal favorable areas for 
further prospecting are those in or near Triassic 
and Jurassic sedimentary rocks and Tertiary 
igneous rocks. (Auth) 

<209> 

Wilmarth. V.R.. H.L. Bauer. J r . M.H. 
Staatz. and DC. Wyant; USGS. 
Washington, DC 

Uranium in Fluorite Deposits. In USGS 
Circular 220. (pp. 13-18). 35 pp. (1952) 

The association of small quantities of flu> nte with 
uranium minerals in veins has been reported for 
many localities. Recent studies in Colorado. Utah. 
Wyoming, and New Mexico further indicate that 
uranium is a common constituent of many fluorite 
deposits. Fluorite deposits known to contain 
uranium occur in breccia zones, veins, pipes, and 
bedded replacement deposits. These deposits can be 
grouped on the basis of essential minerals as 
fluorite, fluorite-quartz-^ulfidc. and fluorite-sulfide 
deposits. The deposits contain pitchblende or other 
primary uranium minerals, together with such 
secondary uranium minerals as schroeckingcrite. 
torbernite, autunite. uranophane. carnotite, and 
sklodowskite. In some deposits the uranium occurs 
as fine-grained primary minerals disseminated 
through the fluorite ore body: in others the 
uranium is in the fluorite itself in a form not yet 
identified. Secondary uranium minerals^ coal 
fracture surfaces and vugs in both the ore bodies 
and adjacent wall rocks. Purple fluorite is 
commonly associated with radioactive deposits, but 
because of the many exceptions to this rule it is of 
limited value. (Aulh) 

<2I0> 

King. R.U.. KB. Moore, and E.N. 
Hinrichs: USGS. Washington. DC 

Pitchblende Deposits in the United States. 
In USGS Circular 220. (pp. 8-12). 35 pp. 
(1952) 

Pitchblende is found in the United Slates in veins 
and breccia zones, pyrometasomatic deposits, 
pegmatites, and sedimentary rocks. On the basis of 
past production, the deposits in veins and breccia 
zones are of the greatest commercial significance. 
Most of the vein deposits containing pitchblende 
are in the Front Range mineral belt of Colorado, 
but a few are in Arizona, Idaho. Montana. Nevada, 
and Utah. The pitchblende deposits in the Front 
Range mineral belt appear to be coextensive with 
alkali-rich Tertiary intrusive rocks, but a similar 
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relation is not known elsewhere in the United 
States. Pitchblende-bearing vein deposits can be 
classified on the basis of mineral association as 
quartz-sulfide type, quartz-sulfide-carbonate type, 
quartz-sulfide-carbonate-hematitc type and 
fluorite-quartz type. Pitchblende ii finely 
disseminated in deposits of the fhiorite-quartz type. 
In mesothermal veins, pitchblende occurs as pods 
and stringers distributed erratically over relatively 
narrow vertical limits. In many deposits, 
pitchblende occurs both as hard botryoida' masses 
and as powdery films and coatings. The metallic 
minerals commonly associated with pitchblende in 
vein deposits include galena, sphalerite, 
chalcopyrite, pyrite, silver minerals, and gold. In 
contrast to well-known deposits in Canada and 
Africa, cobalt or nickel minerals have been found 
in only a few of the domestic pitchblende-bearing 
veins. In a few places, veins containing secondary 
uranium minerals near the surface contain 
pitchblende at depth. The relationship of 
pitchblende-bearing veins to types of wall-rock 
alteration has not been clearly established. (Auth) 

<2II> 

Stugard. F. . Jr . . D.G. Wyant. and A.J. 
Gude. 3rd: USGS. Washington. DC 

Secondary Uranium Deposits in the 
United States. In USGS Circular 220. (pp. 
19-25). 35 pp. (1952) 

Reconstituted, or secondary, uranium minerals 
found in domestic deposits include oxides, 
phosphates, silicates, vanadates, arsenates, sulfates, 
and carbonates. Next to the vanadates camotitc 
and tyuyamunitc. the most abundant are the 
phosphates autunite and torbemite and the silicate 
uranophane. Less common secondary uranium 
minerals are the oxides "gummite" and pitchblende; 
the phosphates dumomite and uranocircite; the 
silicates kasolite. sklodowskite. and soddeite: the 
arsenates zeunerite and uranospinite; the sulfates 
zippeite, uraconite, and johannite; and the 
carbonate schroeckingerite. Other secondary 
minerals, in general, are only of mineralogic 
interest. Many secondary uranium mineral deposits 
show no obvious relation to known primary 
uranium minerals. The deposits now being mined 
at Marysvale. Utah, however, are surface 
expressions of pitchblende-bearing deposits. Recent 
studies indicate that formation of secondary 
minerals has in some places resulted in 

concentration and elsewhere in dispersion of 
uranium. Concentrations from ground water have 
formed extensive deposits of schroeckingcrite in 
Sweetwater County. Wyoming. Many uranium 
compounds appear to be highly soluble and mobile. 
Successful distinaion between secondary' deposits 
resulting from concentration and those resulting 
from dispersion of primary deposits has not 
generally been made to date. Some sooty 
pitchblende is secondary. (Auth) 

<2I2> 

Gott. G.B.. D.G. Wyant. and E.P. Beroni; 
USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium in Black Shales, Lignites, and 
Limestones in the United States. In USGS 
Circular 220, (pp. 31-35). 35 pp.; 
Geological Society of America-New York 
Bulletin. 62. 1535.(1952) 

Sm.ill quantities of uranium occur in carbonaceous 
deposits at a great many localities in the United 
States, but the amount rarely exceeds 0.1 percent. 
The most common uranium-bearing carbonaceous 
deposits are in the black marine shales, principally 
of Paleozoic age. exposed in the eastern and central 
parts of the United States. The uranium content of 
most of these shales ranges from a few thousandths 
to a little more than 0.01 percent. Another type ol 
low-grade uranium-bearing carbonaceous deposit is 
represented by some of the lignite deposits of 
Tertiary age in Montana. Nevada. North Dakota. 
South Dakota, and Wyoming. The uranium 
content of these uraniferous lignites is comparable 
to that of the black shales. The concentration of 
uranium in the lignite ash, however, is considerably 
greater than in the black shales. Several widely 
distributed uranium deposits in limestone, most of 
which are low grade, have been discovered recently 
in Missouri. New Mexico. New Jersey. Utah, and 
Vermont. The limestones range in age from 
pre-Cambrian to Tertiary. In some of these 
deposits the uranium is associated with phosphatic. 
carbonaceous, or argillaceous material. In others, 
secondary uranium minerals occur as fillings in 
fractures and vugs. (Auth) 

<2I3> 

Wyant, D.G., E.P. Beroni. and H.C. 
Granger; USGS, Washington. DC 
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Some Uranium Deposits in Sandstones. 
In USGS Circular 220. (pp. 26-30), 35 pp. 
(1952) 

The uranium deposits in sandstone of the Jurassic 
Morrison and Entrada formations of the Colorado 
Plateaus are relatively well known and have long 
been the principal sources of domestic uranium and 
vanadium. Not so well known are uranium deposits 
in other sandstones that range in age from 
Paleozoic to Recent. Of the uranium deposits in 
sandstone, some arc of the type common to the 
Colorado Plateaus, but many others differ from 
this type in mineralogy, host rock, localization, and 
possible origin. The deposits may be grouped on 
the basis of mineral or metal assemblage into 
uranium-vanadium deposits; 
copper -u ran ium-vanad ium-ca rbon ized wood 
deposits; uraniferous asphalt deposits; and 
miscellaneous deposits including carbonate 
deposits. In general these deposits occur in lenses of 
a r g i l l a c e o u s s a n d s t o n e or c o n g l o m e r a t e 
interbedded with shales. Common associated 
materials arc iron oxide, carbon, and copper 
compounds. The localization of some of these 
deposits appears to be controlled by initial 
sedimentary features of the enclosing rock, that of 
others by porosity, fractures, and proximity to the 
surface. Some of the uranium minerals may have 
been deposited from ground water, some may have 
formed by weathering and oxidation of other 
minerals, and some may be hydroihermal in origin. 
(Auth) 

<214> 

Olson. J.C.; USGS. Lakewood. CO 

Uranium Deposits in the Cochetopa 
District , Colorado, in Relation to the 
Ol i foccne Erosion Surface. USGS Open 
File Report 76-222. 13 pp. (1976) 

The principal uranium deposit in the Cochetopa 
district, at the Los Ochos mine, is in Junction 
Creek Sandstone, Morrison Formation, and 
Precambrian rocks. The deposit is localized just 
beneath the restored position of the old land 
surface that was buried by Oligocene volcanic rocks 
and has since been eroded away near tk; mine. 
Contours drawn on this ancient surface show the 
position of the paleovalley of the ancestral 
Cochetopa Creek, which flowed northward through 
the disl <ct slightly east of its present position. The 

Los Ochos uranium deposit is in the Los Ochos 
fault zone near the point where it is crossed by the 
pre-volcanism Cochetopa palcoval ley. This 
localization suggests the possibility that the fault 
zone provided the conditions favorable for 
deposition oi uranium from ground waters moving 
through overlying volcanic rocks and down the 
anc ient paleovalley on the pre-Oligocene 
unconformity. (Auth) 

This report is based on a talk given at the 
USGS Uranium and Thorium Research 
and Resource Conference held December 
8-10. I97S. at Golden. Colorado. 

<2I5> 

Christman. R.A.. A.M. Hey man. L.F. 
Dellwig, and G.B. Gott; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Thorium Investigations I9S0-S2, Wet 
Mountains, Colorado. USGS Circular 290. 
40 pp. (1953) 

Reconnaissance investigations for uranium were 
made in the Wet Mountains thorium district. The 
size of this new district is not known, but the 
deposits found are in an area 20 miles long and 
about 10 miles wide, the southwest boundary of 
which extends north-northwestward from Qucrida 
and Rosita. Custer County, into Fremont County, 
Colorado. Most of the deposits, however, are in the 
southeastern half of this area. Thorite has been 
tentatively identified as the principal radioactive 
mineral. It commonly is associated with barite. 
quartz, galena, fluorite, limonitc. pyrite. and 
rare-earth oxides. Some of the shear zones perhaps 
can be traced for more than a mile, but the largest 
known thorium-bearing ore body is 300 feet long. 
26 feet wide, and 400 feet deep. Channel samples 
from the veins contain as much as 4.S percent 
equivalent Th02. The uranium content is generally 
about 0.002 percent. Eleven diamond-drill holes, 
totaling 3.291.2 feet have explored five shear /ones 
on the Haputa ranch. Three ore bodies of possible 
economic interest are indicated in two 
interconnecting shear zones. (AuthXPAG) 

<2I6> 

Pierson. C.T.. and Q.D. Singewald; 
USGS, Washington. IX? 
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Results of RfconfMrrancc for 
Radioactive Minerals in Parts of the Abm 

District, Park County, Colorado. USGS 
Circular 294. 9 pp. (1953) 

The pitchblende in the Alma mining district. Park 
County, Colorado is associated with Tertiary veins 
of three different geologic environments: (I; veins 
in prc-Cambrian rocks, (2) the London vein system 
in the footwall block of the London fault, and (3) 
veins in a mineralized area east of the Cooper 
Gukh fault. Pitchblende is probably not associated 
with silver-lead replacement deposits in dolomite. 
Secondary uranium minerals, as yet undetermined, 
are associated with pitchblende on two London 
vein system mine dumps and occur in oxidized vein 
material from dumps of mines in the other 
environments. Although none of the known 
occurrences is of commercial importance, the Alma 
district is considered a moderately favorable area in 
which to prospect for uranium ore because 24 of 
the 43 localities examined show anomalous 
radioactivity; samples from anomalously 
radioactive localities, which include mine dumps 
and some underground workings, have uranium 
contents ranging from 0.001 to 1.66 percent. 
(AuthXPAG) 

<2I7> 

Becraft, G.E.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Preliminary Report on the Comet Area, 
Jefferson County, Montana. USGS 
Circular 277, 8 pp. (1953) 

Several radioactivity anomalies and a few 
specimens of sooty pitchblende and other uranium 
minerals have been found on the mine dumps of 
formerly productive base- and precious-metal 
mines along the Comet-Gray Eagle shear zone in 
the Comet area in southwestern Montana. The 
shear zone is from 50 to 200 feet wide and has been 
traced for at least 5 1/2 miles. It trends N 80 
degrees W across the northern part of the area and 
cuts the quartz monzonitic rocks of the Boulder 
batholith and younger silicic intrusive rocks, as well 
as prebatholithic volcanic rocks, and is in tum cut 
by dacite and andesite dikes. The youngest period 
of mineralization is represented by chalcedonic vein 
zones comprising one or more discontinuous 
stringers and veins of crypto-crystalline silica in 
silicified quartz monzonite and in alaskite that has 
not been appreciably silicified. In some places these 

zones contain .no distinct chalccdonic veins but are 
represented only by silicified quartz monzonite. 
These zones locally contain uranium in association 
with very small amounts of pyrite. galena, ruby 
silver, argentite. native silver, molybdenite, 
chiilcopyrite. arsenopyrite. and barite. At the Free 
Enterprise mine, uranium has been produced from 
a narrow chalccdonic vein that contains 
disseminated secondary uranium minerals and local 
small pods of pitchblende and also from 
disseminated secondary uranium minerals in the 
adjacent quartz monzonite. (Auth) 

<218> 

Vkkers, R.C.; USGS, Washington, DC 

Alteration of Sandstone as a Guide to 
Uranium Deposit? and Their Origin, 
Northern Black Hills, Sooth Dakota. 
Economic Geology. 52(6). 599-611. (1957. 
September) 

Several uranium deposits are present in the Fall 
River sandstone of Early Cretaceous age on the 
northeast flank of the Black Hills. Butte County. 
South Dakota. The deposits are within a 
fine-grained, well-sorted, persistent basal sandstone 
unit that ranges in thickness from 2 to 18 feet and 
dips about 4 degrees NE. Detailed mapping of 
about 2 square miles surrounding the deposits has 
shown that all the uranium occurrences and most 
of the areas of high radioactivity are where the 
color changes in the basal sandstone from reddish 
on the up-dip side of the occurrences to 
yellowish-gray or buff on the down-dip side. 
Radioactivity measurements show that uranium is 
distributed almost continuously along the sinuous 
red-buff contact for more than 5 miles. Laboratory 
work indicates that the red color is caused by 
hematite resulting from the alteration of ferrous 
iron minerals and hydrous ferric oxides. The close 
association of the red-buff contact and the uranium 
deposits suggests that the two were formed by the 
same solutions. The uranium was probably 
dep sited originally from ground water that moved 
down-dip and gradually changed from an oxidizing 
solution near the surface to a mildly reducing 
solution at depth. Concentrations of uranium have 
resulted from the localization of reducing 
conditions caused perhaps by structures 
superimposed on the regional dip. local thinning or 
decrease in permeability of the sandstone, or 
concentrations of pyritiferous carbonaceous 
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material. The red alteration is probably the result 
of prc-Oligoccne weathering that has extended 
downward in the more permeable beds about 200 
feet below the ancient erosion surface. Oxidation of 
the primary uranium during the present weathering 
cycle has resulted in the formation of carnotitc and 
possibly other secondary uranium minerals. (Auth) 

<219> 

Jarrard. L.D.; Montana Bureau of Mines 
and Geology. Montana School of Mines. 
Butte. MT 

Some Occurrences of Uranium and 
Thorium .n Montana. Montana Bureau of 
Mines and Geology Miscellaneous 
Contribution No. 15. 90 pp. (1957) 

The report summarizes and condenses the present 
knowledge of the occurrences of uranium and 
thorium in Montana and attempts to suggest 
certain guides based on the geological features of 
the state and on the geologic criteria observed at 
other deposits. Information on prospecting 
instruments and methods, piospecting and mining 
laws, and appraisals and testing is included. (PAG) 

<220> 

MacKevett. EM., Jr.; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Geology and Ore Deposits of the Kern 
River Uranium Area, California. (iSGS 
Bulletin 1087-F. (pp. 169-222). (I960) 

In the Kern River uranium area, an area of about 
30 square miles in northeastern Kern County. 
California, small uranium deposits are erratically 
distributed along fractures, most of them within the 
Isabella granodioritc. The deposits probably arc 
too small and of too low grade to be worth mining 
on a large scale, but they contain local 
concentrations of ore. Uranium was first discovered 
in the area in January 1954 at the Miracle mine. 
Four shipments of uranium ore, totaling about 189 
tons, were made in 1954 and 1955; 2 were from the 
Miracle mine and 2 from the Kcrgon mine. The 
most valuable shipment was the first one from the 
Miracle mine, which consisted of 46 tons of ore 
containing 0.53 percent uranium. Ihc other 
shipments contained, respectively. 0.14 percent. 

018 percent, atwl 0.16 percent uranium. The 
principal ore mineral is autunitc. but minor 
amounts of sooty pitchblende, carnotite. and 
mctazeuncritc have been found. Common ganguc 
minerals arc scarce or altogether lacking in most of 
the deposits, and villrock alteration is generally 
weak or absent. Most of the deposits probably 
formed in low-temperature near-surface 
environments and are cpithermal. Some of the 
numerous hot springs in the area and nearby may 
have influenced uranium deposition. A possible 
alternative explanation for the origin of some of 
the deposits is that the uranium was derived Iron 
the Isabella granodioritc. This rock locally contains 
abnormal amounts of uranium, and it is 
conceivable that some uranium was leached from it 
and subsequently deposited in fractures. Minor 
gold deposits, in both lodes and placers, and small 
tungsten deposits associated " ith quart/ veins or 
disseminated in tactile also occur in the area. 
(Auth) 

<22l> 

MacKcvctl. EM. . Jr.; USGS. 
Washington. IX* 

Geology and Ore Deposits of the Bokan 
Mountain Uranium-Thorium Area, 
Southeastern Alaska. USGS Bulletin 1154. 
125 pp. (1963) 

The Bokan Mountain uranium-thorium area 
includes about 71 square miles on the southern part 
of Prince of Wales Island and is largely underlain 
by p lu tonic rocks. Mctascdimcntary and 
mctavolcanic rock-, probably of Devonian age. 
underlie about 5 percent of the area. The plutonic 
rocks, which arc probably Cretaceous in age. range 
from pyroxcnitc to pcralkaline granite and syenite, 
but they consist chiefly of dioritc. quart/ dioritc. 
g r anod io r i t c . and q u a r t / mon/on i t c . The 
peralkalinc granite, an uncommon rock type, forms 
a boss about 3 square miles in areal extent and 
contains abnormal quantities of many minor 
elements. Pegmatite and aplitc dikes arc common 
in and near thi boss, but uncommon elsewhere, 
f-'ine-grained mafic dikes, chiefly of andesite and 
dacite. arc abundant throughout most of the area, 
and diabase, rhyolitc. and quart/ latile dikes arc 
sparsely distributed. The rocks arc cut by numerous 
faults and joints. Most of the uranium-thorium 
deposits are genetically related to the pcralkalinc 
granite, and they occur cither in the boss or within 
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an altered (albiti/cd) aureole, as much as I I 2 
miles wide, that surrounds the boss. Many 
radioactive minerals and a few minerals that 
contain rare earths and nicbatcs were identified 
during the investigation. The minor dements of the 
rocks and ores were investigated by 
semi-quantitative spectrograph^ analyses, and an 
endeavor was made to trace the distribution of 29 
minor elements throughout the plutonic rock 
sequence. (Auth*PAG) 

<222> 

Pa t t e r son . J .A . ; AEC. Division of Raw 
Materials. Washington. DC 

Character of the United States Uranium 
Deposits . In Proceedings of a Panel on 
U r a n i u m E x p l o r a t i o n G e o l o g y , held in 
Vienna. Austria. April 13-17. 1970. 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Publications. Vienna. Austria, (pp. 
117-127). 386 pp . ; IAEA-PL-391 2. (pp . 
117-127). 386 pp. (1970. October) 

Uranium deposits arc widespread in the western 
United States and occur in a variety of geologic 
environments. However, resources are 
preponderate!)' in tabular disseminated deposits in 
sedimentary host rocks of the Colorado Plateau 
end the Wyoming Basins. The deposits of the 
Plateau area are largely in sandstone of Jurassic or 
Triassic ages. In the Wyoming Basins, the deposits 
are in sandstones of Tertiary age. The 3100 deposits 
reported arc log normally distributed with a 
median size of only 2.5 short tons U308. The 25 
largest deposits (over 3000 short tons of U308 each 
contain about half the U.S. resources. Most known 
deposits are comparatively shallow, less than 700 
feet deep, but important deposits are being found 
at depths exceeding 2000 feet. The ores are 
predominantly uraninite and coffinite types. (Auth) 

<223> 

Bowie. S H U ; Ins t i tu te of Geological 
Sciences. London. United Kingdom 

World Uranium Deposits. In Proceedings 
of a Panel on Uranium Exploration 
Geology, held in Vienna. Aus t r ia . April 
13-17. 1970. In te rna t iona l Atomic Energy 
Agency Publications, Vienna, Austria, (pp. 

23 33) . 386 pp . ; I A E A - P l - 3 9 1 19. (pp . 
23-33). 386 pp. (1970. October) 

Pcncconcurdant uranium deposits in quartz-pebble 
conglomerates and in medium- to coarse-grained 
sandstone? cons t i tu te the most impor tan t 
concentrations of uranium known at present. 
Discordant occurrences of vein, pegmatite or 
contact mctamorphic type contain smaller but 
significant tonnages which generally have to be 
relatively high grade to be worked economically. 
Major pcncconcordan! deposits are those of the 
Elliot Lake - Blind River area of Canada, the 
C o l o r a d o Plateau of the USA and the 
Witwatcrsrand basin in the Republic of Souih 
Africa. Important new deposits also occur in the 
Tin Mersoi basin of Niger. France. Australia and 
Spain have reserves of over 10.000 short tons of 
uranium oxide in discordant but also to variable 
extents in pencconcordant deposits. (Auth) 

<224> 

Roebcr. M.M.. Jr.; New Mexico Bureau of 
Mines and Mineral Resources. Homestakc 
Mining Company. Grants. NM 

Possible Mechanics of Lateral Enrichment 
and Physical Posi t ioning of Uranium 
Deposits, Ambrosia Lake Area, New 
Mexico. New Mexico Bureau of Mines 
and Mineral Resources Circular 118. 
(Suppl.). 16 pp. (1972) 

Two ages of uranium enrichment are recogni/ed in 
the Ambrosia I~akc area deposits. Although each 
age of enrichment is mechanically and chemically 
somewhat different from the other, both arc lateral 
variations of the more commonly known siipergenc 
enrichment processes. Secondary lateral enrichment 
processes were superimposed around some deposits 
that resulted from an earlier age of lateral 
enrichment. Consequently, younger deposits now 
engulf older deposits in parts of the area. The paper 
briefly illustrates the possible mechanics of 
enrichment and the physical positioning of the 
Ambrosia Lake area deposits and compares them 
with sedimentary uranium deposits in other areas. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<225> 

Girdley. W.A.. J.fc. Hook, and RE. 
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Harris: Lucius Pitkin Incorporated. Grand 
Junction Operations. Grand Junction. CO 

Subsurface Stratigraphy and 
Uranium-Vanadium Favorability of the 
Morrison Formation, Sage Plain Ar:a, 
Southeastern Utah and Southwestern 
Colorado. GJO-912-21, 97 pp. (1975, 
August) 

Four members of the Morrison Formation of Late 
Jurassic age are present in ail or part of the Sage 
Plain and adjacent areas of Colorado and Utah, 
and each comprises a sandstone and mudstouc 
assemblage of fluvial origin. These arc, in 
ascending order, the Salt Wash, Recapture, 
Wcstwatcr Canyon, and Brushy Basin Members 
Configuration of Morrison depo>ilional patterns is 
best determined by the thickness and lithofacies 
distribution of its members. Lithofacies parameters 
that are most .readily determined from well logs 
include the net sandstone, the percent sandstone, 
and the number of thick (greater than 20 feet) 
sandstones. These parameters essentially reflect the 
relative distribution of sandstone and mudstone 
and therefore aid in differentiating channel and 
floodplain depositional realms:- Presumably, the 
occurrence together of abundant sandstoro and a 
large number ol ihick individual sandstones is 
indicative of a predominantly channel facies which 
is the most favorable environment for uranium 
deposits in the Morrison. Logs of several petroleum 
test wells in the thickened interval of the Salt Wash 
fan indicate anomalous radioactivity in Salt Wash 
sandstone. The area underlain by the thick 
sandstone-rich Salt Wash interval is the single most 
favorable one for uraniun potential. Additional 
prospective areas for Salt Wash uranium deposits 
are the Disappointment Valley and Dry Creek 
synclin.-s. The We.-.twatcr Canyon Member 
contains sufficient sandstone to be a suitable 
uranium host but it has only one known uranium 
occurrence. The bentonitic mudstone of the Brushy 
Basin Member may be a source or uranium. 
(AuthNMBW) 

<226> 

Ferm. J.C., and M.C Galloway: 
University of South Carolina. Department 
of Geology. Columbia, SC 

Permo-Carboniferoui Depositional 
Env>. jflmenu and Radioactivity in 

Eastern United States . GJO-7405, 82 pp. 
(1971, May 31) 

Although Permo-C'arboniferous, rocks of eastern 
United States have bog been known to be of 
fluvial or deltaic origin, recent developments in 
environmental diagnosis have led to a much 
sharper definition of the relationships between rock 
types and specific environments. This knowledge 
has made possible relatively detailed mapping of 
depositional units and a better understanding of the 
source rocks from which these sediments were 
derived. The present analysis of the 
Permo-Carboniferous rocks of eastern United 
States shows a complete range of depositional 
environments from offshore marine to alluvial. In 
some parts of the sequence, all of these 
environments were formed in an oxidizing setting 
whereas, in other parts, an essentially oxidizing 
offshore province was separated from a reducing 
fluvio-deliaic zone by a major beach barrier system. 
All of the fluvio-deltaic sediments conuin at least 
some volcanic detritus and organic woody matter is 
generally common. Most of these rocks, at least 
before intense compaction, are sufficiently 
permeable to permit transmission of ore-bearing 
fluids. Although no significant quantities of 
uranium are now known in the Appalachian 
Permo-Carboniferous. some possible prospective 
areas are indicated in central and eastern West 
Virginia, eastern Pennsylvania, easternmost 
Kentucky and north central Alabama. 
(Au'hXMBW) 

<227> 

Melin, R.E.; Utah Construction and 
Mining Company. Mineral Development 
and Geolog) Department, Salt Lake City, 
UT 

Description and Origin of Uranium 
Deposits in Shirley Basin, Wyoming. 
Economic Geology. 59(5). 835-849. (1964) 

Large, rich uranium deposits in Shirley Basin, 
Wyoming, exist in arkosic sandstone beds of the 
Wind River formation and apparently were 
deposited from weakly acidic, relatively reducing 
uraniferous ground water solutions that originated 
in the sam: formation. The mineralizing solutions 
presumably invaded elkaline ground and were 
neutralized: uranium was deposited in the zone 
where neutralization took place. Uraninitc is the 
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principal uranium mineral in the deposits, and the 
deposits also contain calcite and small amounts of 
hematite. p>rite. and marcasite. I'raninite is 
parageneticaily younger than calcite. and calcite is 
younger than hematite. Ground transgressed by the 
acid mineralizing solution is distinctively altered, 
and this alteration consists of change in color of the 
sand, removal of calcitc and pyrite. and formation 
of limonite and nontromte. I ranium was 
presumably leached from arfcosic sandstone and 
conglomerate units of the Wind River formation by 
slightly acidic ground water in areas permeated by 
the acid ground water; the solution subsequently 
migrated into normal alkaline ground. The acidity 
of the solution was consumed as it moved through 
alkaline ground, and the neutralization resulted in 
precipitation first of uranium oxide, then calcite. 
and finally ferric hydroxide from the mineralizing 
solution. Continuing encroachment of mineralized 
acid ground water redissolved these numerals on 
the acid side of the neutralization zone and moved 
them toward the alkaline side, thus causing the 
neutralization zone to migrate continuously during 
the emplacement process. The final position of the 
neutralization zone is the presently existing 
mineralized envelope (Auth) 

<228> 

Wyant. D.G.: I'SGS. Washington. IX 

The Fast Slope No. 2 I ranium Prospect, 
Piute County. I tah. I S G S Circular 322. 6 
pp. (1954) 

The secondary uranium minerals autunite. 
metatorbernite. uranophane. and schrocckingcritc 
occur in altered hornfels at the East Slope No. 2 
uranium prospect. The J'Tiosit >n sec. 6. T. I"1 S.. 
R. 3 W.. Piuie County. Utah, is about I mile west 
of the Bullion Monarch mine which is in the central 
producing area of (he Marysvale uranium district. 
Hornfels. formed by contact metamorphism of 
rocks of the Bullion Canyon volcanics bordering 
the margin of a quartz mon/onitc stock, is in a 
fault contact with the later Mount Belknap 
rhyolile. The hornfels was intensely altered by 
hydrotnermal solutions in pre-Mount Belknap 
time. Hematite-alunite-quartz-kaolinite rock. the 
most completely altered hornfels, is surrounded by 
orange to white argillizeri horr.fels containing 
beidellite-montmorillonitc clay, and secondary 
uranium minerals. The secondary uranium minerals 
probably have been derived from pitchblende, the 

primary ore mineral in other deposits of the 
Marysvale area. The two uranium-rich zones. 4 feet 
and 5 feet thick, have been traced on the surface for 
60 feet and 110 feet, respectively. Channel samples 
from these zones contained as much as 0.047 
percent uranium. The deposit is significant because 
of its position outside the central producing area 
and because of the association of uranium minerals 
with alunitic rock in hydrothermally altered 
hornfels of volcanic rocks of early Tertiary- age. 
(Auth) 

<229> 

West, W.S.. and J J . Matzvo; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Northeastern Part of the Seward 
Peninsu la , Alaska. 1945-47 and 1951, 
Chap te r D: Buckland-Kiwal ik Dis t r i c t , 
1947. In I S G S Circular 250. (pp. 21-27). 
31 pp.(1953) 

Radioactive minerals are widely distributed in the 
Buckland-Kiwalik district of the Seward Peninsula. 
AU"*ka. Localized concentrations of 
uranothorianite. the most important uranium 
mineral found, occur in the headwaters of Peace 
River. Quartz Creek, and Sweepstakes Creek on 
the slopes of Granite Mountain: in the Hunter 
Creek-Connolly Creek area, and on the south slope 
of Clem Mountain. Although the source of the 
uranothorianite and the other radioactive minerals 
has not \>.*t been discovered because of tundra 
cover and heavy talus deposits, these minerals 
probably occur as accessories in granitic rocks. The 
concentration of uranothorianitc in placers at the 
head of the Peace kivcr is believed to be the only-
lead to a possible high-grade uranium deposit. At 
this locality uranothorianite and its alteration 
product gummitc. associated with hematite, 
limonite. powcllitc. pyritc. chalcopyritc, bornite, 
molybdenite, gold, silver, and bismuth, occur in the 
gravels of a restricted drainage basin near a 
syenite-andesite contact. A low-grade copper 
sulfide lode was previously reported in granite near 
(he location of these placers. Concentrates from 
these placers contain from about 0.2 (o about 0.8 
percent equivalent uranium or about ten times the 
equivalent uranium content of the average 
uranothorianite-bearing concentrates from other 
localities in (he eastern Seward Peninsula. (Auth) 
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<230> 

Stokes. W.L.; Utah Geological and 
Mineralogical Survey. Salt Lake City. L'T; 
University of Utah. College of Mines and 
Mineral I ndus t r i e s . Sa l t Lake City. L'T; 
USGS. Washington. DC 

UiamunvVanadhim Deposits of the 
Thompsons Area, Grand County , Utah 
with Emphasis on the Carnotite Ores. 
Utah Geological and Mineralogical Survey 
Bulletin 46.. (1952. December) 

The Thompsons area, a contributor of uranium 
and vanadium ores, covers an area in north-central 
Grand County. Utah, of about 200 square miles. 
The ore bodies consul of a concentration of 
various uranium and vanadium minerals in sand 
lenses. Most of the ore minerals occupy pcrc spaces 
>•> the sandstone. The largest and richest ore bodies 
are elongate and crudely semicylindrical "rolls" that 
occur in groups in the sand lenses. The ore is nearly 
always accompanied by organic material of some 
kind, by limonite staining in associated sandstones, 
and by blue-green color alterations in the 
mudstoncs below the deposits. It is assumed that 
the ore minerals were deposited from ground water 
in the vicinity of decaying organic materials shortly-
after the enclosing sandstones accumulated. As 
organic material seems to be essential to ore 
formation, considerable attention has been given to 
factors that favor the accumulation of plant 
material on flood plains. It is concluded that the 
edges of thicker sand channels, especially along 
meander curves, arc favorable sites for plant 
accumulation and hence for the formation of ore 
deposits. (AuthXMBW) 

<23l> 

Beroni. E.P.. I-'.A. McKcown. F. Slugard. 
and G.B. Gott; I'SGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium Deposits of the Bulloch Group 
of C l a i m s , Kane C o u n t y , Utah. U S G S 
Circular 239. 9 pp. (1953) 

The Bulloch group of uranium claims is in T40S. 
R9VV. Kane County. Utah. In June. I95O. 8.5 tons 
of submarginal ore was shipped to the Marysvale 
purchas ing depot of the Atomic Energy 
Commission; this shipment assayed 0.16 percent 
U308. Uranium compounds arc finely 

disseminated in clay, carbonized wood fragments, 
iron oxide concretion, petrified logs, sandstone, 
and conglomerate of the lower part of the Dakota 
sandstone and upper pan of the Summerville 
formation. Small quantities of the uranium 
minerals camotite. tyuyamunite. and autunitc were 
recognized in the conglomerate and sandstone on 
Lynn Nos. 2 and 3 claims. Exposures of three 
uraniferous lenses, each less than 75 feet long, 
contain as much as 0.1 percent uranium. The 
presence of uranium in ground water and in plants 
indicates that the uranium is being redistributed by-
ground water and may suggest the presence of 
concealed ore deposits nearby. (Auth) 

<232> 

Klcmic. H . J .H. Eric. J R . McNitt. and 
FA. McKcown; USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium in Phillips Mine - Camp Smith 
Area, Putnam and Westchester Counties, 
New York. USGS Bulletin 1074-E. (pp . 
165-199). (1959) 

Uranifcrous rock was discovered in the Phillips 
mine - Camp Smith area in 1953. Precambrian 
rocks of the Hudson Highlands of the New-
England physiographic province underlie the area. 
Hornblende pegmatite intrudes hornblende gneiss 
and diorite. The hornblende pegmatite and dioritc 
are conformable with regional structures in the 
gneiss. Crosscutting bodies of oligoclnse-quart/ 
pegmatite intrude the diorite a' '. hornblende 
gneiss. Uraninile occurs in hornblende pegmatite 
and in adjacent hornblende gneiss and dioritc in an 
elongate /one that is mineralized with magnetite 
and iron sulfides. The uraninitc is in crystals and 
grains, most of which range from a millimeter to a 
centimeter in diameter. The isotopic age of a crystal 
of uraninite from the hornblende pegmatite is 
about 920 million years. Magnetite was probably 
emplaced during the latest stages of the 
consolidation of the hornblende pegmatite and is 
associated with secondary augite resulting from the 
alteration, possibly pneumatolytic. of hornblende 
in the pegmatite and adjacent rocks. The solutions 
that deposited magnetite and altered hornblende to 
augite embayed and rounded some of the uraninite 
crystals. Iron sulfides probably were deposited by 
hydrothermal solutions that followed the main 
channels through which the hornblende pegmatite 
magma znd the magnetite solutions had been 
introduced. Later, oligoclase-quaru pegmatite 
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intruded the area discordantly. The lead-alpha age 
of zircon from the oligoclasc-quartz pegmatite is 
about 620 million years. (Au»h)(MBW) 

<233> 

Klemk. H.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium Occurrences in Sedimentary 
Rocks of Pennsylvania. USGS Bulletin 
II07-D. (pp. 243-288). (1962) 

In Pennsylvania, uranium deposits occur in 
sedimentary rocks of late Devonian to Late Triassk 
age in the Appalachian Plateaus, Valley and Ridge, 
and Piedmont provinces. The uranium occurrences 
in Upper Devonian rocks are commonly associated 
with gray sandstone or shale that contains copper 
minerals and carbonaceous plant fossils, but this 
association is not marked in the largest deposits 
with the greatest concentration of uranium. The 
occurrences in the Upper Mississippian and Lower 
Pennsylvanian beds are in rocks that commonly 
contain carbonaceous material but do not have 
megascopkally noticeable copper minerals. Those 
in the Triassic rocks contain small amounts of 
carbonaceous material, traces of copper, and some 
pyrite. Uraninite and possibly another black form 
of ui-.-'um oxide probably are primary minerals. 
Secondary uranium vanadates. phosphates, 
carbonates, silicates, and possibly arsenates are 
found in the various deposits. Spectrographk and 
chemical analyses show that the abundance of 
uranium is independent of the abundance of any 
other element. The only relation noted is that lead, 
vanadium and selenium are most abundant in rocks 
in which uranium is also abundant. Some of the 
uranium deposits probably formed by syngenetk 
deposition, others by early epigenetic 
concentrations, and a few by relatively recent 
leaching and redeposition by ground water. Of the 
many known uranium occurrences, only two. both 
in Carbon County, seem to be deposits of potential 
economic value. (Au(hXMBW) 

<234> 

Renfro, A.R. ; Teton Exp lo ra t ion Dril l ing 
Company Incorporated. Casper. WY 

Uranium Deposits in the Lower 
Cretaceous of the Black Hills. 
Cont r ibu t ions to Geology. 8(2). 87-92. 

(1969) 

The Black Hills have produced approximately four 
million pounds of U308. All of the known uranium 
ore bodies are in continental and marginal marine 
sandstone of the Lower Cretaceous, tnyan Kara 
Group. The Inyan Kara Group is comprised of the 
Lakota and overlying Fall River Formations whkh 
represent the proximal and distal portions of a 
single, transgressive depositional system. The 
regional depositions! environments that affected 
each formation indirectly affected the geometric 
complexity and extent of related uranium deposits. 
Uranium deposits of the Inyan Kara Group are of 
the roll front type. They were depositee' by 
down-plunge migrating geochemical cells whkh 
were initiated during the Laramidc orogeny. 
Passage of geochemical cells through the host rocks 
caused physical and chemical changes that are 
excellent exploration guides. These changes include 
oxidation of massive, pore filling pyrite. 
destruction of disseminated carbon, and leaching of 
indigenous uranium. The source of uranium in the 
Inyan Kara roll fronts is considered to be the 
altered host sandstone. This conclusion is 
supported by relative lack of uranium in altered 
ground as opposed to relative abundance of 
uranium in fresh ground. Extensive low grade 
r .-serves are indicated or inferred in the northern 
Black Hills. Typical deposits contain 
approximately 250,000 pounds of U308 per mile of 
roll front. Individual roll fronts can be traced for 
tens of miles though they do not everywhere 
contain ore grade mineralization. Similar roll 
fronts are anticipated to extend, with interruption, 
around the Black Hills. Such deposits ultimately 
will be the main source of uranium in the Black 
Hills. (Auth) 

<235> 

Bailey. R.V.; Consulting Geologist. 
Casper. WY 

Uranium Deposits in the Great Divide 
Basin-Crooks Gap Area, Fremont and 
Sweetwater Counties. Wyoming. 
Cont r ibu t ions to Geology. 8(2). 105-120. 
(1969) 

The Great Divide Basin - Crooks Gap area 
encompasses approximately 3.500 square miles in 
south-central Wyoming. Uranium mineralization 
has been found in three types of deposits in this 
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area: (I) low-grade deposits associated with Eocene 
sub-bituminous coal and carbonaceous shale in the 
central and eastern part; (2) low grade caliche-type 
deposits of schroeckingcritc in Eocene sediments in 
the north-central part: and (3) higher grade 
deposits, some of which are minable. in Eocene 
sandstone and conglomerate at Crooks Gap at the 
north edge of the basin. It has been estimated that 
there arc more than 60 million pounds of L308 
associated with minable coal in the Great Divide 
Basin, and additional uncstimated quantities in 
carbonaceous shales. The schrocckingcritc deposits 
arc believed to be small, and the mineral is water 
soluble. Production plus minablc reserves at 
Crooks Gap are estimated at between II and 12 
million pounds L30K. Evidence presented in 
previous studies indicates that the uranium 
associated with the coal was derived from overlying 
Miocene sediments. A similar theory is postulated 
tor the origin of uranium found in the 
suhrocckingcriic deposits. As a working hypothesis. 
it is suggested here that the uranium in the Battle 
Spring Formation at Crooks Gap also originated in 
>oungcr volcanic-rich sediments, and that the 
uranium, subsequent to its release from the 
luffaceous rocks, migrated in neutral to slightly 
alkaline, weakly oxidising ground water into the 
highly permeable Battle Spring Formation where 
Eh and pH changes resulted in u ran ium 
concent ra t ion in /ones a long gcochemical 
interfaces. (Auth) 

<236> 

Davis. J.I : Union Pacific Railroad 
Company. Natural Resources Division. 
Laramie. WY 

Uranium Deposits of th Powder River 
Basin. Cont r ibu t ions to Geology. 8(2) . 
131-141 (1969) 

Uranium in the Powder River Basin is in the form 
of gcochcmical roll fronts associated with a 
decrease in permeability in arkosic sandstones of 
the Wasatch Formation nnd to a limited extent, the 
Fort Union Formation. Previously mined deposits 
were for the most pan oxidi/ed. Many of the recent 
discoveries are more extensive unoxidi/cd ore 
bodies. The host sands are correlated over several 
miles. The origin of the uranium is postulated to be 
the Oligocene. Miocene, and Pliocene tuffs which 
once covered the area. Hydrolysis of the tuffs 
produced an alkaline ground water which dissolved 

the uranium and earned rt as a 
uranium-tricarbonale ion. The solutions were 
carried by coarse, regionally iransmissive sand 
units which were stained pinkish-red by hematite, 
formed from oxidation of pyritc by oxygen in the 
solutions. Cores of unaltered Wasatch arkosic sand 
contain less than two ppm U. whereas cores from 
well back in the altered rock contain 18 pp.n L 
The ore deposits are usually multiple XT'-shaped 
rolls distorted by variations in the gross lithology. 
The individual rolls range in thickness from two to 
20 feet and may be several thousand feet in length, 
l.ow-grade (.05-. 10*7 L308) protore. up to 40 feet 
thick and several hundred feet wide, is commonly 
present on the unaltered side of the higher-grade 
roll front. The unoxidi/cd ore bodies are protected 
from weathering by silt and claystone overburden. 
Important variations arc noted in mass mean 
diameter of the sand grains, and in organic carbon, 
c a r b o n a t e , manganese , se lenium, sulphate , 
chromium, and vanadium amounts in the altered, 
unaltered, and minrrali/cd /ones. In the unoxidi/ed 
ore deposits studied, the C e(J ratio is almost 
universally high. (Auth) 

<237> 

Duffield. W.A.. and R D Wcldm: ISGS. 
Washington . DC; US Bureau of Mines. 
Washington. IX' 

Mineral Resources of the South Warner 
Wilderness, Modoc County, California. 
USGS Bulletin 1385-D. 31 pp. (1976) 

The mineral resources of the South Warner 
Wilderness were appraised by making a geologic 
map. sampling bedrock and stream sediments by 
spectrographs analysis, examining all known 
mineral clam... and interpreting an acromagnctic 
map. The area is underlain by 5.000 feet of coarse 
clastic sedimentary rocks of Oligoccnc age and 
5,000 feet of basaltic to r^yoliik volcanic rocks of 
Miocene age. Although minor amounts of optical 
calcitc. zeolites, and semiprecious stones, sucn as 
hyaline opal and petrified wood, are present, the 
area holds no poten t ia l for commercial 
development now or in the foreseeable future. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<238> 

Duncan. D C . l!SGS. Washington. DC 
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A Uranium-Bearing Rhyohtic Tuff 
Deposit Near Coaidale, Esmeralda 
County, Nevada. LSGS Circular 291 . 7 
pp (1953) 

A small deposit of uranium-bearing rhyolitic tuff is 
exposed at the northern end of the Silver Peak 
Mountains. The deposit consists of weakly 
mineralized welded tuff containing veinlcts and 
small irregular pods of higher grade 
uranium-bearing rock. The conspicuous ore 
minerals arc autunite and phosphuranylite. which 
coat some fractures and partly fill some feldspar 
crystal cavities in the tuff. Uranium is also present 
in small amounts in siliceous material that occurs 
as scattered vcinkts and as matrix of a breccia 
pipe. Numerous limonite-staincd joint surfaces on 
the welded tuff also contain small amounts of 
uranium. No identifiable uranium minerals were 
found in the siliceous vein material or in the 
limonite-sttined fracture coatings. Several samples 
collected from weathered outcrops contained from 
0.002 to 1.86 percent uranium. (Auth) 

<239> 

Love. J.D.: LSGS. Washington. DC 

Preliminary Report on Uranium Deposits 
in the Pumpkin Buttes Area, Powder 
River Basin, Wyoming. USGS Circular 
176. 37 pp. (1952) 

A toll in sandstone which was outlined by yellow 
and black highly radioactive minerals was 
discovered in the Wasatch formation at the 
Pumpkin Buttes area, in the Powder River Basin. 
An average of grab samples taken from various 
parts of the roll contained 15.14 percent uranium. 
Vanadium oxide content of the samples ranges 
from 0.35 to 2.44 percent. The available evidence of 
origin suggests (hat the uranium was carried 
downward from the White River formation tuff, 
through aquifers in the Wasatch formation, and 
concentrated in favorable host rocks. It is possible 
that other parts of the more than 12.000 square 
miles of the Powder River Basin surrounding 
Pumpkin Buttes might yield as i :ch uranium 
deposits as those described in the report. The 
commercial grade of some of the ore. the easy 
accessibility throughout the area, the soft character 
of the host rocks and associated strata, and the fact 
that strip mining methods can be applied to all the 
deposits known at the present time, make the area 

attractive for exploitation (AuthKMBW) 

<240> 

Staatz. M.H.. and H I . . Bauer. Jr . : I S G S . 
Washington. DC 

Virgin Valley Opal District, Humboldt 
County. Nevada. I SGS Ci rcu la r 142. 7 
pp. (1951) 

Nineteen claims in the Virgin Valley opal district. 
Humboldt Coun ty . Nevada , were tested 
radiometricaUy for uranium Numerous 
discontinuous layers of opal are interbedded with a 
gently-dipping series of vitric tuff and ash which is 
at least 300 feet thick. Silicificatioii of the ash and 
tuff has produced a rock that ranges from partly 
opali/ed rock that resembles silicified shale to 
completely altered rock that is ertirely translucent, 
and consists of massive, blown and pale-green 
opal. Carnotile. the only identified uranium 
mineral, occurs as fracture coatings or Tine layers in 
the opal: in places, no uranium minerals are visible 
in the radioactive opal. The uranium content of 
each opal lave, and of different parts of the same 
layer, differs wie'ery. On the cast side of Virgin 
Valley four of the seven observed opal layers are 
more radioactive than the average: the uranium 
content ranges from 0.002 to 0.12 percent. On tne 
west side of the valley only four of the fifteen 
observed opal layers are more radioactive than the 
average: the uranium content ranges from 0.004 to 
0.047 percent. Material of the highest grade was 
found in a small discontinuous layer of pale-green 
opal on the east side of Virgin Valley. The grade of 
this layer ranged from 0.027 to 0.12 percent 
uranium. (AuthKMBW) 

<24l> 

Page. L.R.. and J A. Redden: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

The Carnotite Prospects of the Craven 
Canyon Area, Fall River County, South 
Dakota USGS Circular 175. 18 pp. (1952) 

The known carnotite occurrences in the Craven 
Canyon area. Fall River County. South Dakota, 
are restricted to the basal 100 to 150 feet oi the 
Lower Cretaceous Lakoia sandstone: most are 
within 50 feet of a distinctive, paper-weathering. 
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nonradioactive, carbonaceous. I- to Moot Mack 
shale that is 100 to 125 feet above the top of the 
underlying Morrison formation. Three favorable 
zones have been recognized: a zone 20 to X) feet 
above the carbonaceous shale horizon: a zone 20 to 
30 feet below the carbonaceous shale horizon: and 
a zone about 25 feet below the above. The deposits 
generally are parallel to bedding, but in detail arc 
cross-cutting. Widespread »moti le stains coat 
fractures in and adjacent to the deposits. These 
s ta ins a rc commonly associa ted with an 
unidentified, green mineral slain that contains 
uranium and vanadium. (AuthMMBW) 

<242> 

Gill. JR . : USGS, Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Uranium in the 
Ekalaka Lignite F ie ld . Carter Coun ty , 
Montana. USGS Bulletin 1055-F. (pp. 
167-179). 315 pp. (1959) 

Beds of uranium-bearing lignite 1.5 to 8 feci thick 
occur in the Fort Union formation of the southern 
part of the Ekalaka Hills. Carter County. 
Montana. Data from surface outcrops indicate that 
an area of about 1.400 acres is underlain by 16.5 
million tons of uranium-bearing lignite. The 
uranium content of the lignite beds ranges from 
0.01 to 0.034 percent, the average being about 0.005 
percent. Ironstone concretions in the beds of 
massive coarse-grained sandstone in the upper part 
of the Fort Union formation contain 0.005 percent 
uranium in the northern and eastern parts of the 
area. These beds of sandstone arc favorable host 
rocks for uranium occurrences and are 
l i thological ly similar to beds of massive 
coarse-grained sandstone of the Wasa'.ch formation 
in the Pui -pkin Buttcs area of the Powder River 
Basin. (Auth) 

<243> 

Gill. J R . . H.D. Zeller. and J.M. Schopf: 
USGS. Washington. DC 

Core Drilling for Uranium-Bearing 
Lignite, Mendenhall Area, Harding 
C o u n t y , S o u t h D a k o t a . U S G S Bu l l e t i n 
1055-D. (pp. 97-146). 315 pp. (1959 

Core drilling 'or datr. on uranium-bearing lignite in 

the Mendenhall area, near the center of the Slim 
Buttes. Harding County. South Dakota, was 
conducted by the Geological Survey in the summer 
of 1951 and by the Bureau of Mines during the 
period October 1952-July 1953. Samples from 49 
core holes having a total footage of 11.146 feet, 
drilled in an area of about 9 square miles, indicate 
a reserve of about 127 million tons of lignite, of 
which about 49 million tons contain an average of 
0.005 percent uranium or more. The 
uranium-bearing lignite averages 5.4 feet in 
thickness and occurs in the Ludlow member of the 
Fort Union formation of Pakoccnc Age. Fuel 
analyses of about 130 samples indicate that the 
lignite contains about 15 percent ash. 37 percent 
moisture. 24 percent fixed carbon. 24 percent 
volatile matter, and 1.5 percent sulfur and has a 
heating value of about 5.800 Btu (as received 
condition). In the Slim Buttcs. exclusive of the 
Mendenhall area, approximately 60 square miles 
are underlain by uranium-bearing lignite having an 
average thickness of five feet and an average 
uranium content of 0.007 percent or more, and 
having a potential reserve of 340 million tons ol 
uranium-bearing lignite. The core samples indicate 
only the stratigraphically highest lignite bed 
beneath the unconformity at the base of the 
Chad ro n formation of Oligocenc age contains 
appreciable quantities of uranium. I>ala indicate 
that the uranium in the lignite is of secondary 
origin, having been leached and transported by 
ground water from the mildly radioactive 
tuffaceous rocks that unconformably overlie the 
lignite-bearing strata. (Auth) 

<244> 

Bachman. G.O. . J .D . Vine. C.B. Read. 
and G.W. Moore: USGS. Washington. 
DC 

Uranium-Bearing Coal and Carbonaceous 
Shale in the La Ventana Mesa Area, 
Sandoval County, New Mexico. USGS 
Bulletin 1055-J. (pp. 295-315). 315 pp. 
(1959) 

Uranium-bearing coal, carbonaceous shale, and 
carbonaceous sandstone of Late Cretaceous age 
occur on and adjacent to l.a Ventana Mesa. 
Sandoval County. New Mexico. The uranium is 
present in three lenticular beds forming a 
mineralized zone several feet thick at ihc base of 
the l.a Ventana tongue of the Cliff House 
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sandstone. An epigenetk origin for the uranium 
from groundwater solutions that ultimately derived 
the uranium from the Pleistocene Bandelier 
rhyolite tuff is suggested. The content of uranium 
in the coa! is as much as 0.62 percent and in the 
coal ash is as much as 1.34 percent. It is estimated 
that 132.000 tons of coal and carbonaceous shale 
containing an average of 0.10 percent uranium are 
present on La Vcntana Mesa. (Auth) 

<245> 

Dcnson. N.M. . G O Bachman. and H.D. 
Zeller; USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium-Bearing Lignite in Northwestern 
South Dakota and Adjacent States. 
USGS Bulletin 1055-B, ( p p . M-57). 315 
pp. < 1959) 

In nonhwestcrn South Dakota and adjacent areas, 
uranium-b ••ring lignite beds occur at many 
horizons in the Hell Creek formation of Late 
Cretaceous age and in the overlying Ludlow. 
Tongue River, and Sentinel Butte members of the 
Fort Union formation of Paleoccne age. Analyses 
for uranium of 275 samples of lignite taken from 
outcrops or obtained by auger-drilling and of about 
1.000 core samples of lignite show that many of the 
lignite beds contain 0.005-0.02 percent uranium, 
and their ash contains 0.05-0.10 percent. Almost a 
fifth of the lignite occurs in beds suitable for strip 
mining and averages 4 feet in thickness. The 
stratigraphically highest lignite beds in the area 
have the greatest content of uranium, and the 
concentration of uranium is greatest at the top of 
thick lignite beds, diminishing progressively-
downward to a vanishing point in their lower parts. 
Variations in permeability of the rocks overlying 
the mineralized lignite beds seem to be related to 
the concentration of uranium. Field relations thus 
suggest that the uranium is of secondary origin and 
has been introduced after the accumulation and 
marked regional uplift and warping of the lignite 
beds and associated rocks. Carbonaceous material -
lignite or carbonaceous shale - is believed to have 
taken the uranium from solution by ion exchange 
or by the formation of organo-metallic compounds. 
Geologic factors that seem most significant in 
controlling the distribution and concentration of 
uranium in these beds of lignite are the following: 
stratigraphic proximity of the lignite lo the base of 
the White River group; permeability of the rocks 
overlying the lignites; adsorptive properties and 

porosities of the constituents of lignite: present and 
past position of the ground-water tabic: and the 
amount of uranium in the onginal White River and 
Arikaree sediments. (AuthXMBW) 

<246> 

West. W.S.. and M.G. White; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

The Occurrence of Zeanerite at Brooks 
Mountain, Seward Peninsula, Alaska. 
USGS Circular 214.7 pp (1952) 

Zeunerite occurs near the surface of a granite stock 
on the southwest flank of Brooks Mountain. 
Alaska. The largest deposit is at the Foggy Day 
prospect. Zeunerite is disseminated in hematite 
which partially or totally Tills openings and vugs in 
a highly oxidized lens-shaped body of pegmatitic 
granite and. to a minor extent, in openings and 
cracks in the weathered granite enclosing the lens. 
Although a few specimens from the pegmatitic lens 
contain as high as 2.1 percent equivalent uranium, 
the average content of the lens rork is between 0.1 
and 0.2 percent equivalen: uranium and that of 
both the lens material and the surrounding 
zcunerite-bearing granite is about 0.07 percent 
equivalent uranium. A smaller concentration of 
zeuncrite occurs as surface coatings on a few of the 
quartz-tourmaline veins that occupy joint fractures 
in granite on Tourmaline No. 2 claim. The vein 
material here contains about 0.05 percent 
equivalent uranium. Zeunerite. in trace amounts, 
was identified in a sample from a site near 
Tourmaline No. 2 claim and in two samples from 
other sites near the Foggy Day prospect. The 
zeuncrite at these three localities is probably related 
in source to the Tourmaline No. 2 claim and Foggy 
Day prospect deposits. Although no primary 
uranium minerals were found, it is possible that a 
primary mineral /one may occur below the zone of 
oxidation at the Foggy Day prospect. (Auth) 

<247> 

Clinton. N.J.. and L.W. Carithers; AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

Uranium Deposits in Sandstones of 
Marginal Marine Origin In USGS 
Professional Paper 300. (pp. 445-449). 739 
pp. (1956) 
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Uranium deposits arc no* known to occur on the 
Colorado Plateau in sandstones deposited in a 
marine or a ncarshorc terrestrial environment. This 
is in contrast to the wholly continental origin of the 
highly productive Morrison formation of Jurassic 
age and Chink and Shinarump formations of 
Triassic age. The shoreline sandstones originated as 
beach and fluvial deposits which commonly 
intcrtonguc with shales and carbonaceous beds of 
marine and paludal origin. Uranium is known in 
the marine Curtis formation of Jurassic age and 
also in several marine and terrestrial sandstones 
related to the I .ate Cretaceous sea. Occurrences are 
associated with local changes of facies. 
accumulations of carbonaceous material, or both. 
All are within or near regions of post-Cretaceous 
tectonic disturbances. The potential production of 
uranium from the shoreline sandstones on the 
Plateau is not known: lo date only a small tonnage 
of marginal grade has been mined. It is only 
recently that commercial uranium deposits have 
been discovered in rock of this origin, and an 
increasing number of discoveries is being made. 
(Auth) 

<248> 

Gruner. J.W ; AEC. Washington. DC: 
University of Minnesota. Minneapolis. 
M \ 

A Comparison of Black Uranium Ore 
Deposits .n Utah, New Mexico and 
Wyoming. In USGS Professional Paper 
300. (pp. 203-205). 739 pp.; In Proceedings 
of the In te rna t iona l Conference on the 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. 
Geology of Uranium and Thorium, held in 
Geneva. Swi tzer land . August 8-20. 1955. 
United Nations. New York, (pp. 530-532). 
825 pp. (1956) 

Four areas of import? nt unoxidi/ed uranium 
deposits are compared. They are great distances 
af-jrt and range in age from Trwssic to Eocene. All 
of the ores arc in poorly sorted arkosic sandstones 
which contain much organic carbon. Vanadium is 
absent in ores from the Eocene, l/'raninite and 
coffinite are the identified dark-colored uranium 
hearers. Paragenescs arc very similar, and nearly 
the same geologic processes were operative in 
producing these concentrations of uranium. Highly-
reducing conditions were instrumental in the 
deposition of these "black ores" They arc primary 

in the sense that the nxidued yellow ores are 
derived from them. (Auth) 

<249> 

Mapel, W J.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Uraniferow Black Shale in the Northern 
Rocky Mountains and Great Plains 
Regions In LSGS Professional Paper 300. 
(pp. 469-476). 739 pp.; In Proceedings of 
the International Conference on the 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. 
Geology of Uranium and Thorium, held in 
Geneva . Switzer land. August 8-20. I95S. 
United Nations. New York. (pp. 445-451). 
825 pp. (1956) 

Deposits of black shale that range in age from 
Precambrian to Late Cretaceous crop out or were 
penetrated in drilling test wells for oil and gas at 
many places in the northern Rocky Mountains and 
Great Plains regions of the United States and 
southern Canada. The radioactivity and uranium 
content of many of these formations has been 
investigated by sampling outcrops aim drill cuttings 
and by the examination of gamma-ray logs of oil 
and gas wells. The investigations show that certain 
black shales contain from 0.005 to 0.01 percent 
uranium. Of particular interest for its radioactivity-
is a black shale of early Mississippian (Kindcrhook) 
age that is known variously as the Bakken 
formation, the Kinderhook shale, or the Exshaw 
formation. This formation was penetrated in 
drilling wells in much of the Williston basin region 
of Montana. North Dakota, and adjacent parts of 
Canada. It ranges in thickness from a few inches to 
as much as 100 feet and at many places consists of 
2 highly radioactive beds of black shale separated 
by a bed of gray calcareous sandstone, siltstone. or 
dolomite. Samples of black shale from this 
formation in 4 oil and gas test wells in Montana 
and North Dakota contain from 0.005 to 0.008 
percent uranium. In the moun'ainous regions of 
Montana and northern Utah, a thin bed of black 
shale of the same age and at the same straiigraphic 
position contains as much as 0.005 percent 
uranium. An isoradioactivity map of the Bakken 
formation based on gamma-ray logs, suggests that 
the radioactivity is greatest near the northeastern 
corner of Montana and decreases concentrically 
outward from this point. The area of maximum 
radioactivity coincides roughly with the area in 
which the formation is thickest. Other formations 

• 
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that contain beds of black shale of unusually high 
radioactivity include the basal pari of the Bra/er 
limestone of late Mississippian age in northern 
L'tah. the Heath shale of iatc Mississippian age in 
central Montana, the Minnclusa sandstone of 
Pcnnsylvanian age in eastern Wyoming and 
western South Dakota, and parts of the Pierre 
shale of late Cretaceous age in eastern Montana 
and parts of adjacent States. (Auth) 

<250> 

Boardman. R.I . . . B.E. Ekrcn. and H E . 
Bowers: LSGS. Washington. DC 

Sedimentary Feature* of Upper 
Sandstone Leasts of the Salt Wash 
Member and Their Relation to 
Uranium-Vanadium Deposits in the 
Uravan District, Montrose County, 
Colorado. In I 'SGS Professional Paper 
300. (pp. 221-226). 739 pp.: In Proceedings 
of the In te rna t iona l Conference on the 
Peaceful I'scs of Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. 
Geology of L'ranium and Thorium, held in 
Geneva, Switzer land. August 8-20. 1955. 
Ini tcd Nations. New York. (pp. 331-334). 
825 pp. (1956) 

A detailed study of the rimrock formed by the 
upper sandstone lenses of the Salt Wash member of 
the Morrison formation of Jurassic age in the 
L'ravan district was completed late in 1954. These 
lenses contain all the principal uranium-vanadium 
deposits in the district. The data acquired during 
this study have been integrated with information 
derived from detailed mine mapping, from cursory 
mine examinations, and from partial compilation 
of the logs of more than 3.000 drill holes of the 
L'.S. Geological Survey in the district. The trend of 
sedimentary structures in the (,'ravan district are. in 
general, eastward, normal to the northward trend 
of the L'ravan mineral belt. The long axes of the 
ore bodies and the trends of areas geologically 
favorable for ore arc nearly parallel to the strike of 
the sedimentary features. An in-echclon 
arrangement of ore deposits on Club Mesa and 
Long Park is believed to be a reflection of an 
in-echelon arrangement of the sedimentary 
structures in those areas. The individual sandstone 
lenses of the upper pan ol the Salt Wash may not 
be extensive regional aquifers. It is improbable that 
the ore-bearing sandstone lenses of the productive 
Long Park area were continuous or connected with 

the principal ore-bearing sandstone lens in the Club 
Mesa area. Data concerning the sedimentary 
structures, together with known fracture relations, 
make it unlikely that the genesis, mineralization, 
and concentration of ore in the L'ravan district 
were controlled by faults or fractures. The relations 
observed in this study are perhaps more easily 
explained by the leaching, s o l u t i o n , and 
concentration of ore per.econtcmporaneousiy with 
deposition of the sand .tone. (Auth) 

<251> 

Dodd. PH. ; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Examples of Uranium Deposits in the 
Upper Jurassic Morrison Formation of 
the Colorado Plateau. In USGS 
Professional Paper 300. (pp. 241-262). 739 
pp. (1956) 

The 4B mine and vicinity. Poison Canyon mine. 
Basin No. I mine and the area of the Wedding Bell 
group were chosen to demonstrate common but 
controversial geologic features of deposits in the 
Morrison formation (I'pper Jurassic) of the 
Colorado Plateau. These are on the flanks of major 
regional structures, a" ;he beds dip from I degree 
to 2 I 2 degrees. Fractures arc prominent in the 4B 
and Poison Canyon mines but only slightly 
developed in the Basin No. I mine and Wedding 
Bell group. Secondary minerals occur on fractures 
in the Poison Canyon deposit, and curved fractures 
bound ore rolls in the Wedding Bell group. Vertical 
fractures do not control ore in the 4B or Basin No. 
I mines. Minor faults with associated fractures in 
the Poison Canyon mine displace the ore body, and 
increased grade and thickness is found adjacent to 
the faults: however, the Poison Canyon ore body is 
elongated along the trend of sedimentary structures 
which i-- normal to the faults and fracturing. All 
deposits arc in the channel facies of lenticular 
interbedded sandstone and mudstonc. The host 
sandstone has been altered from light red to light 
gray or tan. The associa'ed mudstons lenses also 
have been altered from red and brown to gray to 
nluegrecn near ore bodies. Carbonate 
concentrations are associated with ore pods in the 
4B and Basin No. I mines. The ore bodies are. with 
the exception of rolls, nearly concordant tabular 
disseminations of ore minerals filling interstices of 
sandstone. They have an irregular outline but are 
generally elongated parallel to the trend of 
sedimentary structures: a number of ore bodies. 
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although irregularly spaced, may form rough 
groups along this trend. The 4B mine and Wedding 
Bell group are oxidized deposits containing 
high-vaknt uranium and vanadium minerals, and 
the Poison Canyon and Basin No. I mines contain 
low-valent ore minerals that are believed to be 
primary. The ratio of vanadium to uranium ranges 
from 0.5:1 in Poison Canyon to 40:1 in zones of the 
Basin No. I mine. Zoning of metal ratios is 
suggested in the 4B area and Basin No. I mine. 
Carbonaceous material is associated to some extent 
with all the ore bodies: some is replaced by ore 
minerals and some, although within the ore body, 
is not replaced. The deposits are probably 
epigenetic. It is believed that pressure and 
temperature changes were unimportant in 
precipitation of the ore minerals. The lacks change 
between fast- and slack-water fluvial sediment is 
believed to represent significant pH and Eh changes 
in environment which localized deposition. The 
deposits consequently display a preferred 
orientation and localization along the trends of 
channel lithofacies. (Auth) 

<252> 

Grutt. E.W.. Jr.; AEC. Casper. WY 

Uranium Deposits in Tertiary 
Sedimentary Rocks in Wyoming and 
Northern Colorado. In IJ SOS 
Professional Paper 300. (pp. 361-370). 739 
pp.: In Proceedings of the International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology- of 
Uranium and Thorium, held in Geneva, 
Switzerland. August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 392-402). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

The discovery of carnotitc ores in sandstone strata 
of the Wasatch formation (Eocene) in the Powder 
River Basin of Wyoming in 1951 was the 
forerunner of other uranium discoveries in widely 
separated pans of Wyoming and in adjacent 
Moffat County. Colorado. The deposits all have 
similar geologic environments in sedimentary host 
rocks of Eocene. Oiigocene. of Miocene age. Most 
deposits occur in medium- to coarse-grained or 
conglomeratic sandstones of fluviatile origin. 
Torrential ciossbcdding is a commor feature of 
these sandstones, and (hey characteristically 
contain carbonaceous material and calcareous, 
ferruginous, or phosphafic cement. The character 

of ore mineralogy in different areas suggests the 
probability of mineral provinces. Uranium 
vanadates arc abundant in the Powder River Basin; 
phosphates and arsenates arc the common minerals 
in the Wind River Basin: and silicates and sulfates 
are plentiful in the Green Mountains. Great Divide 
Basin and Washakie Basin. The presence ot 
uraninitc has been established in the Wind River 
Basin. Powder River Basin. Green Mountains, and 
the Washakie Basin. Stratigraphic and lithologic 
ore controls are important in all districts, and 
evidence indicates that structural features play an 
important though often obscure role. Fractures 
have been mapped as an ore control at several 
deposits. The size and shape of individual deposits 
differs greatly within the same area. The deposits 
containing uranium minerals disseminated in 
sandstone strata as grain coatings and interstitial 
fillings seem to be the best. (Auth) 

<253> 

Gillcrman. E . and D H Whitcbrcad: 
USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium-Bearing Nickel-Cobalt-Native 
Silver Deposits, Black Hawk District, 
Grant County, New Mexico. USGS 
Bulletin 1009-K. (pp. 283-313). (1956) 

The Black Hawk district. Grant County. New 
Mexico, has had high-grade silver ore mined from 
it in previous years, but is not presently mined. 
Pre-Cambrian quart/ diorite gneiss, which intrudes 
quart/ne schist, mon/onite. and quart/ mon/onitc. 
is the most widespread rock in the District. The 
quartz diorite gneiss is intruded by many 
pre-Cambrian and younger rocks, including dioritc. 
granite, diabase, monzonitc porphyry, and 
andciite. and is overlain by the Upper Cretaceous 
Beartooth quart/ite. The ore deposits are in fissure 
veins (hat contain silver, nickel, cobalt, and 
uranium minerals. The ore minerals, which include 
native silver, argentite. niccolite. millerile. 
skutlerudite. nickel skutterudite. bismuthinitc. 
pitchblende, and sphalerite, are in a carbonate 
gangue in narrow, persistent veins, most of which 
trend northeast. Pitchblende has been identified in 
the Black Hawk and the Alhambra deposits and 
unidentified radioactive minerals were found at five 
other localities. The deposits that contain the 
radioactive minerals constitute a belt 600 to 1.500 
feet wide that (rends about N 45 degrees E and is 
approximately parallel (o ihc souihcasicrn 
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boundary of the menzonite porphyry stock. All the 
major ore deposits are in the quartz dioritc gneiss 
dose to the monzonite porphyry. (AuthRMBW) 

<254> 

Gill. JR . . and G.W. Moore; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Carnotite-Bearing Sandstone in Cedar 
Canyon, Slim Buttcs, Harding County , 
South Dakota USGS Bulletin 1009-1, (pp. 
249-264). (1955) 

Carnotite-beanng sandstone and claystone have 
been found in the Chadrcn formation of the White 
River group of Oligoccne aft in the southern part 
of the Slim Buttes area. Harding County. South 
Dakota. The carnotite is an efflorescent yellow 
coating on lenticular silicifieo sandstone. Locally, 
the mineralized sandstone conuins 0.23 percent 
uranium. The uranium and vanadium ions are 
believed to have been derived from the overlying 
mildly radioactive tuffaccous rocks of the Arikaree 
formation of Miocene age. Analyses of water from 
26 springs issuing from the Chadron and Arikaree 
formations along the margins of Slim Buttes show 
uranium contents of as much as 200 ppb. Meteoric 
water percolating through tuffaceous rocks is 
thought to have brought uranium and other ions 
into environment* in the Chadron formation that 
were physically and chemically favorable for the 
deposition of carnotite. (Auth) 

<255> 

Freeman. V.L.. and L.S . Hi lper t : USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Stratigraphy of the Morrison Formation 
in Part of Northwes tern New M e x i c o . 
USGS Bulletin 1030-J. (pp. 309-334). 
(1956) 

While investigating the uranium resources of 
northwestern New Mexico, it was discovered that 
the stratigraphic nomenclature of the Mcr.ison 
formation in use in the Laguna area was not 
consistent with that in use elsewhere in the region. 
A review of the literature led to the agreement that 
the nomenclature currently in use elsewhere in the 
area, such as near Grants, is satisfactory. This 
usage divides the Morrison formation into three 

members; in ascending order they are the 
Recapture, the Westwater Canyon, and the Brushy 
Basin members. These members may be recognized 
and have been correlated throughout northwestern 
New Mexico. In the Laguna area the Recapture. 
Westwater Canyon, and most of the Brushy Basin 
members, are present in the stratigraphic interval 
that has previously been considered as Recapture. 
The sandstone previously considered as Westwater 
Canyon is at the top of the Brushy Basin. This 
sandstone is of economic importance and is 
informally called the Jack pile ore-bearing bed. 
(AuthMMBW) 

<256> 

Moxham. R.M.; L'SGS. Washington. DC 

Airborne Radioactivity Surveys for 
Phosphate in Florida. USGS Circular 230. 
4 pp. (1954) 

Airborne radioactivity surveys totaling 5.600 
traverse miles were made in 10 areas in Florida, 
which were thought to be geologically favorable for 
deposits of uraniferous phosphate. Abnormal 
radioactivity was recorded in 8 of 10 areas 
surveyed. The anomalies arc located in Bradford. 
Clay. Columbia. DeSoto. Dixie. Lake. Marion. 
Orange. Sumter. Taylor, and Union Counties. Two 
of the anomalies were investigated briefly on the 
ground. One resulted from a deposit of river-pebble 
phosphate in the Peace River valley: the 
river-pebble samples contain an average of 0.013 
percent equivalent uranium. The other anomaly 
resulted from outcrops of leached phosphatic rock 
containing as much as 0.016 percent equivalent 
uranium. Several anomalies in other areas were 
recorded at or near localities where phosphate 
deposits have been reported. (Auth) 

<257> 

Kiltleman. L.R.. Jr.. and W.L. 
Chenoweth: AEC. Explora t ion Divis ion. 
Grand Junction. CO 

Uranium Occurrences on the Goodner 
Lease Sandoval County, New Mexico. 
TM-184. 14 pp. (!957. July 15) 

The Goodncr Lease, located on (he Ojo del Espiritu 
Santo Grant. Sandoval County. New Mexico. 
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contains the only known occurrences of visible 
uranium minerals in the Morrison Formation of 
the Nacimicnto Mountains. We.A mineralization 
occurs at sandstonc-claystone contacts and in thin 
/ones within sandstone beds in the Brushy Basin 
and Westwatcr Canyon Members. An unusual 
color change in the sandstones occurs in the area 
and is believed to be related to the uranium 
mineralization. (Auth) 

<258> 

Farglc. D.H.; LSGS. Austin. TX 

Uranium in Texas. Houston Geological 
Society Bulletin. IM2). 18-27. (1970) 

I'ranium deposits arc known in five Texas 
geographical areas but arc poorly explored. These 
geographical areas arc the Trans-Pccos. Panhandle. 
Red River region, llano uplift, and the South 
Texas Coastal Plain. The nature of the uranium 
mineralization and potentials for uranium 
production are discussed. (PAG) 

<259> 

Earglc . D.H. . K A Dickinson, and B O . 
Davis: I SOS. Denver. CO: l.SGS. 
Austin. TX 

South Texas Uranium Deposits. 
American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists Bulletin. 776-779. (1975) 

The uranium deposits of South Texas arc in 
tuffaceous. zcofitic sandstone and mudstonc beds 
that str ike nor theas tward and dip gently 
southeastward. These host rocks arc included in the 
Whitsctt Formation of late Eocene age. Frio Clay 
of Oligoccnc age. Catahoula I uff and Oakvillc 
Sandstone of Miocene age. and Goliad Sand of 
Pliocene age. Marine-beach sandstone of the 
Whitsett Formation is the primary host rock in the 
Karnes area, but some ore has been taken from 
crosscut!ing fluvial channels also in the Whitsctt. 
This ore is in a down-dropped block between the 
Falls City fault on the northwest and the Fashing 
and Hobson faults on the southeast. The ore in this 
area is divided between a belt of updip oxidized 
deposits within a few feet of the surface and a belt 
of downdip unoxidized deposits, for the most part 
at a depth of HO to 100 ft (24 to 30 m). The 

unoxidized deposits are mainly in ore rolls. Most of 
the ore in the Live Oak mining area is in 
unoxidized ore rolls in the Oakvillc Sandstone. One 
oxidized deposit in this area was found in the Frio 
Clay (Oligoccne). The ore in the Duval area is 
found principally in unoxidized ore rolls in 
sandstone parts of the Catahoula Tuff. One 
exceptional deposit is in the Goliad Sand that lies 
above Palangana salt dome. The Catahoula Tuff is 
believed by many authors to be the principal source 
rock for uranium and other elements in the 
deposits. The uranium apparently was leached from 
this rock during periods of dry-climate weathering, 
transported through permeable rocks in aqueous 
solution, and deposited in a chemically reducing 
environment. The reducing agents were probably 
hydrogen sulfide or methane gas that seeped from 
accumulations of petroleum in the subsurface, and 
carbonaceous material that is found in some of the 
rocks. (AuthKPAG) 

<260> 

Anderson . E.C.; New Mexico Bureau of 
Mines and Mineral Resources. Soco r ro . 
NM 

Occurrences of Uranium Ores in New 
Mexico. New Mexico Bureau of Mines 
and Mineral Resources Circular 29. 38 pp. 
(1955) 

The publication is a directory of the uranium mines 
and prospects in New Mexico, the names, 
location, and ownership of the various mines and 
prospects arc given, and the lithology and host 
formation arc indicated. The mines and prospects 
arc indicated by spots on a map of New Mexico at 
a scale of about l:2.500.o*X) Occurrences in a 
number of counties arc reported, and uranium 
minerals and guides to or; arc listed. lAuth) 

<26l--

Argall . G.O.. J r . : Co lo rado School of 
Mines. Golden. CO 

The Occurrences and Production of 
Vanadium. Colorado School of Mines 
Quarterly. 38(4). 56. (1943) 

The paper is a brief but comprehensive study ol 
vanadium, with particular reference to the 
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vanadium deposits of the Colorado Plateau. It 
describes the history, uses, production, occurrence, 
mining, and milling of vanadium and its ores. 
Because tarnotite. one of the major vanadium 
'.iinerals i" the vanadium deposits on the Colorado 
Plateau, also contains uranium, this report refers in 
part to uranium. The deposits occur mostly in 
sandstone in the Shinarump conglomerate of 
Triassic age and the Entrada and Morrison 
formations of Jurassic age. The ore bodies are 
extremely spotty and form irregularly tabular 
masses that lie essentially parallel to the sandstone 
beds, but do not follow the beds in detail. The ore 
occurs in lenses, flat tabular bodies, in well-defined 
channels, in rolls, and as zones of ore surrounding 
trees that have been replaced by silica and or 
cakite. The vanadium is recovered from camotitc 
by roasting the crushed ore with common salt, 
which converts the VT ladium to a water-soluble 
vanadate, leaching the calcine with water, and 
precipitating the vanadium by adjusting the pH. 
Variations of this process are used for different 
types of sandstone ore. If the ore contains more 
than six percent lime, the lime is neutralized with 
acid before roasting. An extensive bibliography on 
vanadium is included. (AuthMMBW) 

<262> 

Bain. G.W.; Amherst College. Amherst. 
MA 

Uranium in the Dirty Devil Shinarump 
Channel Deposit. RMO-66. 40 pp. (1952) 

Uranium occurs in the Shinarump conglomerate of 
Iriassic age at the Dirty Devil No. 6 mine. Emery 
County. Utah. The deposit is in conglomeratic 
sediments which fill a channel cut into the 
underlying Moenkopi formation of Triassic age. 
Although carnotite and tyuyamunite are present, 
hydrocarbons apparently contain most of the 
uranium. Base-metal sulfides also are present. It is 
suggested that the uranium in the deposit was 
derived from jasperoid pebbles in the Triassic river 
gravels, and that the pebbles were derived from a 
pre-existing leptothcrmal uranium deposit. (Auth) 

<263> 

Bales. W E . H. Bell, and V.R. Wilmarth; 
USGS. Denver. CO 

Uranium Vanadium Deposits Near 
Edgemont. Fall River County, South 
Dakota. Geological Society of America 
Bulletin. 64(12). 1540 (1953) 

Vanadium-uranium deposits have been found in 
the Lakota and Fall River sandstones of the Inyan 
Kara group of Early Cretaceous age in the southern 
part of the Black Hills near Edgemont. Uranium 
occurrences are also reported from the Deadwocd 
formation of Cambrian age. the Minnelusa 
sandstone of Pennsylvanian age. and from the 
Pierre shale of Late Cretaceous age. Most 
high-grade deposits are in an area of approximately 
20 square miles on the gently dipping southwest 
flank of the Black Hills uplift. Minor 
northward-trending anticlines lie east and west of 
the known mineralized area. These folds may be 
related to northward-trending shear zones of 
complex structure in the Precambrian rocks that 
crop out about 10 miles to the north. The ore 
bodies apparently were localized by (I) thin 
bedding rather than massiveness of the sandstone 
rxds. (2) local changes in dip. (3) minor faults, and 
(4) fracture zones. The ore minerals are camotite. 
tyuyamunitc. rauvitc. hewettite. metahewettite. 
autunite. and other unidentified uranium .ninerals. 
They form fracture fillings and disseminations 
through sandstones and shales, with a gangue of 
calcitc. gypsum, and limonitc. Geologic guides 
useful in prospecting for uranium in the Edgemont 
area are (I) a brick-red staining of the sandstones 
near deposits of uranium and vanadium minerals. 
(2) abrupt, local changes of dip. (3) ihin-bedded 
rather than thick-bedded sandstone. (4) abundant 
organic material in sedimentary rocks, and (5) 
proximity to northward-trending fracture zones. 
(Auth) 

<264> 

Behrc. C.H.. Jr.. and P.B. Barton. Jr.; 
AEC. Washington. DC: Columbia 
University. N^* York. NY 

Interpretation and Valuation cf Uranium 
Occurrences in the Bird Spring and 
Adjacent Mining Districts, Nevada: 
Progress Report. RME-3057, 7 pp (1953. 
August 3D 

Uranium mineralization in the Bird Spring and 
Spring Mountain Ranges. Clark County Nevada, 
are regionally and structurally "f three tvpev <l) 
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along fractures in sandy zone in the Kaibab 
formation of Permian age; (2) in fractures and 
cement of Teniary lavas, tuffs, and gravels and the 
immediately underlying Paieozok- rocks; and (3) in 
the oxidized parts of cupriferous and ferruginous 
fissure veins and replacement deposits. None of 
these occurrences arc economically important. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<26S> 

Curran. T.F.V.; Not given 

Caraot i te . Engineering M in ing Journal . 
96(25), 1165-1167 (1913) 

The history of the carnotite industry on the 
Colorado Plateau to I ° I3 is described. Carnotite 
ore belies occur in a scries of thin-bedded 
sandstones and shales (Morrison formation of 
Jurassic age). The best deposits are in western 
Montrose County, but the carnotite field covers an 
area of several thousand square miles in western 
Colorado and eastern Utah. In the second part of 
the report, the production, refining, and uses of 
uranium and radium arc discussed. (Auth) 

<266> 

Adams. J .W. . A .J . Gude. 3rd. and E.P. 
Beroni; USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium Occurrences in the Golden Gate 
Canyon and Rabton Creek Areas, 
Jefferson County, Colorado. USGS 
Circular 320. 16 pp. (1953) 

Pitchblende, associated with base-metal sulfides, 
has been found at nine localities in the northern 
part of Jefferson County. Colorado, in shear zones 
thai cut prc-Cambrian mcumorphic and igneous 
rocks, chiefly hornblende gneiss, bioiite schist, and 
granite pegmali'c. The known deposits are in the 
vicinity of Ralston Creek and Golden Gate 
Canyon, in 'he foothills of the Colorado Front 
Range and about 15 miles east of the 
pitchblende-producing area of the Central City 
district. The pitchblende deposits, with one 
exception, are in major shear /ones that contain 
veinlike bodies of carbonate-rich breccia that 
ranges from I to 5 feet in thickness. The breccias 
probably are related to the Laramidc faults, or 
"breccia reefs" of similar trend. The brecci?s are 

composed of fragments of bleached and 
iron-stained wall rock, usually hornblende gneiss, 
that have been cut by veins and cemented by 
carbonate minerals, quartz, and orthoclase. 
Pitchblende and associated ore minerals, chiefly 
copper sulfides, occur in a;. J along the margins of 
the breccias and apparently were introduced at a 
ble stage of the carbonate deposition. At one 
deposit, the Buck man. the pitchblende is in narrow 
shear zones not closely related to any large breccia 
bodies. Secondary uranium minerals are 
subordinate except at the Schwart/walder mine, 
where torbemite and metatorbcrniic are common. 
Some alteration of pitchblende to nonopaque 
materials, believed to be hydratcd oxides, has been 
noted in ore f rom two of the deposits. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<2b7> 

Fischer. R.P.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Simplified Geologic Map of the 
Vanadium Region of Southwestern 
Colorado and Southeastern Utah . I SOS 
Strategic Minerals Investigations 
Preliminary Map 3-226. (1944) 

The uranium-vanadium deposits in this area that 
are in the Morrison formation of Jurassic age arc 
indicited on the map by spots; the larger mines and 
groups of mines are named. The deposits in the 
northern part of the area are in a sanu:tonc unit 
near the middle of the Morrison: the ore-bearing 
horizon is progressively lower in Ihe section to the 
south. The ore bodies are irregularly tabular masses 
that lie essentially parallel to the sandstone beds, 
but they do not follow the beds in detail. The 
vanadium and uranium minerals impregnate the 
sandstone; shsir pebbles, clay layers, and fossil 
plants in or near the ore bodies may be richly 
minerali/ed (Auth) 

<268> 

Fischer. R.P.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Vanad ium Deposits of Colorado and 
Utah, A Preliminary Report. USGS 
Bulletin 936-P. (pp. 363-394). (1942) 

Deposits of vanadium-bearing sandstone are widely 
distributed in western Colorado and eastern Utah 
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and have been the principal domestic source of 
vanadium, uranium, and radium. Most of the 
deposits are in the Morrison formation, but there 
are two important deposits in the Entrada 
sandstone and several small deposits in the 
Shinanunp conglomerate. Recent X-ray studies 
indicate that the principal vanadium mineral, 
roscodite. belongs to the hydrous mica group of 
day minerals. This mineral, along with other 
vanadium minerals of minor importance, 
impregnates sandstone. Shile pebbles and clay 
films on bedding planes in ore-bearing sandstone 
are rich in absorbed vanadium, and fossil plants in 
and adjacent to ore bodies are richly mineralized 
with vanadium and uranium in places. The 
vanadium-bearing hydrous mica is in part 
uniformly disseminated through the sandstone and 
in part concentrated along bedding planes and in 
thin zones that cut across bedding. The ore bodies 
are spotty and form irregularly tabular masses that 
lie essentially parallel to the sandstone beds, but 
they do not follow the beds in detail. They range in 
content from a few tons of ore to many thousand 
tons. The trend of many elongate bodies is 
indicated by the orientation of the rolls within the 
ore. and this trend also suggests the probable 
alincment of any adjacent ore bodies; mapping of 
ore bodies and rolls is therefore an aid to 
prospecting and development. The ore bodies do 
not appear to have been localized by such geologic 
structures as fractures or folds, but within limited 
areas they are restricted to certain stratigraphic 
zones. (AuthMMBW) 

<269> 

Finch. W.I.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geologic Aspects of the Resource 
Appraisal of Uranium Deposits in 
Pre-Morrison Formations of the Colorado 
Plateau: An Interim Report. TEI-328A. 35 
pp. (1953, May) 

In December 1951 a reconnaissance resource 
appraisal was begun of uranium deposits in 
pre-Morrison formations, part icular ly the 
Shinarump conglomerate, the Moenkopi and 
Chinle formations. The Triassic formations, 
particularly the Shina.-ump conglomerate, and the 
Jurassic Morrison formation contain most of the 
uranium deposits on the Colorado Plateau. The 
Lower Triassic Moenkopi formation consists of 
pale reddish-brown siltstone and sandstone which 

are horizontally- and ripple-laminated. The 
formation ranges from a knife-edge to about 1.000 
feet in thickness, and in general it thickens to the 
west. Channel scours, filled with Shinarump 
conglomerate, have been cut into the upper 
Moenkopi surface. Alteration of I foot or more of 
the Moenkopi is prevalent immediately below the 
overlying Shinarump: in places this zone contains 
uranium «nH copper minerals near deposits in the 
Shinanmp. The Upper Triassic Shinarump 
conglomerate consists mainly of channel fillings of 
light-colored sandstone and conglomerate. The 
Shinarump although absent in places generally 
thickens southward. The continuous sandstone 
beds pinch out north of the junction of the Green 
and Colorado Rivers. The majority of the uranium 
deposits are found in the Shinarump conglomerate 
near the edges of these facies changes. The Upper 
Triassic Chinle formation consists dominantly of 
pale-red and variegated daystone and siltstone. 
with some gray limestone and sandstone beds. The 
formation ranges from a knife-edge to about 1.200 
feet in thickness. Uranium deposits are found in the 
Chinle in several places, notably in the 
Cameron-Holbrook area. Arizona, and in the 
Silver Reef district. Utah. Most of the uranium 
deposits are tabular bodies, irregular in plan, in 
which the ore minerals impregnate the rock. 
Carbonaceous material is commonly associated 
with ore. The deposits range in size from a few tons 
to many thousand ions. (AuthXPAG) 

<270> 

Lovering. T.G.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Radioactive Deposits of Nevada. USGS 
Bulletin 1009-C. (pp. 63-106). (1954) 

Uranium deposits in Nevada that were known prior 
to 1952 are described. Those which can be classed 
as sandstone-type deposits are included in the 
annotation. All known occurrences of this type are 
of low grade, and all are thought to have been 
deposited by ground waters. Camotite. associated 
with calcite and manganese oxide, forms fracture 
coatings and small veinlets in a rhyolite porphyry a 
few miles south of Sloan. Near Sutor and 
Goodsprings, carnotite, associated with manganese 
oxide, calcite, and celestite, forms joint and 
fracture coatings in sandstone of Permian age. 
Secondary uranium minerals occur as caliche in 
alluvium of Quaternary age between Erie and 
Arden. These four occurrences are in Clark County 
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southwest of Las Vegas. Discontinuous layers of 
uraniferous opal occur in vitric tuff and ash beds in 
the Virgin Valley opal district in northwestern 
Nevada. Carnotite occurs locally as fine coatings 
on parting planes and fractures in the opal. (Audi) 

<27l> 

Gruncr, J.W.; University of Minnesota, 
Department of Geology and Mineralogy, 
Minneapolrs. MN 

The Origin of the Ununun Deposits of 
the Colorado Plates* and Adjacent 
Regions. Mines Magazine, 44(3), S3-56. 
(1954. March) 

The uranium deposits on the Colorado Plateau are 
in essentially flat-lying sedimentary rocks that 
range in age from Permian to Tertiary, but most 
are in Triassk and Jurassic rocks. The uranium is 
found in universal association with plant remaiiiS. 
The normally red rocks are bleached to gray near 
the uranium deposits, presumably due to the same 
solutions which concentrated the uranium. The 
rocks containing the ores arc flood-pl*in deposits. 
Intcrsiratificd with them arc thick vc'̂ anic ash 
beds, now mudstoncs and silts. The \okanic ash 
presumably contained a small percentage of 
uranium which was easily leached by ground-water. 
During (he Laramide Revolution tilting and 
doming of strata caused important changes in 
ground-water flow. At this stage much of the 
uranium was precipitated by the plant and 
hydrocarbon materials. The oxidation of the black 
ores to yellow is related to the present surface. 
(Auth) 

<272> 

Rasor, C.A.; AEC, Colorado Raw 
Materials Office, Grand Junction, CO 

Umainite from the Grey Dawn Mine, San 
Joan County, Utah. Science. 116(3004), 
89-90. (1952, July 25) 

Massive chunks of primary uraninite have been 
found intimately associated with carnotitc-bcaring 
ores from the Grey Dawn Mine, which is on a 
small tributary of La Sal Creek near the southeast 
flank of the la Sal Mountains. San Juan County, 
Uuh. The host rock is a gently dipping sandstone 

bed in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 
formation of Jurassic age. About a thousand 
pounds of ore containing 64 percent U30B were 
found. Tlus is the first discovery of uraninite in the 
Salt Wash sandstone. The ocposit is otherwise 
similar to other carnotite deposits in the Sah Wash 
sandstone. The presence of uraninitc may modify 
the present concept of the origin of these ores. 
(Auth) 

<273> 

Thomas, H.D.; University of Wyoming. 
Department of Geology, Laramie, WY 

Uranium ta Wyoming. Mines Maga/ine. 
44(3). 81-82. (1954, March) 

Uranium deposits in Wyoming occur in 
sedimentary rocks that range in age from Cambrian 
to Recent. The deposits in the Black Hills are in the 
Lakota sandstone, Fuson shale, and Fal! River 
sandstone, all of Cretaceous age. Carnotite fills 
small fractures and interstitial spaces in medium- to 
coarse-grained sandstone which contains abundant 
carbonaceous material. Deposits of camotite and 
uranophane occur in sandstone in the Wasatch 
formation of Early Eocene age in the Pumpkin 
Buttes area. In the Miller Hill area, a uraniferous 
limestone occurs in a series of several hundred feet 
of mildly radioactive tuffaccous rocks of Tertiary 
age. Most of the uranium deposits in the Gas Hilb 
are in sandstone in the Wind River formation of 
Lower Eocene age. The uranium deposits in the 
McComb area are in rocks of Middle or Late 
Eocene age; those in the Saratoga area are in the 
North Park formation of Pliocene age; deposits 
near Mayoworth are in limestone of the Sundance 
formation of Jurassic age. In the Red Desert area, 
schroeckingerite occurs in the Wasatch formation 
and in younger alluvial material. The deposits near 
Baggs are in Tertiary sandstones. (Auth) 

<274> 

Beroni. E.P.. and FA. McKeown; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Uraniferous Rocks ia 
Northwest nn Colorado, Southwestern 
Wyoming, and Northeastern Utah. 
TEI-308A. 41 pp. (1952, July) 

file:///okanic
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No deposits commercially exploitable under 
present conditions were found during the Green 
River and Uinta Basin reconnaissance of 1*50. 
Samples of coal from the Bear River formation at 
Sage. Wyoming, assayed 0.004 to 0.013 percent 
uranium in tl : ash; in the oid L'teland copper mine 
in Uintah County. Utah. 0.007 to 0.017 percent 
uranium: in a freshwater limestone. Duchesne 
County. Utah, as much as 0.019 percent ur?.num; 
and in the Mesaverde formation at the Snow and 
Bonniebell claims near Jensen. Uintah County. 
Utah. 0 X 3 to 0.090 percent uranium. Map; were 
made and samples were taken at the Skull Creek 
carnotitc deposits in Moffat County. Colorado 
(O.OMJ to 0.16 percent uranium): at the Fair-U 
claims in Routt County. Colorado (0.002 to 0.040 
percent uranium): and at the Lucky Strike claims 
near Krcmmling in Grand County. Colorado (0.006 
to 0.018 percent uranium). (AuthMPAG) 

<275> 

Adams. J A S . ; University of Wisconsin. 
Department of Chemistry. Madison. W| 

Uranium and Thorium Contents of 
Volcanic Rocks. In Faul. H. (Ed.). Nuclear 
Geology: A Symposium on Nuclear 
Phenomena in the Earth Sciences. John 
Wiley and Sons. New York. (pp. 89-98). 
414 pp. (1954) 

The Lassen Volcanic National Park. California, the 
obsidian from Obsidian Cliff in Yellowstone 
National Park and other un weathered obsidians 
and volcanic glasses were evaluated for the 
uranium and thorium concentrations. The less 
abundant acidic volcanics have long been known to 
have higher uranium concentrations than the basic 
ones. The average cranium concentration for acidic 
volcanics was determined to be 5.6 ppm. The 
average uranium content of bask la* JS is between 
0.6 and I.I ppm. At Lassen differentiation 
produced dacitic lavas with 4 times as much 
uranium as the most basic lava analyzed, and 
differentiation can be expected to produce acidic 
volcanic rocks with at least 6 times as much 
uranium as the average basic lavas. Obsidians with 
15 ppm are known, and extreme differentiates may 
have even higher concentrations of uranium. 
Present data indicate that thorium is about 3 times 
more abundant than uranium in unwealhered 
volcanic rocks and that this ratio probably holds 
constant during differentiation. (PAG) 

<276> 

Finch. W.I.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Preliminary Geologic Map Showing the 
Dis t r ibu t ion of Uranium Deposi ts and 
Principal Ore-Bearing Formations of the 
Colorado Plateau Region. USGS Map 
MF 16. (1955) 

T I K locations of nearly 3.000 uranium deposits and 
occurrences on the Colorado Plateau are indicated 
on this map by spots: those from which more than 
1.000 tons of ore have been produced are 
distinguished by color. The history of production, 
the general geology, the major uranium-bearing 
formations, and the ore deposits are described in 
the text. The uranium is commonly associated with 
vanadium or copper and with carbonaceous 
material in rather well-defined, irregular-shaped 
bodies. The ore minerals normally impicgnatc the 
host rock. The major uranium-hearing formations 
arc the Shinarump and Chinle format k r« of 
Triassic age. and the Entnda. Todilto. and 
Morrison formations of Jurassic age. Except for 
those in the Todilto limestone, most of the deposits 
are in light-colorcc sandstones. (Auth) 

<277> 

Denson. N.M.. H.D. Zeller. and J.G. 
Stephens: USGS. Washington. DC 

Water Sampling as a Guide in the Search 
for Uranium Deposits and Its Use in 
Evaluating Widespread Volcanic Units as 
Poten: al Source Beds for Uranium. In 
USGS Professional Paper 300. (pp. 
673-680). 739 pp.; In Proceedings of the 
In te rna t iona l Conference on the Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Geneva. 
Switzer land. August 8-20. 1)55. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 794-800). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

During the investigations of the occurrence and 
emplacement of uranium in coal and related 
carbonaceous materials in the Western United 
States, several thousand samples of water issuing 
from the various widespread volcanic rock units of 
Tertiary age and many samples of water from the 
underlying sedimentary rocks were analyzed for 
uranium. These analyses have proved a useful ^.ide 
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in delimiting areas where uranium deposits are 
likely to occur. Largely on the basis of the uranium 
content of their waters, areas previously not 
thought favorable for the occurrence of uranium 
have been recommended for ground and airborne 
radiometric surveying, and subsequently found to 
contain commercial deposits of uranium. Most 
ground water contains less than 2 ppb uranium. 
However, water from seeps anJ springs in volcanic 
and tuffaceous sedimentary tcrranes and water 
from areas of known uranium deposits may contain 
as much as 10 to 250 ppb. These analyses have 
served to delimit areas where the abnormally high 
uranium content of water reflects present-day 
leaching of hidden ore deposits and to help 
evaluate the relative potentialities wi various 
volcanic units as source beds for uranium. Volcanic 
rocks ranging from Late Cretaceous to Pliocene in 
age were examined in detail in the Rocky 
Mountain and Great Plains provinces and samples 
of water issuing from them were collected for 
chemical analyses. Although many of the volcanic 
rocks of Tertiary age contain appreciable amounts 
of uranium, not all of the units make the uranium 
available to the ground water system in equal 
amounts. The units of Oligocenc and Miocene age, 
irrespective of their geographic location, were 
notable for the significantly high uranium content 
in ground water issuing from them. The 
investigations here reported are primarily 
concerned with uranium carried in ground water, 
and secondarily with that in surface water. Brief 
consideration is given to trace-metal suites 
determined by chemical analyses of residues 
obtained by evaporation of bulk samples of water 
from the better-known and more widely distributed 
Tertiary volcanic units. Regional variation in the 
uranium content of water as influenced by the 
presence of uranium deprafs or volcanic rocks are 
discussed and shown on geologic maps. (Auth) 

<278> 

Fischer. R.P.; USGS. Washington. DC. 
Colorado Mining Association. Denver. 
CO 

Federal Exploration for Carnotite Ore. 
USCS Special Publication, 14 pp. (1949) 

A brief description of the camotite deposits is 
given, with particular reference to the geologic 
features thfct are useful in guiding exploration. 
Most deposits are in lenticular sandstone beds. 

mainly in or near the thicker, central parts of the 
lenses, where the sandstone is medium-grained and 
rather thickly though somewhat irregularly bedded. 
Then-bedded and fine-grained sandstone on the 
thinning edges of the lenses is less favorable for ore. 
It is suggested that ground-water solutions, from 
which the ore minerals probably were precipitated, 
circulated along UK central parts of the sandstone 
lenses, and in doing so influenced the rock color, 
which is a useful guide in recognizing ground 
favorable for ore deposits. Most of the known 
deposits are in light yellowish-brown sandstone 
with associated mudstonc or argillaceous material 
Chat has been altered from red to gray. 
(AuthKMBW) 

<279> 

Fischer. R.P.. J.C. Haff. and J.F. 
Romingcr. USGS. Denver. CO 

Vanadiua Deposits Near Placerville, San 
M*ud County, Colorado. Colorado 
Science Society Proceedings. 15(3). 
115-134.(1947) 

The vanadium deposits near Placerville. discovered 
about 1900. occur in two bells in the Entrada 
sandstone of Upper Jurassic age. The formations in 
the area are nearly horizontal sedimentary rocks of 
Permian to Cretaceous age which have been 
intruded by Tertiary igneous rocks and cut by 
numerous faults. The vanad'um deposits seem to be 
older than the faults and intrusive rocks and thus 
not genetically related to them. The ore is 
sandstone impregnated with vanadium minerals. 
The vanadium-bearing rock forms a wavy layer 
within (he upper 23 feet of the Entrada sandstone. 
The vanadium-bearing layer is nearly continuous 
and lies nearly parallel to the bedding but docs not 
follow the bedding in detail. The foyer averages a 
few inches in thickness, but locally it forms minable 
on bodies one foot to 20 feet thick. The ore bodies 
seem to be irregularly distributed and are either 
elongate or roughly circular in plan. Most of the 
elongate bodies occur where the vanadium-bearing 
layer cuts rather sharply across the bedding to form 
what are called rolls. The mineral/ration is believed 
to have taken place at a water table that existed 
prior to igneous activity and deformation. The 
genetic and structural conditions that controlled 
the localization of the ore bodies have not been 
definitely determined, and the exact locations of 
ore bodies cannot be predicted. A number of mines 
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and prospects in the area are described. (Auth) 

<280> 

Fleck. H . and W.G. Haldane; Colorado 
Bureau of Mines, Denver. CO 

A Study of the Uranium and Vanadium 
Belts of Southern Colorado. Report of the 
Colorado State Bureau of Mines 
1903-1906. (pp. 47-115). (1907) 

The geology of the uranium and vanadium deposits 
in southwestern Colorado, the metallurgy of the 
ores, and the uses of the metals are discussed. Little 
is known of the geology of the deposits. They are in 
sandstone beds in a series of sandstone, shale, and 
conglomerate above the Entrada Sandstone (La 
Plata formation) of Jurassic age. and were formed 
subsequent to the deposition of the sandstone beds. 
It has been suggested that the deposits formed 
recently near the present surface as local 
concentrations of material already in the sandstone, 
but the authors suggest that the deposits may be 
much older. A number of mines and prospects in 
the region arc described. (Auth) 

<28l> 

Gale. H.S.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Carnotitc in Rio Blanco County, 
Colorado. USGS Bulletin 315-C. (pp. 
110-117). (1906) 

Camotite deposits about 15 miles northeast of 
Meeker in Rio Blanco County are in sandstone of 
the Dakota sandstone of Cretaceous age. The 
carnotite coats fractures in the sandstore and is 
associated with fossil wood. The deposits are 
probably superf.. .1. (Auth) 

<282> 

Griggs. R.L.; USGS. Washington. DC 

A Reconnaissance for Uranium in New 
Mexico. USGS Circular 354. 9 pp. (1953) 

A reconnaissance for uranium was conducted in the 
Datil area in Catron and Socorro Counties, the 
Cemllos and the Glorieta Mining districts in Santa 

Fe County, the Las Vegas area and the lecolote 
Mining district in San Miguel County, and an area 
in Colfax County, all in New Mexico. Possibly 
significant uranium deposits were found only in the 
Datil area, where one sample contained 0.056 
percent U306. In this area, yellow uranium 
minerals associated with carbonaceous material 
and limonite occur in the Mcsaverde formation of 
Cretaceous age at the base of sandstone beds which 
overlie shale. (Auth) 

<283> 

Merrill. P.L.; AEC. Washington. DC 

Uranium Exploration in the United 
Slates. Rocks and Minerals. 25(7-8). 
363-370; Canadian Mining and Metals 
Bulletin. 43(460). 438-443; Mines 
Magazine. 40(6). 36. 51-52. (1950) 

Generalized geologic descriptions of the types of 
environments in which uranium has been found in 
the United Stales arc given. The uranium deposits 
on the Colorado Plateau are mostly in continental 
sandstone formations of Triassic and Jurassic age. 
The most important producing formation is the 
Salt Wash member of the MOrrison formation of 
Jurassic age. The deposits are roughly tabular, 
irregular in outline, and. in general, conform to the 
beddings, although in detail they may cross the 
bedding. The most important mineral is carnotite; 
it is usually associated with fossil organic material. 
Pitchblende deposits in the Colorado Front Range, 
in the Coeur d'Alene district in Idaho, at 
Marysvale. Utah, and in Upper Michigan, and 
uraniferous phosphorite and Mack shale deposits 
also are described. (AuthMMBW) 

<284> 

Miller. L.J.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Drilling in the Happy Jack Mmc Ana, 
White Caynon, San Joan Coanty, Utah. 
RME-4039, 14 pp. (1952) 

Diamond drilling in the Happy Jack mine area was 
done to locate copper-uranium deposits in the 
Shinarump conglomerate of Trtassk age and to 
outline channels cut into the underlying Moenkopi 
formation of Triassic age. Eleven of twenty-six 
holes penetrated ore, and the Sunrise. Gonaway. 
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and Happy jack channels were outlined. The ore 
occurs in the Shinammp conglomerate at or near 
the base of the channels and is characteristically in 
porous, coarse-grained sandstone which rests on 
dense mudstone. The principal uranium mineral, 
pitchblende, is associated with carbonaceous 
material, and in places replaces wood. The host 
rock is erratically cemented with gypsum, a. kite, 
and silica. (Auth) 

<2*5> 

Hess. F.L.; USGS. Washington, DC 

Uranium-Bearing Aspbaltite Sediments of 
Utah. Engineering Mining Journal, 144(7). 
272-276.(1922) 

Uranium and vanadium minerals occur in and are 
associated with asphaltite in the Shinarump 
conglomerate of Triassic age at Temple Mountain. 
Emery County. Utah, on the southeast flank of the 
San Rafael Swell. Fossil vegetal material is 
abundant. The asphaltitc grams are dctrital and arc 
deformed around other >and grains . The 
metal-bearing asphaltitc is notably harder and 
blacker than is asphaltite that contains no metals. 
Brightly colored uranium and vanadium minerals 
are conspicuous on the outcrop; they become 
markedly rarer a few feet from the surface, but 
never disappear. Ore shoots have an irregular 
ellipsoidal form, probably due to weathering. The 
feature on part of Temple Mountain called the 
"flopovcr" may be due to the action of sulfurous 
hot springs. Normally red or brown sediments are 
bleached to white: the structure is jumbled, and 
asphaltite is absent. Small masses of uranium ore 
occur in the "ftopover" in the Wingate sandstone of 
Jurassic age. The metals v.ere probably leached 
from the asphaltitc and redeposited; the volatile 
products were lost. It is suggested that the uranium 
and vanadium were picked up by the asphaltite 
grains before or during deposition of the 
surrounding sediments. The position, size, and 
shape of the ore shoots is thought to be fortuitous 
and modified by weathering. The possibility also 
exists that the metals were derived from the hot 
springs. (Auth) 

<286> 

Camotite in Southern Nevada-
Engineering Mining Journal. 115(5). 
232-235. (1923) 

Small, non-commercial carnotnc deposits have 
been found in three areas' in Clark County. Nevada, 
southwest of Las Vegas. Near Sloan, the tarnotite 
occurs in vertical joints in a Tertiary rhyolitc flow. 
The occurrences near Sutor arc in a sandstone bed 
that immediately -i.idcrlies the lowest Permian 
limestone bed. and those near Goodsprings arc in a 
sandstone bed that overlies the lowest Permian 
limestone bed. The deposits probably were 
emplaccd relatively recently by surface waters. 
(Auth) 

<287> 

Hcwctt. D.F.; Not given 

Camotite Wear Aguife. Arizona. 
Engineer ing Mining J o u r n a l . 120(1). 19. 
(1925) 

Small, non-commercial carnoti'.e deposits occur in 
a lacustrine bentonitic tuff bed that is faulted, 
tilted, and intruded by dikes. The tuff beds overlie 
Prccambrian granite and arc overlain by basalt 
flows. The camotite replaces clay blebs near poorly 
defined frsctures in the luffs. The deposits probably 
formed recently by circulating ground water. 
(Auth) 

<288> 

Htwett. D.F.; Not given 

Central Arizona Holds Deposits of 
Carnotitc. Arizona Mining J o u r n a l . 9(7). 
49-50. (1925) 

Carnotite occurs as small patches along minor 
crosscutting fractures in drab thin-bedded Tertiary 
tuffs near Aguiia. Maricopa Countv. Arizona. The 
luffs are now largely bentonitic clays that aggregate 
over 200 feet in thickness. They are overlain by 
several hundred feet of vesicular basalt. The rocks 
are faulted, and they dip 10-25 degrees S. The 
carnotite probably has been deposited recently by 
circulating ground water. (Auth) 

Hewett, D.F.; Not given 
<289> 
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Hillebnnd. W.F.. and F.L. Ransomc: 
USGS. Washington. DC 

OB Caraouce aad Asaodatcd 
Vaaadiferous Miacrab ia Western 
Colorado. USGS Bulletin 262. (pp. 9-31): 
American Journal of Sciences. 10(56). 
120-144 (1905) 

The first part of the report describes some of the 
vanadium-uranium deposits in western Colorado, 
and the second part describes chemical aralyscs of 
the ores. Vanadium deposits with minor amounts 
ot uranium occur in the La Plata sandstone 
(Entrada sandstone) of Jurassic age near 
Placerville. Colorado. Roscoelite impregnates 
fine-grained sandstone and may replace cakite 
cement. The vanadiferous material is fairly 
continuous over about 2.000 feet of outcrop but 
has no constant thickness; it locally splits into two 
or more layers. A thin, discontinuous seam of 
sandstone impregnated with carnotite occurs near 
the base of the vanadiferous material. The deposits 
at La Sal Creek are in massive, nearly white 
sandstone in the McElmo formation (Morrison 
formation) of Jurassic age. Carnotite impregnates 
the sandstone along bedding planes and minor 
fractures. The deposits are small, discontinuous, 
and superficial. The deposits of carnotite and 
roscoelite were formed subsequent to the 
deposition of the host rocks. The origin of the 
roscoelite deposits is not clear, but the carnotite 
deposits are thought to have been formed at the 
present surface of the ground by evaporation of 
uraniferous groundwater. The metais were 
originally disseminated in the mass of the host 
formations. (AuthXPAG) 

The repor t was also publ ished in the 
American Journal j f Sciences, 10(56). 
120-144 in 1900. 

<290> 

Hi lpert , L.S., and V.L. Freeman; USGS. 
Washington, DC 

Guides to Uraaiuai Deposits in the 
Morrison Fonnaaoa, Gelrap-Lafau 
Area, New Mexico. In Proceedings of the 
International Conference on the Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy, Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uranium and Thor ium, held in Geneva, 
Switzerland, August 8-20, I95S. United 
Nations, New York, (pp. 346-349), 823 pp: 

In USGS Professional Paper 300. (pp. 
299-302). 739 pp. (1956) 

Uranium ore production from New Mexico 
constitutes a significant part of the total production 
from the Colorado Plateau. About 90 percent of 
the ore from New Mexico has come from the area 
that extends from Gallup to Laguna. in McKinley 
and Valencia Counties; and ovc 95 percent of the 
area's produaion has co.ne from the Todilto 
limestone and Morrison formation of Jurassic agc. 
Although the area's first production came from the 
Todilto limestone, the production from the 
Morrison rose rapidly from 1951 to 1954. and by 
September 1954 it exceeded that from the Todilto. 
In September 1954 the reserves in the Morrison in 
the Gallup-Laguna area constituted most of the 
reserves in New Mexico and an important part of 
the reserves of the Colorado Plateau. Until recently 
the deposits in the Morrison formation were 
believed to be distributed almost equally through 
the three members of the formation in the area. 
From base to top. these are the Recapture. 
Westwater Canyon, and Brushy Basin members. 
Recent work shows, however, that most of the 
deposits in the Morrison-in fan, all the larger 
deposits-are in the Brushy Basin member. The 
Brushy Basin generally consists of daystone with 
subordinate amounts of sandstone, conglomerate, 
and some relatively thin limestone lenses; it ranges 
from a knife edge to about 375 feet in thickness. 
Preliminary work shows that the larger deposits in 
the Brushy Basin member generally occur in 
coarse-grained sandstone units where the units are 
thicker. Preliminary ore guides and methods of 
prospecting have been developed for two of these 
sandstones, the so-calkd Poison Canyon and 
so-called Jack pile sandstone units. Because of their 
relatively great uranium potential, these units and 
others of the same type in the Brushy Basin 
member perhaps should be primary exploration 
targets in the search for uranium in the 
Gallup-Laguna area. (Auth) 

The Conference paper was entitled 
"Guides to Uranium Deposits in the 
Gallup-Iaguna Area". 

<29l> 

Hinckley. D.N., and J.H. Volgamore; 
AEC, Grand Junction. CO 

Reconnaistance of Little Wild Horse 
Mesa, Green River Desert, Emery 
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County, Utah. RME-43. 14 pp. (I9S3) 

Uranium occurrences on Little Wild Horse Mesa 
arc in medium- to coarse-grained, cross-bedded 
sandstone near the middle of the Salt Wash 
member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age. 
Two of the three mineralized localities may have 
some economic importance. (A nth) 

<292> 

Hunt. C.B., P. Averitt. and R.L. Miller. 
USGS, Washington. DC 

Geology and Geography of the Henry 
Mountains Regions, Utah. USGS 
Professional Paper 228. 234 pp. (1953) 

The Henry Mountains arc situated in a structural 
basin; exposed sedimentary rocks aggregate about 
8.000 feet in thickness and include rocks of 
Permian. Triassic, Jurassic. Upper Cretaceous, and 
Quaternary age. More than 80 percent of the 
pre-Cretaceous rocks arc of continental origin: 
most of the Upper Cretaceous rocks are marine. 
Faults arc generally uncommon. Each of the Henry 
Mountains is a structural dome produced by the 
injection of stocks and laccolithic masses. Th<-
report includes geologic and structural maps of i f ' 
region at a scale of about 1:125.000. and geologic 
maps of Mount Hillers. of Mount Holmes and 
Mount Ellsworth, and of Mount Ellen and Mount 
Penned, all a; the scale of 1:31,680. Vanadium- and 
uranium-bearing minerals locally impregnate the 
sandstone and replace fa»il plant remains in the 
lower part of the Morrison formation of Jurassic 
age on the east side of the Henry Mountains. 
Similar deposits, some of which contain copper, 
occur in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic 
age in areas adjacent to this region. (Auth) 

<293> 

Huttl. J.B.: Not given 

New Mexico Uranium. Engineering 
Mining Journal. 155(8), 96-99. (1954) 

The report deals mainly with the uranium mining 
and milling operations of the Anaconda Copper 
Mining Company in the Grants district. New 
Mexico. The Anaconda's Section 9 mine, near 
Grants, is in the Todilto limestone of Jurassic age. 

and the Jackpile mine, also an Anaconda property, 
is in the Westwater Canyon member of the 
Morrison formation of Jurassic age. The carnotite 
orcbody at the Jackpile mine is cut by a diabase 
sill. (Auth) 

<294> 

Isachscn. Y.W.; AEC. Grand Junc t ion . 
CO 

Uranium Deposits, Big Indian 
Wash-Lisbon Valley Area. San Juan 
County , Utah. Economic Geology. 49(7). 
804; Geological Society of America 
Bulletin. 65(12). 1267-1268. (1954) 

Extensive bedded uranium deposi*- have been 
discovered along the southwest limb of the Lisbon 
Valley salt anticline. The major ore bodies arc 
confined to the lower portion of the Triassic Chink 
formation which uncon'ormably overlies the 
Permian Cutler formation Arkosic. gray to black 
sandstone with intercalated lenses of gray-grer-. 
mudstonc and mudstone pebble conglomerate 
contain uraninitc which has replaced carbonaceous 
material and calcite cement. Locally, solid masses 
of pure uraninite result from replacement of 
organic material. Montroseite occurs with uraninite 
in the major deposits discovered to date. 
Tyuyamunitc frequently forms surface coatings 
along fractures. Thickness of ore in the area is 
generally sufficient to permit mining with little or 
no waste rock. In several areas known to contain 
ore bodies, the gray-green color of the lower Chinle 
formation extends upwards into the overlying red 
Chinle mudstones in the manner of an alteration 
halo. About 100 feet beneath the Chinle ore 
horizon are arkosic lenses in the Cutler formation 
which contain, in some instances, low grade 
uranium mineralization. The ore minerals, 
carnotite and becquerelitc. are disseminated in the 
arkose with greatest concentration adjacent to 
fractures. The oxidized state of these minerals 
coupled with the concentration near fractures 
suggests that the Cutler mineralization is due to 
leaching from uraninite ore bodies in the Chinle 
formation. (Auth) 

<295> 

Stokes. W.L. ( E d ) ; Utah Geological and 
Mineralogical Survey, Sail Lake City. UT 
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Uranium Deposits and General Geology 
of Southeastern Utah. Guidebook to the 
Geology of Utah. No. 9. IIS pp. (1954) 

The report is divided into several supplementary 
parts. Two sections are devoted to the history of 
the vanadium-uranium-radhim industry on the 
Colorado Plateau. In another section the uranium 
mineralogy of the region is described; mineral 
tables are included. The stratigraphy and structure 
cf the region are discussed separately and the 
uranium deposits of the Thompson area. Grand 
County, and the Big Indian Wash-Lisbon Valley 
area. San Juan County, are described separately. 
(Auth) 

<296> 

Stokes. W.L., and CM. Mobley: 
University of Utah. Salt Lake City. UT; 
USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology and Uranium Deposits of the 
Thompson Area, Grand County, Utah. In 
Stokes. W.L. (Ed.). Uranium Deposits and 
General Geology of Southeastern Utah: 
Guidebook to the Geology of Huh. No. 9. 
Utah Geological Society. Salt Lake City, 
(pp. 78-94). 113 pp. (1934) 

Uranium-vanadium deposits in the Thompson area 
occur in fluvial sandstones in the Salt Wash 
member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age. 
Rocks in the area dip at low angles to the northeast 
away from the Salt Valley anticline. Carnotite and 
tyuyamunite replace fossil plant material and are 
disseminated in the surrounding sandstone. 
Corvusite and a micaceous vanadium mineral are 
disseminated in the sandstone also, but they do not 
always occur with the uranium minerals. The 
deposits may be tabula, or lenticular in shape, with 
their long axes parallel to the bedding, or they may 
be curved zones, called "rolls", of mineralized 
material that cross bedding planes. The sandstone 
enclosing most of the ore bodies is dominant ly 
light-gray to white rather than the usual red, and 
the mudstonc interbedded with the sandstone near 
the ore bodies is gray rather than the normal 
rrd-brown. The ore appears to be confined mainly 
to the thicker, more continuous sandstone lenses, 
and the larger ore deposits are in the central part of 
the lenses. (Auth} 

<297> 

Isachsen. Y.W.; AEC. Grand Junction. 
CO 

Ore Deposits of the Big Indian 
Wash-Lisbon Valley Area. In Stokes. W.L. 
(Ed.). Uranium Deposits and General 
Geology of Southeastern Utah: Guidebook 
to the Geology of Utah. No. 9. Utah 
Geological Society. Salt Lake City. (pp. 
95-106). 115 pp. (1954)' 

Uranium deposits in the Big Indian Wash-Lisbon 
Valley area arr mostly in the Chink formation of 
Triassic age. but small deposits occur in the Cutler 
formation of Permian age. The uranium-producing 
area is on the southwest flank of the faulted, 
northwest-trending Lisbon Valley anticline, which 
is probably a salt structure. In the deposits in the 
Chinle formation, uraninite and montroseite 
replace cakite cement, and uraninite also replaces 
coalified logs and carbonaceous debris. Pyrite is 
fairly abundant. The deposits are all in the lower 
part of the formation, sometimes directly on the 
underlying Cutler formation. Ore does not follow 
the host rock uniformly, nor does it follow primary 
textures in detail. Host rock lithologies include 
siltstone. Tine- to coarse-grained arkosic sandstone, 
and conglomerate. The most favorable host rock is 
gray-green fine- to coarse-grained arkosic 
sandstone cemented with calcite. The deposits in 
the Cutler formation consist of carnotite and 
becquerelite disseminated in streaks, pods, and 
patches in fluvial arkose lenses. (Auth) 

<298> 

Kaiser. E.P.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Uraniferous Quartzite, Red Bluff 
Prospect, Gila County, Arizona. USGS 
Circular 137. 10 pp. (1951) 

Radioactivity is present in two zones in the silty 
upper part of the Dripping Spring quartzite of 
Precambrian age at the Red Bluff prospect. Gila 
County. Arizona. An unidentified uranium 
mineral, possibly pitchblende, is rather evenly 
disseminated through most of the rock in the 
deposits, but black streaks and fractures within the 
deposits contain a higher percentage of uranium. 
Stratigraphic control of the radioactive zones is 
indicated by the restriction of the zones to two 
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layers, each about 20 feet thick. The rock in the 
radioactive /ones has been bleached and partly 
recrystallized. The uranium deposits are epigenctk 
and probably of hydrothermal origin. (Auth) 

<299> 

Rcyncr. M.L.; A EC, Grand Junction. CO 

Preliminary Report on Some Uranium 
Deposits Along the West Side of the San 
Rafa^ Swell, Emery County, Utah. 
RMO-673. 31 pp. (1950) 

Twelve uranium deposits along the western flank of 
the San Rafael Swell were examined. The deposits 
an lenticular or tabular bodies of mineralized 
sandstone, conglomerate, or shale, and all are near 
the base of the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic 
age. The uranium is intimately associated with 
blebs and seams of asphalt, and with small bits of 
carbonized wood. Brightly colored secondary 
uranium minerals are present at the outcrop. The 
claims and groups of claims reported on P.re: Lene 
Tree. Hard Pan. Dalton. Dexter. Wickiup. Dolly. 
South Fork. Pay Day. Green Vein. Brown Throne 
and Dirty Devil groups, and the Clifford Smith. 
Hen/ No. I. and Gardell Snow claims. (Auth) 

<300> 

Rogers. K.J.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Reconnaissance of the Lower Chinle 
Along the Colorado River Between the 
Moab and Dewey Bridges, Grand County, 
Utah. RME-70. 17 pp. (1954) 

One small radioactivity anomaly was located as a 
result of a reconnaissance for uranium deposits in 
the lower part of the Chinle formation of Traissic 
age in an area north of Moab along the Colorado 
River. The lower Chinlc in this area is apparently 
unfavorable for the occurrence of uranium 
deposits. (Auth) 

<30 l> 

Schnabel. R.W.; USGS. Washington. DC 

The Uranium Deposits of the United 
States. USGS Mineral Investigations 

Resource Appraisals Map MR 2. (I9SS) 

The map shows the location of the more important 
uranium deposits in the United States. The deposits 
are classed by their geologic environment. These 
classes include the deposits in sandstone mainly on 
the Colorado Plateau but also in South Dakota. 
Wyoming, and other sta:es, deposits in phosphorite 
in Florida, South Carolina, and in the northwest, 
deposits in lignite mainly in South Dakota. North 
Dakota, and Wyoming, uraniferous Mack shale 
deposits mainly in Tennessee. Kentucky. Alabama, 
and Georgia, placer deposits of monazitc in the 
southeastern United States and in Idaho, and 
deposits in igneous rocks, pegmatites, limestone, 
and other rocks. The geology of each class of 
occurrence is briefly summarized. (Auth) 

<302> 

Miller. R.D.; AEC. Salt Lake City. UT 

Reconnaissance for Uranium in the 
Hoalapai Indian Reservation Area, 
Mohave and Coconino Counties, Arizona. 
RME-2007. 18 pp. (1954) 

The only known occurrence of uranium in the 
Hualapai Indian Reservation is at the Ridcnour 
mine. The workings are in bleached fine-grained 
sandstone members of the normally red Supai 
formation of Permian age. Copper minerals occur 
in a vein and breccia zone with pyritc and limonitc. 
Vein quartz is absent, and uranium and vanadium 
are minor. Consolidated sedimentary rocks in the 
area range in age from Cambrian to Permian. 
Precambrian crystalline rocks are exposed in the 
deeper canyons. Major faults arc prominent. The 
sedimentary rocks are cither horizontal or gently 
dipping. The Supai formation and the Hermit 
shale, both of Permian age. appear to be the most 
favorable host rocks in the area for uranium 
deposits localized by stratigraphic control. (Auth) 

<303> 

Moore. R.B.. and K.L. Kithil: US Bureau 
of Mines. Washington, DC 

A Preliminary Report of Uranium, 
Radium, and Vanadium. US Bureau of 
Mines Bulletin 70. 101 pp. (1913) 
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Topics d cussed in this report are: the carnoiite 
deposits of Colorado and I'tah. the p;;chblcndc 
deposits of the world, the \anadium deposits in the 
I'nitcd States and Peru, methods of analysis of ore. 
methods of ore treatment, and uses of the metals. 
Carnotite deposits in the Green River and 
Thompsons districts in Utah, and at Skull Creek. 
Coal Creek, and the Paradox Valley region in 
Colorado are described. The deposits are 
commonly associated with carbonaceous material 
in sandstone beds. Variable quantities of vanaoium 
minerals may fee present. The deposits in the 
Paradox Valley region are in a lighi-colorcu 
>andstonc of the -McElmo formation (Morrison 
lormation) of Jurassic age. The most typical ore is 
sandstone impregnated with carnotitc and 
containing small brown kidneys of vanadium-rich 
sandy clay. The deposits are invariably in pockets 
and are associated with gypsum, carbonaceous 
matenal. and red. brown, blue, and black 
vanadium minerals. Some of the mine workings are 
described as of 1912. The authors suggest that the 
uranium was disseminated in the sandstone country 
rock and h:;s been concentrated in ore bodies by 
the action ot water. (Auth) 

<304> 

Muilcnburg. (i.A.: Missouri Geological 
Survey and Water Resources. Jefferson 
City. MO 

Notes oa Uranium. Missouri Geological 
Survey and Water Resources information 
Circular No. 5. 18 pp. (1949) 

The circular briefly describes r.re.num minerals and 
methods of identifying them d-ffcrent types of 
uranium deposits, and Itanium occurrences in 
Missouri. Only specip-.ni quantities of uranium 
minerals have been found in Missouri. 
Meta-torbernite has been found in a Tire-clay in 
Franklin County, and camotite has been found on 
a joint surface in limestone at a quarry near Ste. 
Genevieve. Several other localities are known. 
(Auth) 

<305> 

Carithers. I.W.. and S.J. Clinton; AEC. 
Grand J una ion. CO 

Uranium in Shoreline Sandstones of 

Terrestrial and Marine Origin, Colorado 
Plateau. In Proceedings of the 
International Conference on the Peaceful 
I'ses of Atom-c Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
I ranium and Thorium, held in Geneva. 
Switzerland. August 8-20. 1955. I nited 
Nations. New York. (pp. 383-386). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

At Black Mesa. Arizona, and in the San Juan 
Basm of New Mexico, uranium minerals occur in 
sandstones deposited in marginal marine or 
near-shore terrestrial environment in the Curtis 
formation of Jurassic age and in some members of 
the Mesavcrde group of Late Cretaceous age. The 
occurrences arc associated with local facies changes 
and with accumulations of carbonaceous matenal: 
all are in or near regions of post-Cretaceous 
tectonic disturbances. (Auth) 

<3Wi> 

Cater. F W . Jr.; I SGS. Washington. IX" 

Geology of the Bull Canyon Quadrangle. 
Colorado. I SGS Map GO 33 (1954) 

The map area is underlain by sedimentary rocks 
that range in age from I ate Paleozoic to 
Quaternary except in the northeastern part whee 
crystalline Precambrian rocks crop out along the 
flanks of the I'ncor "ahgrc Plateau. Over most of 
the region the sedimentary beds arc flat lying, but 
in places they arc disrupted by high-angle faults or 
arc failed into northwest-trending monoclines, 
shallow synclines. and strongly developed 
anticlines. The uranium-vanadium deposits are 
mostly restricted to the upper layer of sandstone 
lenses in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 
formation of Jurassic age. The or IT consists mainly 
of sandstone impregnated with uranium- and 
vanadium-bearing minerals, but rich concentrations 
are also associated with thin mudstone partings, 
beds of mudstonc pebbles, and carbonized fossil 
plant material. The ore bodies range from small 
irregular masses that contain a few tons of ore to 
large tabular masses containing many thou-.ar.ds of 
tons: most ore bodies are relatively small and 
contain only a few hundred tons. Margins of ore 
bodies may be vaguely or sharply defined, layers 
of ore lie essentially parallel to the bedding: most of 
the deposits occur in the thicker parts of sandstone 
lenses and commonly near the base of the lenses. 
The trend of the long direction of the deposits and 
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the trend of the rolls in the sandstone are roughly 
parallel to the trend of the fossil logs in the 
sandstone and to the average or resultant dip of the 
cross-bedding in the sandstone. (AuthMPAG) 

<207> 

Caier. F.W., Jr.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geology of the Gateway Quadrangle, 
Colorado USGS Map GQ 55. (1955) 

The map area » underlain by sedimentary rocks 
that range in age from Late Paleozoic to 
Quaternary except in the northeastern part where 
crystalline Precambrian rocks cro_< out along the 
flanks of the Uncoropahgre Plateau. Over nost of 
ike region the sedimentary beds are flat lying, but 
in places they are disrupted by high-angle faults or 
are folded into northwest-t.cndi-.g monoclines, 
shallow syncl incs, and strongly developed 
anticlines. The uranium-vanadium deposits are 
mostly restricted to the upper layer of sandstone 
lenses in the Salt Wash member of the Morrison 
formation of Jurassic age. The ore consists mainly 
of sandstone impregnated with uranium- and 
vanadium-bearing minerals, but rich concentrations 
arc also associated with thin mudstonc partings. 
beds of mudstone pebbles, and carbonized fossil 
plant material. The ore bodies range from small 
irregular mass*** thai contain a few tons of ore to 
large tabular masses containing many thousands of 
tons; most ore bouics arc relatively small and 
contain only a few hundred tons. Margins of ore 
bodies may be vagrely or sharply defined Layers 
of ore lie essential!) parallel to the bedding; most of 
the deposits occur in the thicker parts of sandstone 
lenses and commonly near the base of the lenses. 
The trend of the long direction of the deposits and 
the trend of the rolls in the ondst one are roughly 
parallel to the trend of the fossil logs in the 
sandstone ar.d to the average or resultant dip of the 
cross-bedding in the sandstone. (AuthXFAG) 

Cater. F.W., Jr.; USGS. Washington, DC 

Geology of the Pine Mountain 
Quadrangle, Colorado. USGS Map GQ 
69. (1955) 

The map area is underlain by sedimentary rocks 

that range in age from Late Palct./oic to 
Quaternary except in the northeastern part where 
crystalline Prccambrian rocks crop out along the 
flanks of the lincompahgrc Plateau. Over most of 
the region the sedimentary beds are flat iymg. but 
in places they arc disrupted by high-angle faul'.s or 
are folded into nofthwest-trcndmg monoclines, 
shallow syncl ines. and strongly developed 
anticlines. The uraniuin-vanadium deposits arc 
mostly restricted to the upper layer of sandstone 
lenses in the Salt Wash member of the Morr.ion 
formation of J mass u: age. The ore consists mainly 
of sandstone impregnated with uranium- and 
vanadium-bearing minerals, but rich concentrations 
arc also associated with thin mudstone partings, 
beds of mudslone pebbles, and carbonized fossil 
plant material. The ore bodies range from small 
irregular masses that contain a few tons of ore to 
large tabular masses containing many thousands of 
tons; most ore bodies are relatively small and 
contain only a few hundred tons. Margins of ore 
bodies may be vaguely or sharply defined. Layers 
of ore lie essentially parallel to the bedding; most of 
the deposits occur in the thicker parts of sandstone 
leases and commonly near the base of the lenses. 
The trend of the long direction of the deposits and 
the trend of the fossil logs in the sandstone and to 
the average or resultant dip of the cross-bedding in 
the sandstone. (AuthXPAG) 

<309> 

Chase. G.W Oklahoma Geological 
Survey. Norman. OK 

Occurrence of Radioactive Material in 
Sandstone Lenses of Southwestern 
Oklahoma. Oklahoma Geological Survey 
Mineral Report No. 26. (1954) 

Sandstone lenses of Permian age containing 
radioactive bituminous material occur locally 
beneath a gray cross-bedded bituminous sandstone 
in the southern pan of Jefferson and Cotton 
Counties. Oklahoma. The sandstones are probably 
near the base of the Garber sandstone. (Auth) 

<3I0> 

Coffin, R.C.; Colorado Geological Survey. 
Denver, CO 

Radium, Uranium, and Varwdium 
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Deposits of Southwestern Colorado. 
Colorado Geological Survey Bulletin 16. 
231 pp.(1921) 

The paper is the report of a study of the carnotite 
region of southwestern C o l o r a d o includes 
descriptions of several claims and groups of claims 
within the carnotite region. Separate chapters are 
devoted to geography. stratigraphy, structure, 
economic gcolugy of the carnotite deposits, 
description of selected areas, and miscellaneous 
economic materials. Most of the carnotite deposits 
occur in one of two /ones >n the lower half of the 
McElmo formation of Jurassic «kge (redefined in 
part as the Morrison formation). The lower zone is 
from 60 to 125 feet above the base of the 
formation, and the more productive upper zone is 
from 27S to 325 feet above the base. The host rock 
is generally a light-colored massive cross-bedded 
sandstone, and the ore is frequently underlain by 
beds of cL.y. Carnotite usually impregnates the 
sand-tone and cements the sands grains, but it may 
also replace fossil wood or Til! fractures and vugs. 
The carnotite deposits occur in the sandstone as 
lenses, seams, and irregular pockets whose long 
dimensions follow in general the bedding of the 
sandstone. The deposits are irregular in plan. 
Cylindrical masses of ore called "trees" or "logs" 
are sometimes within the deposits. (Auth)(PAG) 

<3I I> 

Hall. R.B.; Not given 

Recent Uranium Developments in the 
Black Hills Mines Magazine. 45(3). 60, 
122-123. (1955) 

The Black Hills is a relatively flat, domal uplift, 
elliptical in shape, and trends northwesterly. 
Crystalline Precambrian rocks are exposed in the 
core, and sedimentary rocks of Cambrian to 
Cretaceous age form a series of cuestas and 
hogbacks around the core. In the Edgemont 
district. Fall River County, South Dakota, the 
regional dip is to the southwest; the regional dip is 
interrupted by two major south-plunging anticlines 
and other minor structural features. Uranium 
deposits in the Edgemont district, first discovered 
in 1951, are for the most part confined to the Inyan 
Kara group of Lower Cretaceous age. Most of the 
deposit; and all of the major producing mines are 
in areas where the rocks dip less than 5 degrees, 
and they are often where there is a sharp change in 

Jip. The Ciould ore body, the largest producer in 
the Black Hills, is in the basal part of the Fall River 
sandstone, which, in the vicinity of the mine, is a 
buff to brown, coarse- to very coarse-grained 
sandstone. The principal ore mineral, carnotite. 
occurs as interstitial fillings. It is thought that 
lithologic controls combined with structural 
controls were instrumental in localizing the ore 
bodies. An electrical resistivity survey in «.V drilling 
area demonstrated that a resistivity anomaly exists 
over the ore body. Resistivity techniques may be 
successful in delimiting favorable ground. (Auth) 

<3I2> 

Hatf ie ld . K G . , and C.R. Maise; AEC. 
Grand Junction. CO 

Geologic Reconnaissance of the Defiance 
Uplift, Apache County, Arizona. RME-71. 
14 pp. (1954) 

A reconnaissance investigation for uranium 
deposits in the Defiance uplift was concentrated on 
the Chinle formation of Triassic age. No large 
deposits were found. A number of mineralized 
localities in the Chinle were as?:>cuitcd with small 
concretions and carbonized logs. The deposits are 
surrounded by a zone in which the normal blue or 
purple color has been altered to gray or 
brownish-orange. Small uranium deposits may 
occur in formations other ;han the Chinle. The 
Defiance uplift is a broad structural feature in 
which formations that range in age from 
Prccambrian to Tertiary arc exposed. (Auth) 

<3I3> 

Hess. F.L.; USGS. Washington, DC 

Carnotite Near Green River, U u h . USGS 
Bulletin 530-K. (pp 161-164). (1913) 

The camotite deposits near Green River occur in 
coarse-grained, cross-bedded sandstone of the 
Flaming Gorge formation (redefined in part as the 
Morrison formation) of Jurassic age. The camotite 
impregnates the sandstone, coats fractures, and fills 
small irregular cavities. The mineral •< associated 
with iron oxide stains and abundant fossil plant 
material. (Auth) 
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<3I4> 

Hess. F.L.; LSGS. Washington. DC 

Notes on the Vanadium Deposits Near 
PtocerviUe, Colorado USGS Bulletbi 
530-K.(pp. 142-156). (1913) 

The vanadium mineral roscoelitc occurs in a 
dark-colored fine-grained sandstone in the La Plata 
formation (redefined in part as the Entrada 
sandslo-e) of Jurassic age. The mineral locally 
impregnates the sandstone at about the same 
stratigraphic horizon along several miles of 
outcrop. The individual deposits are tabular and 
have an outcop length of as much as 700 feet. 
Carnotite is minor to roscoelite and occurs locally 
along joints in the vanadium deposits. Mariposite. 
a green chromium mineral, is disseminated in 
sandstone and nearly envelopes the vanadium 
deposits. (Auth) 

<3I5> 

Hess. F.L.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium and Vanadium. USGS Mineral 
Rcsourcrs. 1912. Part I. (pp. 1003-1007). 
(1913) 

The report is a brief study of the uranium and 
vanadium industry of the United States and the 
world in 1912 and a survey of the geology of 
deposits of uranium and vanadium. The deposits 
discussed are in southwestern Colorado. Gilpin 
County. Colorado, and several other minor 
localities in the United States, and in Central 
Europe. England. Australia. Sweden, Norway, 
Portugal. France. Russia. East Africa, and 
Madagascar. The uranium and vanadium minerals 
in the deposits in southwestern Colorado occur as 
interstitial fillings in sandstone. There are two types 
of deposits: carnotite and roscoelite. The roscoelite 
deposits contain a negligible percentage of 
uranium. (Auth) 

<3I6> 

Stugard, F„ Jr.; USGS, Washington, DC 

Uranium Resources in the Silver Reef 
(Hamburg) District, Washington 
County, Utah. TEM-214, 33 pp. (1951) 

Uranium deposits occur in the Silver Reef district 
near Leeds. Utah in the Tccumseh sandstone 
member of the Chinlc formation of Triassk age. 
The major structural feature of the area is the 
northeast-trending and plunging Virgin anticline, 
which has been thrust-faulted and breached by 
erosion. Hogbacks, or ~re*fs" dipping as much as 
36 degrees are developed on resistant sandstone 
beds. The ore occurs in thinly-bedded and 
cross-bedded fluviatile lenses of shale and 
sandstone and is apparently associated with 
carbonized plant material. Vanadium-uranium ore 
has been shipped from the Chloride Chief and 
Silver Point Claims. The ore contains several times 
as much vanadium as uranium, some copper, and 
traces of silver (AuthXMBW) 

<3I7> 

Not given; USGS. Washington. DC 

Wamsutter (Red Desert) Area, Wyoming, 
Progress Report. TEM-96A. 2 pp. (1951) 

The report concerns the preliminary results of tielrf 
work done during 1949 on ' the schrocckingerite 
depos i t s at Lost Creek near Wamsut tc r . 
Sweetwater County. Wyoming. The 
schroeckingerite occurs as a caliche deposit along a 
fault zone. The uranium may have been derived 
from uraniferous lignite cut by the fault /one at a 
depth of about 500 feet. It is suggested that similar 
deposits may occur along other fault zones that cut 
uranifcrous lignite. (Auth) 

<3I8> 

Stephens. J.G.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Crooks Gap Area, Fremont County , 
Wyoming. TEI-490. (pp. 120-122); In 
Geologic Investigations of Radioactive 
Deposits, Semiannual Progress Report. 
June I to November 30. 1954, (pp. 
120-122). (1954) 

In the Crooks Gap area, uranium occurs both in 
the arkosic sandstones of the Wasatch formation of 
Eocene age, and in ferruginous limestone and shale 
of Cambrian age mainly along a thrust-fault /one. 
No ore-grade deposits have been discovered in the 
Cambrian rocks. The Wasatch formation consists 
of iron stained, coarse arkose that con;*ins thin 
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lenses of carbonaceous sandy shale and mudstone. 
and interbeds of giant-boulder conglomerate. The 
uranium deposits arc in the lower part of the 
formation and are associated with fine-grained 
carbonaceous beds and with red and 
brownish-yellow iron stained sandstone. 
Uranophane is the principal uranium mineral. 
(Auth) 

<319> 

Stokes. W.L.. and D A . Phoenix; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Geology of the Egnar-Gypsum Valley 
Area, San Miguel and Montrose 
Counties, Colorado. USGS Oil and Gas 
Investigation Preliminary Map °3 (with 
text). (1948) 

The stratigraphy and structure of the area are 
described. Exposed sedimentary rocks range in age 
from Pennsylvanian to Quaternary; no igneous 
rocks are present. Most of the Permian. Triassic. 
and Jurassic rocks are of continental origin. The 
structural trend is northwest-southeast; thr gentle 
regional folding dates in part to Paleozoic time. 
From south to north, the structures include the 
Dolores anticline, the Disappointment syncline. 
and the Gypsum Valley anticline. The Dolores 
anticline may be due to the intrusion of salt, and 
the Gypsum Valley anticline certainly is. The crest 
of the Gypsum Valley anticline is extensively 
faulted and collapsed. (Auth) 

<320> 

Stokes. W.L.. R.T. Russell. R.P. Fischer, 
and A.P. Butler. Jr.; USGS, Washington. 
DC 

Geologic Map of the Gateway Area, Mesa 
County, Colorado, and the Adjoining 
Part of Grand County, Utah. USGS 
Strategic Minerals Investigations 
Preliminary Map 3-173 (with text). (1945) 

The vanadium-uranium deposits in the Gateway 
area are in a bench-forming sandstone unit near the 
top of the lower part of the Morrison formation! of 
Jurassic age. The sandstone in the deposits is partly 
or wholly impregnated with carnotite and other 
vanadium minerals, and some plant material is 

richly mineralized- ilie ore bodies are irregular in 
shape; the larger ones arc tabular bodies that lie 
essentially parallel to the bedding but cut the 
bedding in detail Locally the ore bodies have a 
roughly cylindrical shape; these are called rolls by 
the miners. The rolls and the mineralized logs have 
a northeasterly orientation. A belt in which the ore 
bodies are relatively closely spaced trends 
northwestward through the area. The deposits are 
indicated on the map by spots. (Auth) 

<320> 

MAPPING. SURVEYING. AND 
LOCATION OF DEPOSITS 

<320> 

Stokes. W.L.. R.T. Russell. R.P. Fischer, 
and A.P. Butler, Jr.; USGS. Washington. 
DC 

Geologic Map of the Gateway Area, Mess 
County, Colorado, and the Adjoining 
Pan of Grand County, Utah. USGS 
Strategic Minerals Investigations 
Preliminary Map 3-173 (with text). (1945) 

The vanadium-uranium deposits in the Gateway 
area are in a bench-forming sandstone unit near the 
top of the lower pan of the Morrison formation! of 
Jurassic age. The sandstone in the deposits is partly 
or wholly impregnated with camotite and other 
vanadium minerals, and some plant material is 
richly mineralized. The ore bodies are irregular in 
shape; the larger ones are ubular bodies that lie 
essentially parallel to the bedding but cut the 
bedding in detail. Locally the ore bodies have a 
roughly cylindrical shape; these are called rolls by 
the miners. The rolls and the mineralized logs have 
a northeasterly orientation. A l-rlt in which the ore 
bodies are relatively closely spaced trends 
northwestward through the area. The deposits are 
indicated on the map by spots. (Auth) 
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS AND 
GEOCHEMISTRY 

<32l> 

Tatsumoto. M . C.E. Hedge, and A.E.J. 
Engel; USGS. Denver. CO; University of 
California. La JoUa. CA 

Potwmnn. RubidiwiB, Strong—, 
Thorium, Uranium, and the Ratio of 
Strontium 87 to Strontium 86 in Oceanic 
Taolcittic Basalt. Science. ISO. 886-888. 
(1965. November) 

The average concentrations of potassium, 
rubidium, strontium, thorium, and uranium in 
oceanic tholeiiiic basalt are (in parts per million) 
potassium. 1400; rubidium, 1.2; strontium. 120; 
thorium 0.2; and uranium, 0.1. The ratio of 
strontium 87 to strontium 86 is about 0.702. that of 
potassium to uranium is 1.4 X IO(E+4). and 
thorium to uranium is 1.8. These amounts of 
potassium, thorium, uranium, and radiogenic 
strontium 87 are less than in other common 
igneous rocks. The ratios of thorium to uranium 
and strontium 87 to strontium 86 suggest that the 
source region of the oceanic tholeiites was 
differentiated from the original mantle material 
some time in the geologic past. (Auth) 

<322> 

Ritchie. J.C.. and G.L. Plummcr. 
University of Georgia. Department of 
Botany, Athens. GA 

Natural Gamma Radiation in Northeast 
and East Central Georgia. Bulletin of the 
Georgia Academy of Science. 27(4). 
173-1*4.(1969. September) 

Soil samples from northeastern and east central 
Georgia contained thorium, uranium, potassium, 
beryllium 7. cesium 137, ruthenium 106. cerium 
144. antimony 125. zirconium, niobium 95 and 

manganese 54. Thorium concentrations ranged 
from 3 to 70 ppm with an average concenirauv.. of 
IS.8 ppm. Uranium concentrations varied from I to 
10 ppm with an average of 3.7 ppm. The average 
thorium to uranium ratio was 4.3:1. Total 
potassium ranged from non detectable levels to 4.8 
percent with an average of 1.08 percent. 
Distribution of thorium, uranium and potassium 
followed broad geologic patterns. Concentrations 
of these elements were owest in the sandy materials 
of the Coastal Plain and highest in the basic 
igneous metamorphk material of the Piedmont. 
Distribution of thorium, uranium and potassium in 
four soil scries was best related to geologic parent 
material. The Piedmont soils. Appling. Madison 
and Cecil had higher concentrations thin sandy 
Norfolk soils of the Coastal Plain. A high 
correlation (r=0.88) was found between aerial 
gamma radioactivity and dose rates indicating that 
gamma acroradioactivity maps can be used to 
delineate areas with different background 
radiation. (RRB) 

<323> 

Rogers. J .J.W.. J . A S . Adams, and B. 
Cat!in; Rice University. Department of 
Geology. Houston. TX 

Distribution of Thorium, Uranium, and 
Potassium in Three Cores from the 
Conway Granite, New Hampshire, USA. 
American Journal of Science. 263. 
817-B22. (1965) 

Thorium, uranium, and potassium concentrations 
have been measured in 1051 samples from three 
cores with a total length of 2700 feet in the Conway 
granite of New Hampshire. Thorium and 
potassium concentrations are generally uniform 
and probably represent a primary distribution 
developed during crystallization of the batholith. 
Uranium, however, is clearly less abundant in 
surface and near-surface rocks than at depth anil 
has presumably been leached during weathering. 
These results cast some doubt on the use of outcrop 
samples for the determination of total radioactivity 
of brs* volumes of rock. (Auth) 

<324> 

Baranov. V.I., and L.A. Khristianova: 
Vernadskii Institute of Geochemistry and 
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Analytical Chemistry. Academy of 
Sciences. Moscow. USSR 

Radioactivity of Occaa Deposits. 
Chemistry of the Earth's Crust. I. 425-432. 
(1966) 

The mechanism of penetration of radioactive 
elements into marine sediments is explained by 
radiochemical studies and granuk>mctric analysis of 
terrigenous, biogenic, and polygenic sediments. 
Determinations were made of uranium, sodium, 
ionium, radium, and also iron, mangenesc, 
authigenous Si02, calcium carbonate, and organic 
carbon, which can act as coprecipiuttors of 
radioisotopes or as indicators of their path of 
penetration. Concentrations of these elements 
except uranium, seem to be determined by the 
granulometric composition of the sediments and 
uranium penetration by the mode of occurrence. 
(PAG) 

<325> 

Giadney. E.S.. J.W. Owens, and J.W. 
Stamen Los Alamos Scientific 
Laboratory. Los Alamos, NM 

Determination of Uranium in Natural 
Waters by Neutron Activation Analysis. 
Analytical Chemistry. 48. 973-975. (1976. 
June) 

A rapid procedure has been developed for the 
measurement of uranium in natural waters using 
thermal neutron activation and anion-exchange 
separation of radio-uranium fron ethanol/ HCI 
solvent mixtures. Detection limits of 0.05 ppb have 
been achieved with analytical precisions of plus or 
minus 10-30%. Results of uranium analyses by this 
procedure and by fluorometry are compared for 
natural water samples from Alaska and New 
Mexico. (Auth) 

<326> 

Coles, D.G., J.W.T. Meadows, and C.L. 
Lindeken; University of California, 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, 
Radiochemistry Divis ion, Livermore, CA; 
University of California, Lawrence 
Livermore Laboratory, Hazards Control 
Department, Lrvermore, CA 

The Direct Measurement of ppm Levels 
of Uranium in Soib Using 
Higt *e»ofciuon GefLi) Gamma Ray 
Spectroscopy. The Science of the Tctal 
Environment. 5. 171-179. (1976. March) 

The direct determination of uranium 238 in various 
soil samples was done by measuring the 63.3 keV 
transition from the decay of the first daugl.ier 
thorium 234. Potential errors resulting from the 
chemical non-equilibrium of uranium 238 with its 
daughters are thus avoided. The method sensitivity 
is I ppm compared to the 35 ppm obtainable by 
employing the 1001-keV gamma ray. A Gc(Li) 
gamma-ray spectrometer is the only analytical tool 
required. Examples are offered that demonstrate 
the usefulness of the technique for routine, 
inexpensive environmental monitoring of uranium. 
The technique also has the capability of providing 
information on the uranium 238 uranium 235 
isotopic ratio. \uth) 

<327> 

Ritchie, J.C.. P.H. Hawks, and J.R. 
McHenry; US Department of Agriculture. 
Sedimentation Laboratory. Oxford. MS 

Thorium, Uranium, and Potassium in 
Upper Cretaceous. Pakocenc and Eocene 
Sediments of the Little Tallahatchie River 
Watershed in Northern Mmnstippi. 
Southeastern Geology. 14. 221-232. (1972. 
December) 

Gamma-ray spectrometric analyses were made of 
129 samples collected from outcrops of ten geologic 
formations in north Mississippi. Thorium, uranium 
and potassium-40 concentrations were determined. 
Thorium concentrations ranged from 0.9 to 29.9 
ppm. uranium from 0.3 to 10.9 ppm and potassium 
from nondetectable to 2.43 percent. Low 
concentrations of these elements were found in the 
sands of Kosciusko and Meridian Formations 
(Upper Cretaceous). Concentrations were three to 
five times greater in UK fine-textured formations. 
(Auth) 

<328> 

Dyck, W.; Canada Geological Survey, 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 
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Geochemistry Applied to Uranium 
Exploration. Canadian Mining Journal. 
96(4). 58-62. (1975. April) 

The main radiochemical and geochemical principles 
that cnabie detection ol uranium in the natural 
environment arc described in the report. The 
detection methods of helium tracers, track-etch 
technique, well water surveys, and 
hvdrogcochcmicai analyses are presented. (PAG) 

<329> 

Larscn. E.S. . and D. Gottfried: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Uranium and Thorium in Selected Suites 
of Igneous Rocks. American Journal of 
Science. 258-A. 151-169 (I960) 

The uranium and thorium contents of 199 igneous 
rocks from a variety of pctrographic provinces is 
summarized. Data are given for the Meso/oic 
calc-alkalic baihos-ths of the western United Stales, 
volcanic and hypabysial rocks of the tholeiitic 
magma type from Hawaii and Virginia, and 
effusive caic-alfcalic. alkalic. and subsihc-alkalk 
rocks from the western United States and Hawaii. 
The batholitic rocks show an increase of both 
uranium and thorium from gaboro to quart/ -
monzonite and granite. The more extreme 
differentiates, chiefly muscovitc - quartz 
monzonitcs. contain considerably less uranium and 
thorium than the quart/ monzonitcs and granites, 
although the Th U ratios are nearly the same. The 
volcanic and hypabyssal rocks show a similar 
increase in both thorium and uranium toward the 
more felsk member*. The alkali basalts of the 
Honolulu volcanic series show an anomalous 
decrease in uranium and thorium toward the right 
on a variation diagram. The data show no 
increasing loss of uranium relative to thorium from 
the magma during the later stages of crystallization. 
(AuthXPAG) 

<330> 

Judson, S.. and J.K. Osmond; University 
of Wisconsin. Department of Geology. 
Madison. Wl 

Radioactivity in Ground and Surface 
Water. American Journal of Science. 253. 

104-116.(1955) 

Values for the uranium content and total 
radioactivity of some underground and surface 
waters are presented for samples from 77 localities. 
largely in the United States. The uranium content 
for these samples ranges between 0.02 ppb and 460 
ppb. The uranium content and total radioactivity 
of water from camotite-bearing beds in the Grand 
Junction. Colorado area are spectacularly high 
when contrasted with values for water from 
non-mineralized beds. Uranium content and total 
radioactivity was determined from residues 
obtained by evaporation of water samples. The 
total radioactivity of these residues is shown to 
change through time. (Auth) 

<33l> 

Bate. G.l. . . and J R . Huizenga: Argonne 
National Laboratory. Argonnc. II. 

Abundances of Ruthenium, Osmium and 
Uranium in Some Cosmic and Terrestrial 
Sources. Geochimka et Cosmochimica 
Acta. 2^.345-360. (1963) 

Determinations of ruthenium and osmium in ten 
chondrites by neutron activation analysis give 
average concentrations of 0.89 X IO(E-6)g Ru g 
meteorite and 0.91 X IO(E-6)g Os g meteorite. 
With proper assumptions these values lead in turn 
to cosmic aoundancej (per IOfE+6) atoms) of 1.3 
for Ru and 0.73 for Os. The averages cited include 
Ru and Os concentrations for a carbonaceous 
chondrite, which, though below average, fall within 
the range of concentrations found for the 
non-carbonaceous chondrites. The isotonic ratio Os 
184 Os 190 for osmium in meteorites agrees with 
that in terrestrial material to about I percent, 
within the limits of experimental error. The 
experimental uncertainty in determining the ratio 
Ru 96 Ru 102 is greater, and as a consequence the 
agreement of Ru 96 Ru 102 for ruthenium in 
meteorite and terrestrial sources cannot be 
established to much better than 2-3 percent. With 
these limits of experimental accuracy, no conclusive 
evidence for anomalous isotopic composition of 
ruthenium or osmium has been found in the 
samples analysed in this work. Two ^chondrites, a 
tektite and several terrestrial samples are found to 
have ruthenium and osmium concentrations 2-3 
orders of magnitude below those in chondrites, 
giving evidence of the marked depletion of these 
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dements in differentiated silicate matter. For 
samples in which the uranium concentration 
approaches that of ruthenium, the corrections 
necessary to account for fission-produced 
ruthenium permit incidentally the measurement of 
the uranium present. Uranium concentrations 
determined in this manner are reported T̂ r a few 
samples including the standard rocks G-l and W-l. 
(AuihHPAG) 

<332> 

Lopatkina. A. P.; Not given 

Characteristics of Migration of Uranium 
in the Natural Waters of Humid Regions 
and Their Use k the Ekwrmiaaiioa of the 
Gcochtmiral Backgro md for Uraaana. 
Geochemistry interna .ional, 788-795. 
(1964) 

Compilation of analytical data indicates consistent 
relationships smong content of U in waters, total 
salinity of waters, and content of U in rocks 
through which the waters are flowing. The 
relationships hold only for humid climates and do 
not apply to areas of abundant evaporites or other 
anomalous rock types. Quantitative relations 
between U and total salinity and U and HC03. are 
useful in interpreting radiogeochemical data. (PT) 

<333> 

Holland. H.D.. and J.L. Kulp; Columbia 
University, Lamont Geological 
Observatory. Palisades. NY 

The Transport and Deposition of 
Uranium. Ionium and Radium in Rivers, 
Oceans and Ocean Sediments. Geochimica 
et Cosmocnimica Acta. 5(5). 197-213. 
(1954. May) 

The important factors controlling the concentration 
of the radioelement* in the oceans arc the influx, 
the rate of radioactive decay, a.-J the rate at which 
the radioelcments are removed by sedimentation. 
With such data as are available for the 
concentration of uranium and radium in ocean 
water, their rates of influx, and their rates of 
deposition, it is possible to estimate the 
concentration of ionium in sea water and the 
amount of ionium annually transported into the 

oceans. It may be further concluded that in the 
geochemistry of uranium, influx and deposition in 
shallow water are of major importance while in the 
case of ionium, influx and deep water deposition 
seem most important and in the case of radium, the 
production by radioactive decay of ionium, the 
disintegration of radium itself, and deep water 
deposition arc important factors, ionium is not in 
equilibrium with uranium in ocean water. (Auth) 

<33<> 

Harriss. R.C.. and J .A.S . Adams: Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston, TX 

Geocbeaical and Mineralogkal Studies 
oa the Weather iag of Graaitic Rocks. 
American Journal of Science. 264. 
146-173. (1966. February) 

Chemical, mincralogkal. and autoradiographic 
techniques have been applied to the study of five 
weathering profiles developed on granite rocks. 
Two profiles from the Tishomingo granite. 
Oklahoma, two profiles from the Mount Scott 
granite. Oklahoma, and a single profile from the 
Elherton granodioriic. Ge».„ia. were investigated. 
The relative mineral stabilities in the three granites 
under investigation generally follow the expected 
sequence: pbgiochse feldspar, biotitc. potassium 
feldspar, quartz, from least to most stable 
respectively. This relative stability sequence is 
consistently observed regardless of climatic and or 
local physiochemical variations. Kaolinite is the 
predominant clay mineral present in the Elberton 
profile from Georgia. Illite and kaolinite are both 
present as major constituents h the four Oklahoma 
profiles. The largest physical and chemical changes 
occur in the transition from the C-horizon 
(weathered rock) to the B-horizon (soil). 
Mineralogy is the predominant factor controlling 
the relative mobility of calcium, sodium, 
potassium, rubidium, and thorium during 
weathering. Calcium and sodium arc concentrated 
in the plagiocbse feldspars and mafic minerals and 
are released and mobilized during the carry stages 
of weathering. Potassium and rubidium are 
concentrated in the relatively stable orthochue 
feldspars and thorium in the resistate minerals. 
These three elements are mobilized only in the 
intermediate and final stages of weathering. 
Lithium, copper, manganese, and zinc are generally 
enriched in the soil portion of the weathered mantle 
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as a result of adsorption and surface exchange with 
day mincrab. Stability diagrams indicate that the 
natural surface waters of east-central Georgia are in 
equilibrium with kaotinitc. the major day mineral 
present in the soils. In contrast, the surface waters 
of southern Oklahoma are in equilibrium with 
kaofciitc and monimorillonite but not iliite which 
is a major constituent of the Oklahoma soils. 
Combined field and theoretical evidence indicates 
that the Georgia soils have reached maturity and 
are probably the result of extensive weathering 
early in the postglacial period. The Oklahoma soils 
arc very immature and arc presently undergoing 
active alteration. (Auth) 

<335> 

Heier. U.S.; Australian National 
University. Department of Geophysics. 
Canberra. Australia 

Uranism, Thorium and Potassium in 
Edomtic Rocks. Geochimica et 
Cosmc-himka Acta. 27,849-860. (1963) 

Radiometric determinations of Th. U. and K. in 6 
edogites from mcumorphic environments, and in 
13 eclogitic rocks from volcanic environments are 
given. Good agreement is found between 
radtomctrically determined potassium contents. 
The most important conclusions made from this 
study are: (a) the Th U ratio in edogitic rocks is 
comparable to thokiitic basalts of orogenk type; 
(b) edogites are derived from the upper portion of 
the mantle; (c) the data indicate a more complex 
history of formation of the examined edogites from 
metamorphic environments as compared with those 
from volcanic environments. (Auth) 

<336> 

Leonova. L.L.. and O.S. Renne; 
Vernadskii Institute of Geochemistry and 
Analytical Chemistry. Academy of 
Sciences, Moscow. USSR 

Distribution of Uranium, Thorium and 
Potassium in Homogeneous Granites. 
Geochemistry International. 775-781. 
(1964) 

The concentrations of uranium, thorium and 
potassium in the Khanuus intrusive granite are 

uniformly distributed throughout the massif. Fifty 
percent of the total uranium and 36rf of the 
thorium is in the essential minerals, about 20*7 of 
the total uranium and thorium is in the dark 
minerals. The remainder is in the accessor) 
minerals of which uranothoritc is the only 
important concentrator of thorium. (DRW) 

<337> 

Smith. W.L.. ML. Franck. and A.M. 
Sherwood: USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium and Thorium ia the Accessory 
AOanite of Igneous Rocks. American 
Mineralogist. 42. 367-378. (I9S7) 

Accessory allanite was separated from 
phanerocrystalline igneous rocks and its optical 
properties and radioactive components were 
compared. The indices of refraction of these 
allanite samples are higher than those from the 
pegmatites that are usually described in geologic 
literature. The birefringence was found to range 
from 0.0IS to 0.021. the alpha-index of refraction 
from 1.690 to I.77S. The allanitc content ranges 
from 0.005 to 0.25 percent by weight in the rocks 
studied. The mineral is confined largely to the more 
siliceous phanerites. The uranium content is highest 
in the allanite from the granites sampled, ranging 
from 0.35 to 2.33 percent. Allanitc was found to be 
otherwise of exceptionally uniform composition. 
(Auth) 

<338> 

Pliler. R.. and J.A.S. Adams: Rice 
University, Department of Geology. 
Houston. TX 

The Distribution of Thorium sad 
Uranium ia a Pcansylvanian Weathering 
Profile. Geochimica et Cosmochimica 
Ada. 26. 1137-1146.(1962) 

F.leven samples representing a prc-Pennsylvaniar. 
weathering profile on the Boulder Creek 
granodiorite near Boulder. Colorado, have been 
analysed for thorium and uranium by gamr>a-ray 
specn oneiric and chemical methods. In an effort 
to determine the possible sites of thorium and 
uranium in these samples, a study of their 
Icachability in hot 2 N hydrochloric acid was 
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undertaken. The fresh granodioritc was found to 
contain 9.3 ppm thorium and 2.S ppm uranium. 
The first stages of weathering resulted in an 
apparent removal of 25 per cent of the thorium and 
60 per cent of the uranium present in the original 
granodioritc. The leaching study of the fresh 
granodioritc demonstrated that as much as 90 per 
cent of the thorium and 60 per cent of the uranium 
could be removed by an acid leach solution. This 
seems to indicate that most of the thorium and 
uranium in the fresh rock is situated in acid soluble 
minerals or in interstitial materials. Aftc.- the initial 
drop of the concentration in the lowest part of the 
weathered mantle, the total uranium and thorium 
content of the weathered roc i increases by a 
fac to ry of at least 4 in the u p p e r m o s t , 
most-weathered rock material. Leaching studies of 
the weathered rock indicate that uranium is present 
largely in the primary resistates. such as zircon, 
xenotime. and apatite, and thorium occurs mainly 
in or on clays or in the secondary 
resistatcs-minerals formed dur ing weathering. 
(Auth) 

<339> 

Rogers. J.J.W.. and K.A. Richardson: 
Rice U n i v e r s i t y . Depa r tmen t of Geo logy . 
Houston, TX 

Thorium and Uranium Contents of Some 
Sandstones. G c s c h i w i n ct Cos moc h i mica 
Acta. 28. 2005-2011 (1964. July) 

Average values have been obtained by gamma-ray 
spectrometry lor the thorium and uranium contents 
of some orthoquart/ites and graywackes. The 
Atoka and Jackfork quartz sandstones of western 
Arkansas average approximately 4 ppm thorium 
and I ppm uranium. The Umpqua and Tyec 
graywackes of western Oregon avenge 
approximately 7 ppm thorium and 2 ppm uranium. 
Weighted average concentration;, for all sandstones 
are 5.5 ppm thorium and 1.7 u n b u r n . Much of the 
radioactivity, particularly in the yraywackes, is 
carried by heavy minerals such as biotite and 
zircon. The average concentrations in sand-sized 
material are, therefore, lower and may be estimated 
as 3 ppm thorium and I ppm uranium. Sand-sized 
quartz and other minerals deposited in hydraulic 
equilibrium probably have average concentrations 
in the neighborhood of those of the A oka and 
Jackfork orthoquartzites, namely: 4 ppm thorium 
and I ppm uranium. (Auth) 

<340> 

Bivens. H.M. . G.W. Smith D .H . Jensen. 
E.L. Jacobs, and L.G. Rice: Sandia 
Laboratories. Albuquerque. N M 

Pubcd Neutrai Unuuaa Borehole 
Logging with Epnhjcresal Neutron 
Dismay. CONF-7603I6-I; in 
PrrifwrtiugsofaSjuuiniuauou 
Explorat ion o f Uran ium Ore Deposits, 
add in Vienna, Austria, March 29-Aprii 2, 
1976. Internat ional A tomic Energy Agency 
Publications. Vienna. Austria, (pp. 
745-755). 806 pp. : S A N D 75-5991. 16 pp : 
I A E A - S M 208-48. ( p p . 745-755) . 806 pp . 
(1976) 

Both prompt fission neutrons and delayed fission 
neutrons can be used for logging uranium 
boreholes. The paper describes a uranium logging 
system, using a pulsed neutron generator, which 
detects and assays uranium by the measurement of 
prompt fission neutrons. The system development 
began with a feasibility study which included 
experimental measurements in uranium test pits at 
G rand J u n r t i o n . C o l o r a d o , and compute r 
calculations of the cpithermal neutron return in the 
presence of uranium. A Monte Carlo neutron 
transport code and a 21 group, one-dimension, 
t ime-dependen t , d i s c r c t c -o rd i na t cs neu t ron 
transport code have been used to calculate the 
effects of borehole geometry' >nd rock matrix 
parameters on the rpithermal neutron dicaway. 
Some experimental and analytical results arc 
described. A prototype logging probe. 70 mm in 
diameter, was built and field evaluation began in 
January 1976. The physical and operational 
characteristics of the probe i n d the upholc 
equipment arc described. Some logging results arc 
shown which were obtained in an area in which 
disequilibrium is known to exist. Although the field 
experience with the probe has been brief, the results 
have been significant. The, imply that a relatively 
accurate assay of low-grade uranium ore can be 
obtained with this method provided that proper 
calibration factors are determined, and a neutron 
output of about IOfE+10) n s is used. A neutron 
tube is being developed for uranium logging that 
will generate KHE+10) n s when operated at 100 
pulses per second. (Auth) 

< 3 4 l > 
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Brodzinski. R.L.. and N.A. Wogman: 
Ba i te l l c . Pac i f i c No r thwes t L a b o r a t o r i e s . 
Richland. WA 

Cali fornium-2S2 I N S I T U Activation and 
Photon Detection Techniques for 
Uranium Ore Deposit Evaluation 
CONF-760316: In Proceedings of a 
Sympos ium o n E x p l o r a t i o n o f U r a n i u m 
Ore Depos i ts , held in V i e n n a . A u s t r i a . 
March 29-April 2. 1976. International 
Atomic Energy Agency Publications, 
V ienna . A u s t r i a , ( p p . 757-763) . 806 p p . . 
I A E A - S M - 2 0 8 50. ( pp . 757-763) . 806 p p . ; 
BNWL-SA-5561. I I pp. (1976. March) 

Four different techniques are evaluated for 
borehole analysis of uranium and thorium ores. 
Me. .ods involving detection of fission product 
photons following Cf 252 activation, detection of 
low energy uranium and thorium gamma-rays, 
direct measurement of the 1001 kcV photon from 
Pa 234, a progeny of U 238 and isolopic excitation 
X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy are evaluated. The 
first two techniques are found too unsuitable for 
most low grade ores. The third is found to be 
suitable for the in situ analysis of uranium ores 
only, and the fourth method is shown to be a 
superior, cost effective method for both uranium 
and thorium ore analysis. (Auth) 

<342> 

D'Silva. A . and V.A. Fassel; ERDA. 
Ames L a b o r a t o r y . Ames, I A , Iowa Sta te 
University. Department of Chemistry. 
Ames, IA 

Direct Determination of Uranium Ores by 
an X-Ray Excited Optical Luminescence 
Technique. IS-M-47.4 pp. (1976) 

X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL) has 
emerged as a highly sensitive analytical technique 
for the determination of trace level rare earth 
impurities in nuclear materials, high purity rare 
earth oxides, and impurities in rare gases. This 
communication discusses the application of this 
technique to the direct determination of uranium in 
ores. (Auth) 

0 4 3 > 

M u r r a y . E.G. . and J . A S . A d a m s : Rice 
University. Houston. TX 

T h o r i u m , Uranium and Potassium in 
Some Sandstones. Gcochimica et 
Cosmochimica Acta. 13. 260-269. (1958) 

Thorium, uranium, and potassium concentrations 
have been determined in nineteen sands and 
sandstones by gamma- ray spec t romet ry , 
fluorometric uranium analysis, and alpha-counting. 
The samples were selected so that both common 
and extreme thorium and uranium ratios would be 
reorcsented. The average and nearly uniform values 
tound in orthoquart/itk. clay-free sands were 
potassium (0.64 plus or minus 0.04 percent), 
thorium (1.7 plus or minus 0.1 ppm). and uranium 
(0.45 plus or minus 0.05 ppm). giving a Th V ratio 
of 3.8 plus or minus 0.8. The Th U ratio found is 
very near to that of average igneous rocks and may 
represent an independent determination of the 
average crustal Th U rat io. Heavy mineral 
separations on some of the ordinary sands indicate 
that very little of the thorium, uranium and 
potassium in a common sand is associated with the 
heavy dctrital grains. Neglecting a very minor 
feldspar content, the radioactivity of the common 
sandstones studied is contained almost entirely in 
the quart/, where it appears to he largely related to 
microscopic and submicroscopic inclusions. The 
heavy dctrital minerals do not begin to affect the 
Th U ratio or concentration ratios until they OCCLI 
in large quantities as in placer sands. Within 
experimental error, the modern beach sands 
studied were in radioactive equilibrium. These 
preliminary data provide some independent and 
experimental comparisons for the average thorium 
and uranium content of sandstones calculated from 
geochemical balances. The data arc also helpful in 
constructing models of the changes in thorium and 
uranium ratios that might be observed in moving 
from a beach line through shallow water sediments 
to deep-water sediments. (Auth) 

<344> 

Ahrens . I . .H . ; Un ive rs i t y o f Cape T o w n . 
Department of Geochemistry. Cape Town. 
South Africa 

Some Observations on the Uranium and 
Thorium Distributions in Accessory 
Z i r c o n f rom Granit ic Rocks. Gcoch imica 
et Cosmochimica Acta. 29. 711-716 (1965. 
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January) 

The uranium and thorium distributions in 
seventy-two spec.mens of accessory zircon from 
granitic rocks have been examined. Fiequcncy 
distributions of both elements are positively skewed 
and the distributions approximated lognormality. 
The dispersion of the thorium concentration is 
distinctly greater than that of uranium; ionic radii 
differences may be the cause. The ratio Th U is 
also positively skewed and whereas the average 
ratio is 0.47. the modal (most frequent) value is 
0.3S. Though not wcll-devclopcd there appears to 
be a distinct correlation between uranium and 
thorium in the zircon under consideration. (Auth) 

<345> 

Heier. K.S.. and J.A.S. Adams; Australian 
National University. Department of 
Geophysics. Canberra. Australia; Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston. TX 

Concentration of Radioactive Elements in 
Deep Crustal Material. Geochimica et 
Cosmochimica Acta. 29. 51-61. (1965. 
January) 

Th. U and K have been determined in paragneisses 
of different metamorphic grade. Both Th and U 
concentrations are lower in granulite facies rocks 
than in more low-grade metamorphic rocks of 
equivalent nature. Thus geological processes 
operating in the crust must result in an upward 
concentration of these elements. The Th, U ratio of 
the paragneisses shows a widely variation which is 
related to the oxidation of U. Some evidence exists 
for a decrease of the Th U ratios with 
metamorphic grade. (Auth) 

<346> 

Rogers, J.J.W.. and P C . Ragland; Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston, TX 

Variation of Thorium and Uranium in 
Selected Granitic Rocks. Geochimica et 
Cosmochimica Acta. 25, 99-109. (1961) 

A selected suite of granitic rocks representing both 
individual differentiation sequences and a broad 

sampling of granites from North America have 
been analysed for thorium, uranium, and 
potassium by gamma-ray t spectrometry. In the 
White Mountain and Ohverian series of New 
Hampshire both the thorium and uranium contents 
and the Th VJ ratio tend to increase with igneous 
evolution. In the Southern California batholith the 
thorium and uranium contents increase during 
differentiation, but the Th U ratio is constant. The 
general tendency for the Th U ratio to increase 
with petrogenetic evolution is shown by a 
comparison of the Th U ratio with the ratio of 
potassium feldspar to plagioclase for a broad 
sampling of granitic rocks. This increase is 
probably caused by oxidation during magmatic 
differentiation. (Auth) 

<347> 

Pliler. R . and J.A.S. Adams; Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston. TX 

The Distribution of Thorium, Uranium, 
and Potassium in the Mancos Shale. 
Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta, 26, 
1115-1135. (1962) 

Over 135 samples of the upper Cretaceous Mancos 
shale have been analyzed for uranium, thorium, 
and potassium by chemical and radiometric means. 
These samples were collected from 16 localities in 
Colorado. Utah. Arizona, and New Mexico. The 
average concentrations found in the Mancos shale 
samples are 10.2 ppm thorium. 3.7 ppm uranium, 
and 1.9 percent potassium as metal. The average 
Th U ratio is 3.1. For the most part, the variations 
in the thorium, uranium and potassium 
concentrations are gradual and take place over 
large distances. Thorium. Th U ratio and 
potassium tend to decrease and uranium tends to 
increase with distance from the upper Cretaceous 
shoreline. The K Th ratio in the shale, including 
sandy intertongues, shows remarkcdly little 
variation on a regional basis. Laboratory studies 
indicate that the uranium in the Mancos shale is 
present largely in the fine-grained primary resistate 
minerals, and the thorium occurs in the 
fine-grained secondary rcsistates or fixed in or on 
clays. (Auth) 

<348> 
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Miller . D .S . . and J . L . Kulp . Columbia 
University. Lamont Geological 
Observatory. Palisades. NY 

Isotope Study of Some Colorado Plateau 
Ores. Economic Geology. 53(8). 937-948. 
(1958. December) 

A number of selected uranium ore specimens from 
several localities have been analyzed for uranium 
and lead in both pitchblende and galena phases by 
isotope dilution techniques and the lead isotonic 
abundance determined. It is shown that the 
hypothesis of hydrothermal deposition of uranium 
accompanied by old radiogenic lead from the 
basement at one time about 60 m.y. ago does not 
satisfy the isotopic data A new hypothesis is 
presented which requires local sources with high 
U Th and U Pb ratios, variable radon leakage, 
suitable ground water movement, and deposition at 
the site of H2S production at low temperature. 
This hypothesis can explain the age discordances 
and the lead isotope abundances in galena. It is 
possible from the isotopic data to have all 
deposition occurring within the last five million 
years but it docs not preclude other periods of 
deposition such as in Laramidc time. The isotopic 
ages arc apparent ages only and bear no direct 
relation to the time of deposition. The isotopic 
ratios, however, provide information which may be 
used to restrict theories of origin. (Auth) 

<349> 

Foyn. E . B. Karlik. H. Pcttcrsson. and E. 
Rona: Borno Station. Sweden 

Radioactivity of Sea Water. Nature. 143. 
275-276. (1939. January) 

The radioactive elements of uranium, radium, and 
thorium have been measured in sea water. Uranium 
was measured by its fluorescence in beads of 
sodium fluoride excited with ultra-violet radiation. 
Results showed that uranium is a constant 
component of sea water, varying in proportion with 
the total salinity. Radium, more difficult to 
measure, was precipitated as sulfate hut results 
varied due to an unknown factor. Thorium was 
precipitated using ammonia and ferric chloride 
added to large quantities of sea water, to which 
ammonium chloride had been previously added. 
(PAG) 

<350> 

Smith. A.R.. and H.A. Wollcnbcrg: 
University of California. Lawrence 
Berkeley Laboratory. Berkeley. CA 

Geology and Natural Terrestrial Dose 
Rates. In McLaughlin. J.E. (Ed). 
Workshop on Natural Radiation 
Environment, held in New York City. 
March. 1972. (pp. 8-11). 80 pp.: 
HASL-269. (pp. 8-11). 80 pp. (1972. 
August) 

Tbc natural terrestrial gamma radioactivity » due 
mainly to the uranium, thorium, and potassium 
contents of the rock and soil. The west to east 
increase in radioa 'ivity in the Sierra Nevada 
bathoiith matches an increasing K20 SK)2 ratio, 
which suggests emplacement of magmas of 
increasing alkalinity. With the exception of the 
ca rbona te rocks , potass ium and tho r ium 
individually contribute more to the UKal natural 
gamma-ray dose rate than docs uranium. (PAG) 

<35l> 

Anspaugh. L.R.. P.I Phelps. G.W 
Huckaby. P H . Gudiksen. and C.I. 
Lindcken; University of California. 
Lawrence l.ivcrmorc laboratory. 
Bio-Medical Division, l.ivermorc. CA: 
University of California. Lawrence 
l . ivcrmore Labora to ry . Ha /a rds Con t ro l 
Department, l.ivcrmore. CA 

Methods for the IN SITU Measurement 
of Radionuclides in Soil. In Mclaugnm. . 
J.E. (Ed). Workshop on Natural 
Radiation Environment, held in New York 
City. March. 1972. (pp . 12-30). 80 pp.. 
HASI -269. (pp. 12-30). HO pp (1972. 
August) 

A (>e Li spectrometer in the field which converts 
counting rates into units of soil activity was the 
method studied. A generalized computer code has 
been developed for application to a variety of 
detector geometries and source distributions. Small 
differences, for example 2 r, ; for potassium 40. was 
noted in radioactivity levels for the natural 
occurring radionuclides as measured by the in situ 
method and laboratory analysis. A larger 
discrepancy in results for cesium 137 was probably 
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related to inadequate soil sampling over too small 
an area. |PA<>> 

<352> 

l.ovenng. J.F.. and J * . Morgan; 
Australian National University. 
Department of Geophysics. Canberra. 
Australia 

Ur ta iam aad Thor ium Abundances in 
Possible Upper Maatle Materials. Nature. 
197(4863). 138-140. l !961. January 12) 

The report documents a study concerning neutron 
activation analyses of uran ium and thor ium 
abundances in cclogites. This method is the most 
appropriate technique for the determination of the 
relatively low levels predicted for eclogue rocks 
from the mantle. Edogitk rocks occur in two main 
environments. The pipe eclogites occur along with 
ultra-bask and granulitic rocks as inclusions in 
kimberlite and basic igneous .pipes. Crustal 
eclogites occur as lenses or discontinuous musses 
often associated wi th per idot i te and garnet 
peridotitc masses in orogenk zones. Results of the 
analyses of the 5 pipe eclogue samples and 4 crusia. 
eclogitc samples are discussed. Very br ief ly, 
eclogites from the continental upper mantle have 
very similar uranium (range 0.04-0.07 ppm) and 
thorium (range O.I5-0.29ppm) abundances with 
mean values of 0.052 ppm uranium and 0.22 ppm 
thorium. The thorium uranium ratios from the 
continental upper mantle vrr.ples range from 3.S to 
5.8. with a mean value of 4.2. The crustal eclogites 
had uranium contents between 0.018 ppm and 0.24 
ppm. thorium contents between 0.015 ppm and 
0.60 ppm, and thorium < uranium ratios between 0.6 
and 4.8. (MBW) 

<353> 

Olton. J.K.; USGS. Lakewood. CO 

Uraaiaa aad Trace Elements in Stream 
Satfiawats at aa Exploration Tool. USGS 
Open File Report, 76-220, 19 pp. (1976) 

More than 45 trace elements have been reported in 
anomalous amounts in the uranium ores. The 
•pacific suite of elements associated with any one 
uranium deposit varies according to deposit type 
and geologic province. The primary geochemical 

halo of uranium and associated trace elements in 
the host rock, together with secondary dispersion 
halo in soils and alluvium, offers a potential 
gcochemical exploration target. Sediment from 
streams near low-grade urarium occurrences in 
arkosk sandstone of the Denver Basin. Colorado, 
and sediment from streams in the igneous and 
mctamorpnk terrane near the Midnitc mine of 
eastern Washington have been analyzed for 
acid-extractable U, Cu. Pb. Zn. Ni. Co. Fe. Mn. 
Mo. Cd. Cr. Ag. V. and Se. and for total Fc. Mn. 
Kg. As. and organk C. The -80 mesh fraction of 
the alluvium downstream f iom a snull uraniferous 
limonite occurrence in the Denver basin shows 
anomalous concentrations of U. Pb. As. Ni. Mo. V. 
Zn , and Se. Anomalous concentrations of U persist 
farther downstream (as much as 1.000 m) than any 
of the trace elements. In another stream system 
southeast of Denver, above-ground levels of Li. Pb. 
As, Zn , V, Fc, and Mn occur near a uranium 
anomaly which has no surface mineralization. In 
the Midnite mine area, sediments of streams 
dra in ing prospect areas showed anomalous 
concentrations of uranium, but no accompanying 
anomalous trace-element concentrations, although 
analyses of Midnite mine ores show that a broad 
suite of trace elements are associated with uranium. 
(Auih) 

<354> 

Cohen. P., and O.J. Loeltz; USGS. 
Washington, DC 

Evaluation o f Hydrogeology and 
H y d r o g e o c h e m i s t r y o f T ruckee Meadows 
Area, Washoe County, Nevada. USGS 
Paper No. 1779-S. 63 pp. (1964) 

Practically all the ground water in the Truckee 
Meadows area, an alluviated intermontane basin in 
western Nevada, is in the valley Till, which consists 
o f unconsolidated and part ial ly consolidated 
sedimentary deposits. The Mesozok and Cenozoic 
consolidated rocks of the mountains bordering the 
valley contain some water in fractures and other 
openings, but they have virtually no interstitial 
permeability. The permeability of the valley fill is 
extremely variable. The study stresses the aspect* of 
the ground water system that bears directly on the 
hydrologic problems. The geology of the area and 
an intensive water-quality study was undertaken. 
Water from wells and streams was analyzed for 
uran ium, chlor ide, carbonates, i r on , sodiu'n. 
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potassium and other minerals. (AuihHPAG) 

<35f> 

McCauley. J . F . : Pennsylvania Geological 
Survey. Depar tment of In ternal Affairs. 
Harnsburg. PA 

Uranium in Pennsylvania. M43. 71 pp 
(1961) 

Forty-three uranium occurrences were studied 
primarily within the Commonweal th of 
Pennsylvania. The great majority arc in the Catskill 
Formation of Devonian age and arc of the 
"sandstone type". Similar occurrences arc present 
in rocks of Mississippian and I riassic ages. The 
occurrences arc in gray to green zones within red 
bed formations of continental origin. 
Mineralization is commonly associated with 
carbonaceous material in the form of plant 
fragments. Pvrite. bornitc. chalcopyrite. galena, 
digcnitc. chalcocitc and covellite have been 
identified from the Devonian occurrences along 
with the secondary uranium minerals, uranospinitc 
and mcta/cuncntc. No primary uranium minerals 
could be identified and it is believed the primary-
uranium occurs cither as a ura no-organic 
compound or as an oxide, very finely disseminated 
throughout the carbon. X-ray spectrographs 
analysis shows that uranium, vanadium, iron, 
copper, lead. /inc. barium and arsenic arc present 
in varying quantities in the majority of the 
sandstone occurrences. Uranium is the most 
abundant clement in the Tnassic occurrences, while 
(he Mississippian arc characterized by uranium and 
vanadium, and the Devonian by copper and 
uranium. (Auth) 

<356> 

Haji-Vassilious. A., and P.F Kerr; 
Columbia University. New York. NY 

Uranium-Organic Matter Association at 
La Bajada, New Mexico. Economic 
Geology. 67, 41-54. (1972) 

Urano-organic matter al la Bajada is associated 
with sulfide mineralization along a fault in an 
al'.red tuff-breccia (Oligocene). The deposit is 
believed to be hydrothermal and probably 
represents an aftermath of igneous activity. 

Underlying coal- and oil-burning units (Mesa 
Verde) arc believed to have provided the organic 
fractions in the urano-orgafiic matter. 
Physico-chemical evidence indicates that petroleum 
••.as the major source. Geological features and 
mineral associations suggest that petroleum 
derivatives escaped to the place of deposition soon 
after the fracturing of the rocks and were then 
followed by the uranium-bearing hydrothermal 
solutions. Although specific uranium minerals have 
not been identified in the ore. preliminary data 
suggest that most of the uranium is associated with 
submicroscopic mineral matter disseminated 
through the orgap-c components. (Auth) 

<357> 

Hol land . H I ) . . G.G. Wit ter . J r . . W.B. 
Heak. III. and R.W. Petti: Princeton 
University. Princeton. NJ 

The Use of Leachable Uranium in 
Geochcmical Prospecting on the Colorado 

Plateau, The Distribution of Leachablc 
Uranium in Surface Samples in the 
Vicinity of Ore Bodies. Economic 
Geology. 5M2). 190-209. (I95H. March) 

Determinations were made of the leachablc 
uranium content of soil and rock samples from the 
vicinity of the Standard-I.isbon-Cal Uranium ore 
'ody. Big Indian Wash. Utah, the new Monument 
No ; ore body. Oljetoh. Arizona, a Shinarump 
and a Chinlc deposit near Cameron. Arizona, and 
the Freedom No. I and No. 2 ore bodies near 
Marysvale. Utah. In the sedimentary uranium 
deposits studied the presence of uranium 
mineralization can be detected at considerable 
horizontal distances from ore. but surface samples 
at vertical distances of more than about 30 feet 
from ore gave no indication of the presence of ore 
at depth. At Marysvale uranium was found to 
penetrate no farther than alteration visible in 
hand-specimen into the quartz monzonite wall rock 
of a uraninite-fluorite vein. Analysis of surface 
samples indicate that mineralization at the base of 
late Tertiary rhyolitr can be detected at the surface 
through a fair thickness of rhyolitc. The data as a 
whole suggest that in areas in which uranium ore is 
present at shallow depths teachable uranium 
analyses can serve as a useful tool in exploration. 
(Auth) 
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<358> 

Gross. E.B.. A S . Corey. R.S. Mitchell, 
and K. Walenta: AEC. Grand Junction. 
CO: University of Virginia. Charlottesville. 
VA; Institut fur Mineralogie und 
Kristallchcmic. Stuttgart. Germany 

Hydratcd Ban— Unajri Arseaale 
Minerals. Ametkan Mineralogist. 43. 
1134-1143. (1958. November) 

Hdnrichhc. Ba(U02)2 (As04)2 I0-I2H2O. and 
mclahctnrichite.. Ba(UQ2)2 (As04)2 8H20 occur 
as tabular, yellow to green, fluorescent, transparent 
to translucent crystals belonging in the tetragonal 
system. Optically the uranium minerals are uniaxial 
(-), sometimes anomalously biaxial with 2V up to 
20 degrees. The refractive indices of beinrichitc and 
metaheinrichite are given. The calculated specific 
gravity of metaheinrichitc n 4.09 and the measured 
specific gravity is 4.04. The minerals have thus far 
been found near lakeview, Oregon and in the 
Black Forest of Germany. (AuthKMBW) 

<359> 

De Abeledo. M.J., M R . De Benyacar, 
and E.E. Galloni; Comision Nacionai de 
Energia Atomka. Buenos Aires. Argentina 

Ranquilite, A Calcium Uranyl Sil icate. 
American Mineralogist. 45. 1078-1086. 
(I960. September) 

A new uranium mineral, named ranquilite, has 
been found in Mendoza Province, Argentina. The 
probable formula is 1.5 Ca0(2UO3) 
5(Si02)-l2H20. Values for the orthorhomi • unit 
cell are given, as well values for Z and G and 
3.32, respectively). Samples heated to I id-120 
degrees and to 130-140 degrees Centigrade show 
certain changes in the x-ray powder pattern 
suggesting two lower hydrates. After exposure to 
the air, the original pattern is again obtained. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<360> 

Anderson, P.L.; Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources, Division of Geological 
Survey, College, AK 

Semi-Quantitative Uranium Analysis by 
X-Ray Spectrograph^. Alaska Department 
of Natural Resources Laboratory Notes 
No. 10. 3 pp. (1969) 

A new method of per se uranium determination by 
X-ray spectrography was investigated. Data were 
collected at a wavelength of 0.910 angstroms. The 
dctectability limit was estimated to be between 0.01 
and 0.005% U and the precision of this method was 
27% of the value at 0.066% U. an acceptable 
precision. The method incorporates some matrix 
cprret:on by using the peak to background 
intensity ratios rather than simply peak intensity. 
(PAG) 

<36l> 

Evans. R.D.. and C. Goodman; 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
Department ot Physics. Cambridge. MA 

Radioactivity of Rocks. Bulletin of the 
Geological Society of America. 52. 
459-490. (1941. April I) 

In the study of the radioactivity of terrestrial 
materials, a systematic program of standardization, 
calibration, and interchecking has been followed 
throughout. As part of an international 
intercalibration among the various workers in this 
field and a general program of helium age research, 
several hundred radioactivity measurements have 
been made. These results represent the most 
reliable collection of radioactivity determinations 
which have yet been made within the range of 
concentrations involved. By combining these newer 
measurements with the limited number of 
well-authenticated earlier analyses available, 
average values have been obtained as follows: 1.37 
plus or minus 0.17 X I0(E-I2)g Ra/g for 43 acidic 
igneous rocks. 0.51 plus or minus 0.05 X I0(E-I2)g 
Ra/g for 7 intermediate igneous rocks. 0.38 plus or 
minus 0.03 X I0(E-I2) g Ra/g for 54 bask igneous 
rocks, and 0.57 plus or minus 0.08 X I0(E-I2)g 
Ra/g f"r 28 sedimentary rocks: 3.0 plus or minus 
0.3 X l(XE-6)g U/g. 13 plus or minus 2.0 X 
IO(E-6)g Th/g, and a Th/U ratio of 5.0 for 26 
acidic igneous rocks; 1.4 plus or minus 0.2 X 
IO(E-6)g U/g, 4.4 phis or minus 1.2 X IO(E-6)g 
Th/g, and a Th/U ratio of 2.6 for 6 intermediate 
igneous rocks: 0.96 plus or minus 0.11 X IO(E-6)g 
U/g, 3.9 plus or minus 0.6 X IO(E-6)g Th/g, and a 
Th/U ratio of 4.0 for 34 basic igneous rocks. These 
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values are substantially lower than those obtained 
by Jeffreys in a compilation of most of the 
measurements reported prior to 1936. The present 
averages show a more marked decrease of 
radioactivity with increasing basicity, the Th t" 
ratios arc considerably greater than those compiled 
by Jeffreys and are in better agreement with those 
to be expected from geochemical considerations. 
Two ultrabasic rocks were found to have 
radioactivities comparable to the low values for 
iron meteorites. Specific inaccuracies in earlier 
investigations have been discovered. Estimates are 
made of the rate of production of heat by 
radioactive decay based on the above average 
values for the different rock types. (Auth) 

<362> 

Burwash. R.A.. and G.L. d i m m i n g : Not 
given 

Uranium and Thorium in the 
Precambrian Basement of Western 
4[*ani*f» Canadian Journal of Earth 
Sciences. 13(2). 284-293. (1976. February) 

Delayed neutron activation analyses of 182 core 
samples from the basement of the western Canada 
sedimentary basin give mean values of 4.13 ppm I' 
and 21.1 ppm Th. These values arc almost twice the 
published values for the Shield as a whole. 
Replicate analyses of a composite sample of all 
cores indicates an analytical precision of plus or 
minus l rf for uranium and plus or minus 79f for 
thorium. Histograms of number of samples vs. II 
and Th values indicate a negatively skewed 
frequency distribution. Analysis of composite 
samples prepared from a large number of hand 
specimens may tend to conceal this skewed nature. 
Mean abundance values will also be influenced by 
the form of the U and Th frequency distributions. 
Trend surface analysis, with smoothing to reduce 
the effect of high or low single sample values, 
indicates two "highs' common to both U and Th. 
The helium-producing area around Swift Current, 
Saskatchewan is associated with a high U-Th 
plutonic complex. A linear belt (rending northeast 
from Edmonton appears to be a Hudronian 
mctamorphic belt in which U and Th have been 
concentrated. Several local concentrations of U or 
Th are found in the Peace River Arch of northern 
Alberta. (Auth) 

<363> 

Dooley. J R . . J r . . E.N. H a r s h m a n . and 
J.N. Rosholt. I'SGS. Denver. CO 

Uranium-Lead Ages of the Uranium 
Deposits of the Gas Hills and Shirley 
Basin, Wyoming. Economic Geology. 
69(4). 527-531. (1974. June) 

The uranium-lead ages for two massive uraninite 
samples from two deposits, one each in the Gas 
Hills and Shirley Basin districts, are both 22 plus or 
minus 3 my. as determined by Pb 206 I 238 and 
Pb 207 V 235. These arc sufficiently concordant to 
confirm an early Miocene time of mineralisation 
for both deposits. Iranium-lead ages for several 
ore-grade samples from an upper sandstone iayci 
of the Shirley Basin indicate 24 plus or minus 5 
my. The ore samples show less concordancy in age 
than the massive uraninitc samples and arc believed 
to give a less reliable age because of a large 
common lead correction. Radioactive secular 
cquilibrijm between V 23X and (I 234 was 
determined by alpha spectrometry to be greater 
than 99 percent for the massive uraninite samples; 
equilibrium between V 238 and Th 230 (ionium) 
was established by a direct method of isotopic mass 
ratios. A method of indexing the common lead 
correction using Pb 208 is used with these young 
samples which contain negligible Th 232. Both the 
Gas Hills and Shirley Basin uranium deposits, 
located about 85 miles (137 km) apan. arc in the 
Wind River Format ion . The rad ioac t ive 
equilibrium found in the massive uraninite samples 
supports the reliability of the age found for these 
two samples. The loss of equilibrium in the 
ore-grade samples, along with the less reliable lead 
age. indicates that some local migration of elements 
occurred surrounding the roll at the Shirley Basin. 
Apparently this has not affected the lead-uranium 
system sufficiently to invalidate a date of 22 my. 
for the emplacement of both deposits and the 
conclusion that ore deposition stopped at about 
that time. (Auth) 

<364> 

Cowart . J . B . . and J .K. Osmond: F lor ida 
State University. Tallahassee. FT. 

Uranium 234 and Uranium 238 in the 
Carrizo Sandstone Aquifer of South 
Texas. IAEA-SM-182 35 . (pp . 131-149). 
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(1974) 

The waters of the Carruo Sand Formation of 
South Texas exhibit a pattern of uranium isotonic 
disequilibrium, described in terms of U 234 U 23* 
activity ratio ("A.R.") and uranium concentration, 
which may be a function of geochemical factors 
and the hydrologic history of the area. In terms of 
uranium, two regimes seem to exist. The first, 
including outcrop and near outcrop sample 
locations, has waters w i th relatively high 
concentration and low A.R. Somewhat downdip. 
the uranium concentration accrea»cs sharply at the 
downdip limit of the oxidation environment, a zone 
of uranium precipitation. Recoil of daughter 
products from the precipitated uranium causes an 
increase of A.R. of the water. Water of low 
uranium concentration and high A.R. b found 
throughout the downdip regime. If a constant input 
of U 234 through time is assumed, the downdip 
decrease in A.R. after the initial introduction of U 
234 into the water may be ascribed to radioactive 
decay of If 234. However, this assumption leads to 
the calculation of a water flow rate one twentieth 
that determined by other means. Alternatively, this 
pattern may be an artifact of a change of climate 
from 20.000 years to 10.000 years ago. In this case, 
the decrease in A.R. downdip is a function of a 
varying input of U 234 as well as decay. (Auth) 

<365> 

Files. F.G.; University of California. 
Graduate Division. Berkeley. CA 

Geology and Alteration Associated with 
Wyoming Uranium Deposits. Ph.D. 
Dissertation, University of Cal i forn ia, 132 
pp.; GJO-936-l. 132 pp. (1970) 

The paper deals with roll-type uranium ore bodies 
at three deposits in Wyoming, namely Crooks Gap. 
Gas Hills and Shirley Basin. The study was aimed 
at establishing the physical and chemical factors 
responsible for roll formation and migration. Rolls 
in the Gas Hills and Shirley Basin were found to 
resemble each o ther c lose ly in i m p o r t a n t 
morphological characteristics such as size, shape, 
lateral continuity, occurrence below the permanent 
water table and relation of the alteration t o n ? - * to 
the paleotopography of the underlying form...ions. 
Crooks Gap rolls differ by being smaller and higher 
grade and lacking continuity as a result of rapidly 
chang ing l i t ho fac ies in the host rocks . 

M.ncralogical variations across the roll-front were 
inves t iga ted m ic roscop i ca l l y po l i shed 
thin-sections and heavy miner? paratev Bulk 
chemical analyses show that aU..cd and unaltered 
ground differ little from each other in content of 
the major components SK)2. AI203. and K20. 
which comprise 90-95 percent of the host rocks. 
Roll formation and migration is apparently in 
response to generation of an "add wave" in the 
vicinity of the roll-front caused by oxidation of 
pyr i te by invading oxygenated waters. The 
observed mineralogicai reactions in ro l l - f ront 
formation and migration generally consist of 
minerals dissolving and being redeposited farther 
down-dip in response to changing chemical 
conditions in the pore solution, rather than of 
minerals al ter ing in place to other phase*. 
(AulhXMBW) 

<366> 

Sackctt. W . M . . T. M o . R.F. Spalding. an<i 
M . E . E x n c r : Texas A ft M Un i ve r s i t y , 
Department of Oceanography. College 
Station. TX 

A Revaluation of the Marine 
Geochemistry of Uranium. In Radioactive 
Contamination of the Marine 
Environment. International Atomic 
Energy A g e n c y . V ienna . A u s t r i a . I q 7 3 . 
(pp. 757-769); IAEA-SM-158 51. (pp. 
757-769). (1973) 

Approx imate ly I0 (E+ I5 ) micrograms year of 
dissolved uranium are being removed from the 
ocean by each of the generally accepted significant 
sinks for uranium-carbonate deposits and deep 
anoxic basin sediments. However, these sinks 
account for only 10 percent of the estimated 
present -day i npu t o f u r a n i u m . Possible 
explanations for this discrepancy are: ( I ) 
contemporary input values are too high owing to a 
significant contribution from man's effects, such as 
uranium input via phosphate ferti l izers or 
world-wide cu l t iva t ion leading to premature 
leaching of uranium from soils, or (2) there arc 
other important uranium sinks such as the 
abundant siliceous oozes or continental shelf 
anoxic sediments. (Auth) 

<367> 
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Spalding. R.F.. W.M. Sackctt. and W.R. 
Br>-ant. Texas A ft M University. 
Department of Oceanography. College 
Station. TX 

Paleogeochemistry of Uranium ia the 
Calf of Mexico. Earth Research. 2. 35-42. 
(1974) 

The paper describes the relationship between 
uranium concentrations and other parameters in 
sediments recovered from hole 94 at the northern 
edge of the continental slope of the Yucatan 
platform, which was drilled by the Glomar 
Challenger. Twenty-five samples from different 
time intervals of the core material were analyzed 
for uranium. Uranium concentrations were 
determined by the nondestructive delayed neutron 
technique. Nine of these samples were also 
analyzed for percent calcium carbonate. Eleven 
core intervals were analyzed for acid soluble 
phosphate. The aluminosilicatc fractions for 
uranium concentrations had from 2-6 ppm uranium 
with a mean of about 3.S ppm. For the calcareous 
fraction of Gulf sediments, uranium ranged from 
O.IS ppm in foraminifcra to about 2 ppm in 
pteropods to almost S ppm m some corals and 
calcareous algae. For the Oligoccnc and Eocene 
sediments recovered, the uranium concentrations 
ranged Irom about 0.1 to I ppm. For the same type 
sediments deposited in the Pleistocene. Pliocene, 
and Miocene, however, uranium values are 
approximately five times higher than those just 
mentioned. Two possibilities for this may be 
responsible; a secondary enrichment process 
associated with lateral or upward vertical migration 
and. or a process associated with Gulf coast 
Miocene tectonic activity. (AuthKMBW) 

<368> 

Mo. T.. A D . Suttle. and W.M. Sackctt: 
Texas A A M University. College Station. 
TX 

Uranium Concentrations in Marine 
Sediments. Geochimica et Cosmochimica 
Acta. 37. 35-51.(1973) 

Uranium concentrations in a large number of 
marine sediment samples of different types with 
world-wide spatial distribution have been 
determined using the rapid, precise and 
nondestructive technique of counting the delayed 

neutrons emitted during t' 235 fission induced with 
thermal neutrons. Several interesting relationships 
were apparent. (I) A direct proportionality was 
observed between percentage of organic carbon and 
uranium in sediments deposited in an anoxic 
environment in the Pctlaquamscutt River in Rhode 
Island with concentrations ranging from 7 percent 
organic carbon and 7 ppm uranium to 14 percent 
organic carbon and 30 ppm uranium. A similar 
relationship was found in cores of sediments 
deposited on the Sigsbec Knolls in the Gulf of 
Mexico. (2) For manganese nodules a direct 
relationship can be seen between uranium and 
calcium concentrations and both decrease with 
incrciMng depth of deposition. For nodules from 
4500 m in the Pacific, concentrations are 3 ppm 
uranium and 0.3 percent calcium compared with 14 
ppm uranium and 1.5 percent calcium at 1000 m. 
(3) Relatively high uranium concentrations were 
observed in carbonates deposited in the deepest 
pans of the Gulf of Mexico, with the greater than 
88 micron carbonate fraction in Sigsbee Knoll 
cores having as much as 1.20 ppm. A model to 
explain the observed variations must include 
uranium enrichments in near shop- environments 
via an anoxic pathway, followed by redeposition in 
a deep ocean environment with dilution either by 
low-uranium-bearing foraminiferal or siliceous 
oozes or. along the continental margins, dilution 
with high-uranium-bcaring carbonate sands. (Auth) 

<369> 

Spalding. R.F.. and W.M. .Sackctt: Texas 
A & M University. Department of 
Oceanography. College Station. TX 

Uranium in Runoff from the Gulf of 
Mexico Distributive Province: 
Anomalous Concentrations. Science. 175. 
629-631. (1972. February II) 

Uranium concentrations in North American rivers 
are higher than those reported 20 years ago. The 
increase is attributed to applications to agricultural 
land of larger amounts of phosphate fertilizer 
containing appreciable concentrations of uranium. 
Experiments showing a constant 
phosphorous-uranium ratio for various types of 
fertilizers and for the easily solubilizcd fraction of 
046-0 fertilizers support this view. (Auth) 

<370> 
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Barker. F.B.. JO. Johnson. K.W. 
Edwards, and B.P. Robinson; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Determination of Uranium in Natural 
Waters. USGS Wafer-Supply Paper 
I696-C. 25 pp. (1965) 

A method is described for the determination of 
very low concentrations of uranium in water. The 
method is based on the fluorescence of uranium in 
a pad prepared by fusion of «!" dried solids from 
the water sample with a flux of 10 percent NaF. 
45.5 percent Na2Co3. and 45.5 percent K2C03. 
This flux permits use of a low fusion temperature 
and yields pads which are easily removed from the 
platinum fusion dishes for fluorescence 
measurements. Uranium concentrations of less than 
I microgram per liter can be determined on a 
sample of 10 milliliters, or less. The sensitivity and 
accuracy of the method are dependent primarily on 
the purity of reagents used, the stability and 
linearity of the fluorimeter. and the concentration 
of quenching elements in the water residue. A 
purification step is recommended when the 
fluorescence is quenched by more than 30 percent. 
Equations are given for the calculation of standard 
deviations of analyses by this method. Graphs of 
error functions and representative data are aho 
included. (Auth) 

<37l> 

Scott. R.C.. and F.B. Barker: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Data on Uranium and Radium in Ground 
Water in the United States, 1954 to 1957. 
USGS Professional Paper 426. 115 pp. 
(1962) 

The report is one of a series resulting from a study 
by the U.S. Geological Survey to determine the 
occurrence and distribution of naturally radioactive 
substances in water. From 1954-57 uranium and 
radium concentrations were determined in 561 
samples, mainly of ground water, having wide 
geologic and geographic distribution. These 
concentrations, together with data on the 
hydroiogic and geologic environment, the 
be ta -gamma a c t i v i t y , and the chemical 
characteristics of each sample, are tabulated by 
states. The conterminous United States was 
subdivided into 10 geotectonic regions to facilitate 

statistical interpretation of the occurrence of 
uranium and radium in fresh water in 
approximately homogeneous geologic provinces. 
For each geotectonic region, the range and median 
were determined for the concentrations of radium 
and uranium; for regions from which sufficient 
data were available, log-normal frequency 
distribution curves were calculated and 
superimposed on histograms of radium and 
uranium concentrations in the samples. An 
"anomaly threshold** is suggested for both 
radioefcments for each region analyzed statistically. 
The western stable region had the greatest median 
and highest "anomaly threshold'' for uranium. This 
region also had the highest "anomaly threshold"' for 
radium, but the largest median for radium was 
found for samples collected in the Ozarfc-Ouacfcita 
system. The median concentration for uranium was 
lowest for the Atlantic and Gulf Coastal Plain and 
the Pacific orogenk belt. This latter region also had 
the lowest median-radium content. (Auth) 

<372> 

De Nault. K.J.; Stanford University, 
Department of Geology. Stanford. CA 

Origin of Sandstone Type Uranium 
Deposits in Wyoming. Ph.D. Dissertation. 
Stanford University. 352 pp. (1974. May) 

An examination of a uranium roll in the Red 
Desert. Wyoming, has shown the following 
outstanding mincralogic differences between fresh 
and altered ground: I) Hornblende, pyrite. and 
zircon are removed from altered ground. 2) 
Hornblende crystals in fresh ground show 
pronounced solution features and they are 
uraniferous. 3) Pyrite is found in three morphologic 
varieties in fresh ground, octanedra. framboids. 
and small massive grains, all of which are 
uraniferous. In mineralized ground, framboidal 
pyrite has grown and is the dominant form. 
Framboids in both fresh and mineralized ground 
are composed of small discrete tetrahedra. 4) 
Anatase replaces ilmenite in mineralized and 
altered ground. In order for a roll to form, a host 
sand must contain sufficient pyrite. methane, and 
other constituents to lower the Eh of influxing 
groundwater so that pyrite. uraninite. and selenium 
precipitate. The zonation of calcite. pyrite. 
uraninite, and selenium represents a serial increase 
in Eh and a modest drop in pH across a roll. 
(AuthMMBW) 
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<T3> 

Scott, J.H.. and J J Daniels: LSGS. 
Dower. CO 

Noa-Radioaetr ic Borehole Geophysical 
Dwectjf of Crnrhr—ril Halos 

Deposits. USGS Open File Report 76-228. 
16 pp.: IAEA SM 208-16. 16 pp. (1976) 

Roll-type aranium deposits are formed by the 
concentra'.'on of uranium by ground water in 
gcochemkal cells. Non-uranium minerals having 
different solubilities may be deposited ahead of or 
behind the uranium minerals, forming halos that 
surround the ore. In addition, oxidizing and 
reducing environmental conditions may cause 
zones of mineral alteration to develop beyond the 
limits of the uranium deposit. Certain physical 
property anomalies that arc commonly associated 
with halos can be detected by relatively fast and 
inexpensive borehole geophysical measurements 
made either in individual holes, or between two 
adjacent holes Borehole measurements that have 
been found to be useful include electrical resistivity, 
induced polarization, and magnetic susceptibility. 
Electrical resistivity is increased by the presence of 
calcite and other cementing minerals that 
sometimes create permeability barriers in the 
neighborhood of uranium deposits. Induced 
polarization (IP) response is increased by sulfide 
and day minerals that are commonly found in 
anomalous concentrations near roll-type deposits. 
Magnetic susceptibility is usually decrease I by the 
oxidation of magnetite to hematite or li.nonitc in 
the zone of chemical alteration that is left as a trail 
behind roll fronts. Borehole measurements of 
electrical res.stivity. induced polarization and 
magnetic susceptibility were made in the vicinity of 
a uranium roll-type deposit ir. south Texas. Results 
indicate that mineral halos can be detected by 
borehole measurements made in wide-spaced drill 
holes, and that the total amount of drilling needed 
to And a deposit can be reduced substantially by 
this exploration approach. (Auth) 

<374> 

Cheney. E.S.. and J.W. Trammell: 
University uf Washington. Depar tment of 
Geological Sciences. Seattle. WA 

Isotonic Evidence for Inorganic 

Precipitation of Uranium Roll Ore Bodies. 
American Association of Petroleum 
Geologists Bulletin. 57(2). 1297-1303. 
(1973. Jury) 

Uranium roll ore bodies form below the water tabic 
predominantly in arkosk sandstones. Exterior 
barren ground (EBG) outside of the crescentic roll 
may retain mafic dctrital minerals or may be 
hematitic or pyritk- Pyrilic EBG commonly 
contains coalified wood and calcite. Roll ore bodies 
generally grade into pyritic EBG. have sharper 
boundaries with interior barren ground (IBG). and 
are discontinuous along strike. IBG usually is 
devoid of pyrite. cakitc. organic materials, and 
fresh feldspars. A disequilibrium mincralogic 
assemblage (or transitional /one) of variable width 
is present between roll ore and IBG in some 
deposits. During the past decade, a bacterial origin 
for roll ore bodies has been more popular than 
other theories of origin. However, largely on the 
basis of laboratory experiments Granger and 
Warren suggested that the roll ore bodies may form 
inorganically. According to their model, incursion 
of groundwater may cause the oxidation of 
biogenic or other sulfides to sulfite; because sulfite 
disproportionate* into S04- and HS-. inorgank 
HS- rather than bactcriogcnic H2S may be 
responsible for the precipitation of pyritc and 
uranium minerals, lsotopk data that seem to 
support the new hypothesis in the Gas Hills district 
of Wyoming include the following: (I) the lack of C 
12 enriched (i.e.. methane-derived) calcitc. (2) the 
variable and extreme enrichment of S 32 in pyrite 
within transitional IBG and in pyritc associated 
with jordisitc on the leading edge of some rolls, and 
(3) the greater enrichment of S 34 in the present 
groundwater sulfate than in the epigenetk sulfides 
that generate this sulfate. The unusual occurrence 
of roll ore bodies between EBG and IBG that 
contain almost no pyrite or cakite would be 
difficult to attribute to a bacterial origin. The 
diagenctic formation of bacterial sulfides in 
sandstones can be viewed as ground preparation 
for the later and genetically unrelated formation of 
roll ore bodies. Accordingly, other factors being 
equal, wide ore /ones should exist adjacent to 
pyritk EBG. and rolls should be absent or narrow 
next to nonpyritk EBG. lAuth) 

<375> 

Osmond. J.K.. I..I. Bricl. J.B. Cowart. and 
M.I. Kaufman: F lor ida S ta te Univers i ty . 
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Department of Geology. Tallahassee. TL 

Aaalysis of Groaad-Watcr Regimes by 
Use of Naomi Unarm Isotope 
Variations. PB-240-267.123 pp. (1974) 

The concentrations in natural waters of U 238 and 
U 234 vary greatly both in absolute terms and 
relative to each other. This isotonic phenonf.non. 
which is due to processes related to the rsuliogenk 
origin of U 234 by way of intermediate daughters 
from U 238. can be used to study ground-water 
regimes in two ways: (I) as isotonic fingerprints of 
water masses, so that mixing volumes of diverse 
sources can be computed, and (2) as indicators of 
water-aquifer interactions through time, whereby 
the isotonic parameters are changed. Examples of 
the first kind of study include mixing volumes and 
sources of major Honda springs, and ground-water 
contributions to a Florida karstic river. Examples 
of the second kind of study include analysis of 
circulation patterns of the Carrizo aquifer of Texas 
and of the Floridan aquifer of south Florida. The 
analytical techniques are designed for low 
concentration-large volume samples, and include 
the use of an artificial yield tracer. U 232. and 
simple procedures for co-precipitation, 
ion-exchange, clccirodcposition. and alpha energy 
pulse height analysis. (Auth) 

<376> 

Stieff. L.R.. T.W. Stern, and R.G. Milkcy; 
USGS. Washington. DC 

A Preliminary Determination of the Age 
of Some Uranium Ores of the Colorado 
Plateaus by the Lead-Uranium Method. 
USGS Circular 271. 19 pp. (1953) 

Treatment of the data for 41 ore samples 
containing more than 0.1 percent uranium gives an 
average Pb 206/U age of approximately 71 million 
years, an average Pb 207/U 235 age of about 82 
million years, and an average Pb 207, Kb 206 ratio 
equivalent to an age of 425 million years. At least 
part of the large discrepancy between the mean 
lead-uranium ages and the much less reliable Pb 
207/Pb 206 ages is due to small systematic mass 
spcctrometric errors. The extreme sensitivity of the 
Pb 207/Pb 206 ratio to small mass spectrometric 
errors invalidates not only the Pb 207/Pb 206 ages 
but also the corrections for the presence of old 
radiogenic lead and the selective loss of radon 

wtich must be based in part on precise 
determinations of the Pb 207 Pb 206 ratio. Errors 
in the chemical analyses for lead and uranium 
introduce uncertainties in the mean Pb 206 U age 
of approximately plus or minus 3 million years. 
The small systematic mass spectrometric errors 
should not increase the mean Pb 206 V age by 
more than 3 million years. Better corrections for 
common lead and additional corrections lor 
selective loss of uranium and the presence of old 
radiogenic lead should lower the mean Pb 206 U 
age by approximately 10 million years. The data 
suggest that the calculated ages are dose to the true 
age of the ores. From these calculated ages it is 
reasonable to assume that the uranium was 
introduced into the sediments not later than the 
late Cretaceous or early Tertiary (55 to 80 million 
yean ago). This assumption differs markedly from 
the assumption thai the present uranium deposits 
were formed in the Late Triassk and Late Jurassic 
sediments of the Colorado Plateaus (152 and 127 
million years ago), during or soon after deposition 
of ihe sediments. (Auth) 

<377> 

Rogers. J.J.W.. and J.A.S. Adams: Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston. TX 

Autoradiography of Volcanic Rocks of 
Mount Lassen. Science. 125. 1150. (1957. 
March 18) 

The Mount Lassen volcanic rocks studied consisted 
of phenocrysts of plagioclase and one or more 
ferromagnesian minerals (and rarely quartz) in a 
groundmass of glass or aphanitic material. The 
determined ratios (percentage alpha tracks from 
mineral,/percentage of mineral in the rock) are 
close to I for most minerals, including glass, in 
each sample. Apparently no mineral is either 
enriched or impoverished in thorium and uranium, 
and the distribution of alpha-emitting elements 
seems to be uniform. (PAG) 

<378> 

Stewart, D.C.. and W.C. Bentley; Argonne 
National Laboratory, Lemont. IL 

Analysis of Uranium • Sea Water. 
Science. 120. 50-51. (1954. Jury) 
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The uranium concentration of water collected from 
the Pacific Ocean and the Great Salt Lake was 
determined by extracting the uranium directly from 
the water into an organic solvent containing 
di-buiyi-orthophosphoric acid .n CCI4. The 
solution was transferred in toto to a platinum 
counting plate and dried. The U 235 present was 
estimated by fission-fragment counting in the 
Argonne heavy-water reactor. This method is 
accurate for volumes of I ml or less, with volumes 
oi 20 ml being the routine sample si/e. (PAG) 

<379> 

Hamilton. E.: Not given 

The Uranium Content of the 
Differentiated Skaergaard Intrusion 
Together with the Dis t r ibu t ion of the 
Alpha Particle Radioactivity in the 
Various Rocks and Minerals as Recorded 
by Nuclear Emulsion Studies. Mcddclelser 
Om Gronland. 162(7). 1-39. (1959) 

The distribution of radioactivity and uranium in 
the Skacrgaard intrusion (bast Greenland) is traced 
in detail by means ol quantitative nuclear emulsion 
techniques. radioactivation and fiuorimetric 
analyses. It has been shown that in the rocks 
formed by differentiation of a basaltic magma there 
is no prelerential increase of radioactivity from the 
major minerals, the olivine being the least and the 
quart/ (he most radioactive of the major minerals. 
Of the accessory minerals apatite, zircon, sphenc. 
cpidote. and hydrated iron oxides showed a 
preferential increase in radioactivity. (Auth) 

<380> 

Weinberg. H.A.. and F.C.W. Dodge: 
University of California. Lawrence 
Berkeley laboratory. Berkeley. CA: 
USGS. Wasnington. IX 

Radioelement and Trace-Element Content 
of the lone Formation, Central 
California. USGS Bulletin 1382-B. 17 pp. 
(1973) 

Radioactivity and content of uranium plus thorium 
in 77 samples of sandstones and clays from the 
Eocene lone Formation of central California 
correlate with abundance of titanium, zirconium. 

and lanthanum, suggesting a general 
correspondence between th>: radisclentents and 
heavy minerals. There is no apparent correlation 
between the content of gold and radioclemenls. Ot 
77 samples of Eocene rocks, gold was detected in 
less than one-third: there is little probability that 
the dement exists in exploitable amounts in the 
lone Formation. Sandstones of the lone Formation 
in the lone-Bucna Vista area arc characterized by 
low potassium content as compared with their 
northern counterparts and with samples from the 
Eocene Tesla and Domengine Formations of the 
west side of the Great Valley. Sandstones from all 
areas sampled arc similar in uranium and thorium 
contents. Processes associated with transportation 
and deposition rather than composition of source 
materials alone may have significantly affected 
radioclcmcnt concentrations in the lone. (Auth) 

<38l> 

Trites. A.F.. J r . . and E.W. Tookcr: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Uranium and Thorium Deposits in 
East-Central Idaho, Southwestern 
Montana. USGS Bulletin 9X8-H. (pp. 
157-209). (1953) 

I hirty-nmc rr.ine* ana prt»jr«....:. - cast-central 
Idaho and southwestern Montana were c.M.^'ied 
radiomctrically to determine the grade, reserves, 
and mode of occurrence of uranium and thorium. 
The region is underlain by granite gneiss of 
pre-Cambrian age: metasedimentary rocks of 
younger pr--Cambrian age: limestone, dolomite, 
quartzitc. sandstone, stale, and phosphate rock of 
Paleozoic and Meso/ok age: and shale, sandstone, 
and unconsolidated deposits of Tertiary age. The 
igneous rocks, which vary widely in composition, 
comprise pre-C'ambrian and Cretaceous or Tertiary 
dikes, late Meso/oic batholiths. and Tertiary to 
Recent lavas. The rocks Jiavc been folded by 
prc-Cumbrain. I.aramide. and nost-Mioccnc 
deformation and displaced by many thrust and 
normal faults. Uranium occurs principally in gold, 
lead, copper, and quartz-hematite veins that cut 
prc-Cambrian quartzite and phyllitc of the Belt 
scries and Paleozoic limestone and shale. The 
uranium minerals that have been identified, 
torbernite and autunitc. are associated with pyrite. 
galena, malachite, and hydrous iron oxides. These 
deposits arc estimated to contain 0.02 to 0.1 
percent uranium. Known reserves arc small. 
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Thorium occurs in significant amounts in three 
copper-bearing veins and in at least nine 
quartz-hematite veins. One copper-bearing vein is 
in pie-Cambrian hornblende gneiss: the other veins 
cut argillite. sandstone, quartzitc. and schist of the 
Bert series. The thorium occurs principally as 
thorite and as hydrothorite. The thorite is in very 
small, altered, red-brown, prismatic crystals 
associated with hematite, hydrous iron oxides, and 
barite. The hydrothorite is believed to occur in the 
mixture of hydrous iron oxides. Minor quantities 
of monazite and allanite are found in some of (he 
deposits, but they are not considered significant 
sources of thorium. These deposits are believed to 
conttin 0.1 to 1.2 percent thoria (Th02). (Auth) 

<382> 

Gott. G.B.. and J.W. Hill; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Radioactivity in Some Oil Fields of 
Southeastern Kansas. USGS Bulletin 
98S-E. (pp. 69-122). (1953) 

Radium-bearing precipitates derived from oil-well 
fluids have been found in more than 60 oil and gas 
fields in Cowley. Butler. Marion. Sedgwick, and 
Greenwood Counti.-s of southeastern Kansas. The 
abnormal radioactivity of these precipitates has 
been studied by means of gamma-ray and sample 
logs: by radiometric, chemical, pctrographic, and 
spectrographic analyses of (he precipitates and drill 
samples: and by chemical analyses of brines 
collected from oil wells in the areas of high 
radioactivity. The most radioactive precipitates 
were collected from a narrow belt, roughly 
marginal to the Nemaha anticline, that extends 
from the southern pari of Marion County 
southward to near the Kansas-Oklahoma 
boundary. Most of the formations in this area have 
no higher concentration of radioactive constituents 
than is normally found in rocks of similar lithology 
elsewhere, but in a few wells the drill samples from 
beds just below the eroded top of the Arbuckle 
group and from some limestones in the Kansas City 
group have an abnormally high radium content. 
The highest radioactivity caused by radium in any 
of the rocks from this area that have been 
radioraetrically analyzed is equivalent to that of 
0.26 percent uranium oxide. This analysis indicates 
as much radium as would be found in equilibrium 
with about 0.5 percent uranium. The radioactivity 
of the precipitates ranges from 0.000 to 10.85 

percent equivalent uranium oxide and the uranium 
oxide content ranges from 0000 to 0.006 percent. 
Radium determinations have shown that radium is 
the dement that causes most of the radioactivity. 
Brines, collected from oil wells where 
radium-baring precipitates have formed, contain 
as much as 0.2 ppm of uranium. (Auth) 

<383> 

Thompson. ME.; USGS. Washington. 
DC 

Farther Studies of the Distribution of 
Uranium in Rich Phosphate Beds of the 
Phosphoria Formation. USGS Bulletin 
1009-D. (pp. 107-123). (1954) 

Five sets of "close" samples (narrow and 
contiguous samples across a lithologic unit) from 
bed.- of high phosphate content of the Phosphoria 
formation in Idaho. Utah, and Wyoming were 
analyzed chemically for F and C02. Very good 
correlations between F. C02. and P205 were 
found in several of the samples. The size of 
phosphate pellets was measured in thin sections of 
two sets of close samples. Frequency histograms 
and cumulative curves were platted from these size 
measurements, but when compared with uranium 
concentration for each sample, no significant 
correlation between size and uranium 
concentration was discovered. In two sets of 
samples a good correlation was found between 
equivalent uranium and each of the other 
components. The samples in these two sets have a 
uranium content that is relatively high for the 
Phosphoria formation, and they show considerable 
range in P20S content. (Auth) 

<384> 

Kaspar. J.. «nd V. Hejl; Institute of 
Experimental Mineralogy and 
Geochemistry. Prague. Czechoslovakia 

Thermodynamic Conditions of the Origin 
of Uraninites. In Proceedings of a Panel 
on Uranium Exploration Geology, held in 
Vienna, Austria, April 13-17, 1970. 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Publications. Vienna, Austria, (pp. 
301-314), 386 pp.; IAEA-PL-391/6. (pp. 
301-314). 386 pp. (1970, October) 
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The dependence of the origin of U02, U03 and 
U30G on temperature (300-900 degrees K) and 
pressure (I-10000 aim) was studied. Calculations of 
values of free enthalpies at I aim show that values 
of delta G are predominantly negative. Therefore, 
in theory, the oxides could exist in nature. At the 
same time, the absolute values of delta G are most 
favorable for the formation of U03 which, 
however, has not been encountered in nature. The 
reason why U03 formation is most favored b 
because the experimental reactions occur in an 
environment with a surplus of oxygen. The oxides 
under study form a series according to the 
decreasing value of delta G. namely U03 U30ft 
and U02. In nature, however, the origin of 
uraninite (in pegmatites as well as in hydrothermal 
veins) occurs under a lack of oxygen and the above 
sequence is the reverse, the only oxide originating 
in nature being therefore U02. On the whole, 
calculations show, that the existence of U02. U03 
and U308 is possible under high pressures up to 
10000 aim. However, increasing pressure influences 
unfavorably the value delta G. in other words ti.e 
iormation of the uranium oxides is less probable. 
From the results obtained, it is clear that 
temperature is more important Ilk. pressure for 
the formation of uraninites. Another important 
factor is the chemical character of the environment 
in which uraninite originates. The reducing 
atmosphere supports the origin of Ut/2. whereas an 
oxidizing medium suppresses its origin. The 
calculated values were checked against 
experimental results of hydroihcrmal synthesis of 
uraninites in autoclaves. Uraninites in nature may 
originate in pegmatites as well as in the zone of 
hypergencsis. At the same time, according to the 
different content of U6+. uraninites may be 
classified as alpha, beta or gamma uraninite or 
uraninite I. II and III. Chemically, it is a question 
of the variable amount of U03 in the structure of 
1102. which causes the change m the unit cell 
dimensions in the range between 5.38 and 5.49 
angstroms. (Auth) 

<385> 

Gabelman, J.W.; AEC. Division of Raw 
Materials. Washington. DC 

Speculations on the Uranium Ore Fluid. 
In Proceedings of a Panel on Uranium 
Exploration Geology, held in Vienna, 
Austria, April 13-17. 1970. International 
Atomic Energy Agency publications. 

Vienna. Austria, (pp. 315-330). 386 pp.; 
IAEA-PL-391 21. (pp. 315-330). 386 pp. 
(1970. October 

Lateral secretion by fresh meteoric groundwater is 
a popular theory for uranium mineralization in 
sedimentary rocks. However, field evidence 
indicates that presently migrating fresh 
groundwater does not mineralize its aquifers, and 
that uranium, copper and vanadium deposits are 
formed by fluids which were corrosive enough to 
pervade and alter relatively impermeable rocks. 
Further, uranium mineralization occurred in 
geographically restricted areas and not in any 
hydrodynamic system with suitable source and 
reservoir rocks. Uranium districts are concentrated 
along the forelands of mobile belts whereas the best 
source rocks are in the hinterlands. Districts in 
regionally extensive preferred formations arc 
localized in relation to broad tectonic features 
rather than the topographic surface, stratigraphy, 
local structures, or local hydrodynamic systems. 
The areally uniform uranium content presently 
found in the most uraniferous source rocks -
granite, rhyolitic tuff and carbonaceous shale -
indicates its resistance to leaching by ordinary 
water. A portion of this uranium is removable by 
acid leaching. Uranium deposits also contain a 
family of minor elements in quantities up to several 
orders of magnitude times their level in source 
rocks. Some of these are noi easily leached. The 
patterns of altered rock that invariably accompany 
uranium deposits do not reflect fresh-water flow 
but are restricted, selective among similar chemical 
traps, and locally iransgressivc. indicating a limited 
supply of fluid. The difficulties in concentrating a 
sufficient volume of ions by diffusion or water by 
flow to creai: an ore deposit invite consideration of 
a concentrated fluid. Freshwater analyses show 
contents of the family of uranium deposit elements 
many times less than me levels in source rocks, 
whereas brines have concentrations many times 
more, even approaching (he concentration in ores. 
Fluid-gas inclusions in calcite in sandstone uranium 
deposits appear to be brines trapped at 45 to 65 
degrees C. Recent isotopic studies show many 
brines to be meteoric water enriched in mineral 
ions by percolation through heated environments. 
The uranium ore fluid must have corrosiveness. 
penetrability, concentration and selectivity; 
qualities which fresh groundwater does not possess. 
The ore fluid could be a brine composed of 
originally meteoric water mixed with magmatic. 
connate, or rock crystallization fluids and mineral 
ions from any source. This fluid could migrate and 
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mineralize in response to temperature zoning. 
(Auth) 

<386> 

Mil ler , M.R. ; Montana Bureau of Mines 
and Geology . Hydrology Division, But te . 
MT 

llydrofcochemical Investigation of 
Selected Watersheds in Southwestern 
Montana. PB-238 348. 25 pp.: 
MUJWRRC Report No. oo' 25 pp.; 
OWRT A-029 MONT. 25 pp. (1974. 
December) 

A two-year study was conducted (1969-1971) to 
delineate the geologic-- \ factors that influence the 
water qua l i ty of selected watersheds in 
southwestern Montana. Secondary objectives 
included investigation of parameters or group of 
constituents to see which arc the best indicators of 
geologic environment and examination of the 
effects of seasonal variations on water chemistry. 
Seven small watersheds were sttdicd. each 
containing one predominant rock group. The 
watersheds range in size from 2 to 9 square miles, 
and most are along the flanks and foothills of 
several mountain ranges. An attempt was made to 
select watersheds where man's activities are 
minimal. Findings of the study indicate that 
bedrock geology does influence the water chemistry 
of watersheds: waters issuing from watersheds in 
metamorphic and in plutonk terrains seem to be 
similar in composition and concentration: 
carbonate, sandstone, shale and volcanic terrains 
seem to influence the water chemistry the most: 
concentrations of major constituents vary inversely 
with stream discharge: concentrations of trace 
metals seem to remain almost constant regardless 
of discharge; in general trace-metals concentrations 
were too low to be significant, suggesting that 
stream sediments may be more useful than stream 
water as a geochemical exploration tool. (Auth) 

<387> 

Hil l , J . W . ; Oklahoma Geological Survey, 
Norman. OK 

Uranium Bearing Carbonaceous Nodules 
of Southwestern Oklahoma. Oklahoma 
Geologica l Survey Mineral Report 33, 6 

pp.(1957) 

Uranium-bearing carbonaceous nodules have been 
found along the north flank of the Wichita uplift in 
southwestern Oklahoma. The carbonaceous 
nodules are Mack. hard, brittle, highly lustrous, 
and largely insoluble in carbon disulfide or 
benzene. One specimen by analysis had 
approximately 42 percent carbon and 3 percrni 
hydrogen. The uranium, vanadium, cobalt, arsenic, 
nickel, lead, and iron contents each range between 
I and 10 percent. It is concluded that the 
carbonaceous nodules arc epigenetic and that the 
organic and inorganic constituents were derived 
from mobile solutions. (Auth) 

<388> 

Ward. F.N.. and A.P. Marranzino; I S G S . 
Washington. DC 

Field De te rmina t ion of Uranium in 
Natural Waters. I SOS Bulletin 1036-J. 
(pp. 181-192). (1957) 

A simple and moderately accurate method for 
determining traces of uranium in natural waters has 
been devised to facilitate the development of 
hydrogcochemical prospecting techniques. The 
procedure eliminates the present practice of 
transporting bulky water samples from field to 
laboratory and the lime-consuming evaporation of 
samples, preliminary to analysis. Under field 
conditions the uranium is separated from a water 
sample by means of a phosphate collector, and. 
after a papcr-chromatographic separation, is 
determined by its reaction with ferrocyanide. The 
lower limit of the method is 2 ppb and without 
modification it can be used to determine as high as 
200 ppb of uranium in natural waters. Recoveries 
of 2. 30. and 10 micrograms of uranium added to 
500 ml portions of a water sample are respectively 
I. 5. and 7 micrograms. T'te analyses of 7 different 
binary mixtures prepared from natural water 
samples compare favorably with the values 
calculated from the mixture composition and the 
known uranium contents of the components. Five 
repeat determinations on a water sample containing 
5 ppb agree within I ppb of the mean; similar 
determinations on a sample containing 30 ppb 
agree within 4 ppb of the mean; similar 
determinations on a sample containing 5 ppb agree 
within 4 ppb of the mean. Results by the proposed 
method on samples containing from 2 to 30 ppb of 
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uranium compare reasonably well with the 
fluorimctrtc results obtained by another Ubontory. 
(Auth) 

< 3 * 9 > 

Robinson . C .S . . and J .N . Roshu l t . J r . : 
LSGS. Denver. CO 

Uranism Migration and Geochemistry of 
Uranism Deposits in Sandstone Above, 
At. and Below the Water Table: Part II -

Dates . Geology, and Chemistry o f the 
Uranism Deposits. Economic Geology. 
56(8). 1404-1420.(1961) 

The time of uranium migration in deposits in 
sandstone can be determined by correlating 
apparent age calculations, based on radiochemical 
analyses, with the geology of a particular deposit. 
Data were obtained from urar.ium ore samples 
representing deposits above the water table, 
deposits just above and hckm perched water tables, 
and deposits at least 250 lect bejow the water table 
in the Huleti Creek area. Wyoming. The fiist 
uranium deposition occurred more than 250.000 
years ago for the deposits now at or above the 
water table. Approximately 60.000 to 80.000 years 
ago these deposits were oxidi/ed. leached, and 
locally enriched. Accumulation of uranium in the 
deposits below the water table probably did not 
start before 180.000 years ago and has continued to 
the present. (Auth) 

<390> 

Roshol t . J .N . . A.P. Butler. F \.. ( i a rncr . 
and W.R. Shields; I S G S . Denver. CO; 
National Bureau of Standards. 
Washington. DC 

Isotopic F rac t iona t ion of Uran ium in 
Sandstone, Powder River Basin, 
Wyoming, and Slick Rock District, 
Colorado. Economic Geology. 60(2). 
199-213. (1965) 

Considerable isotope fractionation of uranium has 
been found in sandstone-type deposits in the 
Powder River Basin. Wyoming. Uranium deposits, 
protected from surface weathering and only partly 
oxidized occur in roll ore bodies in the /one of 

oxidation above the water table. I 234 deficiencies 
of 40 to 60 percent are found in ore. and slight I" 
234 excess is found in samples directly below ore. 
The large magnitude of isotope fractionation 
appears to be the result of the slightly oxidizing 
environment. The roll ore body in the Slick Rock 
district occurs below the /one of oxidation, and the 
uranium ore is varied only from that which is 5 
percent deficient in I 234 ;o that which is 2 percent 
in excess of V 234. Of the roll ore bodies below the 
zone of oxidation and studied for isotopic 
fractionation of uranium, the Slick Rock roll has 
the least amount of fractionation. The relative lack 
of preferential leaching of l 234 is attributed to the 
high reducing potential of the environment. (Auth) 

<39I> 

Moxham. R.M.; I SGS. Washington. IX' 

Radioriemeat Dnpenion in a 
Sedimentary Environment and Its Effect 
on Uranium Exploration Economic 
Geology. 59*2). 3CCM2I. (1964) 

The radioclcment content of the major part of the 
southeast Texas Coastal Plain scdimentar. 
sequence falls within a range common (or 
sandstones and shales. Exceptions to the normal 
limit arc mainly ir small, widely scattered areas. 
One anomalous area, however, covers several tens 
of square miles and contains most of the important 
uranium deposits. Both mechanical and chemical 
dispersion of radioelcmenis takes piacr in the 
immediate vicinity of the ore deposits, though no 
attempt is made to extend this local dispersion 
model to the large, regional ga-nnu radiation 
anomaly. It is suggested that the point-source 
concept for scdimentarv uranium deposits is 
unrealistic and that conventional acroradiomctric 
survey grid spacing can be substantial!) enlarged 
without seriously reducing efficiency in uranium 
exploration. (Auth) 

<392> 

M i l l e r . I . J . ; F c s t a h M i n i n g C o m p a n y , 
limited. Toroi.to. Ontario 

The Chemical Environment of 
Pitchblende. Economic Geology. 53(5). 
521-545. (1958) 
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Several uranium complex ions were found to be 
stable over a wide range of pH. temperature, and 
pressure. At 25 degrees C and in neutral solutions 
uranyl complexes of carbonate, fluoride, and 
hydroxide remain in solution at concentration 
values between IO(E-S) M and IO(E-3) M. At 
elevated temperature (2IS degrees Q the solubility 
of these ions at pH 7 is still above IWE-5) M. At 25 
degrees C the above mentioned ions will react with 
a reducing agent (H2S) at pH 7 to form 
pHchbkndc of small crystallite size. A similar 
reaction proceeds at elevated temperatures (215 
degrees C) and pH 7, but the pitchblende 
precipitates with larger crystallite dimensions. The 
uranous complex ions arc relatively unstable. 
Solutions of uranous hydroxide precipitate a small 
amount of pitchblende at 25 degrees C. At elevated 
temperatures (215 degrees C) all of the uranium in 
solutions converts to well crystallized pitchblende. 
(Auth) 

Rosholt . J .N. . M. Tatsumoto. and J.R. 
Dooiey. Jr.; USGS. Denver, CO 

Radioactive Disequilibrium Studies in 
Sandstone, Powder River Basic, 
Wyoariag, aad Sack Rock District, 
Colorado. Economic Geology, 60(3). 
477-484. (1965) 

Radiochemical analyses of Th 230 and Pa 231 were 
made by use of an alpha spectrometer of two suites 
of samples from roll ore bodies in the Powder 
River Basin, Wyoming, and in the Burro No. 7 
mine, San Miguel County, Colorado. The isotopic 
abundances thus determined are compared with 
those of the parent U 234 and U 235 isotopes 
previously determined by use of a mass 
spectrometer. In both ore bodies the amount of Th 
230 and Pa 231 ranges from being in excess to 
being deficient of that required for radioactive 
equilibrium with U 234 and U 235. Th'; 
relationships between these daughters and the 
parent uranium isotopes indicate that uranium has 
migrated from the concave boundary toward the 
convex boundary in both rolls. Very low Th 
230/ Pa 231 ratios in the ore from the Powder River 
basin roll indicate that U 234 has been 
preferentially leached from the ore for a period of 
at least 100,000 years rather than leached only 
daring the last few thousand years. (Auth) 

<394> 

Bates. T.F.; Pennsylvania State University. 
Division of Mineralogy. School of Mineral 
Industries. State College. PA 

Mineralogy of the Chattanooga Shale. 
Geological Society of America Bulletin. 
64. 1529.(1953) 

Mineralogical studies, both qualitative and 
quantitative, of the Chattanooga shale are in 
progress. Problems of separation and analysis of 
mineral and organic components are difficult 
because the rock is fine-graired. However, the 
application of light and electron microscopy, x-ray 
diffraction, differential-thermal analysis, and other 
methods has provided data of interest. In thin 
section the rock is seen to consist of grains of 
quart/ and feldspar in a mntm of yellow to 
red-brown organic material which incorporates 
shreds of mica and probably clay particles and is 
dotted by small clusters of pyrite. Larger organic 
fragments with associated pyrite arc common and 
take various forms. Individual mineral particles 
range from pyrite cubes less than 0.15 micron on a 
side to quartz and feldspar grains as large as 0.25 
mm. Certain heavy minerals are characteristic of 
the sediment, and x-ray study shows several types 
of clay minerals present. Investigations of the 
radioactivity involve the use of counting, 
fluorimetric, and autoradiographic techniques. The 
latter have been particularly fruitful in attempts to 
discover the nature and occurrence <>f the uranium 
in the rock. Quantitative studies of I'.ie minerals are 
being made by a combination oi chemical and 
mineralogical methods. (Auth) 

<395> 

Hutton CO.; Stanford University. School 
of Mineral Sciences. Stanford, CA 

Uranoan Thorite «nd Thorian Monazite 
from Blacksand Paystreaks, Saa Mateo 
County, California Geological Society of 
America Bulletin. 62. 1518. (1951) 

Small quantities of uranoan thorite (U02 = 6.95%) 
and thorian monazite (Th02 = 4.22%) have been 
found in blacksand paystreaks distributed in thin 
sheets and narrow lenses, repeated many times in 
depth, on the backshore zone of some San Mateo 
County, Ca' .'omia, beaches. These minerals are 
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usually associated with green, browii. red-brown 
h o r n b l e n d e s , v a r i o u s o r t h o r h o m b i c a n d 
cl inopyroxcnes. chromian spinel , a range ot 
garnets, and zircon, although diamond, in grains of 
octahedral habit and fragments with pronounced 
nonchoidal fractures, is a noteworthy constituent of 
.he finest grade size of one sample. Pyrite. 
monazite. clinozoisite-epidote are locally abundant, 
whereas x e n o t i m e , d u f r e n i t e . c h r y s o b e r y l . 
pumpellyi tc. and :assiterite are rare but of 
considerable mincraiogical interest. The thorite is 
metamict with n = 1.846 plus or minus 0.002 in 
most instances, although a range of 1.843-1.851 was 
observed. Density (at 26 degrees C) = 6.2?. Color is 
very pale green to brown. Heating induces the 
production of patchy anisotropism. an increase in 
refractive index (1.847 - 1.878 after being held at 
680 degrees C for 2 12 hours), a marked 
transformation in color, but insignificant density 
changes. Employing the logarithmic formula of 
Holmes an age of 24.7 x IO(E+6) years has been 
obtained from the Pb ratio. The associated thorian 
monazite is found as slightly worn anhedra of pale 
yellow colon alpha - 1.787. gamma = 1.840. Pure 
fractions of thorite and monazile have been 
fractionated from the sands and then analyzed 
completely. (Auth) 

< 3 % > 

Bates. T .F . . and E.O. S t rah l ; Pennsylvania 
State University. Department of 
Mineralogy. University Park, PA 

Regional Study of the Mineralogy and 
Petrology o f the Chattanooga Shale. 
Geo log i ca l Soc ie ty o f A m e r i c a B u l l e t i n . 
67. 1669.(1956) 

A deta i led m inera log ic anJ pe t rog raph ic 
investigation of the Gassaway member of the 
Chattanooga formation covering (he area from 
northern Tennessee to Alabama ha: established the 
dependence of the uranium concentration on the 
composition ot this shale. The variation in the areal 
distribution of uranium is a reflection of the 
regional variation in the major shale constituents. 
There is no association between uranium and 
quartz grain size, or ientat ion o f micaceous 
minerals, or bedding except as these textural 
features vary in response to change in composition. 
Bivariate correlation coefficients calculated from 
the mineralogical and chemical analyses of 136 
samples from nine dril l cores show the uranium to 

be directly correlated w i th carbon, inversely 
correlated wi th :nc silicate minerals, and 
independent o f the p y r i t e . These s imp le 
relationships arc complicated by a direct 
pyrite-carbon correlation. The absence o f high 
correlation coefficients indicates that no one 
constituent is the source of or host for the uranium, 
but rather that the element was precipitated from a 
sea which varied little in uranium concentration 
throughout Gassaway time. Multiple and partial 
correlat ion statistics indicate that , i n the 
Chattanooga sea. the environment conducive to the 
accumulation and preservation of carbon also led 
to the precipitation of uranium, the retention of the 
silicate minerals, and the authigcnic growth of 
pyrite. The very presence of pyrite. however, 
appears to have inhibited the precipitation of 
uranium, whereas the silicates acted only as a 
diluent. (Auth) 

<J97> 

Deul. M.; USGS. Washington, DC 

Mode of Occurrence of Uranium in the 
Cha t tanooga Sha le . Geo log ica l Soc ie ty o f 
America Bu.- t in . 66. 1549. (1955) 

The Chattanooga shale, an abnormally uraniferous 
marine carbonaceous shale of late Devonian age. 
has been studied to determine the relationship of 
uranium to gross organic and mineral constituents. 
Mineral-r ich, organic-r ich, and uranium-r ich 
fractions have been obtained mechanically from a 
shale sample containing 0.009 percent uranium and 
13.7 percent c a r b o n . Separa t ion of shale 
components after ball-mil! grinding in a mixture of 
water and kerosene for several hundred hours 
yielded a mineral concentrate containing 0.0035 
percent uranium and 4.7 percent carbon, an 
organic concentrate containing 0.0038 percent 
uranium and 39.8 percent carbon, and a middlings 
fraction, consisting of the finest particles, assaying 
0.019 percent uranium and 9.1 percent carbon. 
With increased grinding time more uranium has 
been liberated from the shale components. The 
middlings fraction from a sample milled for 1361 
hours contained 0.031 percent uranium and 26.7 
percent carbon. This fraction, consisting of less 
than 8 percent of the total material, contained more 
than 24 percent of the uranium. These experimental 
data indicate that uranium in the Chattanooga 
shale exists largely as a colloidal phase dispersed 
through the organic matrix and that most of the 
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uranium is not now combined with the organic 
material or with the minerals. The conclusions arc 
confirmed by other experiments where colloidal 
fractions markedly enriched in uranium were 
obtained by air clutriation of air-jet pulverized 
shale and by dialysis of a hydrosol of shale. (Auth) 

<398> 

Brimhall. W.H.. and J. AS Adams; Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston. TX 

Concentration Changes of Thorium, 
Uranium and Other Metals in 
Hydrotbermally Altered Conway Granite, 
New Hampshire. Gcochimka et 
Cosmochimica Acta. 33. 1308-1311. (1969) 

Concentrations of Th. U. K. Mg, Ca. Mn, Fe, Zn. 
Co, and Cu are significantly different in two 
sections of a 1000 foot core sample of Conway 
granite. The differences attributable to the action of 
weak hydrothermai fluids, indicate that the fluids, 
though weak, caused effective redistribution of 
these elements. (Auth) 

<399> 

Ahrens. L.H.. R.D. Cherry, and A.J. 
Erlank: University of Cape Town. 
Department of Geochemistry. Cape Town, 
South Africa: University of Cape Town, 
Department of Physics. Cape Town. South 
Africa 

Observations on the Th-U Relationship in 
Zircons from Granitic Rocks and from 
Kimberlitcs. Geochimica ct CosmochimUa 
Acta. 31.2379-2387. (1967 

Existing data for thorium and uranium in zircons 
from granitic rocks are discussed, and new data for 
thorium and uranium in zircons from kimberlites 
are presented. The new data show that thorium and 
uranium are at very low levels (from 1.8 to 7.2 pom 
for thorium, and from 7.0 to 28.0 ppm for 
uranium) in kimbcrlitic zircons, but that the Th:U 
ratio is just as low (from 0.23 to 0.70) as for 
granitic zircons. The Th:U ratio in zircons is 
compared with the ratio in igneous rocks, and 
possible reasons for the low ratio in zircons are 
suggested. (Auth) 

<400> 

Rosholt. J.V. EN. Harshman. W R. 
Shields, and E.I.. Garner; l.'SGS. Denver. 
CO; National Bureau of Standi dv 
Washington. DC 

Isotonic Fractionation of Uranium 
Related to Roll Features in Sandstone. 
Shirley Basin, Wyoming. Economic 
Geology. 59(4). 570-585 (1964) 

Significant isotope fractionation of uranium has 
been found in sandstone-type deposits in the 
Shirley Basin. Wyoming. Uranium deposits occur 
in unaltered sand adjacent to altered sand and the 
isotope fractionation appears to have taken place 
near this contact. Ratios of U 234 V 235 
approaching radioactive equilibrium occur in 
unaltered sand above and below the ore. whereas U 
234 deficiencies of 7 to 22 percent are found in ore. 
U 234 excess of as much as 70 percent is found in 
the altered sand tongue near the ore. In the 
mechanism of isotope fractionation, it is considered 
that U ?34 is contributed to the environment in two 
ways: some of the I' 234 atoms are mixed, 
transported, or precipitated with I' 238 and V 235 
and subsequent changes in their isoiopic ratios 
caused primarily by radioactive decay of V 234. 
and the remaining U 234 atoms arc generated IN 
SITU from the radioactive disintegration of 
precursors. Th 234 and Pa 234. and thus are subject 
to differential migration with respect to the (J 238 
from which they were derived. (Auth) 

<40l> 

Adams. J.A.S.. and C.E. Weaver: Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston. TX; Shell Oil Company. 
Technical Services Division. Houston. TX 

Tnoriutn-To-Uranaim Ratios at 
Indicator! of Sedimentary Processes: 
Example of Concept of Geocbemical 
Fades. American Association of 
Petroleum Geologists Bulletin. 42(2). 
387-430. (1958) 

Because of analytical difficulties, few dau are 
available on the thorium and uranium contents of 
sedimentary rocks. More than 200 new thorium 
and uranium determinations have been made by a 
gamma-ray spectral technique and by an alpha 
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activity-fluorometnc uranium technique together 
these two independent techniques can he used as an 
exper imenta l test ol secular radioact ive 
equilibrium. Only rarely in [his study hate fresh 
samples ot ancient sedimentary rocks been tound 
out ol radioactive equilibrium. The accuracy ol the 
thorium-to-uranium ratio determinations is more 
than sufficient for many geologic studies The 
thorium-to-uranium ratios in sedimentary rocks 
range trom less than 0.02 to more thin 21. Ratios 
in many oxidized continental deposits are above 7. 
whereas most marine deposits have ratios much 
below 7. Ihus. the thorium-to-uranium ratio varies 
with sedimentary processing and dcposiiional 
cn.ironmcnt. A cyclothcm and sevcrai other 
sedimentary sequences illustrate the use of this 
ratio to distinguish environments and processes. 
I he thorium content of shales varies much less 
than the uranium content. By mineral and 
iracc-clcmcm analysis an attempt has been made to 
evaluate the rcsistate. hydroly/atc. clay, and 
precipitate (cvapontc) contributions to the thorium 
and uranium contents ol sedimentary rocks. These 
data also provide some insight into the details ot 
the mobilization, transportation, and fixation ol 
thorium and uranium in the sedimentary cycle, 
field tests indicate that quantitative potassium, 
uranium, and ti.onum determinations can he made 
with a spectral gamma-rav logging instrument, 
logs obtained with such instruments may provide 
a.i important additional means tor subsurface 
interpretations. (Auth) 

<402> 

( io t t . G.H.. and R.I. . Fricksoii; I S ( iS . 
Washington. IX 

Reconnaissance of Uranium and Copper 
Deposits in Pans of New Mexico, 
Colorado, Utah, Idaho, and Wyoming. 
liSCiS Circular 219. 16 pp. (1952) 

Because of the common association of uranium and 
copper in several of the commercial uranium 
deposits in the Colorado Plateau province, a 
reconnaissance study was made of several known 
deposits of copper disseminated through sandstone 
to determine whether they might be a source of 
uranium. In order to obtain additional information 
regarding the relationship between copper, 
uranium, and carbonaceous materials, some of the 
uraniferous asphaititc deposits in the Shinarump 
conglomerate along the west flank of the San 

Ralacl Swell were also investigated briefly During 
this reconnaissance IK deposits were examined in 
New Mexico. Ji in I tan. 2 in Idaho, and I each in 
Wvommg and Colorado Commercial grade 
uranium is not associated with the copper deposits 
that were examined. The uraniferous asphaltites in 
the Shinarump conglomerate of Tnasstc age on the 
west tlank ol the San Rafael Swell, however, arc 
promising sources of commercial uranium. 
Spectrographs analyses of crude oil. asphalt, and 
bituminous shales show a rather consistent suite of 
trace metals including vanadium, uranium, nickr*. 
copper, cobalt, chromium, lead. / inc. and 
molybdenum. The similarity of the metal 
assemblage in the San Rafael Swell asphaltitcs to 
the metal assemblage in crude oil and other 
bituminous materials suggests that these metals 
were concentrated in the asphallites from 
petroleum. However, it is possible that uranium 
minerals were a l ready pre* nt before the 
hydrocarbons were introduced atal that some kind 
of replacement of uranium minerals by carbon 
compounds was effected after the petroleum 
migrated into the uranium deposit. The widespread 
association of uranium with asphaltic material 
suggests that it also may have been concentrated by 
some agency connected win the formation of 
petroleum. The problem of the association ol 
uranium and other trace metals with hydrocarbons 
should he further studied both in the field and in 
the la* >ratory. (Auth) 

<40J> 

Weeks. A.IX. and M.E. Thompson; 
I S(iS. Washington. IX" 

Identification and Occurrence of Uranium 
and Vanadium Minerals from the 
Colorado Plateaus. < SviS Bulletin 1009-B. 
(pp 13-62). (1954) 

The report, designed to make available to field 
geologists and others information obtained in 
recent investigations by the Geological Survey on 
identification and occurrence of uranium minerals 
of the Colorado Plateau, contains descriptions of 
the physical properties. X-ray data, and in some 
instances results of chemical and spectrographs 
analysis of 48 uranium and vanadium minerals. 
Also included is a list of locations of mines from 
which the minerals have been identified. (Auth) 
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<404> 

Gindler. J.E.; Argonne National 
Laboratory. Argonne. IL; National 
Academy of Sciences - National Research 
Council. Committee on Nuclear Science. 
Subcommittee on Radiochemistry. 
Washington. DC 

The Radiochonistry of Uranium. 
NAS-NS-3050. 350 pp. (1972) 

The volume, one of many monographs issued by 
the Subcommittee on Radiochcmistry. deals with 
the radiochcmistry of uranium. A review of the 
nuclear and chemical features of uranium, 
particularly uranium compounds, metallic uranium 
characteristics, the separation of uranium, uranhm 
determination, the chemistry of uranium in 
solution, and a discussion of sample dissolution 
problems, is covered. A general review of the 
radiochemistry of uranium, as well as a table of 
uranium isotopes, a collection of radiochemical 
procedures for uranium as found in the literature, 
and a general summary of inorganic and analytical 
chemistry of uranium, is also included. (MBW) 

<405> 

Pcrricos. D.C.. and E.P. Belkas; Nuclear 
Research Center "Democritos", Chemistry 
D ; vision. Athens. Greece 

Determination of Uranium in Uraniferous 
Coal. Talanta. 16. 745-748. (1969) 

The uranium content of uraniferous coal was 
determined by neutron-activation analysis. 
Carrier-free Np 239 was separated quantitatively 
and selectively by ^olumn extraction 
chromatography with glass powder as support and 
thenoyltrifluroacetone in xylene as stationary 
phase. Only one purification step was involved. 
(Auth) 

<406> 

Butler. A.P.; USGS. Denver, CO 

Ground Water « Related to the Origin 
and Search for Uranium Deposit* in 
Sandstone. Contributions to Geology. 
8(2). 81-86. (1969) 

Slightly alkalint bicarbonate sulfate ground water 
generally simila." to the modern ground water is 
thought to have been the agent that formed the 
uranium deposits in fluviatile sandstone in 
Wyoming. Such water has the general 
characteristics cf the aqueous solution which 
investigations indicate could transport uranium at 
low temperatures and from which it could be 
precipitated. Lack of evidence for any conduits in 
underlying rocks and the absence of igneous rocks 
near deposits in some areas suggest that deposits 
were not formed by juvenile thermal water. The 
large volume of mildly oxidized rock to which the 
deposits are marginal suggest that oxygen-poor 
connate water was not the agent that formed the 
deposits. Modem ground water moves downward 
from higher to lower elevations in the same general 
direction as associated surface drainage; the ancient 
water which formed the deposits undoubtedly 
moved in a similar way with respect to the 
paleodrainage. In addition to being the agent for 
emplacement of the deposits, ground water may be 
a guide to general areas in which deposits occur, 
although its utility as a guide to unoxidurd 
deposits below the water table is not clearly 
established. (Auth) 

<407> 

Rosholt. J.N.. Jr.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Uranium Migration and Geochemistry of 
Uranium Deposits in Sandstone Above, 
At, and Below die Water Table: Part I • 
Calculation of Apparent Dates of 
Uranium Migration in Deposits Above 
and At the Water Table Economic 
Geology. 56(8). 1392-1403. (1961) 

The migration of uranium may be studied by the 
distribution of the radioactive daughter products, 
which serve as natural tracers in the migration of 
uranium. The distribution of the daughter products 
is determined by radiochemical analyses of samples 
from ore deposits in sandstone, and the apparent 
minimum and maximum dates of uranium 
introduction or redistribution may be calculated 
from the Pa 231/Th 230 ratio. The primary 
assumption required is that the protactinium and 
thorium do not migrate in measurable quantities 
from the place where they were produced by the 
decay of the parent uranium isotopes. The upper 
limit of age determination is about 250.000 years, 
based on the half-lives of Pa 231 and Th 230. The 
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difference in the half-lives of these isotopes is 
reflected in their differential rates of growth and 
decay corresponding to migrations of the parent 
uranium during the time range used to determine 
the appa ren t da te of u ran ium migra t ion . 
Calculations based on analy5rs of samples from the 
Huktt Creek area. Wyoming, illustrate the results 
for typical sandstone ore deposits that are above 
and at the water table. (Auth) 

<408> 

Zeller . H .D. . and J . M . Schopf; L S G S . 
Washington. DC 

COR Drittag for UraaiuB-Bcaring 
Ligaite ia Harding and Perkins Counties. 
South Dakota, and Bowsaw Conaty, 
North Dakota. USGS Bulletin I0S5-C. 
(pp. 59-95). 315 pp. (1959) 

Twenty core holes having a total footage of 1.907 
feet were drilled and from them 94 fee; of lignite 
were taken for analyses for uranium during part of 
the summers of 1951 and 1952 in northwestern 
South Dakota and southwestern North Dakota. 
About 9 million tons of lignite averaging 0.01 
percent uranium are estimated to be present in the 
areas covered by this report. The results of 191 
chemical determinations for uranium show that 
generally the greatest concentrations of uranium 
are in the upper parts of uranium-bearing lignite 
beds 3 feet »r more in thickness and that the 
uranium content decreases downward to near the 
vanishing point in succeeding lower beds. The 
results of 191 semiquantitative spectrographs 
analyses of the ash from the lignite cores reveal that 
molybdenum closely para l le ls uranium in 
distribution and concentration and may possibly be 
significant as an indicator element in prospecting 
for uranium. (Auth) 

<409> 

Dar . K.K.; India Depar tment of Atomic 
Energy. New Delhi. India 

Oa the Possibility of Formation of 
Sedimentary Uranium Deposits by 
Groundwater in India. In Mithal. R.S and 
Singhal. B B S . (Eds) . Proceedings of the 
Symposium on Groundwate r Studies in 
Arid and Semi-Arid Regions, held in 

Roorkcc. India. October 27-30. 1966 
t'mversitv of Roorkce and Geological 
Society of India, (pp. 359-370). (1969) 

Enrichment of ore by supergene action is well 
known, but formation of ore concentrations by 
lateral movement of groundwater has received little 
attention in India. Some of the world's richest 
uranium deposits arc in sedimentary rocks and 
their formation is ascribed to lateral transport of 
uranium by groundwaters which take it in solution 
in an oxidative environment and from which it is 
precipitated in a reducing environment in suitable 
lithological horizons or along sedimentary 
s t ruc tu res . The influence of gcochcmical 
conditions. pH and Eh levels, hthofacics. 
sedimentary fea tu res , pa leohydrodynamics . 
gcomorphology and paleoclimatc on the formation 
of uranium deposits by groundwater action is 
briefly reviewed and applied to the evaluation of 
favorability factors in the Vindhyan. Gondwana 
and Tertiary rocks laid down in the main 
sedimentary basins of pcninst.iar India. Account is 
taken of the fact that granites, which contain 4 ppm 
uranium of which about 40 per cent is Icachablc. 
can provide enough metal for the formation of 
large and rich deposits. The writer believes that in 
many cases surface data by themselves arc not a 
desirable guide in sub-surface exploration of ore. 
whether primary or secondary, because many 
potential areas may be discarded on the basis of 
poor or negative results. He suggests that other 
techniques need to be employed in such 
exploration. One of these is the gcochcmical 
method which, in addition lo the aforesaid 
investigations, must also take into account trace 
element distribution, particularly of uranium, in 
groundwaters, soils, and in the surrounding granitic 
highlands. It is also suggested that this method is 
likely to be applicable in exploration for ores of 
Cu. Pb, Zn. Co. Ni. Mo. etc.. which may have been 
formed under similar conditions and arc concealed 
beneath superincumbent strata. (Auth) 

<4I0> 

Weeks. A .D. . and D.H. Eargle. 1,'SGS. 
Washington. DC: USGS. Austin. TX 

Relation of Diagenctic Alteration and 
Soil-Forming Processes to the Uranium 
Deposits of the Southeast Texas Coastal 
Plain. In Ingerson . E. (Ed . ) . Ciays and 
Clay Minerals. MacMillan Company. New 
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York. (pp. 23-41). (1963) 

The Upper Eocene Jackson Group is the chief host 
rock of the uranium deposits in the Karnes area cf 
the southeast Texas Coastal Plain. It is highly 
tuffaceous and the uranium deposits are within 
approximately 100 feet of the unconformity with 
the overlying Catahoula Tuff (Miocene). Glass 
shards, fragments of saoidme and pUgioctasc. 
grains of fine-grained volcanic rocks, and biotitc 
and other minerals in these sediments were highly 
reactive chemically, causing complex diagenctk 
alteration and the development of alkaline 
carbonate pore water. Extensive caliche 
development and silica induration associated with a 
recent hotter, drier climate favored the 
concentration of uranium. The origin of these 
shallow uranium deposits is believed to have been 
controlled by the complex diagrnesis of the highly 
reactive volcanic detritus, by development of a 
"built-in" solvent for uranium (the alkaline 
carbonate pore water), and by climatic structural, 
and permeability conditions that allowed 
concentration and deposition of uranium rather 
than dilution and dispersal. The tuffaceous rocks 
are considered to have been the source of the 
uranium and associated molybdenum, phosphorus, 
and arsenic. (Auth) 

< 4 I I > 

Rosholt. J.N.. Jr.; USGS. Washington. 
DC 

Natural Radioactive Disequilibrium of the 
Uranium Series. USGS Bulletin 1084-A. 
(pp. 1-30). (1959) 

Many radioactive samples show radioactive 
disequilibrium because of the numerous 
geochemical processes affecting ore deposits. As it 
is diffidt to interpret disequilihria by simply 
comparing radiometric and chemical assay values 
of uranium, analyses should be made of Pa 231. Th 
230. Ra 226. Rn 222, and Pb 210. Uranium-series 
disequilibria. as shown by radiochemical studies of 
samples representing a cross section of most of the 
significant present-day radioactive deposits in the 
United States, can be classified according to six 
bask types. Interpretations of the geochemical 
history of these types indicate that it may be 
possible to date uranium deposition within a 
theoretical range of 2,000 to 200,000 years. Ages 
ranging between 6,000 and 30,000 years have been 

calculated for several specific samples. (Auth) 

<4I2> 

Frondcl. C; USGS. Washington. DC 

Systematic Mineralogy of Uranium and 
Thorium. USGS Bulletin 1064. 400 pp. 
(1958) 

Uranium and thorium minerals, together with a few 
rare-earth minerals containing uranium and 
thorium as nonessential constituents, are 
systematically and comprehensively described in 
the volume- The classification of the minerals 
included here is chemical. It is based on the nature 
of the anion, giving rise to the following broad 
categories: oxides. carbonates. sulfates, 
moh/bdatcs. phosphates and arsenates, vanadates, 
silicates, and the niobatc-tantalate-titanates or. 
more properly, multiple oxides. The phosphates 
and arsenates are described together because in 
general they arc isostructural and form partial or 
complete solid-solution scries. Within each 
category, minerals of analogous chemical 
composition and crystal structure arc grouped 
together, such as the torhernite group of minerals 
within the phosphates in general. No formal 
distinction is made in the classification between 
anhydrous species and those containing water or 
hydroxy!. Almost all of the minerals described are 
hydra ted. Each mineral spec es is described 
according to its synonym), composition, 
crystallography and crystal habit, physical 
properties, optical properties, synthesis, 
identification, natural formation, and occurrence. 
The descriptive mineralogy is followed by 
determinative tables in which the mineral species 
are arranged according to their X-ray diffraction 
interplanar spacings. chemical composition, optical 
properties, color, specific gravity, and fluorescence. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<4I3> 

Breger. I.A., M. Deul. and S. Rubinstein; 
USGS, Washington. DC 

Geochemistry and Mineralogy of a 
Uranifcrous Lignite. Economic Geology. 
50(2), 206-226. (1955. March) 

Detailed studies have been carried out on a 
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uraniferous lignite from the Mendenhall strip mine. 
Harding County. South Dakota. By means of 
heavy-liquid separations, a mineral-free concentrate 
of the lignite was obtained that contained 13.8 
percent ash and 0.31 percent uranium in the ash. 
The minerals (gypsum-69 percent, jarosite-10 
percent, quartz-2 percent, kaolinitc and clay 
mincrals-19 percent, and cakhc-trace) contain only 
7 percent of the uranium in the original coaL 
indicating an association of the uranium with the 
organic components of the lignite. Batch 
extractions show that 88.5 percent of the uranium 
can be extrscted from the lignite by two 
consecutive treatments with boiling I N 
hydrochloric acid. Continuous extraction with hot 
6 N hydrochloric add removes 98.6 percent of the 
uranium. Columns of coal were treated with water. 
I N hydrochloric acid. 6 N hydrochloric add. and a 
solution of lanthanum nitrate. The experiment with 
lanthanum nitrate indicated that only 1.2 percent of 
the uranium in the coal is held by ion exchange. 
The eiutriation experiments showed that the 
uranium is held in the coal as an organo-uranium 
compound or complex that is soluble at a pH of 
less than 2.18. A geochemical mechanism by which 
the uranium may have been introduced into and 
retained by the lignite is discussed. (Auth) 

<4I4> 

Breger. I A . and J.C. Chandler; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Extracttbibty of Humic Add from 
CoaJwed Logs as a Guide to 
Temperature* in Colorado Plateau 
Sediments. Economic Geology. 55(5). 
1039-1047. (I960. August) 

Coalified logs in Triassk and Jurassic sediments of 
the Colorado Plateau have been exposed to 
alkaline ground water. Extraction of humic acids 
under such conditions is temperature dependent. 
Study of residual humic acids in a suite of coalified 
logs has indicated that temperatures up to but not 
over 120 degrees C prevailed in the sediments. This 
maximum temperature corresponds with that to be 
expected from geothermal gradient and estimated 
from mineralogk evidence. (Auth) 

<4I5> 

Dooley. J.R.. Jr.. M. Tatsumoto. and J.N. 

Rosholt; L'SGS. Denver. CO 

Radioactive Disequilibrium Studies o f 
Roll Features, Shirley Basin, Wyoming. 
Economic Geology. 59(4) . 586-595. (1964. 
June) 

Radiochemical analyses of Th 230 and Pa 231 
using an alpha spectrometer were made on three 
suites of umptes from roll features in the Shirley 
Basin. Wyoming. These isotonic abundances arc 
compared with those of the parent U 234 and U 
235 isotopes previously detemined with a mass 
spectrometer. Unaltered sand above and below 
uranium ore has a low Th 230'Pa 23! ratio 
compared to a U 234 U 235 ratio which is near the 
normal reference ratio. Altered sand has a higher 
Th 230 Pa 231 ratio "han ore samples or unaltered 
sand. Uranium ore contains both Th 230 and Pa 
231 in excess of the amount required for 
equilibrium with U 234 and U 235. The excess Th 
230 and Pa 231 in ore indicates the presence, in the 
water-saturated sandstone, of pore water 
containing anomalously Urge amounts of uranium 
in solution. (Auth) 

<4I6> 

Rogers. J.J.W.. and T.W. Donnelly: Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston. TX 

Radiometric Evidence for the Origin of 
Eugeosynclinal Materials. Tulanc Studies 
in Geology. 4. 133-138. (1966) 

Thorium and uranium contents of eugcosync'inal 
graywackes and associated volcanic rocks arc 
similar and are in the range of 1-2 ppm thorium 
and 0.5-1 ppm uranium. These values arc much 
lower than average concentrations in the 
continental crust and apparently indica'c derivation 
of orogenic material directly from the upper mantle 
without contribution from the craton. (Auth) 

<4I7> 

Spears. D.A.: University of Sheffield. 
Department of Geology. Yorkshire. 
England. United Kingdom 

The Distribution of Alpha Radioactivity 
in a Specimen of Shap Granite. Geological 
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Magazine. 48. 483-487. (J96J) 

The distribution of alpha radioactivity in thin 
sections of Snap granite is discussed and more than 
95 per cent of the activity is shown to be 
concentrated in the accessory minerals. The results 
of this study arc compared with those obtained for 
the Adamcilo granodiorrie using similar techniques. 
(Auth) 

<4I8> 

Scott. R.H.. A. Strashrim. and ML 
Kokot: National Physical Research 
Laboratory. Pretoria. South Africa; 
Transtcrra Mining Limited. Johannesburg. 
South Africa 

The DetenniaatJoa of Uranium in Rocks 
by Inductively Coupled Plasma-Optical 
EmisskMi Spectrometry. Analytica 
Chimica Acta. 82. 67-77. (1976) 

A method for the determination of uranium in rock 
samples by emission spectrometry is presented. The 
rock is dissolved and the uranium content 
determined by nebulizing the solution into an 
inductively coupled-plasma optical excitation 
source. Various spectral lines were investigated. 
The uranium emission at 378.28 nm was chosen 
because of its relative freedom from matrix element 
spectral interferences. For this emission, a practical 
detection limit of 0.1 p.p.m. in solution was 
achieved by optimizing source parameters (power, 
flow-rate, observation height). Results are 
compared with those obtained by a number of 
other techniques. (Auth) 

<4I9> 

Adams. J.A.S.; Rice University. 
Department of Geology. Houston. TX 

The Uranium Geochemistry of Lassen 
Volcanic National Park, California. 
Geochimica ct Cosmochimica Acta. 8. 
74-85. (1955. July) 

The uranium contents and relative alpha-particle 
activities have been determined on thirty-nine 
samples from Lassen Volcanic National Park. 
Sodium and potassium were also determined on 
nineteen of the samples. Secular radioactive 

equilibrium to within sampling and analytical error 
was found between the uranium values and the 
radium values of other workers. The K20 U ratio 
was found to be constant over a fourfold variation 
in uranium. The relative alpha-particle activity to 
uranium ratio was also found to be constant in the 
main Lassen sequence. There is some evidence that 
zircon crystals contain a proportion of the uranium 
in the Lassen volcanic rocks. (Auth) 

<420> 

Whitfield. J.M.. J.J.W. Rogers, and J . A S 
Adams: Rice University. Department of 
Geology. Houston. TX 

Toe Relationship Between the Petrology 
aad the Thorium aad Uranium Contents 
of Some Granitic Rocks. Geochimica et 
Cosmochimica. 17.249-271.(1959) 

Thorium and uranium contents of granitic rocks 
are intimately related to model compose ions and 
general pctrologic features. Correlations are quite 
distinct between thorium content and common 
indices of general petrogenctic evolution, such as 
amount of dark minerals, percentage of anorthite 
in plagiociase. and ratio of potassium fkdspar to 
plagioclase. Thorium content increases regularly 
toward the more acidic rrexs. and the increase is 
most pronounced in th~ most highly alkalk 
samples. Uranium content generally shows little, if 
any. relationship to modal composition or other 
petrologic features, and the increase in abundance 
of uranium toward the more acidic rocks is 
irregular. The greater petrogenctic control of 
thorium than of uranium content may be explained 
on the basis of oxidation and repeated loss of 
uranium from magmas during the later stages of 
their differentiation. Such an explanation assumes 
that magmas arc originally derived from a 
relatively homogeneous source: rcmobilization. 
however, of different types of sedimentary or other 
rocks might provide granitic magmas of widely 
different initial thorium and uranium contents. The 
possibility that thorium is added hydrothermally to 
granites is partly supported by unusually high 
abundance of thorium in some red. porphyritic. 
allanite-bearing rocks, but the general pctrologic 
control of thorium abundances argues against 
major secondary addition of material. (Auth) 

<42l> 
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Hdcr. K.S.. and J.J.W. Rogers: Rice 
University. Department of Geology. 
Houston. TX 

Radiometri: Determination of Thorium, 
Uranium, and Potassium in Basalts and 
in Two Magmat ic Di f ferent ia t ion Scr i cs . 
Geoch im ica et Cosmoch im ica A c t a . 27(2) . 
137-154.(1963) 

Thorium, uranium and potassium contents of 
basalts and othei basic rocks have been measured 
by gamma-ray spectrometry. The ratios of Th K. 
U K and T h U are constant within one order of 
magnitude in a wide variety of rock types. The 
averages for basalts are: Th K x IOfE+4) = 2.R. 
U K x IO(E+4) = 0.60 and Th U = 4.8. Some 
tendency exists, however, for increase in these 
ratios with igneous differentiation, as shown by-
investigations of the Du lu th and Southern 
California intrusive sequences. The Th U ratios are 
part icularly low in tholci i lcs (1.6) f rom ihe 
orogenkally active Japanese area and is also lower 
in the basic rocks of the Duluth and Southern 
Cal i fornia sequences than in most basalts. 
Apparently the process which leads to ihc 
formation of magma in orogenic areas causes 
removal of thorium, potassium and lo a lesser 
extent, uranium from source materials before 
intrusion or eruption, ( lose relationship beiween 
potassium content and Th II ratio in basic rocks 
from widely separated, areas, however, suggests 
that the subcrust in which basic magmas originate 
is compositionally uniform and difference* be ween 
the compositions of primary basalt magmas arc 
probably the result of local processes. (Auth) 

<422> 

Rosholt. J .N . . C. Emi l ian i . J . ( iciss. r-'.K. 
Koc/y . and P.J. Wangersky: University o f 
Mia.ni. Marine laboratory. Miami, h i . 

Absolute Dating of Deep-Sea Cores by 
the Pa 231 / T h 230 Method. J o u r n a l o f 
Geology. 69. 162-185.(1961) 

Oxygen isotopic analysis of Globigerina-oo/e cores 
from the Atlantic and adjacent seas showed that 
surface ocean temperatures underwent numerous, 
apparently periodica!, variations during the past 
few hundred thousand years. C 14 dating showed 
thai the last temperature minimum of the deep-sea 
cores was synchronous wi th the last major 

gbciation. the Main Wurm. Pa 231 Th 230 dating 
of two deep-sea cores from the Caribbean, about 
600 km apart, has given a set of dates which arc 
internally consistent: identical, within the limits of 
error, in stratigraphicalty equivalent levels of the 
two cores: and coincident wi th the C 14 
chronology. This set of dates is believed to provide 
a reliable, absolute time scale, extending from the 
present to about 175.000 years ago. Pa 231 Th 230 
and C 14 measurements on deep-sea cores, and 
correlation of the temperature record of the 
deep-sea cores with continental events provide the 
following ages for Pleistocene stages, postglacial. 
0-10.000 years: Late a n d M a i n W u r m . 
10.000-30.000 years: Main Wurm-fcarly Wurm 
interval . 30.000-50.000 years: Early W u r m . 
50.000-65.000 years: Riss Wurm intcrglacia l . 
65.000-100.000 years: Riss. 100.000-130.000 years: 
and Mindc l Riss intcrglacial . 130.000-175.000 
years. These ages arc very close to or identical with 
the ages given by Emiliani. Correlation between 
temperature variations of the deep-sea cores and 
continental stages preceding the last intcrglacial. 
however, is only tentative. The apparent identity of 
the C 14 and Pa 231 Th 230 chronologies over the 
entire range of the C 14 method indicates that the 
cosmic-ray flux did not change by more t!tan a 
factor of 2 during the past 60.000 years. Pa 231 Th 
230 dating of a deep-sea core from the North 
Atlantic gave ages which arc consistently about 
30.000 years greater than the Pa 231 Th 230 ages 
obtained from the two Caribbean cores and the C 
14 chronology. This is believed to result from 
contamination by reworked clay, an effect which 
may actually exist in most deep-sea cores. Rales of 
sedimentation of the carbonate fraction larger than 
62 micron. Ihc carbonate fraction smaller than 62 
micron, and the non-carbonate fraction, calculated 
tor the intervals between selected dated levels, 
appear not to have changed markedly when 
averaged over lime intervals of some lens of 
thousands of years. The rales of sedimentation 
during the last 11.000 years, however, were lower 
than during previous time intervals. A generalized 
temperature curve, calibrated in terms of the C 
I4-Pa 231 Th 230 chronology, is presented. 
(AuthMPAG) 

<423> 

Lindsey. D A ; USGS, Ukewood. CO 

A Reconnaissance Survey of Mineralogy 
and Trace Element Content of Some 
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Upper Tertiary aad Quaternary Waterlaid 
Tuffs and Tuffaceous Sediments in the 
Bnsta-and-Raagc Province, Western 
United States. PB-236 067.33 pp. (1974) 

The report summarizes the results of mincralogical 
and trace dement studies of tuffaceous rocks at 13 
localities in the Basin and Range province of the 
western United States, with emphasis on Tertiary 
age mineralized tuff. These tuffaceous rocks show 
potential for uranium and other metals in the 
Miocene and Pliocene Sicbcrt Tuff at Tonopah. 
Nevada, for lithium in the Miocene and Pliocene 
Muddy Creek Formation of southern Nevada and 
in Miocene lakebeds of the Opalite mercury district 
of Oregon, and for beryllium in the unnamed tuff 
in HamMin Valley. Utah. In addition, tuffaceous 
rocks of the Mojave Desert region possess potential 
for a wide variety of mineral deposits. The 
existence of extensive trace element anomalies in 
tuff adjacent to the Spor Mountain 
beryllium-fluorspar district suggests that 
geochemical studies should be a good method for 
evaluating other tuffaceous rocks for mineral 
potential. (Auth) 

<424> 

Doc, BR.; USCS. Isotope Geology 
Branch, Washington. DC 

Distribution and Composition of Sulfide 
Minerals at Balmat, New York. Geological 
Society of America Bulletin, 73. 833-854. 
(1962. July) 

In the Balmat area in northern New York, tabular 
deposits of sulfide minerals parallel the layering in 
folded, siliceous magncsian marbles of a 
metamorphic complex commonly referred to as the 
Precambrian Grenvillc Series. Sphalerite, pyrite. 
and, locally, pyrrhotite and galena have replaced 
the carbonate minerals in parts of the marble units. 
The contacts between ore and marble are, in 
general, ill-defined; scattered grains of sulfides are 
present from several inches to hundreds of feet 
from the massive portions of ore. Cobalt and nickel 
concentrations in pyrite from grains disseminated 
in the metasedimentary rocks away from the ore 
bodies are each greater than 200 ppm. Most 
samples of pyritic from the ore bodies contain less 
than 50 ppm each of cobalt and nickel. It is 
believed unlikely that the pyrite of the ores is 
genetically related to the pyrite in the 

metasedimentary rocks. Textural relationships 
suggest that pyrrhotite formed after most of the 
sphalerite, which in turn formed after most of the 
pyritc in the ore bodies. By use of the 
experimentally determined systems FeS-ZnS and 
FeS-FeS2. it is inferred from the amounts of iron 
in sphalerite and sulfur in pyrrhot-te that the bulk 
of the sulfide minerals formed above 320 degrees C. 
The absolute temperature of formation of 
pyrrhotite indicated by the FeS-ZnS system is 
about 150 degrees higher than that indicated by the 
I cS-FeS2 system. The former system probaMv 
jives the more reliable estimate. Tie concentrations 
of individual minor elements, including minor 
concentrations of uranium minerals in sphalerite 
and pyrite range consrieraWy among specimens of 
the same sulfide mineral from the same level and 
ore body. The ratio of the concentrations of minor 
elements between sphalerite-pyrite pairs varies 
considerably also. This variation probably indicates 
that exchange of minor elements between pyrite 
and sphalerite during the formation of the ores was 
very slow and incomplete. (AuthXPAG) 

<425> 

Dyck. W. and A.Y. Smith: Canada 
Geological Survey, Department of Energy. 
Mines and Resources. Ottawa. Ontario. 
Canada 

Use of Radon 222 in Surface Waters for 
Uranium Geochemical Prospecting 
Canadian Mining Journal. 89(4). 100-103. 
(1968. April) 

Radon 222. the sixth disintegration product in the 
uranium 238 series, being a gas and electrically 
neutral, is mobile and able to enter the water phase. 
Ihc concentration of radon in the water is a 
measure of the concentration of uranium decay 
products in the sediments and thus a strong 
indicator of uranium in the surrounding area. 
Radon 222 concentrations in 59 surface water 
samples of lakes and streams in the Bancroft, 
Ontario area were compared with 78 samples from 
the Hull, Quebec area. High radon content was 
noted in the samples from the Bancroft area and 
the Gatineau hills near Hull. Quebec where 
uranium minerals are known to occur. (PAG) 

<426> 
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Phair. G.. and H. Levinc: L'SGS. 
Washington. DC 

Notes on the Differential Leaching of 
Uranium, Radium, and Lead from 
Pitchblende in H2S04 Solutions 
Economic Geology. 48(5). 358-369. (1953. 
August) 

Two 5-pound samples from the "hot spot" of the 
pyrinc dump of the Wood mine, a past producer of 
pitchblende near Central City. Colorado, showed 
Ra L ratios that were abnormally high but nearly 
constant at about 150 times the equilibrium value 
tor both samples in spite of a sevenfold difference 
in uranium contents. Analyses of oxidized but still 
black pitchblende from Katanga, in the Belgian 
Congo, before and after leaching in very dilute, 
dilute, and concentrated sulfuric acid solutions 
showed that: (I) 1 0 2 is preferentially leached with 
respect to L02. Ra. and Pb in all three solutions. 
(2) the resulting residual concentration of both 
radium and lead effected in the process is 
proportional to she total amount of uranium 
leached except in concentrated H2S04. and (3) 
after a sample has been leached in concentrated 
H2S04 the resulting increase in radium content 
relative to lead is much lower, as might be 
expected. Under similar leaching conditions, 
unaltered pitchblende from Great Bear Lake, in 
Northwest Territory. Canada, lost only I 10 to 
I 15 as much uranium as the U02-nch Katanga 
ore. Both laboratory and field results point to the 
same conclusion; in an oxidizing, highly acid 
environment uranium is rapidly leached and both 
radium and lead tend to be fixed about 
proportionally in the process. These results help to 
explain (I) why U02-rich uranium minerals tend to 
give maximal Pb U ages and (2) why the search for 
high-grade uranium ore in and around abandoned 
sulfide mines known to have produced pitchblende 
in the past has been consistently disappointing. 
(Auth) 

<427> 

Faul. H. (Ed). LSGS. Denver. CO 

Nuclear Geology: A Symposium on 
Nuclear Phenomena in the Earth Sciences. 

John Wiley and Sons, New York, 414 pp. 
(1954) 

The symposium on nuclear phenomena in the earth 

sciences is a text covering the field between geology 
and nuclear physics. The first chapter is an 
introduction to nuclear physics followed by an 
outline of some techniques used in the study of 
radioactivity and isotopes. The next three chapters 
discuss the natural occurrence of radioactive 
elements The thermal, physical, and chemical 
effects of radioactivity and nuclear methods of 
geophysical exploration and well logging are 
considered, and techniques and results of absolute 
age determinations are discussed in detail. The last 
chapter discusses the origin of the Earth. (Auth) 

<428> 

Larsen. E.S.. Jr . . G. Phair. J . A S . Adams. 
K G . Bell. H. Pcttersson. and F.F. Koczy; 
USGS. Washington. DC; University of 
Wisconsin. Department of Chemistry. 
Madison . Wl : Occanograf iska Ins t i tu t c t . 
Goleborg. Sweden 

Uranium and Thorium. In Faul. H. (Ed.). 
Nuclear Geology: A Symposium on 
Nuclear Phenomena in the Earth Sciences. 
J o h n Wiley and Sons . New York . (pp . 
75-127), 414 pp. (1954) 

The chapter discusses she problems of sampling, 
interpretation and analysis of uranium and thorium 
in igneous rocks, volcanic rocks, and sedimentary 
rocks. Included are sections on radioactive 
elements, specifically radium, in ocean waters and 
sediments and detection techniques. (PAG) 

<429> 

I arscn. E .S . . J r . . and G. Phai r . USGS. 
Washington. DC 

The Distribution of Uranium and 
Thor ium in Igenous Rocks. In Fau l . H. 
(Ed.). Nuclear Geology: A Symposium on 
Nuclear Phenomena in the Earth Sciences. 
John Wiley and Sons . New York. (pp . 
75-89). 414 pp. (1954) 

The chapter describes the present state of sampling, 
analysis and interpretation of uranium and thorium 
in igneous rocks. Work has pointed up the 
variability of the different igneous rock groups. 
Most of the fresh igneous rocks have uranium 
contents lower than 7 ppm. some radioactive 
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samples contain as much as 200 ppm uranium and 
500 ppm thorium. High contents of uranium and 
thorium can be correlated with ether compositional 
peculiarities. (PAG) 

<430> 

Bell. KG.. USOS. Washington. DC 

Uranium and Thorium in Sedimentary 
Rocks. In Faul. H. (Ed). Nucleai 
Geology: A Symposium on Nuclear 
Phenomena in the Earth Sciences. John 
Wiley and Sons. New YorL. (pp. 98-114). 
414 pp. (1954) 

Uranium occurs in igneous rocks, in part as 
discrete uranium minerals, and tc a greater extent 
in minerals in isomorphous substitution for 
elements such as calcium and the rare earths. Some 
uranium exists in extremely thin intergranular films 
formed by solidification of the last residual traces 
of magma tic fluid, or by supergenc enrichment. 
Most of the thorium contained in the earth is 
believed to be present in the upper lithosphcrc and 
preferentially concentrated in acidic rocks, ir 
occurs in igneous rocks in part as discrete thorium 
minerals and in part in isomorphous substitution 
for calcium, the rare earths, and possibly other 
elements. The chapter summarizes the vast 
literature on uranium and thorium in sedimentary 
rocks and discusses the sediments where uranium 
accumulates. (PAG) 

<43l> 

Pet te r s son . H.: Oceanografiska Ins t i tu te! . 
Goteborg. Sweden 

Radioactive Elements in Ocean Waters 
and Sediments. In Faul. H. (Ed.). Nuclear 
Geology: A Symposium on Nuclear 
Phenomena in the Earth Sciences. John 
Wiley and Sons. New York. (pp. 115-119). 
414 pp. (1954) 

Of the radioactive elements present in ocean waters 
and recent marine sediments, radium alone has 
been accessible to direct measurements since the 
early years of the present century. The uranium 
content in sea water could be measured only after 
the development of the fluorescence method in the 
early thirties, and it is now fairly well known. The 

relative scarcity of radium in sea water and the 
excess of the same clement in the surface layers of 
deep sea deposits led to the assumption that the 
intervening clement, thorium 230 precipitates on to 
the sea bottom, especially at great depths and there 
gives rise to thorium 230-supported radium. (Auth) 

<432> 

Johnson. D.H.. H. Faul. and C.W. Tittle: 
USGS. Denver. CO 

Geophysical Exploration by Nuclear 
Methods, in Faul. H. (Ed). Nuclear 
Geology: A Symposium on Nuclear 
Phenomena in the Ear th Sciences. John 
Wiley and Sons. New York. (pp. 219-255). 
414 pp. (1954) 

The chapter reviews the various techniques and 
problems in the application of Gciger-Muller and 
scintillation counters to geophysical prospecting, 
the use of gamma-ray and neutron logs by the 
petroleum industry, and the nuclear logging of drill 
holes for mineral exploration and soil studies. 
(PAG) 

<433> 

Johnson. D.H.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Radiometric Prospecting and Assaying. In 
raul. H. (Ed.), Nuclear Geology: A 
Symposium on Nuclear Phenomena in the 
Earth Sciences. John Wiley and Sons. New 
York. (pp. 219-241). 414 pp. (1954) 

Ca l ib ra t ion and s t andard iza t ion of the 
Gcigr r-Muller and scintillation counters utilized for 
geophysical prospecting and the geometrical 
interferences of (I) solid-angle effects: (2) 
absorption by rocks: (3) absorption by air: (4) 
radioactive elements: and (5) contamination arc 
discussed. The counters are utilized in radiometric 
assaying, geologic mapping, and in exploration for 
new sources of petroleum. (PAG) 

<434> 

Faul, H.; USGS. Denver. CO 

Nuclear Logging of Drill Holes for 
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Miacral Exploration and Soil Studies. In 
Faai. H. (Ed). Nuclear Geology: A 
Symposium on Nuclear Phenomena in the 
Earth Sciences. John Wiley and Sons. New 
York. (pp. 230-255). 414 pp. (1954) 

The scintillation logging apparatus, with its 
increased sensitivity, offers particular promise for 
geologic logging of exploratory drill holes where 
radioactive ore is not expected. Contacts, fissures, 
and general rock types can be identified from the 
gamma-ray log. in a manner analogous to the 
procedure in pet roleum exp lo ra t ion , the 
limitations encountered in neutron logging apply 
here as well, except that the measurements can be 
carried out with greater accuracy, owing to the 
absence of interfering factors such as well fluid and 
casing. The nuclear methods of soil-density and 
moisture-content determination are more accurate 
and much simpler than previously used standard 
sampling techniques. (AuthHPAG) 

<435> 

E n c k s o n . R.I . . . A T . Myers and C.A. 
Horr. USGS. Denver. CO 

Association of Uranium and Other Metals 
with Crude Oil, Asphalt, and 
Petroliferous Rock. American Association 
of Petroleum Geologists Bullet in. 38(10). 
2200-2218.(1954) 

Some crude oil. natural asphalt, and petroliferous 
rock arc appreciable radioactive, but little is known 
about the actual uranium content and the chemical 
nature of the uranium compound or compounds .n 
these materials. Semiquantitative spectrographic 
analyses of (he ash of 29 samples of crude oil. 22 
samples of natural asphalt, and 27 samples of oil 
extracted from petroliferous rock indicate that 
metals such as vanadium, nickel, copper, cobalt, 
molybdenum, lead, chromium, manganese, and 
arsenic are consistently present - at some places in 
exceptionally high concentrations - in this type of 
organic metier. The chemical analyses show that 
the uranium content of crude oil is consistently 
much lower than the uranium content of the 
natural asphalt and oil extracted from petroliferous 
rock. The association of uranium with organic 
materials may have a direct bearing on (he genesis 
of some types of urznium deposits. Many uranium 
deposits, such as those in the San Rafael Swell. 
Emery County. Circle Cliffs. Garfield County, and 

Capitol Reef. Wayne Couniy. ( tah . occur on the 
flanks of breached anticlinal structures that base 
served as traps for Ihe accumulation of petroleum 
during geologic time. (Auth) 

<436> 

I.overing. T.G.; I SGS. DcnvcT. CO 

Progress in Radioactive Iron Oxides 
Investigations. Economic Geology. 50(2) . 
186-195.(1955) 

Many uranium and thorium deposits in the western 
United Stales are closely associated with /ones of 
secondary radioactive iron minerals. As a result of 
a study of these radioactive limonites**. it was 
concluded that uranium minerals in an oxidi/ing 
sulfide environment go into solution in acid sulfate 
waters as uranyl sulfate in the presence of ferric 
sulfate. When these acid waters arc ncutrali/cd. 
ferric sulfate hydrofy/cs to form colloidal ferric 
oxide hydrate. This absorbs the uranyl ion and thus 
removes most of the uranium from solution As the 
colloidal ferric oxide hydrate arcs, it crystallize* lo 
form goethile and in this process most of the 
uranium is expelled to form particles of sccpndary 
uranium minerals in the resulting limonitc. Most 
thorium minerals arc resistant to weathering and 
remain in their original form in thorian limonitcv 
(Auth) 

<437> 

I .overing. T .S . . H.W. I.akin. F.N Ward , 
and r-.C. Canncy; i:SGS. Washington. 1X7 

The Use of Geodieicical Tecnniqncs and 
Methods in Prospecting for Uranium. In 
USGS Professional Paper 300, (pp. 
659-665). 739 pp.; In Proceedings of the 
In te rna t iona l Conference on the Peaceful 
Uses of Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. Geology of 
I 'rani 'sm and T h o r i u m , held in Geneva. 
Switzer land. August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 782-787). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

The art of successfully applying the fundamental 
principles of genchcmical dispersion of ihe elements 
to the practical problem of finding hidden ore 
bodies depends on establishing diagnostic patterns 
of dispersed metals in the vicinity of ore deposits. 
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The techniques of using variation in trace amounts 
m metals to delineate such patterns or anomalies is 
Bt:Of used in the search for uranium and thorium. 
The anomalies most commonly investigated in 
geotV.-aical prospecting are those formed at the 
earths surface by agents of weathering, erosion, or 
sarficiaJ transportation. .Analysis of soil derived 
from the direct weathering of rock in place gives 
the most rehabfe and consistent indication of ore 
lying immediatciy beneath the soil. Attention also 
is being given to primary anomalies found in 
bedrock, and several studies have indicated the 
presence of dispersion halos adjoining and 
overlying some Mind ore bodies - dispersions that 
arc apparently related to the ore depositing process. 
Owing to the varyir^ mobilities of different 
dementy some of these diagnostic halos, both 
primary and secondary, extend over a large area 
and form broad targets which are useful in general 
reconnaissance; others, which are restricted to the 
vicinity of the ore body itself, are more useful for 
detailed studies. (Auth) 

<438> 

Huff. L.C.; USGS, Washington. DC 

Preliminary Gsocbemical Studies in th» 
Capitol Reef Area, Wayne County, Utah. 
USGS Bulletin IOI3-H.(pp. 247-2S6). 
<l«5) 

A bleached zone at the base -f the Chinle 
formation near the Oyler mine. Wayne County. 
Utah, was studied to establish whether there was a 
chemical relationship between bleaching ii. the 
Chinlc and uranium mineralization in the 
Smnarump conglomerate. The preliminary results 
suggest that the bleaching was accompanied by a 
slightly reducing acid solution which deposited zinc 
and copper but no uranium in the bleached zone. A 
field test for I- avy metals which has been devised 
for geochemkal prospecting appears to be 
satisfactory for detecting and tracing such 
mineralization effecs. It is hypothesized that the 
solution which bleached the Chinle aho deposited 
uranium in the Shinarump, but more work is 
needed to clarify this relationship. (Auth) 

<439> 

Joubin, F.R.; Not given 

Widespread Occurrence and Character of 
Uraninite in the Triassic and Jurassic 
Sediments of the Colorado Plateau - A 
Discussion. Economic Geology. 5W2). 
233-234.(1955) 

The paper is a short comment on the paper of the 
same name by Rosenzweig. Gruner. and Ga'diner 
(I9S4). It is sugested that the agent active ir (he 
precipitation of uranium is not elemental carbon 
but rather the hydrocarbon fraction (resin) once-
present. (Auth) 

<440> 

Rankama. K.. and T.G. Sana ma: Not 
given 

Geochemistry. In Geochemistry. 
University of Chicago Press. Chicago, (pp. 
632-639). 912 pp. (1950) 

The geochemistry of uranium is discussed. 
Uranium is a member of the actinide series of 
rare-earth elements and has a large ion:c radius. 
The most important uranium mineral is the oxide. 
•J02. found as uraninite and pitchblende. Other 
urar.ii.im minerals include hydroxides, phosphates, 
arsenates. vanadates. jranaies. carbonates, 
silicates, and sulfates; these minerals are usually 
derived from the alteration or decomposition of 
uraninitc and pitchblende. Uranium never occurs in 
the natural state and never forms sulfides, 
arsenides, or tellurides. During the crystallization 
of a msgma, uranium does not enter the crystal 
la.tice of the rock-forming minerals due to its large 
ionic radius, and it is therefore enriched in residual 
solutions. It may crystallize in pegmatites or it may 
enter pneumatolytic and hydrothermal veins. 
Uranium is also concentrated, notably in the 
presence of vanadium, in minerals precipitated 
from ground waters: such uranium deposits are 
sometimes found in sandstones. The cycle of 
uranium and the biogeochemistry of uranium are 
discussed. Uranium is absorbed by biological 
substances. Some petroleum and associated brines 
contain uranium, and marine carbonaceous shales 
are definitely higher in uranium than other 
sedimentary rocks. Some coals have a high 
uranium content. The largest and most important 
uranium deposits are in the vicinity of Great Bear 
Lake in Canada, in Katanga in the Belgian Congo 
in West Africa, and in Czechoslovakia. They are all 
a«'ociated with hydrothermal veins. Important 

http://urar.ii.im
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deposits also occur in continental sandstones In the 
western United States. (Auth) 

<44l> 

Notestcin. F.B.; Not given 

Some Chemical Experiments Bearing on 
the Origin of Certain Uranium-Vanadium 
Ores. Economic Geology. 13(1). 50-64. 
(1918) 

The carnotite deposits of the Colorado Plateau 
occur as small lenticular bodies of mineralized 
light-colored sandstone within hard, ledge-forming, 
cross-bedded sandstones of the McElmo formation 
(Morrison formation) of Jurassic age. The deposits 
generally conform to the bedding. Nearly all of the 
ore-bearing beds are rich in fossil carbonaceous 
material, and most also contain calcite and 
gypsum. Three hypotheses of origin have been 
advocated; they are summarized as follows: I. 
Widely disseminated uranium and vanadium 
minerals have been dissolved from overlying rocks 
and transported by ground water: the metals were 
reprccipitated at the position where now found 
through some agency such as calcite or organic 
material or through oxidation near outcrops. 
Recency is implied. 2. The minerals carrying 
vanadium and uranium were concentrated by 
ordinary processes of sedimentation at or near the 
present position, and the carnotite is an oxidation 
product of such minerals. 3. The uranium and 
vanadium were precipitated from sea water by the 
reducing action of decaying vegetable matter; 
carnotite is an oxidation product, nearly in place, 
of such precipitated salts. The author suggests that 
descending sulfate waters dissolved disseminated 
uranium and vanadium minerals and carried the 
metals down in solution. The metals precipitated 
when a calcific bed was reached, and gypsum and 
carbon dioxide formed. The carbon dioxide in 
solution would form calcium bicarbonate which 
would redissolve the uranium and part of the 
vanadium, and the dissolved salts would be 
transported to and deposited at an outcrop or some 
other place where carbon dioxide could escape. 
(AuthHMBW) 

<442> 

Stieff, L.R.. and T.W. Stern; USGS. 
Washington, DC 

Identification and Lead-Uranium Ages of 
Massive Uraninites from the Shinarnmp 
Conglomerate, Utah. Science. 115(3000). 
706-708.(1952) 

Age determinations were made on massive 
uraninites from the Happy Jack Mine. White 
Canyon. San Juan County. Utah, and the 
Shinarump No. I claim. Seven Mile Canyon. 
Grand County. Utah, both in the Shinarump 
conglomerate of Triassic age. The ages, as 
determined from the Pb 206 U 238 and the Pb 
207 U 235 ratios, range from 65 to 75 million 
years. If the ages cz .ulated are close to the true 
ages of these ores, then these minerals were 
probably formed in Late Mesozoic or Early 
Tertiary time. This interpretation differs from an 
earlier conclusion that the ore bodies were formed 
during or soon after deposition of the host rocks in 
Late Triassic time. (Auth) 

<443> 

Stieff. L.R.. and T.W. Stern. USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Interpretation of the Discordant Age 
Sequence of Uranium Ores. In USGS 
Professional Paper 300. (pp. 549-555). 739 
pp.; In Proceedings of the International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy, Vol. 6. Geology of 
Uianium and Thorium, held in Geneva. 
Switzerland. August 8-20. 1955. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 540-546). 825 pp. 
(1956) 

Several recent reports on the calculated ages of 
uranium ores have consistently shown the following 
discordant age sequence: The Pb 206 U 238 age is 
less than the Pb 207 V 235 which is much less than 
the Pb 207 Pb 206. Hive hypotheses have been 
proposed to explain these discrepancies: the loss of 
radon, loss of lead or uranium, presence of original 
radiogenetic lead, and reworking of uranium 
deposits or multiple periods of deposition or both. 
The choice of one of these hypotheses will 
determine which of the three ages is believed to 
approximate most nearly the **(ruc age" of the ore. 
None of these five hypotheses has been 
satisfactorily established by detailed mincralogic or 
isotopic studies nor have the chosen ages been 
confirmed by stratigraphic or paleontologic 
evidence. Agreement between the calculated Pb 
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206/Pb 210 and Pb 206/U 238 ages of uranium 
ores with much higher calculated Pb 207/Pb 206 
ages strongly suggests that radon loss is not the 
major reason for the discrepancies. Loss of lead can 
not account for Pb 207/Pb 206 ages being 
appreciably more than stratigraphers' "best" 
estimates of the age of the uranium ore or the 
enclosing rocks. Some investigators believe Uui' the 
presence of original radiogenic lead does not 
account for the observed differences in the 
radiogerlc lead content of the galena within 
uraninite specimens and free galena, both from the 

same deposits. One of the most important problems 
at the present time in determining the age of 
uranium ores is to recognize the geologic process or 
processes that result in the Pb 206 U 238 is less 
than Pb 207 U 235 is much less than Pb 207 Pb 
206 age sequence. Until this problem has been 
clarified, caution should be used in assuming the 
cause of the discrepancy and in selecting one age 
from the sequence when the necessary geologic, 
mincralogic. and analytical data arc not available. 
(Auth) 
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PROSPECTING 

<444> 

Dennison. J .M. ; University of North 
Carol ina. Department of Geology. Chapel 
Hi l l . NC 

Possibilit ies for U r a n i u m , Vanadium, 
Copper, and Silver in the Pcnnsylvanian 
System in West V i rg in ia . Proceedings o f 
the West Virginia Academy of Science. 45. 
294-296.(1973) 

Most United States commercial deposits of 
uranium are associated with feUspathk fluvial 
sandstones as a result o f gcochcmical cell 
concentration f rom groundwater c i rculat ion. 
Sedimentary and stratigraphic cr i ter ia arc 
presented which lead to the conclusion that the 
Pottsvil le Group. Allegheny Format ion, and 
Conemaugh and Monongaheb Groups in West 
Virginia have moderate potential for uranium. The 
Dunkard Group is highly favorable for uranium 
prospecting. Gcochcmical cells can concentrate 
other elements besides uran ium, including 
vanadium, copper, and silver. Gcochcmical 
sampling should be done for these elements, 
especially associated with the red shales and 
siltstoncs of the Dunkard. Monongahela. and 
Concmaugh Groups and Allegheny Formation. 
(Auth) 

<445> 

W o g m a n . N.A. . R. I . . B r o d / i n s k i , and I.. 
Van MiddlKworth: Baticlle. Pacific 
Nor thwes t Labo ra to r i es . R i c h l a n d . W A : 
Un ive rs i t y of Tennessee. Depar tment o f 
Physiology and Biophysics. Memphis. TN 

Radium Accumulation in Animal Thyroid 
Glands-A Possible Method for Uranium 
and Thorium Prospecting. 
BNWI.-SA-5560. 14 pp. (1976) 

A method of prospecting for uranium and ihonuiu 
is proposed based on uptake of their radioactive 
daughters. Ra 226 and Ra 228. by plan's, the 
collection of plant material by herb ivore the 
concentration of the radioactive species by specific 
animal tissues, and the subsequent gamir.a-ray 
analysis of the tissues. (A Jth) 

<446> 

White. D J . ; Oregon Department of 
Geology and Minera l Industries. Por t land. 
OR 

Radioact ive Minera ls the Prospector 
Should Know. Oregon Department of 
Geology and Mineral Industries Short 
Paper No. 18. I I pp. (1976) 

The introduction to prospecting and uranium 
minerals includes a chart of minerals found in 
combination with uranium deposits. There is also a 
summary of uranium mines in Oregon and basic 
information for the novice prospector. (PAG) 

<447> 

Collins. G.E.. and T.S. Nye: AEC. 
D i v i s i o n o f Raw M a t e r i a l s . A l b u q u e r q u e . 
N M 

Exploration Dril l ing for Uranium in the 
Scholle Area, Torrance County, New 
Mexico. DAO-4-TM-9. 23 pp. (1957. 
December) 

Uranium and copper minerals occur in a 
conglomerate and sandstone /one in the Permian 
Abo Formation which outcrops on the cast side of 
Priest Canyon north of Schollc. Torrance County. 
New Mexico. A drilling program was carried out to 
evaluate the uranium potential of the area. The 
results of the drilling indicate that scattered and 
weak u ran ium and copper m i n e r a l i s a t i o n , 
associated with carbonaceous plant mater ia l , 
occurs in a broad, meandering palcostrcam 
channel. (Auth) 

<448> 

Eakins. G.R.; Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources. Div is ion of Geological 
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and Gcophysietl Surveys, College, AK 

Investigation of Alaska's Uranium 
Potential, Part 1. CJO-1627. Part I. 4 3 1 

pp (1975. June I) 

Various geographical regions in Alaska were 
examined in an exhaustive literary scfH> for the 
possibility of uranium, either vein type or 
sedimentary'. Six offer encouragement: the Copper 
River Basin, the alkaline intrusive belt of 
west-central Alaska and Schwik Basin area, the 
Seward Perinsula. the Susitna Lowland, the 
coal-bearing basins of the north flank of the Alaska 
Range, the Prccambrian gneisses of the USGS 
1:250.000 Goodnews quadrangle, and southeastern 
Alaska, which has the sole operating uranium mine 
in the state. Other areas that may be favorable for 
the presence of uranium include the Yukon Flats 
area, the Cook Inlet Basin, and the Galena Basin. 
<Auth) 

<449> 

Councill. R.J : North Carolina 
Department of Conservation and 
Development. Division of Mineral 
Resources. Raleigh. NC 

An Introduction to Radioactive Minerals 
in North Carolina. North Carolina 
Department of Conservation and 
Development Information Circul ir 14. 21 
pp. (1955) 

The general physical and chemical properties, mode 
of occurrence, and the general distribution of 
radioactive minerals in North Carolina are 
presented. Mineral rights and permits to prospect 
on private, state, and federal lands are discussed. 
(PAG) 

<450> 

Cannon. H.L.: USGS. Washington. DC 

The Development of Botanical Methods 
of Prospecting for Uranium on the 
Colorado Plateau. USGS Bulletin 1085-A, 
(pp. 1-50). (I960) 

Detailed investigation has shown that a relation 
exists between the distribution of mineralized 

ground and of specific herbaceous plants. The 
distribution of these plants is controlled by the 
presence of selenium, sulfur, and other trace 
dements available in the environment of the 
uranium deposit. Investigation also has shown that 
the uranium content of trees rooted in ore is 
significantly higher than that of trees rooted in 
barren ground. On the flat-lying sediments at lower 
altitudes of the Colorado Plateau there is a definite 
correlation between major plant /ones and 
stratigraphic units. Chemical differences that occur 
in a mineralized area within a formation produce, 
on the other hand, recognizable changes in the 
plant societies, which may be useful as indicators in 
prospec t ing . Informat ion concerning the 
availability of ions in an ore environment and the 
absorption of these ions by plant species is 
important in the development of botanical 
prospecting techniques. Plants that u t as 
indicators of uranium ore on the Colorado Plateau 
are controlled by the increased availability of 
selenium, sulfur, calcium, or phosphorus in the 
vicinity of ore deposits. The most useful plant 
species is ASTRAGALUS PATTERSONI; the 
distribution of this plant has led to the discovery of 
ore deposits in several districts. Prospecting by 
mapping the distribution of indicator plants is most 
effective at altitudes below about 7.000 feet where 
the ore horizon is less than 40 feet below the 
surface and where the ore contains 0.001 percent or 
more selenium. Plints of the mustard family excel 
in the absorption of uranium but arc not as useful 
in prospecting by plant analysis as coniferous 
species of deep-root habit and wide distribution. 
The average uranium content of coniferous trees 
growing in barren areas is 0.5 ppm compared to 1.5 
ppm in mineralized ground. Tree samples may be 
collected on a grid pattern, analyzed for uranium 
content by a recently devised chromatographic Held 
test or the older fluorimetric laboratory method, 
and the values contoured to indicate mineralized 
ground. The method is applicable in areas of thick 
forest cover where the ore horizon is at a depth of 
70 feet. (Auth) 

<45l> 

Not given; In t e rna t iona l Atomic Energy 
Agency, Vienna, Austria 

Uranium Exploration Geology. 
IAEA-P1.-39I . 386 pp . : Proceedings of a 
Panel on Uranium Explora t ion Geology, 
held in Vienna, Austria. April 13-17. 1970. 
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International Atomic Energy Agency 
Pub l i ca t ions . Vienna. Aus t r ia . 386 pp. 
(1970. October) 

A panel of uranium geologists representing 
expertise on different phases of uranium geology in 
\arious sectors of the world met in Vienna April 
I.VI7. 1970 to present a review of geologic 
lavorabtliiy criteria and formulate guidelines for 
exploration. The papers, summaries of the 
discussions, and conclusions arc included in the 
publication. (PAG) 

Papers presented at the meeting arc 
abstracted and input as individual records. 

<452> 

White. M.O.: I SOS. Washington. DC' 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Vicinity of Teller and Cape None, 
Seward Peninsula, Alaska. 1946-47, Part 
I: Reconnaissance in the Vicinity of 
Teller, 1946 In I SCiS Circular 244. (pp. 
1-4). 8 pp. (1953) 

Placer-mining areas and bedrock cxpoMjrcs near 
Idler on thr Seward Peninsula. Alaska, were 
investigated in Jun- and July. 1946. for possible 
sources ol radioactive materials. The areas that 
were investigated arc: licsc Creek, southeast of 
Idler: Bluest one River basin, south and southeast 
of Teller; .Sunset Creek and other small streams 
flowing south into Ciranilcy Harbor, northeast of 
Idler: and. alv> northeast of Teller. Swanson 
Creek and its tributaries, which flow north into the 
Agiapuk River basin. No significant amount of 
radioactive material was found, either in the stream 
gravels or in the bedrock of any of the areas. A 
heavy-mineral fraction obtained from a granite 
boulder probably derived from a bench gravel on 
Ciold Run contains 0.017 percent equivalent 
uranium, but (he radioactivity is due to allanite and 
zircon. The types of bedrock tested include schist, 
slate, and greenstone. Readings on fresh surfaces of 
rock were the same as. or only slightly above the 
background count. The maximum radioactivity in 
stream concentrates is 0.004 percent equivalent 
uranium in a sluice concentrate from Sunset Creek. 
(Auth) 

<453> 

White . M.Ci . and P.I Killecn: I S O S . 
Washington. IX" 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Lower Yukon-Kuskokwiaa 
Highlands Region. Alaska, 1947, Chapter 
B: Radioactivity and Mineralogy of 
Concentrates from the Placers of Julian, 
Moore, and Candle Creeks, and the 
Cripple Creek Mountains. In I'SGS 
C.r--ular 255. (pp. 16-18). 18 pp. (19! J) 

Radiometric and mincralogic study of 10 
concentrate samples from the placers oi Julian. 
Moore, and Candle Creeks, and the Cripple Creek 
Mountains. Lower Yukon-Kuskokwirr. Highlands 
region. Alaska, failed to reveal any significant 
amounts of uranium. Only the sample from Julian 
Creek shows an apprec iab le amount of 
radioactivity (0.03 percent equivalent uranium), but 
this is attributed entirely to thorium in mona/itc. 
(Auth) 

<454> 

Moxham. R.M.; L'SCiS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in South-Central Alaska. 1947-49, Part I: 
Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in Areas Adjacent to Highways in 
South-Central Alaska During 1947. In 
I S US Circular 184. (pp . 1-6). 14 pp. 
(1952) 

A radiometric reconnaissance of the areas adjacent 
to the principal highways and secondary roads of 
south-central Alaska was carried out during the 
summer of 1947. The investigation included the 
examination of nine gold-placer workings, five gold 
lodes, a gypsum mine, and a copper prospect. 
Nearly all types of rock cropping out in the 
highway belt were tested. No significant amounts of 
radioactive match.'' were found. (Auth) 

<455> 

While. M.G.: I SOS. Washington. DC 

Radioactivity of Selected Rocks and 
Placer Concen t ra t e s from Northeastern 
Alaska. I SOS Circular 195. 12 pp. (1952) 

file:///arious
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Radiometric examinations of nearly 30 samples of 
placer concentrates and specified rocks from the 
Mount Michelson area and Wiseman and 
Chandal&r Districts reveals the presence of 
radioactive materials. The report discusses the 
radioactivity and mineralogy data of these three 
regions. The radioactive minerals found, monazhc. 
thorianite. and btotitc. to name a few. arc nearly 
always associated in the placers with hematite and 
a few metallic sulfides, and may be a potential 
future source of uranium deposits. (MBW) 

<456> 

Gault. H.R.. P.L. Killeen. W.S West. 
R.F. Black. J.B. Lyons. M.C White, and 
J J . Matzko; USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in toe Northeastern Part of the Seward 
PeeiasaJa, Alaska, 1945-47 and 1951. 
USGS Circular 250. 31 pp. (1953) 

Five locations in the northeastern part of the 
Seward Peninsula. Alaska were investigated during 
a reconnaissance for radioactive deposits from 
1945-47. and in 1951. The Sweepstakes Creek and 
Candle Creek areas were scanned in 1945. the 
South Fork of Quartz Creek was studied in 1946. 
Buckland-Kiwalik District was examined in 1947. 
and the headwaters of the Peace River were 
surveyed in 1951. The five chapters included in the 
report summarize the radioactivity investigations 
and mineralogic data of each area. (MBW) 

<457> 

Wells. J .D. . and J .E. Harrison: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Radioactivity Reconnaissance of Part of 
North-Central Clear Creek County, 
Colorado. USGS Circular 345.9 pp. 
(1954) 

A radioactivity reconnaissance of 334 localities in 
north-central Clear Creek County. Colorado was 
made in 1951 and 1952. This reconnaissance, made 
with a portable scintillation counter and a portable 
survey meter with a 6-inch gamma-beta Gciger 
tube, disclosed that seven of the localities contain 
sufficient uranium to warrant some physical 
exploration. Within the area studied, the localities 

containing chakopyrite have the highest grade and 
highest percent of occurrences of significant 
abnormal radioactivity. Zones of galena-sphalerite 
veins have approximately the same rote of 
occurrence of significant abnormal radioactivity as 
zones of galena-sphalerite with cnafcopyritc. Any 
locality or zone containing pyntic-typc veins 
without chakopyrite is considered unlikely to 
contain a uranium deposit. (Auth) 

<458> 

Moxham. R.M.. and A.E. Nelson: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Southern Cook Met Region, 
Alaska, 1949, Part I: Iliama Lake-Lake 
Clark Region. In USGS Circular 207. (pp. 
ML 7 pp. (1952) 

Reconnaissance for radioactive deposits in lliamna 
Lake-Lake Clark region undertaken in 1949 
included the examination of two silver-lead 
occurrences and five copper deposits, one of which 
had been reported earlier to contain uranium: the 
radiometric testing of numerous concentrates from 
gravels of streams draining the more inaccessible 
areas; and about 310 miles of radiometric 
traversing with portable survey meters. The 
maximum equivalent uranium content of any 
material tested did not exceed 0.009 percent. (Auth) 

<459> 

Moxham. R.M.. and A.F Nelson: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Southern Cook Inlet Region, 
Alaska, 1949, Part 2: Jakolof Bay Area. In 
USGS Circular 207. (pp. 5-7). 7 pp. (1952) 

The Geological Survey conducted a b.ief 
investigation in the vicinity of Jakolof Bay on the 
Kenai Peninsula in southern Alaska. No 
radioactive material was found. Possibiy a 
chromite stock pile in this locality was mistaken for 
pitchblende. (AuthKMBW) 

<460> 
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Wedow. H.. Jr.; USCS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
ia ta t Eagle-Nation Area. East-Central 
Alaska, 194S. USGS CircuUr 316. 9 pp. 
(I95<) 

Reconnaissance of radioact ive deposi ts in 
sedimentary rocks of Proterozok and Paleozoic 
age. and granite of Mesozoic age together with its 
Tertiary sedimentary derivatives, was conducted in 
the Eagle-Nation area, east-central Alaska. :n 1948. 
None of the rocks examined contains more than 
0.003 percent equivalent uranium except for Mack 
shale beds in the upper Mississippian Calico Bluff 
formation and in granite of Mesozoic age and its 
sedimentary derivatives- Two units near the base of 
the formation appear to be persistent in the area: 
Radioactive unit A. with an average thickness of 
6.6 feet, contains an average of 0.007 percent 
equivalent uranium and 0.004 percent uranium: 
radioactive unit B. with an average thickness of 3.2 
feet, contains an average of 0.006 percent 
equivalent uranium and 0.003 percent uranium. 
Phosphatk pellets from unit B at one locality 
contain 0.022 percent equivalent uranium. 0.019 
percent uranium, and IS percent P20S. Samples of 
the granite of Mesozoic age and its Tertiary 
sedimentary derivatives average 0.005 and 0.004 
percent equivalent uranium, respectively. Biotitc is 
the chief radioactive mineral in the granite and its 
radioactivity is ascribed to the presence of uranium 
and thorium, which occur either as impurities or in 
Minute inclusions of other, as yet unidentified, 
minerals. Traces of uranium and thorium in zircon, 
sphene. and monazitc also contribute to the total 
radioactivity of the granite. Zircon and monazitc 
are the major uranium- and thorium-bearing 
minerals of the Tertiary sedimentary rocks derived 
from the granite. (AuthMMBW) 

<46l> 

Hail. W.J . . J r . . and J R . Gil l : USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Renks of Recoaaaixaoce for 

Carboaaccout Shale in Western Montana 
USG.S Circular 251. 9 pp. (1953) 

A reconnaissance search for uranifcrous lignite and 
carbonaceous shale was made in western Montana 
and adjacent parts of Idaho during the summer of 

1951. Particular emphasis in the examination was 
placed on coal and carbonaceous shale associated 
with volcanic rocks, as volcanic rocks in many 
areas appear to have released uranium to 
circulating ground water from which it was 
concentrated in carbonaceous material. 
Twenty-two areas in Montana and one area in 
Idaho were examined. The coal in five of these 
areas is of Cretaceous age. The coal and 
carbonaceous shale in the remaining 18 areas occur 
in Tertiary "lake-bed" deposits of Oligoccnc and 
younger age. Both the Cretaceous and Tertiary coal 
and carbonaceous shale arc associated with 
contemporaneous or younger volcanic rocks and 
pyrodastic sequences. A sample of carbonaceous 
shale from the Prickly Pear Valley northeast of 
Helena. Montana, contained 0.013 percent 
uranium. A sample of carbonaceous shale from the 
Flint Creek Valley southwest of Drummond. 
Montana, contained 0.006 percent uranium. Ail 
other samples of both Cretaceous and Tertiary coal 
and ca rbonaceous shale were essent ia l ly 
nonradioactive. (Auth) 

<462> 

Wcdow. H.. J r . . J .M. Stevens, and. G.E. 
Tolbert; LSGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in East-Central Alaska, 1949, Chapter A: 
Fairbanks and Liveagood Quadrangles. In 
USGS Circular 335. (pp . 1-3). 22 p p . 
(1954) 

In the summer of 1949. several mines and prospects 
in the Fairbanks and l.ivengood quadrangles, 
east-central Alaska, were examined for the possible 
presence of radioactive materials. Also tested were 
mclamorph ic and sedimentary rocks of 
pre-Cambrian and Paleozoic age crossed by the 
Elliott Highway. Nuggets consisting chiefly of 
native bismuth and containing as much as 0.1 
percent equivalent uranium had been found 
previously in a placer on Fish Creek several miles 
downstream from the reported bismuth-bearing 
lode on Melba Creek, but none of the lodes lested 
in 1949 exhibited radioactivity in excess of 0.003 
percent equivalent u ran ium. The g rea tes t 
radioactivity found in the rocks along the Elliot 1 
Highway was in an iron-stained pre-Cambrian 
schist and in a carbonaceous shale of middle 
Devonian or Carboniferous age. Respective 
samples of these rocks contain 0.003 and 0.004 
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peicent equivalent uranium. A possible local 
bedrock source for the cuAenite-porycrasc mineral 
found in a placer concentrate containing about 0.04 
percent equivalent uranium was sought in the 
watershed of Goodluck Creek, near Livengood. 
The bedrock source of this mineral could not be 
located and it is believed that the source could be 
outside of the Goodluck watershed because 
drainage changes during Quaternary time may well 
have introduced gravels from nearby areas. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<463> 

White. M.G.. and G.E. Tolbert: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in East-Central Alaska, 1949, Chapter B: 
Miller House-Circle Hot Springs Area. In 
USGS Circular 33S. (pp. 4-6). 22 pp. 
(1954) 

Granite of Mesozoic age in the Miller House-Circle 
Hot Springs area, east-central Alaska, contains 
0.005 to 0.007 percent equivalent uranium. The 
radioactivity is mostly caused by uranium in such 
primary accessory minerals of the granite as 
allanite. garnet, scheelite. sphene. and zircon. 
However, the presence of metallic sulfides, 
cassiterite, and uraniferous fluoritc. malachite, and 
topaz in the granite or associated placers suggests 
the possibility of a post-emplacement or late-stage 
mineralization of the granite, presumably of 
hydrothermal origin, as a source for at least part of 
the uranium. Additional reconnaissance in the area 
to determine the presence or absence of 
hydrothermal uraniferous deposits of commerical 
grade appears warranted. (Auth) 

<464> 

Wedow. H . Jr.. and G.E. Tolbert; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in East-Central Alaska, 1949, Chapter C: 
Copper Creek Copper Lode Prospect, 
Eagle District. In USGS Circular 335. (pp. 
7-9). 22 pp. (1954) 

Investigation of radioactivity anomalies at the 
Copper Creek copper lode prospect. Eagle district. 

east-central Alaska, during 1949 disclosed that the 
radioactivity is associated with copper 
mineralization in highly metamorphosed 
sedimentary rocks. These rocks arc a roof pendant 
in the "Charley River' batholith' of Mesozoic age. 
The radioactivity is probably due almost entirely to 
uranium associated with bornite and malachite. 
(Auth) 

<465> 

White. M.G.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in East-Central Alaska, 1949, Chapter D: 
Placer Concentrates from the Fortymilc 
District In USGS Circular 335. (pp 
10-12). 22 pp. (1954) 

Studies of 24 piaccr-conccntrate samples from (he 
Fortymile district of east-central Alaska revealed 
only two samples containing significant amounts of 
radioactivity. Both samples are from Atwater Bar 
on the South Fork of the Fortymilc River, a short 
distance below the confluence of Mosquito and 
Dennison Forks. The radioactivity is due to traces 
of uranium-bearing thorianitc. which occurs as 
minute black cubes and fragments. No data arc 
available as to the source of the thorianite. (Auth) 

<466> 

Wedow. H.. Jr.. and G.E. Tolbert: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in East-Central Alaska, 1949, Chapter E: 
Wilson Creek, My Creek, Ben Creek, and 
Chicken Areas, Forty/mile District. In 
USGS Circular 335. (pp. I3?2 ) . 22 pp 
(1954) 

A reconnaissance was conducted in the Wilson 
Creek. My Creek, and Ben Creek areas. Fortymile 
district, east-central Alaska, in 1949 in an attempt 
to locate three occurrences of high-grade uranium 
ores reported by prospectors. The search was 
unsuccessful. A maximum of 0.005 percent 
equivalent uranium was found in felsic igneous 
rocks of the Wilson Creek and Ben Creek areas. 
The radioactivity of these rocks in the Wilson 
Creek area is probably due to traces of radioactive 
elements in the common accessory minerals of the 
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igneous rocks; in the Ben Creek area it is probably 
due chiefly to thorium in monazite and albnite. 
which were identified in concentrates from gravels 
of streams draining areas underlain by the igneous 
rocks. Radioactivity tests of Tertiary sedimentary 
rocks in the vicinity of Chicken show that a 
suHidc-bearing montmorillonite-typc day contains 
as much as O.OOS percent equivalent uranium and 
that coked coal and ash from a burned coal bed 
contain as much as 0.003 percent equivalent 
uranium. A concentrate submitted by a prospector 
from a gold-placer deposit at Atwatcr Bar. a short 
distance east of Chicktn contains traces of 
uranothorianite and monazite and has an 
equivalent uranium content of 0.027 percent. 
(Auth) 

<467> 

Nelson. A.E.. W.S. West, and J J . 
Matzko; USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in Eastern Alaska. 1952. USGS Circular 
348. 21 pp. (1954) 

Reconnaissance for radioactive deposits was 
conducted in selected areas of eastern Alaska 
during I9S2. Examination of copper, silver, and 
molybdenum occurrences and of a reported nickel 
prospect in ihc Slana-Nabesna and Chisana 
districts in the eastern Alaska Range revealct.' a 
maximum radioactivity of about 0.003 percent 
equivalent uranium. No appreciable radioactivity 
anomalies were indicated by- aerial and foot 
traverses in the area. Reconnaissance for possible 
lode concentrations of uranium minerals in the 
vicinity of reported fiuorite occurrences in the 
Hope Creek and Miller House-Circle Hot Springs 
areas of the Circle quadrangle and in the Fortymile 
district revealed a maximum of 0.055 percent 
equivalent uranium in a float fragment of 
ferruginous breccia in the Hope Creek area; 
analysis of samples obtained in the vicinity of the 
other fluorite occurrences showed a maximum of 
only 0.005 percent equivalent uranium. No 
uraniferous lodes were discovered in the 
Koyukuk-Chandalar region, nor was the source of 
the monazite. previously reported in the placer 
concentrates from the Chandalar mining district, 
located. The source of the uranothorianite in the 
placers at Gold Bench on the South Fork of the 
Koyukuk River was not found during a brief 
reconnaissance, but a placer concentrate containing 

0.18 percent equivalent uranium was obtained. This 
concentrate is about 10 times more radioactive than 
concentrates previously available from the area. 
(Auth) 

<468> 

Barrett. D C : AEC. Salt Lake City. UT 

Preliminary Report of Reconnaissance in 
the Bighorn Basin, North-Ccatral 
Wyoming and Soon-Central Montana. 
RME-4027. 19 pp. (1953) 

Airborne and ground reconnaissance for uranium 
was conducted in the Bighorn Basin. No 
occurrences of economic importance were found. 
Sedimentary rocks ranging in age from Cambrian 
to Lower Tertiary are exposed in the structural and 
topographic Bighorn Basin. Small occurrences of 
uranium were found in the Flathead sandstone of 
Cambrian age. the Chugwatcr formation of Triassk 
age. the Morrison and Clovcrly formations of 
Jurassic and Cretaceous age. the Frontier and 
Mesaverde formations of Cretaceous age. and in 
the Wasatch formation of Eocene age. (Auth) 

<469> 

Miller. T.P.. and O.J. Ferrians. Jr.: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Suggested Areas for Prospecting in the 
Central Koyukuk River Region, Alaska. 
USGS Circular 570. 12 pp. (1968) 

Anomalous amounts of copper, lead. /inc. siivcr. 
and gold in stream-sediment samples and 
mineralized outcrops define seven arcjs favorable 
for prospecting in the central Ko;ukuk River 
region, west-central Alaska. These areas, listed with 
their metals of interest, arc (I) Indian Mountain: 
silver, lead, copper, and gold. (2) Sun Mountain: 
lead, copper, and silver. (3) Dakli: copper. (4) Clear 
Creek: gold. (5) Caribou Mountain: uranium and 
thorium. (6) Hawk River: lead and silver, and (7) 
Pureed Mountain: gold. Mineralization at all these 
localities is closely related lo granitic pluton* of 
Late Cretaceous age. These plulons arc intrusive 
into volcanic rocks ranging in composition from 
quart/ latite lo andesitc and in age from possibly 
Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous. (Auth) 
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<470> 

Davidson. D.F.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Uranium in the 
Powder River Basin, Wyoming. TEM-677. 
32 pp (1953) 

A reconnaissance was made of a large part of the 
Powder River Basin. Wyoming, to search for 
uranium deposits in parts of the basin other than 
the Pumpkin Buttcs area. No uranium deposits of 
economic interest were found, but some rocks of 
the Tertiary Fort Union formation and the 
Cretaceous In van Kara group were found to be 
sufficiently uranifcrous to justify further search in 
these formations. (Auth) 

<47l> 

Proctor. P.D.: Utah Geological and 
Mineralogical Survey. Salt Lake City. UT 

Uranium: Where It Is and How to Find 
It. Eagle Rock Publishers. Salt Lake City. 
UT. 85 pp. (1954) 

The publication is a non-technical guide to 
prospecting for uranium. Included is information 
on uranium minerals and deposits, areas of known 
deposits, equipment, and other topics of interest to 
a uranium prospector. (Auth) 

<472> 

Page. L.R.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Geologic Prospecting for Uranium and 
Thorium. In USGS Professional Paper 
300. (pp. 627-631). 739 pp.: In Proceedings 
of the In te rna t iona l Conference on the 
Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy. Vol. 6. 
Geology of Uranium and Thorium, held in 
Geneva. Swi tzer land. August 8-20. 1955. 
United Nations. New York. (pp. 688-691). 
825 pp. (1956) 

The search for uranium and thorium in the United 
Slates has emphasized the value of geologic guides 
in prospecting. The application of these guides in 
conjunction with radiometric. geochemical. 
botanical, panning, and geophysical techniques has 
greatly increased the rate of discovery. Prospecting 

for new districts is based on very general criteria; 
prospecting for individual ore deposits in new or 
old districts requires specific guides. Geologic 
guides to ore deposits vary for each major uranium 
and thorium district; many of these guides arc 
discussed. (Auth) 

<473> 

Cannon. H I . ; USGS. Denver. CO 

Botanical Methods of Prospecting for 
Uranium. Mining Engineering. 6(2). 
217-220.(1954) 

Botanical methods of prospecting for metalliferous 
ores are based on ;he premise that deposits at depth 
may affect surface vegetation. This may be 
manifested as unusual concentrations of the metals 
within the bodies of the plants growing on or near 
the deposits, or as the presence of particular plants 
which flourish in the anomalous gcochcmical 
environment. Both may be used in botanical 
prospecting for uranium. A plant may be used as 
an indicator in botanical prospecting if its 
distribution is controlled by any factor related to 
the chemistry of the ore deposit. Since some 
uranium deposits contain unusual concentrations 
of selenium and sulfur, selenium- and 
sulfur-indicator plants may be used as a guide to 
these ore deposits. Botanical prospecting for 
uranium is useful wherever deposits are less than 70 
feet from the surface and where selenium and 
uranium are readily available to plant roots. (Auth) 

<474> 

Stugard. F.. Jr.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Physical Exploration for Uranium During 
1951 in the Silver Reef District, 
Washington County, Utah. TEI-254. 59 
pp. (1953) 

The Silver Reef district in southwestern Utah lies 
on the northeastward trending and plunging Virgin 
anticline which has been breached by erosion 
leaving hogbacks of resistant Chinle sandstone beds 
which are locally repeated by thrust faulting. 
Thirteen diamond drill holes, ten of which were 
located around Pumpkin Point, were drilled in 
1951; no ore-grade mineralization was encountered. 
Camotite and volborthite are present in surface 
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exposures in mined areas. Small lenticular ore 
bodies in the Chinlc formation have been mined: 
no ore remains in sight. The chances of discovering 
significant uranium deposits in the Silver Reef 
district arc poor because of highly ' s u s b l c 
lithology. closely faulted structure, and obliteration 
of shallow uranium-bearing lenses by previous 
stiver mining. The report includes descriptions of 
several mines and prospects in the area. (Auth) 

<475> 

Holder . B E . ; University of Cal i fornia . 
Lawrence Livcrmore Laboratory. 
Livcrmorc. CA 

LLL Uranium Hydrogeochemical Survey 
Project Highlights for July, 1975. 
UC1D-I6883. 7 pp. (1975. August) 

Status of the LLL hydrogeochemical survey of 
Winncmucca Lake. Smoke Creek Desert. Cave 
Valley, and Roach Lake basins in Nevada is 
reported. A reconnaissance sampling of 
Winncmucca Lake was made to determine its 
accessibility by four wheel drive vehicles and to test 
hand augering as a mean-, of collecting samples. 
About 100 sediment samples were taken from 
alluvial fans and dry stream channels cf Walker 
Basin. Preliminary survey analyses were performed 
on 24 samples from Walker River and its 
tributaries. (GRA) 

<476> 

MacDonald . J .A. ; Eldorado Mining and 
Refining Limited. Ottawa. Canada 

Like Water, A Guide to Uranium. 
Canadian Mining J o u r n a l . 89(4). 89-90. 
99-100. (1968. April) 

The radiochemical survey in the Bcaverlodgc area 
of Canada indicates that /ones of secondary 
uranium mineralization can readily be delineated 
by lake water sampling. Because the secondary 
migration of uranium is greatly enhanced in a 
carbonate-rich environment. pH and bicarbonate 
determinations provide necessary criteria for 
establishing the significance of uranium assay 
results. The specific conductance of surface waters 
can provide a useful (hough indirect, guide to areas 
of mineralization. (AuthMPAG) 

<477> 

Nichols . C . E . . V.E. Kane. S.C. Mink in . 
and G.W. Caglc: Union Carbide. Oak 
Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant. Oak 
Ridge. TN 

National Uranium Resource Evaluation 
Program, Hydrogeochemical and Stream, 
Sediment Pilot Survey of Llano Area. 
Texas. K-TL-602. 155 pp. (1976. June 30) 

The objective of the Hydrogcochcmical and Stream 
Sediment Reconnaissance Survey is to pertorm a 
reconnaissance of the nation's surface waters, 
groundwater, and stream and lake sediment in 
regions selected according to geologic favorability 
which wi'' aid in the identification of the best areas 
for uranium exploration. A pilot geochcmical 
survey of the Llano. Texas area was conducted 
during February and March 1976 to prepare lot a 
subsequent reconnaissance geochcmical survey of 
uranium in Central Texas. Stream sediment, stream 
water, well water, and plant ash from five geologic 
areas were analyzed in (he laboratory for 
approximately 25 parameters. Examples of 
anomalous values in stream sediment and stream 
water indicate (he usefulness of both sample types 
in identifying anomal ies a; a regional 
rcconnaissancc-.scalc station spacing of 
approximately 5 km (3 mi). Anomalies in San Saba 
County a rc associated with the Marble 
Falls-Smithwick Formations and (he Sirawn Series 
(Pcnnsylvanian). the Houy Formation (Devonian 
and lower Mississippian). and (he Hickory 
Sandstone Member of the Riley Formation 
(Cambrian). >n Burnet County anomalous values 
arc due to the influence of the Valley Spring 
Formation (Prccambrian); and in Blanco County 
anomalies arc found associated with (he Riley 
Formation (Cambrian). (AuihMPAG) 

<478> 

Moxham. R .M. . and W.S. West: USGS. 
Washington. IX' 

Radioactivity Investigations in the 
Serpentine-Kotiguok Area Seward 
Peninsula Alaska, 1946. L'SGS Circular 
265. II pp. (1953) 

Radioactive minerals in small quantities were 
found in the bedrock and alluvium within the 
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outcrop area of granite at the head of Serpentine 
River. TciVs of radioactivity at outcrop* of the 
granite indicate that small amounts of radioactive 
material is disseminated throughout the mass. Four 
variants of the normal granite have been 
recognized: early and late differentiates, and 
pefmaiiiic and fine-grained facies. Ail variants 
except the early differentiates show radioactivity in 
excess of the normal granite. The average 
equivalent uranium content of 29 samples of the 
grani t ic var ian ts is 0.008 percent . The 
heavy-mineral portions of these samples average 
0.034 percent equivalent uranium. The radioactivity 
of the placer material and bedrock is attributable to 
zircon, sphene. allanite. hydrogoethite. and two 
unidentified secondary minerals. (Auth) 

<479> 

Bobcrg. W W , and D.D. Runnells; 
Universi ty of C o l o r a d o . Depar tment of 
Geological Sciences. Boulder. CO: 
Conoco. Uranium Exploration. Casper. 
WY 

Reconnaissance Study of Uranium in the 
South Platte River, Co lo rado . Economic 
Geology. 66. 435-450. (1971) 

The South Platte River in Colorado drains areas of 
crystalline and sedimentary rocks. The water is a 
sodium-calcium-sulfate-chloridc type throughout 
its length of flow in Colorado. The concentration 
of uranium in the water of the South Platte during 
the winter of 1969-1970 ranged from 5 ppb to 67 
ppb. making it anomalously rich in uranium in 
comparison with most other rivers of the world. 
The concen t ra t ion of u ran ium increases 
downstream, in contrast to the decrease in uranium 
concentration observed in other rivers that drain 
areas with known deposits of uranium. The South 
Platte contains a higher concentration of uranium 
than either the Colorado or North Platte rivers, 
despite the fact that the latter two rivers drain 
ore-producing areas of the United States. It is likely 
that most of the uranium in the South Platte is 
contributed by uraniferous coal seams in the 
Cretaceous Laramie Formation and by 
uranium-rich black shales in the Cretaceous Pierre 
Formations. The possibility that undiscovered 
deposits of uranium ore are present in the drainage 
basin of the South Platte cannot be excluded, but 
no major deposits are known. Use of the parameter 
"incremental areal uranium-load" permits certain 

portions of the drainage basin to be rccogni/ed as 
contributors of anomalously Urge amounts of 
uranium to the river. In the headwaters of the 
South Platte the incremental areal uranium-lead is 
a low 0.00018 kg U day km2. whereas for the 
increment of drainage between Weldona and 
Balzac . Co lo rado , the incremental areal 
uranium-load is 0.016 kg U day km2. This 
parameter may be useful for hydrogeochemical 
prospecting for uranium ore in other areas. The 
concentration of uranium in the interstitial water of 
the alluvium in cutoff meanders varies seasonally, 
but there is no clear-cut evidence for rrecipitation 
of uranium minerals. Measurements ol Eh. p h 
and total vanadium in interstitial «aters indicate 
thai neither uraninite. coffinite. nor camotite is 
stable. (Auth) 

<480> 

Way. J.H.. Jr.. and C M . Friedman: 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy. NY 

U, K, and Th Concentrations in Devonian 
Sedimentary Rocks of the Catskill 
Mountain Area and Their Interpretation. 
GJO-7404. 72 pp. (1971. May 14) 

Rocks of the Catskill Mountain area were 
investigated as possible host rocks for uranium. 
Analytical data. U. K. and Th concentrations, 
derived from samphs collected under careful 
stratigraphic and environmental control were 
analyzed by s ta t i s t ica l methods . Stepwise 
discriminant function analysis showed that there 
was not enough variability in the data nor enough 
change from one measured section to another to 
effect a separation of sections at any statistically 
significant level. Using linear regression and 
correlation analysis, potassium and thorium show a 
dependency on each other to a greater degree than 
either potassium versus uranium or thorium versus 
uranium. No definite conclusions were reached in 
attempting to explain why uranium concentrations 
throughout the area were so low. (Auth) 

<48 l> 

Marjaniemi, D.K., and A.L. Basler; Lucius 
P i t k i n I n c o r p o r a t e d , G e o l o g y D i v i s i o n . 
Grand Junction, CO 

Geochemical Investigations of Plutonic 
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Rocks in the Western United States for 
the Purpose of Determining Favorability 
for Vein-Type Uranium Deposits. 
GJO-912-16. 181 pp. 11972. December 15) 

Reconnaissance gcochcmical investigations of 
Plutonic rocks in the western United States were 
undertaken for the purpose of determining 
gcochcmical guides and favorable areas for 
vein-type uranium deposits. Gamma ray 
spcctromcinc analyses for uranium, thorium, and 
potassium and semiquantitative emhsion 
spectrographs analyses were obtained on 
approximately 500 samples collected from 
throughout the western U.S. Quantitative 
major-element analyses were obtained on selected 
samples. The regional .ariations of uranium, 
thorium, and potassium concentrations in plutonic 
rocks were investigated on the basis of average 
values for one-degree latitude-longitude 
quadrilaterals and average values and frequency 
distributions for geologic subdivisions. The results 
in both cases indicate a general decrease in the 
concentrations of the three elements from the 
continental interior to the continental margin. 
Possible gcochcmical guide* (or vein-type unnium 
deposits were determined from comparisons of 
chemical data lor samples from plutonic bodies 
ass.-cuicd with known deposits and all samples 
from the western I S . or selected groups of 
samples. I he results indicate (hat plutonic bodies 
associated with known vein deposits arc 
characterized by very high silicon, high aluminum, 
potassium. rubidium and Nockolds-Allcn 
differentiation index, a limited range of values of 
the ferric to total iron ratio, low sodium, calcium, 
titanium, manganese, and phosphorus, very low 
iron and vanadium, and a high range of values of 
the uranium-potassium ratio. Uranium and 
thorium concentrations and the uranium-thorium 
ratio arc commonly but not always higher in the 
plutonic bodies associated with vein deposits. 
(AulhMPAG) 

<4S2> 

Rose. A W . M.I.. Kcilh. and YH. Suhr; 
Pennsylvania State University. 
Department o! Gcoscicnces. University 
Park. PA 

Geochemical Drainage Surveys for 
Uranium: Sampling and Analytical 
Methods Based on Trial Surveys in 

Pennsylvania GJO-I645-I . 55 pp 11976. 
June 8) 

Gcochcmical sun ess near sands tone-type uranium 
prospects in northeastern and norlh-ccn;ral 
Pennsylvania show that the deposits can be 
delected by carefully planned stream sediment 
surveys, but not by stream water surveys. Stream 
waters at single sites changed in U content by 
x 10-50 during the 18 months of the study, and even 
near known prospects, contain less thai. 0.2 ppb I" 
most of the lime. Uranium extractabtc from stream 
sediment by acetic acid-H202 provides useful 
contrast between mmcrali/cd and non-mincrali/ed 
drainages of a square miic or less; total U content 
in sediment does not. High organic material results 
in increased U content of sediments and must be 
corrected. Changes in U content of sediment with 
time reach a maximum of x3 and appear to be of 
short duration. As. Mn. Pb. and V arc enriched in 
the mineralized /ones, and perhaps in surrounding 
halo /ones, but do not appear to be pathfinder 
elements useful for reconnaissance exploration. 
(Auth) 

- • ' .4X3,• 

lllslcy. CM.; AFC*. Production Evaluation 
Division. Grand Junction. CO 

Hydrogeochemical Reconnaissance for 
Uranium in the Stanley Area, 
South-Central Idaho KMK-140. 23 pp 
(1961. July) 

Gcochcmical data obtained from the analyses of 73 
water samples collected in the Stanley area. Idaho, 
demonstrate trie applicability of hvdrogcochcmical 
techniques to uranium exploration. Uranium 
concentrations in surlacc waters ot the area ranged 
from 0.2 to 22.0 ppb I 3()X. I he geometric mean 
for 27 samples from the Basin (reck mining area 
was 3.9 ppb l'3()K. and the gcomcric mean tor the 
rcm.rndcr of the Stanley area wa< I.I ppb U3CM 
(39 samples). Samples from seven hot springs 
averaged 0.3 ppb l.'OK. I he conductivity ol the 
surface waters ranged from 45 to 350 mtcromhos. 
Aith the higher conduct-.vines generally louruj in 
water from areas uiidcriain by sedimentary rock. 
The pH of the surlacc waters varied onl\ slightly 
from the average value of 7.4. Iwclvc of the most 
highly anomalous uranium concentrations in the 
Basin Creek district were found from 0.15 to 2 
miles downstream from known uranium deposits 
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Outside Basin Creek district 2 of the 3 highest 
concentrations are from areas immediately adjacent 
to Basin Creek district; and of 4 other possible 
anomalies, one is along the strike of structural 
trends which may mark an extension of the 
minrrilua) area, and the other 3 are presumably 
infhrnccd by higher conductivity of water from 
areas of sedimentary rocks. Hot springs waters are 
geoc heroically distinct from the surface waters of 
the uranium district, and apparently aie neither 
contributing unusual amounts of uranium r.or 
dissolving significant amounts of uranium from the 
sutrounding rock. (Auih) 

<4*4> 

Forbes. R.B.: Alaska Department of 
Natural Resources. Division of Ceological 
and Geophysical Surveys. College. AK 

Investigation of Alaska's Uranium 
Potential, Part 2. GJO-1627. Part 2, 267 
pp. (1975. June I) 

The report provides information necessary in 
estimating the uranium potential of Alaska and 
serves as a practical guide to exploration. A 
1:1.000.000 scale map of the felsic rocks, analytical 
data, and age determinations arc included in the 
report. (PAG) 

<4*5> 

Reimer. G.M.; USGS. Lakewood. CO 

Heamn Detection as a Guide for Uranium 
Exploration. USGS Open-File Report 
76-240. 14 pp. (1976) 

Helium, a byproduct of radioactive decay, n .-
prove to be a valuable indicator of the presence and 
distribution of uranium deposits. Recent 
technological advances permit the development of 
instrumentation not previously adapted for this 
purpose. A truck-mounted mass spectrometer, 
tuned for He 4, permits immediate adjustment or 
modification of sampling patterns in response to 
accumulating data. The inlet system of the 
spectrometer has been designed to allow flexibility 
in gas analyses from various sample types - soil gas, 
atmosphere, or gases in water. Sensitivity of the 
instrument is better than SO parts of helium per 
IO<£+9) parts of gas. Investigations can be 

performed on a qualitative, relative basis, or on a 
quantitative basis by comparison to calibrated 
helium standards. Preliminary field testing includes 
studies of the responses to variations in wind speed, 
temperature, barometric pressure, moisture and 
sampling depth O\XT extended time periods, as wrll 
as studies of geologic controls on the helium 
content in soil gas. Surveys over known uranium 
occurrences reveal «.ome anomalous helium 
distributions. (AuthXMBW) 

<486> 

Gault, H.R.; USGS, Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Northeastern Part of the Seward 
Peninsula, Alaska, 1945-47 and 1951, 
Chapter B. Candle Creek Area. 1945. In 
USGS Circular 250. (pp. 11-14). 31 pp. 
(1953) 

A black cubic mineral, questionably identified as 
uraninite, is abundant in one of two significantly 
radioactive placer samples obtained prior to 1945 
from the Candle Creek area on the Seward 
Peninsula. Only 4 of the i6 concentrate samples 
collected during the field season of 1945 from this 
area contain more than 0.01 percent equivalent 
uranium. Although miiicralogical study of the 
samples collected in 1945 failed (o isolate the 
radioactive mineral grains, additional search of the 
Candle Creek area for the uraninite may be 
warranted. (Auth) 

<4S7> 

White, M.G.; USGS, Washington. DC 

Radioactivity of Selected Rocks and 
Placer Concentrates from Northeastern 
Alaska, Part I: Radioactivity in Gneissic 
Granite of the Mount Michelson Area, 
Northeastern Alaska. In USGS Circular 
195. (pp. 1-7). !2 pp. (1952) 

Radiometric examination of 13 samples collected in 
the Mount Michelson area, northeastern Alaska, in 
1948, shows that four samples of gneissic grunite 
contain an average of 0.007 percent equivalent 
uranium. The heavy-mineral fractions from three of 
these four samples contain an average 0.052 percent 
equivalent uranium and 0-03 percent uranium. The 
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heavy-mineral fractions from three of these four 
samples contain an average 0.0S2 percent 
equivalent uranium and 0.03 percent uranium. The 
heavy-mineral fractions of panned concentrates 
from gravels of streams draining relatively large 
areas of granitic rock, contain an average of 0.028 
percent equivalent uranium, whereas similar heavy 
fractions of panned concentrates from streams that 
drain areas other than those largely underlain by 
granitic rock contain an average of only 0.005 
percent equivalent uranium. Minera logic study of 
all heavy-mineral fractions having more than 0.01 
percent equivalent uranium indicates that the 
radioactive material apparently is confined to 
biotite. which in one sample contains 1.19 percent 
uranium. Fluorite, hematite, zircon, spheric, galena, 
and molybdenite, commonly associated elsewhere 
with uranium, apparently are disseminated in the 
granite with the biotite. The presence of uranium in 
the biotitc of the granite and, of other minerals 
associated with uranium elsewhere, suggests that 
this area should be considered in relation to others 
in Alaska as a possible locality to search for 
high-grade uranium deposits. (Auth) 

<488> 

White. M.G.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Radioactivity of Selected Rocks and 
Placer Concentrates from Northeastern 
Alaska, Part II: Radioactivity and 
Mineralogy of Placer Concentrates from 
the Wiseman and Chandalar Districts, in 
USGS Circular 195. (pp . 8-12). 12 pp. 
(1952) 

Radiometric and mincralogic study of 19 placer 
concentrates revealed lbs presence of mona/ite on 
Rye Creek id ihc Wisenan district and on several 
creeks northeast of Chandalar Lake in the 
Chandalar d is t r ic t , u^per Yukon region, 
northeastern Alaska. Uranium-bearing thorianite 
occurs on the South Fork oi the Koyukuk River at 
Gold Bench and vicinity in the Wiseman district. 
The radioactive minerals are almost always 
associated in the placers with hematite and several 
of the metallic sulfides. Such association may 
indicate (he possible occurrence of primary 
uranium ores with semati{ic alteration within the 
drainage basins of the streams where the 
radioactive minerals arc found. Selected areas in 
the vicinity of the radioactive mineral occurrences 
in the Wiseman and Chandalar districts might 

contain primary uraniferous deposits. (Auth) 

<489> 

Illsley. C.T.: AEC. Division of Raw 
Materials. Denver. CO 

Hydrogeocbeiiikal Exploration for 
Uranium in the ML Spokane Area, 
Washington. Geological Society of 
America Bulletin. 76. 1750. (1965) 

The applicability o f the hydrogeochemical method 
of uranium exploration in eastern Washington has 
been tested. The geochemistry of the waters and the 
rock environment associated with the waters were 
considered. Chemically the waters are of the 
carbonate type and divided into three groups 
according to the amount of total dissolved 
material. These three groups correspond to an 
arbi t rar i ly selected grouping of geologic 
environments: intensely decomposed granitic rock: 
fresh granitic rock; and sedimentary lake-bed 
deposits overlain by Columbia River lavas. The 
areal-background analysis for uranium in surface 
waters was determined to be approximately 1.5 ppb 
as compared with the regional background of 0.2 
ppb. The area background for spring waters was 
found to be about 4.S ppb. Several springs in the 
area are radioactive and can be easily detected with 
a hand scintillation counter. Anomalies in the 
amount of 100 ppb were dc ected. Comparisons of 
uranium with the pH and bicarbonate content of 
surface waters showed (hat uranium occurs in 
anomalous concent ra t ions only where the 
bicarbonate content is greater than 25 ppm and the 
pH is greater than 6.5. Limitations of the 
hydrogcuchemical method in (he Mt. Spokane area 
arc similar to those encountered elsewhere. Not all 
waters with abnormally high uranium indicate the 
presence of uranium ore deposits. The major factor 
of distance between an ore deposit and the surface 
openings of adjacent springs needs further 
evaluation. Other significant limitations are the 
presence of intermittent and discontinuous surface 
drainage, and variations that may occur in the 
composition of waters caused by climatic changes. 
(Auth) 

<490> 

McClrrnan. H.G.: Montana Bureau of 
Mines. School of Mines. Butte. MT 
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Geochemicai Exploration of the Stcmplc 
Pats Area, Lewis and Clark County. 
Montana. Montana Bureau of Mines 
Special Publication 64. 7 pp. (1974, June) 

Geochemicai soil sampling for copper and 
molybdenum over two granitic intrusive bodies in 
the Stcmple Pass area of Lewis and Clark County. 
Montana, indicates the presence of disseminated 
mineral deposits within and adjacent to the granitic 
rocks. Although the economic importance of the 
deposits is not yet known, the sampling results do 
indicate an area worthy of further geological and 
gcochemical investigation. (Auth) 

<49l> 

Davis. W.E.; L'SGS. Washington. DC 

Electrical Resistivity Investigations of 
Carnotite Deposits in the Colorado 
Plateau. TEM-232. 25 pp. (1951. April) 

Investigations of the use of geophysical methods in 
prospecting for carnotite deposits on the Colorado 
Plateau indicate that electrical resistivity methods 
combined with other geologic data can be used 
successfully to locate areas favorable for drilling. 
Broad positive resistivity anomalies of small 
magnitude were observed over most of the deposits 
investigated, all of which are in the Salt Wash 
member of the Morrison formation of Jurassic age. 
The anomalies are related to thickening of the 
ore-bearing sandstone; mineralized ground in most 
places is also associated with this thickening. 
Electrical resistivity measurements can be 
successfully made at depths of as much as 400 feet. 
The investigations were conducted on Calamity and 
Outlaw Mesas. Mesa County, and Long Park. 
Montrose County. Colorado. (Auth) 

<492> 

Comstock. S.S.. AEC, Grand Junction. 
CO 

Scintillation DriD-Hole Logging. In 
Proceedings of the International 
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Atomic Energy. Vol. 6, Geology of 
Uranium and Thorium, held in Geneva. 
Switzerland, August 8-20, I9SS. United 
Nations. New York. (pp. 722-72S), 825 pp. 

(1956) 

Scintillation type drill hole logging units arc now 
part of the uranium exploration drilling program. 
The scintillation logging unit, designed for efficient 
one-man operation, is mounted in a four-wheel 
drive Jeep station wagon. Gamma ray pulses 
detected by a subsurface probe are recorded on a 
paper chart. These gamma ray curves arc used to 
obtain geological information and 
semi-quantitative radiometric analysis of the 
mineralised zones. (Auth) 

<493> 

Cook. K L. and C.K. Moss; LSGS. 
Washington. DC 

Geophysical Observations in Parts of the 
Grants District, McKinley County, New 
Mexico. TEI-244. 16 pp. (1952) 

Geophysical observations near Haystack Mesa in 
the Grants district had the dual objective of 
investigating the unusual occurrence of negative 
acromagnctic anon alies in close association with 
airborne radioactivity anomalies and ol 
investigating other geophysical methods which 
might assist in the search for uranium ores in the 
Grants district. Ground magnetometer tests 
indicate that the apparent correlation shown in the 
airborne data is fortuitous and cannot be attributed 
to a genetic relationship between uranium 
mineralization and the intrusion of dikes or the 
extrusion of the basaltic lava How. (Auth) 

<494> 

Not given; US Department of the Interior. 
Bureau of Indian Affairs, Albuquerque 
Area Office and Ute Mountain Ute 
Agency, Albuquerque. NM 

Final Environmental Statement of the 
Approval by the Department of u-e 
Interior of a Lens* of the Ute Mn—!•• 
Utt Tribal Lands for Uranium 
Exploration and PowMe Mining. 
FES-75-94.190 pp. (I97S) 

The Department of the Interior has approved this 
project, leased by the Ute Mountain Ute Tribal 
lands, for the purpose of exploring and possibly 
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mining uranium and related minerals. The project 
will consist of a four-year development phase and 
an appropriate twelve years of mining and possible 
processing. The entire project is based on the 
assumption that exploration will reveal commercial 
ore bodies that will be mined by underground 
methods Radon gas will be one of the air 
pollutants. Surface erosion in selected areas will 
occur. The biological community will be affected 
and the aesthetics of the area will be noticeably 
jnpacied adversely. (Auth) 

<495> 

Dennison. J.M.. and W.H. Wheeler: 
University of North Carolina. Department 
of Geology. Chapel Hill. NC 

Precambrian Through Cretaceous Strata 
of Probable Fluvial Origin in 
Southeastern United States and Thei r 
Potential as Uranium Host Rocks. 
GJO-4168-1. 268 pp.: Southeastern 
Geology. Special Publ ica t ion No. S. 210 
pp. (1972. February I) 

The report furnishes information that will provide 
a basis for evaluating the fluvial sandstones of the 
southeastern United States as a possible source of 
uranium. The report is based on literature review 
supplemented by the writers' field experience. 
Roughly a thousand geologic documents were 
examined, and 376 arc specifically cited in the 
discussion of 25 stratigraphic units which are or 
may be nonmarine fluvial and deltaic in origin. 
Maps are presented showing the outcrop pattern of 
each unit, with thickness and other information. A 
summary description is given of the stratigraphic 
occurrence , pe t rography , provenance , and 
sedimentary structures including indication of 
current vectors. Factors affecting ground water 
circulation, past or present, are evaluated in an 
effort to locate conditions favorable for uranium 
ore development. Redbeds may serve as indicators 
of oxidizing facies and are therefore important. The 
boundary between oxidizing (red or drab) and 
reduzate (gray, greenish, or black coloration) facies 
are delimited where possible. One aim of the report 
is to locate the counties in which each stratigraphic 
unit appears to be most favorable for uranium on 
the basis of host rock characteristics. This should 
facilitate field examination of the rocks for more 
specific indicat ions of uranium deposi t s . 
(AuthMPAG) 

Sou theas t e rn Geology Special Pub l i ca t i on 
No. S. published in July. I97S. is entitled 
"Stratigraphy of Precambrian Through 
Cretaceous Strata of Probable Fluvial 
Origin in Southeastern United States and 
Their Potemial as Uranium Host Rocks". 

<496> 

S e a r s . R . S . . D.K. Mar jan iemi . and J . T . 
Blomquis t : Lucius Pi tkin i n c o r p o r a t e d . 
Geology Division. Grand Junction. CO 

A Study of the Morrison Formation in 
t he Sac Juan Basin, New Mexico and 
Colorado. GJO-912-20. 102 pp. (1974. 
January) 

The objective of the study was to analyze relative 
favor-ability of the members of the Morrison 
Formation and to delineate areas of optimum 
favorability for uranium accumulation and 
concentration. Stratigraphic units studied were the 
Todilto Limestone. Summcrvillc Formation. 
Bluff Junction Creek Sandstone. Morrison 
Format ion and Burro Canyon F o r m a t i o n . 
Emphasis was pliccd on the Salt Wash. Recapture. 
Westwatcr Canyon and Brushy Basin Members of 
the Morrison Formation. Analyses of these units 
included measuring and sampling of surface 
sections, chemical and mineralogical sample 
analyses, ind examination of petroleum test well 
cutting samples and electric and gamma ray logs. 
The Westwaier Canyon Member has the highest 
overall favorability and the Recap'ure Member has 
a slightly lower favorability. The Brushy Basin 
Member and Burro Canyon Formation arc not 
considered of sufficient potential to warrant further 
evaluation. (AuthMPAG) 

<497> 

Bowie. S .H.U. : Ins t i tu te of Geo log ica l 
Sciences. London. United Kingdom 

Some Geological Concepts for 
Consideration in the Search for Uranium 
Provinces and Major Uranium Deposi ts . 
In Proceedings of a Panel on Uran ium 
Exploration Geology, held in Vienna. 
Austria. April 13-17. 1970. International 
Atomic Energy Agency Publications. 
Vienna. Austr ia , (pp . 285-300). 386 p p . : 
IAEA-P1.-39I 27. (pp . 285-300). 386 p p . 

*» 
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(1970. October « 9 9 > 

The discover) of the major unnium ore provinces 
of the world has depended more on the application 
of geological knowledge than on the use of the wide 
range of electronic appliances at the disposal of the 
prospector or mining company. This does not 
mean, however, that such instruments have not 
been - and still arc - of immense value in the 
specific location of uranium ere bodies. Isotope 
ratio studies have shown that the ore-forming 
processes extended in many instances over 
hundreds of millions of years and this, together 
with mineragraphic (ore microscopy) evidence, 
suggests that uranium is epigenctic in the case of 
most major pencconcordam deposits. The most 
favorable environments for the discovery of new 
uranium provinces and major uranium deposits are 
considered to be intracratonic sediments, 
miogcosynclinal sediments, and sediments in 
intermontanc basins in uranium provinces, 
particularly if there are associated acid igneous 
intrusive or eruptive rocks. (Auth) 

<498> 

Sorensen. H : University of Copenhagen. 
Institute of Petrology. Copenhagen. 
Denmark 

Occurrence of Uranium in Alkaline 
Igneous Rocks. In Proceedings of a Panel 
on Uranium Exploration Geology, held in 
Vienna. Austria. April 13-17. 1970. 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Publications. Vienna. Austria, (pp. 
161-168). 386 pp.; IAEA-PL-391 23. (pp. 
161-168). 386 pp. (1970. October) 

The major types of uranium mineralization 
associated with alkaline rocks are briefly reviewed: 
(I) disseminated mineralization in alkali granite, 
nepheline syenite and alkali trachyte and related 
vein deposits; (2) nepheline syenite pegmatites in 
which radioactive minerals are associated with late 
zeolitization and albitization; and (3) hydrothermal 
and metasomaiic deposits occurring as veins and 
impregnations in ». d around alkaline rocks. The 
chances of finding uranium deposits are considered 
best in and around agpaitic nepheline syenites and 
peralkaline syenites and granites rich in Zr. rare 
earths and Nb minerals. (Auth) 

Zdler. E.J.. E.A. Drcschhoff. K. 
Holdoway. W. Hakes. G. Jayaprakash. K 
Crislcr. and D.F. Saunders: University of 
Kansas. Radiation Physics Laboratory. 
Space Technology Center. Lawrence. KS: 
Texas Instruments Incorporated. Dallas. 
TX 

Potential Uranium Host Rock* and 
Structures in the Central Great Plains. 
GJO-I642-I. 97 pp. (1975. November 15) 

A new method of utilizing petroleum exploration 
gamma-ray well log data was tested in the western 
Kansas portion of the survey area. Gamma 
activities in the Dakota and Morrison formations 
were computer-processed by trend surface analysis, 
statistically analyzed, and the anomalies were 
compared with regional geomorphic lineaments 
derived from satellite imagery as well as regional 
geology. »> draw conclusions as to their origin and 
significance. Conclusions arc possible uraniferous 
provinces have been outlined in the subsurface of 
western Kansas: the new well log data approach 
can be used to define potential uranifcrous 
provinces in any well-explored petroleum region: 
the close spatial correlation between anomalies and 
regional geomorphic lineaments provides strong 
support for the concept that the lineaments 
represent vertical fracture zones which can act as 
preferred pathways for vertical fluid migration: and 
the location of the strongest anomalies over 
impervious salt bodies indicates that any 
uranium-bearing mincralizers must have moved 
down through the geologic section rather than 
upward. Recommendations are made to extend the 
application of the well-log approach, to do drilling 
and sampling to prove whether the anomalies are 
really due to uranium, and to add geobotanical and 
emanometric measurements during future studies. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<500> 

West. W.S.. and J.J. Matzko: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Vicinity of Teller and Cape None, 
Seward Peninsula, Alaska, 1946-47, Part 
2: Reconnaissance in the Vicinity of Cape 
Nome, 1947. In USGS Circular 244. (pp. 
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5-8). 8 pp. (1953) 

An early report on the Cape Nome. Seward 
Peninsula. Alaska, stated that granitic rocks there 
contain allanitc as a common accessory mineral. 
Results of studies in 1947 indicate that very little 
allanite is present, and that the slight amount of 
radioactivity of the granitic complex is attributable 
to the accessory minerals zircon and sphene. (Auth) 

<50l> 

W^:ie . M.G. . and P L . Killeen; L S G S . 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
is the Lower Yakon-Cnkokwim 
Highlands Region, Alaska. 1947. Chapter 
A: Radioactivity Investigations in the 
Vicinity of Flat. In USGS Circular 255. 
(pp. 1-15). 18 pp. (1953 

Investigations in 1947 in the Lower 
Yukon-Kuskokwim region. Alaska found that 
previously reported radioactivity in (he vicinity of 
Flat is due to uraniferous zircon, an accessory 
mineral in monzonitc. The monzonitc intrudes 
mafic igneous and L'ppcr Cretaceous sedimentary 
rocks. The maximum equivalent-uranium content 
of the zircon is 0.14 percent, and the average 
content is probably near 0.13 percent. Chemical 
analysis of one sample of the most radioactive 
zircon indicates approximately 0.12 percent 
uranium and 0.03 percent thoria. The radioactive 
elements apparently arc most commonly associated 
with reddish-brown inclusions within the zircon 
crystals. Tests of sulfidc-beahng veins, black shales, 
and other rock types in the area around Flat 
showed no significant amount of radioactive 
material. (AuthxMBW) 

<502> 

J o h n s o n . H.S . . J r . ; USGS. Wash ing ton . 
DC 

Uranium Resources of the Cedar 
Mountain Area, Emery County. Utah, A 
Regional Synthesis. LSGS Bulletin 
1087-B. (pp. 23-58). (1959) 

The results of field reconnaissance and office study 
of the Cedar Mountain area. Emery County. Utah. 

suggest that the Chink and Morrison formations 
and possibly the Cedar Mountain formal.or. h_ vc 
further potential for sandstone-type uranium 
deposits in the area. Appraisals of unexposed units 
arc based on the premise that primary sedimentary 
features are the major control of favorable ground. 
The Monitor Butte member and the Moss Back 
member of the Chinlc formation arc both 
considered generally favorable for uranium 
deposits. The Salt Wash member of the Morrison 
formation has been the source of about 90 percent 
of ail uranium ore mined in the Cedar Mountain 
area but has not been found to contain deposits 
larger than a few hundred tons in size. Minor 
uranium occurrences also are known in the Brushy 
Basin member of the Morrison formation and in 
the upper shale member of the Cedar Mounuin 
formation. Uranium in these deposits is associated 
wi h carbonaceous material in siltstonc or 
cla><tone. and ore g rades a re commonly 
submarginal. These units may. however, contain 
fairly large tonnages of low-grade uranium-bearing 
rock. (AuthMMBW) 

<503> 

Moxham. R.M.: USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Manley Hot Spr ings - Rampart 
District, East-Central Alaska, 1948. USGS 
Circular 317. 6 pp. (1954) 

The occurrence of coba!. in lead-silver deposits 
near Manley Hot Springs. Alaska, is mentioned in 
several of the earlier publications of the Geological 
Survey; additional mincralogic data are sparse. In 
1945 and 1947 radioactivity and mincralogic studies 
of Alaskan placer samples disclosed the presence of 
five radioactive mincrals-cschynitc. ellsworthitc. 
columbitc. monazitc. and zircon-tin association 
with extensive gold-tin placer deposits in the Tofty 
area, a few miles north ol the lead-silver deposits. 
On the basis of the mineral associations and the 
geographic relationship between the two types of 
deposits, field studies seemed warranted and were 
undertaken in 1948. Field work failed to disclose 
the bedrock source of the radioactive minerals in 
the gold-tin placers. None of the material collected 
fiom the lead-silver deposits showed any 
radioactivity, although the granite country rock has 
an average equivalent uranium content of 0.003 
percent which is attributed mostly to disseminated 
mona/itc. No field evidence could be found to 
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establish a geomorphic relationship between the 
two types of deposits. A few concentrates from 
gold-placer mines in the Eureka area northeast of 
Manley Hot Springs contain small amounts of 
monazite and radioactive zircon. Granitic rocks at 
nearby Elephant Mountain are also slightly 
radioactive due to monazite and are probably the 
ultimate source of the radioactive minerals in the 
placers of the Eureka area. (Auth) 

<504> 

West. W.S.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Darby Mountains, Seward 
Peninsula, Alaska, 1*48. USGS Circular 
300.7 pp. (1953) 

Radioactivity in the southern and eastern parts of 
the Darby Mountains, Seward Peninsula. Alaska, 
appears to be directly related to the occurrence of 
granite. Concentrates from placers derived from 
areas containing granite are more radioactive than 
concentrates from placers not derived from the 
granite and. generally, contain from 0.01 to 0.0S 
percent equivalent uranium. The radioactivity of 
these concentrates is largely due to radioactive 
dements in common accessory minerals in granite, 
such as sphene, allanite. zircon, and. locally, 
monazite. Locally, in the Clear Creek-Vulcan 
Creek area, the headwaters of the Kwiniuk River, 
and on Golovnin Bay near McKinley Creek, 
concentrates from placers derived from granitic 
terrain contain as much as 0.1 percent equivalent 
uranium. The higher radioactivity of the 
concentrates from the Clear Creek area and on 
Golovnin Bay is due chiefly to an unidentified 
uranium-titanium niobate. whereas the higher 
radioactivity at the headwaters of the Xwiniuk 
River is due to thorianite. (Auth) 

<505> 

White. M.G.. W.S. West, and J.J. Matzko; 
USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Vicinity of Teller and Cape Nome, 
Seward Peninsnla, Alaska, 1946-47. USGS 
Circular 244, 8 pp. (1953) 

Reconnaissance for radioactive deposits occurred 

in 1946-1947 near the Teller and Cane Nome areas 
on Seward Peninsula. Alaska. The report discusses 
the geology and radioactivity investigations of each 
region. No significant amounts of radioactive 
material were found in either area; however, zircon, 
sphenc. and allanite contribute minor 
concentrations. (MBW) 

<506> 

White. M.G.. and P L . Killcen: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deaosrtt 
in Ike Lover Ynkon-Knakokwiai 
Highlands Region, Alaska, 1947. USGS 
Circular 255. 18 pp. (1953) 

Reconnaissance for radioactive deposits took place 
in 1947 in the Lower Yukon-Kuskokwim 
Highlands Region. Alaska. The areas investigated 
were Flat. Julian Creek. Moore Creek. Candle 
Creek, and Cripple Creek Mountains. The report 
examines the geology, geography, and radioactivity 
of each area. Uraniferous zircon, averaging 0.13 
percent equivalent uranium was discovered in the 
Flat vicinity. Julian Creek was the only placer 
deposit which contained appreciable radioactivity: 
0.03 percent equivalent uranium, which was 
attributed to thorium in monazite. (MBW) 

<507> 

Dc Vergie. P C ; A t C . Grand Junction. 
CO 

Preliminary Drilling nt the Nash Car 
Area, White Canyon District, San Juan 
County, Utah. RME-4032, 13 pp. (1953) 

Copper-uranium deposits in the Nash Car area 
occur in the Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic 
age in gray sandstone and conglomerate at or near 
the base of channels cut into the underlying 
Moenkopi formation of Triassic age. This unit is as 
much as 10 feet thick, is about 100 to 150 feet wide, 
and has an unknown length. Chafcopyrite and 
pyrite replace carbonaceous material and are 
disseminated in the surrounding sandstone. 
Secondary copper minerals and limonite appear on 
the weathered outcrop. No uranium minerals are 
visible although the r~.k locally contains ore-grade 
quantities of uranium. The report includes a map 
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of the drilling and sections compiled from the logs 
of core. (Auth) 

< 5 W > 

Be rnha rd t . E V ; A E C . G r a n d J u n c t i o n . 
CO 

Piacticai Gaines to U I M M H I O R S on the 
Cotonao Pfcton RME-1027. |3 pp. 
41952) 

Tab repon presents and discusses a list of guides to 
uranium ore. Items I through 4 are *yngcnctic 
features, and items S through I I arc epigenetic. 
They are not necessarily listed in order of 
importance I. Presence of fossil stream channels. 
2. Thickening of sandstone lenses. 3. Intcrfingcring 
of mudstone and sandstone lenses. 4. Presence of 
carbonaceous material. S. Proximity of ore. 6. 
Relation to mountain masses and large folds. 7. 
Bleaching of sandstone. 8. Bleaching of mudstone 
adjacent to sandstone lenses. 9. Presence of yellow 
iron-oxide stains. 10. Presence of bleached 
mudstone pebbles in the sandstone lenses I I . 
Etched and corroded sand grains. (Auth) 

<509> 

R e i n h a r d t . E V ; A E C . G r a n d J u n c t i o n . 
CO 

Reconnaissance o f H e n r y M o u n t a i n s 
Area, Wayne and Garfield Counties, 
Utah. RMO-753. 7 pp. (1951) 

Uranium ore deposits occur in sandstone of the 
Salt Wash member of the Morrison formation of 
Jurassic age in a strip about three miles wide along 
the east flank of the Henry Mountains Tertiary 
laccolithic intrusives in a structural basin form the 
core of the Henry Mountains. The uranium 
deposits are found in three districts: the North 
Wash, the Trachyte, and the L i t t le Rockies 
districts, from north to South. The deposits are of 
good grade and apparently are quite extensive, but 
many are thin. Development and production have 
been limited mostly by the long distance to 
shipping points and buying stations. (Auth) 

<5I0> 

M a l a n . R .C . ; A E C . Resource D i v i s i o n . 
Geologic Branch. Grand Junction. CO 

Snaanvry Rcaott-Distnhvtioa of 
U r a n i a * and Tnoriam in the Precambrian 
of the Western United States. 
AEC-RD-12. 59 pp. (1972. March) 

An investigation of the distribution of uranium and 
thorium in Precambrian rocks in the western 
United Stales was made to assess the possibilities 
for the existence of economically exploitable 
uranium deposits similar to the major deposits of 
Prccambnan age in the Canadian Shield and 
compare and evaluate the distribution of uranium 
and thorium in the Precambriar. to the distribution 
of major uranium deposits in Mcsozoic and 
Cenozoic sedimentary rocks in the western United 
States. Thorium, and to a lesser extent uranium 
each correlate positively with potassium because of 
the strong petrographic control on radioclcmcnt 
distributions in igneous rocks. Regional averages of 
radioelements in Precambrian igneous rocks arc 
greatest in Colorado. Wyoming, and southern 
California-southern Nevada. The Th K. and L< K. 
ratios also arc anomalously high in these enriched 
regions. Variations in radioclcmcnt contents in the 
igneous rocks do not appear to be related to the 
age of the rocks. The distributions of major 
uranium deposits in Meso/oic and Ccno/oic 
sandstones of the Cordiileran foreland platform 
I Meso/oic and Colorado Plateau) and in basins 
within the Rocky Mountain fold belt (Tertiary of 
Wyoming) are spatially related to patterns of 
radioclcmcnt enrichment in Prccambrian rocks. 
The Precambrian appears to be the source of the 
uranium in the major Mcso/oic and Ccno/oic 
depos i ts c i ther t h r o u g h " g r ? n i t c - l c a c h " . 
"luff-leach", or both. Recognition of regional 
pattern of uranium enrichment in Precambrian 
rocks as indicated in the study should be useful as 
regional exploration guides. (AuthMPA(i) 

< 5 I I > 

M a l a n . R .C. . and D A . S t e r l i n g : A E C . 
Resource Division. Geologic Branch. 
Grand Junction. CO 

A Geologic Study of Uranium Resources 
in P recambr i an Rocks o f the W e s f r n 
Un i t ed Sta tes , D i s t r i b u t i o n o f U r a n i u m 
and T h o r i u m in the Precambrian of the 
West-Central and Northwest United 
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Sates. AEC-RD-I I. 64 pp. (1970. May) 

The study of the distribution of uranium and 
thorium in lithologic. gcochronologic. and 
geographic subdivisions of Prccambrian rocks 
includes data on Colorado. Utah. Wyoming. South 
Dakota. Montana. Idaho, and Washington. 
Reconnaissance sampling indicated 19 locations 
with greater than 8 ppm U and or 50 ppm Th 
including seven in Colorado, 11 in Wyoming, and 
one in Montana. All are believed to be igneous or 
tnetaigneous and nearly all are quartz monzonitk 
or granitic in composition. Additional sampling in 
•he localities of the anomalous reconnaissance 
samples indicates that the mean value of 57 ppm 
Th in the southern half of the Longs Peak-St. 
Vrain Batholith in the central portion of tb" Front 
Range. Colorado and the mean value of 7.0 ppm U 
in the Cotopaxi-Texas Creek batholith in the 
northern Wet Mountains. Colorado are the highest 
of all mean values in large areas of exposed 
Precambrian tcrrane in the west-central and 
northwest United States. The four mountain ranges 
in which the mean uranium content of all 
Precambrian rocks combined is greater than 4 ppm 
include the Seminoc-Shirlcy Mountains, the 
Granite Mountains, the Owl Creek Mountains, ail 
in central Wyoming and the Front Range in 
Colorado. The strongest determinant of the average 
uranium and thorium in various ranges is the aerial 
extent of silicic igneous rocks relative to other 
rocks. The silicic igneous rocks characteristically 
contain about twice as much uranium and thorium 
as intermediate igneous rocks and metamorphic 
rocks. (AuthKPAG) 

<5I2> 

Malan. R.C.. and D A . Sterling: AEC. 
Resource Division. Geologic Branch. 
Grand Junction. CO 

A Geologic Study of Uranium Resources 
in Precambrian Rocks of the Western 
United States, an Introduction to the 
Distribution of Uranium and Thorium in 
Precambrian Rocks Including the Results 
of Preliminary Studies in the 
Southwestern United States. AEC-RD-9. 
54 pp. (1969. January) 

The study of the Precambrian in the southwestern 
United Slates attempts to determine if there are 
exploiuble uranium resources of Precambrian age 

and if there are :ime-spacc-facies patterns of 
uranium and thorium enrichment in the 
Precambrian that aie iclaicd to the major 
stratiform uranium deposits in Mcsozok and 
Cenozoic continental clastic sediments. From the 
east in New Mcxko to the west in southeastern 
California, the mean uranium and thorium 
contents increase significantly in igneous and in 
metamorphk rocks. Nearly all of the 21 bulk 
samples that contain statistically anomalous 
amounts of uranium and or thorium arc from west 
of the 112 degree meridian near Phoenix. These 
regional variations may be related to more felsk. 
higher-energy sedimentary facies with an inferred 
nearby continental provenance in the western 
portion in contrast to lower-energy geosynclinal 
facics in the central and eastern portions of the 
presently exposed Precambrian in the southwestern 
United States. (AuthXPAG) 

<5I3> 

Malan. R.C.. and D A . Sterling: AEC. 
Resource Division, Geologic Bre.ich. 
Grand Junction. CO 

A Geologic Study of Uranium Resources 
in Precambrian Rocks of the Western 
United States, Distribution of Uranium 
and Thorium in Precambrian Rocks of 
the Western Great Lakes Region. 
AEC-RD-10. 25 pp. (1969. July) 

In Wisconsin and in upper Michigan. Lower. 
Middle, and Upper Prccambrian silicic and 
hyperalkalk plutonk rocks contain anomalous 
amounts of disseminated radioactive minerals. 
Limited sampling indicates that masses of silicic 
igneous rocks in northeastern Wisconsin may 
contain 50 to 100 parts per million uranium oxide. 
In upper Michigan. Middle Precambrian 
metasediments of the Animikie Series contain 
uranium veins in slate, monazite placers in 
conglomerate and irregular concentrations of 
uranium in iron formations adjacent to slate. A 
potentially great resource of thorium may exist in 
the monazite placers in conglomerates of the 
Goodrich Quartzite (Animikie Series) near Palmer 
in upper Michigan, but the uranium content is very 
low. Anomalous amounts of uranium in sparse 
outcrops of other conglomeratic quartzites of the 
Animikie warrant additional study. (AuthHPAG) 
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<5I4> 

Kkinhampl. F.J.: LSGS. Washington. DC 

Botanical Prospecting for Uranium on 
South Elk Ridge, San Juan County, 
Utah. LSGS Bulletin 1083-D. (pp 
105-188). (1962) 

The plant-analysis prospecting method was used to 
search for uranium deposits in rocks of the lowest 
40 feet of (he Chinlc formation of Late Triassic age 
on South Elk Ridge. San Juan County. Utah. 
Collection of plant samples was generally restricted 
to trees growing in a single line along steep slopes 
and canyon walls, because only here were trees 
sufficiently close to the ore-bearing strata to permit 
successful prospecting. For optimum prospecting 
results, sampled evergreens should grow no more 
than 20 feet above the ore zone. By inference, this 
depth restriction is probably applicable wherever 
similar ecology prevails. A sample interval of SO to 
60 feet appears to be adequate for delimiting the 
lateral extent of botanical anomalies. Branch-tip 
samples, the type generally used in plant-analysis 
prospecting for uranium, arc representative of the 
trees, and thus arc satisfactory in plant-analysis 
prospecting programs. I'lanl-analysis prospecting 
along 30 linear miles of basal strata of the Chinlc 
formation found 110 localities that arc probably 
mincrali/cd. Based on geologic criteria at the 
localities, at least SS could contain minablc 
quantities ol uranium. According to the more 
realistic of two interpretations of drill tests, 
plant-analysis prospecting is about twice as 
sue-cssful as random dri l l ing in locat ing 
nvncralizcd material. Closely spaced drilling at 
t.itanical anomalies is slightly less successful than 
sm.liar dril l ing at geologically selected 
channel-fillings. Drill tests indicate that amounts ol 
uranium in (he rooting medium as small as 10 to 20 
ppm locally suffice for trees to absorb unusual!) 
large amounts. Because ol this and complicating 
environmental factors, it is impossible to predict 
reliably the grade and precise extent of deposits. 
(AuthMl'A(i) 

<5I5> 

Klcmhampl . F.J . . and C. Koteff. I ' S O S . 
Washington. DC 

Botanical Prospecting for Uranium in the 
Circle Cliffs Area. Garfield County, 

Utah. I SGS Bulletin 1085-C. (pn 85-104). 
11960) 

The plant-analysis method of botanical prospecting 
may be used to locate uranium deposits in the 
Circle Cliffs area where the deposits lie as much as 
70 feet beneath 'he surface nt benches developed on 
the Shinanimp member of the Chinle formation. 
Tht Shinarump underlying the benches is thicker 
than 70 feet at many places, however, and thus 
restricts the use of the plant-analysis prospecting 
method. The planiv ASTRAGALI'S 
PATTERSON! and STANLEYA PINNATA 
broadly define some uraniferous localities adjacent 
to the contact of the Mocnkopi formation and the 
Shinarump member of the Chinic formation, but 
the gene-al paucity of ASTRAGALI'S in the 
Circle Cliffs area limits the usefulness of this genus. 
ASTRAGALUS PATTERSON!. STANLEYA 
PINNATA. and ASTER VENUSTl'S may serve-
as guides to mineralized parts of the Salt Wash 
sandstone member of the Morrison formation in 
the Circle Cliffs area, thick and thin units of 
sandstone of the Shinanimp member generallv can 
he distinguished by studies of the ratios of pinyons 
to junipers. These studies max supplement drilling 
(o define channel-fill sandstone, which is associated 
with ore deposits in the Circle Cliffs area. Ratio 
studies appear to be applicable to other areas 
throughout the Colorado Plateau where similar 
geologic and otologic conditions exist. (Auth) 

<5I6> 

Froclich. A.J.. and F..I. Klcinhampl: 
I SGS. Washington. IX' 

Botanical Prospecting for Uranium in the 
Deer Flat Area, White Canyon District, 
San Juan County, Utah I SGS Bulletin 
1085-B. (pp. 51-84). (I960) 

The plant-analysis method ol botanical prospecting 
for concealed uranium deposits was cmplovcd from 
May to July 1953. in the Deer Hat area. White 
Canyon district. San Juan County. I'tah. About 
2.000 samples of lips of branches from as many 
junipers and pinyons were systematically collected 
along about 27 miles of outcrop of the Shinarump 
member of the Chinlc formation of Iriassic age or 
of laterally rquivalcnl units and were analyzed in 
the laboratory for uranium content. Anomalously 
large amounts of uranium absorbed by trees implv 
a nearby source, which may be an ore deposit. I he 
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indicator-plant method of prospecting di** not 
prove very useful in the Deer Flat area. Bottnically 
defined anomalies occur at all major known 
deposits at Deer Flat. Other botankally defined 
anomalies may reflect previously unknown 
mineralized parts of the Shinarump member. The 
distribution of botanical anomalies suggests that 
the south half of the Deer Flat area is much more 
favorable for concealed uranium deposits than the 
north half. Additional physical exploration is 
recommended at Deer Flat to test the validity of 
the plant-analysis method of prospecting for 
uranium. The finding of mineralized ground at 
botanical anomalies would verify the reliability of 
the botanical-prospecting method for defining 
mineralized areas. (Auth) 

<5I7> 

Li t t le , H.W.; Canada Geological Survey. 
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada 

Distribution of Types of Uranium 
Deposits and Favorable Environments for 

Uranium Exploration. In Proceedings of a 
Panel on Uranium Exp lo ra t ion Geology, 
held in Vienna, Austria. April 13-17. [970. 
International Atomic Energy Agency 
Publications, Vienna. Austria, (pp. 35-48), 
386 pp.: IAEA-PL-391/2, (pp. 35-48). 386 
pp. (1970. October) 

Productive uranium deposits in Canada are of four 
types: conglomeratic, hydrothermal veins and 
disseminations with simple mineralogy, 
hydrothermal veins and disseminations with 
complex mineral associations, and pegmatitic. All 
occur in the Canadian Shield near its edge. 
Extensions of known deposits and new orsbodies 
adjacent to known ones have been outlined 
recently, notably at Elliot Lake, Bancroft and 
Beaverlodge. In addition, promising indications of 
deposits in new districts, both of the types above 
and of new types not previously reported in 
Canada have been uncovered in several parts of the 
country. Mineralization has been reported in the 
Cypress Hills of Saskatchewan and at Padlei and 
Baker Lake in District of Keewatin, but little 
exploratory drilling has been done in Keewatin. 
More promising discoveries have been made at 
Rabbit Lake in Saskatchewan, 
Makkovik-Kaipokok area in Labrador, and at 
some other localities from which inlormation is not 
yet available for publication. New discoveries have 

confirmed some predic t ions of favorable 
environments lor certain types of uranium deposits: 
for example pyritiferous conglomerates of Early 
Protcrozoic age wherever found are in varying 
degrees uraniferous. but similar conglomerates of 
Late Protcro/oic age arc not. Lignitk uranium 
deposits are being drilled in Oligocene beds 
predicted to be favorable. In the Canadian Shield 
new iJ'v: tverics have been made of pegmatitic and 
of vein and replacement deposits in areas that had 
previously been pointed out to be liihologically 
and or structurally favorable. (Auth) 

<5I8> 

Wedow. H.. Jr . . W.S. West. A.E. Nelson. 
J J . Matzko. JR. Houston. R.S. 
Velikanje. R.G. Bates. P L . Killecn. F.A. 
Stejer. and A. Grant/; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Preliminary Summary of Reconnaissance 
for Uranium and Thorium in Alaska, 
1952. USGS Circular 248. 15 pp. (1953) 

Reconnaissance for uranium and thorium in 
Alaska during 1952 was centered chiefly in parts of 
the lower Yukon-Kuskokwim region and 
northeastern, east-central, south-central, and 
southeastern Alaska. Reconnaissance in the 
northern part of Prince of Wales Island and parts 
of adjacent islands in southeastern Alaska found 
that the radioactive carbonate hematite veins in the 
vicinity of Salmon Bay are probably limited in 
areal extent to the Prince of Wales Island coast 
from near Exchange Cove to Point Colpoys. The 
veins seem to be almost entirely thorium-bearing at 
the surface and range from less than I inch to 
about 2 feet in thickness. They contain a maximum 
of about 0.1 percent equivalent uranium and an 
average of about 9.03 percent equivalent uranium. 
Investigations in the Hyder area and the Taku 
Harbor-Point Astley district failed to locate 
significant concentrations of uranium minerals. No 
uraniferous lodes were discovered in the 
Koyukuk-Chandalar region, nor was the source of 
the monazite, previously reported in the placer 
concentrates from the Chandalar mining district, 
located. The source of the uranothorianite in the 
placers at Gold Bench on the South Fork of the 
Koyukuk River was not found during a brief 
reconnaissance, but a placer concentrate was 
obtained that contains 0.18 percent equivalent 
uranium. It is about ten times more radioactive 
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than concentrates previously available from the 
area. Reconnaissance for possible lode 
concentrations of uranium minerals in the vicinity 
of reported fluoritc occurrences in the Hope Creek 
and Miller House-Circle Hot Springs areas of the 
Circle Quadrangle and in the Fortymile district, 
east-central Alaska, found 0.05S percent equivalent 
uranium in a float fragment of ferruginous breccia 
in the Hope Creek area; analysis of samples 
obtained in the vicinity of the other fluorite 
occurrences showed a maximum of only 0.005 
percent equivalent uranium. Examination of 
silver-lead and molybdenum occurrences and of a 
reported nickel prospect in the eastern Alaska 
range revealed no radioactivity in excess of 0.004 
percent equivalent uranium. Samples taken during 
radiometric reconnaissances at a zeunerite-bearing 
copper lode in the Russian Mountains and two 
molybdenum lodes along the lower Yukon River in 
the lower Yukon-Kuskokwim region contain no 
more than 0.004 percent equivalent uranium. 
Radiometric tests in the Nelchina area and Prince 
William Sound, south-central Alaska, and in the 
York tin district. Seward Peninsula, by Geological 
Survey parties conducting other investigations 
found no new occurrences of rocks or ore deposits 
containing significant quantities of radioactive 
minerals. (Au;h) 

<5I9> 

Gault. H.R.. R.F. Black, and J.B. Lyons; 
USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Northeastern Part of the Seward 
Peninsula, Alaska, 1945-47 and 1951, 
Chapter A: Sweepstakes Creek Area, 
1945. In USGS Circular 250. (pp. 1-10). 31 
pp. (1953) 

Field investigations with a Geiger-Mueller counter 
were made of the creek gravels and the placer-gold 
paystreak on the bench ground of Sweepstakes 
Creek and its tributaries, the syenite stock of 
Granite Mountain to the north of Sweepstakes 
Creek, and the creek gravels of Rube and Anzac 
Creeks which are tributaries of the Peace River east 
of the syenite stock. The content of radioactive 
minerals in the gravels and in the placer-gold 
"paysireak" was found to be disappointingly low. 
Where concentration ratios were between 45 and 
169 to I, the content of concentrates from the creek 
gravels was only 0.001 to 0.016 percent equivalent 

uranium. The average content of the creek gravels 
in place b computed as 0.0001 percent equivalent 
uranium. The placer-gold paystreak was not 
accessible in place, but the content was computed 
as 0.0003 percent equivalent uranium from the 
sluice-box concentrates and tailings at Winder's 
open-cut. the only active placer mine in the area in 
1945. Crushed syenite samples from 14 localities 
show a content of radioactive material ranging 
from 0.001 to 0.013 percent equivalent uranium. 
Two radioactive minerals have been recognized 
from the photographic effects obtained on 
alpha-ray plates, and are tentatively identified as 
uraninitc-thorianitc and hydrothorite. The content 
of radioactive minerals in the placer deposits is 
believed to be too low for them to be significant as 
sources of uranium. (AuthXMBW) 

<520> 

Killeen. P.L., and M.G. White; USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Northeastern Part of the Seward 
Peninsula, Alaska, 1945-47 and 1951, 
Chapter C: South Fork of Quartz Creek, 
1946. In USGS Circular 250. (pp. 15-20). 
31 pp. (1953) 

Two uranium-bearing minerals, uranothorianite 
and thorite, were found in the stream gravels of the 
main branch of the South Fork of Quartz Creek, a 
tributary of the Kiwalik River. Although the 
bedrock source of the minerals was not located, the 
radioactive material was traced in slope wash well 
above the stream gravel. A detailed investigation of 
the area with more sensitive portable survey meters 
might reveal the source of the minerals and 
localities where the minerals arc sufficiently 
concentrated to be minable. (Auth) 

<52l> 

Wcs:. W.S.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Northeastern Part of the Seward 
Peninsula, Alaska, 1945-47 and 1951, 
Chapter E: Headwaters of the Peace 
River. In USGS Circular 250. (pp 28-31). 
31pp. (1953) 
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Reconnaissance in 1947 found uranothorianite and 
gummitc associated with copper sulfides, iron 
oxides, molybdenite, gold, silver, bismuth, and 
thorite in placers of a headwater tributary of the 
Peace River in the eastern part of the Seward 
Peninsula. Alaska. The concentrates from these 
placers contain as much as about 0.8 percent 
equivalent uranium, or about ten times the 
equivalent uranium content of the average 
uranothorianite-bearing concentrates from other 
placers in the eastern Seward Peninsula. Brief 
radiometric reconnaissance early in the summer of 
I9S2 failed to locate the bedrock source of the 
radioactive minerals at the head of the Peace River, 
primarily because of the shiclding-effect of 
widespread tundra cover. The samples obtained in 
I9S2 .ndicate the presence of galena, sphalerite 
pyrrhotilc. covcllitc. and fluorite in addition to the 
minerals reported in the results of the 1947 
reconnaissance. In these samples the intimate 
association of pyritc. sphalerite, chalcopyrite. and 
galena in discrete grains in the placers, but not in 
the granite country rock, indicates a possible lode 
source for the sulfides. Gummite. believed to be a 
decomposition product of the uranothorianite. 
occurs in mineral grains with tetradymite. galena, 
and pyritc: this also suggests that the uranium 
minerals occur along with the sulfides in a lode 
deposit, possibly a vein, which is located 
somewhere in an area of about one-half square mile 
lying upstream from the topographically highest 
placer sample. (Auth) 

<522> 

Keller. G.V.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Directional Resistivity Measurements in 
Exploration for Uranium Deposits of the 
Colorado Plateau. USGS Bulletin I0K3-B. 
(pp. 37-72). (1959) 

A study of the electrical propcrrics of the Morrison 
formation in the lira van mineral belt of the 
Colorado Plateau province indicated that there is a 
significant correlation between electrical resistivity 
and the relative favorability for occurrence of ore. 
The differences in resistivity were not large enough 
to provide a recognizable target for standard 
resistivity field methods, especially where the 
ore-bearing sandstone member is more than a few 
hundred feet deep. Measurement of resistivity 
trends by placing one electrode in a drill hole and 
spreading the others out radially on (he surface 

seemed to offer a means of exploiting the 
rcsistivity-favorability correlation. Field tests of 
such directional-resistivity measurements were 
made in the Spud Patch area in San Miguel 
County. Colorado, and thr White Canyon district. 
San Juan County. Utah. A comparison of the 
resistivity trends thus determined with the 
favorability estimated from geologic indexes 
indicated that directional-resistivity methods could 
predict the location of favorable areas at distances 
of 600-1.000 feet with a high degree of success. In 
the White Canyon district directional-resisilvity 
measurements were made on the assumption tnat 
the conglomerate which is found in many channels 
filled with the Shinarump member of the Chinle 
formation has a high resistivity. The measurements 
were successful in tracing the channel conglomerate 
where surface cond i t ions were favorable. 
(AuthKMBW) 

<523> 

Granger . H.C. , and R.B. Raup: USGS. 
Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance Study of Uranium 
Deposits in Arizona. USGS Bulletin 
II47-A. (pp. 1-54). (1962) 

Between 1950 and 1954 a large number ot deposits 
in Arizona were examined in search of 
uranium-bearing minerals in minablc 
concentrations. Five of the localities arc of 
particular interest, cither because uranium is 
produced from them or because of their unusual 
geologic setting. The deposit of the Orphan claim, 
in Coconino County, contains material equivalent 
in radioactivity to as much as 12.5 percent uranium 
in a pipclikc body, and the deposit exposed in 
Hack's mine in Mohave County is in a somewhat 
similar pipe. The deposits in the Dripping Spring 
quart/itc of Prccambrian age in Gila County arc 
unusual in that they appear to be genetically related 
to d iabase . A considerable quant i ty of 
uraninite-bearing ore has been produced from 
several of the many deposits in siltstone. and 
siltstone metamorphosed to hornfels, within the 
Dripping Spring. The economic possibilities of the 
Annie Laurie prospect in Santa Cruz County could 
be evaluated by exploratory drilling to the east of 
the eastward-dipping fault /one. Specimens of 
uranium ore found on the dumps of the Abe 
Lincoln mine in Yavapai County may indicate the 
presence of small but rich pockets of ore in the 
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mine, but the workings are inaccessible because of 
caving and flooding. (AuthMMBW) 

<524> 

Weis. P.L.. KC. Armstrong, and S. 
Rosenblum; I'SGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Minerals 
in Washington, Idaho, and Western 
Montana, 1952-1955 LSGS Bulletin 
I074-B.(pp. 7-48). (1958) 

About 50 occurrences of radioactive minerals and 
nearly 50 properties not abnormally radioactive 
were examined during geologic reconnaissance for 
radioactive minerals in Idaho. Washington, and 
western Monlaru. during the period July 1952 to 
June 1955. The most important uranium deposits 
are in or near granitic to quart/ mon/onitic 
intrusions of probable Cretaceous age in central 
and northern Idaho, westernmost .Montana, and 
northeastern Washington. These areas are 
considered to be most favorable for prospecting. 
Margins of granitic intrusive bodies in central 
Montana and western Washington may also be 
favorable. Uranium-bearing pegmatites associated 
with granitic intrusive rocks are considered too 
small and too low grade to be potential sources of 
uranium. Some placer deposits in southern and 
central Idaho contain sufficient concentrations of 
uranium minerals to be of interest as a source of 
uranium. Known thorite-bearing veins arc confined 
to Prccambrian rocks of the Belt scries in northern 
and cast-central Idaho and southwestern Montana. 
Mona/itc-rich layers in mctamorphic rocks in 
cast-central Idaho do not seem large enough and 
continuous enough to permit profitable mining. 
(Auth) 

<525^ 

White. M.G.. and J.M. Stevens: I SGS. 
Washington. IX 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Ruby-Poorm?.n and Nixon Fork 
Districts, West-Central Alaska, 1949, 
Chapter A: Ruby-Poorman District. In 
USGS Circular 279. (pp. 1-9). 19 pp. 
(1953) 

Reconnaissance for radioactive deposits in the 

Kuby-Poorman district. Ruby quadrangle, central 
Alaska during July 1949 showed that two small 
bodies of granite in the long area, contain an 
average of 0.005 percent equivalent uranium. I hi-, 
radioactivity is due chiefly to a uranilcrou* thorium 
silicate, tentatively identified as uranolhorue. which 
is disseminated in the granite. Other minvrals. such 
as sphene. allanitc. and zircon, that contain 
radioactive elements as impurities, however. ;-lso 
contribute to Ihc total radioactivity ol the granite. 
The uranothontc contains ahou. 57 percent 
thorium and X percent urjn.um Search lor the 
bedrock source of a radioactive mineral ol the 
spinel group which occurs in placers on upper 
Solomon Creek in the Poorman area was 
unsuccessful. Radiometric traversing indicated no 
anomalous radiation at a vlvcr-hcaring galena 
deposit on New York Creek in the Ruby area 
Although it is Nrlicvcd that there is little possihililv 
ot commercial deposits ol uranium in the 
Kuby-Poorman district, it should be noted that the 
heavy cover ol vegetation and alluvium prevents 
complete coverage nl the district by radiometric 
surveying. lAuth) 

-526 

White. M.G.. and J.M. Stevens; I'SGS. 
Washington. IX' 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Ruby-Poorman and Nixon Fork 
Districts. W-st-Ccntral Alaska, 1949. 
Chapter B: Nixon Fork District In 
I'SGS Circular 279. Ipp 10-19}. 19 pp 
(1953) 

Reconnaissance tor radioactive deposits in the 
Nixon lork mining district. Mcdlra quadrangle, 
central Alaska, in 1949 disclosed the occurrence ol 
allamu- in samples containing as much as 0.05 
percent equivalent uranium Irom the dump ol the 
VVhalcn mine: the presence of radioactive parisite (a 
rare-earth fluocarhonate) in a highlv altered 
limestone containing about 0.025 percent 
equivalent uranium near the Whalcn shall, and 
radioactive idocrasc in samples ot altered garnet 
rock with about 0.025 percent equivalent uranium, 
from the Crystal shaft of the Nixon |-ork mine. 
I his radioactivity is due mostly to thorium rather 
than uranium. Placer concentrates l.om Ruby and 
l-aglc Creeks contain 0.07H and 0.26 percent 
equivalent uranium respectively, in which the 
radioactivity is due chiefly to uranilcrous 
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thorianite. The bedrock source of the uranifcrous 
thohanite was not located primarily because much 
of the area L< overlain by a relatively thick mantle 
of vegetation (mostly moss) which limited the 
effectiveness of radiometric surveying. The 
uranifcTous thorianitc is believed to occur in a 
restricted zone or zones at or near the contact of 
limestone w t h monzonite similar to the 
gold-copper ore. of th? district and the deposits of 
radioactive ^.risitc and garnet rock at the Whaten 
and Crystal shafts respectively. (Auth) 

<527> 

Moxham. R M., and A.E. Nelson; USGS. 
Washington, DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in South-Central Alaska, 1947-49, Part 2: 
Radioactive Pegmatite Minerals in the 
Willow Creek Mining District. In USGS 
Circular 184, (pp. 7-10), 14 pp. (1952) 

During the summer of 1948 radioactive pegmatite 
float was found in the Willow Creek mining 
district. Laboratory examination showed a small 
amount of uraninite and thorite *o be primarily 
rcspunsibie for the radioactivity. A brief field 
examination was made by the Geological Survey in 
1949. Representative channel samples of 11 
pegmatites average 0.004 percent equivalent 
uranium; the heavy-mineral fractions of the 
samples average 0.3>2 percent equivalent uranium. 
None of the pegmatites are of such dimensions as 
to be mined profitably. Dikes and veins in the area, 
although genetically related to the pegmatites, do 
not contain radioactive minerals. (Auth) 

<528> 

Moxham, R.M.; USGS, Washington, DC 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in South-Central Alaska, 1947-49, Fart 3: 
Radioactive Minerals in the Yakataga 
Beach Placers. In USGS Circular 184, (pp. 
11-14), 14 pp. (1952) 

The radioactivity of nine samples of beach placer 
deposits in the Yakataga area, southern Alaska, 
was studied in 1948. The heavy-mineral fractions 
from the concentrates average 9.044 percent 
equivalent uranium. Three minerals, all members of 

(he zircon group, contain the radioactive material 
in the sample; one mineral is uranium-bearing, the 
other two arc thorium-bearing. (Auth) 

<529> 

McKay. E.J.; USGS, Washington. DC 

Criteria for OnUming Areas Favorable for 
Uranium Deposits in Parts of Colorado 
and Utah. USGS Bulletin 1009-J. (pp. 
265-282). (1955) 

Most of the uranium deposits in the Uravan and 
Gateway mining district* arc in the persistent upper 
sandstone stratum of the Salt Wash member of the 
Morrison formation. Areas in which this stratum is 
predominantly lenticular have been differentiated 
from areas in which the stratum is piedon,:nantly 
nonlenticular. The most favorable ground for 
uranium deposits is in areas of lenticular sandstone 
where the stratum is underlain by continuous 
altered greenish-gray mudstone. Ore is localized in 
scour-and-fill sandstone beds within favorable 
areas of lenticular sandstone. Regional control of 
the movement of ore-bearing solutions in the 
principal ore-bearing sandstone zone is indicated 
oy belts of discontinuously altered mudstone 
transitional in a northerly and southerly direction 
from an area of unaltered mudstone to areas of 
continuously altered mudstonc; and an area of 
unaltered mudstone in which no ore deposits are 
found and an increase in size, number, and grade of 
ore deposits from areas of discontinuously altered 
to continuously altered mudstonc. Discrete regional 
patterns of ore deposits and altered mudstone are 
associated with Tertiary structures; where these 
structures and favorable host rocks occur in 
juxtaposition, regional controls appear to have 
localized ore deposits. (Auth) 

<530> 

McKelvey, V.E.; USGS, Washington, DC 

Search for Uranium in the United States. 
USGS Bulletin I03G-A, (pp. 1-64). (1955) 

The search for uranium in the United States is the 
mos» intensive ever made for any metal during our 
history. The largest part of this search has been 
concentrated in the Western States. No vein deposit 
of major importance by world standards has been 
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discovered, but the search has led to the discover}' 
of important minable deposits in sandstones on the 
Colorado Plateau. Wyoming, and South Dakota 
and in coals in South Dakota: of large, low-grade 
deposits of uranium in phosphates in both the 
western and Florida fields, in Mack shales in 
Tennessee, and in coals in the Dakotas. Wyoming. 
Idaho, and New Mexico: and of some promising 
occurrences of uranium in vein deposits. Despite 
the fact that many of the districts considered 
favorable for deposits of uranium have already 
been examined, the outlook for future discoveries is 
bright, particularly for uranium in sandstone and 
vein deposits in the Rocky Mountain States. 
(AuthXMBW) 

<53l> 

Moxham. R.M.. and A.E. Nelson: USGS. 
Washington. DC' 

Reconnaissance for Radioactive Deposits 
in the Southern Cook Inlet Region, 
Alaska, 1949. USGS Circular 207. 7 pp. 
(I9S2) 

Reconnaissance for radioactive deposits took place 
in two Alaskan areas within the Southern Cook 
Inlet during 1949: the lliamna lake-Lake Clark 
Region, and the Jakolof Bay Region. The report 
discusses the radioactivity investigations of each. 
Two silver-lead prospects and five copper deposits 
were examined in the lliamna l.akc-1-ake Clark 
rrgion. The maximum equivalent uranium content 
found there did not exceed 0.009 percent. No 
radioactive material was discovered in the Jakolof 
Bay region. (MBW) 

<532v 

Tourtelot. H.A.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Reconnaissance for Uraniferons Rocks in 
Northeastern Wind River Basin, 
Wyoming. TEM-445. 14 pp. (I9S2. 
August) 

A reconnaissance search for uraniferous rocks in 
the northeastern part of the Wind River Basin was 
made in July and August 1951. In addition to 
Tertiary tuffs and associated lignite, coal, and 
carbonaceous rocks, some radioactivity anomalies, 
chiefly in granite, which had been detected by 

airborne equipment in November 1950. were 
checked on the ground. A tuff of middle or laic 
Eocene age containing 0.003 percent uranium was 
as high in uranium as any rock found. One sample 
of granite also contained 0.003 percent uranium. 
The equivalent uranium content of the granite was 
two to five times as Urge as the uranium content, 
presumably due to the presence of thorium. 
Further investigations in the northeastern part of 
the basin do not seem to be warranted at the 
present time, but more reconnaissance testing will 
be done whenever work on other materials is 
undertaken there. (Auth) 

<533> 

Hulcatt. W.P., S W. Hazen. Jr . . and W.M. 
Travcr. Jr.; US Bureau of Mines. 
Washington. DC 

Exploration of Vanadium Region of 
Western Colorado and Eastern Utah. US 
Bureau of Mines Report of Investigation 
3930. 30 pp. (1946) 

Core-drilling by the Bureau of Mines on the 
Colorado Plateau from May to December 1943. 
was done to stimulate wartime production of 
vanadium ore. Eight hundred ninety-five core-drill 
holes with an aggregate depth of 38.510 feet were 
distributed between 46 areas. Small maps and short 
descriptions of each of these areas together with 
assay data are included in the report. The deposits 
explored are camotite ore bodies in the Morrison 
formation of Jurassic age. The ore bodies arc 
tabular, irregular in shape, and generally conform 
to the bedding. The uranium and vanadium 
minerals impregnate the sandstone and locally may 
replace fossil wood. (Aulh) 

<534> 

Kelley, DR.: AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Drilling in the North Point No. 6 and 
Horn Channels, White Canyon, San Juan 
County, Utah RME-63. 33 pp. (1954) 

The Shinarump conglomerate of Triassic age in the 
North Point No. 6 and Horn channels was 
explored by 52 diamond-drill holes, two of which 
penetrated ore-grade material. No economic ore 
bodies were found. Uranium silicates and 
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secondary copper minerals are locally present in the 
channels. It is thought that the sediments contain 
too little carbonaceous material and that the 
sandstone is loo fine-grained to be a suitable host 
rock. (Auth) 

<535> 

Redmond. R.L.. and 
Grand Junction. CO 

J.P. Kellogg: AEC. 

the Virgin anticline. Silver, uranium, vanadium, 
and copper minerals occur in five carbonaceous, 
sandy shale /ones of the Leeds and Tecumseh 
members of the Chink formation of Triassic age. 
The most important uraniferous zone is a 
carbonaceous, cross-bedded, sandy shale which lies 
in the upper part of the Leeds sandstone. 
Mineralization has favored areas where relatively 
close-spaced normal faults of very small 
displacement cut the favorable beds. (Auth) 

Drilling at Polar Mesa, Grand County, 
Utah, and Review of Favorability 
Criteria Used. RME-22 (Par t I ) . 30 pp . 
(1954) 

Vanadium-uranium deposits on Polar Mesa occur 
in a sandstone unit of the Salt Wash member of the 
Morrison formation of Jurassic age. This unit, 
called the "Payoff s a n d " , is a massive, 
cross-bedded, medium- to fine-grained, 
yellow-brown sandstone that ranges from 10 to 70 
feet in thickness. The base of the ore-bearing zone 
is about 270 feet above the easily recognizable 
Entrada-Summcrvillc contact. Carnotite and 
roscoelitc are associated with fossil trees and 
carbonaceous trash. The ore bodies are generally 
tabular and irregularly shaped and contain as much 
as 10.000 tons. A drilling program was conducted 
in an area near the northeast rim of the mesa. The 
"Payoff sand" was correlated between holes on the 
basis of regional dip. A favorability map of this 
zone was successfully constructed to guide further 
drilling. Factors considered favorable for uranium 
ore are the presence of: equal amounts of sandstone 
and mudstoncs: more sandstone than mudstoncs: 
more yellow-brown than gray sandstone: or 
blue-green mudstoncs. (Auth) 

<537> 

J u p i t e r . C . and H. Wollenberg: EG&G. 
Incorporated. Las Vegas. \ V 

Interim Status of tbc Texas Uranium 
Survey Exper iment . E G G - 1 1 8 3 - 1 6 3 0 . 34 
pp. (1974. April 26) 

The Texas uranium survey field experiment began 
on June 13. 1973 employing a Martin-404 aircraft 
to fly gamma ray recording equipment at 500 feet 
altitude over two areas in southeast Texas. The 
areas surveyed are referred to as the Dubose area 
and the Clay West area. The objective of the 
experiment was to evaluate an improved method 
for prospecting for uranium by determining 
correlations among geologic analysis, soil sample 
radiochemical analysis, aerial radiometric data, 
aerial infrared scans, and aerophotographk data. 
The document briefly summarizes the work which 
has been done, describes the kind and quality of 
calibrations and data analysis carried out thus far 
and outlines recommended additional work which 
would bring the experiment to some degree of 
completion, providing a basis for evaluating the 
techniques. (PAG) 

<536> 

Poeh lmann , E.J . . 
Salt Lake City, LT 

and E.N. King: AEC. 

Report on Wagon Drilling for Uranium in 
the Silver Reef (Harrisburg) Dis t r ic t , 
Washington County , Utah. RME-2004, 24 
pp. (1953) 

An exploratory wagon-drilling program revealed 
two new uranium ore bodies in the Silver Reef 
district. The uranium deposits in (he Silver Reef 
district are near the faulted north-plunging nose of 
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REMOTE SENSING 

<538> 

Salmon. B.C.. and WW Pillars; 
Environmental Research Institute of 
Michigan. Infrared and Optics Divis ion. 
Ann Arbor. Ml 

Multispcctral Processing of ERTS-A 
(LANDSAT) Data for Uranium 
Exploration in the Wind River Basin, 
Wyoming: A Visual Region Ratio to 
Enhance Surface Alteration Associated 
with Roll-Type Uranium Deposits. Report 
II0400-2-F. 129 pp.: GJO-I635-I. 129 pp. 
(I97S. August) 

The purpose of the report is to document possible 
detect ion capabil i t ies of the LANDSAT 
muliispcctral scanner data for use in exploration 
for uranium roll-type deposits. Spectral reflectivity, 
mineralogy, iron content, and color parameters 
were measured for twenty natural surface samples 
collected from a scmiarid region. The relationships 
of these properties to LAN'DSAT 
response-*-ightcd reflectances and to reflectance 
ratios arc discussed. It was found that the single 
ratio technique of multispcctral processing is likely 
to be sensitive enough to separate hematitic stain, 
but not limonitic. A combination of the 
LANDS AT RS.4 and R7.6 ratios, and a processing 
technique sensitive to vegetative cover is 
recommended tor detecting areas of limonitic stain. 
Digital level slicing of LANDSAT R5.4 over the 
Wind River Basin, after geometric correction, 
resulted in adequate enhancement of Triassic 
redbeds and lighter red materials, but not for 
limonitic areas. No recommendations for prospects 
in the area were made. Information pertaining to 
techniques of evaluating laboratory reflectance 
spectra for remote sensing applications, ratio 
processing, and planimctr ic correc t ion of 
LANDSAT data is presented qualitatively. (Auth) 

<539> 

Schwarzcr. T.F. . and J . A S . Adams: Esso 
P roduc t ion Research Company . Hous ton . 
TX: Rice University. Houston. TX 

Rock and Soil Discrimination by Low 
Altitude Airborne Gamma Ray 
Spectrometry in Payne County, 
Oklahoma. Economic Geology. 68. 
1297-1312. (1973. December) 

The ability to identify and discriminate rock and 
soil types from the air using gamma-ray 
spectrometry was investigated in Payne County. 
Oklahoma. The data. which were reduced to 
concentration values for K. I', and Th. were 
obtained from a helicopter at an average altitude of 
75 feet above the ground. The area investigated was 
underlain by a variety of sedimentary rocks which 
encompassed a transitional sequence from 
continental deltaic deposits through marine 
sediments. Because of the shallow depths sensed 
aeroradiometrically (about one foot), the data were 
first related to the pedology of the area considering 
the rcgolith independent of underlying bedrock. 
However, it was soon discovered that in situ soils 
could only be distinguished to the extent that their 
parent l i thologies could be d i sc r imina ted . 
Concentrations of K. U. and Th determined from 
the air suggest that the "signatures" of thevr 
elements in underlying bedrock arc largely 
preserved in in situ soils allowing the identification 
of lithologics and the discrimination of lithologic 
contacts from the air. Transported soils were 
generally distinguishable from in situ soils and 
hence, common lithologics of the area. A sequence 
of sedimentary formations was established on the 
basis of shale content. Qualitative estimates of 
percent clay were made using tnorium contents as 
an indicator of clay (shale content) and an attempt 
was made to relate clay content to soil engineering 
properties. In an effort to find new improved 
means of acroradiometric data presentation, a 
multivariate technique, cluster analysis, was used. 
This technique merged the K. U. and Th data and 
produced lihtologically significant groupings of 
rock formations. Such an approach might be used 
as a step toward generating a single "titholojric" 
map directly as opposed to the traditional 
individual element, multi-map technique currently-
used. The study emphasized that spectral data 
converted to concentration units (ppm or 'r) arc 
superior to qualitative count rates (cps) or total 
radioact ivi ty for the d iscr imina t ion and 
identification of lithologics. Raliocd spectral data 
in the study area were relatively inscnsiti-. to 
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Ihhologic changes and suggest that anomalies may 
be enhanced by such a ratioing procedure. (Auth) 

<540> 

Tavclli. J.A.; AEC. Grand Junction. CO 

Review of Airborne Radioactivity Survey 
Tffhniqfi in the Colorado Plateau 
RMO-697. 12 pp. (1951) 

An airborne technique for rapidly prospecting for 
surface exposures of uranium deposits is bring 
ccvcloped. It has been found that uranium 
concentrations of commercial grade can be detected 
from low flying fixed-wing aircraft, using vmple 
instrumentation. Flight elevations of 50 feet ai air 
speeds of about 61* miles per hour have produced 
successful results with commercially available 
scintillation equipment. The technique is applicable 
only to exposed deposits and docs not eliminate the 
need for additional ground prospecting. (Auth) 
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ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 

<54l> 

Douglas. R.L., and J.M Hans. Jr.; EPA. 
Office of Radiation Programs. Las Vegas. 
NV 

Gamma Radiation Surveys at Inactive 
Uranium Mill Sites. ORP LV-75-5. 88 pp. 
11975. August) 

The report presents the results of gamma radiation 
surveys conducted by the Office of Radiation 
Programs-Las Vegas Facility of the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency at twenty 
inactive uranium mill sites in the Western United 
States. The purpose of these surveys was to 

measure the extent to which radioactive material 
had been spread into the environment fro.n the 
sites by the action of wind and or water erosion, 
and by milling activities. The results indicate that 
hundreds of acres of land exclusive of the tailings 
piles have been contaminated to above-background 
levels. Some of the contaminated land is private, 
off-site property. Survey techniques were developed 
to locate the spread of radioactive materials and to 
estimate the gamma exposure rates resulting from 
them. These measurements were complicated by the 
presence of direct gamma radiation from the 
tailings piles. Iso-cxposure rate lines were located 
around each site and plotted on site maps to 
facilitate site decontamination decisions. These 
lines, corresponding to post-cleanup exposure rates 
of background. 10 microroentgens per hour and 40 
rp.icrorocntgcns per hour, were selected to 
correspond to current O R P c r i t e r i a for 
decontamination of iru,i.vc uranium mill sites. 
(Auth) 
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URANIUM INDUSTRY (AuthMMBW) 

<544> 
<542> 

Johnson. W.E.: AEC. Washington. DC" 

Not given: ERDA. Grand Junction. CO 

Statistical Data of the Uranium Industry. 
010-100(76). 87 pp. (1976. January) 

The report •* an annual compilation of historical 
facts and Figures on the United States uranium 
industry from 1947 to 1975. The report covers 
subjects such as production, resources, exploration, 
land hold ings , employment , and uranium 
concentrate commitments and requirements. The 
statistics contained in the report have been 
compiled annually since January I. 1968. by the 
Grand Junction Office for the use* of govcrmem 
and industry. (RRB) 

<543> 

Not given: ERDA. Division of Nuclear 
Fuel Cycle and Production. Office of 
Assistant Director for Raw Materials. 
Washington. DC 

Survey of United States Uranium 
Marketing Activity. ERDA 76-46. 28 pp.: 
UC-5l.28pp. (1976. April) 

Information for the survey was recc. ed from 70 
utilities with nuclear reactor projects. 33 present or 
potential uranium producers, and 5 reactor 
manufacturers. These companies represent virtually 
all the principal companies involved in uranium 
marketing activity. A list of participants is 
presented in an attachment of the report. The 1976 
survey requested data on uranium purchase 
commitments, uranium imports and exports, 
unfilled reactor fuel requirements, inventories of 
domestic and foreign uranium, and prices for 
domestic buyers. The report covers 210 nuclear 
power reactors in operation, under construction, or 
for which orders have been placed, having a total 
rated capacity of 207.000 megawatts electric. 

United States Uranium Pihcy S.A. 
Mining A Engineering J o u r n a l . 84(4065). 
25-33. (1972. February) 

The United States policies of boosting the domestic 
uranium market and selling government surplus 
stocks over a number of years are reviewed. Market 
prospects could be strengthened by new mining and 
milling capacities and more exploratory work. The 
regulated sale of government stockpiles, foreign 
uranium purchases and enrichment of uranium are 
policies considered by the United States Atomic 
Energy Commission to boost the U.S. domestic 
uranium market. (PAG) 

<545> 

Kaufmann. R . F . . G.G. Eadic. and C.R. 
Russell: EPA. Office of Radiation 
Programs. Las Vegas. NV 

Summary of Ground-Water Quality 
Impacts of Uranium Mining and Milling 
in the Grants Mineral Belt, New Mexico. 
ORP LV-75-4. 70 pp. (1975. August) 

Waste discharges from uranium mining and milling 
were studied to determine if they compiy with all 
applicable regulations, standards, permits, and 
licenses, and to determine their impact on surface 
waters and ground waters of the Grants Mineral 
Belt. Radium, selenium, and nitrate were of most 
value as indicators of contamination. Potable 
waters at uranium mines were tested for 
composition and company monitoring networks, 
se'f-monitoring data, anaU .ical procedures and 
reporting requirements were evaluated for 
adequacy. (PAG) 

<546> 

Manger. G.E.. G.L. Gales, and R.A. 
Cadigan: USGS. Lakewood. CO 

Physical Properties of Uranium Host 
Rocks and Experimental Drilling at Long 

4> 
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Part, Moatroae County, Colorado 
BP-241 576. 53 pp.; LSGS-GD-75-005. 53 
PP (W75) 

A cxr-dnlling study- in uranium host rocks of the 
Jurassic Morrison formation in southwestern 
Colorado attempted to obtain samples of host rock 
in its natural state. Three holes were drilled; the 
holes and core were logged for radioactivity and 
electrical properties. Samples were analyzed for 
physical and chemical properties. Drilling results 
suggest that drilling with dried air yields core with 
least contamination at least cost. Drilling with oil 
results in maximum core recovery but a ho 
maximum cost and significant core contaminatio.i. 
Drilling with water results in contamination and 
loss of original pore water. A factor group of 
variables present are: those positively related to 
uranium mineralization arc poor sorting, 
percent-by-wcighi clay, percent of pore space 
containing water, and negatively related variables 
arc median grain size (mm), electrical resistivity. 
and permeability. Optimum depth to locate ore 
seems to be at the top of the pore water capillary 
circulation zone. below the dehydrated 
no-capillary-circulation zone. (Auth) 

<547> 

Coffin. R.C.; Sunolind Oil and Gas 
Company 

History of Radium-Uranium Mining in 
the Plateau Province. In Stokes. W.L. 
(Ed). Uranium Deposits and General 
Geology of Southeastern Utah: Guidebook 
to (he Geology of Utah. No. 9. Utah 
Geological Society, Salt Lake City. (pp. 
1-7). 115 pp. (1954) 

The history of the mining activity of uranium and 
its associated metals, radium and vanadium, 
followed closely the advances in scientific 
Jutcoveries of the behavior of radioactive materials. 
These periods of maximum mining activity, 
following new discoveries, were tempered by 
competition from richer ores from foreign 
countries. Three stages can be recognized in the 
development of the Plateau Province as a source of 
radioactive materials. During World War I the 
demand for radium as a source of luminous paint 
and the interest in its uses in the treatment of 
cancer created the First "high point". This suge 
began about 1912 and reached a maximum in 1921. 

hollowing this period a salvage operation, 
recovering vanadium from ore left in the mines, on 
dumps and in new development, gave a limited 
revival in Plateau mining. The discovery of 
fissionable material and its applications has 
brought on a new surge of prospecting that extends 
well beyond the limits of the Plateau. (AuthKPAG) 

<548> 

Not given; Not given 

Summary o f Events in the Colorado 
Plateau Since 1924. In Stokes. W l sEd). 
Uranium Deposits and General Geology of 
Southeastern Utah: Guidebook to the 
Geology of Utah. No. 9. Utah Geological 
Society. Salt Lake City. (pp. 8-15). 115 pp. 
(1954) 

The historical aspects of uranium mining and 
development on the Colorado Plateau which began 
in 1948 when the AEC began purchasing ore and 
providing funds for cxpk>;ation arc presented. The 
period was prereeded by several years of periodic 
vanadium mining. (PAG) 

<549> 

Rcnoux. A.. J.Y. Barzk. and G. 
Madelainc: Facullc d-s Sciences. 
Laboratoire dc Physique des Aerosols ct 
dc Radioactivite Atmosphcrique. 
Brcst-Ccdcx. France: l^boraioirc dc 
Physique de I'Atmosphcrc. Department 
de Protection. Fontenay-Aux-Rose«,. 
France 

Comparison Emit La Repartition 
Granulometrique En Masse Poussieres Et 
L'Actrvite Alpha, Au Cours De Different*! 
Phases De Travauz Dam Une Mine 
DUranium. Chemosphcrc. 3. 173-176. 
fl97(S) 

A seven stage Andersen impacter was used to 
determine ihc dust content of the air in :hc 
Margnac uranium mine, located in the Division of 
Crouzille. France. A comparison between the 
granulomere distribution of the dusts and the 
distribution of the alpha radioactivity was 
conducted and determined to be dependent upon 
the grain si/e and nature of the work phase. Only 
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during excavation is there good agreement between 
the granulomctrx distribution by weight and that 
of alpha activity. (PAG) 

<550> 

Argall. G.O.. Jr.; Not given 

Why Anaconda's Uranium Mines are 
U.iique. Mining World. I6<I0). 54-59. 
(1954) 

The report outlines the exploration and mining 
procedures used by the Anaconda Copper Mining 

Company in its uranium operations in the Grants 
district. New Mexico. The ore body at the Jack pile 
mine is in the Westwatcr Canyon member of the 
Morrison formation of Jurassic age. The ore body 
is partly overlain by. and partly cut by. a post-ore 
diabase sill that is from 3 to 7 feet thick. The 
deposit is being mined by open-pit methods. The 
uranium deposit at the Wood row mine occurs in 
.he Morrison formation in a "ring fault - or 
'breccia pipe". The structure has the shape of an 
upright but slightly tilled cone with a diameter of 
about 30 feet at the surface. The central pan has 
apparently dropped about 15 feet. The ore minerals 
arc mostly uraninite and coffinite associated with 
pyritc and asphaltk material. (Auth) 
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BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND 
INDICES 

<55l> 

Not given; AEC. Washington. DC 

Selected Bibliography on Radioactive 
Occurrences in the Central United States 
(Arkansas, Iowa, Kansas, Louisiaaa, 
Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma, Texas). 
TID-26261. II pp. (1972, November) 

One hundred fifteen references on radioactive 
minerals arc included in the bibliography. Citations 
include articles published between I9S0 and 1972. 
(RRB) 

<552> 

Not given: AEC, Division of Production 
and Materials Management. Washington. 
DC 

Selected Bibliography on Radioactive 
Occurrences in Colorado. TID-26256. 17 
pp. (1972. December) 

The bibliography contains 185 references 
concerning radioactive minerals published between 
1951 and 1972. (RRB) 

<553> 

Not given; AEC, Division of Production 
and Materials Management. Washington. 
DC 

Selected Bibliography on Radioactive 
Occurrences in Canforaia, Nevada, 

Oregon, and Washington TID-26255. H> 
pp. (1972. December) 

The bibliography consists of I OX references 
concerning radioactive minerals published between 
1950 and 1972. (RRB) 

<554> 

Not given; AEC. Division of Production 
and Materials Management. Washington. 
DC 

Selected Bibliography on Radioactive 
Occurrences in the Northeast and Central 
United States (Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, 
Minnesota, New England, New Jersey, 
New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and 
Wisconsin). TID-26262. 7 pp. (1972. 
December) 

The bibliography contains 65 references on 
radioactive minerals published between 1935 and 
1972. (RRB) 

<555> 

Corcoran. R.R. (Comp.); Oregon 
Department of Geology and Mineral 
Industries. Portland. OR 

Index to Published Geologic Mapping in 
Oregon, 1898-1967. Oregon Department of 
Geology and Mineral Industries 
Miscellaneous Paper No. 12. 20 pp. (1968) 

Geologic maps published in The ORF. BIN. 
ground-water and engineering maps, geophysical 
survey maps, geologic quadrangle maps, and 
miscellaneous geologic maps of Oregon arc 
indexed. Also included is an index (o topographic 
quadrangle maps. Army Map Service sheets, and 
geomorphic divisions. (PAG) 

<556> 

Mussotto. N T . (Comp.). M.C. K'omp.) 
Lewis, and C.S. (Comp.) Brookhyscr; 
Oregon Department of Geology and 
Mineral Industries. Portland. OR 

Index to The ORE BIN, \9*r,r~, \. 
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Oregon Department of Geology and 
Mineral Industr ies Miscel laneous P.. per 
No. IS. 50 pp. (1975) 

The index to The ORE BIN in Oregon covers 
entries from 1950 to 1974 on related geological 
surveys and mineral resources. Each entry in the 
author index and subject index includes date and 
page numbers of publications. (PAG) 

<557> 

Allen. J.E. (Comp) . E. (Comp.) Kinsley. 
H. (Comp.) Quasdorf . and R.C. (Comp.) 
Treasher : Oregon Depar tment of Geology 
and Mineral Industries. Portland. OR 

Bibliography of the Geology and Mineral 
Resources of Oregon, July I, 1936 to 
December 31, 1945. Oregon Depar tment 
of Geology and Mineral Industries Bulletin 
No. 33. 108 pp. (1947) 

The bibliography includes references to geological 
and mining subjects in Oregon with many 
references from Washing ton . Idaho, and 
California. It is divided into an author index and a 
subject index which is subdivided according to 
divisions of geological sciences. (PAG) 

<558> 

Stcerc . M.L. (Comp.) , and L.F. (Comp.) 
Owen; Oregon Department of Geology 
and Mineral Industries. Portland. OR 

Bibliography of the Geology and Mineral 
Resources of Oregon, January 1, 1951 to 
December 3 1 , 1955. Oregon Depar tment 
of Geology and Mineral Industries Bulletin 
No. 53.97 pp. (1962) 

T>e bibliography includes references to geological 
and mining subjects in Oregon. It is divided into an 
author index and a subject index with cross 
references. (PAG) 

<559> 

Steere, M.L. (Comp.); Oregon Department 
of Geology and Mineral Industries. 
Portland. OR 

Bibliography of the Geology and Mineral 
Resources of Oregon, January 1, 1946 to 
December 31 , 1950. Oregon Department 
of Geology and Mineral Industries Bulletin 
No. 44. 61 pp (1953) 

The bibliography includes references to geological 
and mining subjects in Oregon. It is divided into an 
author index and a subject index w.th cross 
references. (PAG) 

<560> 

Roberts. M.S. (Comp.). ML. (Corr^.) 
Steere. and C.S. (Comp.) Brookhyser; 
Oregon Department of Geology and 
Mineral Industries. Portia1*1 OR 

Bibliography of the Geology and Mineral 
Resources of Oregon, January I, 1961 to 
December I, 1970. Oregon Department of 
Geology and Mineral Industr ies Bulletin 
No. 78. 199 pp. (1973) 

The bibliography contains reports and publications 
on the geology and mineral resources of Oregon. 
An alphabetical listing by author of all citations, 
complete w;,.!i publication date and subject index is 
included. (PAG) 

<56l> 

F r o n d e l . J .W. . and M. Fleischer; ISC.S . 
Washington. DC 

A Glossary of Uranium and Thorium 
Bearing Minerals, Fourth Edition. I 'SGS 
Bulletin 1250. 69 pp. (1967) 

The glossary is a collection of data pertaining to 
uranium and thorium minerals and to those 
minerals that contain traces or more of uranium 
and thorium. There arc 534 entries in the index 
which represents 260 species of which 185 arc in the 
group of minerals containing uranium and thorium 
as major constituents 55 arc in the group of 
minerals that might shew uranium or thorium 
content if investigated by modern analytical 
methods, and 20 arc in the group that has been 
reported to contain impurities or intergrowths of 
uranium. thorium, or rare-earth minerals. 
Structural formulas are given for most of the 
minerals and oxide formulas are given where good 
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data arc not available. Identities and group 
relations are also indicated. (PAG) 

<562> 

Not given: ERDA. Office of Public 
Affairs. Technical Information Center. 
Oak Ridge. TN 

Nuclear Raw Mate r ia l s : A Selected 
Bibliography T!I>3?57.44 pp. (1976. 
January) 

Two hundu-d and seventy-three reports open filed 
the Grand Junction. Colorado Office (DOE) arc 
listed in the bibliography on nuclear raw materials. 
The abstracts section has been subdivided into 
three categories: a) reserves, b) exploration, and c) 
feed processing. Corporate author, author, subject, 
and report number indices arc alv> included. The 
dates of the reports range from 1943 to i974. 
(MBW) 

<563> 

Kinch. W.I.. J.C. Wright, and M W. 
Sullivan: l.'SGS. I.akewood. CO 

Selected Bibliography Per ta ining to 
Uranium Occurrence in Eastern New 

Mexico and West Texas and Nearby Parts 
of Colorado, Oklahoma, and Kansas. 
ISGS-GD-75-003. 98 pp ; PB-241 629. 98 
pp.; Report 101109. 98 pp. (1975) 

Nearly 500 selected references to uranium and to 
stratigraphy, structure, and groundwater geology 
related to uranium-bearing formations in eastern 
New Mexico and west Texas and nezrby parts of 
Colorado. Kansas, and Oklahoma are indexed 
topically and geographically. The list is nearly 
complcic through 1972 and contains some 
references with later dates. (Auth) 

-^564> 

F n c b c l c . C.I ) . ; I SGS. Water Resources 
Division. Austin. IX 

Bibliography of United States Geological 
Survey Report; on the Geology and 
Water Resources of Texas. 1887-1974 

PB-248 926. 174 pp.: 
I SGS W'RD-7fi 002. 174 pp.: 
ISGS WRI-20-75. 174 pp (1975. 
(Xtobcr) 

(he report contains a bibliographic list ol report 
prepared by the I S . Geological Survey on the 
geology and water resource* ot Jcx.is In addition 
to the bibliographic list, the report- .in - indexed by 
county, hydrologic urea, and subject matter. (Auth) 
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RESOURCE UTILIZATION AND 
RESERVES 

<5*S> 

Not gives; ERDA, Gnad Junction, CO 

Nat****! V m i n Resource Evaluation, 
PBtiauaaty Report. GJO-l 11(76). 135 pp. 
(1976. Jnnc) 

The first section of the two part report summarizes 
mimalcj of uranium ore reserves and potential 
tcsourccs at production cost cutoffs of SIO, SIS, 
and $30 per pound of t anium oxide, the standard 

op to the $30 cost level is 640,000 tons of uranium 
oxide. In addition, uranium recoverable as a 
by-product of phosphate and copper production b 
estimated at 140.000 tons during the period of 1976 
to 2000. Potential resources are estimated to be 
1,060,000 tons of uranium oxide in the probable 
category. 1.270,000 tons in the possible category. 
and 590,000 tons in the speculative category. The 
major producing regions of the United Sates are 
the Colorado Plateau. Wyoming Basins and 
Coastal Plain of Texas which contain 94 percent of 
the $30 reserves and approximately 80 percent of 
the probable, 66 percent of the possible and 28 
percent of the speculative potential resources. 
Essentially all of the resources in these regions are 
in stratiform or roll front deposits in strata of 
Mcsozok and Tertiary age. The report says it is 
likely that estimates of resources in conventional 
sandstone type deposits will increase as a result of 
current and future investigations. In addition, the 
opportunity exists for the discovery of uranium 
deposits of other types similar to those in Australia, 
Canada, and South Africa, although enly limited 
putt of the United States may be geologically 
favorable for such deposits. The report emphasizes 
chat prompt and vigorous exploration and 
development will be required to make new 
discoveries and to convert potential resources to 
reserves at a rate adequate to support projected 
nuclear power expansion. <PM) 

<566> 

Boyden, T.A.; Nudea* Exchange 
Corporation. Mcnto Park. CA 

Uranium Resources of the United Sates 
Transactions of the American Nuclear 
Society. 21.244-245. (1975) 

Conventional uranium resources are those found 
chiefly in sandstone, and total an estimated 
2200.000 tons of uranium oxide recoverable at 
costs up to S30.00 *>. These resources make up 
about 90% of all resources producible at D0.0Q or 
less per pound with the remaining 2 $ occurring in 
vein deposits. A tottl of 2,700.000 tons of uranium 
oxide in nonconventional resources, those 
occurring in low grade concentrations in various 
rock types and as by-products related to other 
industries, are recoverable at costs up to $100 lb. 
An estimated 2.500,000 tons of uranium oxide 
could be recovered from the Chatanooga Shale 
Formation located throughout much of central 
Tennessee. The average grade of the formation is 
0.007% uranium oxide, or about I lb 10.2 tons of 
shale at 70% recovery. Another 30.000 tons of 
uranium oxide is recoverable by km exchange and 
solvent extraction at a cost of $6 to $10 lb from 
leach solutions originating at the western U.S. 
copper mining operations and 160.000 tons is 
recoverable from marine phosphorites in Florida at 
a cost of $10/lb. Other nonconvenfional resources 
include marine phosphorites in Idaho, coal, 
monazite, granites, and seawater. (PAG) 

<567> 

Kenward, M.; Not given 

How Much Uranium. New Scientist. 69. 
686-687. (1976. March) 

Reports on world uranium resources from the 
OECD's Nuclear Energy Agency and the UN's 
International Atomic Energy Agency are reviewed 
with doubts about the validity of assumptions 
made in these studies. Also included is a chart of 
future demrods and supplies of uranium. (PAG) 

<56S> 

Williams, R.M.; Canada Department of 
Energy Mines and Resources, Mineral 
Development Sector, Canada 
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Uranium to 2000-Aa Exploration 
CaaJfcage. Canadian Mining Journal, 
96(4). 29-32. (1975. April) 

Projections of installed nuclear capacity translate 
into requirements for uranium of. 30,000 tons of 
uranium oxide in 1975; 7O.000-tO.009 tons in 1900: 
and 40.000-490.000 tons in the year JOOO. In gross 
cumulative terms, over the next 15 years, new 
uranium reserves totaling some 2.6 million tons of 
uranium ore are required. I f uranium is to be 
discovered and developed for production at a rate 
sufficient to meet demand, an accelerating 
expansion of exploration effort is needed. Oece 
explorat ion is redirected toward sources of 
uranium with grades lower than 0.1 percent U3O0. 
substantial resources wil l probably be identified. 
New methods of foreign, nonequity financing wil l 
evolve f o r the u r a n i u m e x p l o r a t i o n and 
development effort. (Auth) 

<569> 

Scarl. M.F.; Electric Power Research 
Institute. Palo Alto. CA 

Uranium Resources to Meet Long Term 
Uranium Requirements - Summary. 
E P R I - S R - S . 21 p p . ; C o m b u s t i o n . 46 (11) . 
13-17. (1974. November) 

The unceruinty about United Slates uranium 
resources and f u t u r e levels o f u r a n i u m 
consumption is explored to help determine the 
proper rate for fast breeder reactor development. 
Various breeder introduction dates and a relatively 
slow rate of commercial breeder growth are 
assumed. Projections of uranium resources are 
based on the estimated physical relationships and 
the cutoff cost of the highest cost quantities 
subsequently calculated. In the cost analysis, costs 
are biased upward so that more confident 
statements can be made about the quantity of the 
resource; costs could be significantly lower. (Auth) 

COMBUSTION journal article was 
published in May (975. 

<570> 

A lexande r , F . M . ; Tennessee Depa r tmen t 
of Conservation, Division of Geology, 
Nashville. TN 

ImK V>*mmmmmHDQ|P B a K K *MHME» A B^OumvmMC 

Future Sourer of Umamaa. Tennessee 
D e p a r t m e n t o f C o n s e r v a t i o n C i r c u l a r No . 
I. 3 pp. (1953) 

Deposited under marine conditions, the black shak 
of the Chattanooga Shale Formation in Middle 
Tennessee is a promising source of potential 
uranium reserves. 1 1 K uranium content is low and 
ranges between 0.001 and 0.03 percent and 
probably contains less than 0.2 pounds of uranium 
per ton of shale. The, AEC has begun studies on the 
geology of the formation and long range pains to 
de te rm ine economic processes o f u r a n i u m 
extraction. (PAG) 

< 5 7 l > 

Chcnowcth. W.L.; ERDA. Grand 
Junction. CO 

Uranism Resources of New Mexico. In 
New M e x i c o Geo log ica l Soc ie ty Specia l 
Publication No. 6. (pp. 138-143). (1976) 

Uranium deposits in New Mexico occur in rocks of 
many geologic ages and bthologk types. Bedded 
deposits in continental, fluvial sandstones of the 
Morrison Formation of Jurassic age arc the most 
important. A cluster of large deposits in McKinky 
and Vaknc ia Counties comprises t h : Grants 
mineral belt, the largest uranium area in the United 
States. During the period 1948-1975. 52.250.000 
tons of ore with an average grade of 0.22 percent 
U308 and containing 112.684 tons of uranium 
oxide have been produced in New Mexico, almost 
entirely from the Giants mineral belt. This amounts 
to 40 percent of the total United States uranium 
ore production. The discovered ore reserves and the 
undiscovered potential resources of the State arc 
expected to maintain New Mexico's position as the 
nation's principal source of uranium for years to 
come. (Auth) 

<572> 

Silver. J .M . . and W.J. Wr ight : Austral ian 
Atomic Energy Commission, Canberra. 
Australia 

Uranium Resources and Requirements. 
AAEC IPS. 13 pp. (1975. August) 

V 
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About 3.5 million tons of uranium is estimated to 
be available to the Western World in deposits 
which could be recovered for present day costs of 
less than ; A30 per kilogram- This amount is 
believed to be sufficient to meet the nuclear power 
program until the t:»rn of the century. There are 
good prospects for the discovery of further deposits 
(particularly in Africa. Canada. South America and 
Australia) which could extend these resources. If 
the Fast Breeder Reactor is introduced by about 
1990. it could ultimately decrease the demand for 
uranium from about 2020 onwards. The total 
amount of uranium required to support the Light 
Water Reactor power program until this happens 
would be about 7 million Ions. On present 
evidence, this could be available from high grade 
deposits, together with some low grade deposits 
and by-product sources at costs less than SA60 per 
kilogram. If the Fast Breeder Reactor is not 
introduced as expected, the demand for uranium 
wifl continue to increase and it could be necessary 
to recover uranium from black shales or ultimately 
from sea water at costs ranging up to SA300 per 
kilogram. Australia has about 19% of the 
reasonably assured resources of uranium in the 
Western World recoverable at costs of less than 
SA20 per kilogram, or about 9% of the resources 
(reasonably assured and estimated additional) 
recoverable at costs of less than SA30 per kilogram. 
(AuthXPAG) 

<573> 

Ellis, J.R.. DP . Harris, and N.H. VanWir. 
EROA. Grand Junction. CO; University 
of Arizona. Department of Mining and 
Geological Engineering. Tucson, AZ; 
Union Carbide Corporation. Nuclear 
Division, Computer Sciences Division. 
Oak Ridge, TN 

A Subjective Probability Appraisal of 
Uranium Resources in the State of New 
Mexico. GJO-110(76). 97 pp. (1975. 
December) 

Undiscovered uranium resources in New Mexico 
are estimated to be 226.681,000 tons of material 
containing 435.480 tons U308. The basis for this 
estimate was a survey of expectations of 36 
geologists, in terms of subjective probabilities of 
number of deposits, ore tonnage, and grade. 
Weighting of the geologists' estimates to derive a 
mean value used a self-appraisal index of their 

knowledge within the field- Derailed estimates are 
presented for the state, for each of 62 subdivisions 
(crib), and for an aggregation of eight cePs 
encompassing the San Juan Basin, which is 
estimated to contain 92 percent of the undiscovered 
uranium resources in New Mexico. Ore-body 
attributes stated as probability distributions 
enabled the application of Monte Carlo methods to 
the analysis of the data. Samphng of estimates of 
material and contained U308 which are provided 
as probability distributions indicates a 10 percent 
probability of there being at least 600.000 tons 
U308 remaining undiscovered in deposits virtually 
certain to number between 500 and 565. An 
indicated probability of 99.5 percent that the ore 
grade b greater than 0.12 percent U308 suggests 
that this survey may not provide reliable estimates 
of the abundance of material in very low-grade 
categories. Extrapolation to examine the potential 
for such deposits indicates more than 1.000.000 
tons U308 may be available down to a grade of 
0.05 percent U308. Supplemental point estimates 
of ore depth and thickness allowed derivative 
estimates of cost of development, extraction, and 
milling. Eighty percent of the U308 is estimated to 
be available at a cost less than $!5 lb (1974) and 
about 98 percent at less than $30 lb. (Auth) 

<574> 

Mutschler. P.H., J J. Hill, and B.B. 
Williams: US Bureau of Mines. Eastern 
Field Operation Center. Field and 
Environmental Activities. Pittsburgh. PA 

Uranium from the Chattanooga Shale, 
Sonst PrnbKflat Involved m 
Development. US Bureau of Mines 
Information Circular 8700. 85 pp.; PB-251 
986.85 pp. (1976. February) 

The Bureau of Mines studied the Chattanooga 
Shale to determine the quantity and quality of the 
uranium resources present and to assess specific 
environmental effects of mining the shale. Geologic 
dau and chemical analyses, mainly concerning a 
12-county area of Tennessee, were compiled from 
previous published and unpublished reports. 
Uranium resources in the Gassaway Member of the 
Chattanooga Shale in this 12-county area were 
estimated to be between 4.2 and 5.1 million to-.*, 
contained in 76 to 91 billkm tons of shalr fhese 
figures represent mground tonnages and do no( 
allow for mining or processing losses. Depending 
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upon efficiency of mining and processing systems, 
enough uranium could be available to satisfy a 
large part of the cumulative domestic and world 
demand through the year 2000. A model was 
developed which assesses tb« total tons or acres of 
shale to be mined if the Gassaway Member were to 
satisfy I percent of the United States demand for 
uranium in 1991. This partially demonstrates the 
envirowneaul impact of mining the shale and b 
easily factorable to any specified demand. (Auth) 

<575> 

Nininger. R.D. ; AEC. Division of Raw 
Materials, Washington, DC 

Unaiwm Reserve*, Fwtarc Demand ami 
the Exteat o f the Exploration Problem, 
in Proceedings oi a Panel on Uranium 
Exploration Geology, held in Vienna, 
Austria. April 13-17. 1970. International 
Atomic Energy Publications, Vienna. 
Austria, (pp. 3-19), 386 pp.; 
IAEA-PL-391 /17. (pp. 3-19). 386 pp. 
(1970. October) 

Known world low-cost reserves, that is. reserves 
which can be exploited and delivered to the world 
market, excluding the USSR, Eastern Europe and 
Mainland China, at prices of SI0 or less per pound 
arc approximately one third of the estimated 
requirements through the remainder of this 
century. Jour countries. Canada. South Africa, the 
United Slates and France, control 85 to 90% of the 
known low-cost uranium reserves, and 13 other 
countries have the remainder. Since the ultimate 
uranium requirements are of more importance than 
the immediate supply and demand situation, we 
should be concerned with the large number of 
developing countries which will not have large 
requirements for uranium and which have not been 
adequately explored. These could become 
important suppliers of uranium over the next JO 
years while at the same time greatly improving their 
own economic position and standard of living. 
Uranium geology is now at a stage in which a flood 
of details about specific types of deposits is 
available but has not been sufficiently well digested 
and assimilated to bring some cohesiveness to the 
various concepts of regional, tectonic, lithologic 
and gcochemical distribution of uranium. A 
meeting of this kind can be instrumental in 
integrating some of these ideas into meaningful 
criteria that will help guide exploration anywhere 

in the world. (Auth) 

<576> 

Not given; Organization for Economic 
Co-Opcration and Development, Paris. 
France 

b There Earnest Ucaaaaax. OECD 
Observer. 79. 33-36. (1976. January) 

Physical availability, economic factors, and 
political factors will iafmcace the future supplies of 
uranium. Low cost uranium reserves at present 
definitely identified will be adequate for 
approximately fifteen years, but new supplies must 
be found to provide for future demand. (PAG) 

<577> 

Not given; Organization for Economic 
Co-operation and Development Nuclear 
Energy Agency, Paris. France; 
International Atomic Energy Agency. 
Vienna. Austria 

Uranium Resources, Production t a d 
Demand. Including Other Naclear Facl 
Cycle Data. OECD, NEA-IAEA Report. 
78 pp. (1975. December) 

The report, compiled by OECD NEA and IAEA, 
deals with the uranium resources and demands of 
its member countries around the globe. The current 
situation in uranium resources, the availability of 
uranium reserves, the exploration activities, and the 
uranium production and inventories are discussed. 
Subjects also included and reviewed are the recent 
price trends in the uranium market, the long term 
uranium resources situation, and future uranium 
requirements. An expanded feature of the report is 
the addition of an annex, containing information 
on other fuel cycle capacities and requirements, 
such as uranium conversion, fuel element 
fabrication and reprocessing of spent fuel. (MBW) 

<578> 

Hilpert. L.S.; USGS. Washington. DC 

Uranium Resources of Northwestera New 
Mexico. USGS Professional Paper 603, 
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I6C pp. (1969) 

Uranium deposits in northwestern New Mexico 
occur in about 30 formational units that range in 
age from Precambrian to Quaternary. The most 
economically important deposits are 
peneconcordant and occur in sandstone, limestone, 
shale, and coal Less economically important vein 
deposits occur in mcumorphic. igneous, and 
miscellaneous sedimentary rocks. Of the 
peneconcordam deposits, the most economically 
important ones occur in sandstone in the Morrison 
Formation; others occur in limestone beds of the 
Todilto Limestone and in sandstone beds of •He 
Dakota Sandstone. About two-thirds of the 
uranium output was from the Ambrosia Lake 
district and nearly a third was from the Laguna 
district. During the 1956-64 period, production was 
42 percent of the national output. More than 95 
percent of 'he ore came from sandstone. 4 percent 
came from limestone, and less than I percent came 
from carbonaceous shale, coal, and igneous rocks. 
More than 99 percent of the output was from rocks 
of Jurassic age; the remainder came from rocks 
that range in age from Pennsyrvanian to Tertiary. 
As of January 1966. mine reserves totaled 29.7 
million tons of material that averaged 0.23 percent 
U308. About 60 percent of these reserves was in 
the Ambrosia Lake district, in the Morrison 
Formation. Undiscovered or potential reserves 
probably are several times the combined 
production and mine reserves estimated as of 
January, 1966 and may amount to as much as 200 
million tons of material, expected to average about 
0.2S percent U308. These resources are expected to 
be almost entirely peneconcordant deposits, 
principally in large ones in sandstone lenses in the 
Morrison Formation, but important deposits also 

are anticipated in sandstone lenses in the Dakota 
Sandstone and in limestone beds in the Todilto 
Limestone. Structural data and general age 
relations of the deposits indicate that the source of 
the uranium was the adjacent highland areas and 
the host rocks. Uranium probably was leached 
from these rocks, carried basinward in dilute 
solutions through unconsolidated sediments, and 
precipitated by the reduction of carbonaceous 
debris and by other unknown means. No evidence 
is convincing that magmatic fluids played any 
significant part in the emplacement of the 
peneconcordant deposits. (AuihXMBW) 

<579> 

Gustafson. J.K.; Not given 

Uran ium Resources. Nucleonics. 4 (5 ) . 
23-28.(1949) 

The occurrence of uranium in nature, the potential 
supply of uranium, and the uranium procurement 
policy of the AEC are discussed. Uranium deposits 
are divided into four main types: ( I ) igneous rocks. 
(2) hydrothermal vein deposits. (3) sedimentary 
rocks, and (4) deposits of doubtful and perhaps 
complex origin. Within the fourth group are the 
carnotite-type uranium deposits of the Colorado 
Plateau. Tabular or lenticular bodies of 
carnotitc-impregnatcd sandstone are found in 
certain parts of the Morrison and Entrada 
formations of Jurassic age and in the Shinarump 
conglomerate of Triassk age. The camotite is 
commonly associated with other vanadium 
minerals and fossil plant material. (Auth) 

(' 
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RESEARCH PROGRAMS 

<S80> 

Cannon. R.S., Jr.; USGS, Denver, CO 

Geological Survey's Work on Isotope 
Geology of Uranism and Thoriaa and 
Their Decay Products. TEI-209. 12 pp. 
(1952) 

A program of research on the isotope geology of 
the uranium and thorium series is being carried on 
by the Geological Survey. Work is in progress on 
uranium-lead rebuonshipt in uranium ores of the 
Colorado Plateau region, on uranium-thonum-kad 
relationships in granite, on geologic variations in 
the isotonic composition of lead, and on radon and 
helium in natural gas. A continuing program of 
systematic studies will try to establish methods in 
this field on a surer footing, and to apply the 
methods to the solution of important geologic and 
mineral-resource problems. (Auth) 
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THORIUM MINERALS 17. 175, 395. 
412.449.456.460.518.521. 
527, 561 

THORIUM ORES 215,341 

THORIl'M OXIDES 381 



KEYWORDS INDEX 
THORIUM RESOURCES 53 

THORIUM 230 363, 393, 407,411, 
415, 422, 431 

THORIUM 232 363.485 

THORIUM 234 326,400 

THUCHOLITE 126 

THYROID GLANDS 445 

TIN 503 

TITANIUM 380.481,504 

TITANIUM MINERALS 187 

TITANIUM OXIDES 187 

TOPAZ 463 

TOPOGRAPHY 4,538 

TORBERNITE 4. 126. 130. 196. 209. 
211.266.381.405 

TOURMALINE 246 

TRACE ELEMENTS 129. 353. 380. 423 

TRACK-ETCH METHOD 328 

TREES. CONIFEROUS 450. 514. 515. 
516 

TRIASSIC 3. 
33. 36. 37. 40, 
49. 55, 56. 57. 
63. 64. 70. 75. 
90. 92,97.98. 
122. 126. 129. 
138. 140. 145. 
152. 153. 155. 
168. 172. 173. 
192. 202. 206. 
222. 233. 247. 
262. 269. 271. 
284. 285, 292. 
300. 312. 316. 
372. 376. 381, 
442. 442. 460. 
507, 514, 516. 
563, 565. 578. 

4. 10. 15. 24. 28. 32, 
,41.43,47.48. 
. 59. 60. 61, 62, 
. 79. 82. 84. 85. 
. 108, 109. 117. 
, 130. 132. 137. 
, 146. 147. 148. 
. 160. 164. 166. 
, 174. 179. 185. 
. 208. 212. 213. 
. 248. 249, 261, 
276. 279. 283. 
294. 297. 299, 
319, 329, 355. 
402, 414. 439. 
468. 495. 499. 
534. 536. 538. 
579 

TROGERITE 47 

TUFFS 82, 108. 135. 145. 156. 157. 
200. 236. 240. 254. 259. 264. 
273. 288. 410.423. 532 

TUFFS. RHYOLITIC 238. 385 

TUFFS. SILICIC 28 

TUFFS. VITRIC 16.270 

TUNGSTEN 220 

TYUYAMUNITE 15. 18. 32. 34.44. 
45. 64. 65. 70. 88. 99. 107, 130. 
147. 153. 164.202.211.212. 
230.231.262.263.294.2%. 
389.546 

UMOHOITE 202 

UPLIFTS 50. 52, 81. 83. 86. 114. 
137. 171. 311.312 

UPTAKE 450 

URACONITE 211 

URANIMTE 4. 12. 15. 18. 32. 37. 
44. 45. 55. 64. 66. 78. 126. 127. 
130. 131. 132. 138. 139. 140. 
143. 144. 152. 153. 157. 163. 
164. 169. 172. 173. 174. 186. 
1%. 202. 222. 227. 232. 233. 
248. 252. 272. 294. 297. 357. 
363. 365. 372. 384. 387. 390. 
391. 409. 439. 440. 442. 443. 
456.479.486.519.523.527. 
538. 550 

URANIUM 3. 4. 5. 8. 9. 13. 14. 18. 
32. 34. 35. 36. 37. 38. 44. 45. 
49. 54. 69. 71. 72. 74. 82. 86. 
87.88.96. 107. 108. 118. 119. 
121. 123. 125. 128. 131. 133. 
134. 135. 136. 139. 140. 141. 
J42. 145. 147. 151. 152. 154. 
156. 178. 182. 190. 192. 197. 
I9X.20I.212. 213. 215. 216. 
217.218.225.226.227.231. 
232. 233. 242. 243. 244. 245. 
246. 253. 254. 256. 260. 261. 
262. 268. 274. 275. 277. 285. 
292.295.3O2.3I0.32I.322. 
323. 324, 325. 327, 328. 329, 
330. 331. 332. m. 335. 336. 
337.338.339.340.341.343, 
344. 345. 346. 347. 348. 349, 



KEYWORDS INDEX 
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URANIUM 350,352.353.354,355. 
3S7. 360, 361. 362, 366,367, 
368, 369, 370, 371, 377, 378, 
379, 380, 381, 382, 383. 385. 
387, 388.389, 390, 394. 396. 
397, 398. 399.401.402,404. 
405, 407.408.409.4! 1.412, 
413, 414,416. 418.419,420, 
421. 423. 426.427, 428, 429. 
430,431.435,437,438,439. 
440. 441, 444, 445, 448.450. 
451, 452,455.456, 457, 458, 
460. 461.462, 463. 464. 465. 
466, 467, 469,471, 472, 475, 
476, 477.478, 479, 480. 481. 
482, 483, 485,487,489, 495, 
499, 501, 503. 504, 506, 510. 
511,512,514,515,516,518, 
519, 522, 525, 526, 527, 528, 
530, 532, 536, 537, 538. 539. 
J^Ji J^9^ J*9J+ J*f©j J ^ / ^ J H © , 

549, 550, 551, 552, 553, 554, 
562, 563. 568, 572, 580 

URANIUM ARSENATES 157. 207. 211. 
233. 412 

URANIUM CARBONATES 207.211.233, 
412 

URANIUM DEPOSITS I. 2, 3. 7. 8. 9. 
10, II, 12. 13, 15, 19,20.22, 
24,31,32.34,38,40,41.43, 
44, 45. 46, 47, 48, 49. 51. 52. 
53. 54. 55. 62, 63, 64,66, 67, 
68, 74. 76, 77, 79, 84, 85, 87, 
88, 89. 90, 91, 92, 93,96, 97, 
98,99,100, 101. 102.103.112. 
113. 114. 115, 116, 119, 120. 
122. 126, 127, 130. 132. 134, 
137. 138. E39. 140. 143. 144. 
147, 148. 152, 153. 134. 155. 
157. 158. 159, 161, 162, 163. 
164. 166. 168. 169, 170. 171, 
172. 173, 174. 177, 179, 180, 
181, 183. 184. 185, 186. 187. 
188, 189. 191. 192. 193, 194. 
200, 202, 203, 204, 205, 206. 
207.208.210,211,212,213. 
214, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, 
223, 224, 225, 226, 227, 230, 
234, 235, 236. 238, 2?9, 240, 
247, 248, 250. 251, 252. 255. 
257, 258, 259. 262, 263, 264, 
266,267.269.270,271,273, 
274, 276, 277, 280, 282, 283, 
284, 289, 290, 291, 292, 293, 

URANIUM DEPOSITS 294. 295, 296. 
297. 298. 299. 300. 301. 302. 
3O4.306.307.3O8.3II.3I2. 
313.315.316.317.318.320. 
353, 355, 356. 357. 363, 365, 
372.373.374.381.389.390, 
391. 400.406. 407. 409.410. 
425. 435. 436. 442. 444.449. 
450, 451, 457. 462. 468. 470. 
473. 474. 482. 484. 485.492. 
494. 4%. 497.498. 499. 502. 
507.509.510,514.515.516. 
517. 518. 522. 523. 524. 529. 
530. 533. 534. 535. 538. 540. 
550. 571. 575. 578. 579 

URANIUM INDUSTRY 79. 276. 295. 
315. 542, 543. 544. 545, 563. 577 

URANIUM MINERALS 1. 15. 18. 32. 
34. 45. 47.49. 64. 65. 66, 67. 
70,78,80.88.90.91.93.94. 
99. 100. 101. 103. 107. 126. 127. 
130. 132. 134. 138. 140, 148. 
153, 164. 168. 171. 175. 176. 
186. 195. 1%. 209. 210.211. 
216. 217. 220. 227. 228. 229. 
231.233.248.251.252.253. 
260. 262. 263. 266. 273. 283. 
285, 294, 304. 305. 306. 307. 
308. 313. 315, 355. 358. 359. 
381.389. 390. 191, 392. 395. 
403. 412. 440. 441. 446. 447. 
449. 456. 460. 478. 486, 518. 
520,521.527.561 

URANIUM MOI.VBDATES 412 

URANIUM ORES 3. 65. 107. 122. 134. 
1%. 202.203. 260. 271.311. 
340. 341. 342. 348. 353. 356, 
357. 365. 376, 443. 493. 494. 
495. 497. 508. 536. 563. 568. 
57J. 572. 580 

URANIUM OXIDES 3. 150. 196, .3)7. 
211,233,272,382,384.411 
440, 513, 561. 565. 566, 568. 
571, 573 

URANIUM PHOSPHATES 132, 157, 1%, 
207,211.233,412 

URANIUM RESERVES 12, 13. 191, 1%. 
381.562,565,568,570,571, 
575, 576, 577 



KEYWORDS INDEX 
URANIUM RESOURCES 53. J9I. 198. 

222.223.512.513.565.566. 
567.569.571.572.573.574. 
576. 577. 578 

URANIUM SILICATES 1.4. 157. 171. 
196. 207. 211. 233. 412. 534 

URANIUM SULFATES 207. 211. 412 

URANIUM VANADATES 107. 171.207. 
211.233.252.412 

URANIUM 232 375 

URANIUM 234 363. 364. 375. 390. 
393.400.415 

URANIUM 235 326. 363. 376. 393. 
400.415.442.443.485 

URANIUM 238 125. 326. 341. 363. 
364. 375. 400. 425. 442. 443. 485 

I RANOCTRCTTE 93.211 

URANOPHANE 4. IX. 32. 45. 47. 65. 
66. XX. 99. 100. 103. 126. 127. 
132. 134. 135. 164. 196.202. 
209. 211. 212. 228. 273. 318. 390 

URANOSPINITE 68.211.355 

URANOTHORIANTTE 229. 456. 466. 
467. 518. 520.521 

I RANOTMORITE 126. 336. 525 

URANVI. IONS 169. 392 

VANADATES 261 

VANADIUM I. 18. 32. 37. 38. 44. 
45. 63. 69. 82. 86. 9«. 107. 126. 
130. 147. 154. 157. 158. 166. 
178. 192.213.225.233.236. 
241. 254.261.268.276.292. 
295. 302. 310. 316. 353. 355. 
385. 387. 390. 393. 402. 409. 
437. 440. 441. 444. 479. 481. 
482. 536. 546. 547. 548 

VANADIUM DEPOSITS 24. 32. 38. 41. 
43. 48. 51. 56. 57. 59. 64. 76. 
77. 89. 154. 159. 168. 169. 179. 
192. 230. 250. 263. 267. 268. 
279. 280. 289. 306. 307. 308. 

VANADILM DEPOSITS 315.320.533. 
535 

VANADILM MINERALS 18. 32. 34. 64. 
80. 100. 101. 107. 148. 154. 163. 
168.251.261.268.285.303. 
306. 307. 308. 314. 315. 403. 
441.579 

VANADIUM OXIDES 239 

V.ANOXITE 5! 69. 76. 77 

VEGETATION 231.445. 450. 473. 
514. 515. 516. 538 

VOLBORTHITE If 34. 126.474 

VOLCANIC MATERIALS 13. 16. 83. 
106. 126. 226.270. 271 

VOLCANIC ROCKS 4. 26. 35. 40. 108. 
146. 151. 156. 189.208.211. 
214. 217. 237. 275. 277. 329. 
335. 377. 416. 419. 428. 461. 497 

VUGS 135.212 

WASTE DISPOSAL 541. 545 

WATER RESOURCES 191. 564 

WATER TABLES 132. 245. 374. 389. 
390 

WATERSHEDS 3X6 

WEATHERING 7. 10. 213. 218. 323. 
334. 338 

WELLS 382.427 

WTSCONSINAN 25 

ZEOLITES 182. 237. 259 

ZEUNERITE 47. 205. 211. 246 

ZINC 126. 146. 334. 353. 355. 398. 
402. 438. 469 

ZIPPEITE 90.211 

ZIRCON 343. 344. 372. 379. 399. 
419. 452. 456. 460. 463. 478. 
487. 500. 501. 503. 504. 505. 
506. 525. 528 
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KEYWORDS INDEX 
ZIRCONIUM 322.380.496 
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GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Africa 8.53. 181.223.315.335. 

366,572 

Africa. Belgian Congo. Katanga 440 

Africa. Congo 426 

Alabama 53.301.371.394,3%. 
397. 495. 530 

Alabama. Bibb County 133 

Alabama. Blount County 133. 136 

Alabama. Calhoun County 133 

Alabama. Cherokee County 133 

Alabama. Cullman County 226 

Alabama. DeKalb County 133 

Alabama. Etowah County 133, 226 

Alabama. Fayette County 226 

Alabama. Jackson County 133 

Alabama. Jefferson County 133. 226 

Alabama. Marion County 226 

Alabama. Saint Clair County 133 

Alabama. Tuscaloosa County 133 

Alabama, Walker County 226 

Alaska 129, 199. 201. 205. 229, 
246, 325, 429. 453. 454. 455. 
458, 459, 460. 462. 463. 464. 
465. 466, 467. 469. 478, 484. 
487. 488, 498. 500, 503. 504. 
520, 521. 525, 526. 527. 528. 531 

Alaska, Candle 456,486 

Alaska, Cape Nome 505 

Alaska, Discovery 501. 506 

Alaska, Flat 501, 506 

Alaska, Haycock 456. 519 

Alaska. Kodiak Island 448 

Alaska. Mt. Haves A-4 Quadrangle 
28 

Alaska. Mt. Haves A-5 Quadrangle 
28 

Alaska. Prince of Wales Island 
194.221.518 

Alaska. Teller 452. 505 

Alaska. TI8S. R6E. Sec. 26 146 

Alaska. T!8S. R6E. Sec. 27 146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 19 146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 25, SW I 4 
146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 27 146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 30 146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 32. NW I 4 
146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 33. SW i 4 
146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 34. SW I 4 
146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 36. SW I 4 
146 

Alaska. TI8S. R7E. Sec. 4 146 

Alaska. T18S. R8E. Sec. 13 146 

Alaska. TI8S. R8E. Sec. 19 146 

Alaska. TI8S. R8F. Sec. 30. SE I 4 
146 

Alaska. TI8S. R8F. Sec. 31 146 

Alaska. TI8S. RXF. Sec. 32 146 

Alaska. TIHS. RHE. Sec. 33 146 

Alaska. TI8S. R8E. Sec. 35 146 

Alaska. TI9S. R7E. Sec. I. NW I 4 
146 

Alaska. TI9S. R7E. Sec. 6 146 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Alaska. TI9S. R8E. Sec. 21 146 

Alaska. TI9S. R8E. Sec. 22 146 

Alaska. TIPS. R8E. Sec. 26 146 

Alaska. T19S. R8E. Sec. 27 146 

Alaska. TI9S. R8E. Sec. 4 146 

Alaska. TI9S. R8E. Sec. 6. NW I 4 
146 

Algeria 577 

Argentina 10. 577 

Argentina. Mendoza Province 359 

Arizona 6. 37. 42. 53. 54. 56. 57. 
60. 61. 71. 72. 73.78.80. 84. 
89.92.95. 110. 113. 115. 116. 
118. 149. 156. 158. 162. 163. 
164. 165. 175. 177. 179. 187. 
199. 207. 20S. 222. 261. 271. 
276. 283.301. 348. 371.409. 
441.450.472.481. 508.510. 
512. 530. 540. 541. 547. 548. 580 

Arizona. Apache Countv 3, 51. 76. 
77.81.97. 112. 117. 122. 130. 
137. 170. 180. 183.247.251, 
269.305.312.376.403.491 

Arizona. Aquila 213 

Arizona. Cameron 357 

Arizona. Cochise Countv. TI3S, 
RI9E. Sec. 30. SW I 4 523 

Arizona. Cochise Countv. TI7S. 
R25E. Sec. 34 523 

Arizona. Cochise Countv. TI7S. 
R25E. Sec. 33 523 

Arizona. Coconino Countv 122.130. 
269, 302. 403. 411 

Arizona. Coconino County. Cameron 
169. 183 

Arizona, Coconino County. T27N. 
RI2E 523 

Arizona. Gila County 143, 298. 523 

Arizona. Graham Countv. Tl IS. R25E. 
Sec. 12. S 1 2 523 

Arizona. Kayenta 172. 347 

Arizona. Maricopa County 523 

Arizona. Maricopa Countv. Aguila 
287. 288 

Arizona. Mohave Countv 122. 155. 
269. 302 

Arizona. Mohave Countv. T22N. RI7W. 
Sec. 8 523 

Arizona. Mohave Countv. T23N. RI7W. 
Sec. 32 523 

Arizona. Mohave Countv. T37N. R5E. 
Sec. 26 523 

Arizona. Navajo Countv 38. 97. 
122. 130. 137. 147. 183.247. 
269. 305. 403 

Arizona. Navajo Countv. TI6N. R23E. 
Sec. 33. SE I 4 523 

Arizona. Navajo Countv. TI7N. R23E. 
Sec. I. SE I 4 523 

Arizona. Pima County 209. 210 

Arizona. Pima Countv. TI3S. RI8E. 
Sec. 24. NW I 4 521 

Arizona. Pima Countv. TBS. RI8E. 
Sec. 15 523 

Arizona. Pima Countv. TI4S. R2E. * 
Sec 36 523 

Arizona. Pima Countv. TI7S. RI0E. 
Sec. 24 523 

Arizona. Pima County. T17S. RI0E. 
Sec. 25 523 

Arizona. Pima Countv. TI7S. RI0E. 
Sec. 26 523 

Arizona. Pima Countv, TI7S. RUE. 
Sec. 30. NW I 4 523 

Arizona. Pima County. TI7S. RI0E. 
Sec. 23 523 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Arizona. Pima Couniv. TI8S. RUE. 
Sec. 5 523 

Arizona. Pima Countv. TI8S. RUE. 
Sec. 26. SW I 4 523 

Arizona. Pima Countv. T2IS. RUE. 
Sec. 8 523 

Arizona. Pinal Countv. T4S. R13E. 
Sec. 15 523 

Arizona. Pinal Couniv. T4S. R13E. 
Sec. 16 523 

Arizona. Pinal Countv. T4S. RI3E. 
Sec. 33 523 

Arizona. Santa Cruz County 157 

Arizona. Santa Cruz Countv. T23S. 
RUE. Sec. I. SE I 4 523 ' 

Arizona. Santa Cruz Countv. T24S. 
RI2E. Sec. 2. NE I 4 523 ' 

Arizona. Yavapai County 211. 403 

Arizona. Yavapai Countv. TUN. 
RIOW. Sec. 10 189 

Arizona. Yavapai Countv. TUN. 
RIOW. Sec. II 189 

Arizona. Yavapai Countv. TUN. 
RIOW. Sec. 12 189 

Arizona. Yavapai Couniv. IIIN. 
RIOW. Sec. 13 189 

Arizona. Yavapai (\wntv. IIIN. 
RIOW. Sec. 14 189 

Arizona. Yavapai Countv. IIIN. 
RIOW. Sec. 15 189 

Arizona. Yavapai Countv. IIIN. 
RIOW. Sec. 16 189 

Arizona. Yavapai Couniv. Ti IN. R5W 
523 

Arizona. Yavapai Countv. TI5N. R9W. 
Sec. 27. SW I 4 523 

Arizona. Yavapai County. T8N. R3W. 
Sec. 11. SE I 4 523 

Arizona. Yuma Countv 209. 523 

Arkansas 129. 339. 3"l. 49N. 5.«0. 
551 

AMU 53. 366 

Australia 53. 181. 223. 315. 5"2. 
577 

Australia. New South Wales. 
Delegate 352 

Austria 335 

Brazil 13. 53. 5"' 

Bulgaria 53 

California 53. 129. 199. 20". 208. 
222. 2"5. 346. 350. 3"l. 3"7. 
380. 4i9. 421.423. 429. 481. 
498. 5!0. 512.530. 553 

Cahtornia. Bit Pine Quadrangle 
«I5) 33" 

California. Ciiyamaca 33T 

California. Dcscanso 33" 

California. HciKburi: Qu.idr.irnilc 
352 

California. Inyi-County 156 

California, kern County 15". 220 

California, kern Count\. Moravc 
104 

Calilorma. Medicine lake 
Quadrangle 115) 329 

California. MIHJIK- County 23" 

California. Mt. (ioddard Quadran 
(15") 337 

California. Vlt. loin Quadrangle 
(15) 337 

California. Olancha 156 

California. Placer Count;. 343 

California. Plumas Countv 411 

file:///wntv


GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
California, Riverside 337 

California, Rosamond Hills 213 

Ov'ifornia. San Mateo County 395 

California, lemecula 337 

California. T20S. R37E, Sec. 25 
189 

Californ^ T2IS. R37-I2E, Sec. 6 
189 

California, T2IS, R37-I/2E, Sec. I 
189 

California. T32S, R38E, Sec. 36 
189 

Canada 13, 53, 181, 199, 203, 223, 
249. 330, 366. 409. 440. 517, 
568, 572, 575, 577 

Canada, Alberta 362 

Canada, Northwest Territory 426 

Canada. Ontario 498.513 

Canada, Ontario, Bancroft 425 

Canada, Quebec, Hull 425 

Canada, Saskatchewan 362, 476 

Ceylon 53 

Colorado 5, 6, 13, 15, 31, 36, 37, 
48, 53, 54, 56, 57, 60, 69. 74, 
78, 80. 89, 95, 105, 106, 110, 
113. .29, 149, 150, 158, 162, 
I6J, 164, 165, 167, 175, 177, 
179, 182, 187, 199, 207, 208, 
214. 222, 261, 267, 268, 271, 
276,277,278,280,283,301, 
310, 353, 371, 38*. '.09, 430, 
441,450,472,479,481,508, 
510,511,530,533,540,541, 
547, 548, 552, 563, 580 

Colorado, Archuleta County 496 

Colorado, Bent County 411, 499 

Colorado, Boulder 338 

230 

Colorado, Boulder County 126. 411 

Colorado. Bull Canvon Quadrangle 
(7.5*) 306 

Colorado. Central City 210. 426 

Colorado. Clear Creek Countv 126. 

144. 457 

Colorado. Custer County 2 * 5 

Colorado. Dolores Countv 24. 130. 

145. 192. 225, 403. 491 

Colorado, Durango 172 

Colorado, Eagle County 126 

Colorado, Fremont County 215. 411 

Colorado, Garfield County 3, 376 
Colorr.do. Garfield County. Rifle 

59. 107 
Colorado. Garo 213 

Colorado. Gateway Quadrangle (7.5*) 
307 

Colorado, Gateway Quadrangle (15*) 
307,308 

Colorado, Gilpin County 126. 211. 
315,411.426 

Colorado. Grand County 2/4 

Colorado. Grand County, Middle Park 
86 

Colorado. Grand County. T2N. R79W 
86 

Colorado, Grand Junction 330 

Colorado, Gunnison County 126 

Colorado, Huerfano County 126,157 

Colorado, Jamestown 209 

Colorado, Jefferson County 126, 
210,411 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Colorado. Jefferson Countv. T2S. 
R7IW 266 

Colorado. La Plata County 496 

Colorado. I_anmer County 126. 210 

Colorado. I .as Animas County 411 

Colorado. Mack 347 

Colorado. Maybcll 66 

Colorado. Meeker 213 

Colorado. Mesa County 96. III. 
130. 307. 308. 320. 347. 376. 
403.411.491. 529 

Colorado. Mesa Cour.ty. Gateway 58 

Colorado. Moffat County 126. 247. 
274. 305.411 

Colorado. Moffat County. T5N. R93W. 
Sec. 30 127 

Colorado. Moffat County. T5N. R96^. 
Sec. 3 127 

Colorado. Moffat Countv. T6N. R94W. 
Sec. 9 127 

Colorado. Moffat County. T6N. R94W. 
Sec. 17 127 

Colorado. Moffat County. T7N, R94W, 
Sec. 29 127 

Colorado. Moffat County. T7N. R94W. 
Sec. 17 127 

Colorado. Moffat County. T7;\\ R94W, 
Sec. 27 127 

Colorado. Moffat County. T7N. R94W, 
Sx. 19 127 

Colorado. Moffat County. T7N. R95W. 
Sec. 24 127 

Colorado. Moffat County. T7N. R95W. 
Sec. 13 127 

Colorado, Moffat County. T7N. R94W, 
Sec. 35 127 

Colorado. Mnffc: Countv. T7N. R94W. 
Sec. i8 127 

Colorado. Moffa' Countv. T7 \ . R94W. 
Sec. 17 252 

Colorado. Montezuma County 81. 
130.225.494.4% 

Colorado. Montrose Countv 3. HI. 
130.250.251.265.303.306. 
319. 3?*. 402. 403. 411. 491. 529 

Colorado. Montrose County. Atkinson 
Creek Quadrangle (7.5*) 166 

Colorado. Montrose Countv. T29S. 
RI0IW. Sec. 21 414 

Colorado. Montrose County. T30N, 
RI7W 414 

Colorado. Montrose Countv. T47N. 
RI7W, Sec. 21 546 

Colorado. Montrose County. L'ravan 
58 

Colorado. Park County 18. 126. 
157.216 

Colorado. Pine Mountain Quadrangle 
(7.5") 308 

Colorado. Placerville 38. 213 

Colorado. Rifle 213 

Colorado. Rio Blanco County 136 

Colorado. Rio Blanco County. Meeker 
281 

Colorado, Routt County 274 

Colorado. Saguache County 411 

Colorado, San Ju;in County 376. 429 

Colorado. San Miguel County 3. 24. 
38. III. 126. 130. 145. 192.210. 
225, 251, 306, 319. ?76. 393. 
403.491.522 

Colorado, San Miguel County. 
Placcrville 107. 168. 279. 289, 

314 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Colorado. San Miguel County. 
Slickrock 58 

Colorado. San Miguel County. T44N. 
RI8W. Sec. 29 390 

Colorado. San Miguel County. T44N. 
RI8W, Sec. 30 390 

Colcido. Slick Rock Quadrangle 
(15") 306 

Connecticut 129. 371 

Czechoslovakia 53.440 

Delaware 371 

Denmark 577 

England 53.315 

Europe 223.315.366 

Finland 577 

Florida 53. 181. 199. 301. 343. 
371.375.472.530 

Florida. Alachua County 256 

Florida. Bradford County 256 

Florida. Charlotte County 256 

Florida, Clay Courty 256 

Florida. Collier County 256 

Florida, Columbia County 256 

Florida. DeSoto County 256 

Florida, Dixie County 256 

Florida, Duval County 256 

Florida, Hamilton County 256 

Florida, Hillsborough County 430 

Florida, Lafayette County 256 

Florida, Lake County 256 

Florida, Madison County 256 

232 

Florida. Marion County 256 

Florida. Orange County 256 

Florida. Polk County 430 

Florida. Sarasota County 256 

Florida. Sumter County 256 

Florida. Taylor County 256 

Florida. Union County 256 

France 8,315.575.577 

France. Division of Crouzille 549 

Georgia 53.226.301.371.394. 
397. 495 

Georgia. Banks County 322 

Georgia. Burke County 322 

Georgia. Catoosa County 135 

Georgia. Chattooga County 133 

Georgia. Cherokee County 322 

Georgia. Clarke County 322 

Georgia. Columbia County 322 

Georgia. Dade County 133 

Georgia. DeKalb County 322 

Georgia. Elbert County 334 

Georgia. Floyd County 133 

Georgia. Franklin County 322 

Georgia. Glascock County 322 

Georgia, Gordon County 133 

Georgia, Greene County 322 

Georgia, Habersham County 322 

Georgia, Hall County 322 

Georgia, Hancock County 322 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Georgia. Han County 322 

Georgia. Jackson County 322 

Georgia. Jefferson County 322 

Georgia. Jenkins County 322 

Georgia. Madison County 322 

Georgia. McDuffit County 322 

Georgia. Newton County 322 

Georgia. Oconee County 322 

Georgia. Oglethorpe County 322 

Georgia. Rockdale County 322 

Georgia. Screven County 322 

Georgia. Walker County 133 

Georgia. Walton County 322 

Georgia. Warren County 322 

Georgia. White County 322 

Germany 498. 577 

Germany, Hof Bavarra 352 

Germany. Rcincr/au 358 

Germany. Schiltach 358 

Germany. Wittichcn 358 

Greece 405 

Greenland 9, 223. 379. 498 

Hawaii 329.335.421.498 

Hawaii. Oahu 352 

Idaho 53. 156. 181. 199. 207. 210. 
222.271.301.329.371.402. 
423.429.430.472.481.510. 
511.530. 541 

Idaho. Atlanta 337 

Idaho. Bannock County 21 

Idaho. Bear Lake County 249 

Idaho. Benewah Count) 249 

Idaho. Blaine County 249. 483. 524 

Idaho. Bonner County 524 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. TIN. 
R43E. Sec. 8 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. TIN. 
R4IE.E I 2 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. TIN. 
R42E. Sec. 22 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. TIN. 
R42E.S I 2 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. TIS. 
R42E. Sec. 27 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. IIS. 
R42E. Sec. 4. NF. I 4 22 

Idaho. iJonncvillc Countv. TIS. 
R4IE. Sec. 27 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. TIS. 
R43E. Sec. 7 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. TIS. 
R42E. Sec. 4. NE I 4 35 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. T2N. 
R4IE. SW I 4 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. T2N. 
R40E, Sec. 34 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. T2S. 
R42E. Sec. I 22 

Idaho. Bonneville Countv. T2S. 
R43E. NW I 4 22 

Idaho. Bonneville County. T2S. 
R45E. Sec. 18 22 

Idaho. Bonneville County. T3N. 
R44E. Sec 25 22 

Idaho. Bonneville County. T3S. 
R44E, Sec. 24 22 



GEOGRAFHIC LOCATION 
Idaho, Bonneville County. T3S, 
R43E,Scc. 23 22 

Idaho. Bonneville County. TSN, 
R44E,Sec. 32 22 

Idaho. Boundary County 524 

Idaho. Butte County 33. 249 

Idaho, Caribou County 249. 383 

Idaho, Cascade 337 

Idaho, Cassia County, TI3S, R2IE, 
Sec. 24 23 

Idaho. Cassia County, TI4S. R22E 
23 

Idaho, Cassia County, T14S, R21E. 
SE 1/4 23 

Idaho, Cassia County, TISS, R22E, 
S C I / 2 23 

Idaho, Cassia County, TI5S, R2IE 
23 

Idaho. Cassia County, TISS, R20E, 
NE 1/4 23 

Idaho. Cassia County. TI6S R22E. S 
1/2 23 

Idaho. Cassia County. TI6S. R2IE, S 
1/2 23 

Idaho, Cassia County, TI6S, R20E, E 
1/2 23 

Idaho, Clark County 33, 249, 524 

Idaho. Coeur d'Alene 283 

Idaho. Custer County 249, 483, 324 

Idaho, Kootenai County 249 

Idaho. Latah County 524 

Idaho, Lemhi County 381,461, 524 

Idaho, Michaud Quadrangle (157 21 

Idaho, Oneida County 249 

Idaho. Pocatcllo Quadrangle (15*) 
21 

Idaho. Power County 21 

Idaho. Shoshone County 249. 524 

Idaho. Stanley 337.483 

Illinois 129. 136. ?30. 371. 530. 
554 

Illinois. Cumberland County 411 

India 53.223,366.409.577 

India. Madras 352 

Indiana 371.530.554 

Indiana. Crawford County 129 

Iowa 371.511.551 

Italy 498.577 

Japan 223.421.577 

Kansas 31. 129. 212. 222. 277. 
371.401.430.530.551.563 

Kansas. Bourbon County 136 

Kansas. Butler County 382 411 

Kansas. Clark County 499 

Kansas. Cloud County 499 

Kansas. Cowley County 382 

Kansas. Decatur County 499 

Kansas. Decatur Courty, T3S, R30W. 
Sec. 15. NE 1/4, NE 1/4 16 

Kansas, Decatur County, T4S. R29W, 
Sec. 8, SW 1/4, SE 1/4 16 

Kansas, Decatur County, T5S, R29W, 
Sec. 10, NW 1/4, NE 1/4 16 

Kansas, Ellis County 499 

Kansas, Ellsworth County 499 

Kansas, Ford County 499 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Kansas. Gove County 499 

Kansas. Graham County 499 

Kansas. Graham Countv, T7S. R24W. 
Sec. 2. XE I 4. NE I 4* NE I 4 16 

Kansas. Grant County 499 

Kansas. Greeley County 499 

Kansas. Greenwood County 382 

Kansas. Hamilton County 499 

Kansas. Kearney County 499 

Kansas. Linn County 136 

Kansas. Logan County 499 

Kansas. Marion County 382 

Kansas, Meade County 499 

Kansas. Ness County 499 

Kansas. Norton County 499 

Kansas. Norton County. TIS. R2IW. 
Sec. 16. SE I 4. SE I 4 16 

Kansas. Norton County. T2S. R2IW. 
Sec. 16. NE 1 4. NE 1 4 16 

Kansas. Norton County. T2S. R25W. 
Sec. 23. SW I 4. SE I 4 16 

Kansas. Norton County. T2S, R2SW. 
Sec. 36. SW I 4. SE 1 4 16 

Kansas, Norton County. T2S. R22W. 
Sec. 25, SW I 4, NW 1 4 16 

Kansas, Norton County. T3S. R2SW, 
Sec. 25. SW I 4, SE 1 4 16 

Kansas, Norton County. T3S, R22W, 
Sec. 12, NE 1/4, NW 1 4 16 

Kansas. Norton County, T3S. R25W. 
Sec. 2, SE 1/4, SW 1/4 16 

Kansas, Norton County. T4S. R24W, 
Sec. 2, NW 1/4, NW 1/4 16 

Kansas. Norton Countv. T4S. R23W. 
Sec. 27. SE I 4. NE I 4 16 

Kansas. Osborne County 499 

Kansas. Phillips Countv. TIS. RI9W, 
Sec. 30. NE I 4. NW f 4. NE I 4 16 

Kansas. Phillips Coun'y. TIS. RI8W, 
Sec. 14. SW I 4. SW I 4 16 

Kansas. Phillips Countv. TIS. RI9W. 
Sec 31. SW 1 4, NW I 4 16 

Kansas. Phillips County. T2S. RI9W. 
Sec. 3. NE I 4. SW I 4 16 

Kansas. Phillips County. T2S. RI8W. 
Sec. 19. NE I 4. NE I 4 16 

Kansas. Rawlins County 499 

Kansas. Rawlins Countv. T3S. R33W. 
Sec. 2, SE I 4. SW I 4 16 

Kansas. Rawlins County. T3S. R34W. 
Sec. 33. NW I 4. NW 1 4 16 

Kansas. Rawlins County. T4S. R34W. 
Sec. 4, SW I 4 16 

Kansas. Rawlins County. T5S. R36W. 
Sec. 20. SE I 4. SE I 4 16 

Kansas. Riley County 499 

Kansas. Scott County 499 

Kansas. Sedgwick County 382 

Kansas. Sheridan County 499 

Kansas. Sherman County 499 

Kansas. Smith County. TIS. RI4W. 
Sec. 32. SW 1 4 16 

Kansas. Thomas County 499 

Kansas, Tregn Count;, 499 

Kansas. Wallace County 499 

Kansas, Wallace County. TI4S. R40W, 
Sec. 16, NE I 4. NE 1,4 16 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Kansas. Wallace County. TI4S. R38W. 
Sec. 8. SE ! 4. SE I 4. SE I 4 16 

Kansas. Wallace County. T14S. R38W. 
Sec. 7. SW 1 4 16 

Kansas. Wichita County 499 

Kansas, Woodson County. T26S. RISE. 
Sec. 29 382 

Kentucky S3 188. 212. 226. 301. 
330. 371. 394. 397. 430. 495 

Kentucky. Pulaski County 136 

Kentucky. Russell County 136 

Korea 577 

Louisiana 371. 551 

Louisiana. Calcasieu Parish, T9S. 
RI2W. Sec. 19 190 

Madagascar 53.315.577 

Maine 371 

Maryland 188.226.371.495 

Massachusetts 371 

Mexico 577 

Michigan 199.283.371,430.511, 
513. 530, 554 

Michigan. Baraga County 210 

Michigan. Charlevoix County 136 

Michigan. Marquette County 129 

Michigan, Marquette County, Palmer 
17 

Michigan, Marquette County, T47N, 
R26W, Sec. 27 17 

Michigan, Marquette County, T47N, 
R26W, Sec. 28 17 

Michigan, Marquette County, T47N, 
R26W, Sec. 29 17 

Michigan. Marquette Courtly. T47N. 
R26W.Sec. 30 17 

Michigan. Marquette County. T47N. 
R26W, Sec. 31 17 

Michigan. Marquette County. T47N, 
R26W.Sec. 32 17 

Michigan. Marquette County. T47N. 
R26W. Sec. 33 17 

Michigan. St. Clair County 136 

Minnesota 129. 371. 421. 511. 513. 
554 

Mississippi 226. 327. 371 

Missouri 207.371.530.551 

Missouri. Franklin County 304 

Missouri. Ste. Genevieve County. 
Ste. Genevieve 94 

Missouri. Ste. Genevieve Countv 
212 

Missouri. Ste. Genevieve County. 
Ste. Genevieve 304 

Montana 31, 181. 199.207.212. 
222, 271. 277. 329. 371. 468. 
472.481.498.510.511.530 

Montana, Beaverhead County 136. 
209. 381. 461 

Montana. Beaverhead County. T9S. 
R8W, Sec. 34. NE I 4 249 

Montana, Big Horn County 219 

Montana, Blaine County, Lloyd 
Quadrangle (15*) 26 

Montana, Broadwater County 219. 
249,461 

Montana, Carbon County 219, 411. 
524 

Montana, Carter County 206, 219. 
245 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Montana. Carter Couniv. TIN. R59E. 
Sec. 3 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R59E. 
Sec. 8 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R59E. 
Sec. 19 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R59E. 
Sec. 24 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R59E. 
Sec. 29 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R59E. 
Sec. 30 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R59E. 
Sec. 33 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R58E. 
Sec. 35 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R58E. 
Sec. 36 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIN. R58E. 
Sec. 26 242 

Montana. Carter Couniv. TIN. R58E. 
Sec. 25 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. TIS. R58E. 
Sec. 2 242 

Montana. Carter Countv. T2N, R58E. 
Sec. 13 242 

Montana. Carter County. T2N, R58E. 
Sec. 30 242 

Montana. Clanccv 211 

Montana. Daniels County 249. 411 

Montana, Deer Lodge County 461 

Montana. Fallon County 206. 219. 
245 

Montana. Gallatin County 461 

Montana. Gallatin County. Tl IS. 
R3E. Sec. 11 249 

Montana. Gallatin Countv. T2N. R2E. 
Sec. 2. SE I 4 249 

Montana. Gallatin Couniv. T2N. R2E. 
Sec. 25. SW I 4 249 

Montana. Golden Valley County 461 

Montana. Granite Butte Quadrangle 
(7.5*) 490 

Montana. Granite Countv 219. 249. 
461. 524 

Montana. Jefferson Couniv 210. 
217. 219 

Montana. Jefferson Countv. TIN. 
R2W. Sec. 16. NE I 4 249 

Montana. Judith Basin County 149 

Montana. Lewis and Clark Countv 
219 

Montana. Lewis and Clark Countv. 
TI3N. RIW. Sec. 28. SW I 4 249 

Montana. Lewis and Clark Countv 
461 

Montana. Lewis and Clark Countv. 
TI3N. R7W. Sec. 18. NW I 4. NE 1 4 

490 

Montana. Lewis and Clark Countv. 
TI3N. R8W 490 

Montana. Madison Countv 219.381. 
461. 524 

Montana. Madison Couniv. T3S. R5W. 
Sec. 113. NE I 4 249 

Montana. Meagher County 249.461 

Montana. Mineral County 219. 524 

Montana. Missoula County 461 

Montana. Musselshell County 249 

Montana. Park County 461 

Montana. Powell County 219. 461 

Montana. Ravalli County 461. 524 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Montana, Roosevelt County 249 

Montana. Sanders County 219 

Montana. Silver Bow County 219, 
381.461,524 

Montana, Stempk Pass Quadrangle 
(7.5*) 490 

Montana. Stillwater County 461 

Montana, Swede Gulch Quadrangle (7. 
5") 490 

Montana, Sweet Grass County 219, 
461 

Montaib., Teton County 249 

Montana, TIN, R48E. Sec. 13, SW 1/4 
245 

Montana. TIN, R5E, Sec. 6 386 

Montana. TIN. R7W, Sec. 3 386 

Montana, TIS, R6IE. Sec. 20. NE 1/4 
245 

Montana, TUN, R7W, Sec. 19 386 

Montana. TI3S. RIOW, Sec. 11 386 

Montana, T2N, R5E 386 

Montana, T2S, R8W, Sec. I 386 

Montana. T3S, R62E, Sec. 19, NW 1/4 
245 

Montana, T3S, R62E, Sec. 21, NE 1/4 
245 

Montana, T5N. R8W 386 

Montana. T5S, R4W. Sec. 3 386 

Montana, Wheatland County 461 

Montana, Wheatland County, T25N, 
R24E,Sec. 5 249 

Montana, Wibaux County 206, 249 

Montana, Yellowstone County 461 

Morocco 577 

Nebraska 31.222.371.551 

Nebraska. Box Butte County, T28N. 
R52W. Sec. 26 16 

Nebraska, Cherry County. T32N. 
R30W. Sec. 15 16 

Nebraska, Cherry County. T33N. 
R27W. Sec. 17. NE 14 16 

Nebraska, Dawes County 411 

Nebraska, Dawes Couaty, T29N. R47W. 
Sec. 14 16 

Nebraska, Frontier County 499 

Nebraska, Garden County 16 

Nebraska. Keith County 16 

Nebraska, Morrill County 499 

Nebraska, Scotts Bluff County 16 

Nebraska, Sioux County. T26N. R55W, 
Sec. 30 16 

Nevada 53, 54, 157. 189. 207, 208. 
211,222.271,350.371,423. 
475, 481, 510, 512, 553, 580 

Nevada, Churchill County 212, 270 

Nevada, Clark County 270 

Nevada, Clark County, Goodsprings 
Quadrangle (15*) 264 

Nevada, Clark O jnty, Goodsprings 
286 

Nevada, Clark County, Sloan 286 

Nevada, Clark County, Sutor 286 

Nevada, Elko County, T46N, R69E 23 

Nevada, Elko County, T47N, R69E 23 

Nevada, Elko County, T47N, R70E 23 

Nevada, Esmeralda County 156, 270 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Nevada, Esmeralda Countv. T2N. 
R37E. Sec. 33. NE I 4 238 

Nevada. Eureka Countv 270 

Nevada. Goodsprings 213 

Nevada. Hawthorne 156 

Nevada. Humboldt County 156. 270 

Nevada. Humboldt Countv. T45N, R26E 
240 

Nevada. Lander County 156 

Nevada. Lincoln County 156. 270 

Nevada. Lyon County 270 

Nevada, Mineral County 156 

Nevada. Nye County 108, 270 

Nevada, Panaca 156 

Nevada. Pershing Countv 210. 270 

Nevada, Tonopah 156 

Nevada, Washoe County 270. 354 

Nevada, White Pine County 270 

New Hampshire 199. 323. 345, 346, 
371.398.498 

New Hampshire. Conway 337 

New Hampshire. Passaconway 337 

New Jersey 129. 157. 207. 212. 
213. 371. 554 

New Jersey. Hunterdon County 157 

New Mexico I. 5. 6. 13. 15. 36. 
37, 42, 50. 53. 56. 57. 60. 74. 
78,80,83,89.95. 110. 113. 
123, 149. 158. 162. 163. 165. 
172. 175. 177. 179. 187. 199. 
207. 208, 212. 222. 260. 261. 
271. 276. 283, 301. 325. 329. 
356, 371. 385. 401. 409. 441. 
450,472,481,508,510,512. 
530, 540. 541, 547, 548. 563. 580 

New Mexico. Bernalillo Countv 573. 
578 

New Mexico. Bernalillo Countv. 
TI2N. R9W. Sec. 3. W I 2 255 

New Mexico. Bernalillo Countv, 
TUN. R3W. Sec. 34. E I 2 255 

New Mexico. Catron Countv 161, 
282. 578 

New Mexico. Chaves Countv. T14S. 
R29E. Sec. 1 202 

New Mexico. Colfax County 282. 499 

New Mexico, DeBaca Couniv. TIS, 
R26E. Sec. 11 202 

New Mexico. Eddv Countv. T2iS. 
R24E. Sec. 26 202 

New Mexico. Farmington 247 

New Mexico. Gallup 251 

New Mexico. Grant County 209. 253 

New Mexico. Grants 550 

New Mexico. Guadalupe County 402 

New Mexico. Guadalupe Countv. II IN. 
R25E. Sec 27 202 

New Mexico. Guadalupe Countv. i'HN. 
R25E. Sec. 17 202 

New Mexico. Guadalupe Couniv. T7.N. 
RI9E. Sec. 4 202 

New Mexico. Guadalupe Countv. 1XN. 
R2IE. Sec. 2 202 

New Mexico. Guadalupe Countv. TXN. 
RI8E. Sec. 13 202 

New Mexico. Harding County TI7N. 
R29E, Sec. 5 202 

New Mexico, Harding County, TI4N. 
R32E. Sec. 14 202 

New Mexico. Harding County. T2IN. 
R30E. Sec. 4 202 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
New Mexico, Lea Countv. TI9S. R35E, 
Sec. 24 202 

New Mexico. Lea County. TI9S. R35E. 
Sec. 23 202 

New Mexico. Lea County, T22S, R34E, 
Sec. 35 202 

New Mexico. McKinley County 52, 
91, 121. 224. 251. 290, 403, 493. 
4%. 545. 550. 571.573. 578 

New Mexico. McKinley County. TUN, 
R9W 30 

New Mexico, McKinley County, TUN, 
R8W. SW 1/4 30 

New Mexico, McKinley County, TI3N. 
R11W 30 

New Mexico. McKinley County, TI3N. 
RI0W 30 

New Mexico. McKinley County. T13N. 
R9W 30 

New Mexico. McKinley County. TI3N, 
R8W 30 

New Mexico, McKinley Countv, TUN. 
RIIW 30 

New Mexico. McKinley County. TUN. 
R10W 30 

New Mexico, McKinley County, TI5N. 
RIIW 30 

New Mexico, McKinley County, TI3N, 
RIIW, Sec. 13 255 

New Mexico, Mora County 157. 411 

New Mexico, Mora County, 
Guadalupita 101 

New Mexico, Mora County, T22N, RI6E 
202 

New Mexico, Quay County 157 

New Mexico, Quay County, TION, 
R28E, Sec. 2 202 

240 

New Mexico. Quay County. TiUN. 
R33E. Sec. 15 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. Tl IN. 
R32E. Sec. 2 202' 

New Mexico. Quay County. TUN. 
R30E.Sec. 5 202 

New Mexico. Quav County. Tl IN. 
R33E. Sec. 12 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. TUN. 
R28E. Sec. 24 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. Tl IN, 
R28E, Sec. 15 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. TUN. 
R33E, Sec. 18 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. TUN. 
R33E.Sec. 29 202 

New Mexico, Quay County. TI2N, 
R33E.Sec. 23 202 

New Mexico, Quay County. T12N, 
R30E, Sec. 32 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. TI3N. 
R3IE,Sec. 25 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. T7N, R32E. 
Sec. 6 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. T8N, R3IE, 
Sec. 3 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. T9N. R33E, 
Sec. 5 202 

New Mexico. Quay County. T9N, R33E. 
Sec. 28 202 

New Mexico, Rio Arriba County 121, 
185, 496, 573, 578 

New Mexico, San Juan County 81. 
112, 117, 121, 180, 183,305, 
376, 496, 573, 578 

New Mexico, San Juan County, 
Farmington 204 

New Mexico, San Juan County, 
Sanostee 154 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
New Mexico. San Miguel County 282 

New Mexico. San Miguel County. 
TI7N. R24E. Sec. 16 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel Countv, 
TI7N. R23E. Sec. 14 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel Countv. 
TI7N. R23E. Sec. I 202 

New Mexico, San Miguel County, 
TI7N, R23E, Sec. 27 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel County. 
TI7N. R23E. Sec. 28 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel County. 
TI7N. R24E. Sec. 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel County. 
T17N. R25E. Sec. 19 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel County. 
TI7N. R24E. Sec. 8 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel County. 
T!7N. R24E. Sec. 17 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel Countv. 
TI7N. R24E. Sec. 25 202 

New Mexico. San Miguel County. 
TI7N. R24E. Sec. 24 202 

New Mexico. Sandoval County 121. 
185. 257. 347. 411. 496. 573. 578 

New Mexico. Sandoval County. TI9N. 
RIW, Sec. 32 244 

New Mexico. Sandoval County. TI9N. 
RIW. Sec. 33 244 

New Mexico. Sandoval County. TI9N, 
RIW. Sec. 29 244 

New Mexico, Sandoval County. TI9N. 
RIW. Sec. 28 244 

New Mexico. Sandoval County, TI7N. 
RIW. Sec. 36 255 

New Mexico, Santa Fe County 3. 
282.411.578 

New Mexico. Shiprock 247, 347 

New Mexico. Sierra County 157. 209 

New Mexico. Socorro Countv 161. 
282. 578 

New Mexico. Torrance Countv 402. 
447. 578 

New Mexico. TI8S. R16W. Sec. 21 
253 

New Mexico. TI8S. RI6W. Sec. 20 
253 

New Mexico. TI8S. RI6W. Sec. 29 
253 

New M-xico. TI8S. RI6W. Sec. 28 
253 

Nev. Mexico. I18S. RI6W. Sec. 22 
253 

New Mexico. T30N. RI5W. Sec. 3 204 

New Mexico. Union County 499 

New Mexico. Valencia Countv 3. 91. 
121.290.402.403.411.545." 
550.571.573. 578 

New Mexico. Valencia Cou* tv. Grants 
54.65.99. 140. 164. 171. 210. 
212. 248. 251. 293 

New Mexico. Valencia Count v. II2N. 
R9W 30 

New Mexico. Valencia Countv. II IN. 
R9W 30 

New Mcico. Valencia Countv. TI2N. 
R8W 30 

New Mexico, Valencia Countv. T8N. 
R7W. Sec. 8. NW I 4 255 

New Mexico. Valencia Countv. HON. 
R5W. Sec. 28. NW I 4 255 ' 

New Mexico, Valencia County. I8N. 
R6W. Sec. 2. S I 2 255 

New Mexico. Valencia County. 1 ION. 
R4W, Sec. 10 255 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
New Mexico. Valencia Countv. TION. 
R4W. Sec. 23 255 

New York 226. 371. 424. 530. 554 

New York. Ashokan Quadrangle (7.5") 
480 

New York. Bearsville Quadrangle (7. 
51 14.480 

New York. Chautauqua County 136 

New York. Ellenvillc Quadrangle (7. 
5") 14,480 

New York. Erie County 136 

New York. Kaaterskill Quadrangle 
(7.5*) 14,480 

New York. Kerhonkson Quadrangle (7. 
51 14.480 

New York. Kingston West Quadrangle 
(7.5-) 14.480 

New York. Monticello Quadrangle 
(•i") 480 

New York. Peekskill Quadrangle (7. 
5*) 232 

New York, Putnam County 232 

New York, Rosendale Quadrangle 
(15") 480 

New York, Shokan Quadrangle (7.5*) 
14 

New York, Slide Mountain Quadrangle 
(15*) 480 

New York, West Shokan Quadrangle 
(7.51) 14,480 

New York, Westchester County 232 

New York, Woodstock Quadrangle (7. 
5") 14,480 

New York, Wurtsboro Quadrangle (7. 
5") 14,480 

New York, Wyoming County 136 

New Zealand 223 

Niger 13.223 

North America 366 

North Carolina 4. 53. !99. 226. 
371.449.472.495. 530 

North Carolina. Burke County 430 

North Carolina Madison County 430 

North Carolina. McDowell Couni. 
430 

North Dakota 31.207.211.212. 
222. 301. 371. 530 

North Dakota. Adams County 245 

North Dakota. Billings Countv 142. 
411 

North Dakota. Bowman County 245 

North Dakota Bowman Couniv. TI30N. 
RI04W. Sec. I 408 

North Dakota. Bowman Countv. II3IN. 
RI04W. Sec. 35 408 

North Dakota. Bowman Countv. TI30N. 
RI04W. Sec. 2 408 

North Dakota. Dunn County 249 

North Dakota, Golden Vallev Countv 
142.411 

North Dakota. Hettinger County 245 

North Dakota, McKenzie County 411 

North Dakota. Slope County 142. 
245 

North Dakota, TI30N. RI04W 245 

North Dakota, TI31N. R103E 245 

North Dakota. TI3IN. RI04E 245 

North Dakota. Williams County 249 

Norway 315.335,498 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Norway. Hinnoy 345 

Norway. Langoy 345 

Ohio 129.226.371.430.554 

Ohio. Franklin County 136 

Oklahoma 53. 129. 212. 213. 221 
371.430.530.551.563 

Oklahoma. Adair County 128 

Oklahoma. Caddo Countv. T5N. RI2W. 
Sec. 3 387 

Oklahoma. Caddo Countv. T5N. R9W. 
Sec. 10 387 

Oklahoma. Caddo Countv. T5N. RI2W. 
Sec. 2 387 

Oklahoma. Carter County 128 

Oklahoma. Cherokee County I?*. 136 

Oklahoma. Cimarron County 499 

Oklahoma. Comanche County 128. 334 

Oklahoma. Comanche Countv. I2N. 
RIIW. Sec. 10 387 

Oklahoma. Cotton County 157. 309 

Oklahoma. Cotton Countv. T5S. RI2W, 
Sec. 30. SW 1 4 128 

Oklahoma. Craig County 128. 136 

Oklahoma. Creek County 411 

Oklahoma. Garfield Countv. T24N. 
R8W. Sec. 24 SF. I 4. NE I 4 128 

Oklahoma. Garvin Countv. T4N. RIE. 
Sec. 18 128 

Oklahoma. Grant Countv. T25N. R3W. 
Sec. 35. NE I 4 128 

Oklahoma. Jefferson County 157. 
309 

Oklahoma. Jefferson Countv. I5S. 
R8W. Sec. 7. SW I 4 128 

Oklahoma. Jefferson Countv. T5S. 
R9W 128 

Oklahoma. Johnson G#unty 334 

Oklahoma. Kay County 128 

Oklahoma, Kiowa Countv. T5N. RI5W. 
Sec. 14. NE I 4. SW I 4 387 

Oklahoma. Kiowa Countv. T6N. RI4W. 
Sec. 30. NE | 4. SW I 4 387 

Oklahoma, l.ove Countv. T6S. R2E. 
Sec. 36 128 

Oklahoma. Mayes Countv 128 

Oklahoma. McClain Countv. T5N. R2E. 
Sec. 33. SW 1 4 128 

Oklahoma. Murray County 136 

Oklahoma. Noble Counlv. TI2N. RIW. 
Sec. 35. NE I 4. NE I 4' 128 

Oklahoma. Noble Countv. T20N. RIW. 
Sec. 24. NW 1 4. SE I 4. SW I 4 

128 

Oklahoma. Noble Countv. T20N. RIE. 
Sec. 19. NW I 4. NE I 4. NW I 4 

128 

Oklahoma. Nowata County 128 

Oklahoma. Okfuskee Counlv. TI2N. 
R7E. Sec 31. SW I 4. SE 1 4 128 

Oklahoma. Oklahoma County 128 

Oklahoma. Osage County 128. 411 

Oklahoma. Pawnee C'ountv. T22N. R4h. 
Sec. 19. NW I 4. SW I 4. NE I 4. NW 
Corner 128 

Oklahoma. Pawnee Countv. T22N. R3E. 
Sec. 28. NW I 4. NW I 4. NW 1 4. SF. 
I 4 128 

Oklahoma. Pawnee Countv. T22N. R3E. 
Sec. 23. NE I 4. NE I 4. SE I 4 

128 

Oklahoma. Pawnee Countv. T22N. R3W. 
Sec. 19 128 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Oklahoma. Payne County 539 

OkUhoma. Payne County. T20N, R3E, 
Sec. 23. SW I 4 . N W 1 4 128 

Oklahoma. Payne Countv. T20N. R3E, 
Sec. 23. NW I 4. SE 1 4 128 

OkUhoma. Payne County. T20N. R3W. 
Sec. 22. SE 1 4 128 

OkUhoma. Payne County, T20N, R3E, 
Sec. 22. SE I 4 128 

OkUhoma. Rogers County 128, 136 

OkUiioma. Stqjoyah County 128 

OkUhoma. Tillman County 128.157 

OkUhoma. Tulsa County 128, 136, 
411 

OkUhoma. T4S, R8W 128 

OkUhoma, T4S, R9W 128 

OkUhoma. T5S. RIIW. Sec. 2 128 

OkUhoma. T5S, R11W, Sec. 3 128 

OkUhoma. T5S. R5W 128 

OkUhoma, T5S, R6W 128 

Oklahoma. T5S, R7W 128 

OkUhoma. T6N, RI4W, Sec. 2, NE 
1/4, NE 1/4 387 

OkUhoma, T6N, RI7W, Sec. 10, NW 
1/4, NE 1/4 387 

OkUhoma, T6S, R5W. Sec. 14 128 

Oklahoma, T6S, R5W, Sec. 15 128 

OkUhoma, T6S, R5W, Sec. 22 128 

Oktahoma, T6S, R5W, Sec. 23 128 

OkUhoma, T6S, R7W 128 

OkUhoma, T7S, R7W 128 

OkUhcma, Wagoner County 128 

244 

Oregon 53, 124. 156. 189. 222. 
339.371.416.423.446.481. 
541.553.555.556.557.558. 
559. 560 

Oregon. Baker County 249 

Oregon. Lake County. T37S. RI9E. 
Sec. 30 358 

Pennsylvania 129. 178. 188. 355. 
371, 530. 554 

Pennsylvania. Allegheny County 226 

Pennsylvania, Armstrong County 226 

Pennsylvania, Beaver County 226 

Pennsylvania, Beaver County, New 
Castle Quadrangle (15') 233 

Pennsylvania. Bedford County, 
Clcarville Quadrangle (15') 233 

Pennsylvania. Bradford County 2, 
480 

Pennsylvania, Bradford County, 
Canton Quadrangle (15") 233 

Pennsylvania, Bradford County. 
Monroeton Quadrangle (15") 253 

Pennsylvania, Bucks County 157 

Pennsylvania, Bucks County, 
Doylestown Quadrangle (157 233 

Pennsylvania. Bucks County, Point 
Pleasant Quadrangle (15*) 233 

Pennsylvania, Butler County 226 

Pennsylvania, Carbon County 226 

Pennsylvania, Carbon County, 
Lehighton Quadrangle (15") 233 

Pennsylvania, Carbon County, 
Stoddartsville Quadrangle (15*) 

233 

Pennsylvania. Clarion County 226 

Pennsylvania, Columbia County 2, 
226,480 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Pennsylvania. Columbia County. 
Bloormburg Quadrangle (15*) 233 

Pennsylvania. Columbia County. 
Laporte Quadrangle (15") 233 

Pennsylvania. Dauphin County 226 

Pennsylvania. Dauphin County. 
Harrisburg East Quadrangle (IS*) 

233 

Pennsylvania. Elk County 226 

Pennsylvania. Fayette County 226 

Pennsylvania. Fulton County. Broad 
Top Quadrangle (IS*) 233 

Pennsylvania. Green County 226 

Pennsylvania. Huntingdon County. 
Orbison.a Quadrangle (IS1) 233 

Pennsylvania. Indiana County 226 

Pennsylvania. Jefferson County 226 

Pennsylvania. Jim Thorpe 482 

Pennsylvania, lawrence County 226 

Pennsylvania. Luzerne County 226 

Pennsylvania. Luzerne County. 
Wilkes-Barrc Quadrangle (15^ 233 

Pennsylvania. Lycoming County 2. 
480. 482 

Pennsylvania. Lycoming County. 
Eagles Mere Quadrangle (! 5*) 233 

Pennsylvania. Mauch Chunk 213 

Pennsylvania. McKcan County 226 

Pennsylvania. Mercer County 226 

Pennsylvania. Montour County. 
Shamokin Quadrangle (15*) 233 

Pennsylvania, Northumberland County 
226. 233 

Pennsylvania, Penn Haven Junction 
482 

245 

Pennsylvania. Schuvlkill Countv 
226 

Pennsylvania. Schuylkill County. 
Orwigsburg Quadrangle (15") 233 

Pennsylvania. Sullivan Countv 2. 
226. 480. 482 

Pennsylvania. Sullivan County. 
Eagles Mere Quadrangle (15) 233 

Pennsylvania. Tioga Countv 233 

Pennsylvania. Venango Countv 226 

Pennsylvania. Washington Countv 
226 ' 

Pennsylvania. Wavne County. 
Clearfield Quadrangle 115') 233 

Pennsylvania. Wavne Countv. Wavmart 
Quadrangle (15") 233 

Pennsylvania. Westmoreland Countv 
226 ' 

Peru 303 

Portugal 53.315.577 

Republic of South Africa 223 

Rhode Island 368. 371 

Saskatchewan 401 

South Africa 13. 575. 577 

South Africa. Orange Free State 
352 

South America 10. 223. 366. 572 

South Carolina 53. 198. 199. 226. 
301. 371. 472. 495. 530 

South Dakota 13. 15. 31. 129. 157. 
159. 191. 207. 211. 212. 222. 
301.371.430.472,510. 511, 
513.530 

South Dakota, Butte County 193 

South Dakota. Butte County. Belle 
Fourchc 102 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
South Dakota. Butte Countv. T8N. 
RIE. Sec. 26 218 

South Dakota. Butte Countv. T8N. 
RIE, Sec. 24 218 

South Dakota. Butte Countv. T8N. 
RIE. Sec. 25 218 

South Dakota. Butte County. T8N. 
RIE, Sec. 25 218 

South Dakota. Campbell County 25 

South Dakota. Charles Mix County 
136 

South Dakota, Corson County 193 

South Dakota, Custer County 193. 
234 

South Dakota. Dewey County 193 

South Dakota, Fall River Countv 
193, 234 

South Dakota, Fall River Countv. 
T7S. R3E, Sec. 30 241 

South Dakota, Fall River Countv. 
T7S. R3E. Sec 19 241 

South Dakota, Fall River Countv. 
T7S. R2E. Sec. 25 241 

South Dakota. Fall River County. 
T7S, R2E, Sec. 24 241 

South Dakota, Fall River County. 
Edgemont 263 

South Dakota. Fall River Countv 
311.403.411 

South Dakota. Harding County 193. 
254,277.411 

South Dakota, Harding County, T17N, 
R8E 243 

South Dakota, Harding County, TI7N, 
R7E 243 

South Dakota. Harding County. TI8N, 
R8E 243 

246 

South Dakota. Harding Countv. TIXN. 
R7E 243 

South Dakota Harding Countv T22N. 
PSE 245 

South Dakota. Harding Countv. T2IN". 
R5W. Sec. 32 245 

South Dakota. Harding Countv. T20N. 
R4E 245 

South Dakota. Harding Countv. 12IN. 
R5E. Ser. 3» 245 

South Dakota. Harding Countv. T I 9 \ . 
R8E. Sec. 35 408 

South Dakota. Harding Countv. TIXN. 
R8E. Sec. 3 408 

South Dakota. Haiding Countv. TI9N. 
R8E, Sec. 32 408 

South Dakota. Harding Countv TI8N". 
R8E. Sec. 5 40X 

South Dakota. Harding Countv. TIXN". 
R8E. Sec. 8 40X 

South Dakota. Harding Countv. Tl'/N. 
R7E. Sec. I. SE I 4. NW I 4.NW I 4 

413 

South Dakota. Lawrence Countv 193. 
234 

South Dakota. Lawrence Countv. T4N. 
R2E, Sec 3 195 

South Dakota. Lyman County 136 

South Dakow, Meade County 234 

South Dakota. Pennington Countv 
93, 193, 234 

South Dakota. Perkins County 193. 
245 

South Dakota, Perkins County. T2IN. 
RUE. Sec. 9 408 

South Dakota. Perkins County. T2IN. 
R!2E. Sec. 19 408 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
South Dakota. Perkins Countv. T21N. 
RI2E. Sec. 18 408 

South Dakota. Shannon Count) 411 

South Dakota. TI6N. R7E 245 

South Dakota. T16N. R8E. Sec. 8. NE 
I 4. \ E I 4 254 

South Dakota. TI7N. R3E. Sec. 13. E 
I 2 245 

South Dakota. TI7\ . R7E. Sec. IZ 
NE I 4 245 

South Dakota. TI7N. R7E. Sec. I 
245 

South Dakota. TI7N. R8E. Sec. 6. SW 
I 4 245 

South Dakota. TI8N. R7E. Sec. 36. 
SE I 4 245 

South Dakota. TI8N. RXE. Sec. 8 
245 

South Dakota. TI9N. R3E. Sec 17 
245 

South Dakota. TJ9N. R8E. Sec. 28 
245 

South Dakota. T20N. R5E. Sec. 20. 
SE I 4 245 

South Dakota. T20N. R5E. Sec. 5. NE 
I 4 245 

South Dakota. I2IN. RUE 245 

South Dakota. 12IN. R12E 245 

South Dakota. 121N. R4E. St.. 13. S 
I 2 245 

South Dakota. T21N. R5E. Sec. 16. 
SW I 4 245 

South Dakota. T2IN. R5E. Sec. 18. 
SW I 4 245 

South Dakota. T2I.N, R5E. Sec. }}. 
NW 1 4 245 

South Dakota. T2IN. R5E. Sec. 28. 
SW 1 4 245 

South Dakota. T2IN. R5E. Sec. 5. NE 
I 4 245 

South Dakota. T2I.Y R8E. Sec. 35 
245 

South Dakota. T22N. R4E. Sec. 5 
245 

South Dakota, T22N. R4E. Sec. 6 
245 

South Dakota. T22N. R4E. Sec. 7 
245 

South Dakota. T22N. R4E. Sec. 8 
245 

South Dakota. T22N. R5E. Sec. 27 
245 

South Dakota. T22N. R5fc. Sec. 22 
245 

South Dakota. T22N. R5E. Sec. 19 
245 

South Dakota. T22N. R5E. Sec. 26 
245 

South I>akoia. I22N. r*5E. Sec. 21 
245 

South Dakota. T22N. R5E. Sec. 28 
245 

South Dakota. Ziebach County 193 

Spain 577 

Sweden 315.577 

Switzerland 352. 577 

Tanganyika 335 

Tennessee 53. IKK. 199. 212. 271. 
301.371. 385. 394.3%. 397. 
411.472.495.530.570 

Tennessee. Anderson County 226 

Tennessee. Bledsoe Countv 133. 136 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Tennessee. Bradley County 133 

Tennessee. Campbell County 226 

Tennessee. Cannon County 136. 574 

Tennessee. Carter County 27 

Tennessee, Clay County 136. 574 

Tennessee. Coffee County 136. 574 

Tennessee. Cumberland County 133 

Tennessee. Davidson County 136. 
574 

Tennessee, De Kalb County 136, 574 

Tennessee. Erwin Quadrangle (7.5*) 
27 

Tennessee, Franklin County 226 

Tennessee. Hamilton County 133 

Tennessee. Jackson County 136. 574 

Tennessee. Johnson City Quadrangle 
(7.5-) 27 

Tennessee. Jonesboro Quadrangle (7. 
5*) 27 

Tennessee. Macon County 136. 574 

Tennessee. Marion County 133 

Tennessee Monroe County 133 

Tennessee. Moore County 136 

Tennessee. Putnam County 136. 574 

Tennessee. Rhea County 133. 226 

Tennesse:. Roane County 133. 226 

Tennessee, Se^u.itchie County 133 

Tennessee, Smith County 136. 574 

Tennessee, Sumner County 136. 574 

Tennessee, Unicoi County 27 

248 

Tennessee. Unicoi Quadrangle (7.5") 

27 

Tennessee. Warren County 574 

Tennessee. Washington County 27 

Tennessee. White County 136. 574 
Texas 12. 13. 123. 212. 222. 258. 

3J0. 364. 369. 371.373.498. 
5!0. 530, 541. 551. 563. 564 

Texas. Andrews County 136 

Texas. Archer County 29 

Texas. Atascosa County 391 

Texas. Baylor County 29 

Texas. Blanco County 477 

Texas. Burnet County 136.477 

Texas, Callahan County 29 

Texas, Carson County 131 

Texas, DeWitt County 537 

Texas. Duval County 259. 391. 411 

Texas. Eastland County 29 

Texas. Fayette County 391 

Texas. Galveston Island 343 

Texas. Gillespie County 477 

Texas. Gonzales County 537 

Texas. Hartley County 131 

Texas. Haskell County 29 

Texas. Hutchinson County 131.499 

Texas, Jim Veils County i29 

Texas, Karnes County 259.391, 
410,411.537 

Texas. Kendall County 477 

Texas, Kleberg County 129 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Texas, Live Oak County- 259, 537 

Texas, Lubbock County 157 

Texas, Midland County 411 

Texas, Moore County 131 

Texas. Oldham County 131 

Texas. Padre Island 367 

Texas, Potter County 131 

Texas. San Saba County 157.477 

Texas. Shackelford County 29 

Texas, Starr County 391 

Texas. Stephens County 29 

Texas. Throckmorton County 29 

Texas. Williamson County 477 

Texas. Young County 29 

Turkey 577 

United Kingdom 577 

United Kingdom. England. 
Westmoreland County 417 

United States 53. 203. 223. 366. 
420. 440. 542. 543. 544. 562. 
565. 566. 568. 569. 575. 577 

USSR 15.53.315 

USSR. Kazakhstann. Che-1 hi Range 
33^ 

Utah 6. 13. 31. 36. 37, 39. 48. 
54. 56. 57. 60. 61. 64. 69. 74, 
80. 84. 85. 89. 95. 96, 106. 110. 
III. 113. 115. 149. 156. 158. 
160. 163. 165. 167. |75. 177. 
179. 181. 184. 187. 189, 199. 
207. 208. 222. 247. 261. 265. 
267. 268. 271. 276. 292. 301. 
313.348.371.378.385.409. 
423.441.450.472.481.508. 
5IO.5ll.530.533.540.54l. 
547. 548. 580 

Utah. Beaver County- 209 

Luh. Box Elder County. TUN. R19W 
23 

L'uh. Box Elder County. TI4N. RI7W 
23 

L'uh. Box Elder Countv. TI4S. RI8W. 
NW 1 4 23 

Luh. Box Elder Countv. TI5N. RI8W 
23 

Luh. Box Elder Countv. TI5N. RI9W 
23 

Uuh. Box Elder County. T47N. R70E. 
SW I 4 23 

Uuh. Cache County. TUN. R2E. -Vx. 
34. NW 1 4 249 

Utah. Carbon County 122 

Utah. Carbon Countv. Wellington 
347 

Utah. Daggett County 211 

Utah. Daggett Countv. T2N. R24E. 
Sec. 5 34 

Utah. Daggett Countv. T2Y R24E. 
Sec. 4 34 

Utah. Duchesne Countv. T4S. RI6E 
274 

Utah. Emcrv Countv 3. 41. 79. 107. 
122. 130. 155. 162. I6X. 169. 
248. 262. 269. 2X5. 291. 299. 
347. 376. 402. 403. 414. 435. 502 

Utah, f-ruiia 211.213 

Uuh. Garfield Countv 41. 62. 79. 
122. 130. 155.269.403.435. 
509.515 

Utah. Grand County 3. 43. 55. 75. 
79. 122. 130. 148. 269. 295. 300. 
303. 320. 376. 403. 442. 491. 
529. 535 

Utah. Grand County. Cisco 347 

http://5IO.5ll.530.533.540.54l


GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Utah, Grand County, Crescent 
Junction 347 

Utah, Grand County, Thompson 296, 
347 

Utah, Grand County, T22S, R22E. 
Sec. 32 230 

Utah. Grand County. T22S. R22E. 
Sec. 28 230 

Utah, Grand County, T23S. R22E. 
Sec. 6 230 

Utah. Hanksville 172 

Utah, Iron County 122, 269 

Utah. Juab County 151,411 

Utah, KaneCountv 98. 122, 130. 
155,269 

Utah, Kane County, T40S, R9W, Sec. 
21 231 

Utah, Kane County, T40S, R9W, Sec. 
8 231 

Utah. Kane County, T40S. R9W, Sec. 
20 231 

Utah, Kane County. T40S. R9W. Sec. 
15 231 

Utah, Kane County. T40S. R9W, Sec. 
17 231 

Utah. Kane County. T40S. R9W, Sec. 
9 231 

Utah, Kane County, T40S. R9W. Sec. 
16 231 

Utah, Leeds 316 

Utah, Marysvale 78, 164, 211. 283. 
357 

Utah, Ordervilie 213 

Utah, Piute County 3, 122, 210. 
411 

Utah, Piute County. T27S, R3W, Sec. 
6 228 

Utah. Rich Count} 383 

Utah. Rich Countv, TI3N. R6E. Sec. 
32 249 

Utah, San Juan County 3. 32. 38. 
40.47,49,75.79.81.97. 109. 
122. 130. 148. 152. 153. 164. 
169. 173. 174. 183.251.225. 
24s. 251. 269. 272. 284. 294. 
295,297.357.376.403.411. 
442.491.507,514.516.522, 
529.534 

Utah. San Juan County. Blanding 
114 

Utah. San Juan County. Moab 172 

Utah, Sevier County 122 

Utah, Thompson 43 

Utah, Uintah County 136, 274. 303 

Utah. Washington County 82, 98. 
122. 155.269.316.474.536 

Utah. Wayne Countv 41. 62. 90. 
122. 130. 155.269.402.403. 
435. 438, 509 

Vermont 207.212.371.530 

Virginia 199. 226. 371. 495, 498, 
530 

Virginia. Fairfax County 329 

Virginia. Lee County 188 

Virginia. Wise County 188 

Washington 13. 53, 124. 129. 197, 
222,353,371,416.481,489, 
510,511,530,553 

Washington, Chelan County 1%. 524 

Washington, Ferry County 196. 524 

Washington, King County 196 

Washington, Lincoln County 210. 
524 

Washington, Okanogan County 196, 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Washington, Okanogan County S24 

Washington, Pend Oreille County 
196. 524 

Washington, Snohomish County 1% 

Washington. Spokane County 1%, 
524 

Washington, Stevens County 1%. 
524 

Washington. Yakima County 196. 524 

West Virginia 371.444.495 

West Virginia, Barbour County 226 

West Virginia. Harrison County 226 

West Virginia. Kanawha County 226 

West Virginia, Lewis County 226 

West Virginia, Marion County 226 

West Virginia. Mason County 226 

West Virginia. Monongahela County 
226 

West Virginia, Ohio County 226 

West Virginia. Putnam County 226 

West Virginia. Randolph County 
188, 226 

West Virginia, Taylor County 226 

West Virginia. Tucker County 226 

West Virginia, Upshur County 226 

Wisconsin 199. 330. 371. 511. 513. 
554 

Wyoming 12, 13. 15. 19, 20, 31. 
36,44.45.46.54.87. 120. 123. 
157, 181, 182, 199, 207. 212, 
222,239,271,275,301.363. 
365. 371, 372. 374, 385, 393. 
402.406.407,409,415.430, 
468,470.472,481.510,511. 
530,541,580 

Wyoming. Albany County 411 

Wyoming. Albanv County, T26N, R84W, 
Sec. 34. SW 1 4 125 

Wyoming. Baggs 66, 103 

Wyoming, Baggs, T12X. R92W, Sec. 4 
252 

Wyoming. Campbell County 88, 100. 
273, 277. 411 

Wyoming. Campbell County. T45N, 
R75W, Sec. 11 252 

Wyoming. Carbon County 103. 135. 
139,200,273.400 

Wyoming. Carbon County, TI2N. R92W, 
Sec. 4 127 

Wyoming. Carbon County. TI3N, R93W. 
Sec. 36 127 

Wyoming. Carbon County. TI3N. R92W. 
Sec. 32 127 

Wyoming. Carbon County. T13N. R92W, 
Sec. 31 127 

Wyoming, Carbon County. T27N. R78W, 
Sec. 9 227 

Wyoming, Carbon County. T28N. R78W. 
Sec. 28 227 

Wyoming. Converse County 66. 88. 
119. 186.236.277.411 

Wyoming. Converse County. T37N. 
R73W. Sec. 3 252 

Wyoming. Converse County. T37N. 
R73W. Sec. 16 390 

W\ oming. Crook County 234. 273. 
389.411 

Wyoming. Fremont County V 67, 68. 
132. 138.235.248.273.277. 
318.411. 532.538 

Wyoming, Fremont County. T28N, 
R92W. Sec. 28 252 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Wyoming. Fremont County, T29N, 
R92W, Sec. 2, NE 1 4 125 

Wyoming, Fremont County, T29N, 
R90W, Sec. 6, NE 1 4 125 

Wyoming, Fremont County, T30N, 
R92W, Sec. 27, NE 1 4 125 

Wyoming, Fremont County, T31N, 
R93W, Sec. 24. NW 1 4 125 

Wyoming, Goshen County 277 

Wyoming, Hot Springs Cc jnty 532 

Wyoming, Johnson County 70, 88, 
100, 273, 411 

Wyoming, Lincoln County 383 

Wyoming, Lincoln County, Sage 274 

Wyoming, McComb 67 

Wyoming, Natrona County 68, 138, 
273. 532, 538 

Wyoming, Natrona County. T30N, 
R88W. Sec. 21. NE 1 4 125 

Wyoming. Niobrara County 66, 210. 
273, 277, 403. 411 

Wyoming, Niobrara County, Lusk 
134. 273 

Wyoming, Niobrara County, T32N, 
R63W. Sec. 7 134 

Wyoming, Platte County 277 

Wyoming, Puddle Springs Quadrangle 
(7.5") 132 

Wyoming, Rawlins 252 

Wyoming, Riverton 252 

Wyoming. Sheridan Count) 88 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County 176. 
V I, 235 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County, T24N. 
R95W, Sec. 28 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater County. T24N, 
R95W. Sec. 15 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater Countv. T24N. 
R95W. Sec. 10 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater Countv. T24N, 
R95W. Sec. 20 141 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County, T24N, 
R96W, Sec. 22 141 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County. T24N, 
R95W,Sec. 2 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater Countv. T23N, 
R94W, Sec. 17 141 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County. T23N. 
R94W. Sec. 27 141 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County, T23N. 
R96W 141 

Wyoming, Sweetwater Countv, T22N. 
R95W 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater County. T22N. 
R94W 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater County, T22N. 
R93W 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater County. T2IN. 
R95W 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater County, T2IN, 
R93W 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater County, T21N. 
R92W 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater County, T20N. 
R93W 141 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County. T20N, 
R92W 141 

Wyoming. Sweetwater County, T24N, 
R95W, Sec. 16 141 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County, T24N, 
R95W.Sec. 21 141 

Wyoming, Sweetwater County, T24N, 
R96W,Sec. 24 141 



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
Wyoming. Sweetwater Countv 
Wamsutter 273. 317 

Wyoming. T33N. R90W. Sec. 29 252 

Wyoming. T43N. R76W. Sec. 22 252 

Wyoming. T45N. R75W. Sec. 22 252 

Wyoming. Wamsutter 211 

Wyoming. Washakie County 532 

Wyoming. Weston Couniy 234 

Yugoslavia 577 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 

The one degree by two degree National Topographic Map Series (NTMS) quadrangles are indexed. 
The following nwp shows the quadrangles of the continental United States. 
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255 
QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
ABERDEEN 25.530 

ABILENE 29.564 

ADEL 222.423.446 

AJO 118.222.481.510.523 

ALBANY 323.345 

ALBUQUERQUE I, 3. 5. 6. 13. 15. 
30. 36. 54. 56. 57. 60. 65. 83. 
89.91.99. 110. 113. 121. 123. 
140. 158. 163. 164. 167. 171. 
172. 185. 187. 203. 208. 210. 
223. 224. 244. 247. 248. 251. 
255. 257. 260. 271. 282. 290. 
293.347.385.402.403.411. 
441.450. 481.493.4%. 510. 
511.512.530.540.545.548. 
563. 571. 57.1. 578 

ALEXANDRIA 564 

ALLIANCE 16.411 

ALTURAS 237 

AMARILLO »3I. 258. 499. 530. 563. 
564 

ANCHORAGE 448. 454. 518. 527 

ARDMORE 128. 136. 157.212.334. 
530.564 

ARMINTO I I . 13. 15. 19,20.31. 
36. 44.45. 46. 67. 70. 88. 100. 
120. 203. 235. 236. 239. 273. 
393.406.407.411.470.498. 
511.512.530.532.538 

ASHLAND 511.512.513 

ASHTON 19. 20. 31. 249. 275. 406. 
4O7.5I0.5II.5I2.53O 

ATHENS 322 

ATLANTA 133. 136. 212. 226. 322. 
530 

ATLIN 484 

AUGUSTA 198.322 

AURORA 136 

AUSTIN 136. 258. 477. 564 

AZTEC 5.6.36.56.57.60.89. 
110. 113. 158. 163. 164. 167. 
177. 185. 187. 208. 222. 223. 
247. 251. 260. 305. 402. 403. 
441.450.496.510. 511. 512. 
540. 571. 573. 578 

BAKER 249.337.481 

BAKERSFIELD 104. 157. 213. 220. 
421.429.481.530 

BALTIMORE 444 

BAY CITY 123. 343. 369. 373. 564 

BEAUMONT 564 

BEAVER 518 

BEEVILLE 13. 123. 203. 222. 258. 
259.369.371.373.375.391. 
410.411. 541.564 

BELLEVILLE 136.212 

BELOIT 16. 31. 371 

BEMIDJI 511.512.513 

BEND 124.416.446 

BENDELEBEN 448. 456. 478. 504 

BERING GLACIER 454.528 

BETTLES 194 

BIG DELTA 448. 454 

BIG SPRING 258. 563. 564 

BILLINGS 203. 219. 461. 468. 524. 
510 

BINGHAMTON 14.480 

BIRMINGHAM 133.226.530.574 

BISMARCK 31 

BLUEFIELD 444 

BLYTHEVILLE 574 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
BOSTON 323.345 

BOZEMAN 219.249,386.461.510. 
511,512,530 

BRADFIELD CANAL 448 

BRAINERD 511.512.513 

BRETON SOUND 369 

BRIGHAMCITY 23.31.222.481. 
510. 530 

BROWNFIELD 202. 258, 260, 563. 
564,573 

BROWNSVILLE 123. 369, 373. 564 

BROWN WOOD 157.258,477,564 

BUFFALO 136,212 

BURLINGTON 136,212 

BURNS 446 

BUTTE 217,219,249,381.386. 
461,490.498. 510, 511.512, 
524. 530 

CALIENTE 108. 156. 189. 222. 270. 
423 

CANDLE 194. >29. 448. 456. 484. 
486.504.519.521 

CANTON 226.233.444 

CANYON CITY 446.481 

CAPE FLATTERY 124, 416 

CARLSBAD 202. 260. 563. 5/.» 

CASPER 3, I I . 13, 15. 19.20.31, 
36. 44. 67, 68. 120. 123. 125. 
132. 138. 139. 176. 203. 222, 
227. 235, 236. 273. 277. 318, 
363. 365. 372, 374. 390. 400. 
406,407,415,510.511.512. 
530, 538 

CEDAR CITY 36, 41. 56. 57. 62, 82. 
89.98. 110. 113, 122. 155. 158. 
163, 177. 179. 208, 213, 222, 
223. 231. 269. 316. 403, 423 

CEDAR CITY 435.441. 474. 481. 
530. 536. 540 

CHALLIS 222. 249. 461. 483. 524. 
530.541 

CHANDALAR 194.488.518 

CHARLESTON 188.226 

CHARLEY RIVER 460. 464 

CHARLOTTE 4. 198. 449. 530 

CHARLOTTESVILLE 188.444.498 

CHATTANOOGA 133. 136. 212. 226. 
411.530.570.574 

CHEBOYGAN 136.371.530 

CHEYENNE 11.19.20.31.66.212. 
273.406. 407. 415. 510. 511. 512 

CHICO 343.380.411.530 

CHOTEAU 249. 461.510. 511.512 

CIRCLE 194.463.467.518 

CLARKSBURG 226.444 

CLEVELAND 212. 226 

CLIFTON 36. 56. 57. 89. 110. 113. 
118. 158. 161. 163. 177,208 
209. 223. 260. 282. 305. 403. 
441. 53C. 540.573. 578 

CLINTON 222. 371. 385. 387. 499. 
563. 564 

CLOVIS 157, 202. 258. 260. 330, 
563. 564. 573 

CODY I I . 19.20,31.203.406. 
407. 468. 530 

COLEEN 201 

COLUMBIA 136. 212. 226. 530. 570, 
574 

COLUMBUS 136.212 

CONCRETE 124. 196. 416, 481. 524 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
COOS BAY 339.416 

COPALIS BEACH 124.416 

CORBIN 133. 136. 226. 411. 530. 
570. 574 

CORDOVA 454. 5!8. 528 

CORPUS CHRISTI 123. 258. 369. 373. 
564 

CORTEZ 3. 5, 6. 24. 3Z 36. 38. 
40. 56. 57. 60, 79. 81. 89. 95, 
97. 110. 113. 114. 122. 126. 130. 
145. 148. 153. 158, 160. 163. 
164. 167. 168. 169. 177. 179. 
184. 187. 192. 203, 208. 210. 
211.223.225.247.248.251. 
269. 272. 289. 294. 295. 310. 
314. 315. 319. 347, 348. 376, 
393.403.411.441.450.481. 
491.494.4%. 511. 512. 514. 
516. 522. 529. 530. 533. 534, 
540.541 

CRAIG 6. 31. 36. 56. 57. 86. 89. 
110. 113. 126. 127. 158. 163. 
177, 182, 208. 213. 222. 223. 
247.274.281.305.403.411. 
441.448.484. 511.512.518. 
530. 533. 540. 541 

CRESCENT 222.416.446 

CRYSTAL CITY 13, 203. 222. 258, 
259.364.391,537.541,564 

CUMBERLAND 188. 226. 233. 444 

CUT BANK 510. 511.512 

DALHART 13. 131. 202. 258. 260. 
499, 563. 564. 573 

DALLAS 564 

DANVILLE 212 

DAVENPORT 212 

DAYTONA BEACH 199,256 

DEATH VALLEY 108. 156, 270, 346, 
421,423.429,481,510,511.512 

DEL RIO 564 

DELTA 151. 209. 211.411.481.530 

DENVER 6. 18. 86. 126. 144. 157. 
203.209.210.211.213.222. 
266. 274. 315. 338. 353. 385. 
411.426. 457. 479. 481. 49X. 
499.510.511.512.530 

DETROIT 136 

DICKINSON 31. 142. 203. 211. 212. 
222.245.408.411.530 

DILLON 136.219.249.381.386. 
461.498. 510. 511.512. 524 
530.530 

DIXON ENTRANCE 194. 205. 221. 448. 
484.498 

DODGE CITY 131.499.563 

DOUGLAS 118. 222. 260. 481. 573 

DRIGGS II. 19.20.22.31.35. 
274.383.406.407.511.512.530 

DUBOIS 33. 136. 209. 222. 249. 
381.461.481.498.524.530 

DULUTH 421. 511. 512. 513 

DURANGO 6. 36. 56. 57, 60. 89. 
110. 113. 126. 158. 163. 164. 
167. 168. 172. 177. 187. 208. 
222. 223. 251.289. 310.314. 
3I5.330.376.403.4M.429. 
441,481,496.510.530.533. 
540.541 

DYERSBURG 574 

EAGLE 194.454.460.464.465. 
466.518 

EAGLE PASS 258, 564 

EAU CLAIRE 511.512.513 

EKALAKA 31,206.211.212,219, 
242,245,411,530 

ELCENTRO 118,421,429,481 

DECATUR 136.411 EL PASO 260,481.563,573 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
ELK CITY 381.461. 498. 510. 511. 

512, 524. 530 

ELKO 481 

ELY 270.423.481 

EMORY PEAK 258. 498. 563. 564 

ENID 128. 212. 213. 411. 530. 539 

ESCALANTE 3. 6. 32. 36. 38. 40. 
41,49,56.57,60.61.62.79. 
89,97. 98. 109. 110. 113. 122. 
130. 153, 155, 158. 160. 163. 
164, 169. 173. 174. 177. 179. 
183, 184. 203. 208. 210. 213. 
223. 247. 248, 251. 269. 272. 
284, 292. 294. 295. 348. 376. 
403.411.441,442.450.502. 
507,509,515.516.522.529. 
530, 533. 540. 541 

ESCANABA 511.512. 513 

EVANSVILLE 371 

FAIRBANKS 194.448. 454. 462. 484 

FAIRMONT 37;. 511. 512. 513 

FARGO 511.512.513 

FLAGSTAF' 6. 36. 56. 57. 60, 89. 
MO. 113. 118. 158. 163. 169. 
183. 203. 208, 222. 223. 247. 
251.269.348.357.403.411. 
44). 523. 540. 541 

FLINT 136 

FORSYTH 31. 206 

FRESNO 189. 337. 346. 421. 429. 
481 

FT PIERCE 256.530 

FT SMITH 128.339.563 

FT STOCKTON 212. 258. 563. 564 

FT SUMNER 202. 260. 402. 481. 498. 
563, 573, 578 

GAINESVILLE 256.375 

GALLUP I, 5, 6, 13. 15. 30. 36. 
42. 52. 56. 57. 60. 83. 89. 91. 
110. 113. 118, 122. 123. 158. 
163, 164, 167. 170. 171. 183. 
187. 203. 208. 223. 224. 247. 
251.255,260.269.271.290. 
305,312,347,402.403,411. 
441. 450. 493.4%. 530. 540. 
541. 545, 550. 563. 571. 573. 578 

GEORGETOWN 198 

GILLETTE 11. 13. 15. 19.20,31, 
45,46.66.88. 123,203.209. 
211.212,218.234,236.239, 
273, 277, 372. 389. 393. 406. 
407,411.470.498.530 

GLASGOW 31 

GLENDIVE 31.206,211 

GLENS FALLS 323. 345. 398 

GOLDFIELD 108. 189. 222. 238. 270. 
481 

GOODLAND 16.31.499 

GOODNEWS 448 

GRAND CANYON 36. 56. 57. 61. 89. 
113. 118. 122. 155. 158. 163. 
179. 203. 208. 210. 222, 223. 
269.348.411,441.510.511. 
512. 523. 540 

GRAND FORKS 511.512.513 

GRAND ISLAND 499 

GRAND JUNCTION 3. 6. 13. 36. 43. 
56.57.89.%. 110. 113. 126. 
136. 148, 158. 163. 164. 172. 
177. 179.203.208. 222.223. 
269.274.296.313.320.347. 
403.403.411.441. 442.450. 
491.502,529.530.533.535. 
540.541 

GRANGEVILLE 481 

GREAT BEND 31.499 
GADSDEN 133, 212, 226. 530, 574 

GREAT FALLS 249 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
GREELEY 6. 31. 86. 126. 203. 209. 

210. 212. 222. 274. 338. 385. 
411.479.481.498. 510. 511. 
512, 530 

GREEN BAY 330.511.512.513 

GREENVILLE 198. 322. 334. 530 

GULKANA 448.454 

HAILEY 222. 249. 337. 481.483. 
524 

HAMILTON 222. 461.498. 5!0. 511. 
512. 524. 530 

HANCOCK 511.512.513 

HARDIN 31.206.468 

HARRISBURG 226. 233. 355. 482 

HARRISON 339.530 

HARTFORD 232.530 

HAVRE 26.219.249.498 

HAWAII NORTH 498 

HAWAII SOUTH 498 

HEALY 448.454 

HIBBING 511.512.513 

HOBBS 136. 202. 258. 260. 563. 
564. 573 

HOI BROOK 36. 56. 57. 89. 110. 113. 
118. 143. 158. 163. 177.203. 
208. 222. 223. 247. 269. 298. 
403. 441.510. 51 i. 512.523. 
530.540 

HOLY CROSS 194 

HOQUIAM 124.416. 511.512 

HOT SPRINGS 13, 31, 93. 159. 191. 
193.222.234,241.263.311. 
411.510. 511.512. 530 

HOUSTON 123.369.373.564 

HUGHES 194.448.469.484 

HUNTINGTON 212.226.444 

HURON 136. 530 

HUTCHINSON 382 

IDAHO FALLS 22. 33. 35. 222. 249. 
530 

IDITAROD 194.484.501.506 

ILIAMNA 448.458.531 

INDIANAPOLIS 136.212 

INTERNATIONAL FALLS 511. 512. 513 

IRON MTN 511.512.513 

IRON RIVER 210. 511.512. 513. 530 

JACKSONVILLE 199.256.530 

JEFFERSON CITY 530 

JENKINS 188.212.371.444 

JOHNSON CITY 27.188.212 

JOPLIN 136. 212. 530 

JORDAN 31 

JUNEAU 448.484 

KALISPELL 510. 511.512 

KANSAS CITY 212 

KANTISHNA RIVER 448. 454. 503 

KATEEL RIVER 194. 448. 469 

KENAI 448.454 

KETCHIKAN 448.518 

KINGMAN 118. 213. 222. 270. 286, 
371.421.429. 481.510. 511, 
512. 530 

KLAMATH FALLS 189. 222. 358. 416, 
446.541 

KNOXVILLE 4. 198. 449 

KOTZEBUE 194,448.456 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
260 

LA JUNTA 411.499.563 

LAKE CHAMPLAIN 212. 345. 398. 424, 
530 

LAKE CHARLES 190.564 

LAKE CLARK 448. 458. 531 

LAMAR 411.499.563 

LANDER I I . 13, 19.20.31.67. 
138. 176. 203. 222, 235, 248. 
277.318.372,406.407.411. 
511.512.530.538 

LAREDO 203.258.259.411.564 

LASCRUCES 157,209,222.260. 
481,511.512.573 

LAS VEGAS 108. 222. 264. 270. 423. 
511.512 

LAWRENCE 136 

LAWTON 128. 131. 157. 222. 334. 
387. 530. 563, 564 

LEADVILLE 3. 6. 15. 36. 56, 57. 
59.86.89. 107. 110. 113. 126. 
157, 158. 163. 164. 177. 203. 
208. 213. 216. 222. 223. 274. 
403. 411, 441. 481. Si.. 512. 
530. 533, 540. 541 

LEMMON 31.191.193.203.211. 
212. 222, 243. 245. 254. 277. 
408.411.413.530 

LEWISTON 323.345.498.530 

LEW1STOWN 249 

LIMON 479.499 

LITTLE ROCK 212,339 

LIVENGOOD 462 

LLANO 136.222.258,477,564 

LONG BEACH 421, 429 

LOS ANGELES 104,189.421.429. 
481,510.530 

LOUISVILLE 212.530 

LOVELOCK 210. 211. 222. 270. 354. 
475.481 

LUBBOCK 157.203.222.258.563. 
564 

LUKEVILLE 118.222 

LUND 270.475.481 

MANITOWOC 513.530 

MARBLE CANYON 6. 36. 38. 56. 57. 
60.61.84.89.92.97.110. 113. 
118. 122. 130. 137. 147. 158. 
163. 172. 179. 183. 203. 208. 
213. 222, 223. 247. 251. 269, 
347.403.411.441.450.510. 
523. 540. 541 

MARFA 212.258.564 

MARION 136 

MARIPOSA 346.481 

MARQUETTE 17. 199. 511. 512. 513. 
530 

MARSHALL 518 

MARTIN 31. 530 

MAUI 498 

MCALESTER 128.339 

MC ALLEN 203. 222. 258. 564 

MCCARTHY 454 

MCCLUSKY 31 

MCCOOK 499 

MC DERM ITT 222.481 

MC INTOSH 25. 31. 193. 530 

MEDFORD 124.339.416 

MEDFRA 526 

MELOZITNA 469 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
MESA 36,56,57,89. 110. 113. 

118. 143. 158. 163. 177.222. 
298.403.441.481.510.511. 
512. 523. 530, 540 

MIAMI 256 

MILBANK 511.512. 513 

MILES CITY 31. 206. 212. 219. 245 

MILLETT 203.222,270.481 

MINOT 31 

261 

MITCHELL 136. 193 

MOAB 3.6. 13. 15 
40. 43. 47. 55. 56 
75. 79. 89. 96. 107. 
113. 122. 126. 130. 
150. 152. 153. 158. 
166. 167. 168. 169. 
179. 184. 187. 192. 
210.213.223.225. 
251.265.269.272. 
294. 295. 296. 297. 
306, 307. 308. 310. 
315.319.320.330. 
357. 376. 385. 393. 
411.414.438.441. 
491.502.510.529. 
534. 535. 540. 541. 

. 24. 36. 38. 39. 
57. 58. 60. 

110. 111. 
145. I4S. 
163. 164. 
172. 177. 
203. 208. 
230. 250. 
279. 289. 
300. 303. 
313,314. 
347.348. 
402. 403. 
442. 450. 
530. 533. 
546 

MONTGOMERY 133 

MONTROSE 6. 36, 56. 57. 60. 89. 
110. 113. 126. 158. 163. 164. 
167. 168. 177. 187. 199. 203. 
208.214.222.223.251.265. 
289. 310. 314. 315.403. 411. 
414.441.481.510.530.533. 
540.541.546 

MT HAYES 28. 146. 448. 454 

MT MC KINLEY 194. 448. 454 

MT MICHELSON 194. 455, 487 

NABESNA 454.466.518 

NASHVILLE 136.212.530.570.574 

NEEDLES 118,421.429.481.5)0. 
511,512 

NEW ORLEANS 369 

NEWULM 511.512.513 

NEWARK 178.212.213.226.233. 
355. 482. 530 

NEWCASTLE II. 13. 15. 19. 20. 31. 
44. 45.46. 66. 87. 88. 100. 119. 
120. 123. 186. 203, 234. 236. 
239. 263. 273. 277. 363. 372. 
393.406.407.411.470.498. 
530.541 

NOG ALES 118. 157. 210. 222. 481. 

523 

NOME 194.448.456.500 

NORTH PLATTE 16. 499 

NORTON BAY 456. 504 

NL'LATO 448 

OAHU 498 
OGDEN II. 19.20.31.211.212. 

249. 274. 383. 402. 406. 407. 
510. 530 

OGDENSBIRG 424 

OKANOGAN 196. 197. 222. 481. 524 

OKLAHOMA CITY 128. 411. 539. 563 

OMAHA 371 

OPHIR 453.518 

ORLANDO 256 

PADUCAH 209.212.330 

PALESTINE 564 

PECOS 258. 411. 530. 563. 564 

PEORIA 136 

PERRYTON 131,258.499.563.564 

PETERSBURG 194.448,518 

PHENIXCTTY 530 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
PHOENIX 118. 213, 222,287. 288. 

481. 523, 530 

PIERRE 31, 193, 530 

PITTSBURGH 212,226.233 

PLAINVIEW 222,258,563.564 

PLANT CITY 256 

POCATELLO 21,23.249.383,423. 
530 

PORT ARTHUR 369.564 

PORTLAND 323,337.345 

PRATT 499 

PRESCOTT 118. 189. 211. 222. 287. 
288.510.511.512,523,530 

PRESIDIO 258. 564 

PRESTON II. 19. 20, 31. 212. 274, 
383. 406, 407, 530 

PRICE 3.6.36,41.43.56,57, 
89. 110, 113. 122. 155, 158. 163. 
164, 168. 169. 177. 179, 203. 
208. 223, 248. 262, 274. 285. 
291. 299. 313. 347. 402, 403. 
414. 435. 441, 450, 502. 530. 
533, 540. 541 

PRINCE RUPERT 221. 448. 498 

PROVIDENCE 368 

PUEBLO 6. 18. 126, 157, 203, 209. 
213.215,222.353.411,481. 
498.499.510,511.512.530 

PULLMAN 510. 524 

QU ETICO 513 

QUINCY 136.212.530 

RALEIGH 4.371 

RAPID CITY 13. 15.31.93, 102. 
191. 193, 195. 218. 222. 234. 
510, 530 

RATON 101. 157, 202. 260. 402. 

RATON 411, 510. 511,512. 530. 
563.573 

RAWLINS II. 19. 20, 31, 103. 127. 
135.141,176.182.200.203. 
211.212,222.235.273,317, 
40c. 407, 450. 510. 530 

REDDING 530 

RENO 189.212.222,270,481 

RICE LAKE 511,512.513 

RICHFIELD 3. 36. 56. 57. 78. 89. 
110.113, 158. 163. 177.189. 
208.209,210,211.222,223. 
228. 269, 283, 348. 357,403, 
411.441.481.530.540 

RICHMOND 530 

RHZV1LLE 196.210,222,481.524. 
530 

ROANOKE 498 

ROCK SPRINGS II. 19. 20, 31. 141. 
176, 182.203.212.235.317. 
406,407. 530 

ROLLA 94,304.530 

ROME 133. 136.322.530.574 

ROSEAU 511.512.513 

ROSEBURG 124. 339. 416. 530 

ROSWELL 260.481.563.573 

ROUN; UP 249,461.530 

RUBY 194. 525 

RUSSELLVILLE 339.530 

RUSSIAN MISSION 194. 518 

SACRAMENTO 343. 380. 530 

SALEM 124.416.446.530 

SALJNA 3, 6. 36. 41. 43. 56. 57. 
60.61.62.85,89.90. 107. 110. 
113. 122. 130. 153. 155. 158, 
162. 163, 164. 168. 169. 172. 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
SALINA 177. 179. 184. 203. 208. 

211.213.222.223.248.262. 
269. 285. 291. 292. 295, 299. 
313.347.348.402.403.414. 
435.438.441.450.481,502. 
509. 530. 533. 540 

SALT LAKE CITY 6. 31. 36, 56. 57. 
89. 110. 113. 158. 163. 177.208. 
213.223.274.403,441.481. 
510. 530. 533. 540. 541 

SALTON SEA 118. 421. 429. 481. 523 

SAN ANGELO 411. 530. 563. 564 

SAN ANTONIO 25k. 364. 391. 564 

SAN BERNARDINO 421. 423. 429.481. 
511.512 

SAN DIEGO 421.429.481 

SAN FRANCISCO 378. 395, 530 

SAN JOSE 380.530 

SAN LUIS OBISPO 421. 429 

SANDPOINT 13. 196. 197. 222. 353. 
481.510.511.512.524.530 

SANTA ANA 421. 429. 481. 510. 530 

SANTA CRUZ 421.429.530 

SANTA FE 3. 157. 202. 222. 260. 
282. 356.402.411.510. 511. 
512. 530. 563. 573, 578 

SANTA MARIA 421.429 

SANTA ROSA 352 

SAVANNAH 198.322 

SCOTT CITY 16.31, 131.499 

SCOTTS BLUFF 16.499 

SCRANTON 14,212.226,233.355, 
480, 482, 530 

SEATTLE 124,222,416 

SEGUIN 13.203.258.759.391. 
410, 537, 564 

SELAWIK 194.448.456.484.521 

SELDOVIA 459.531 

SEWARD 448. 454. 518 

SHELBY 212 

SHERBROOKE 323.345 

SHERIDAN II. 15. 19. 20. 31. 45. 
46. 66. 88. 123. 203. 236. 239, 
273.372.393.4O6.407.4II. 
468. 470. 498. 510. 511. 512. 530 

SHERMAN 258,564 

SHIPROCK 3. 5, 6. 13. 36. 38. 51. 
56.57.60.71.72.76.77.81. 
84.89.92.95.97. 110. 112, 
113. 116. 117. 118, 122. 130. 
137. 154. 158. 163. 164. 167. 
177. 179. 180. 183. 187. 203. 
204.208.223,247.251.260. 
269.3O5.3I2.357.376.403. 
441.450.481,491.496.540. 
541. 571. 573. 578 

SHISHMAREF 194.448.456 

SHUNGNAK 194.448.469 

SILVER CITY 118. 209. 222. 253. 
26O.48I.5I0.5II.5I2.523. 
530. 573 

SIOUX FALLS 511.512.513 

SITKA 518 

SKAGWAY 194.448 

SOCORRO 3. 36. 56. 57. 83. 89. 
110. 113 158, 161. 163. 171. 
208, 222. 223. 255. 260. 282. 
290.402.403.411.441.447. 
510. 540. 545. 563. 573. 578 

SOLOMON 194. 448, < 56. 504 

SONORA 563.564 

SPARTANBURG 198.530 

SPOKANE 13. 1%. 197. 203. 210. 
249.283.353.481.489.510, 
511,512.524.530 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
SPRINGFIELD 530 

ST CLOUD 511,512,513 

ST JOHNS 36,56, 57, 83. 89. 110. 
113,118,158,161.163.170, 
171, 177,208, 223, 255, 260, 
269. 282, 290, 305,312.403. 
411,441.523.530,540.550. 
563. 573, 578 

ST LAWRENCE 194,484 

ST LOUIS 94, 304 

STERLING 31,479.499 

STILLWATER 511.512, 513 

SUMDUM 448 

SUSANVILLE 275. 329, 377. 411. 
419. 530 

TALKEETNA 448.454 

TALKEETNA MTS 448. 454. 527 

TAMPA 256.530 

TANACROSS 454. 466. 484. 518 

TANANA 484, 503 

TAWAS CITY 212 

TAYLOR MTS 484 

TELLER 194.205,246.448.452. 
456.484. 505 518 

TEXARKANA 258,564 

THE DALLES 124.416 

THERMOPOLIS II . 19. 20. 31. 66. 
67, 203. 222. 235, 248. 406. 407. 
4II.5IO.530.532.538 

THIEF RIVER FALLS 511. 512. 513 

THUNDER BAY 513 

TONOPAH 156. 189. 212. 222. 270. 
481 

TOOELE 31.378.481.530 

264 

TORONTO 212 

TORRINGTON 11. !9. 20. 31. 44. 66. 
119. 120. 134.203.210.211. 
212. 236. 239. 273. 277. 406. 
407.411.510. 511. 512. 530. 541 

TRAVERSE CITY 136.212.530 

TRINIDAD 6. 126. 157.208.411. 
481.498. 510. 511. 512 

TRONA 371.421.429.481 

TUCSON 118.222.348.481.511. 
512.523.530 

TUCUMCARI 13. 131. 157.202.258. 
260. 282. 499. 563. 564. 573 

TULAROSA 36. 56. 57. 89. 110. 113. 
157. i58. 161. 163. 177.208. 
209. 222. 223. 260. 282. 403. 
441.510.540.563. 573.578 

TULSA 128. 136. 212. 339. 411. 530 

TUPELO 327 

TWO HARBORS 511.512.513 

TYLER 564 

TYONEK 448.454 

UNAl.AKI.EET 518 

VALDEZ 448.454 

VALDOSTA 256. 530 

VALENTINE 16 

VAN HORN 212. 258. 530. 564 

VANCOUVER 124.416.446 

VERNAL 6. 31. 34. 36. 56. 57. 89. 
110. 113. 126. 127. 136. 158. 
163. 177. 182.203.208.212. 
213.222.223.247.274.303. 
305.403,411.441.510.530. 
533. 540. 541 

VICTORIA 124. 222. 416 

VINCENNES 136. 212 



QUADRANGLE NAME INDEX 
VYA 156. 213. 222. 240. 270. 423. 

481 

WACO 564 

WALKER LAKE 156. 189. 212. 222. 
270.371.475.481 

WALLACE 219.461.510.511.512. 
524. 530 

WARREN 226.233 

WASHINGTON 329 

WATFORD CITY 31. 142, 222. 249. 
411 

WELLS 23.423.481.510 

WENATCHEE 124. 1%. 197. 416. 481. 
524 

WEST PALM BEACH 256 

WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS 210.211. 
219.222.249.461.510.530 

265 

WICHITA 212.382.411 

WICHITA FALLS 29.258.564 

WILLIAMS 36. 56. 57. 89. 110. 113. 
118. 158. 163.208.222.223. 
269.403.411.441. 510.511. 
512. 523. 530. 540 

WILLIAMSPORT 2. 226. 233. 355. 482 

WILL1STON 31.249 

WINCHESTER 212.574 

WINNEMUCCA 156. 222. 423. 481 

WINSTON-SALEM 4.449 

WISEMAN 194.488 

WOLF POINT 31.249.411 

WOODWARD 499. 564 

YAKIMA 124. 196. 197.416. 481. 
524 
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GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURES INDEX 

Geologic formations, mines, claims, districts, lakes, rivers, mountains, and other regional 
structures presented in the reports are indexed. 

IV 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Abajo Mountains 130, 160, 225 

Abe Lincoln Mine 523 

Abiquiu District 402 

Abiquiu Tuff Member 356 

Abo Sandstone 157. 185, 251, 402, 
447,578 

Absaroka Mountains 31, 538 

Absaroka Volcanic Field 12 

Adamdlo Granodiorite 417 

Admiral Formation 29 

Agadcs Basin 8 

Agiapuk River Basin 452, 505 

Agnes Prospect 127 

Agnew Lake 13 

Ajax Prospect 33 

Ajibik Quartzite 17.513 

Alachua Formation 256 

Alaska Range 146,448,467.518, 
518 

Alcova Limestone Member 135, 532 

Alder Creek 452,505 

Alhambra Group 219, 253 

Alice Claim 241 

Alice District 126 

Allegheny Formation 226. 233, 444, 
495 

Allison Member 5 

Alma District 126, 216 

Amarillo-Wichita Uplift 131, 387 

Amazon River 366 

267 

Ambrosia Dome 224 

Ambrosia Lake District 1. 15. 30. 
36, 121, 123. 224. 545, 578 

American Falls Lake Beds 21 

American River 478 

Amphitheatre Formation 28. 146 

Amphitheatre Mountains 28 

Anuden Formation 135, 200, 206, 
249, 252, 532 

Anaconda Section 9 Mine 293 

Anadarko Basin 131 

Anchorage District 454 

Ancient Grand Channel 25 

Andrews Schist 4 

Animas Formation 578 

Animikie Group 513 

Ankareh Shale 402 

Ann Creek 146 

Anna Bemice Claims 523 

Anna Creek 195 

Anna Shale Member 128 

Annie Laurie Prospect 523 

Antelope Springs District 108 

Antietam Sandstone 495 

Antrim Shale 53. 136. 207. 208. 
430 

Anzac Creek 456.519 

Apache Group 143 

Apache Oil Field 387 

Appalachian Highlands 565 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
268 

Appalachian Mountains 4. II. 133, 
226 

Appalachian Plateau 226. 233. 371 

Appling Soils 322 

Arbuckk Limestone 382. 387. 411 

Arbuckle Mountains 128 

Arikarec Sandstone 16. 19. 86. 
139, 142, 157. 193. 206, 242, 
243. 245, 254, 277. 372.49V. 530 

Arkansas River 369, 564 

Arrowhead Limestone Member 270 

Arroyo Formation 29 

Arroyo Penasco Formation 578 

Ash Creek Group 512 

Ash Hollow Member 16 

Ash Meadows District 108 

Ashhopper Hollow Fault 27 

Aspen Shale 274 

Asphailum Sandstone 128 

Astoria Formation 124 

Athabasca Region 517 

Athens Shale 27 

Atkinson Mesa 250 

Atlantic Ocean 368.422 

Atoka Formation 339 

Atom Claims 523 

Atwater Bar 465 

Auger Conglomerate Lentil 128 

Avon Valley District 461 

Axial Basin Uplift 31 

Baca Formation 161. 578 

Badger Creek Mine 33 

Baglcy Mining Area 237 

Baker Lake 517 

Bakersvilk Gabbro 4 

Bakouma Deposit 8 

Bald Mountain Syncline 144 

Bancroft Area 181 

Bandelier Tuff 244 

Bandera Shale 128 

Bannock Range 21 

Bannock Volcanic Formation 21 

Bar H Area 408 

Bare Mountain 108 

Barnes Conglomerate Member 512 

Barnctt Shale 477 

Barren Measures 409 

Barrett Prospect 503 

Bartlcsvillc Sands 128 

Bartlctt Barren Member 5 

Basin and Range Province 21. 156. 
423. 565 

Basin Creek District 483 

Basin Mountain 337 

Basin No. I Mine 251 

Battle Spring Formation 120. 203. 
235. 372 

Bays Formation 495 

Bead Mountain Limestone Member 29 

Bear Creek 456 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Bear Formation 477 

Bear Gulch S2S 

Bear River District 530 

Bear River Formation 22. 35. 274 

Bcarpaw Mountains 26, 329. 498 

Bearpaw Shale 26 

Beartooth Gneissic Complex 511 

Beartooth Mountains 125. 219 

Brartooth Quartzite 253 

Beaufort Formation 4 

Beaver Creek Mesa 172 

Beaver Divide 138.277 

Beaver Lake 482 

Beaverhead Valley District 46i 

Beaverlodge Deposit 181 

Bechler Conglomerate 22. 35 

Beckwith Formation 274 

Belle Fourche Shale Member 26 

Belle Plains Formation 29 

Beit Scries 490. 510 

Belted Range 108 

Ben Creek 466 

Benton Shale 86 

Berea Sandstone 129. 343 

Berkeley Springs Quarry 129 

Berkshire Sands 343 

Bernal Formation 578 

Betul District 409 

Bidahochi Formation 183 

269 

Big Buck Mine 153 

Big Cottonwood Formation 511 

Big Creek 525 

Big Hole Basalt 21 

Big Hole Valley District 461 

Big Indian Mine 402 

Big Indian Ore Belt 203 

Big Indian Wash 36. 64. 80. 153. 
164. 169 172. 269. 294. 297 

Big Maria Mountains 510 

Bighorn Basin 12. 19. 31. 468. 532 

Bighorn Dolomite 252. 532 

Bighorn Mine 33 

Bighorn Mountains 31. 70. 125. 
206. 239. 273. 372. 538 

Birch Creek 525 

Birch Creek Schist 462. 527 

Birch Gulch 526 

Bird Spring Formation 264. 270 

Bird Spring Range 264 

Hiscaync Aquifer 375 

Biitcrroot Valley District 461 

Black Canyon 33 

Black Creek 469 

Black Creek Formation 4. 495 

Black Dike Deposit 523 

Black Forest 358 

Black Hawk District 253. 530 

Black Hills 15. 19.66. 102. 157. 
159. 195.203.218.234.249. 
252.263.273.277,311.389. 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Black Hills 406, 510. 530 

Black Hills Monocline 389 

Black Hills Uplift 31, 263 

Black Knob Ridge 128 

Black Mesa 347 

Black Mesa Basin 60, 183, 247. 305 

Black Mountain 108. 305, 510 

Black Mountain Anticline 247 

Black Mountain Claims 523 

Black R-wf 223 

Black Snake Hollow 14 

Blackfoot Valley District 461 

Black hawk Formation 295. 548 

Blackjack Creek Limestone Member 
128 

Blackrock Canyon Limestone Member 
21 

Blacktail Creek Watershed 386 

Blackwater Creek 256 

Blakcly Formation 124 

Blanding Basin 114, 225 

Blind River 409, 497 

Bliss Sandstone 510 

Blood Creek Syncline 31 

Bloomington Formation 21 

Bloomsburg Red beds 355, 495 

Blowing Rock Gneiss 4 

Blowout Deposit 45 

Blue Mesa 529 

Blue Ridge Selt 198 

270 

Bluefield Shale 188 

Bluestone Formation 188 

Bluestone River Basin 452. 505 

Bluewater Fault 251 

Bluff Sandstone 83,95. 117. 121. 
140. 225, 251, 496, 548, 578 

Boi«e Basin 430 

Bokan Mountains 194. 205. 221. 498 

Bonanza Creek 467 

Bonanza King Formation 108 

Bone Valley Gravel 181.207,208, 
223, 256, 430, 530 

Bonniebell Claims 274 

Bonsall Tonalite 346 

Boone Formation 128 

Borrego Pass Lentil 5 

Boso Deposit 391 

Boulder Batholith 207. 208, 217. 
219,385.481.510 

Boulder Creek 456,503 

Boulder Creek Granite 338. 457. 
510.511 

Boulder Knoll 225 

Boundary Peak Granite 346 

Bovven Formation 495 

Bowes Dome 26 

Box Butte Member 16 

Bozo Claims 274 

Bradford Sand 129 

Brahmapu.ra River 366 

Brasstown Schist 4 



!7I 
GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Brazer Limestone 33. 249. 483 

Brazos River 29. 369. 564 

Breadtray Granite 510 

Breathitt Formation 226 

Breckenridge District 126 

Bremner District 454 

Brevard Belt 4. 198 

Bridger Basin 274 

Bridgcr Formation 19. 127, 274 

Bristol Bay 448 

Brooks Mountain 205. 246 

Brown Deposits 45 

Brown Throne Claims 299 

Browns Gulch 386 

Browns Park Formation 19.66. 103. 
127. 135. 157. 182. 200. 203. 
252. 273. 274. 277. 530 

Broxson Gulch 146 

Brule Formation 19.93. 142. 193. 
243. 254. 372 

Brunswick Formation 355 

Brush Creek Area 126 

Brushy Basin 385 

Brushy Basin Member I, 5, 6. 24, 
30,37,83, 106, 110. 117, 121, 
130, 140, 145, 179, 183, 185, 
187, 192, 203, 224, 225. 230, 
248. 250, 251, 255, 257, 290, 
295, 2%, 450,491,496, 502, 
546, 548. 578 

Bryan Creek 504 

Buckland District 229, 456 

Buckland River 456 

Buck man Property 266 

Buckskin Gulch 216 

Buffalo Claims 524 

Buffalo Head Prospect 127 

Buffalo Mountain 27 

Bull Canyon 251 

Bull Canyon District 3 

Bullfrog Hills 108 

Bullion Butte Area 142 

Bullion Canyon 228 

Bullion Dolomite Member 270 

Bullion Monarch Mine 228 

Bulloch Claims 231 

Bundelkhand Granite Gneiss 
Batholith 409 

Burgess Prospect 353 

Burned Mountain Metarhyolitc 512 

Barren's Claim 465 

Burro Can von Formation 6. 24, 79. 
106. 117,145. 192.225.250. 
295.297.491.496. 546. 548 

Burro No. 7 Deposit 390. 393 

Bursum Formation 447. 578 

Busts'Claim 465 

Butler Hill Granite 510 

Byars Deposit 128 

C Claims 152 

Cacapon Sandstone Member 495 

Caco Slope 224 

Cactus Range 108 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Cactus Spring District 108 

Caddy Canyon Quartzite 2! 

Cahaba Syncline 226 

Calamity Claims % 

Calamity Mes- 491 

Calaveras Formation 220 

Calico Bluff Formation 460 

Caioosahatchee Marl 256 

Caloso Formation 578 

Calvert Ash Bed 16 

Calyz Mines 169 

Camas District 524 

Camclback Mountain Quartzite 21 

Cameron Area 530 

Cameron Mining District 169 

Cameron Prospect 246 

Camp Colorado Limestone Member 29 

Camp Creek Shale Member 29 

Camp Mesa 76 

Camp Smith Area 232 

Canadian River 499 

Canadian Shield 223. 371. 476. 
510. 517. 565 

Canah Hollow Fault 27 

Candle Creek Area 453. 456. 486. 
506 

Cane Creek District 184 

Cannonball Member 193. 245 

Cantwell Formation 448 

Canyonlands Area 184 

272 

Cape Darby 504 

Cape Fear River 4 

Cape Nome 500 

Capitol Reef 62.90. 155. 172. 
435. 438 

Caribbean Island Arc 124 

Caribbean Sea 416 

Caribou Are? 126. 530 

Caribou Mountains 35. 469 

Carlile District 234 

Carlile Shale 25.26 

Carmel Formation 6, 79. 83. 117. 
130. 149. 192.230,251.269. 
295. 297. 502. 548 

Carrara Formation 108 

Carrizo Mountains 60. 112. 116. 
117. 170. 180. 183 

Carrizo Sandstone 364. 375. 410 

Carver Creek Granite 510 

Cascade Mountains 124. 1%. 524 

Cashin Mine 402 

Castle Hayne Limestone 4 

Castlegate Sandstone 295. 548 

Catahoula Sandstone 258.259.391. 
410. 537 

Cathedral Peak Granite 346 

Catherine Claim 523 

Catskill Formation 2. 157. 233. 
355. 482 

Catskill Mountains 14. 480 

Cattaraugus Formation 233 

Cave Valley Basin 475 
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GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Cecil Soils 322 

Cedar Canyon 254 

Cedar HiLs Deposit 127 

Cedar Mesa Sandstone .Member 122, 
295, 514, 548 

Cedar Mountain 502 

Cedar Mountain Formation 6,79, 
230, 296, 502 

Cedars Prospect 127 

Cenotaph Volcanics 448 

Centennial Valley District 461 

Central City District 125.530 

Central Lowlands 565 

Cerrillos District 282, 411 

Chaco Slope 1 

Chadron Arch Uplift 31 

Chadron Formation 19. 93, 142, 
193, 218. 243. 254 

Chafee Formation 216 

Chalk Mountain 126 

Chalky Buttes Area 142 

Challis Volcanics 1H3 

Chandalar District 455. 467, 488, 
518 

Chappel Limestone 47 / 

Charley River Batholith 464 

Charlotte Belt 198 

Chase Group 539 

Chattanooga Shale 53, 128, 133, 
136,207 208,212,223,271, 
382,385,394,396,397,411. 
430, 530, 566, 570, 574 

Checkerboard Limestone 128.430 

Cheenik Creek 504 

Chemung Formation 355 

Cherokee Mountain 27 

Cherokee Shale 136.382.530 

Cherokee Thrust Block 27 

Cherry Creek Group 481. 511 

Chestnut Ridge Anticlinal Complex 
226 

Chicken Creek 465.466 

Chilhowee Group 4. 27 

Chinle Formation 3. 5. 24. 32. 37. 
55. 60, 64. 79. 80. 82. 85. 98. 
109, 117, 118. 121. 122. 130. 
145, 147, 152, 153. 155. 164. 
169. 172, 179. 183. 184. 185. 
187, 192. 202. 203. 247. 248. 
251.269.271.276.294.295. 
297,300.305.312.316.348, 
357 385.402.411.414.430. 
438. 447. 450. 474. 502. 514. 
515, 516. 522. 530. 536. 548. 578 

Chisana District 467. 518 

Chloride Chief Claim 316 

Chuckanut Formation I2*» 

Chuckwaila Complex 510. 512 

Chugach Mountains 454 

Chugoku Massif 223 

Chugwater Formation 70. 132, 135. 
200, 252, 468. 532. 538 

Church Rock Member 24, 183 

Chuska Mountains 71, 72, 164 

Chuska Sandstone 5, 117. 251, 450, 
578 

Cimarron River 369 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Cincinnati Dome 226 

Circle Cliffs 38. 61. 81. 155. 435 

Circle District 448 

Circle Hot Springs Area 463. 467. 
518 

Cisco Group 29. 131 

Claggett Formation 26 

Claiborne Group 327. 391 

Claremore Springs 128 

Clayton Formation 327 

Clear Creek 469.504 

Clear Fork Group 29. 131 

Cleary Coal Member 5 

Cleary Hill Mine 462 

Clem Mountain 229, 456 

Cliff House Sandstone 5. 185. 204. 
244. 578 

Clifford Smith Claims 299 

Climax LVposit 391 

Climax Stock 108 

Clinch Sandstone 495 

Cloverly Formation 6. 132. 135. 
200, 206. 227. 252, 468. 532 

Club Mesa 250 

Cluff Lake Depos.t 181 

Clyde Formation 29 

Coal Creek 303 

Coal Creek Quartzite 511 

Coal Measures 226 

Coal Mount Augen Gneiss 511 

274 

Coaledo Formation 124 

Coast Range Batholith 221.429 

Coastal Plain 4. 198. 322, 371. 
565 

Cobalt Group 13 

Cochctopa District 214 

Cochise Mountains 481 

Cochran Formation 495 

Coconino Sandstone 118.122.207. 
210 

Cody Shale 132, 235. 252. 532 

Coeur d'Alcne District 210. 283. 
524. 530 

Coeymans Limestone 480 

Colcen River 201 

Coleman Junction Limestone Member 
29 

Colorado Group 26, 206. 249 

Colorado Plateau I. 3. 6. 15. 36. 
37. 38. 39, 50. 53. 54. 57. 74. 
78.80.81.89,95, 107. 110. 
113. 122. 123. 126. 129. 130. 
145, 149, 158. 162. 163. 164. 
165. 167. 168. 169. 175. 177. 
179, 192.202.207.208.210. 
213,222.223.247.251.261. 
265.269.271.272.274.276. 
283, 290. 295. 296. 301. 305. 
330.348.356.357.371.376. 
385. 390. 393. 402. H>3. 406. 
409.411.414.430.432.439. 
441. 443. 446. 450. 472. 491. 
4%. 497.499. 502. 508. 515. 
516,522,529,530.533.540. 
545, 547, 548. 565. 579. 580 

Colorado River 29. 73. 130. 152. 
300. 369. 371. 564 

Colton Formation 295, 548 

Columbia Plateau 222. 565 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Columbia River 421 

Coivilk Bathclith 481 

Comb Ridge Monocline 160. 2SI 

Comet Area 217 

Comet Shear Zone 217 

Compass Creek Intrusive 146 

Conemaugh Formation 226. 444. 495 

Congo River 366 

Conklin Canyon Prospects 237 

Connoiiy Creek 456 

Connolly Creek Area 229 

Conquista Clay Member 391 

Conuct Reef 223 

Contintntal Deposit 391 

Conway Granite 199, 223. 323. 337, 
345. 398. 498 

Cook Inlet 448, 458. 459. 531 

Cooper Gulch Fault 216 

Cooper Marl 198 

Coosa Syncline 226 

Copper Canyon 84 

Copper Creek Copper Lode Prospect 
464 

Copper King Claims 458. 530. 531 

Copper Mountain Mine 33 

Copper River Basin 448 

Copper Squaw Mine 523 

CordiMeran Foreland 31 

Cordilleran Geosyncline 24 

Coso Formation 156, 203 
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Cotopaxi Baiholith 510 

Cottonwood Creek 501. 506 

Cottonwood Creeks Prospects 237 

Cottonwood Wash 184. 225. 251 

Council Grove Group 539 

Countryman Clove 14 

Cove Deposit 189 

Cove Mesa 170 

Cow Springs Sandstone 5 

Cowlitz Formation 124 

Cranberry Gneiss 4 

Craven Canyon Area 241 

Crcney Draw Area 45 

Crescent Mine 524 

Creston Ridge 141 

Crevasse Canyon Formation. 5. 578 

Cripple Creek Granite 429 

Cripple-Creek Mountains 453. 506 

Crooks Gap 123. 235. 273. 365. 530 

Crooks Gap District 66. 125. 318. 
372,411.538 

Cross Canyon 225 

Cross Creek Granite 511 

Crystal Mine 526 

Crystal Mountain 126 

Crystal Mountain Mi.ie 524 

Crystal Spring Formation 510. 512 

Cub Creek 456 

Cuba District 402, 523 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Cuban Gulch 460 

Cucharas District 157 

Cuerbio Basalt 3S6 

Cumberland Plateau 133, 574 

Cumnock Formation 4 

Current Creek Watershed 386 

Curtis Formation 6, 79, 130, 149, 
247, 274, 295, 305. 502, 548 

Cutler Formation 24, 32, 47, 79, 
117, 122, 130, 137, 147, 153, 
164, 184, 187, 192, 203, 269, 
294, 295, 297, 357, 450, 514. 
515, 548, 578 

Cyclone Rim Fault 176 

Cypress Hills 517 

Dacie Creek 156 

Dagmar Claim 241 

Dakota Sandstone I. 5. 6. 24, 25. 
59.79,86.91, 106. 117. 140. 
145. 185, 192. 193.207,213. 
214, 230, 231, 244. 247, 251. 
274. 281, 290. 295. 2%. 297. 
305. 402. 447. 450. 496. 499. 
502. 530, 545, 548, 578 

Dalton Claims 299 

Dan River Basin 4 

Darby Formation 252 

Darby Mountains 504 

Darby Pluton 194. 199 

Datil Formation 578 

Datil Mountain Area 161. 282 

Dawson Arkose 353 

Daybreak Mine 524 

De Chetly Sandstone Member 5. 117, 
122, 147. 548 

276 

Dead Man's Gulch 128 

Deadwood Creek 463 

Deadwood Formation 19. 193. 195. 
199. 263. 510 

Dean Drift Mine 503 

Decorah Fault 551 

Deep Creek Formation 21 

Deep Lake Formation 510,511 

Deep River Ba»:n 4 

Deer Flat Area 516 

Deer Lodge Valley District 461 

Deer Mountain 1% 

Defiance Uplift 60.77.81.251. 
312 

Dellvale Ash Bed 16 

Delta Mines 80. 164. 169 

Delta River 146 

Dcnali Fault 146 

Denver Basin 12, 19. 31.353 

Dese Creek 452.505 

Desert Caldera 151 

Desert Mountain 151 

Devil's Gate 372 

Devils Gate Limestone 108 

Dewey Bridge Dolomite 24 

Dexter Cairns 299 

DGCIaims 524 

Dike Rock 34 

Dilco Coal Member 5 

Dilworth Sandstone Member 391 



GEOFORMATIONAL F] 
Dinwoody Formation 132. 252, 532 

Dirty Devil Claims 299 

Dirty Devil No. 6 Mine 262 

Disappointment Valley 24, 145. 
192, 225. 319 

Dockum Group 157, 202,499. 578 

Dolly Claims 299 

Dolores Anticline 192.225.319 

Dolores Formation 529 

Dolores Ore Zone 192 

Dolores River 225, 250 

Dome Creek 465 

Domengine Formation 380 

Dominion Reef System 13, 223 

Doublehorn Shale Member 136 

Douglas Group 382 

Dove Creek Anticline 225 

Dowelltown Member 133. 574 

Doyle Shale 539 

Dragoon Mountains 481 

Drake Passage 366 

Draney Limestone 22, 35 

Dripping Spring Quart/ite 118, 
143, 298, 512, 523. 530 

Dry Bone Mesa 76 

Dry Creek Syntline 225 

Dry Gulch 526 

Dry Valley District 184 

Dry Valley Mountains 548 

Dubose Membe, 391,411 

Duluth Lopjlith 421 

Dumont Anticline 14* 

Dumont Area 126. 144. 530 

Dunkard Basir 226 

Dunkard Formation 444 

Dunkard Group 226.495 

Duplin Marl 256 

Duryra Claims 458. 531 

Dutton Basin 20. 138 

Dutton Claims 458. 531 

Dyer Dolomite Member 216 

Eagle Creek 460.526 

Eagle Creek Prospects 237 

Eagle District 448.460. 4**4 

Eagle Sandstone 26 

East Creek Area Prospects 237 

East Pacific Rise 321 

East Slope No. 2 Prospect 228 

Eden District 108 

Edgemont District 159. 234, 311 

Eggshell Claim 241 

Egnar Area 319 

Ekalaka Hilis 242 

Elbert Formation 79, 145, 295. 578 

Elberton Granite 334 

Eleana Formation 108 

Electric Coal Field 461 

Elephant Mountain 503 

Elk Area 524 
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GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Elk Butte Member 25 

Elk Ridge 164.514 

Elk head Limestone 21 

Elliot Lake 13. 199, 223,497 

Elliott Highway 462 

Ellis Formation 26 

Elm Creek Limestone Member 29 

Elsonian Pluton 513 

Ely Springs Dolomite 108 

Embudo Granite 512 

Emerson Creek Prospect 237 

Emery Sandstone Member 247, 305 

Emigrant Formation 108 

Empire District 126 

Empire Formation 490 

Encio Gulch 526 

Entrada Sandstone 3. 5, 6. !5, 24, 
38. 42. 48, 53, 56, 59, 65, 69, 
79.83, !I7, 121, 126, 130. 140. 
145. 149, 168, 179. 19: 203. 
207,213,225,230.231,247, 
251. 261, 268. 269, 271, 276. 
279. 280, 289, 295, 297, 314, 
376. 4%, 502. 530, 535, 547, 
548, 578, 579 

Ephraim Conglomerate 19,22.35 

Lricson Sandstone 19 

Erwin Quartzite 4. 27, 495 

Eskridge Shale 539 

Esmeralda Formation 156, 238 

Espinaso Formation 356. 578 

Eufaula Soils 539 

Eunice Claim 241 

Eureka Creek F46 

Eureka Glacier 146 

Eureka Quartzite 108 

Eustis Soils 322 

Excello Shale Member 128 

Excelsior Creek 460 

Exchange Cove 518 

Fair-U Claim 274 

Fairhavcn District 456, 486 

Fall Creek Area 2? 

Fall Creek Prospect 22. 35 

Fall River Area 144 

pall River Formation 15, 19, 102. 
157,218.234.263,273,311. 
389,411 

Fall River Sandstone Member 26 

Falls City Fault 259 

Farmington Canyon Complex 511 

Fashing Fault 259 

Fearn Springs Sand Member 327 

Ferron Sandstone Member 247, 295, 
305.548 

Fifth of July Creek 525 

Fish Creek 462 

Fish Haven Dolomite 21 

Fisher Valley 81 

Flagstaff Limestone 295. 548 

Flat Creek 506.525 

Flat Top Mining Area 140 

Flathead Quartzite 19, 252. 468. 
510. 532 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Flint Creek 525 

Flint Creek Valley 461 

Flora Claim 241 

Floyd Shale 226 

Fluorine Hill Deposit 523 

Foggy Day Prospect 246 

Fort Payne Chert 133. 574 

Fort Scott Limestone 128. 430 

Fort Union Formation 19. 26, 44. 
45.88. 100. 119. 120. 127, 138, 
142. 157. 186. 193. 200. 203. 
206. 219. 235. 236. 239, 242. 
243. 245. 252. 254. 274. 390. 
411.413.470.530 

Fort Wallace Ash Bed 16 

Fortymile District 465. 466. 467. 
518 

Foster Creek Watershed 386 

Foster's Mine 491 

Foun'iin Formation 338 

Four Corners Area 95. 225 

Fox Hills 245 

Fox Hills Sandstone 19. 25, 26. 
193 

Fraction Breccia 108 

Francevillian Basin 223 

Franciscan Formation 129 

Franconia Sandstone 510. 513 

Franklin Creek 465 

Franklin Mountains 512 

Freedom Mines 357 

Frio Clay 129,259 

279 

Frog Mountain Sandstone 133 

Front Range 31. 207. 283. 429. 
48I.5I0.5I1.53O 

Front Range Mineral Belt 126. 144. 
210 

Frontier Formation 132. 135. 139. 
200. 227. 252. 468. 532 

Fm it land Formation 5. 204. 247. 
305. <78 

Fuson Member 157. 193. 273. 311 

Fuson Sha'e 258 

Gakona Formation 146 

Galena Basin 448 

Galena Mine 524 

Galisteo Formation 578 

Gallatin Limestone 19. 252. 532 

Gallatin Valley 461 

Gallego Sandstone Member 5 

Gallina District 402 

Gallup Sandstone 5. 343. 385. 545. 
578 

Gander Igneous Province 9 

Ganges River 366 

Gannett Group 22. 35 

Garner Sandstone 128,157.309. 
387 

Gardell Snow Claims 299 

Garden Creek Phyllite 249 

Garfield Hills 156 

Garfield Mine 59 

Garm-l amoreaux Mine 524 

Garo Anticline 18. 157 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Garo Hills District 409 

Gas Hills 120, 123, 138, 248. 277. 
363. 365, 385. 390, 406 

Gas Hills Anticline 252 

Gas Hills Area 273 

Gas Hills District 3. 20. 36, 66, 
68, 125, 132,372,374.411,538 

Gassaway Member 133. 136.396, 574 

Gateway District 320, 529 

Gatuna Formation 202 

Genie Claims 523 

Georgetown District 126 

Gering Formation 16 

Gerome Andesite 196 

Gertrude Claim 241 

Gertrude Deposit 127 

Giant's Reef Fault 223 

Gibbonsville Area 524 

Gibson Coal Member 5 

Gibson Jack Formation 21 

Gilleland Creek 465 

Glacier Creek 525 

Glade Fault Zone 192.225 

Glade Mountain 145 

Glen Canyon Group 6. 32. 42, 79, 
83, 122, 130, 140, 145, 149.295 

Glen Claims 523 

Glen Gulch 525 

Glorieta District 282 

Giorieta Sandstone 578 

2X0 

Gold Bench 455. 467.488. 518 

Gold Butte Granite 512 

Gold Crater District 108 

Gold Meadows Stock 108 

Gold Run 452. 505 

Golden Arrow District 108 

Golden Gate Canyon 266 

Goldfield District 108 

{joldman Meadows Formation 511 

Goliad Sand 258.259,537 

Golondrina Claims 523 

Golovnin Bay 504 

Gonaway Channel 284 

Gondwana Basins 409 

Good Hope Mine 253 

Goodluck Creek 462 

Goodrich Quartzite 17. 199. 513 

Goose Creek District 23 

Goose Egg Formation 19 

Gould Ore Body 311 

Gouldbusk Limestone Member 29 

Grainger Shale 133.495 

Grand Canyon 348 

Grand Island Area 530 

Grand View Dolomite 483 

Graneros Shale ?5 

Granite Butte Stock 490 

Granite Creek 456 

Granite Mountains 125, 194. 229. 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Granite Mountains 372. 456. 510. 

519.520,538 

Graniteville Granite 510 

Grantley Harbor 452. 505 

Grants District I. 3. 36. 52. 99. 
123. 171.493,548.550 

Grants Mineral Belt 203. 545. 571. 
573 

Grape Creek Limestone Member 29 

Gray Eagle Shear Zone 217 

Graysill Mine 38 

Great Bear Lake 440 

Great Divide Basin 12. 19. 24. 31. 
108. 120. 235. 252. 274, 372 

Great Plains 16, 136, 157,223. 
249. 499. 565 

Great Salt Lake 378 

Great Smoky Group 4 

Great Valley 380 

Great Western Mine 33 

Green Monster Mine 264 

Green Mountains 66. 235. 252. 538 

Green River 41.75.313 

Green River Basin 12. 19. 31. 182. 
203, 274, 406 

Green River Desert 291 

Green River District 130. 269, 303 

Green River Formation 19. 79, 103, 
127, 136, 141,207.213,235, 
252, 274, 295. 450. 548 

Green Vein Claims 299 

Green Vein Mesa 502 

Greenbrier Limestone 188 

281 

Greenhorn Limestone 25. 26 

Greensaroi Marl 129 

Greenstone Creek 525 

Greer Gulch 526 

Grenville Series 424 

Greyson Shale 249 

Grinncll Formation 511 

Groman Formation 477 

Gros Ventre Formation 252. 532 

Guadalupe River 369. 564 

Guadalupila District 402 

Guernsey Formation 19. 134 

Gulf of Alaska 448 

Gulf of Mexico 366. 367. 368. 369 

Gunnison Uplift 81 

Gwalior Scries 409 

GyDsum Spring Formation 252. 532 

Gypsum Vallcv Anticline 3. 81. 
i l l . 192.225.251.319 

Hack's Mine 523 

Halgaito Tongue 137. 548 

Hampshire Formation 495 

Hampton Sha'.e 4. 27 

Hanna Basin 12. 19 

Happy Jack Mine 49. 80. 164. 169. 
172. 173. 174.284.411.442.530 

Hard Pan Claims 299 

Hardin Sandstone Member 574 

Harney Peak Granite 511 

Harrison Sandstone 16 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Ham ilk Formation 19. 530 

Kartville Uplift 31. 134 

Hastings Creek 500.505 

Hawk River 469 

Hawks Crag Breccia 223 

Hawthorn Formation 198. 256.430. 
530 

Haystack Mesa 493 

Haystack Peak 481 

HealdtonPool 128 

HeaMton Uplift 128 

Heath Formation 249 

Hccbner Shale Member 128 

Kekkrberg Group 355 

Helen Claim 241 

Helena Dolomite 490.511 

Hell Creek Formation '9. 26. 157 
193. 206. 242. 245, 25/, 

Hemingford Group 13 

Hcrdcrson Gneiss 4 

Hennessey Shale 128,387 

Henry Mountains 81. 130. 247, 292. 
305.509.548 

Herauh Basin 8 

Hercynian Granite 223 

Hercyntan Range 8 

Hermit Shale 302 

HermoM Formation 24, 79, 145. 
2*9. 295. 297. 530. 548. 578 

Hertz Claims 2*9 

Hewitt Pool 128 

282 

Hickory Sandstone Member 477 

Hidden Creek Area 526 

Higgins.'le Limestone Member 128 

Highland Deposit 186 

Highland Rim 133. 136.574 

Highland Sandstone i 19 

Highrock Creek Prospect 237 

Hillside Mine 2il 

Hinsdale Formation 429 

Hinton Formation 188 

Hcbson Fault 259 

Hodzana Highlands 194 

Hoffmeister Prospect 266 

Hogback Monocline 247, 305 

Hoh Formatior* 124 

Holiday Mesa 169 

Holitna Basin 448 

Holmes Gulch 526 

Honakcr Limestone 4, 27 

Honey Bee Claims 523 

Honeycomb Kills 211 

Honeycut Formal ion 477 

Honolulu Volcanic Series 329 

Hope Creek 467.518 

Hopewell Series 578 

Hopi buttcs 60 

Horn Channel 53* 

Hosta Tongue 247. 305 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Hosteen Nez Mining Company Deposits 

523 

Hot Shot Mine 38 

Hot Springs Creek 463 

Hot Springs Dome 503 

Hough Group 13 

Houy Formation 136, 477 

HTBuU; 142 

Hualapai Indian Reservation 302 

Hudson Highlands 232 

Huefano Park 213 

Hulett Creek Area 234, 389, 407 

Hulett Sandstone Member 218 

Humboldt River 478 

Hunter Creek 229.456 

Hunts Mesa 97 

Huta Deposit 181 

Hyder Area 518 

Hygrade Mine 347 

Hyrum Dolomite Member 21 

Iberian Peninsula 8, 11 

Idaho Batholith 329.381.481. 
483. 510 

Idaho Springs Area 126 

Idaho Springs Formation 510, 511 

Igloo Creek 452,505 

lies Formation 127 

Iliamna Lake 458, 531 

llimaussaq Massif 9, 223 

Illinois Basin 226 

283 

Imogcne Claim 241 

Independence Claim 523 

Independence Rock 372 

Indian Creek District 47. 184 

Indian Group Prospect 467 

Indian Meadows Formation 538 

Indian Mountain 469 

Indian Ocean 368 

Indian Trail Formation 108 

Ingle Creek 46S 

Inkom Formation 21 

Inter-River District 184 

Intermediate Thrust Block 27 

Ir.yan Kara Group 25, 66, 157. 218. 
234,252.263,311,470 

Inyo Range 346 

lone Formation 380 

Iris and Natalia Claims 523 

Iron Cap No. 10 Claim 246 

Isabella Granodiorite 220 

Jackfork Sandstone 339 

Jackpile Mine 293. SCS 

Jackpile Ore-Bearing Bed I. 121. 
187, 255. 290 

Jackson Canyon Prospects 237 

Jackson Formation 157, 391, 41^ 
411,537,551 

Jagger Bend Limestone Member 29 

Jakolot Bay 459,531 

Jamestown District 126, 530 



GEOFORMATIONAL FE 
Jawbone Conglomerate Menriber SIO 

Jeannette I Deposit 45 

Jeannie Claims 231 

Jefferson Limestone 483 

Jefferson Valley District 461 

Jcmez Springs District 402 

Jhiri Slule 409 

Jim Kane Mine 523 

Jim Ned Shale Member 29 

Johnnie Formation 108, 512 

Johnson Outlier 408 

Johnson Prospect 33 

Johnson Shale 539 

Joyita Sandstone Member 447 

Judith River Formation 26 

Julcsberg Basin 19 

Julian Creek 453.506 

Jump Creek 456.486 

Junction Creek Sandstone 24, 145. 
192.214,225,496 

Juniata Formation 495 

Kachauik Creek 504 

Kaffo Valley 223 

Kaibab Limestone 118. 122. 207. 
213.264.515 

Kaibab Monocline 61 

Kaibab Uplift 357 

Kaimur Formation 409 

Kaiparowits Region 61, 62. 81 

Kaipokok Bay 517 

284 

Kaiser Canyon Prospects 237 

Kaiyuh Hills 194.518 

Kanapolis State Lake 499 

Kanawha Formation 444 

Kandik Basin 448 

Kaniksu Batholith 481 

Kansas City Group 382 

Kasna Creek Claims 458. 531 

Ka*al!a Formation 448 

Kawich Range 108 

Kayenta Formation 24. 79. 117, 
122. 130. 145. 149. 179. 183. 
192. 269. 295. 297. 502. 548 

KegCaldera 151 

Keg Mountains 151 

Kelly Limestone 578 

Kenai Peninsula 448. 459 

Kenoran Pluton 513 

Kcrgon Mine 220 

Kern Mountains 481 

Kern River Area 220 

Kcrnvillc Scries 220 

Ketchikan District 205 

Ketchum Creek 463 

Kettle Creek 353 

Kettle Fal's Area 524 

Khantaus Granite 336 

Kiawa Mountain Formation 510, 512 

Kilauea Volcano 329 

Killamey Region 346 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Kimball Member 16 

Kinderhook Scries 249. 382 

King Fish Prospect 237 

Kings Mountain Belt 4. 198 

Kinnikinic Quartzite 33. 483 

Kirkland Soils 539 

K inland Formation 204. 578 

Kitten Claims 523 

Kiwalik District 229.456 

Kiwalik River 456. 486 

Klamath Mountains 124 

Klutina District 434 

Knob Hill Deposit 189 

Knob Lick Granite 510 

Knox Dolomite 27 

Koley Black Area 137 

Konawa Soils 539 

Koolau Volcanic Scries 329 

Kootenai Formation 26 

Kougarok Mountain 478 

Kougarok River 478 

Koyukuk Region 467 

Koyukuk River 455.469.488.518 

Krivoy Rog Deposit 18! 

Kulthieth Formation 448 

Kunduz Granite 336 

Kushtaka Formation 448 

Kuskokwim Highlands Region 453, 
501,506.518 
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Kwiniuk River 504 

La Plata Mountains 225 

La Plata River 366 

La Sal District 184 

La Sal Mountains 130. 251 

La Salle Creek Deposits 289. 547 

La Ventana Mesa Area 244 

La Ventana Tongue 1S5. 244 

La Vcta Pass Area 126 

Lad wig Area 266 

LagartoClay 371.410. 537 

Laguna Area 121. 255. 578 

Laguna District 36 

La Hood Formation 510.511 

I-ake Clark 458.531 

Lake Meredith 499 

Lakeland Soils 322 

Laketown Dolomite 21. 33. 483 

Lakota Formation 19. 157. 159. 
193.234.241.263.273.311. 
389.411.499.530 

Lance Creek 66 

Lance Formation 19. 119. 127. 186. 
200. 252. 274. 372 

Landmark Gap Area 28 

Laney Shale Member 274 

Lansing Group 382 

Laramie Basin 12. 19 

Laramie Batholith 510 

Laramie Formation 126, 207, 213. 
479,511 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Laramie Mountains 31. 66. 227. 

400.SI0 

Las Vegas Area 282 

Lassen Sequence 275, 329, 419 

Lassen Volcanic National Park 275. 
329. 419 

Last Chance Mine 524 

Laurel Anticlinal Complex 226 

Lawson Area 126, 144, 530 

Lawson Syncline 144 

Leadville District 126 

Leadville Limestone 24, 79. 145, 
192, 216, 295. 578 

Leatham Formation 249 

Lebanon Granite 346 

Lee District 108 

Lee Uto Prospect 12°. 

Leeds Sandstone 536 

Lehigh River 482 

Lemhi Range 33 

Lemhi Valley District 461 

Lena Claims 523 

Leon Prospect 127 

Leonard Scries 539 

Lewis Hollow 14 

Lewis Shale 5. 19, 127, 200, 204. 
247, 252, 274, 372, 578 

Linderman Lake Area Prospects 237 

Linville Metadiabase 4 

Lisbon Valley 169, 184, 203, 248. 
294. 297, 348, 385, 548 

286 

Lisbon Valley Anticline 64. 153, 
225 

Little Medicine Bow River 400 

Little Rockies District 509 

Little Water Creek Watershed 386 

Link Wild Horse Mesa 291 

Little Willow Series 511 

Livingston Coal Field 461 

Llano Uplift 29, 124 

Lockatong Formation 355 

Lockhart Canyon 47, 164 

Loco Pool 128 

Lodgcpole Area 245. 408 

Lodgepole Limestone 21. 249 

Lombard Coal Field 461 

London Fault 216 

Lone Mountain Dolomite 108 

Lone Tree Claims 299.402 

Long Creek 525 

Long Creek Limestone Member 539 

Long Park Area 250, 411. 491. 546 

Long Pine Hills 245. 277 

Longs Peak 510,511 

Lookout Schist 511 

Loon Lake Batholith 1%. 481 

Lorraine Shale 5 '3 

Los Ochos Fauli 214 

Los Ochos Mine 214 

Lost Chicken Creek 465 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Lost Creek 317.372 

Lost Creek Deposits 176 

Lower Rewa Sandstone 409 

Lucero Uplift 50. 171 

Lucky Creek 525 

Lucky Mc Mine 372 

Lucky Strike Claims 274. 414. 523 

Lues Claim 241 

L'-dlow Member 193. 243. 245. 413 

Lueders Limestone 29 

Lukachukai Mountains 51. 76. 77. 
164. 183.251.530 

Luman No. I Coal Bed 141 

Lusk Dome 134 

Lynn Claims 231 

Mabel New Deposit 391 

Maccrady Shale 495 

Mackenzie River 366 

Maclaren Glacier 146 

Maclarcn River 146 

Madera Limestone 185. 578 

Madison Limestone 79. 135. 193. 
200. 203. 206. 219. 249. 252. 
411.532 

Madison Soils 322 

Madison Valley District 461 

Majuba Hill 211 

Makkovik Area 517 

Mancos Shale I. 5, 6, 24. 59. 79. 
117. 127. 145. 192.214.230. 
247.251.251.257.295.296. 
305. 345, 347. 385. <J47. 502. 
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Mancos Shale 545.548.578 

Manitou Limestone 216 

Mankomen Formation 146 

Manley Hot Springs 503 

Mansfield Formation 129 

Maquoketa Shale 382 

Marble Falls Limestone 477 

Marble Mountains 510 

Marge Deposit 127 

Margnac Mine 549 

Marmaton Group 128, 382 

Maroon Formation 18, 126. 157. 
207, 213 

Marquette Synclinorium 17 

Marsland Formation 16 

Martinsburg Shale 129 

Marysvale District 3. 78. 228. 
283.411.530 

Matanuska District 454 

Matanuska Valley 448 

Matinenda Formation 223. 513. 517 

Mattfield Shale 539 

Mauch Chunk Shale 188. 226. 233. 
355. 482. 495 

Mauna Loa Volcano 329 

Maurice Member 532 

Maury Formation 133. 574 

Max Patch Granite 4 

MaybellArea 127 

Mayoworth Area 70 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Mazatzal Quartzitc 510, 512 

McCarty SyiKline 171 

McCuliough Mountains 510 

McDowell Mountains 151 

McElrov Formation 391 

Mclntush Formation 124 

McKinley Creek 504 

McLean Bay 460 

McMillan Prospect 523 

McNarySand 199 

McNeil Claims 458.531 

Medicine Bow Mountains 125 

Medicine Lake Highlands 329 

Medicine Lodge Creek Valley 
District 461 

Medicine Peak Metaquartzite 511 

Medicine Pole Hills 245. 408 

Meeker Area 126 

Meeker Deposit 164 

Mekong River 366 

Melba Creek Bismuth Prospect 462 

Mellan Mountain District 108 

Melrose Area 524 

Mendenhall Area 243 

Mendenhalt Strip Mine 245. 413 

Menefee Formation 5. 185. 204. 
244. 247. 305. 578 

Mesa Creek 250 

Mesa Verde National Park 347 

Mesa I 77. 251 

288 

Mesa 4 1 2 251 

Mesa 5 77 

Mesa 6 51 

Mesaverdc Group 5. 19. 79. 81. 
127. 161. 183. 185.204.207. 
213.227.244.247.251.252. 
274. 282. 305. 356. 447.450. 
468. 548. 578 

Mescal Limestone 512 

Meskn Coal-Bearing Member 295 

Mesnard Quartzite 129, 513 

Mi Vida Mine 64.80. 153. i64. 
172. 530 

M.chael Claim 523 

Michaud Gravel 21 

Michigamme Slate 513 

Michigan Kill District 126 

Mid Atlantic Ridge 321 

Midnight Creek 525 

Midnight Mountain 4?X 

Midnitc Mine 353. 524 

Mike Doyle Prospect 126 

Milk Creek Prospect 237 

Miller Creek 503 

Miller Hill Area 127. 135. 200. 
277 

Miller House Area 463.467.518 

Millet Claims 458.531 

Milligen Formation 33. 249. 483 

Milltown Andesitc 108 

Milton Dolomite 207, 212. 530 

Minchumina Basin 448 
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GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Mine Mountain District 108 

Mineral Fork Tillite SI I 

Mineral Point Area 467 

Minnelusa Sandstone 19, 249, 263 

Minnewastc Limestone Member 19 

Mint River 246 

Miracle Mine 220 

Mission Creek 460 

Mississippi River 366. 371 

Missoula Scries SI I 

Missoula Valley District 461 

Missouri River 366, 371 

Missouri Series 128 

Mitten No. 2 Mine 147 

Moab Anticline 55 

Moab District 39. 130. 148. 184 

Mobridge Member 25 

Moccasin Limestone 495 

Moe 14 Deposit 45 

Moenkopi Fornation 24. 32, 49, 63, 
73.79.84.90.92.97. IP, 118. 
122. 130. 137, 145. 147. 152, 
155. 164. 173. 174, 179. 183, 
262. 269. 284. 295, 357. 402 
507.514.515.530,548.578 

Mohave Complex 510 

Mojave Desert 423 

Molas Formation 24. 79, 145, 192, 
295. 578 

Monitor Butte Mrmber 122, 183, 
502, 514 

Monongahela Formation 226, 444, 
495 

Monotony Valley District 108 

Monroe Creek Sandstone 16 

Monte Cristo Limestone 108. 270 

Montesano Formation 124 

Montezuma Canyon 126. 184. 225 

Montezuma Creek 225 

Monticello District 3. 225 

Monument Creek 525 

Monument Hill District 236 

Monument Mines 38. 137. 147. 357 

Monument No. I Channel 147 

Monument Uplift 40. 41. 60. 81. 
114. 137. 160 

Monument Valley 32. 40 60. 84. 
92. 137. 147. 169. 172. 183. 203. 
269. 357. 530 

Monument Vallev District 3. 38. 
130 

Moore Creek 453. 506 

Moose Creek 525 

Moran Formation 29 

Morrison Formation I. 3. 5. 6. 15. 
19,20.24.30.37,41.43.48. 
51.53.56.58.59.69.70.71. 
72. 76. 77. 79. 83. 86. 89. 95. 
96. 99, 05. 106. 110. 112. 113. 
114. II'. 116. 117. 118. 121. 
126. !29. 130. 132. 135. 137. 
140. il5. 148. 149, 154. 157, 
164. 166. 168. 170. 171, 172. 
177, 179, 180. 183. 184, 185. 
187. 192. 200. 202, 203, 206, 
207.208.213,214,224,225, 
227,210,234,241,247,248. 
250.251.252,255.257.261. 
265.267.268.269.271.272. 
276,283.289,290.291,292, 
293, 295. 296. 297, 303. 305. 
306,307,308,310.313.320. 
365. 376. 385. 389. 390. 414, 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Morrison Formation 430. 441. 450. 

468. 491,494. 4%. 499. 502, 
509.515.522.529.530.532, 
533. 535. 545. 546. 547. 548. 
550. .'•63,571,573.578.579 

Mosquito Bay Area 524 

Mosquito ilch 216 

Moss Bait ..tember 24.85, 122. 130, 
164, 248, 385, 414, 450, 502, 514 

Mound City Channel 25 

Mount Airy Granite 4 

Mount Belknap Rhyolite 228 

Mount Brass 216 

Mount Burstall Granite 223 

Mount Ellen 292 

Mount Ellsworth 292 

Mount Eolus Granite 511 

Mount Helen 108 

Mount Hiilers 292 

Mount Hole Granodioriie 337, 346 

Mount Holmes 292 

Mount Lassen 377 

Mount Lincoln 216 

Mount Michelson Area 455. 487 

Mount Pennell 292 

Mount Pisgah 482 

Mount Pleasant Red Shale Member 
233 

Mount Rogers Volcanic Group 4, 495 

Mount Rosa Granite 511 

Mount Scott Lavas 334 

Mount Spokane 196, 489, 524 
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Mount Thompson 217 

Mount Whitney 346 

Mowry Shale 26. 132. 135, 139. 
200. 227, 252. 532 

Mrak No. 2 Mine 390 

Muddy Creek Formation 423 

Muddy Sandstone Member 532 

Munchberg Gneiss Massif 352 

Muncie Creek Shale Member 128 

Munger Granite 510 

Muran Deposit 181 

Murphy Marble 4 

Mutual Formation 21, 511 

My Creek 466 

Mystery Creek 526 

Nabesna ! istrict 467.518 

Nacimiento Group 578 

Nacimiento Mountains 257 

Nantahala Slate 4 

Narragansett Bay 368 

Nash Car Area 507 

Nash Formation 511 

Nashville Basin 136. 574 

Nashville Dome 226 

Nation Area 460 

Nation River Formation 460 

Navajo Indian Reservation 60, 84. 
112. 137, 147.247 

Navajo Mountain 40 

Navajo Sandstdne 15, 24. 79. 117. 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Navajo Sandstone 118. 122. 130. 

145. 149. 179. 183, 192. 203. 
207.213,251.2*9. 295, 297. 
502.548 

Neches River 564 

Needle Mountain Group 519 

Negaunec Iron-Formation 17, 513 

Nelchina Area 518 

Nemaha Anticline 382 

Neuse River 4 

Neva Limestone 539 

Nevada Formation 108 

New River Formation 444 

New York Mountain 216 

Newark Group 157, 495 

Newcastle Sandstone 26 

Newland Limestone 511 

Newman Limestone i88 

Nigger Shaft 266 

Nile River 366 

Niobrara Formation 25. 26. 86. 
135, 139. 193.200.227.499 

Nixon Fork District 526 

Nizina District 454 

Nolichucky Shale 27 

Nome Group 478 

Nonesuch Shale 207, 208 

Nopah Formation 108 

Norfolk Soils 322 

Norge Soils 539 

North Canadian River 128 

291 

North Cave Hills 245 

North Fork Area 524 

North Horn Formation 295. 548 

North Park Formation 135. 157. 
252. 273. 274. 277 

North Platte River 499 

North Point Channel 534 

North Slope 448 

North Star Mine 266 

North State Mountain 216 

North Wash District 509 

Norton Bay 504 

Norton Sound 500. 505 

Norwich-Plutus Mine 524 

Notch Mines 164 

Nottely Quartzite 4 

Nounan Dolomite 21 

Nueces River 369. 564 

Nugget Sandstone 19. 22, 132. 135. 
200,252 

Oak Spring District 108 

Oakville Sandstone 203, 258. 259. 
371. 373. 410. 537 

Oatman Creek Granite 477 

Obsidian Cliff 275 

Ocala Limestone 256. 375 

Ocoee Series 4.495 

Ogallala Formation 16. 19. 193. 
258. 277. 372. 499 

Ojo Alamo Sandstone 185. 578 

Oka Deposit 181 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Olcpilak River 455 

Old Leyden Coal Mine 126 

Oliverian Plutonic Series 346 

Olustee Creek 256 

Olympic Mountains 129 

Ontario Series !89 

Ophelia Claim 2*1 

Ophir Creek Watershed 386 

Orange Hill 467 

Orderv ilk Gulch 231 

Organ Rock Tongue 47, 514. 548 

Orient A;ea 524 

Oriskany Formation 129 

Orphan Claim 523 

Ortega Quartzite 510,512,578 

Ortiz Mountain 481 

Osburn Fault 219 

Oswego Sandstone 129 

Ottawa Limestone 343 

Otter Creek 501,506 

Otter Formation 249 

Ouachita Fold Belt 226 

Ouachita Mountains 371 

Ouray Limestone 79. 145, 192,295 

Outlaw Mesa 96. 491 

Owl Creek Area Prospects 237 

Owl Creek Mountains 31.66,67, 
125. 510, 532. 538 

Owl Rock Member 183 

292 

Oyier Mine 438 

Ozark Dome 371 

Pacific Ocean 366, 368. 378 * 

Packsaddle Schist 477 

Pahnimp Series 510. 512 

Paigeite Claim 246 

Paint Creek Faults 226 

Paintbrush Tuff 108 

Palabora Deposit 181. 223 

Palangana Salt Dome 258. 391. 551 

Palmer Gneiss 17 

Pamlico Shoreline 256 

Panaca Formation 156 

Panchet Series 409 

Panhandle Gas Field 131.499 

Panhandle Lime 131 

Panna Shale 409 

Panther Valley Syncline 157 

Papoose Volcanics 21 

Par Sandstone 409 

Paradox Basin 24. 81. II I. 150. 
192.225,250.251,303 

Paradox Formation 24,39, 79. III. 
145. 192. 295 

Parana River 366 

Park Range 31 

Parkwood Formation 226 

Parting Quartzite Member 216 

Pasture District 407 

Patterson Creek 4. >, 486 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Patterson Lake Area Prospects 237 

Paunsugunt Fault 61 

Paunsugunt Plateau 62 

Pay Day Claims 299 

Payette Formation 23 

Payoff Sand 535 

Peace River !94, 229. 256, 456, 
519, 521 

Peacock Mountains 510 

Peanut Mine 37, 414 

Pecos River 564 

Pedro Mountains 66 

Peedee Formation 4 

Peeples Valley Mine 523 

Peerless Formation 216 

Pekin Formation 4 

Pellisier Granite 346 

Pennington Shale 188, 226. 495 

Penokean Pluton 513 

Perron Claim 524 

Petaca Schist 512 

Peterson Limestone 22, 35 

Petrified Forest Area 523 

Petrified Forest Member 24, 183 

Pettaquamscutt River 368 

Phi Kappa Formation 249 

Phillips Mine 232 

Phosphor a Formation 19, 132, 136, 
181. 207. 208, 223, 252, 271, 
383, 530, 532 

293 

Piceance Basin 81 

Pictograph Claim 241 

Pictured Cliffs Sandstone 5. 204. 
247. 305. 578 

Picuris Basalts 578 

Piedmont Province 4. 198. 233. 322 

Piegan Group 511 

Pierre Shale 19.25.86. 136. 193: 
249,263.479.499.551 

Pikes Peak Batholith 510 

Pikes Peak Granite 511 

Pilar Phyllite Member 512 

Pillar Bluff Limestone 477 

Pinal Schist 512 

Pine Creek Area Prospects 237 

Pine Mountain Overthrust 226 

Pinkerton Trail Limestone 79 

Pinnacle Block 27 

Pintada District 402 

Pioneer Shale 143 

Piritoso Reef 223 

Pish River 478 

Placerville District 126 

Platte Gulch 216 

Pleasanton Formation 382 

Pocahontas Basin 226 

Pocahontas Formation 444 

Pocatello Formation 21 

Pocatello Range 21 

Pocono Formation 2, 129, 226, 233, 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Pocono Formation 355. 495 

Pogonip Group 108 

Point Astley District 518 

Point Colpoys 518 

Point Lookout Sandstone 5. 185, 
204. 244. 247, 305. 578 

Poison Basin 103, 127. 182, 252, 
530 

Poison Buttes 103 

Poison Canyon 248. 251. 277 

Poison Canyon Mine 251 

Poison Canyon Sandstone I. 30. 
140.290 

Polar Mesa 43. 535 

Poleo Sandstone Lentil 402 

Pollock Formation 25 

Pony Express Limestone Member 496 

Pony Series 511 

Poorman Creek 525 

Poorman District 525 

Popo Agie Member 538 

Popotosa Formation 578 

Porcupine River 201 

Port Clarence Limestone 246. 478 

Port Soils 539 

Portage Creek 463, 504 

Porters Creek Clay 327 

Portland Arkose 129 

Potosi Volcanic Group 429 

Potsdam Sandstone 424 

294 

Pottsville Formation 157. 178. 
188. 207. 213. 226. 233. 355, 
444. 482. 495 

Poul Creek Formation 448 

Powder River Basin 12. 15. i9. 31. 
44. 45, 46. 66, 87. 88, 100. 119, 
120. 123. 186.203,236,239, 
252, 273, 277, 372, 389. 390. 
393, 406. 470, 538 

Powderhom District 199 

Prairie Bluff Chalk 327 

Prairie Divide Area 126 

Preuss Sandstone 22 

Price River Formation 295. 548 

Price Sandstone 495 

Prichard Slate 249 

Prickly Pear Valley 46/ 

Prince William Sound 448,518 

Princeton Sandstone (88 

Pryor Mountains 31, 206, 219 

Puddle Springs Arkose Member 20. 
132 

Pueblo Formation 29 

Puget Group 124 

Pumpkin Buttes 87. 88. 100. 236. 
252. 277 

Pumpkin Buttcs Area 45, 66, 157. 
239, 273. 470. 530 

Pumpkin Point 474 

Pungo River Formation 4 

Purccll Mountain 469 

Furdy's Claim 465 

Purgatoire Formation 6 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Purple Paint Claim 153 

Putnam Formation 29 

Pu/zle Creek 526 

Quartermaster Formation 499 

Quartz Creek 229. 456. 520 

Quartz Hill Area 126 

Queen City District 108 

Quimper Sandstone 124 

Quirke Group 13 

Rabbit Lake Deposit 181. 517 

Raider Creek Prospect 237 

Rainbow Mountain 146 

Rainy Creek 146 

Ralston Buttes Area 530 

Ralston Creek Area 126. 266 

Rampart District 503 

Ramshorn Slate 249.483 

Randsburg District 530 

Ranstad Area 181 

Rattlesnake Hills 138. 538 

Ravalli Group 219. 511 

Rawlins Ash Bed 16 

Reager Ash Bed 16 

Rearmviiie Ash Bed 16 

Recapture Member 5. 6. 30. 83. 
110, 117, 121. 140. 154. 179. 
183, 224. 225. 255, 290. 450. 
4%. 578 

Red Bluff Prospect 298 

Red Creek Canyon 34 

295 

Red Creek Quartzite 34 

Red Desert 141. 252. 273. 31 ~. 
372. 430. 472 

Red Fox Mine Area 529 

Red Hills Prospect 513 

Red Mountain 459. 531 

Red Mountain District 126 

Red Pine Shale 511 

Red River 29. 128. 564 

Red Rock Rhyolitc 510. 5'2 

Redonda Formation 202 

Redwall Limestone 79 

R.*cd Dolomite 108. 512 

Retort Phosphatic Shale Member 136 

RcvaC.ap 245.413 

Reveille Range 108 

Rhode Island Sound 368 

Richardson Basin 184 

Rico Formation 24. 79. 145. 192. 
29-,. 297. 548. 57« 

Ridcnour Mine 302 

Ricrdon Formation 26 

Rifle Creek 59 

Rifle Deposit 15. 59 

Rifle District 3 

Riley Formation 477 

Rinconada Schist Member 512 

Ringling Basin 128 

Rio Grande Grabcn Belt 50 

Rio Grande River 369. 564 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
ftipky Formation 327 

River Tosin 3S2 

Roach U k e Basin 475 

Roanoke River 4 

Roberts Mountains Formation 108 

Roberts Victor Mine 352 

Robtar Lcucogranite 346 

Robks Spring Deposit 523 

Roc Creek Deposits 289. 547 

Roca Shale 539 

Rock Creek 456.467 

Rock Springs Formation 19 

Rock Springs Uplift 31. 274 

Rocky Mountains I I . 126, 222. 223. 
249.499 

Romanzof Mountains 455.487, 488 

Rome Formation 4.495 

Rosa Mine 253 

Rosamond District 530 

Rosamond Prospect 104 

fyse Dome 551 

Ross Sea 366 

Rowing Deposit 181 

Roughtop Mountain 503 

Royse Claim 524 

Rube Creek 456.519 

Ruby Creek 525.526 

RubyDferict 525 

Ruby Range 481 

296 

Rush Springs Sandstone 37/ 

Russian Mountains 518 

Rustler Claims 524 

Ryan Sandstone 128 

R.ye Creek 455.488 

Ryegate District 461 

Sabine River 564 

Saddle Creek Limestone Member 29 

Saddle Mountain Creek 387 

Sage Plain 160,225.491 

Salmon Bay 518 

Salmon River 483 

Salt Hollow 128 

Salt Lake Formation 23. 530 

Salt Valley Anticline 43. 296 

Salt Wash Member 5. 6. 15. 20. 24. 
37.41.43.51.53.76.77.89. 
95.96, 106. 110. 112, 113. 114. 
115, 116. 117. 126. 129. 130. 
137. 145, 148, 166. 170. 172. 
179. 180. 183. 192. 225. 230. 
250.251.271.272. 283.291. 
295. 2%. 306. 307. 308. 376. 
390,414.450.491.496.502. 
509.515.522.529. 535.546. 
548. 578 

Salyer Formation 108 

San Acacia District 402 

San Andres Limestone 251, 402. 
447. 545, 578 

San Antonio River 369, 564 

San Jacinto River 564 

San Jose Formation 185, 578 

San Juan Basin I. 5.30.60,65, 
81,83, 121.204.225.247.248. 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
San Juan Basin 251. 305. 496. 573. 

578 

San Juan Mountains 126. 225. 510 

San Juan River 225 

San Luis Valley 430 

San Marcos Gabbro 346 

San Miguel River 546 

San Miguel Synclinc 250 

San Rafael Croup I. 6. 79. 83. 
110. 117. 130. 140. 145. 149. 
225,295 

San Rafael Swell 3. 41. 80. 81, 
85. 107, 130, 162, 164, 172, 248, 
269. 285, 402, 414, 435, 502, 
530,548 

Sand Canyon Member 16 

Sand Hills 322 

Sand Wash Basin 31. 182. 203 

Sandia Formation 512. 578 

Sanford Dam 499 

Sanford Formation 4 

Sangre de Cristo Formation 101. 
157. 202. 402 

Sangre de Cristo Mountains 481. 
510 

Sanostee Area 164 

Santa Anna Shale Member 29 

Santa Fe Basin 375 

Santa Fe Formation 356, 450, 578 

Santa Rosa Sandstone 202, 402 

Sappington Sandstone Member 249 

Saratoga Basin 277 

Saturday Mountain Formation 33, 

297 

Saturday Mountain Formation 249. 
483 

Saucer Basin 250 

Sawatch Mountains 510 

Sawatch Quartfite 216 

Sawtooth Formation 26 

Scholle District 402 

School Section Deposits 45 

Schwartzwalder Mine 266 

Scout Mountain Member 21 

Section 36 Prospect 127 

Sedwick Limestone Member 29 

Sego Sandstone 295. 548 

Selawik Basin 448 

Selawik Hills Pluton 194 

Selma Group 327 

Seminoe Mountains 125. 510 

Senora Formation 128 

Senorita Canyon 347 

Sentinel Butte Area 142 

Sentinel Butte Member 142. 245 

Sentinel Prospect 33 

September Mom Prospect 127 

Sequatchie Anticline 226 

Sequatchie Valley 133, 136 

Serpentine River 478 

Seven Mile Canyon 55, 442 

Seventy mile River 460 

Seward Peninsula 194, 205, 229, 
246, 448, 452. 456. 478, 486, 



GEOFORMATIONAL F 
Seward Peninsula 500. 504. 505. 

518. 519. 520. 521 

Shady Dolomite 4. 27 

Snap Granite 4!7 

Sharon Springs Member 136. 249. 
499 

Shawnee Group 382 

Sheep Creek Formation 16 

Sheldon Game Refuge 240 

Sherman Granite 511 

Sherman Pass Area 524 

Shinarump Member 5, 20. 32. 37, 
38.40.41.48.49.56.60,63. 
73. 79.84.90.92.97, 109. 117. 
122, 130. 137. 147, 152, 155, 
164. 168. 169. 172, 173. 174. 
179. 183,207.210.213.247, 
261,262,268.269.271.276. 
284. 285. 292. 295. 305. 357. 
rt. 402. 411.438. 450, 507. 
514.515.516.522,530.534. 
547. 548. 579 

Shinarump Mines 55. 442 

Shingle Hills Formation 477 

Shiprock Mountains 530 

Shirley Basin 12. 15. 19. 36. 120, 
123. 139. 187.203,227,353. 
365, 372, 374, 390. 393,400. 
406,415 

Shirley May Mine 18 

Shirley Mine 411 

Shirley Mountains 227, 252, 400, 
510 

Short Creek 525 

Shorty Claims 523 

Shoup Area 524 

Siamo Slate 17,513 

298 

SiebcrtTuff 156.423 

Sierra Mad re Mountains 135 

Sierra Nevada Batholith 220. 329. 
337.350.380.429.510 

Sierra Nevada Mountains 565 

Sierra Nevada Range 346. 481 

Silent Canyon CakJera 108 

Silver Bell Stock 490 

Silver Bow District 461 

Silver Cliff Mine 134 

Silver Creek Prospect 467 

Silver King Mine 253 

Silver Mine Granite 510 

Silver Peak Mountains 238 

Silver Plume District 126 

Silver Plume Granite 457,511 

Silver Point Claim 316 

Silver Reef 98. 155. 316. 474. 536 

Silver Reef Sandstone Member 82, 
155 

Silverbow District 108 

Simpson Group 129. 382 

Sinbad Limestone Member 269 

Sinbad Valley 81 

Singer Mil. 264 

Singhbhum Belt 223 

Sioux Quartzite 129, 513 

Sittampundi Complex 352 

Skaergaard Intrusion 379 

Skull Creek Anticline 247, 305 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Skull Creek Area 126. 303 

Skull Creek Shale 25. 26. 218. 
234. 389 

Skyline Mine 38 

Slabtown Granite 510 

Slana District 467. 518 

Sleepy Hollow 14 

Slick Rock District 3. 24. 145. 
192. 225. 390. 393 

Slick Rock Member 24 

Slim Buues 243. 245. 254. 413 

Small Fry Claim 153 

Sm-thwick Shale 477 

Smoke Creek Desert Basin 475 

Smoky Hill Chalk Member 499 

Smoky Hill Valley 277 

Snake River Group 33 

Snow Claim 274 

Snowbird Group 4 

Solomon Creek 525 

Sophia Mine 358 

South Cave Hills 245 

South Fork Claims 299 

South Fork of Quartz Creek 456 

South Fork of the Koyukuk River 
455 

South Platte Formation 499 

South Platte River 479 

Southern California Batholith 329, 
346, 421, 429, 510 

Sparta Sand 327 

299 

Spence Shale Member 249 

Spencer Formation 124 

Spergen Formation 94. 207. 208. 
212. 530 

Split-Rock Slate 19. 138. 3^2 

Spokane Hills 219 

Spokane Indian Reservation 524 

Spokane Molybdenum Mine 524 

Spokane Shale 249. 511 

Spotted Range 108 

Spottedtail Member 16 

Spring Canyon 347 

Spring Canyon Mine 347 

Spring Creek 456 

Spring Creek Mesa 250 

Spring Mountains 108. 264 

Spruce Creek 525 

Spud Patch Area 522 

St. Francis Mountains 371 

St. Kevin District 126 

St. Lawrence River 366 

St. Peter Sandstone 129 

St. Peters Dome 510 

St. Regis Formation 219 

St. Vrain Batholith 510.511 

Stanley Basin 483 

Stanley Shale 129 

Stark Lake 460 

Starks Salt Dome 190 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Starlight Formation 2i 

Steamboat Canyon Prospects 237 

Steele Shale 19, 135. 200. 227 

Steinhatchce River Valley 256 

Stemple Pass 490 

Step Mesa 77 

Sterling Batholith 337 

Stillwater Formation 128. 448. 511 

Stirling Quartzite 108 

Stockton Formation 207. 213. 233. 
355 

Stockwether Limestone Member 29 

Slonchousc Creek 465 

Stones Switch Sandstone Member 391 

Stonewall Formation 337 

Stonewall Mountain 108 

Stout Creek Rhyolite 510 

Straight Creek 525 

Stribling Formation 477 

Si roubles Formation 495 

Stump Sandstone 22. 35 

Submarine Creek 526 

Sugarloaf Mountain 217 

Sugarloaf Quartz, l-atite 511 

Sullivan Creek 503 

Sulphur Bend 460 

Summerville Formation 5, 6. 24, 
65,79,83. 106. 117, 121, 130. 
140. 145, 149, 192, 225. 230, 
231,251,257,269.271,290. 
295, 297, 4%. 502, 515, 530, 
535, 546, 548, 578 

Jtw 

Summit Mine 523 

Sumner Group 539 

Sun Mountain 469 

Sunbeam Formation 21 

Sunbury Shale 430 

Sundance Formation 19. 70. 132. 
135. 200. 206. 218. 252. 273. 532 

Sunset Creek 452. 505 

Sunset District 126 

Supai Formation 118. 302 

Superior-Rare Metals Deposit 391 

Sur Series 512 

Sure Fire Claims 523 

Surprise Claims 524 

Susitna Lowland 448 

Suwannee Limestone 256 

Swan Peak Formation 249 

Swanson Creek 452. 505 

Swauger Quartzite 33 

Sweepstakes Creek Area 229. 456. 
519 

Sweetwater Arch 31. 120. 227. 277 

Sweetwater Member 511 

Swift Formation 26 

Swift Run Formation 495 

Switch Creek 463 

Table Mountain 245. 264 

Tahkandit Limestone 460 

Taku Harbor District 518 

Talkeetna Mountains 454. 527 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Tallahatchie River Watershed 327 

Tallahatta Formation 327 

Talpa Limestone Member 29 

Tamarack Creek 525 

Tanana River Lowlands 448 

Tanyard Formation 477 

Tapeats Sandstone 510 

Tar River 4 

Tatonduk River 460 

Tava Valley 409 

Teapot Sandstone Member 19 

Tecolote District 282, 402 

Tecumseh Sandstone 316, 536 

Telegraph Creek Member 26 

Teilcr Soils 539 

Temple Mountain 41.62.85. 107. 
162. 164. 168. 169. 172. 248, 
269. 285. 376. 402. 414, 502, 530 

Ten Mile Formation 513 

Tensleep Sandstone 135. 200. 206. 
252. 532 

Tepee Trail Formation 67. 203 

Tesla Formation 380 

Teton Prospect 127 

Texas Coastal Plain 12, 13, 123, 
222,223,371,373,391,410. 
537, 551, 565 

Texas Creek Batholith 510 

Thermopolis Shale 68, 132, 135, 
227, 252, 532 

Thirsty Canyon Tuff 108 

Thomas Caldera 151 

.<ui 

Thomas District 3 

Thcmas Range 151. 209. 21'. 

Thompson Canyon 347 

Thompson Claims 458. 531 

Thompsons Area 230 

Thompsons District 303 

Three Forks Shale 33 

Three Sisters Prospect 127 

Thrifty Formation 29 

Tiawah Limestone Member 128 

Tidewater Region 4 

Tiffin Mine 264 

Timber Mountain 108 

Tin Mersoi Ba-»in 223 

Tir.dir Group 201. 460 

Tippipah Limestone 108 

Tishomingo Granite 334 

Titus Canyon Formation 108 

Tobin Creek 455.488 

Tocito Dome 496 

Todilto Limestone 3. 5. 52. 54, 
65.80,83.99. 117. 121. 140, 
164. 171, 172, 185,203.207, 
208.210,212.251,257,269, 
271.276,290.293.450.4%, 
530, 578 

Tofty Gulch 503 

Tofty Tin Belt 503 

Togo Formation 196, 353 

Tokun Formation 448 

Tolicha District 108 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Tolovana Limestone 462. 503 

Tolovana Mine 462 

Tongue River Member 142. 193. 245 

Topsy Formation 448 

Tordillo Hill 391 

Toreva Formation 118. 183. 247. 
305 

Torowcap Formation 269 

Torrcy District 402 

Tourmaline No. 2 Claim 246 

Town Mountain Granite 477 

Townsend Valley District 461 

Trachyte District 509 

Trail Creek 525 

Trail Creek Coal Field 461 

Transvaal Formation 223 

Trappmar.s District 108 

Travis Peak Formation 477 

Tres Piedras Granite 512 

Trinity Group 29. !28 

Trinity River 369, 564 

Trivoli Sandstone 129 

Tropic Shale 231 

Tropico Group 104.157 

Troublesome Formation 86 

Trout Creek Augen Gneiss 511 

Trout Creek Pass 126 

Truckee Formation 354 

Trujillo Formation 203 

302 

Tubutuiik River 504 

Tusas Granite 578 

Tuscaloosa Formation 4. 495 

Tuscarora Sandstone 129. 495 

Tuscher Formation 79. 548 

Tusquitee Quartzite 4 

Twin Creek Limestone 22 

Twin Peak Formation 477 

Two Prong Mesa 77 

Tyee Sandstone 124. 339. 416 

Tygee Sandstone 22. 35 

Tyuya ^yuyun Deposit 181 

Uinta Basin 39. 81. 207. 213. 274. 
54b 

Uinta Formation 274. 450. 530 

Uinta Mountains 31.34 

Umpqua Formation 124. 339. 416 

Uncompahgre District 126 

Uncompahgre Formation 510. 511 

Uncompahgrc Plateau 43.81.111. 
130. 166. 250. 306. 307. 308 

Unicoi Formation 4. 27. 495 

Union Pacific Prospect 266 

Unkpapa Sandstone 19 

Upper Ruby River District 461 

Uraniumaire Deposit 1X9 

Uravan District 3. 250. 529. 546 

Uravan Mineral Belt 15, 24. 37, 
58. 192, 203. 225. 390. 522, 529 
530, 54X 

Ute Mountain 494 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Uteland Copper Mine 274 

Utopia Creek Placer Mine 469 

Vadito For.nation 510. SI2 

VakJez District 4S4 

Valentine Member 16 

Valera Shale Member 29 

Vallecito Conglomerate 510. 511 

Valkcitos Rhyolite 512. 578 

Valles Mounuins 329 

Valley and Ridge Province 27. 233 

Valley Spring Gneiss 477 

Valleytown Formation 4 

Van Hill Claims 523 

Vanoss Formation 128 

Vanoss Soils 539 

Ventersdorp System 13. 223 

Verdigris Limestone Member 128 

V:ndhyan Deposit 409 

Viola Limestone 382 

Virgin Anticline 82. 316, 474. 536 

Virgin Creek Member 25 

Virgin No. 3 Mine 414 

Virgin Valley 156. 240 

Vitro Mine 411 

Voss Shale Member 29 

Vulcan Creek 504 

Wabaunsee Group 382 

Waccamaw Formation 4 

Wade Creek 465.467 

303 

Wagon Bed Formation 19. 132. 138. 
139 

Wahmonie Formation 108 

WaWen Creek Group 4 

Wafdrip Shale Member 29 

Walker Basin 475 

Walker Fork 467 

Walker River 475 

Wallace Formation 511 

Wanakah Formation 4% 

Ward District 126 

Warner Mountains 237 

Warren Peak Area Prospects 237 

Warrior Basin 226 

Wasatch Formation 15. 19. 26. 44. 
45. 46. 66, 79. 87. 88. 100, 103. 
119. 120. 127. 141. !57. 182. 
186. 187. 200. 206. 207. 212. 
235, 236. 239. 252, 273. 274. 
277.295.318.372.390.406. 
411.468.530.548 

Wasatch Plateau 347 

Washakie Basin 12. 19. 31. 182. 

252. 252. 274. 277 

Washington Batholith 510 

Wasilla District 454 

Wassuk Range 481 

Waterhole Claims 524 

Waterpocket Monocline 61 

Watts Creek Shale Member 29 

Wayan Formation 22, 35 

Weber Quartzite 382 

Wedding Bell Mines 251 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Weisner Ouartute 495 

Wellington Distrkt 108 

Wellington Formation 128.387.539 

Wells Formation 21 

Wepo Formation 183 

Westwater Canyon Member I. 5. 6, 
30.83, 110. 117. 121. 140, 179, 
183, 224, 22i\ 251, 255. 257. 
290, 293, 385, 450, 496, 550, 578 

Wet Mountains 215. 510 

Weverton Quart/ite 495 

Whaien Mine 526 

Wheeler Creek Pluton 194 

Whirlwind Mine 38 

Whistling Gulch 526 

White Bloth Spring District 108 

While Canyon 49. 80, 109, 162. 
164. 169, 173, ?74, 184, 269, 
284. 442, 534 

White Canyon District 3. 130. 172. 
507, 516. 522, 530 

White Cloud Deposit 189 

White King Mines 189. 358 

White Mountain Batholith 337 

White Mountain Plutonic-Volcanic 
Series 429 

White Mountains 346. 371 

White Oak Property 523 

White Rim Sandstone Member SIS 

White River Badlands 93, 277 

White River Group 19, 45, 66, 70. 
88. 100. 119. 138. 139. 157. 186, 
206. 227. 236. 239, 243. 245. 
252. 254. 273. 277, 372, 400, 

304 

White River Group 430. 499. 53J 

White River Uplift 31 

White Star Prospect 127 

Whitebird Prospect 33 

Whitehorse Sandstone 124.499 

White* ood Limestone 193 

Whitmore Canyon 347 

Whitsett Formation 203.258.259. 
391. 537 

Wichita Group 29. 128. 131 

Wichita Mountains 128. 387 

Wickiup Claims 299 

Wickiup Creek Watershed 386 

Wilberns Formation 477 

Wilbert Mine 33 

Wilcox Group 327 

Williams Fork Formation 127 

Willision Basin 31 

Willow Creek 525 

Willow Creek Mining District 527 

Wilson Creek 466 

Wilsons District 108 

Wind River Basin 12. 19. 31. 54. 
67. 120. 138, 248. 252. 273, 530. 
532, 538 

Wind River Formation 3. 15. 20. 
66.68. 132. 138, 139. 157,203. 
227. 252. 277. 363. 372, 374. 
400.406,411,532,538 

Wind River Range 125. 538 

Window Rock Gap 347 

Wingate Sandstone 5. 24, 42, 79, 



GEOFORMATIONAL FEATURE 
Wingate Sandstone 83. 117. 122. 

130. 140. 145. 149. 179. 192. 
251.269.285.295.297.385. 
402. 502. 514. 548. 578 

Winncmucca Lake Basin 475 

Winnipeg Formation 249 

Winter Clove 14 

Wiseman District 455. 488 

Witwatersrand System 13. 223 

Wolf Creek 460 

Wolfcamp Formation 539 

Wollaston Lake Belt 517 

Wolsev Shale 249 

Wonder Vein 524 

Wood Canyon Formation 108 

Wood Mine 426 

Wood River Formation 483 

Woodford Chert 53. 128. 136. 207. 
208. 212 

Wood row Mine 550 

Woodson Mountain Cranodiorite 337. 
346 

Woolcy Claims 523 

Wrangell Mountains 454 

Wreford Limestone 539 

Wyman Formation 108. 512 

Wyoming Basins 12, 222. 385, 565 

Yakataga Area 448, 528 

Yakutat Group 448 

Yale Point Sandstone 183 

Yangtze River 366 

305 

Yanfcct Hill District 126 

Yates Formation 202 

Yavapai Scries 512 

Ycclinie Deposit 181 

Yegua Formation 391 

Yegua River 369 

Yellow Canarv Uranium Deposit 34 

Yellow Cat Area 230 

Yellow Jacket Mine 38 

Yellow pine Limestone Member 270 

Yellowstone National Park 275 

Yellowstone Plateau 19 

Yeso Formation 25!. 447. 578 

York Tin District 518 

Yorktown Formation 4 

Yucca Flat 108 

Yukon Region 448. 453. 501. 506. 
518 

Yukon River 460 

Zabriskie Quart/iic 108 

Zane Hills Pluton 194. 469 

Zaneis Soils 539 

Zech Formation 477 

Zuni Mountains 30. 402 

Zuni Uplift 1.60.81.83.91.99. 
140. 171.251,548 

4BMine 251 
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TAXONOMIC NAME INDEX 
ABIES CONCOLOR 514 

ABRON1A ANGUST1FOLIA 450 

ANOGRA GYPSOPH1LA 450 

ARAUCARIOXYLON sp. 414 

ASTER VENUSTUS 515 

ASTRAGALUS ALLOCHROUS 450 

ASTRAGALUS PATTERSONl 450.515 

CLADOMAsp. 322 

CRYPTANTHA FULVOCANESCENS 450 

DESULFOVIBRIOsp. 20.120 

D1THYRAEA WISLIZEM 450 

ERIOGONUM ROTUNDIFOLIUM 450 

JUMPERLS COMMUNIS 514 

LEPIDILM MONTANUM 450 

MENTZELIsp. 450 

OENOTHERA sp. 450 

ORYZOPSIS HYMENOIDES 450 

PINUS CEMBROIDES var. EDUL1S 514 

PINUS PONDEROSA var. SCOPULORUM 
514 

PSEUDOTSUGA TAXIFOLIA 514 

SPOROBOLUS GIGANTEUS 450 

STANLEYA PINNATA 515 

STREPTANTHUS sp. 450 

THIOBACILLUS FERROOXIDANS 20. 120 

THIOBACILLUS sp. 20 

THIOBACILLUS THIOOXIDANS 20 

THIOBACILLUS THIOPARUS 20 


